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Abstract 

Melissa Dennison 

Crafting the Self: How participating in coaching conversations can shape a 

recipient’s learning 

Keywords: Coaching, learning, dialogue, inner speech, external speech, 

metaphor, artist, recipient 

This research contributes to current understandings of how the process of 

learning unfurls temporally during coaching conversations. This experience has 

been obtained through first-hand lived experience, in particular,  my active 

participation as a coachee in a series of one-to-one coaching conversations 

with two professional coaches. To assist in developing and enriching these 

understandings further I have crafted a research design with a two-stage 

process. And a hybrid methodology drawn from Interpretative 

Phenomenological Analysis and Dialogical Methods. This approach is beneficial 

in enabling the complexity of self-other relationships that unfold within coaching 

conversations to be fully articulated. I have chosen to adopt autoethnography as 

a research method in stage one of this research, and interviews in stage two, 

respectively. Autoethnography enables a complex exploration of first-hand lived 

experience, providing a forum in which reflexive dialogues between self and 

other can emerge. Thus, allowing multiple perspectives to be heard. In stage 

two I have interviewed 6 professional coaches, facilitating an additional dialogue 

to unfold between self and others, enriching this research. Critically, within this 

research, the self is described as malleable and non-identical with itself, where 

on encountering others in external and inner dialogues it experiences 

challenges and struggles with the unknown and unfamiliar. Significantly, 

through this experience the self is transformed. Finally, this process can be 

understood as artistic, since this research describes an aesthetic metaphor 

informed by Bakhtin and Gell, in which coach and coachee - described as the 

recipient are actively engaged in emotionally crafting and shaping the other. 

(250 words) 
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Chapter One Introduction 

 

1.1  Background to this research 

 

The purpose of this introductory chapter is to set the scene for this thesis, and 

to discuss the background or context to this research. This includes what the 

influences have been that have informed this research, and how this research 

has unfurled over the past few years. When describing this background, it is 

helpful to articulate the first research question which is: How does experiencing 

coaching conversations as a coachee enable learning to emerge? And this 

chapter will be addressing how this research has been exploring this question. 

This question has developed from my reading the existing literature, and, 

encountering claims such as those made by De Haan (2011) who suggests that 

there is continued interest in the phenomena of coaching conversations. This is 

cogent since what is said and the way that it is said with these conversations 

has significance (Grant 2016). 

 

This research has also been sculpted from the clay of various books and papers 

that discuss dialogical relations, including works by Bakhtin, Vygotsky, and 

Shotter. I am struck by Vygotsky’s (1939:29) claim that spoken words emerge 

from “the turning of thoughts into speech”, and by Merleau-Ponty (1962:179) 

who suggests that words are inseparable to thoughts. Furthermore, he also 

claims that there hearing the words of others enables their absorb the thoughts, 

ideas, and meanings to be absorbed (Merleau-Ponty 1962). This indicates that 

as individuals we have the capacity to think according to others which enriches 

and transforms our own understandings. Thus, reading these words has added 

further complexity to my appreciation of how coaching may be shaping the 

learning process. When encountering these ideas articulated by others, I have 

developed an interest in Heidegger’s concept of Dasein which is existential in 

that as a being, Dasein understands itself through lived experience and active 

participation or being-in-the-world (1996). This existential understanding has 

implications for this research as it implies that in seeking to create knowledge, 
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as a researcher I can only understand events or phenomena in the world 

through dwelling alongside, being situated and experiencing this myself. This is 

articulated in Heidegger’s statement that “[w]e come to terms with the question 

of existence through existence itself” (Heidegger 1996:11). Furthermore, as I 

am exploring the concept of dialogue, I am also interested in the ways in which 

being-in-the-world may involve linguistic interactions with others, emerging in 

the form of talk, and specifically conversation with others. This seems cogent 

since Heidegger (1996) comments that it is through talk that Dasein is 

expressed (Glendinning 2014). And for research that is exploring the intricate 

relationship between coaching and learning this existential approach appears to 

have merit. 

 

When I began this research back in 2014 my research interests revolved 

around coaching conversations and whether these might be conducive to 

learning. I was drawn to this as there were many claims in the literature about 

the interconnected relationship between coaching and learning. For example, 

Law (2013: xiv) claims that “[c]oaching is about learning”, whilst Van 

Nieuwerburgh (2012:8) suggests that this unfolds within coaching 

conversations, moreover as Cox (2010) indicates,  learning comes into being 

through engaging in conversation with others. This is reminiscent of De Haan’s 

(2008) notions around helping conversations in which new ideas and novel 

perspectives can be heard. De Haan (2008) also describes these conversations 

as being commonplace and an everyday activity. For instance, these unfold 

when sitting down to an evening meal with family or friends, or within work 

settings with colleagues. This resonated with earlier texts that I had 

encountered, for instance Baker et al. (2005:413) who states that conversations 

provided recipients with “opportunities to hear new perspectives beyond their 

personal frames of reference.” Thus, coaching conversations could be “a central 

medium in a focused learning process” as Stelter and Law (2010:154) claim. 

However, as the next chapter of this thesis will show, what seemed to be 

missing from the literature was knowledge and understanding of how this 

learning process unfolded from the experiential and situated perspective of a 

coachee (Sztucinski 2002; McCleland 2005; Rostron 2006). This has been the 

area that I have wanted to explore further, especially since “living conversation 
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and relationships between people are important arenas of study” (Cunliffe 

2011:658). Thus, I have felt emboldened to explore what I consider to be a form 

of living conversation, that which unfolds during a coaching interaction. This 

seems apt, as a key aspect of coaching is that it is a process that involves 

utterances and talk between a coach and coachee. In addition, I am excited by 

the notion that directly experiencing coaching conversations may shed light on 

how the phenomena of learning develops. This approach has merit as it is 

beneficial in exploring my overarching research question further, particularly 

since as Pinker (2008:vii) claims, we need to take a “close look at our speech – 

our conversations”. These are a site in which our values, beliefs, are expressed 

and where we struggle to create new meanings.  

 

Conversations can be described as a form of joint action which are capable of 

producing mutual change and transformation, where participants “[..] can no 

longer be thought of as unchanged in their being, their way of being in the 

world” Shotter (2008:37). This suggests to me that being-in-the-world involves 

intersubjectivity, which I understand to be a way of being with others that is 

relationally responsive, where meanings are embedded and created in situ. 

Furthermore, as Shotter (2008:2) states by participating in such “verbally 

constructed relationships” a space is created in which speech “acts back upon” 

[My emphasis] and changes those engaged in this act. These ideas have been 

shaping my thoughts and have provided the cornerstone for this research, 

leading me to speculate further around the relationship between coaching and 

learning. As this process has continued, my research has started to take shape, 

sculpted through a deep interest in the relationship between speech and 

learning. Critically, back in 2014 I imagined learning happening live in the 

moment of speech, in the space created between the coach and coachee. Now, 

in 2019 as I am writing this thesis, I suggest that coaching conversations can 

facilitate learning through what can be described as a relational and dialogical 

process, both within this lived moment and through engagement with the other 

outside the room, during introspection . And it is the complexity of these 

dialogical encounters with the other, and the way that these may shape learning 

that this thesis will be exploring in more depth. This is also discussed further as 
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this chapter progresses, however before that, the next section will be 

addressing the contribution this research is seeking to make. 

 

1.2   Research Contribution 

 

Stelter and Law (2010) claim that continuous learning and development is 

critical to our times. Moreover, this tends to unfold within specific contexts 

suggesting that it is situated, for instance, within coaching conversations. 

However, much coaching research tends to be focused on outcomes (Shoukry 

and Cox 2018), and, there is currently little research which explores how 

learning unfolds from being situated and actively participating within the 

coaching conversation itself. Furthermore, as Athanasopoulou and Dopson 

(2018) indicate the literature has explored whether coaching works but has 

tended to overlook how it may do so. This could be significant since a key 

assumption within coaching literature is that coaching generates learning (van 

Doorn 2019; Brookbank and McGill 2006). It may seem surprising then that 

within the extant literature “[t]here is almost no research that focuses on the 

coaching interaction as a learning intervention” (Fillery-Travis and Cox 

2014:452). There is a general lack of understanding in relation to how learning 

may unfold temporally during coaching conversations. Within the coaching 

literature, learning is often theorised as behavioural, for instance as conveyed 

through coaching models such as GROW (Palmer and Whybrow 2018) which is 

discussed further in the literature review, or as emerging through cognitive 

process as indicated by the Gestalt approach and experiential learning theories 

(Thomas 2011). However, whilst the former fails to explore the coachee’s 

complex and dynamic inner world of thought, feeling and emotion, the latter 

may overlook or fail to notice the importance of outward behavioural change 

which is often associated with the changes that unfold in the coachee’s inner 

world (Garvey, Stokes and Megginson 2018). Whilst this gap may be due in part 

to the complexity of coaching interactions and their intimate character, this 

research hopes to shed light on the ways in which coaching conversations may 

transform thought, understanding and awareness. This is critical, particularly 

when seeking to understand the complex ways in which the internal and 

external worlds of the coachee interact and affect their actions, perceptions and 
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understandings as Clutterbuck and Spence (2017) attest. Therefore, a more 

holistic and embodied understanding of learning that unites these inner and 

outer worlds is needed since it can be understood as combining form and 

content (Bakhtin 1981). This understanding dwells at the heart of this research, 

and this is an original contribution that this research is seeking to make. 

 

This contribution can be described as significant in that this research sheds new 

light upon the subtle and complex ways that coaching conversations facilitate a 

coachee’s learning (Tracy and Hinrichs 2017). This has value as it develops 

new understandings of how coaching engenders and enables learning which is 

beneficial to both academics and practitioners alike. In addition, as the following 

chapter, the literature review will show, there is scant research undertaken from 

the coachee’s lived perspective that addresses how participating in coaching 

interactions may stimulate learning on their part (Cunningham 2017). Thus, 

there is a significant gap in the coaching literature which this research aims to 

fill. This research that explores the relationship between coaching conversations 

and learning from the inside, from the coachee’s lived perspective has value 

since coaching can be described as “a coachee-centred learning and 

development intervention” (Lai and Palmer 2019: 145). Therefore, the research 

design described in the following pages is both novel and distinctive within 

extant coaching research, since as the instrument of my own inquiry I will be 

situating myself as a coachee within a series of one-to-one coaching 

conversations, The advantages of this approach are that I will be experiencing 

first-hand how coaching may facilitate learning from this unique perspective. 

This is important as it creates a space for noticing diverse and complex 

sensations and emotions that may have been missed in coaching research. In 

addition, this encourages greater self-awareness, enriches personal insights 

and generates feelings of empathy for the other. This is beneficial for coaching 

which as Spinelli and Horner (2018) indicate, encourages a coach to seek to 

venture into the embodied and lived world of the coachee. As social, contextual 

and situated factors all play a role in crafting a coachee’s learning, and as this 

research is informed by existential phenomenology, I am conceptualising 

learning as being socially situated within lived experience (Argote and Miron-

Spektor 2011), forming through dialogue with the coach and others.  
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This research is therefore both timely and relevant as it is exploring the complex 

and subtle interplay between coaching and learning from a situated or insider 

perspective as the coachee, with the aim of exploring how the coaching process 

might nurture learning. Furthermore, at present there is little if any research 

currently that seeks to understand how participating in coaching conversations 

as a coachee might be conducive to learning (Fillery-Travis and Cox 2014). 

Moreover, it is often claimed within the extant literature that the process of 

coaching intends towards changes in thought, emotion and action, but how 

these changes emerge during a coaching conversation remains unclear 

(Correia et al 2016). Thus, these critical and aesthetic aspects of coaching 

currently remain unexplored, particularly from an experiential perspective. 

Insufficient attention seems to have been paid to the dilemmas that may arise 

during coaching conversations, or to the way that goals, theoretical frames and 

coaching models may shape and craft a coachee’s learning. This research 

hopes to address this oversight. As the following chapter, the literature review 

indicates, coaching draws upon a multiplicity of theories, models and 

techniques. Moreover, one coach may prefer to engage in goal setting whilst 

another may adopt a more personal or distinctive style, as suggested in chapter 

7. This implies that every coaching interaction will be unique. Therefore, as 

Western (2012) asserts, scholarship is needed that develops new ideas and 

creates novel understandings of the process by which coaching fosters 

learning, which is what this thesis aims to achieve.  

 

This  thesis  entitled ‘Crafting the Self’ intends to explore how the coaching 

process may sculpt, mould and shape the self through participation in coaching 

conversations. Therefore, this research focuses upon the becoming and 

shaping of the individual coachee. Instead of than understanding a coachee in 

essentialist terms, as having a real and authentic self that is fixed and 

unchanging; within this research the self is understood in dialogical terms as 

ever changing and “not identical with itself” (Sullivan 2012:45). As the self is not 

fixed, then during coaching conversations, the coachee may encounter struggle, 

dilemmas  and conflict as indicated in chapters 5 and 7. However, it is through 

this process that transformations and learning can occur. Through these 

dialogic interactions between self and other the self is constituted and re-
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constituted as the coaching conversation persists in sculpting, casting and 

moulding the coachee. As Bakhtin (1984: 88) claims, human thought has a 

dialogical quality, which enable the inner landscape of the individual and the 

external world of others to encounter one another and dynamically interact 

(Iordanou et al 2017). It is through this dialogical process that the coachee 

continues to be crafted. Thus, the coachee can be understood as a dialogical 

subject. This conceptualisation has relevance for research that is interested in 

exploring coaching conversations from within since there is scant research 

currently that adopts this perspective.  

 

1.3  An unexpected turn  

 

Since 2014 this research has continued to be crafted and re-crafted, especially 

on return from my initial fieldwork in 2015. After experiencing being coached 

from a first-hand lived perspective, I felt that there were new avenues that I 

wished to explore, and subsequent research questions that I knew I had to 

consider. However, these were not addressed at the time, in part as I had a 

change of supervisory team which ran into some difficulties, which is discussed 

briefly in chapter 4. Thus, my research took an unexpected break when this 

relationship became too emotionally fraught to continue. Subsequently, these 

questions were parked for 9 months until a new team could be established. And 

primarily this is why this research can be understood as taking place in two 

stages, the first being this initial fieldwork that created an autoethnographic 

narrative, and the second being a dialogue with others as outlined below. 

 

My experiences as a coachee in 2015 led me to consider and reflect upon the 

complex dynamics that define the relationship between coach and coachee, 

which are described in this thesis as taking shape within an aesthetic process in 

which there can be tensions between this and ethical issues. These are 

explored in chapters 7 and 8 which also introduce an artistic metaphor which is 

connected to the title of this research. Within this artistic frame the coach and 

coachee can be imagined as engaged in the joint action (Shotter 2008) of 

making or crafting. This is a process in which the self is being crafted not only 

through hearing the spoken words of the other as they unfold live in the 
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moment, but significantly involves reflection and introspection, as the analysis of 

my autoethnographic field text in chapter five attests. This autoethnographic text 

creates a forum for inner speech to be articulated along with its attendant micro 

dialogues as self seeks to understand itself in the presence of others. 

 

As there were new questions which arose from my participation in coaching 

conversations, and as this research has also been sculpted from dialogical 

notions, I decided that this research needed a second stage where I would  

interview professional coaches. Critically by interviewing coaches this would 

allow their voices to be heard, for instance in relation to the ways that they 

considered coaching conversations might shape a coachee’s learning. Their 

voices would enrich the existing data by adding an additional layer of meaning 

to this research, as well as producing new and novel perspectives. Moreover, 

interviewing coaches would enable a dialogue to open up between self and 

other regarding the relationship between coaching and learning, particularly 

through the interplay between my words in the autoethnographic text and the 

words of others in these interview transcripts. 

 

1.4  Outline of Methodology and method 

 

The methodology which is discussed briefly in this section can be described as 

making a significant contribution to coaching research due to its novel hybrid 

phenomenological approach. I have chosen to craft a design inspired by 

interpretative phenomenology which embraces dwelling with or alongside 

everyday phenomena, in order to “explore our own experience” (Crotty 

2010:84). By doing so  new meanings and understandings from within the 

Lebenswelt or life world can be developed. This approach has enabled me as 

the researcher to actively experience being coached from a first-hand, lived, 

experiential perspective. Thus, within this context I describe myself as an 

embodied researcher, where as a researcher I am immanently situated and 

immersed within the phenomena that I am researching, rather than being 

outside or transcending it (Stelter 2007).The advantages of this are that by 
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dwelling within the phenomena I am wishing to understand – coaching 

conversations, I may be able to enrich my understandings of how learning 

unfurls within this context. By adopting this approach, this research aims to 

make a unique contribution, since phenomenological research has often 

overlooked the way that meaning can emerge between people and individuals 

(Larkin et al 2018). 

 

As this research is interested in first-hand experience, this research design is 

shaped by the phenomenological concerns of dwelling, as well as time and 

space. This is pertinent since Being-in-the-world unfolds with “time as its 

standpoint” (Heidegger 1962:39). Therefore, the temporal aspects of these 

conversations have been critical, providing a backdrop to my fieldwork and 

playing a significant role throughout the development of this thesis. For 

instance, this temporality nature is expressed in the way that the past and 

present dynamically intersect during the autoethnographic analysis in chapter 

five, and through the presence of chronotopes in chapters five and six.  

 

In addition to ideas drawn from interpretative phenomenology, this research has 

been shaped by a cross-fertilization of ideas which reside within Bahktin’s 

writings, particularly those connected with dialogue. These concepts are 

complementary since both emphasize the importance of lived experience for 

shaping meanings (De Oliveira 2013). Bakhtin’s (1986) description of the nature 

of an act is not dissimilar to Heidegger’s notion of being-in-the-world as both 

examine the interaction between self and other and how these sculpt person-

world relations. Additionally, Dasein can be understood as an existential and 

relational being who is in the world with others. Within this context, Dasein is 

dialogical in that it’s experience and understandings are shaped through 

interactions with others (Dennison 2019). This is pertinent to a Bakhtinian 

conceptualisation of the world in which ideas were not simply abstract notions 

but were lived and experienced through dialogue (Bakhtin 1986). These 

understandings are shaped by the dynamic interplay and relationship that 

develops between the inner and outer worlds of the individual articulated 

through external and inner speech. External speech is described in this thesis 
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as oral speech, expressed through verbal utterances whilst inner speech 

includes thoughts, feelings, aspirations and desires which emerge during 

introspection. These forms of speech can be understood as being intrinsically 

interwoven since “the background to all spoken dialogue [external speech] is 

the inner dialogue taking place in [..] inner speech” (Barrs 2016:247). This 

implies that inner speech is the location where the inner and outer worlds of the 

individual meet which is significant for a thesis that embraces the method of 

autoethnography as outlined below.  

 

Critically, at the heart of this research is the concept that the self is not identical 

with itself, since the self is non-essential and undefined. Therefore, when 

engaged in dialogue with others the various I-positions including I-for-myself, I-

for-the-other and the other-for-me are constantly shifting and changing (Sullivan 

2012). These different aspects of selfhood are malleable similarly to clay which 

can be given shape and form in the presence of others. This implies that the 

self can be crafted and transformed during conversations with the other. New 

insights may come into being when hearing the words of the other, since 

utterances contain meanings which shape subsequent understandings and 

responses. Through this process an individual is being shaped emotionally 

which is an aesthetic or artistic endeavour (Bakhtin 1986). This understanding 

resides at the heart of this thesis and is the contribution to coaching knowledge 

that I am seeking to make.  

 

Therefore, this methodology can be described as a product of this intermingling 

of ideas, or a hybrid. Within this hybrid frame I also chose to adopt an analytic 

method that embraced aspects of interpretative phenomenological analysis 

alongside dialogical elements. This can also be described as embracing a 

pluralist approach which may be beneficial as it has the potential to offer 

additional and new perspectives. In addition, this enriches the data through 

allowing other voices space to be heard. By enabling a cross-fertilization 

between interpretative phenomenological analysis and dialogical methods, an 

additional layer of temporal understanding is added through the notion of the 

chronotope (Sullivan 2012). Chronotopes as conceived by Bakhtin can be 
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understood as defining “a field of possibilities” (Morson, 1994:106) that are 

unique to a specific literary genre. Each genre has its own characteristics, for 

example the possibilities for acting differ within a sci-fi genre than they do within 

crime or romance. This implies that the events that unfold within each of these 

will be distinct. Therefore, a chronotope can be described as providing the 

ground upon which events can unfurl.  In addition, each chronotope will contain 

its own forms of language which have the capacity to shape and alter lived 

experience as it unfolds, as chapter 4 conveys. In addition, in chapter 5 of this 

thesis, different genres of coaching can be understood as different chronotopes, 

for example as romantic or pragmatic chronotopes which contain their own 

unique linguistic possibilities that shape and craft coaching conversations.  

 

As this thesis is exploring the phenomena of learning then this temporal 

understanding is pivotal since this may play a significant role in crafting the 

process through which this takes shape. Therefore, when conceiving a design 

for my research  I have developed a two-stage approach, where I initially 

decided to participate as a coachee in a series of one-to-one conversations with 

a professional coach over a period of months. Ideally this timeframe would allow 

my fieldwork to evolve. Therefore, I considered that six conversations over a 

period of six months would be a minimum to aim for, whilst a maximum upper 

limit of twelve unfurling over a year seemed reasonable. My initial concerns 

were not primarily connected to notions of data saturation but grew out of these 

deliberations around the experience of time and how this may interact with and 

shape the phenomena of learning. However, I decided to be flexible about the 

maximum period that may be needed, as I was willing to listen to the coach and 

trust that we would be able to sense or intuit when it was time to  bring our 

relationship to a close. Therefore, I chose to adopt an attitude of going with the 

flow, and, being receptive to events as they occurred rather than adhere to 

ideas around data saturation. 

 

As indicated above the research method that I chose in the first stage of this 

research to explore the phenomena of learning in its richness, complexity and 

struggle is autoethnography. This method is becoming increasingly popular 
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across a wide range of disciplines, for example, in criminology, music, 

anthropology, political science, psychology, sociology, business and within 

health and nursing studies (Jones et al 2016).However, Doloriert and Sambrook 

(2012:83) indicate that there has long been “an autoethnographic presence” in 

qualitative research, a claim that is supported by Leavy (2015). Thus, whilst 

autoethnographic writing may be distinctive, the process of writing itself resides 

at the very heart of social science research. As a method, autoethnography is 

often described as being either evocative as Bochner and Ellis (2016) suggest 

or as being analytic as Anderson (2011) claims , however within this thesis 

autoethnography is more of a hybrid, and a mix of these distinct approaches.  

 

By adopting this method, I can produce an account of each coaching 

conversation as I have subjectively and uniquely experienced it. Within the 

context of crafting the self,  writing enables the coachee to describe their lived 

experiences and associated thoughts and feelings. As this is a private and 

intimate act it also encourages giving voice to the many struggles that a 

coachee may have during coaching encounters in seeking to make sense of 

this experience. As this research is both phenomenological and dialogical, 

autoethnography can provide a forum in which the dynamics of the relationship 

between the inner and outer world of the individual coachee are expressed 

through the interweaving of the words of others, including the coach with the 

inner speech of the coachee.  And this relationship may enable the 

transformation of meanings and understandings, and the tensions and struggles 

which may be inherent in this process can be expressed and communicated to 

others on the page. The transformations in understandings that may emerge 

through the interaction between inner and outer speech can be articulated 

through inside-out, double-voiced dialogues where the voices of others are 

active in shaping and carving an individual’s perceptions, interpretations and 

awareness (Sullivan 2012). Critically, the action of writing an autoethnography 

can produce a forum in which many voices, including the voice of the other are 

heard.  
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Not only does autoethnography provide a space to explore the tensions which 

exist between self and other when it comes to the creation of new meanings, it 

also enables the exploration of ethical dilemmas that can arise during coaching 

conversations, and as a result of writing about relationships with others in the 

world (Doloriert and Sambrook 2009). Thus, rather than being a home simply 

for reflective writing, autoethnography encourages the writer to critically 

question their existing suppositions and forestructures. This can lead to further 

insights and self-awareness which could be emancipatory in that they may lead 

to epiphanies and change.  

 

Initially in 2015 I began research and began collecting experiential data. This 

involved my active participation as a coachee in 2 separate coaching 

relationships with 2 different professional coaches. One of these was a Gestalt 

practitioner and the other was a Neuro-linguistic programming (NLP) 

practitioner. Over the course of six months I had six conversations, one per 

month lasting 90 minutes with the Gestalt coach and two conversations, again 

one per month for around 90 minutes with the NLP practitioner. Therefore, in 

total I engaged in 8 coaching conversations during this time. However, the latter 

relationship came to an abrupt halt due to the coach’s demanding work 

schedule and other commitments. At the time of her participation she was a 

senior member of staff at a large educational institution, and she found herself 

unable to commit as she initially intended. Therefore, a significant portion of the 

autoethnographic text was written during conversations with the Gestalt 

practitioner, and this has had a greater influence on how this research has 

evolved and taken shape. However, this is not problematic as my research 

design in the methodology chapter indicates. Within this design I stipulate that I 

need to engage in a series of one-to-one coaching conversations with a single 

coach, and that I decided to work with two for pragmatic reasons in case one 

dropped out.  

 

As coaching conversations focus upon a particular topic or issue I opted to 

explore the concept of work life balance as I felt that this was something I hadn’t 

really considered before and which may be useful both in my present life and 
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also temporally, as time unfurled. I considered this could be beneficial as “well-

being is associated with finding an acceptable balance” in contemporary society 

(Clutterbuck 2020: xvii). Moreover, as a busy PhD student with family 

responsibilities I thought this might have merit, particularly as I sometimes 

worried that I may not be giving others the attention they deserved. During my 

coaching conversations work and life were conceptualised and discussed as 

being separate and distinct spheres of life, where I was asked to imagine these 

as two balloons as can be seen in the autoethnographic text on page 231. 

However, as I explored this concept further, I came to the realisation that this 

could be a false dichotomy and rather than being separate or bounded entities, 

work and life are intertwined in a dynamic relationship. In addition, there are 

many assumptions inherent in this notion, for instance that work has a negative 

impact upon life, reducing happiness, damaging relationships and affecting 

quality of life.  As I explored my own values around work and life in my 

autoethnographic text I began to question these assumptions, as work can also 

nurture feelings of happiness, as it is interwoven with meaning, a sense of self, 

identity and feelings of self-worth. 

 

1.5  Research aim and subsequent research questions 

 

As this is phenomenological research it is concerned with questions to do with 

how a phenomenon is experienced. Therefore, the central aim of this research 

is to explore how experiencing coaching conversations from a first-hand 

perspective may engender learning. Emerging from this are subsequent 

research questions as laid out below. My intention is that these will engender 

further understandings and insights into what the relationship might be with 

respect to how coaching conversations could mould a coachee’s learning:  

 

1. How does lived experience as a coachee in a series of one-to-one 

coaching conversations engender a form of dialogical learning?  
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2.  What is the relationship between inner and outer speech that unfolds 

during the lived experience of coaching conversations?? 

 

 

3. How do aesthetic elements including goal setting, models and 

theoretical frames which are experienced during coaching 

conversations craft this learning process? 

 

4. How do ethical dilemmas and boundary issues which emerge during 

coaching conversations shape this process and affect learning? 

 

1.6  Structure of this thesis 

 

The following chapter, chapter two is a literature review that begins by situating 

coaching within its social and historical context. In addition, this chapter 

discusses the aesthetic and ethical characteristics that help to give a coaching 

conversation its form. These characteristics include goals, models such as 

GROW, theories including Gestalt and NLP with its map of the world and 

techniques. This approach helps in mapping the terrain and leads into an 

exploration of the literature surrounding the dialogical nature of coaching 

conversations. It also articulates how these diverse characteristics interact in 

the conversation and the ways in which they may shape learning. 

 

Following on from this is a re-articulation of the research aims and the research 

questions, to help refresh the reader’s memory before advancing towards the 

subsequent chapter discussing research design, philosophy, methodology and 

methods. Chapter Three introduces my research design as articulated by the 

methodology including philosophy, ontology and epistemology Since the 

research methodology has been crafted from my readings of both 

phenomenology and dialogical methodologies, specifically the writings of 

Heidegger and Bakhtin. Therefore, this methodology can be described as being 

a hybrid phenomenological form crafted from a cross-fertilization of 

interpretative phenomenology with dialogism.  
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In the subsequent chapter I will also be discussing my research method for 

stage 1 of this research – autoethnography in more depth along with data 

analysis, ethics, problems and limitations. This is complementary to my 

research philosophy and methodology as this is a method that enables the 

expression and articulation of lived experience and the page creates a space in 

which micro dialogues between coach and coachee, self and others can be 

explored, as well as introspection and inquiry around values, meanings and 

struggles with the self as they are unfolding. I will also be discussing how I 

analysed this field text, using a qualitative pluralist approach and adopting both 

an Interpretative Phenomenological frame and a Dialogical lens in order to 

enrich the data. 

 

Chapter five discusses my analysis of the autoethnography that I wrote in 2015 

during my experiences as a coachee in a series of one-to-one coaching 

conversations. The conversations that I engaged in discussed establishing a 

work life balance, which is a concept that has been gaining increasing attention 

academically over the past few years (Kelliher et al 2019). The discussions in 

the literature around work life balance are complex in that an absence of 

balance can be perceived as negative, and that enacting multiple roles in life is 

problematic (Sullivan 2014). Thus, achieving this balance, where work and life 

are temporally demarcated is deemed as positive and highly desirable. 

Admittedly, in 2015 when I decided on this topic to discuss, I was influenced by 

this narrative. Moreover, initially, I chose this topic out of instrumental concerns, 

primarily to assist in answering my research questions and out of concerns 

around privacy as alluded to in chapter five. However, as my explorations of 

work life balance show, I came to realise that it is possible to understand these 

holistically rather than as aspects of life that need to be kept apart. It is also 

possible to value the demands of various roles and consider these as rewarding 

and satisfying (Grawitch and Barber 2010) When considered uncritically, work 

life balance is a notion ripe with taken for granted or unquestioned suppositions 

when it is far more complicated, since delineating between work and life may be 

over simplified and problematic too. In addition, whilst I may have alighted on 

this topic initially for instrumental reasons, post these coaching conversations, 
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this topic has become of increasing relevance to my life as my caring 

responsibilities in the home have continued to grow as chapter 4 indicates. 

 

Significantly for a thesis that is shaped by dialogical notions, my 

autoethnographic text exploring these notions has been shaped through my 

experiences in a particular space and time as a coachee, and hence can be 

understood as a chronotope since it articulates how my awareness of self, my 

values and meanings are intrinsically interwoven and embedded within a 

specific space and time (Bemong 2010). However, as the autoethnography is 

analysed in retrospect, different times and spaces can be seen to interweave 

throughout the analysis as I re-engage with the text in the present. Thus, there 

is more than one chronotope visible since the boundaries between past and 

present are overcome, which encourages a complex interplay between current 

and former meanings (Cresswell and Sullivan 2018).  Thus, there is a dialogical 

element inherent in this chapter where values and meanings are shaped 

through engaging in dialogue with self and others, including former selves. This 

dialogue has unfolded during coaching conversations with a professional coach 

and during the subsequent process of analysis. As this chapter analyses this 

autoethnography it also discusses the superordinate themes which have 

emerged including external speech, inner speech and the coach’s reflexivity. 

Grouped within these three main themes are subsumed themes which explore 

the aesthetic qualities that I encountered as a coachee including goal setting, 

authenticity, soul struggles and unsettled feelings, struggling to know myself, 

the coach’s personal anxieties, the coaching relationship, inner feelings and 

their role in coaching, the voice of the other, sharing the self, the coach as 

craftsperson/sculptor, taken for granted assumptions and reflexivity.  

Leading on from here, chapter six outlines the data collection method for stage 

2 of this research – the interviews, along with associated ethical issues… 

Chapter seven discusses the analysis of the interview transcripts obtained from 

stage 2 of this process which engaged with professional coaches. This chapter 

explores different genres of coaching that reflect certain ways of 

communicating, thinking and acting which are both situated and socially shared 

(Markovά and Novaes 2020). These are expressed through specific 
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chronotopes in the interview transcripts which can be understood as unique 

genres that each convey the language of romanticism, pragmatism and travel. 

As this chapter unfolds there may be an interweaving of these chronotopes 

which may indicate tensions that are present within coaching conversations. For 

instance, whilst coaching is described as being future-focused and involving the 

transportation of the coachee through time and space to a new destination, 

there is also the notion of staying with, of dwelling and immersion, more 

reminiscent of Bergson. This chapter also introduces an artistic metaphor, in 

which a coach can be envisaged as an artist or craftsperson who is engaged in 

crafting an artefact, which could be imagined as a ceramic piece. They may be 

sitting at a potter’s wheel with the raw material – the wet clay between their 

fingers. This clay represents the words and speech acts which unfold in the 

conversation between coach and coachee. The coachee is also a recipient who 

hers these words and participates in this ongoing process of creation. Whilst the 

concept of recipient may imply passivity, as Gell (2013) implies, a recipient has 

agency through their ability to shape and craft the conversation, their words are 

capable of calling to the other (Shotter 2008). Through these dialogical 

interactions between artist and recipient learning may begin to unfold, through 

the complex interplay of inner and external speech. Significantly, this process of 

creating learning is fluid, dynamic and ongoing, it is never fixed or finalised, 

implying it is endlessly constituted and re-constituted through a series of 

coaching conversations. Within this metaphorical context, knowing can be 

understood as a process (Bruner 1966).  

 

Chapter eight is the discussion and conclusion chapter which explores these 

findings in more depth, for example the key metaphors that dwell within this 

analysis, my encounters with not knowing, and ethical issues that have 

emerged during my participation within coaching conversations. This chapter 

also indicates how the research questions have been answered by this 

research, whilst outlines the problems and limitations of this research and 

suggesting avenues that future research could take.  
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Chapter Two Literature Review 

 

2.1 Introduction  

 

As this chapter unfolds, I will be undertaking a review of the literature on 

coaching, focusing on texts that explore how coaching may engender learning. 

In particular,  this chapter will be focussing on coaching research that looks at 

this process within a phenomenological and experiential frame, as well as 

discussing any that does so from a first-hand lived perspective. Within this 

context this chapter will be paying attention to the qualities of coaching 

conversations in considering what part these aspects play in enabling learning 

to develop. Thus, there will be discussion of different critical or aesthetic 

elements including speech and language use as well as the interplay between 

these and coaching models and techniques. This has value since Du Toit 

(2014) claims there are intangible aspects of coaching akin to a black box that 

she refers to as a sacred space that is currently hard to define. Therefore, to 

help shed light upon this uncertain space I will begin by mapping the terrain and 

outlining the significance of this research through a critique of the extant 

literature. 

 

It has been suggested that early coaching research emerges in the 1930’s with 

a paper in 1937 by Gorby discussing Factory Management and Maintenance. 

Moreover, it appears that there was little coaching research until around the 

1950’s (Swart and Harcup 2012). This is the decade in which coaching first 

began to emerge in the management literature.  Following the emergence of 

interest in the management field Passmore and Fillery-Travis (2011) state that 

there appears to have been a dearth of interest in coaching research until the 

1990’s. Thus, coaching research may be a recent phenomenon, having 

emerged in the last decades of the 20th Century in particular. Whilst research 

into coaching may be a fairly recent, it appears that coaching is becoming 

increasingly common and interest in this phenomenon continues to grow 

(Rajasinghe 2019; Athanasopoulou and Dopson 2018; Ciporen 2015; Page and 

De Haan 2014; Law 2013; De Meuse et al 2009; Gray 2006; Feldman and 
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Lankau 2005; Sherman and Freas 2004 Grant, 2001).In particular, over the last 

30 years there has been an “exponential growth in coaching in the UK, North 

America, parts of Europe and Australasia” as indicated by Hawkins and Smith 

(2013:5). As this growth continues, there has been a proliferation of associated 

books, magazines, websites, and, journals which indicates as Western 

(2012:23) claims that coaching is “a marketer’s dream”. Moreover, as Garvey, 

Stokes and Megginson (2018: xiv) attest coaching, as an activity aimed at 

developing others, is becoming “truly global in application”.  Many major 

corporations regularly adopt coaching methods and consultancies which offer 

coaching services continue to multiply . As the number of organizations who are 

engaging coaching services continues to rise, the number of coaching 

practitioners also grows. Thus, the research in this thesis can be considered 

timely.  

 

Coaching may be continuing to increase its reach and popularity, and yet it is 

still considered as an emerging profession. Therefore, within the extant 

literature on coaching there is often a focus on defining or distinguishing this 

profession from other similar professions such as mentoring, consultancy or 

therapy as Armstrong (2012) attests. However, when it comes to defining 

coaching there remains a “considerable amount of confusion” (Griffiths 2005: 

56). In addition, Du Toit (2014) claims that coaching can have different meaning 

for a range of people. Thus, it may be understandable as Page and De Haan 

(2014) claim that extant research “provides an uncertain message about what 

makes an effective coaching relationship and how this might differ for all parties 

invested in the coaching journey”. Adding to this sense of uncertainty, are a 

wide variety of definitions and descriptions present within the literature (Garvey, 

Stokes and Megginson 2018). For instance, as Bond and Seneque (2013) 

attest, there are at leat 37 separate definitions offered by the literature . 

Moreover, practitioners use a range of diverse labels including sports coaches, 

spiritual coaches, life coaches, voice coaches, team coaches and wellbeing 

coaches (Ciperon 2015). Lancer, Clutterbuck and Megginson (2016) also 

suggest that there are coaches who practice cognitive behaviourial coaching, 

humanistic coaching, mindfulness coaching, narrative coaching, performance 

coaching, systemic coaching, systemic eclectic coaching, and transformational 

coaching. Thus, there are many different forms and varieties of coaching, and, 
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possibly due to this diversity, there continues to be a lack of consensus when it 

comes to coaching. The advantages of such diversity and lack of agreed 

definition are that it encourages coaching to be highly flexible and malleable, 

enabling it to inhabit and be enacted across many different contexts and social 

situations. As suggested above, there is much ambiguity that surrounds 

coaching, and this is also the case when it comes to ascertaining “the scope 

and purpose of a ‘typical’ coaching intervention”( Kempster and Iszatt White 

2013:324). More research is clearly needed to enhance and enrich our current 

understandings of what happens within coaching interactions, and, maybe most 

importantly how it is experienced as a participant in such. Furthermore, as 

Stelter (2019) attests it is important to consider how each coaching relationship 

resides within its own particular social context and unique set of circumstances,  

where each that each coaching conversation contains novel properties and 

characteristics.  

 

Another layer of complexity is added by the presence of a wide range of 

coaching methodologies shaped by theories drawn from different professions 

and bodies of knowledge. For example, the person-centred approach and 

positive psychology which are mentioned as this chapter unfolds. In addition, as 

Passmore and Fillery-Travis (2011) point out coaching has also been sculpted 

by psychodynamic theories and techniques which aim is to bring the 

unconscious mind to light so that the individual becomes aware of the 

influences that shape their thoughts and actions. As De Haan (2008) claims the 

nature of a problem that the coachee is encountering may be interconnected 

with the ways in which the coachee interprets or makes sense of their lived 

experience. Thus, the extent to which a problem may create emotional turmoil 

in the life of the coachee may be indicative of more than simply the issue itself 

(De Haan 2008). In some instances, a psychodynamic approach can be 

beneficial when exploring the life history of the coachee and seeking to 

understand how this has given form to their values and beliefs (Lee 2014). 

However, as Western (2012) states, this may also contain certain assumptions 

surrounding our understanding of self, and that being healthy involves digging 

up the past in order to “repair and reintegrate ourselves” (Western 2012: 4). 

Whilst this process may be productive for some coachees , this is an 

experience that is also challenging and emotionally demanding for both parties , 
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and so there is the additional notion of creating a “holding environment” (Lee 

2014:22), or a safe space. This ‘held’ space is both a physical and 

psychological space in which the coachee can share their thoughts, feelings, 

struggles, fears and anxieties with the coach. Additional influences which have 

helped to craft coaching are drawn from behaviourist approaches, system-

oriented methods and cognitive therapies. Whilst Cox et al (2014) add Gestalt, 

Existential philosophy, Solution-focused approaches, Ontological methods, 

Narrative theories, Transactional analysis, Neuro-linguistic programming, and 

Transpersonal perspectives to this growing list. However, irrespective of this 

confusing diversity of forms, and the wide variety of theoretical models or 

techniques, what matters for this thesis is that what all these forms of coaching 

have in common is that they involve talk, expressed through conversations 

between a coach and coachee. And as De Haan (2011) states, it is through 

these conversations which are often dyadic or one-to-one that learning takes 

shape.  

 

Within the context of work and organizational life coaching has also continued 

to flourish and bloom as Cox and Bachkirova (2014) claim. For instance, as 

Brown and Grant (2010) suggest coaching is regularly enacted as a way of 

improving performance and as the CIPD (2019) suggest coaching continues to 

be widespread within organizations for nurturing learning and development. 

Thus, as Stelter and Law (2010:154) attest, learning is becoming of “central 

importance in our time”. This is apparent in Schermerhorn et al (2020) who 

attribute this to the rise of the knowledge worker, an individual who is highly 

prized as a valuable resource by contemporary organizations. Therefore, it may 

be unsurprising that findings from a survey by the Chartered Institute for 

Personnel and Development or CIPD (2015) show that three quarters of the 

organizations surveyed offered coaching or mentoring (terms that are 

sometimes used interchangeably), within large organisations. Those in the 

public sector tend to rely on these services being provided in house. Even 

within smaller companies it is commonplace to seek coaching services (CIPD 

2015). Thus, irrespective of whether coaching is enacted by an internal or 

external agent it is becoming apparent that coaching is an increasingly valued 

activity.  
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Thus, as Van Nieuwerburgh (2019) indicates, coaching continues to defy both 

economic and political uncertainty and thrives as a profession. Interestingly, the 

CIPD (2019) claims that coaching is flourishing partly as a response to the 

conditions present in such challenging and unpredictable times. Within this 

context, coaching is described is being advantageous for organizations 

economically in that it may help to nurture individuals who are creative, flexible 

and adaptable (Garvey, Stokes and Megginson 2018) . These attributes are 

considered to have value in an environment in which significant changes have 

taken place within the workplace. Furthermore, it is claimed that individuals 

need to be able to work together, collaboratively which indicates that 

importance of effective relational and communicative skills (Sherman and Freas 

2004). These attributes may also have relevance in a world in which 

unemployment can be a reality and where there are at least 1.4 billion workers 

in precarious employment as indicated by the ILO’s ‘World Employment and 

Social Outlook’ report (2018). In addition to changing work environments and 

unpredictable employment, Haddock-Millar and Tom (2020) also suggest there 

is growing inequality with changes to standards of living that occur through 

employment on zero hours contracts or working in the gig economy. Within 

contemporary organizations there can be a range of stresses, for example 

growing workloads, the invasion of online communication into individual lives, 

and greater expectations regarding performance (Stelter 2019). Within this 

challenging context, individuals may benefit from processes and techniques, for 

instance engaging in coaching conversations which are meaningful, and which 

enable individuals to learn what has relevance for them in their lives (Garvey, 

Stokes and Megginson 2018). During uncertain and unpredictable times, Bond 

and Seneque (2013:68) suggest coaching helps individuals in foregrounding 

and making sense of  “complexity, pluralist perspectives, unpredictability and 

contextual factors”. Thus, as the popularity of coaching is likely to continue to 

grow within organizations and wider society it seems apt to explore this 

phenomenon in more depth (Ciperon 2015). And in the next section of this 

chapter I will be providing a critique of the extant coaching research, in 

particular,  that which explores the relationship between coaching and learning, 

exploring its limitations and suggesting where this research can make a 

contribution. 
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2.2 Current coaching research that explores the relationship between 

coaching and learning 

 

In this section I will be examining the current state of coaching research that is 

interested in the relationship between coaching and learning. Du Toit (2014) 

claims that whilst there is literature which addresses the disparate models and 

techniques of coaching,  little seems to be known about the ‘black box’ or what 

unfurls within a coaching conversation (du Toit 2014). This may simply an 

oversight but this has created an enigma with respect to what is happening 

within coaching interactions. Therefore, an exploration of these features is vital 

for researchers and practitioners in developing new insights that help create 

understandings of the ways in which these critical elements nurture learning 

within coaching conversations (Passmore and Fillery Travis 2018). These could 

include the nature of the coach-coachee relationship, the particular qualities that 

a coach may bring to the conversation, for instance their preferences and lived 

experience, the role that goal-setting theories may play during the coaching 

conversation, and how coaching models might shape this interaction. The 

complex and subtle ways in which these aesthetic elements dynamically 

interact both influence and craft a coaching conversation. These will be 

explored further as this literature review unfolds. 

 

When it comes to learning itself, the process of coaching may engender this 

through a form of knowing from within unfolding events. This is shared and 

interwoven with others, through which a practical knowledge may emerge 

(Shotter 2008). What is significant about this form of knowing is that it is shaped 

in and through lived experience. Therefore, it develops in the dialogical 

interactions between the individual and their life world which suggests that it is 

also phenomenological. Within this conceptualisation, learning from experience 

can be situated within a phenomenological framework. However, to date there 

is scant research that explores coaching experientially and phenomenologically. 

There have been studies that aim to address how the behaviour and attributes 

of coaches shapes the interaction, as well as research exploring how the 

behaviour of the coachee crafts the conversation (Passmore and Fillery-Travis 

2011). Examples include a phenomenological inquiry into the lived experience 
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of executive coaches in the Doctoral thesis by McCleland (2005). This is aimed 

at creating understandings from the coach’s perspective but could be described 

as one sided or monological in that it does not hear the coachee’s voice or  

include an exploration of the coachee’s experiences. Thus, the opportunity to 

hear the coachee’s voice and understand what this process from their 

perspective is lost. There is research that explores coaching from the other 

side, from the coachee’s perspective and this includes a Doctoral thesis by 

Sztucinski (2002) which examines executive coaching from the executive’s 

perspective.  The aim of this research is to create new understandings of the 

process of executive coaching, and particularly, how the executive is 

experiencing the coaching process. This research is interesting in that it uses a 

phenomenological approach in order to understand the executive’s meaning 

making through their lived experience of coaching. However what Sztucinski 

(2002) fails to do is actively participate in these coaching conversations herself, 

and so this first-hand perspective is lost. In addition, it could be argued that this 

is monological in that the voice of the coach is absent. Other phenomenological 

research that explores how executives may experience coaching includes a 

doctoral thesis by Kress (2008) which looks at this from a leadership 

perspective. In her research a principle aim is to understand how coaching 

shapes self-awareness and behaviour change. However, yet again the limitation 

of this research is that it is exploring the lived experiences of others, rather than 

self, and it could be beneficial when seeking to understand the ways in which 

coaching can affect self-awareness to actively engage in and experience being 

coached. This can create a greater appreciation of this process and offer new 

and novel insights which otherwise may be overlooked.  

 

Subsequent research that examines the relationship between coaching and 

learning is by Rostron (2006) who aims to understand how learning described 

as a “moment of change” (Rostron 2006:iii) happens within coaching 

conversations. This research is of interest to this thesis since the author has 

participated in a longitudinal study with 6 clients, by enacting the role of 

researcher as coach. Rostron (2006) has chosen to participate in her research 

as she claims that this helps address both the linguistic and experiential aspects 

of coaching conversations. The aim of her research being to identify what could 

be beneficial in enabling learning and transformation to occur. Interestingly, 
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Rostron (2006) situates this research within an experiential, phenomenological 

framework, in which through the process of thinking and introspecting on lived 

experience individuals are able to actively seek and create meaning in their 

lives. Through this reflective process in which an individual considers their 

motivations, attitudes and perceptions  Rostron (2006) claims that their 

behaviour can be transformed. Significantly, for research that embraces the role 

of introspection as indicated in my autoethnography in chapter 4, Rostron 

(2006) describes the process of introspection as residing at the core of any 

coaching conversation. However, whilst Rostron (2006) is making a valid point, 

a key limitation of her research is that yet again this lacks the dialogical element 

that adding the voices of her coachees would create. Again, this is research that 

addresses the interactions between coach and coachee from a single or 

monological perspective. It could also be argued that such research is authoring 

the other in that they are not given the chance to speak for themselves. 

Critically, the ability to see the process of learning from both the viewpoint of the 

coach and the coachee is lost which impoverishes our understanding of the 

complexity inherent in coaching conversations. For instance, individual 

struggles to make meaning, and the dilemmas they may encounter as they do 

so. Through obtaining first-hand lived experience as a coachee, the dialogical 

interactions that unfold between coach and coachee and the ways that these 

may shape learning can be explored, which will enrich current understandings 

of how coaching conversations facilitate learning.  

 

Chapman (2006) has carried out phenomenological research that situates 

coaching within an experiential learning context that aims to nurture individual 

growth and development as well as contribute to the overall organization’s 

performance. Within his research, Chapman (2006) proposes a new model of 

coaching, which he refers to as the Integrated Experiential Coaching Model. 

Thus, whilst Chapman (2006) may be interested in the lived experience of a 

coachee his study diverges from the research in my thesis as I am not 

proposing a new and different model of coaching, but rather an exploration of 

process, through being coached in order to create further understandings of 

how this generates learning. Finally, Tillema and van der Westhuizen (2018) 

examine the role that conversations might play in engendering learning within a 

mentoring relationship for the mentee. Mentoring can be described as a closely 
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allied profession to coaching, and, as Garvey, Stokes and Megginson (2018) 

and Western (2012) attest, the labels of coach and mentor can be used 

interchangeably as there are many similarities between the two roles. 

Interestingly, these authors discuss the significance of conversational learning 

which they claim is reflexive and offers challenges, support, and a space for 

collaborative meaning making. However, whilst identifying conversational 

patterns that may help nurture learning has merit, a possible limitation is that 

these authors do not seek to understand the phenomena of conversational 

learning by dwelling within these conversations and living the experience 

themselves. 

 

Crucially, as the previous paragraphs show what none of these researchers do 

is participate themselves as a coachee within these conversations in order to 

enrich their understandings. This is beneficial as it adds an additional layer to 

coaching research, enabling researchers a unique glimpse into the world of the 

coachee, where they can experience being coached first-hand which may 

engender feelings  of empathy as well of increasing awareness of how it may 

feel to be in what may be a vulnerable position as a coachee. In addition, as the 

introductory chapter claims, participation also grants the researcher the 

opportunity to notice what they may be previously unaware of, for instance their 

own responses and bodily sensations as they emerge in the present moment. 

Significantly, this research allows both coach and coachee to be heard. 

However, to date such research appears to be absent from the coaching 

literature, therefore this research offers novelty since this is the gap that this 

intends to fill. Thus, instead of producing research that is monological, one-

sided and possibly outside-in, a dialogue can be created between coach and 

coachee that offers a new and fresh perspective. Furthermore, as Correia et al 

(2016) claim, to date there is a dearth of coaching research that looks at this 

phenomenon in this light. As this literature review indicates, very few studies 

appear to adopt this dialogical approach. Therefore, this research has value 

since concentrating on the exchanges that are taking place during coaching 

conversations can help in shedding light upon how these dynamic interactions 

may be crafting and shaping learning (Armstrong 2012). This is an avenue for 

research that has potential and as such is credible and worthwhile (Tracy 2010). 

Moreover, such an exploration can offer new insights about the relationship 
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between coaching and learning.  Coaching research can benefit from actively 

dwelling or being situated within coaching, whilst participating as a coachee in a 

series of coaching conversations with a professional coach. This can also lead 

to the creation of experiential first-person accounts which have value in that 

they can reveal the subtleties, complexities and nuances inherent in an 

individual’s responses to the language of another. For example, the various 

ways in which the self may respond to the words of others during coaching 

conversations, and how the self finds its own voice when encountering these 

words (Sullivan 2012). As this research is interested in dialogical encounters, 

and, wishes to uncover whether coaching conversations foster dialogical 

learning, then, the complex ways in which the words of another are able to 

shape a coachee’s perceptions, interpretations, and cognizance of lived 

experience is of interest.   

 

2.3 The social and historical elements that have crafted the relationship 

between coaching and learning  

 

At this point, before proceeding any further it may be helpful to the reader to 

contextualise coaching and consider some of the social and historical elements 

that have shaped the space in which coaching conversations unfurl. To begin 

with,  De Haan (2011) claims that the origins of coaching conversations reside 

within the ancient world, for instance in the dialogues of Plato and the Ancient 

Greeks. However, there is some debate about this in the literature, as this link 

may simply be an attempt at creating a sense of longevity. In addition, there are 

concerns that such dialogues may encourage competitiveness and be 

reductionist in seeking a single truth (Gray, Garvey and Lane 2016). Therefore, 

others disagree with De Haan’s (2011) claim and suggest instead that the roots 

of coaching reside within modern times within the 19th Century as argued by 

Garvey, Stokes and Megginson (2018) in the section below, or from the world of 

sport. The idea that coaching conversations could be connected to the 

dialogues of Plato has cogency for this research since Plato conceptualised the 

self as being constituted by a minimum of two voices. Subsequently, the 

process of thinking could be understood as manifest in inner dialogues between 

these voices which were then articulated externally in conversation. This 

conceptualisation of the self as dialogical infers that thought and speech are 
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interwoven (Fogh Kirkeby 2009) Therefore, as Garvey, Stokes and Megginson 

(2018) and Du Toit (2014) suggest coaching may be understood as 

engendering a form of Socratic dialogue which is interested in nurturing self-

knowledge.  

 

2.3.1 Coaching as a means of transporting individuals towards a new way 

of being 

 

Jumping forward in time, Gray (2006) suggests that the origins of the word 

‘coaching’ can be found in 16th Century Hungary as kocsi. This is a term that 

refers to a means of transport and may be related to kocs which was the name 

of the village in which this vehicle was constructed (Bennett and Bush 2013). 

Initially therefore the meanings attached to coaching relate to this common pre-

20th Century mode of transportation – a coach and horses (Van Nieuwerburgh 

2012) or a wagon as Bennett and Bush (2013) suggest. Our current 

conceptualisation of coaching seems to have originated sometime during the 

1830’s when the name ‘coach’ was used as a slang term for a tutor who “carried 

a student through an exam” (Cox et al 2014:2).  However, Garvey, Stokes and 

Megginson (2018) claim that this new meaning makes its debut slightly later in 

1849 in Thackeray’s Pendennis again in reference to academic support.  

 

This allusion to transport and motion is pertinent, since modern understandings 

of coaching describe a process in which a coach is seeking to help the coachee 

move from their current location in space and time to a destination where they 

want to be in the future. This transportation metaphor is articulated by Van 

Oosten and Kram (2013:295) who state that coaching involves a “helping 

relationship in which an individual helps another individual or group of 

individuals to transition from a current state to a desired future state”. De Haan 

(2008) suggests that this movement happens though an exploration of the 

coachee’s lived experience, for instance the ways in which the coachee makes 

sense of their life whether that is within an organizational or a private setting, 

and what their thoughts, beliefs and assumptions may be which subsequently 

shape their choices, actions and response to particular events as they are 

unfolding. De Haan (2008) states that this has value in enabling the coachee to 
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develop self-awareness which can lead to changes in the decisions they make 

and the ways in which they choose to act and interact with others.  

 

The much longed for future state may be connected to performance or with 

feelings of dissatisfaction relating to their personal, professional lives or both. 

These can generate a yearning or hunger for change. In some instances, these 

feelings could be shaped by lived experience in a culture that is saturated with 

ideas derived from therapeutic practices, and which emphasises happiness and 

self-fulfilment. Western (2013) claims that this situation had blossomed due to a 

therapeutic culture that has escaped from the therapist’s office into all branches 

of modern life. This is also conveyed by Ecclestone and Hayes (2019) who 

argue that happiness and wellbeing are measured by economists as indicative 

of affluence and prosperity. And that within the workplace, in particular there is 

no longer a class war but rather a couch war with employers and unions 

competing with one another to see who can encourage the most into 

counselling or therapy. Within this therapeutic cultural context, the self is no 

longer predetermined by God or nature, within this therapeutic context, but is 

crafted through events as they happen, during an individual’s life. Whilst this 

can be liberating in that it indicates choice and suggests that the self is not fixed 

but can change, it can also be problematic in that lived experience is 

increasingly interpreted through the lens of emotional tumult, difficulties and 

trauma, which will need examining in more depth in order to be healed. This 

therapeutic culture is manifested through counselling and psychological 

services, and present within policy and professional practice. Thus, individuals 

are encouraged to seek an intervention since they are being “constantly 

reminded that [our] task is to work on [ourselves]” (Western 2012:4). The 

implication of this is that individuals  increasingly feel as if there may be 

something wrong with them, whether that be in how they interact with others at 

work, which Ecclestone and Hayes (2019) refer to as the diminished worker, 

who lacks the emotional qualities or personal characteristics necessary for their 

post. There may also be something considered to be wrong in an individual’s 

relationships with family or in their struggles with identity. Within this specific 

frame, we have what Western (2012:4) refers to as a “wounded self” that is 

damaged or broken and in constant need of repair. Furthermore this is an 

ongoing, possibly life-long need which requires engaging in talking therapies 
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and associated interactions, such as those found in coaching where individuals 

are both encouraged and expected to open up and share what can be highly 

personal or intimate details with a professional in order to create insights and 

awareness that are assumed to engender transformation and movement 

towards the future state that the individual so desires. 

 

2.4. Ideas around developing the self  

 

The therapeutic culture discussed in the previous paragraph has not emerged in 

a vacuum. This has been shaped by historical factors, which will be explored in 

this section. In particular,  from the mid to late 20th Century, the self increasingly 

became a potent symbol of individuality, partly due to the rise in individualist, 

consumerist society, particularly in the West. During this period in history the 

belief in the importance of the self has grown and flourished along with the 

assumption that the inner world of the individual needs to be encountered and 

nurtured (Western 2012). These changes are encapsulated by the Human 

Potential Movement and the counter-culture of the 1960’s, along with the 

proliferation of self-help books, New Age lifestyles, and, the move towards 

individualism and embracing our subjective selves. New age ideas and 

philosophies in particular have had a big impact on coaching, as within this 

context the inner world of the self has great significance, being described in 

terms of the spiritual and sacred. A key idea that has influenced this philosophy 

is that of maximizing individual potential, and a thinker associated with this is 

the Humanist Psychologist Abraham Maslow. In his writings Maslow introduced 

the notion of self-actualization which is an agentic process whereby the 

individual fully experiences events as they unfold. This was vital since Maslow 

felt that “[a]t this moment of experiencing, the person is wholly and fully human” 

(Maslow 1965:111). Furthermore, this was conceived as ongoing, iterative and 

processual since “[..] self-actualization is a matter of degree, of little accessions 

accumulated one by one” (Maslow 1965:116). During this process it was 

assumed that an individual would become the best version of themselves that 

they could be. In the 21st Century, notions of self-actualization may be 

interwoven with what Western (2013:198) refers to as the celebrated self, which 

conveys a more positive view of individuals than that posited by the dominant 

objectivist psychologies of Behaviourism and Freudianism which were prevalent 
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at the time. Rather than focus on neurotic, insane and psychopathic behaviours, 

Maslow argued that subjective human experiences, friendships and emotions 

including happiness and joy should be the primary focus for research. were 

where happiness and wellbeing are achieved when individuals actively nurture 

their “true and authentic selves”. Maslow’s work seems to represent a seismic 

shift, for instance, as Western (2012) claims the emphasis upon self-

actualization in which individuals are encouraged to trust their feelings, to do 

what feels right to them or be true to themselves is commonplace in society 

today. This perspective has also shaped coaching, for example, a Neuro-

linguistic practitioner will be actively encouraging the coachee to look for the 

truth that lies within (Western 2012). 

 

Another significant influence on the development of coaching can be found in 

the humanist psychology of Carl Rogers who also explored this “actualizing 

tendency” (Proctor, Tweed and Morris 2016: 505) as described by Maslow. 

Rogers described this as being expressed through actively seeking experiences 

that nurture individual growth and development along with an increasing sense 

of autonomy. Thus, Rogers was a key player in pioneering the person-centred 

approach. This approach introduces the concept of a fully functioning individual 

who is shaped by the actualizing process and defined by the expression of 

positive emotions and intrinsic values (Proctor, Tweed and Morris 2016). 

Significantly, the person-centred approach also recognises that the relationship 

between the therapist and the client, or coach and coachee is paramount. 

Within this understanding, Rogers challenges the notion of the expert, seeing 

this as problematic for the developing relationship between self and other, as 

well as being suffused with taken-for-granted assumptions (Hedman 2011). 

Critically, since the person-centred approach values notions of autonomy it 

places responsibility for how the sessions unfold onto the client or coachee, with 

the coach acting as a facilitator. Therefore, this approach encourages choice 

and agency which has been key to the evolution of coaching. This notion of 

facilitation is considered a critical feature of the coaching process, and as 

Stelter  (2009:211) indicates, coaching’s “ultimate aim”. Within a facilitative 

frame, as Stelter (2019) suggests, the coachee is described as having their own 

resources, which implies that the answers they seek lie within themselves 

(Stelter 2019). This is further indicated by Pelham (2016) who claims that 
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through this process the coachee is taking both ownership and responsibility 

instead of being reliant upon another. Instead of conceptualising the coachee in 

terms of a deficit or as lacking in some area, who needs to be told what to do, 

within this facilitative context the assumption is that both parties are ok. 

Therefore, both the coach and coachee have the capacity to make independent 

choices and decisions, and critically, “ownership of the learning and the desire 

to change and develop” resides primarily with the coachee, and not the coach 

(Van Nieuwerburgh 2012:7). The aim may also be for coaching to become a 

type of partnership (Maltbia, Marsick and Ghosh 2014; Passmore 2016). A 

partnership which encourages the coachee to be themselves, and, also assists 

them in shaping and constituting their values (Stelter 2019). Moreover, as 

Kempster and Iszatt-White (2012:323) argue this is thought to empower the 

coachee, enabling them to “maximise their own performance” through a process 

that ultimately unlocks their potential. This idea of unlocking or unleashing the 

coachee’s potential shapes much of the language use employed by the coach, 

including the types of questions which they which aim to assist the coachee in 

working out what is important to them and subsequently in finding their own 

solutions.  

 

Other theories that have shaped coaching include positive psychology which 

was conceived in the 1990’s. Positive Psychology is informed by ideas such as 

Csikszentimihalyi’s (2002:6) suggestion that “[f]or too long psychology had been 

focused almost exclusively on the shadows of human existence”. The shadows 

that Csikszentimihalyi was referring to are encapsulated in ‘The Disease Model’ 

(Seligman 2008) that focuses upon mental illness, negative thinking and 

maladaptive or pathological behaviour. Positive psychology criticizes this model 

due to the claim that it turns psychologists into victimologists or pathologizers 

(Seligman 2008). This seems to reflect thoughts articulated by Maslow in the 

1960’s which were mentioned earlier. In addition to some extent the disease 

model may be articulating notions of the wounded self (Western 2012) 

discussed previously.  

 

Whilst there is some common ground with Humanist Psychology due to an 

emphasis on wellbeing, happiness and positive emotions, both Humanist 

Psychology and Positive Psychology have played a substantial role in crafting 
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the ways in which coaching may enable learning. Within this frame, research 

that aims to create knowledge around what makes people happy as well as find 

ways to increase their wellbeing. Therefore, a central question that Positive 

Psychologists ask is ‘How do extremely happy people differ from the rest of us?’ 

(Seligman 2008) and the answer that Positive Psychology gives is that 

happiness can be cultivated through the presence of positive emotions, 

engagement and meaning. Within this understanding the individual knows what 

their main strengths are and are able to put these to use. Thus, identifying 

positive attributes and traits, and contemplating what aspects of character may 

foster a good life are areas of investigation (Peterson and Seligman 2004). It is 

claimed that by adopting this narrative of the celebrated self, coaching has 

become more accessible, thus increasing in popularity and reach with the 

inevitable result that it has and grown its market share (Western 2012).  

 

Another key influence upon coaching has been the world of sport (Garvey, 

Stokes and Megginson 2018). Within this context, a key text has been Tim 

Gallwey’s ‘The inner game of tennis: the ultimate guide to the mental side of 

peak performance’ (2015). A key aim of this text is to find ways for players to 

stop being their own worst enemy and to overcome so-called bad habits and 

patterns of thinking which may hinder performance. Thus, it is about achieving 

success and finding ways to win. This was first published in 1975 and was 

followed by Inner Skiing (1977) and The Inner Game of Golf (1981). However, 

what is striking about these texts are the suggestion that there is both an outer 

game played with an external opponent on the tennis court and a game that 

unfolds internally in the mind of the player. It is this inner game that is pivotal in 

creating a winning attitude, thus it is the player’s inner world that is critical, as 

this is where emotions such as fear can develop, and where self-limitations may 

arise.  

 

Gallwey claims that the issues that hold players back are not related to external 

factors like the way they may swing their tennis racket. He goes on to state that 

players often “wonder why [they] play so well one day and so poorly the next, or 

why [they] clutch during competition, or blow easy shots.” (Gallwey 2015:10). 

The suggestion is that that the answer to this problem may reside in the 

relationship between what he refers to as Self 1 and Self 2 who inhabit this 
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inner space. The former can be imagined as the conscious self, or I, which 

tends to be in authority whilst the latter; myself is conceptualised as being 

unconscious and the one who is controlled by and performs actions that are 

influenced by the former. Therefore, the assumption is that if the I is 

judgemental of myself and gives it a hard time this may engender feelings of 

anxiety and insecurity, helping sow the seeds of self-doubt. The relationship 

between these two selves is therefore critical in shaping the players ability to 

“translate his knowledge of technique into effective action” (Gallwey 2015:10), 

and to win. Whilst the emphasis may be on winning there is an ongoing internal 

dialogic struggle between these different selves which has relevance for this 

thesis which is interested in dialogical learning and which defines the self as 

being dissimilar or non-identical to itself. The struggles described by Gallwey 

(2015) also reflect those conveyed in the introduction to this thesis whereby 

internal dialogues can be understood as articulating a variety of I-positions 

including I-for-myself, I-for-other and the other-for-me as examples. However, 

the depiction of self, offered by Gallwey (2015) differs in that only one of these 

selves is conscious, suggesting that what he is describing is an interplay 

between the conscious and unconscious mind. In addition, his portrayal of the 

inner world of the player may be limited or simplistic in that there are only two 

selves who always play the same restricted roles, whereas a dialogical 

understanding indicates that there can be many different selves present and 

interacting with one another which are capable of changing position. This has 

value since in our interactions with others we can experience a range of 

emotions relating to how we feel about ourselves and how we imagine others 

are feeling about us. Furthermore, Gallwey (2015) indicates that over a time the 

player needs to learn to ignore the conscious authoritative and self in favour of 

the unconscious active self. This is reminiscent of Csikszentimihalyi’s 

conceptualisation of being in a state of flow in which an individual becomes so 

absorbed in what they are doing or experiencing that they fail to notice anything 

else, and thus time seems to fly by. Such experiences are described by 

Csikszentimihalyi (2002:3) as being “optimal”. 

 

However whilst this sounds attractive, rather than choosing to ignore an aspect 

of self it can be argued that it is through the dynamic, complex, and, 

unpredictable inner dialogues between the many and varied selves that the 
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individual begins to take on a particular emotional shape and form (Bakhtin 

1986). And perhaps it is through this experience that learning may start to 

emerge. 

 

Currently there seems to be little research exploring learning as it is unfolding 

and developing live within coaching interactions (Spence et al 2019; Tosey and 

Mathison 2009; Griffiths and Campbell 2009). However, within the extant 

literature there continues to be interest in learning that is shaped by 

participation in one-to-one conversations (De Haan 2008). Within this context, 

coaching is often described as generating learning (Stenvall 2020; Bokeno 

2008; Ciperon 2015), fostering new habits and engendering novel ways of being 

in the world (Hart et al 2008). It is claimed that coaching encourages personal 

change and transformation in the individual being coached (Bond and Seneque 

2013). Therefore, as the literature suggests a relationship between coaching 

and learning, in the next section I will be exploring the ways in which learning 

theory shapes coaching conversations.  

 

2.5. Defining the process of learning 

 

In addition to ideas around developing the self as outlined in the previous 

section, a further influence upon coaching conversations comes from the world 

of education and learning (Griffiths 2015). Du Toit (2014) states that coaching is 

a process that is intended towards development and learning,  however, how 

this happens remains uncertain. The situation is further confused since as 

Dennick (2015:38) states there is currently “no unifying theory of [..] learning”, 

instead there is a profusion of theoretical frameworks includes actor network 

theories, critical realism, socio-cultural theories, social constructivism, 

behaviourism, symbol-processing theories, and complexity theory (Scott and 

Hargreaves 2016). Thus, it may be difficult to pin down and define what learning 

may be. However, Knowles et al (2005) make the attempt, and suggest that 

learning is a process that nurtures personal and social transformations which 

engender behavioural change. Traditionally, as Du Toit (2014) attests, learning 

has been conceptualised in terms of developing knowledge and skills. However, 

learning can also be envisaged as an active process in which the individual 

engages with others, which indicates that it is also relational, socially 
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constituted, and shared (Farnsworth, Kleanthous and Wenger-Trayner 2016; 

Lave and Wenger 2003). Consequently, there may be a relationship between 

lived experience and learning (Knowles 2005), or as Baker et al. (2005:412) 

attest, knowledge can be formed “through the transformation of experience”, 

where existing perspectives and frames of reference are re-worked and re-

sculpted (Hart et al 2008). And, this has relevance since as Ciperon (2015) 

points out, the process of coaching encourages learning from experience.  

Within this experiential frame, Stelter (2019) claims that new understandings 

can be nurtured through coaching conversations which are dialogical in nature, 

and this is cogent since as Cox (2013) attests coaching fosters learning that is 

reflective and dialogic. This indicates that coaching conversations may be 

fruitful in that they may elicit an increasing sense of self-awareness (Pappas 

and Jerman 2015; Passmore and Fillery-Travis 2011), generating fresh insights 

and alternative ways of acting through exploration of lived experience.  

 

When it comes to facilitating learning, coaching interactions have been sculpted 

by adult learning theories, for example, life-long learning and experiential 

learning, in particular (Gray, Garvey and Lane 2016; Griffiths 2015). The latter 

celebrates informal and incidental ways of knowing and be understood as 

residing in a facilitative paradigm. Experiential learning theory challenges more 

traditional conceptualisations of education, knowledge and learning that view 

the role of the educator as being an expert knower (Kolb et al 2014). Therefore, 

experiential learning encourages a process of knowing rather than the formation 

of knowledge (Blackler 1996; Bruner 1966). It is more interested in questions of 

how than of what, and, for a thesis that embraces participation and how learning 

may emerge through first-hand lived experiences within coaching conversations 

this is of great value.  

 

2.5.1 Experiential learning 

 

A seminal work regarding this form of learning is Experiential Learning by Kolb 

(1984:38), who states that “[l]earning is the process whereby knowledge is 

created through the transformation of experience.” In this text Kolb (1984) 

conceptualised learning as experiential to distinguish it from existing learning 

theories shaped by cognitive or behaviourist notions as he felt that these 
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ignored the importance of more subjective, sensory, and felt aspects of learning 

including intuition and gut feeling (Kolb 2015; Kolb and Kolb 2001). These are 

important aspects of learning which emerge through the interplay between the 

intellect and embodied feeling, enabling comprehension of “the [complex] 

motive forces that direct thought into this or that channel” (Vygotsky1986:10). 

 

One way that experiential learning theories have shaped coaching is through 

the emphasis on the “here-and-now experience” Kolb (1984:21) or a focus on 

thoughts and feelings in the present moment. This is reminiscent of Gallwey’s 

(2015) discussion of unconscious action in the moment and the coaching 

narrative drawn from New Age philosophy and eastern religions that place 

emphasis upon living in the present (Western 2012), as described through my 

experiences as a coachee with Isobel, a Gestalt practitioner in chapter 4. 

However, this focus on the present alone may be a little overly simplistic since 

lived experiences reside in the context of former events, where both intermingle 

and overlap and where “traces of the past, [..] are available to consciousness in 

the here-and-now” (Tomkins and Eatough 2013:263). Therefore, whilst 

experiential learning embraces the here and now, temporality is not comprised 

of discrete, bounded units as Bergson (2005) implies. Instead, temporality is 

complex where the past, present and future encounter one another, 

interpenetrate and interact dialogically, creating a “multifaceted [and] multi-

layered” understanding of lived experience (Boad, Cohen and Walker 1993:7). 

 

Crucially for a thesis that explores the relationship between coaching and 

learning, as Griffiths (2005:61) claims “experiential learning is repeatedly linked 

to the foundations and success of the coaching process”, which aims to deepen 

and enrich learning via “meaningful learning experiences” (Wilson and Beard 

2013). Moreover, as Griffiths (2005) acknowledges these meanings may only 

have significance for the individual concerned, suggesting that this process is 

embodied as Scott and Hargreaves (2016) attest. This indicates the unique and 

non-repeatable characteristics of these experiences. For example, such 

meanings are articulated by my struggles to achieve a work-life balance as 

explored by Isobel and myself in our coaching conversations as discussed in 

chapter 4 of this thesis. And these meanings have import since lived experience 

is not “simply an event that happens; it is an event with meaning” [My emphasis] 
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as Matsuo (2015:444) attests. Therefore, the ways in which an individual 

interprets experience and how they create meaning is vital. This has relevance 

to a thesis inspired by phenomenology which describes consciousness as being 

interconnected with “the world in which the person is situated” (Horrigan-Kelly, 

Millar and Dowling 2016:2). As consciousness is situated within the world it is 

also conducive to the development of understandings which are unique, 

“context-bound” and localized (Stokes 2018:160; Westland 2016). Coaching 

conversations may elicit these understandings along with new meanings, since 

they provide opportunities for learning which “are larger than could be 

accomplished by an individual” (Baker et al 2005:515). Thus, it can be argued 

that there is  a relationship between learning and language, as suggested by 

Cunliffe (2002) where listening to the words uttered by another, in this case the 

coach can mould and shape pre-existing perceptions or assumptions about the 

world. Critically, conversational speech is  generative, and so each utterance 

becomes “a link in a very complexly organized chain of utterances” (Bakhtin 

1986:69). Furthermore, learning may “[..]occur by developing new vocabularies 

and reconfiguring old ones in new ways” Keyes (2002:147). These vocabularies 

can be described as experientially situated, with the location that they inhabit 

being coaching conversations. In their research Griffiths et al (2017) argue that 

the strengths of experiential learning lay in the opportunities it provides for 

engaging in experiences that offer ambiguity and induce novelty through 

reflecting upon the words of others. This suggests that conversations can be 

enablers of experiential learning as Baker et al (2005) suggest. These provide 

what Blackler (1996) refers to as an encultured space that is crafted through 

language, in which both inner and outer speech can interact, so that meanings 

which are heard can be internalized, transforming understandings which may 

lead to learning.  

 

During this active process, ‘inner’ thoughts can be understood as plastic and 

mutable, able to be sculpted by the words encountered in relations with others. 

Thus, as Merleau-Ponty (1962:183) implies thoughts are not an “’internal’ thing” 

which exist “independently of the world and of words”, which indicates that “..our 

mental life is never wholly our own” (Shotter 2008:45). Within speech as Searle 

(1999:231) suggests there is usually a “speaker, a hearer, and an utterance by 

the speaker”, and there is a lively and dynamic interaction inherent in this that is 
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creative and which may lead to different forms of action. As the “basic unit of 

linguistic communication”  utterances interweave with values and meanings that 

“have application relative to a set of contextual or background assumptions” 

(Searle 1999:171). Therefore, as meanings are emerging within coaching 

conversations, they are shaped by the unique context in which they dwell. In 

this way, coaching conversations are fostering a connection between the 

psychological with the social (Leontyev 1977), implying that words shape 

worlds, or as Goodman (1978: 6–7) indicates we cannot have “a world without 

words or other symbols”. Thus, new understandings can come into being since 

as Merleau-Ponty (1962:183) states, thoughts become incapable of existing 

“independently of the world and of words.” Language can be described as a 

mediating factor that sculpts and crafts the ongoing conversation between 

coach and coachee. In addition, this mediating factor interacts with and is 

moulded by the coach’s theoretical frameworks and choice of coaching model. 

In this way, the language used by a coach is not passive or neutral but is active 

and as such can be understood as having agency (Gell 2013). Furthermore, as 

Gray, Garvey and Lane (2016) indicate, language conveys meaning to others 

and plays a pivotal role in making sense and meaning of lived experience. 

 

Thus, the act of speaking is an essential aspect of life since it resides at the 

heart of  how our world is experienced. However, as lived experience is 

complex and open to interpretation, words that are spoken may have no fixed 

meanings (Campbell 2012). This implies that words in their speaking are 

dynamic and changeable, possibly living forms, which continue to craft human 

existence and experience. In this way words  influence the many ways in which 

individuals perceive and encounter their world. When conceptualised in this 

way, it seems plausible to suggest that learning could be interwoven with 

speech and the way that this creates and transforms meanings. This has 

relevance for research that is interested in the relationship between coaching 

and learning since meanings and concepts may form in the dynamic 

interactions between coach and coachee. Within this context, Stelter (2019) 

suggests adopting a dialogical approach in order to facilitate the emergence of 

meaning. In order to create these meanings, he suggests encouraging a 

dialogical approach, which embraces narratives and storytelling the help to 

explore the coachee’s life story - a catalyst for fostering change and 
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transformation (Drake 2018). At the heart of this approach is the emphasis upon 

meaning making activities situated in coachee’s lived experiences.  

 

Within this context, the coach can be understood as enacting the role of 

dialogue guide, whilst the coachee is labelled as a dialogue partner. As this 

dialogue unfolds over time the self may be understood as beginning to take on 

a different shape or form. However, the notions of a guide within a dialogical 

relation are problematic for me, as it seems to imply an asymmetrical 

relationship through an imbalance of power where the coach authors or controls 

the conversation and the coachee in some way. In this thesis coach and 

coachee are both “experts and non-knowers” together (Stelter and Law 

2010:154). These themes are something that will be explored further as this 

thesis develops, in chapters 5 and 7 particularly. 

 

In order to engender experiences that can be described as meaningful there 

needs to be a space in which sense-making activities are nurtured, and where 

there is an acknowledgement of the critical role that ongoing dialogues between 

the inner world of the coachee and the outer world of others have to play. Thus, 

interactions between the external utterances or spoken words that arise 

between coach and coachee and their internal dialogues with self, have a 

significant role to play, as they enable interpretations and sense to be made of 

lived experience. Through this complex interplay or dialogue between the 

external and internal landscape, externalities can be internalised by the 

coachee. Moreover, that which is internal, for instance individual thoughts and 

feelings can be outwardly expressed and given voice.  

 

This interplay between hearing the words of others and subsequent 

introspection and reflection is conveyed in figure 2.1 below from Fowler (2008), 

which describes the relationship between lived experience and reflection and 

how their interweaving creates a space for learning. The dynamic interaction 

between these two elements is vital for a thesis that seeks to understand what 

the relationship could be between the inner and outer worlds of the coachee as 

indicated in the introductory chapter. As this dialogue between these inner and 

outer worlds continues, learning is thought to occur through embodied activities 

that have significance to the individual concerned, creating a sense of 
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connection that helps to nurture the relationship, engendering feelings of trust 

and empathy, as both coach and coachee are seen to engage in this act of 

reflection together, which is explored further in figure 2.2 overleaf.  Additionally, 

this dialogue encourages the “intercourse of a living being with its physical and 

social environment” (Dewey 2008:6). This is a process which is deeply 

immersive, and, facilitates dwelling within socially situated locations that 

engender learning that is satisfying, memorable, rich and lasting.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 The relationship between experience, reflection and learning 

from Fowler (2008:430). 

 

2.6 Inner dialogues and reflection 

 

Coaching conversations encourage reflecting on lived experience, which can 

involve inner speech and dialogues with self and others. In many ways, it is 

within these inner dialogues that both the outer and inner worlds of the coachee 

encounter one another and connect. By listening to these words, the coachee 

may experience a range of complex emotions, encountering feelings of 

discomfort, as well as struggles and challenges. And Griffiths et al (2017) claim 

that it is through experiencing challenges and subsequent highly charged 

emotions that learning can be engendered. Moreover, reflecting upon and 

exploring these emotional states further in order to seek fresh understanding 

can lead to the reframing of former ways of thinking and doing through inner 

dialogues that offer self-insight which is beneficial for personal, professional 
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development or both (Ciperon 2015). Therefore, as De Haan (2008) suggests, 

engaging in reflective acts can be emancipatory for the coachee since it can 

reduce and even eliminate any barriers or stumbling blocks that may have been 

hindering the coachee. In addition, it could be that through listening to the 

different voices inherent in inner speech that the self may become known 

(Stelter 2019).  

 

However, whilst such reflective acts provide a rich environment for the ongoing 

development of self-awareness and insight, this process may sometimes have 

been omitted from the coaching narrative. As Stelter (2019) suggests, such 

reflection has been an activity understood to have been engaged in primarily by 

the coachee as Figure 2.2 below implies. This figure outlines what Stelter 

(2019) considers to be an early or first-generation approach to coaching 

whereby it is conceptualised that it is the coachee alone who is involved in this 

learning process. In this depiction the coach appears to be on the outside or as 

a witness to the learning that may be unfolding for the coachee. This interaction 

can be understood as being asymmetrical, unequal and even monological, in 

that this is one-way and unidirectional where the coach speaks to or at the 

coachee rather than engaging with them in this learning process (Armstrong 

2012). Within this context the coach’s role is simply to act as a prompt or a 

guide, who may ask insightful questions or make suggestions, but importantly is 

not considered as actively engaging in a reflective process of learning 

themselves. 
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                                              Coach 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                               Focus  

    Person 

 

 

 

Theme/Challenge 

Coaching conversation  

Asymmetrical relationship 

Figure 2.2 Early generation coaching conversations adapted from Stelter 

(2019: 6)  

 

Moving on from this, Stelter (2019) describes a more recent generation of 

coaching that encourages co-reflection as indicated by figure 2.3 below.  
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Coach 

 

 

 

 

 

Coachee 

       

 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Inner dialogues and co-reflection between coach and coachee 

adapted from Stelter (2019:7)  

 

Crucially, what Stelter (2019) appears to have overlooked here is any reference 

to the self-dialogues that may also unfold internally within the coach, which 

have value in relation to learning as indicted by this thesis in chapters 5 and 7 . 

Within the context of this research, reflective acts have value and are critical, 

since  learning may be hampered or restricted without it (Tillema and van der 

Westhuizen 2018; De Haan 2011; Hart et al 2008 and Stelter 2007).Thus in 

many ways coaching conversations can be understood as enabling a 

collaborative reflective endeavour. In addition, as a process, co-reflection is 

conducive to the creation of meaning and new understandings. My 

understanding of co-reflection is that this is a more dynamic and perhaps 

unpredictable process in which the coach’s understandings may also be 

transformed, as indicated in subsequent chapters of this thesis. Co-reflection 

may also be critical for learning as Cunningham (2017) implies, as shared 

reflections enable the coach and coachee to create something new together, for 

example novel ways of seeing and different ways of thinking about the world 

(Stelter 2019).  

Co-

reflection 

Dialogue 

with oneself 
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Thus, to convey the significance of the joint nature of co-reflection figure 2.2 

above has been adapted from Stelter’s (2019) conceptualisation of third 

generation coaching. In my adaptation below, I am describing a relationship that 

is both nurturing and a partnership of equals where withness thinking, or 

“understanding from within” (Shotter 2006:585) the conversation can emerge. 

This does so through active engagement by coach and coachee who dwell 

within the conversational space. When conceptualised in this way coaching 

conversations can be described as dialogical interactions in that they engender 

a sense of relationship where being connected to the other is conducive to 

collaboration, co-creation and joint learning (Armstrong:2012). 

 

Introspecting on experience enables the coachee to contemplate why they act 

or respond in a particular way, and consider whether they would act or respond 

in the same way in future, in addition they may become aware of how this way 

of acting made those around them feel.  Such introspective activity can be 

critical since experience alone may not produce new understandings but could 

simply reinforce current thought habits and pre-existing assumptions about the 

world. Moreover, as Mezirow (1985) claims, new insights can unfold when an 

individual becomes aware of how their presuppositions have affected their ways 

of knowing, perceiving, and acting in the world. Increasing this self-knowledge 

can be emancipatory, as well as a prerequisite for autonomy. 

 

Such learning may occur through an exploration of an individual’s subjective 

reality. Whilst this may simply reinforce or maintain this reality, during this 

exploration a coachee’s perception of reality can be modified (Berger and 

Luckmann 1966). And these modifications might occur through  facilitating “the 

insight of the other person into [themselves]” (Fogh Kirkeby 2009:16). Such 

insights can be engendered during mental activity where the language and 

words of the other are not easily escaped. This is what Vygotsky (1986:255) 

implies when he states that their “inner speech”, can be influenced by hearing 

external speech acts. ‘Inner’ thoughts are shaped by the words which are 

encountered in relations with others which indicates that  thoughts are both an 

expression and a part of the external world. Moreover, as Shotter (2008a:129) 

states, mental images which “are fictions invented by us” can be explored and 
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challenged. What is significant about this process is that as an individual 

coachee participates in conversational interactions, their mental life is slowly 

transformed as it continues to be crafted through hearing and responding to the 

words of others (Shotter 2008). Thus, as Merleau-Ponty (1962:179) indicates, 

understandings can change and be transformed as the coachee takes up or 

absorbs the “others’ thought through speech.” In many ways conversational 

speech is constructing a bridge between the coach and coachee (Voloshinov 

1986) that enables them to explore their “person-world relations” (Shotter 

2008:34) in greater depth than they may be able to do otherwise.  This is 

depicted in figure 2.3 below where the coach’s words or ways of talking that 

unfold during conversations actively shape the coachee’s world. During this 

meaning making endeavour, new and novel insights can come into being which 

craft and shape awareness which leads to the creation of self-knowledge. Thus, 

through this dialogical encounter the coachee “... can no longer be thought of as 

unchanged in their being” (Shotter, 2008a:37). However, the process outlined 

by figure 2.3 works both ways, it is dialogical in that the coachee’s utterances 

are helping to craft the coach’s understandings, which implies that coaching 

conversations provide a space for the co-creation of meaning (Rettinger 2011; 

Stelter and Law 2010). This has significance for a thesis that considers whether 

coaching conversations may nurture a form of dialogical learning as it implies 

that learning may have dialogical qualities, taking shape during the “flow of 

meaning” (Armstrong 2012:34) that occurs in the utterances of the coach and 

coachee. This learning process is nurtured as the coach and coachee actively 

engage in shaping their “person-world relations” (Shotter 2008:34). This 

process is articulated in Figure 2.3 below. What is interesting about this is that it 

clearly shows how speech and language both give shape and form to the world 

in which coach and coachee dwell, but also that this background helps to craft 

the conversation as it unfolds. This background can be imagined as being 

carved from the inner world of both the coach and coachee, as expressed 

through their inner dialogues, and plays a critical role in speaking the world into 

being. 
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Figure 2.4. The two-way process in which the coachee both draws from 

the social world and shapes this through language use. (Shotter 2008:34). 

 

2.7 The sacred space of coaching  

 

As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, Du Toit (2014) claims that the 

coaching space is a black box. This is depicted in Figure 2.5 below. What is 

interesting to me about this figure is that this reveals the interplay between 

dialogue, sensemaking, and meaning, which has been discussed throughout 

this chapter. Figure 2.5 seems to suggest that sensemaking is a form of 

meaning making activity in which an individual combines pre-existing ideas and 

insights to create new meanings. Sensemaking was originally posited by Weick 

(1995) who suggests that this is encountered when an individual, in this case a 

coachee experiences something which is unexpected, strange or unfamiliar 

during the continuous flow of life events. This also has a retrospective quality, 

for instance during coaching conversations when a coachee explores past 

experiences and where the origins of their values and beliefs may reside (Du 

Toit 2014). Within the sacred space in figure 2.3 learning is described as being 

transformational, where the coachee develops a growing sense of confidence 

and ownership. However what this conceptualisation seems to omit is the 

aesthetic, critical and ethical aspects which help to give this dialogue shape and 

form, such as the ways in which a coach’s theoretical frame may sculpt this 
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process, for instance through their approach to goal setting, and where they see 

the boundaries between coaching and therapy or associated helping 

professions.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.5 The Coaching Cycle (Du Toit 2014:7)  

 

Moreover, in enabling this dialogue to develop, critical features including the 

relationship between coach and coachee need time and space to grow. A 

pivotal part of this involves nurturing feelings of trust which is vital for a process 

in which difficult or challenging emotions can be encountered including guilt, 

shame, discontent, frustration, regret and humiliation (Chapman 2006).  Trust 

may be established through the words that are spoken between the coach and 

coachee, as they actively engage in constructing their “person-world relations” 

(Shotter, 2008a:34) together with the aim of enriching this space. These 

interactions embrace the I-Thou relation in which the coach and coachee can 

be considered as “inter-related co-subjects” (Spinelli 2007:15). Thus, the coach 

and coachee are creating their own reality which as Bakhtin (1984) suggests 

can be understood as dialogical, which is far more than the “give and take of a 

conversation” (Sullivan 2012:1) in that it enables the “speaker and listener [to] 

create their universe of meaning together” (Rettinger 2011:213).  This process 

may be enhanced as the coachee’s soul and spirit struggles are able to be 

expressed. Sullivan (2007) defines a soul as relating to action as it emerges in 

dialogue with the other, whilst spirit describes how a coachee may develop a 

sense of their “own action as [they] relate to the other” (Sullivan 2007 :108).   
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Through these interactions, externalities, including the words expressed by the 

coach are internalised by the coachee, leading to reflective internal dialogues 

with self and others which can give voice to new and novel thoughts and 

feelings. Such conversations may seem to be problematic in that they appear to 

be meandering and directionless, however this can be beneficial for the 

coachee as it  can enable exploration of self in more depth (Gray, Garvey and 

Lane 2016). 

 

2.8 The role of goals within a constantly evolving dialogue   

 

However coaching conversations are often shaped by a focus on goals and 

goal setting activities. This is articulated by Clutterbuck and David (2016) who 

claim that goal setting is commonplace within coaching, and indicated by Stelter 

(2009:209) who states that the dominant trend within coaching seems to be to 

“offer solutions or to be goal-oriented”. This approach assumes that “the role of 

the coach is to help the client to articulate their goals” Thomson, (2014:10). 

What may be significant is that goals are by nature future-oriented or focused 

which reflects the travel metaphor that sits as the heart of coaching, with its 

emphasis upon movement towards a destination as implied by Clutterbuck and 

Megginson (2017).  

 

Therefore, as Clutterbuck and Spence (2017) state, goals are often seen as 

being essential for coaching practice. For instance, Correia et al (2016), who 

whilst acknowledging the significance of questioning existing assumptions, 

values and beliefs in order to generate new self-knowledge, they encourage this 

within a goal oriented conversational frame. Again, the focus is on the future 

and revolves around the imagined concept of a future self. In giving shape and 

form to this self, the formulation of a goal becomes central for providing the 

motivation for acting and transitioning to this future state. Therefore, focusing on 

a specific goal is considered beneficial since it “directs activity toward actions 

which are relevant to it” (Latham and Locke 1991:227) [My emphasis]. 

Moreover, goal setting may also provide a sense of purpose, clarity and 

structure to the conversation as it is unfolding (Haddock-Millar 2017).  
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Within the extant coaching literature, the understanding of goals may be a little 

simplistic (Clutterbuck and Megginson 2017). For instance, the emphasis upon 

goals and goal setting may be interwoven with ideas derived from management 

discourses where the focus is on achieving targets and objectives as Gray, 

Garvey and Lane 2016 suggest. The danger of this approach as far as a 

coachee’s learning is concerned is that this may engender a sense of 

frustration, disappointment or even avoidance whereby uncomfortable, difficult 

or challenging emotions which would be useful to explore are overlooked and 

ignored. 

 

Moreover, when it comes to purpose and motivation as Clutterbuck (2013) 

indicates, not all goals have intrinsic value, which is problematic for the 

coachee. Extrinsic goals may arise due to coaching being shaped in part by 

managerial cultures, which value practical and simple solutions for resolving 

problems that enhancing efficiency and performance (Garvey, Stokes and 

Megginson 2018). Within this managerial frame, there is a strong desire to 

measure outcomes, indicating that this places mechanistic concerns over 

meaning. Moreover, as Jinks and Dexter (2012) claim, this emphasis upon 

goals resides within a culture that promotes the constant achievement of targets 

and goals as an end in themselves, irrespective of whether these are beneficial 

for the individual concerned.  

 

The concept of goal setting may also be overly simplistic in that breaking a goal 

down into a sequence of steps implies a straightforward, linear process 

(Clutterbuck and Spence 2017). This approach may reflect the evolution of 

coaching where earlier generations of coaching focused on problem solving and 

goal setting as indicated in the previous paragraph (Stelter and Law 2010). 

Within this context, coaching models including GROW and SMART have been 

popular and could be described as a critical feature within many coaching 

conversations. David, Clutterbuck and Megginson (2016) claim the latter is 

particularly commonplace, possibly ubiquitous within organizations, since it 

focuses upon goals which are specific, measurable, deemed attainable and 

time limited. However, they also suggest that this may be more suitable for 

goals relating to performance rather than learning. Thus, as this thesis is 
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interested in the phenomena of learning in this chapter I will focus on GROW, 

which Clutterbuck and David (2013) attribute the GROW acronym to John 

Whitmore, Timothy Gallwey, Graham Alexander and Alan Fine, and, this is 

described in figures 2.6a and 2.6b below. Using GROW as an example, this 

linearity is expressed through the structure that this model provides for the 

coaching conversation as it unfurls (Grant 2011). The coaching conversation 

begins with identifying what a coachee wants, defining or clarifying the goal 

itself, then exploring any plans that may be needed to get to this desired future 

state, and what steps are necessary to achieve this (Clutterbuck and Spence 

2017) . The GROW acronym itself reflects this linearity as the conversation 

begins by establishing a Goal, therefore a question that a coach may begin by 

asking revolves around what the coachee would like to accomplish during the 

session. In some instances, the coach may also ask the coachee to consider 

how this might make them feel. The conversation then moves on to discussing 

the coachee’s current Reality, followed by encouraging the coachee to consider 

what their Options for action might be. Finally, the coach will begin to Wrap up 

or close the conversation.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.6a The GROW model  (Agile generation, 2019) 
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Figure 2.6b. The critical and aesthetic features articulated by the GROW 

model (Grant 2011:120) 

 

However, the way that models such as GROW shape the coaching 

conversation may be problematic since it can limit choice and narrow 

opportunities for exploring other avenues. Whilst setting a goal brings clarity 

and can be motivating as Clutterbuck and Spence (2017) suggest, this linear 

approach fails to acknowledge the complex, messy and multifaceted nature of 

lived experience, which imply that there is often more present in the coaching 

space than this emphasis on a single goal implies. Personal and professional 

issues can and do intermingle and flow into one another, indicating that there 

are no clear boundaries between work and life. In addition, as human beings 

are constantly changing it may be difficult to commit to a specific goal (Gray, 

Garvey and Lane 2016). 

 

Focusing on refining a specific goal assumes that the coachee already knows 

what it is that they want, when in some cases they may be uncertain or even 

struggling to make sense of or articulate what it is that they wish to change 

about their lives (Stokes 2018). Whilst the coachee may feel at an impasse in 

life or stuck in some way they may need time to explore their thoughts and 

feelings around such personal dilemmas to further reflect upon these (Cox 
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2013). This process of not knowing is present in chapters 5 and 7 of this thesis, 

and, it can be beneficial to explore this experience within a coaching 

conversation rather than rushing towards establishing a highly specific goal 

(Clutterbuck and Megginson 2017). This emphasis upon goals can be 

understood as a dominant discourse within coaching as indicated by Gray, 

Garvey and Lane (2016), however, this is problematic since it could place the, 

coachee under pressure in order to satisfy the expectations or please the coach 

and others as indicated by Jinks and Dexter (2012). Therefore, a risk with 

GROW or any coaching model is that using it unreflexively may fail to provide 

the coachee with the help that they do need, and, may even impinge upon their  

autonomy (Pelham 2016). Additionally, if a coachee is actively steered down a 

particular path too early this could be impoverishing the conversation, since it is 

limiting its scope, which may restrict the learning experiences of the coachee, 

as claimed by Gray, Garvey and Lane (2016). Whilst a goal may be helpful 

initially in creating a sense of clarity it is problematic when it restricts choice and 

reduces the options available. This is problematic, especially if the goal that is 

formed comes into being “with or at the suggestion of the coach” (Megginson 

and Clutterbuck 2007:4), since it is likely to lack purpose and meaning for the 

coachee. This approach could also be described as monological in that it is 

defining what the other can talk about (Sullivan 2012). If a coachee feels that 

they are lacking in autonomy then this can be damaging to the process, as they 

may also begin to experience feelings of discomfort and even choose to 

disengage from the coaching conversation altogether. Thus, it is vital that 

coaching conversations are sculpted by the coachee’s needs and motivations 

(Stelter 2019). And as John Whitmore, who is attributed as the creator of the 

GROW model suggests, it should be acknowledged that this is simply an aid or 

a helpful chronological tool and nothing more (Whitmore, Kauffman and David 

2016). In addition, as Clutterbuck and Megginson (2017: 175) state, GROW is 

simply “a model of a coaching conversation” [my emphasis], and like all 

coaching models it is unlikely to be suitable or applicable in every situation. 

Coaching models can be useful when understood as a navigational guide, 

similar to a compass that a coach can choose to use to help in orienting 

themselves in an unfamiliar landscape, they are not a set of steps that have to 

be followed rigidly and unreflexively. 
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It is important to recognise that the choice to adopt a specific coaching model 

will both influence and shape the coachee’s experience and opportunity for 

learning. It is vital, therefore, within any coaching conversation that the “[t]he 

primary driver [is] the needs of the coachee” (Grant 2011:121). In addition, as 

De Haan (2008) claims, models including GROW need to be used flexibly so 

that any goal which eventually forms is tailored to the specific needs of the 

coachee, This  complements the notion that learning is both subjective and 

unique as articulated in section 2.2.4 above discussing experiential learning. It 

needs to be remembered that “at the heart of learning is a person with a 

personality, a personal history and hopes and fears” Dennick (2015:56). 

Therefore, coaching models are no substitute for simply taking time to actively 

listen and hear the voice of the coachee in order to understand what has value 

and meaning for them. This is critical for research that is interested in learning, 

since this can be described as a process in which the discovery and creation of 

meaning are embraced (Jinks and Dexter 2012). 

 

The concept of goals originally referred to a boundary or a limit as indicated by 

David, Clutterbuck and Megginson (2016). This suggests that the notion of 

goals is interwoven with notions of specific, fixed products and outcomes 

(David, Clutterbuck and Megginson 2016). However, individuals don’t live in a 

“static world” (Ibarra 2013:xxi), and, are not static, non-changing or stable 

entities themselves as Stelter (2019) points out. This is a crucial point since it 

indicates that within this understanding, a coachee’s learning may be more akin 

to a “moving target” which indicates that is not “reducible to[..] short term goals” 

(Engeström 2001:136). Therefore, a coachee’s learning is not static or stable 

but is subject to change and in continuous motion. This implies that what may 

seem important at the beginning of a series of coaching conversations may over 

time become less and less so, particularly since as Gray, Garvey and Lane 

(2016:17) claim it is “an unknowable world.” The unknown, unimaginable and 

inscrutable are articulated in comments by Tina, a coach and one of the 

research participants in this research in chapter 5. My autoethnography in 

chapter 4 also reflects the unpredictability of life and how meanings may 

change within fluxing life events.  
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Within the flux and unpredictable flow of events a coachee may experience a 

range of emotions, they may feel unsettled or anxious and feel the need to talk 

about something that is concerning them, as indicated in chapter 5 later. They 

may need to do so before proceeding any further, in addition, struggles or 

dilemmas from other areas of life may permeate the conversation and 

overriding any notion of goal setting (Cox 2013) Insightfully, as Haddock-Millar 

and Tom (2020) suggest, exploring these emotions the coachee has merit, 

particularly when searching for what might give value and meaning to their life. 

Thus, time can be understood as a vital player here as the process of fully 

exploring and identifying what the coachee’s needs might be unfurls at its own 

pace. However, by acknowledging this temporal aspect of the conversation, as 

it is unfolding a coachee is enabled to consider the various ways of “developing 

possible selves” (David, Clutterbuck and Megginson 2016:xxii) that may be 

available. This is critical since this allows new understandings to emerge and be 

given form (Stelter 2009). In addition, Stelter (2019:3) also suggests that 

instead of being limited by an agenda that is shaped by goals, coaching 

conversations will benefit from this “ethically sound dialogue framework” in 

which the coachee has the opportunity to explore various avenues and 

possibilities for acting as the conversation unfolds.  

 

In addition to this flux of events, changing demands might arise where the goal 

that a coachee has initially set now becomes inappropriate, loses its relevance, 

and needs revisiting as indicated by Whitmore, Kauffman and David (2016). 

Rather than seeing the formation of a goal as the sole focus or aim, the process 

of coaching can benefit from an air of informality and spontaneity where both 

parties are heedful and attentive to the subtleties and nuances that are 

emerging during their interactions. In particular, as Grant (2011) suggests, a 

less structured approach may create space for storytelling, as well as allowing 

for a “lengthy, more open-ended exploration” as Clutterbuck and David 

(2013:23) attest. Within such an exploration, the coachee’s lived experiences 

can be discussed further, which could enable issues to come to light which may 

not otherwise that have significance for the coachee and their learning. 

Furthermore, this has worth as coaching since a coachee’s “issues cannot 

always be neatly categorised” (Florance 2014), as indicated by Tina’s words in 

chapter 5 of this thesis. Moreover, it can be beneficial to slow down and 
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encourage the development of inner dialogues and introspection to explore 

these issues in more depth. This is particularly beneficial when exploring 

emotions, which play a critical role within coaching conversations as chapters 5 

and 7 will attest, and which can be overlooked within coaching research (Cox 

2013).  

 

Recognising that goals are situated within the complexity of the coachee’s life is 

valuable both to the coachee’s learning and to coaching practice since the 

contextual aspects of a coachee’s life tend to be deemed relevant only in terms 

of seeking more short-term solutions (Clutterbuck and Spence 2017). Situated 

goals are inherently unstable and subject to change as necessary, so that a 

purposeful goal is one that is able to adapt, and, be sufficiently malleable and 

responsive to any changes that unfurl within the inner or outer world of the 

coachee. This approach offers potential as it which is critical since this makes 

the experience more satisfying, rewarding and meaningful for the individual 

concerned as De Haan (2008) attests. In this way coaching conversations can 

move beyond the idea of fixed goals to a more enlightened, empathetic, and 

humane approach that acknowledges and celebrates the uniqueness of the 

coachee and their context.  

 

2.9  Conclusion 

 

To conclude this chapter, coaching can be understood as continuing to grow in 

popularity, which indicates that exploring this phenomenon is timely. However, it 

may be useful at this point to reiterate the main research question: How does 

experiencing coaching conversations as a coachee enable learning to emerge? 

This question is pertinent since this literature review reveals that there is little 

research that explores these conversations phenomenologically, experientially, 

and from active participation on the inside. This could be reflecting  what Larkin 

et al (2018:13) suggest when they claim that the way that meanings emerge is 

“rarely studied in phenomenological inquiry”. How meanings emerge and the 

role they could play in generating learning has relevance to this research. 

Moreover, there is currently little research that seeks to understand how such 

participation within coaching conversations can engender learning, which is 
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what the literature claims that coaching achieves. There seems to be a 

fundamental gap in our knowledge of the ways that coaching works, which is 

crucial, since how it does so is of relevance to both academics and practitioners 

alike. Therefore, research such as this which enables a researcher to actively 

participate as a coachee in a series of coaching conversations offers a fresh 

and unique perspective, whilst also making a contribution to closing this gap.  

 

In this literature review I have suggested that coaching can be understood as a 

process involving talk and conversation. These aim to explore the lived 

experience of the coachee with its attendant values and meanings in order to 

bring about some desired change. Through the act of speech both coach and 

coachee express their being and this can be found in “everything [they] talk 

about” (Heidegger 1962:26). Instead of being monological, coaching 

conversations may be thought of as being dialogical, where coach and coachee 

are collaborating to explore their pre-existing, ready-made or “already available 

meanings” (Merleau-Ponty 1962:183). This is relevant to my second research 

question which asks Could participation as a coachee in coaching 

conversations engender a form of dialogical learning? might coaching 

conversations be understood as nurturing a form of dialogical learning? An 

exploration of these extant meanings enables both the coach and coachee an 

opportunity to reflect, which is conducive to the generation of new meanings 

that can transform awareness and create new insights.  

 

Coaching conversations could also have the capacity to nurture a dialogical 

relationship between person and world and facilitate a dynamic and creative 

relationship that unfolds between inner and outer elements. This is a process in 

which “external, practical activity and internal, mental activity” readily 

intermingle and exchange “elements between them” (Leontyev 1977:5). This is 

cogent as it relates to my third question: what is the relationship between inner 

and outer speech? Furthermore, this lively exchange may also point to a 

process where externally articulated words are transformed into internal, 

subjective understandings. This is an ongoing process where hearing and 
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responding to the spoken words and utterances of the coach stimulates mental 

activities such as inner speech, reflection, micro dialogues, and soul struggles.  

 

In addition, as this literature review indicates, aesthetic elements such as goal 

setting or coaching models for example GROW which is discussed in this 

chapter, are key or critical features of the coaching process. However, whilst 

goal-setting or aesthetic relational qualities are alluded to in various texts, these 

are not explored in connection to how they may shape or sculpt coaching 

conversations, nor to how they may craft a coachee’s learning. This is vital to 

understanding the ways in which these elements give a specific form to these 

conversations and because they are interwoven with ethical issues and 

dilemmas. Moreover, these concerns relate to my last research questions: how 

do aesthetic elements including goal setting, models and theoretical frames 

which are experienced during coaching conversations craft this learning 

process? and How do ethical dilemmas and boundary issues which emerge 

during coaching conversations shape this process and affect learning?  

 

Finally, in the following chapter I will be outlining the research design and 

methodology that will enable me to explore these questions in more depth.  
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Chapter Three Methodology 

 

3.1 Introduction 

 

This chapter begins by discussing the ontological, epistemological and 

methodological frame within which this research is situated. Then it revisits the 

aims of this research and restate the research questions that give shape and 

form to this thesis for the benefit of the reader. I have chosen to reiterate these 

since this can be imagined as being as an aide de memoir, a reminder that will 

help to situate this research within its context. 

 

To begin with ontology as Crotty (2010:10) states can be understood as “the 

study of being” which indicates that it is concerned with existence and the 

characteristics or nature of reality. Within this conceptualisation, there is a well-

known question posited by Bishop Berkeley (OpenLearn 2015) that asks if a 

tree falls in a forest but there is no-one there to hear it does it still make a 

sound? My response to that is no it does not make a sound, and it probably 

doesn’t even fall since as Whorf (1956:143-4) claims “EVERYTHING is in 

consciousness”, implying that knowledge of the tree falling presumes that we 

have consciously experienced hearing and seeing the tree falling. Without this 

awareness, without experiencing this event, it hasn’t happened, since it is not in 

our consciousness.  Thus, the world along with its attendant understandings 

and meanings do not exist independently of our minds, objectively outside of 

ourselves. Therefore, I can describe my ontology as being idealist rather than 

realistic, it is anti-foundational, idiographic, interpretivist and subjectivist. 

However, ontology like all concepts has more than one interpretation, for 

instance, Heidegger describes this simply as “being-in-the-world” which has 

relevance to this thesis and the methodology in this chapter, as indicated in the 

paragraphs to come where I discuss the significance of dwelling and immersing 

myself in the phenomena I wish to understand. This has also shaped my 

epistemology, since, it is intrinsically connected with ontology. Moreover, the 

concept of dwelling has helped craft the methods outlined in this thesis, 

especially in chapter 4. In addition to being shaped by such notions my 
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epistemology is also carved from constructionism, which is inherent in this 

research, expressed throughout the following chapters. I claim this to be the 

case since constructionism isn’t seeking objective truths and considers 

meanings to be formed through engagement with self and others in the world 

(Crotty 2010), as indicated in the literature review chapter in sections 2.6 and 

2.7 previously, where the spoken word of others interacts with inner speech 

altering our understandings, engendering new and novel thoughts and 

sensations. Moreover, meanings are not generalizable but can be understood 

as residing within specific contexts, for examples in diverse genres and cultural 

settings.  

 

As stated previously in the introductory chapter of this thesis, the central aim of 

this research is to explore how participation in coaching sessions as a coachee 

might facilitate learning. This aim is shaped by my ontological position and 

epistemology as outlined above. However, it is also crafted by a l theoretical 

perspective that can be described as phenomenological at its heart, embracing 

notions of dwelling, immersion and experience. Thus, as stipulated in the 

introductory chapter to this thesis the key research question is: How does 

experiencing coaching conversations as a coachee enable learning to emerge?  

Following on from this are further research questions that this thesis is 

exploring, and these are as follows: 1) How does lived experience as a coachee 

in a series of one-to-one coaching conversations engender a form of dialogical 

learning? 2) What is the relationship between inner and outer speech that 

unfolds during the  lived experience of coaching conversations? 3) How do 

aesthetic elements including goal setting, models and theoretical frames which 

are experienced during coaching conversations craft this learning process? and 

4) How do ethical dilemmas and boundary issues which emerge during 

coaching conversations shape this process and affect learning? 

 

As this chapter unfolds, I will be discussing my research design and how this 

methodology has been crafted. As suggested in the introductory chapter, this 

research has adopted a hybrid phenomenological and experiential 

methodology, which has value since it has been indicated in the literature 

review that there is a gap in the literature with respect to this type of coaching 
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research. In brief, I have spent a period of 6 months in the field with 2 

professional coaches, Linda an NLP practitioner and Isobel whose practice was 

shaped by Gestalt. I have had 4 coaching sessions lasting 90 minutes with 

Isobel and 2 with Linda. Unfortunately, as discussed in section 4.7 of the 

following chapter, my relationship with Linda came to an abrupt and unexpected 

halt due to her demanding work schedule. Therefore, in total I have engaged in 

6 coaching conversations which has met my minimum target of participation in 6 

coaching conversations, one a month lasting for an hour over a period of 6 

months. My concern here was not with notions of data saturation, which is a 

popular concept within qualitative research, but as its origins are within 

grounded theory it is not coherent or appropriate epistemologically for a thesis 

shaped by interpretative phenomenology (O’Reilly and Parker 2012). When 

designing this research, I have opted for this minimum target as I feel that this is 

the minimum amount of time in which the phenomena of learning may occur, 

this seems cogent since learning can be understood as “a process that occurs 

over time” (Knight et al 2017:7), and often over a prolonged period. Thus, time 

has a key role to play in crafting learning, and any less than 6 conversations, 

say just one conversation in a single month is likely to be insufficient. However, 

as I have been encountering the unknown I have wanted to be flexible, and, so 

a time frame of 6-12 months in which I am able to participate in coaching 

conversations as a coachee allows me to dwell within these encounters and 

provides sufficient time for learning if it is to manifest to come into being. Thus, 

my concerns have been primarily temporal in nature and connected to notions 

of sufficiency in relation to how much time could be necessary for the 

phenomenon of learning to make an appearance.  Following this field work I 

interviewed 6 professional coaches who described themselves as 

organizational, leadership and life or career coaches. The data that emerged 

from these interactions is discussed in more depth in chapters 6 and 7, and, has 

been subjected to a dialogical-phenomenological analysis due to my interest in 

the processes of crafting the self. 

 

This methodology can be imagined as the product of a dialogue between ideas 

drawn from the writings of Bakhtin and those of other phenomenologists then 

this chapter will begin with a brief discussion of key concepts that have 

nourished this cross-fertilization of ideas. For example, Heidegger’s concept of 
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Dasein which is expressed through dwelling or being-in-the-world (1962) and 

Bakhtin’s ideas around the significance of everyday experience which is 

described in terms of Being-as-event appear to complement one another, What 

may be critical when it comes to this intermingling is a recognition that Bakhtin 

referred to Being as phenomenological. Furthermore, Bakhtin’s work is directly 

concerned with the complex relationship between lived experience and thought, 

contemplation, cognition, and creation. Such an understanding appears to be 

complementary with the phenomenological concepts of Being-in-the-world, and 

the Lebenswelt (Holquist 1993). This intermingling of ideas is beneficial for 

research that aims to fill the ontological (theory of being) gaps identified in the 

literature review, for instance, the ways in which the self might change in the 

presence of others. This suggests that a different form or kind of methodology 

may be needed when exploring the relationship between coaching and learning. 

As this chapter evolves it will discuss Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis 

and Dialogical Methods and suggest how these may complement one another. 

This lays the groundwork for a hybrid analysis that incorporates aspects of both 

methodologies in order to create richer understandings. 

As indicated in the introduction to this methodological chapter, my ontological 

position is that there is no independent or objective reality that is waiting to be 

discovered. Therefore, I have chosen to draw upon phenomenology in this 

research as this embraces this position and supports the notion that individuals 

cannot be separated from their experience. Crucially, this is beneficial in 

exploring research questions that require first-hand lived experience of 

coaching conversations. Furthermore, it enables me to produce  knowledge that 

is immanently situated, embodied and experiential. If there is any truth to be 

found, within a phenomenological frame, it will be discovered through lived 

experience. 

 

In light of the above, in the next section I will be situating this research within 

the broad church of Phenomenology and discussing the various thinkers that 

have sculpted this hybrid, and how their diverse concepts have contributed to 

giving this research a specific form. 
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3.2. Situating this research within a hybrid phenomenological paradigm 

 

In situating this research, it may be helpful to begin with an exploration of the 

origin and meaning of the word phenomenology. This is derived from the Greek 

words phainomenon and logos which in this context refer to appearance and 

reason, respectively. Phenomenology is qualitative, inductive, and critically as 

far as this research is concerned, interested in creating knowledge of what it is 

like to be a human being in the world. In creating this knowledge, as the 

etymology of this word suggests, phenomenology is interested in studying 

things or events as they appear to us (Van Manen 2016). Thus, as Smith et al 

(2009) claim, phenomenology is interested in appraising experience as it is 

unfolding, and how individuals who are encountering this are creating meanings 

from these experiences. Phenomenology is then defined as the “study of 

experience” (Smith et al 2009:11). This study involves being open to 

encountering a range of feelings, from wonder to pathos as phenomena present 

or show themselves to us in our everyday lives (Van Manen 2016). And as far 

as this research is concerned these feelings may be experienced as I encounter 

coaching as a coachee. Rather than being monolithic (King, Horrocks and 

Brooks 2018) phenomenology can be understood as being a “philosophical 

movement and a family of qualitative research methodologies” (Gill 2014:119). 

Hence there is great diversity within this field and some disagreement amongst 

phenomenological researchers, as conveyed by the ongoing debates between 

Giorgi and Smith (Smith 2010; Giorgi 2011). As there is a continuing lack of 

consensus, phenomenological research continues to be quite diverse.  

Interestingly, Van Manen (2016) suggests that phenomenology can be both 

interpretative and descriptive whilst embracing hermeneutic and linguistic 

elements. However, phenomenological research still tends to separate into two 

distinct approaches (Gill 2014) informed by Husserl’s descriptive and 

Heidegger’s interpretative and hermeneutic, methodologies which are 

discussed in more detail below. 

 

Husserl wished to construct a method capable of revealing true propositions 

about the world and thereby transform philosophy into a rigorous scientific 
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endeavour (Hopkins 2010; Husserl 1927). At the heart of this was his assertion 

that there was a link between consciousness and intentionality, implying that 

consciousness is always consciousness of something (Bell 2015).  Thus, what 

was happening in the consciousness of individuals was of interest to Husserl 

(Smith et al 2009). And the contents of consciousness include thought, 

perception, emotion and memory (Hopkins 2010; Husserl 1927?). This suggests 

that, consciousness and intentionality are both subjectively experienced and 

shaped through the flow of lived experience (Hopkins 2010). Primarily, Husserl 

wished to understand experience as it was in its appearing, thus, within a 

Husserlian frame, phenomenology aims get to the core or essence of 

experience as it presented itself. This is implied by Husserl’s statement of going 

back “[t]o the things themselves” (Overgaard 2004:1). In order to do this it is 

argued that it is necessary to engage in the phenomenological reduction, which 

is a central tenet of Husserlian phenomenology,  This reduction is sometimes 

referred to as bracketing where the individual sets aside their natural attitude 

towards everyday life in order to get close to this essence. This is reflected in 

the word Epoché which means abstention (Cerbone 2014) or exclusion of 

concepts, ideas and notions that an individual may have about a phenomenon. 

 

There are authors including Biggerstaff and Thompson (2008) who claim that 

bracketing, or the suspension of presuppositions has value as this prevents 

these from seeping into and tainting research. However, as far as this research 

is concerned it is also important to recognise how my judgements, assumptions 

and experiences may be shaping my interpretations of the world of lived 

experience, in this case my experiences of being coached. This is critical within 

an interpretative frame, in which the concept of Dasein or “the kind of Being that 

belongs to persons” (Heidegger 1962:27) is situated. This indicates that Dasein 

is expressed through all of us in our everyday lives. Thus, as a coachee, in this 

research I am an interpreting being which indicates that my interpretations, 

attendant values, meanings and presuppositions have significance. Therefore, it 

might not be practical or possible for me to simply put these aside. In my own 

experience, when I have attempted to do so, when I have tried to bracket my 

experience, I have found this problematic since it seems to imply developing an 

ability to stand outside of oneself which engenders a “view from nowhere” (Law 

2004:120). Understandings are shaped by others and society, thus, the claim by 
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Goldspink and Engward (2018) that our presuppositions and world views have a 

situated origin have a stronger resonance with me. It also seems 

counterintuitive to seek to bracket or exclude the world of experience, rich in 

values, recollections, and perceptions within a philosophical frame that includes 

the notion of Lebenswelt, the life world (Belousov 2016). Furthermore, it may 

even impoverish our understandings of this social world, as much of what 

makes us human is interwoven with our values and how we make sense or 

understand experience. In addition, research is not a neutral encounter and as 

a researcher I am active both inside and outside the research that I am creating. 

My lived experiences, values and presuppositions have a part to play  in 

actively shaping this research (Dennison 2019) Acknowledging my presence in 

the research I am creating has benefits since it can aid transparency as I am 

also able to show my process of thought, and, understanding as I seek to 

interpret both my experience and that of others (Hefferon and Gil-Rodriguez 

2011). And as Goldspink and Engward (2018:8) attest “I cannot apologies for, 

or take away, who I am or how my experiences and assumptions shape my 

world view”. Moreover, these are pertinent to a methodology shaped by ideas 

drawn from Heidegger, since he refers to assumptions  as forestructures. As 

our being-in-the-world is situated, as individuals we need to be with or dwell 

with our forestructures, rather than seek to transcend these. These 

forestructures are central to the Being of Dasein, since they incorporate the 

prior knowledge and meanings that individuals may have about their world, 

which have significance for research that aims to understand lived experience 

(Horrigan-Kelly et al 2016).  

 

The significance of dwelling is outlined in Heidegger’s (1971) essay entitled 

Building, Dwelling and Thinking where it is associated with lingering, 

involvement and preservation. This points to the need to explore our pre-

existing knowledge along with its attendant meanings in order to create new 

understandings. Any meanings that emerge through this experience of dwelling 

are significant since individuals are “self-interpreting beings” (Pietkiewicz and 

Smith 2014: 362), who are actively engaged in interpreting their lived 

experience.  
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The situated nature of Dasein is also expressed through language which rather 

than simply representing objects in the world can be understood as “a means 

through which the world reveals itself” (Powell 2013: 3). Language is 

fundamental in shaping the ways that we think and feel as indicated by 

Cresswell and Sullivan (2018). Therefore, the forms of language present in our 

world give a form to both lived experience and our understandings (Sullivan 

2012). Language can be imagined aesthetically as a master craftsman engaged 

in sculpting “the Being and becoming of the human being himself” (Heidegger 

2005:12), which is expressed through the spoken word (Powell 2013). 

Therefore, Being-in-the-world is intimately connected with the act of speaking 

(Campbell 2012). Furthermore, Dasein is an interpreting being and words that 

are spoken have the capacity to shape their understandings and meaning 

making activities giving their world a specific form and meaning (Horrigan-Kelly 

et al 2016). Thus, life and language can be considered as inseparable and 

interwoven. 

 

Furthermore, language enables Dasein to exist in a dialogical relationship with 

others in the world. This dialogic space enables an exchange where ideas are 

“actually lived rather than abstract” (Sullivan 2012:2). And this notion of truth as 

lived is particularly salient for this experiential research. Heidegger’s notion of 

dwelling is also of value in other ways. As Finlay (2009) suggests, there is a 

connection between the researcher and the phenomena they research. Thus, 

whilst I am seeking to participate in coaching conversations with an open mind, 

I need to be aware that my forestructures may still play a role in shaping my 

understandings of the relationship between coaching and learning (Goldspink 

and Engward 2018). 

 

With respect to this methodology, the concept of dwelling or staying with also 

encourages immersion in the world with others, since it refers to our being with 

one another. This reflects Dasein’s being-in-the-world/Being-there which 

suggests to me that  as a researcher I am encouraged to explore the world of 

lived experience in order to create new understandings (Heidegger 1962). 

Moreover, as Heidegger (1971) claimed it is only when we encounter dwelling 
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that we can build. Therefore, in order to build new knowledge connected to how 

first-hand lived experience of being coached might engender learning, I need to 

dwell in the world that I wish to explore. Moreover,  adopting this approach 

enhances and reflexivity of this research, as it acknowledges my positionality as 

a phenomenological researcher where  I am “in-the-world” (Zundel 2013:110), 

and, as such I am inseparable and a part of the phenomena that I am studying. 

Therefore, in this methodology my position as a researcher is one where I am a 

constituent part of the phenomena that I am seeking to understand.  

 

This may also be novel for research that explores coaching, as most 

methodologies tend to take a more detached approach, where  researchers 

have not experienced coaching themselves from the perspective of a coachee. 

This is indicated by previous research, for instance Chapman 2006; Kress 

2008; Rostron 2006; and Tillema and van der Westhuizen 2018 as discussed 

previously in the literature review. 

 

In addition to my active participation as a coachee in this research, it may be 

beneficial to hear the voices of others, since I claim that I dwell amongst others 

in the Lebenswelt. Thus, hearing the voices of others in relation to the 

complexities and nuances of the relationship between coaching conversations 

and learning has the potential to enrich this and offer different perspectives and 

points of view. Early on in this research journey I did consider the merits of 

exploring the experience of other coachees, however for practical and ethical 

reasons I decided to explore coaching conversations from the perspective of the 

coach. For instance, I felt that it may be intrusive to sit in on their coaching 

conversations as a researcher, and that I may alter the dynamics of this by my 

presence. Alternatively, encouraging other coachees to produce an 

autoethnography of their experiences as I did could have potential but could 

also risk exposing them to harm. For instance, this form of writing is deeply 

personal, as the writer reveals intimate thoughts and feelings about self and 

others which increases their vulnerability (Deitering et al 2017). In addition, due 

to my lived experience as a coachee in 2015, my interest in exploring aspects of 

the coaching conversation from the coach’s perspective began to grow. Thus, I 
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opted to interview  professional coaches with the aim of exploring their lived 

experiences of coaching conversations, to listen to them and hear their voice. 

Significantly, by doing so I aim to enhance the dialogical quality of this research 

in that both the voices of coach and coachee are present and heard in this 

thesis.  

 

Crucially, the researcher and the researched exist in a dynamically intertwined 

dialogical relationship in which they sculpt and transform one another. 

Therefore, the subject, self and object or world are holistically intertwined and 

inseparable. This is also reminiscent of Heidegger’s conceptualisation of Dasein 

(Horrigan-Kelly et al 2016) and Bakhtin’s understandings that individual actions 

for example their spoken words reside within “an undivided whole” 

(1993:p.xviii). As self and world are dialogically interwoven (Gill 2014; De 

Oliviera 2013; Sullivan 2012; Bakhtin 1993), this implies that being-in-the-world 

is shaped by relationships with others. However, these relationships can be 

pliant and malleable (Smith et al 2009) and the qualities of these associations 

influence an individual’s perceptions, generating diverse and often complex 

emotions.  

 

Bakhtin conceptualised lived experience as being embodied, since individuals 

encounter phenomena through being a body in the world. When understood in 

this light, the body is not merely an object, but is a body-subject that comes to 

know the world from a unique, idiographic perspective (Smith et al 2009). 

Bakhtin (1993) also claimed that without this embodied perspective a hole is 

created in the fabric of existence. This void is expressed by the dichotomous 

relationship between objectivity and subjectivity. This engenders a split between 

the life world in which an individual may dwell, feel, and think, and the world as 

described through academic, scientific discourse, examples of this in coaching 

research include the systematic literature review that discusses the 

effectiveness of workplace coaching by Bozer and Jones (2018) and the meta-

analytic investigation by Sonesh et al (2015) that explores executive coaching 

looking at the effects of coaching on a range of outcomes, as well as seeking 

the mechanism by which coaching may achieve success. Instead of these 
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forms of research, coaching knowledge may benefit from acknowledging that 

the world is experienced through our bodies, thus subject and object can be 

reunited, and, the world of sensory experience can be interwoven with that of 

the mind (Jackson 2017). Uniting subject and object or mind and body is also 

consistent with the current interest in embodiment within coaching research 

where the inner and outer worlds of the coachee are beginning to be explored 

holistically (Attan et al 2018). This is relevant for a thesis that is shaped by 

phenomenology with its interest in the meanings that arise from lived 

experience, since the body can be understood as a location of meaning. It also 

has relevance in that this research is exploring how the self is crafted during 

coaching conversations, where the self can be described as taking shape 

through embodiment in the world (Jackson 2017). 

 

Interestingly, when it comes to a methodology shaped by both phenomenology 

and dialogical concepts, as indicated above, Bakhtin (1993) conceptualised 

Being as continuous and ongoing which indicates that individuals are never 

fixed or finalised, but, are instead engaged in an endless process of becoming. 

Therefore, this implies that the meanings, values and assumptions that an 

individual may hold are also going to change in the flux of time. Hence the 

search for knowledge is not one of seeking the essence of phenomena since 

the phenomena itself is constantly shifting and altering through the flow of 

experience. And this sentiment is perhaps best expressed in his statement that 

“[e]xistence comes before essence” (Sartre 1948: 26).  

 

As understandings of phenomena change through this flow, then it appears that 

time itself has significance. This temporal aspect is critical for phenomenological 

research, and, can be understood as residing at the heart of Interpretative 

Phenomenological Analysis (Smith and Eatough 2019). Time is also 

characteristic of Dasein, understood as a temporal being (Horrigan-Kelly et al 

2016). Temporality is also present within Bakhtin’s literary notion of the 

chronotope, which was discussed in the introduction to this thesis, in which 

space and time are conveyed through linguistic expression (Steinby and Klapuri 

2013). The concept of chronotopes are interwoven with aesthetic or artistic 
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expression as in novelistic genres as an example, and thus are present in 

writing as articulated in chapter 4 of this thesis. During the process of writing, 

the temporal aspects of existence can be  “[B]rought to light – and genuinely 

conceived” (Heidegger 1962: 39). Moreover, within this conceptualisation, 

values and meanings take shape and are situated with the unique 

circumstances of a specific space-time. Thus, as Heidegger (1962:39) claims 

time becomes “the horizon for all understanding”. As this research has 

developed and unfurled over the last few years, and as there was a break 

between my experiences as a coachee and subsequent data collection, 

temporality is a vital quality that shapes this research. In addition, this 

expressed in the analysis of my autoethnographic field text in chapter 4 where 

my current self reflects upon the self of 2015. This written text is also a 

chronotope in that new and novel insights, awareness and meanings that come 

into being on the page are situated within a specific moment in space and time.  

 

Within Bakhtin’s literary theory there is a distinction to be made between truth 

as lived (Pravda) and more abstract or conceptual truths (Istina). Thus Being-

as-event is interwoven with truth as lived, which is experienced through 

participation within the unfolding, uniqueness of living activity. Such activities 

may then be understood as giving form to the “once-occurrent event of Being” 

(Bakhtin 1993:p.x).  

 

3.3 Hybridising Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis and Dialogical 

Methods  

 

In this section I will be discussing the hybridisation of Interpretative 

phenomenological analysis with dialogical methods and what the benefits of this 

are for this research. Interpretative phenomenological analysis or IPA “draws 

from the wider corpus of phenomenology” (Smith et al 2009: 200), which 

indicates that IPA is not wedded to a specific approach but is happy to embrace 

a range of closely related processes (Smith et al, 2009). This is interesting for 

this research, as it indicates that IPA is highly flexible, offering potential to be 
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moulded by the requirements of the research. Therefore, an analysis of the data 

reflects the distinctive character and purpose of the research. As IPA can be 

moulded in this way this suggests that  it has the potential to hybridise with 

other methodologies, offering creativity and innovation to the research 

(Pietkiewicz and Smith 2012). What matters is the “analytic focus” (Smith et al 

2009: 57) which tends to reside within a psychological framework. So long as 

this focus is adhered to IPA is not overly concerned with adhering to fixed, 

unbending protocols or procedures (Pietkiewicz and Smith 2012). What is 

interesting and exciting for me is that this enables a pluralist approach which 

may produce insights that a single methodological or theoretical frame could 

not. For instance, the intermingling of ideas from IPA with dialogical methods 

may produce multiple perspectives which are particularly useful when 

researching social or relational phenomena including dyadic interactions such 

as coaching conversations (Larkin et al 2018). Whilst IPA rejects categorical 

knowledge (Biggerstaff and Thompson 2008), in favour of remaining faithful to 

individual accounts, by creating space for multiple perspectives, a dialogue can 

be opened between and across individual cases. This creates movement from 

individual, specific understandings to those which are more commonly shared 

(Smith et al 2013), producing a further layer of understanding. IPA is also 

relevant for this research since I am not seeking to bracket my presuppositions.  

There are different approaches that may have been used, such as Giorgi’s 

Descriptive Phenomenological Analysis, but as this considers the 

phenomenological reduction to be essential it would be inappropriate here. 

 

As this design is pluralist in nature in this thesis, I am situating this hybrid 

methodology within the pluralist qualitative research paradigm. Such an 

approach is relatively new, but its strength lies in its flexibility and willingness to 

adopt a variety of different methods (Madilll et al 2018).  

 

Mixing dialogical methods with IPA may appear initially seem counterintuitive 

(Dennison 2019). Since the former is often described as theoretical whilst the 

latter is labelled inductive, in many ways dialogical methods are complementary 

to the aims of interpretative phenomenology. In particular,  IPA and Dialogical 
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Methods or DiA are both interested in subjective, lived, embodied experience 

(Madilll et al 2018).  Within a dialogical frame this is expressed as ideas are 

lived and conveyed through values and meanings. IPA can be described as 

expressing a dialogical quality, which Glozer et al (2018) define in terms of a 

moment of interaction between two or more individuals that recognises their 

otherness. Moreover, both IPA and DiA consider subjectivity to be socially 

constituted, however, what is critical for this research is that the social context in 

which lived experience unfolds has often been overlooked in Interpretative 

Phenomenological Analysis studies (Smith 2011). And this matters since it is 

through this social process that the self may be understood as being crafted, so 

this hybridisation has merit as it is able to enrich our understandings of the ways 

in which first hand lived experience of being coached as a coachee can foster 

learning. 

 

Significantly for research that explores the dynamic interactions of inner and 

external speech within coaching conversations, IPA is a suitable bed fellow for 

DiA as it encompasses cognitive, linguistic and affective attributes (Smith et al 

2013). This indicates that as a researcher I am encouraged to further 

investigate the ways in which hearing the words of others and the ways can 

shape an individual, in this case a coachee’s  thoughts and feelings. Therefore, 

a co-mingling between IPA and dialogical methods may enable an exploration 

of the complex interplay between self and other, which is advantageous in 

producing richer understandings than a single lens might do (Dennison, 2019). 

Crucially, introducing DiA to IPA offers the analysis “qualitative tools that 

explicitly link the thinking, feeling subject to language” (Sullivan 2012:.2), which 

is sympathetic to Heidegger’s claims that language is pivotal since it resides at 

the heart of all human understandings. This suggests that marrying DiA to IPA 

is advantageous for this research, since the former brings many useful concepts 

to this union that can help in creating novel insights. For example, there may be 

key moments within the language of participants, which are significant moments 

that can lead to personal insights, revelations and epiphanies (Sullivan 2012). 

Such key moments may also be present in the utterances of the other, either in 

external or inner speech. There may be a word with a sideways glance 

articulated by participants that acts as a disclaimer or indicates a reservation. 
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(Madilll et al, 2018). Where an individual may be feeling defensive or wishes to 

avoid or change the subject, the concept of sore spots could be a helpful 

analytic device. Finally, identifying threshold moments can also enrich the 

analytic process by indicating that ‘truth’ is often ambiguous and uncertain, and 

that the coachee may experience a variety of struggles and dilemmas when 

exploring this. Thus, by combining IPA and DiA, the struggles and uncertainties 

which may be articulated during coaching conversations can also brought to 

light. In addition, DiA can bring attention to different genres of coaching, as 

expressed through chronotopes, for instance those of travel, romanticism or 

pragmatism as articulated in chapters 7 and 8 of this thesis.  

 

As IPA is an interpretative endeavour in which both the researcher and 

participants’ understandings are encountered during analysis, a key element of 

this process is the double hermeneutic where the other is given a voice. This is 

complementary with a dialogical frame that is interested in relations between 

self and others. In this context, as a researcher I will be considering the range of 

attitudes, beliefs, sentiments, and ways of thinking that may be present within 

the speech of self, the coachee and others, professional coaches. For example, 

dialogues may create tensions and challenges, as the coachee comes to know 

themselves from the outside, as well as from how others perceive them, for 

instance the coach, family, friends or work colleagues and tries to balance these 

with their own sense of who they perceive themselves to be, from the inside. In 

addition, the ways in which a coach may seek to author or control the other 

through an outside-in discourse can be examined by intermingling of DiA with 

IPA and this is also explored in the data analysis in chapter 7. 

 

Furthermore, by introducing a flow of ideas from dialogical methods into 

interpretative phenomenological analysis a space can be created in which 

double voiced narratives and multivocality can be heard, which seems cogent 

for this research that intends to understand the coachee’s lived experiences of 

coaching conversations from their unique perspective. This intermingling of 

ideas is also relevant and has value for research that explores questions around 

experiential transformations.  
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This gene flow is also beneficial as there are those who criticise Interpretative 

Phenomenological Analysis for constructing a simplistic or uncomplicated 

subjectivity (Sullivan 2014). A subjectivity where the individual places or 

“deposits meanings” (Sullivan 2012: 37) in a text that are assumed to be easily 

accessed or retrieved by the researcher. The inference being that an 

individual’s speech acts provide a straightforward route to the substance and 

meaning of their lived experience. There may be benefits in adopting an 

uncomplicated subjectivity, but there is a risk that the analysis will merely show 

what is already there or given. Thus, a hybridisation of Interpretative 

Phenomenological Analysis with dialogical methods could re-imagine 

subjectivity, adding a layer of complexity and envisioning this in terms of 

ongoing, constant change through interactions and responsiveness to others 

(Sullivan 2012). For instance, as Bakhtin (1986) attests, meanings are formed in 

the relationship between self and other. Words are addressed to an individual 

that anticipate a response. By combining IPA and DiA an additional layer of 

analysis can be added that may shed light on this process. For example, in the 

summary table 7.1 in chapter seven, in Tina’s excerpt, IPA analysis indicates 

the theme of preparing the space and the artists tools, whilst adding DiA 

enables me to address different aspects of the text, for instance, themes 

express various I-positions including I-for-other and other-for-me. This 

intermingling of ideas also assists me in identifying inside-out dialogues. 

Another example is taken from Shelagh’s transcript, where the IPA analysis of 

her words creates a theme around a goal driven or process approach to 

coaching. Using the additional lens of DiA enriches this theme by suggesting 

that her words also demonstrates the presence of a pragmatic chronotope. The 

final example here indicates that the IPA analysis suggests empathy, trust and 

intimacy as themes, whilst applying the lens of DiA reveals that there may be 

different I-positions inherent in the text, as well as the emergence of a double-

voiced discourse.   Thus, hybridising adds to the credibility of this research and 

enhances its quality. For instance, by using these different methods of analysis 

together I am able look at the phenomenon of learning within coaching 

conversations from different perspectives, which engenders interpretations 

which are more complex and in-depth. This can also be understood as a 
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process of crystallization which aids the credibility of this thesis (Tracy 2010). In 

the next section I will be discussing the role that time and temporality play in 

shaping this research design. 

 

3.4 The relationship between learning and the unfolding of time 

 

Time plays a pivotal role in this research as the phenomena under study, 

learning, can be understood as unfolding against a backdrop of time (Heidegger 

1962). This temporal quality is perhaps most clearly expressed throughout 

chapter five which analyses my autoethnographic field text written in 2015. This 

not only reflects the temporal aspects of Dasein but as the narrative unfolds 

time can be seen as “tak[ing] on flesh”, (Steinby and Klapuri 2013: 84) so that it 

is longer concealed but becomes discernible, almost as if it is a character in its 

own right. In addition, time gives shape and form to the words and meanings 

that are unfurling within both the autoethnography and its analysis. Within this 

temporal frame, there is an interweaving between past and present. As I wrote 

the autoethnography in 2015 there is a retrospective quality inherent in this 

research. Throughout the chapter 5, the past and present engage in a dialogue 

with one another that continues to shape and alter my understandings. As my 

thoughts, actions and understandings change throughout the autoethnography 

and its analysis, chapter 5 can be described as a chronotope , where my 

values, meanings and understandings are questioned, explored, and continue 

to develop and take shape within the specific time and space in which they 

dwell (Markovά and Novaes 2020; Bakhtin 2008).  

 

As my analysis of the autoethnographic text has a retrospective character, it 

may be imagined as a process of sensemaking on my part. As this analysis 

unfurls it is contingent upon memory, and I acknowledge that this process is not 

one involving total recall. Memory is fallible, as articulated in the following 

chapter, it can play tricks, distort events, and even overlook or omit key 

moments and events. Moreover, as Freeman (2015: 927) attests, “we cannot 

imagine that which we cannot first remember”, therefore, there is ambiguity 
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within the text, and criteria for judging the quality of this analysis needs to 

consider verisimilitude and whether the narrative is plausible rather than 

whether it is accurate or true (O’Shea 2019; Vickers, 2007). As Truth is as 

Freeman (2015: 927) suggests “a slippery concept”, it would be wiser to aim for 

an analysis that is candid or frank and trustworthy instead. In avoiding any 

misunderstandings and with the aim of enhancing credibility, autoethnographic 

accounts require more elaboration than other forms of academic writing 

(Boncori and Smith 2019). In addition, the account has added value when it is 

expressing coherence, when it is convincing and resonates with the reader and 

when it appears to be consistent (O’Shea 2019). Fortunately for this thesis, 

research that revisits former events and expresses a retrospective nature has 

credibility within an autoethnographic context (Vickers: 2007). Additionally, 

during the process of creating this text I am both inviting and welcoming others 

to read and engage with this text, for example my supervisors and other 

academics, which enhances ethical and aesthetic trustworthiness and 

credibility. Finally, as this is a retrospective analysis, in the interests of 

reflexivity, I acknowledge that it is possible that there could be different 

interpretations and a multiplicity of meanings formed by the reader which 

diverge from those articulated in this analysis, which take shape as they engage 

with my narrative in the following chapter.  

 

When it comes to analysing my autoethnography, as this methodology is a 

hybrid that combines ideas from IPA and DiA it is necessary to begin this 

process by dwelling within this text. This activity has merit due to the hiatus that 

has developed between when I wrote the autoethnographic text and when I 

came to analyse it. Due to the temporal nature of this analysis, it will be helpful 

to spend some time dwelling with this text to develop a sense of familiarity with 

it. Moreover, this reflects the idiographic commitment of IPA in which a 

researcher immerses themselves in the data before beginning analysis (Smith 

et al 2013). This immersion is the initial step in this analytic process (King, 

Horrocks and Brooks 2018) and requires reading and re-reading the text 

several times before creating initial, emergent themes. This can be understood 

as the first level of what dialogical methods refers to as a bureaucratic element 

or analysis when adopting IPA. Bureaucracy refers to the procedural aspects or 
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rules inherent in the data analysis and relates the ways in which the analysis 

can be verified (Sullivan 2012).  

 

This first step is beneficial in enabling a dialogue to be created between myself 

as researcher and the words on the page. This dialogue is fruitful in generating 

fresh insights and new understandings of “the participant’s world” (Smith et al 

2013: 82). This is also conducive to the formation of notes and themes, which 

conveye the charismatic elements of the analysis. These choices are also being 

shaped by my individual style as the researcher (Sullivan 2012). The 

charismatic features of the analysis are vital since they provide scope for 

creativity which is critical for a methodology incorporating IPA which has flexible 

guidelines. This flexibility has value, since it enables the analysis to be tailored 

to the needs of the research being carried out (Pietkiewicz and Smith, 2012). 

Therefore, an appreciation of how these charismatic elements may be shaping 

my analytic process is required, since these choices are indicative of my 

struggles as the researcher with sense making, and articulate both emic and 

etic perspectives which are pertinent within IPA. To aid in this process it is also 

advantageous to keep the communication channels open and enable an 

ongoing dialogue between the bureaucratic elements of the analysis and the 

unique charismatic attributes as the analysis and write up has continued.  

 

The initial themes that I am creating are interconnected with the desire to 

develop understandings of each individual text or transcript on its own terms, as 

the aim of IPA is to consider phenomena from the situated perspective of the 

individual. I am being mindful that any themes which emerge through this 

process need to be specific to the research participant’s words and world 

(Braun and Clarke 2018; Pietkiewicz and Smith 2012). Therefore, it is important 

in this research design for me to retain an attitude of openness and receptivity 

to these words and the multiplicity of possible meanings that might emerge. 

Moreover, this may kindle or arouse emotional responses which create feelings 

of connection between myself and others (Sullivan 2012), which in this case 

connects my current and former selves as indicated in chapter 4 to follow. This 
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connection may help reveal how my self has continued to be authored and 

crafted throughout my coaching interactions. 

 

As already indicated in this chapter, in this research I am adopting the position 

of researcher-and-researched within the autoethnography, thus there is an 

additional layer of complexity that unfolds between self and others. Whilst I am 

the researcher actively engaged in analysing this text, I am also the author of 

the text that I am encountering. Therefore, this analysis involves reflexive 

awareness and acknowledgement of how as a researcher I am actively 

engaged in giving a shape to this research (Goldspink and Engward 2018; Ellis 

2016). As there are multiple selves present with this text, in this analysis, the 

ways in which the self is authoring other selves will become apparent. However, 

whilst I am both researcher and subject, or self and other, within this analysis 

there is space for different voices to be heard. Additionally, this analysis could 

be described as double-voiced (Sullivan 2012) as the spoken words of Isobel 

and Linda, the two coach participants in this research are also present and 

assist in carving my understandings. A principle aim of this analysis is to show 

how these multiple voices shape my own voice, through the dynamic interplay 

between external and inner speech. The authoethnography is also given form 

through conversations that are inside-out (Sullivan 2012), where there may be 

feelings of uncertainty and struggle as I encounter the words of others. Thus, by 

immersing myself in the autoethnography I may be encountering a profound 

sense of not knowing, as well as mystery and an element of surprise. 

 

3.13 Conclusion  

 

In this chapter I have discussed a hybrid phenomenological methodology that 

has been the product of a cross fertilization of ideas between IPA and DiA. This 

is also complementary with this hybrid methodology, since it aims to make 

sense of the meanings and understandings of others. Furthermore, the aim of 

this design has been to encourage a dialogical relationship to unfold between 

the two, between self and other, coach and coachee that is double-voiced, 
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where it is inside-out, and capable of being responsive. Through this dialogical 

relation the voices of others can be seen to be actively shaping and 

transforming my understandings. As self and other are present within this 

research, it can be described as producing multiple meanings and perspectives, 

articulated in both the inner and external speech of coach and coachee. The 

hope with this design is that through enabling both self and other to speak that 

the ways in which learning can develop within coaching conversations may be 

revealed. 

 

This design also has a temporal quality which is complementary to notions 

expressed by both Heidegger and Bakhtin, already described as a character 

that takes on “flesh, becom[ing] artistically visible” (Bakhtin 2008: 84).  Within 

this temporal context the autoethnography has been analysed retrospectively, 

which has produced challenges and offered new and novel insights. These are 

expressed in chapters 5 and 7 that analyse both my autoethnographic field text 

and the interview transcripts. In many ways these elicit an sense of ongoing 

meaning making, in which there is a profound feeling of uncertainty and not 

knowing that arises. And in the chapter that follows I will be discussing the 

method used for stage one of this research – autoethnography. This chapter will 

also be explore issues relating to sampling and sample size, my process for 

inviting participants and any ethical concerns or problems associated with this 

research. 
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Chapter Four: Methods for Stage 1 – Developing an experiential account 

of learning 

 

4.0 Introduction 

 

Following on from the previous methodology chapter that discusses my 

ontology and epistemology, this chapter explicates methods which are 

complementary to these and which are beneficial in exploring my research 

questions in more depth. To begin with in this chapter, I will be outlining my data 

collection method for the first stage of this research in which I actively 

participated as a coachee in a series of one-to-one coaching conversations. 

This method being autoethnography, a form of autobiographical writing that can 

be understood as encouraging personal narratives and stories (Ellis 2016; 

Freeman 2015). As such it may be described as  a “novelistic genre” (Sullivan 

2012:46) with characters, scenes and plotlines. Within an autoethnographic 

frame, the word auto indicates that the researcher herself can be the centre of 

exploration and discovery. This method is complementary to research that aims 

to explore coaching from the perspective of the situated individual, developing 

understandings from this first-hand lived experience. As it does so, and as I 

suggest in this chapter, autoethnography can be described as creating a space 

or a forum in which reflexive dialogues between self and other can unfurl that 

are advantageous in sculpting and crafting new awareness and understanding. 

Subsequently I will be discussing the ethical implications and concerns that may 

arise from using this method, for instance surrounding the harm that can be 

done to self as well as others, including participants. 
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4.1 Data collection: Autoethnography as an arena for dialogic relations  

 

In addition to expressing temporal qualities as outlined in chapter 3, 

autoethnography explores the situatedness of self and others and thus appears 

to be a suitable method for research that explores shared, collaborative 

experiences and their meanings (Stephens Griffin and Griffin 2019). Therefore, 

this is a suitable method for research that conceptualises learning as being 

socially situated and shared as indicated by the previous chapter, the literature 

review. Shared endeavours include dyadic relationships like those which are 

encountered during coaching conversations. In addition, De Haan (2008) 

suggests coaching is a process that nurtures the development of self-

understanding and self-awareness, which reflects claims made in the literature 

review regarding the relationship between lived experience and learning. Within 

this experiential context, fresh insights and new ways of acting emerge from 

these changes to self-awareness.  Autoethnography is a suitable method as it 

enables the expression of this through self-talk or inner speech. This may reveal 

the so-called ‘black box’ of coaching, mentioned in chapter two where the self is 

revealed as undergoing change during this process through the dynamic 

interplay between the inner and outer landscapes of the writer, where external 

speech and utterance intertwine with the inner speech or internal dialogues of 

the coachee. These dialogues also convey how as a coachee my 

understandings, conceptions and perceptions are not simply mine alone but 

take shape in the presence of the words of others, as indicated in chapter two.  

 

Autoethnography as a method has also been adopted by other coaching 

researchers such as Kempster and Iszatt-White (2013) who claim that this aids 

the development of reflexive dialogues and James (2015) who states that this 

method has been beneficial in explicating the choices, motives and decisions 

which have shaped her practice as a coach. James (2015) refers to 

autoethnography as a space in which she is able to externalise, and, express 

her inner speech and dialogues with self. Where her research differs from mine 

is that I am adopting this method as a way of articulating temporally how as a 

coachee I may experience learning through a series of coaching conversations. 
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As autoethnography has credibility where coaching research is concerned, I 

consider that this is a good method to situate within this methodological design.  

 

As a tool of collection autoethnography also seems a good match for a hybrid 

methodology that is committed to exploring the complexity and uniqueness of 

personal lived experience (Eatough and Smith 2017). The term 

‘autoethnography’ articulated by Ellis in 1995, interweaves “the personal with 

the cultural“ (Ellis and Bochner 2000: 733). As a research method, 

autoethnography embraces the “social lens that is the focus of ethnography 

[and the] narrative perspective of the situated individual” (Kempster and Iszatt-

White 2013: 320). Therefore, autoethnographic writing is a social process which 

as Ellis (2016: 10) articulates, may express “a way of being in the world”, the 

immediacy of which needs to be explored (Bakhtin 1993). As personal 

experience and social and cultural elements interpenetrate each other, a form of 

dialogue is being conceived. In its desire to engage with the other, 

autoethnography can be described as having a strong dialogic imperative 

(Anderson 2006). Moreover, this imperative may be expressed through a 

dialogue between external and internal speech whereby both are actively 

shaping one another. Within the text this shaping is evident in the interweaving 

between self and other which can be seen unfolding through the expression of 

reflexive dialogues on the page. As this dialogical process continues the writer 

is actively engaged in a process of authoring self and others. Therefore, 

autoethnography can create a space in which different voices and perspectives 

can be heard (Boncori and Smith 2019). As inner and outer speech continue to 

interweave, these different voices can be imagined as shaping and crafting one 

another. Within an autoethnographic frame, the self is a vulnerable being, which 

appears to resonate with the needy self of dialogism (Sullivan 2012). Whilst the 

self is vulnerable it is also capable of being moved by and resistant to the 

interpretations of others. Thus, there can be struggle, conflict and dilemmas 

which arise, and significantly, the potential for a multiplicity of truths. 

 

Significantly, as autoethnography enables an exploration of our social world it is 

ideal for exploring and making sense of everyday experience (Stephens Griffin 
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and Griffin 2019), and this complements phenomenological notions of being-in-

the-world. In addition, autoethnography can be understood as creating a forum 

or an arena in which Dasein can be expressed, where the act of writing enables 

thoughts to be gathered into speech, creating “furrows in language” (Raffoul 

and Nelson 2016:241) that are fertile ground from which new understandings 

can spring. This reflects Heidegger’s statement of the significance of language 

as this can be described as  “the house of Being” (Heidegger 2000:239). Thus, 

as Medford (2006) states, a writer doesn’t write mindlessly, for instance during 

the act of writing my forestructures, taken for granted assumptions and 

presuppositions may be present within the text, awaiting further examination, 

questioning and exploration by myself as the writer. This process can generate 

further insights, helping to nurture self-discovery.  

 

4.1.1 Diaries and Journals as instruments for Data Collection  

 

Whilst unstructured or semi-structured interviews are a popular method for 

collecting data within phenomenological research as Morell-Scott (2018) and 

Biggerstaff and Thompson (2008) claim, other sources of data might be useful 

for the exploration of such highly personal accounts of lived experience. 

Sources could include for letters or personal accounts which are crucial to any 

research that has been shaped by ideas that dwell within this phenomenological 

and experiential frame. And in this research, I am keeping a journal of my 

experiences as they unfold during my participation as a coachee in a series of 

coaching conversations. By writing in a journal I am enabling the expression of 

an idiographic, first-person, intimate account of my lived experience that 

explores a particular case,  a favoured approach by methodologies including 

IPA (Smith, Flowers and Larkin 2009). Furthermore, the creation of this 

autoethnographic text may lead to the exploration of additional cases, thus 

creating meanings which are shared. 

 

Diaries and journals also enable a flexible, intimate portrayal of events as they 

are unfolding. They can produce a rich and colourful portrayal of individual 
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experience which is brought to life through deeply “personal and passionate 

writing” (Ellis and Bochner 2000: 734). This is also writing that requires 

openness and a willingness to explore areas of vulnerability that can be quite 

exposing (O’Shea 2019; Lucherini 2017; Jones 2013; Custer 2014; Vickers 

2007). This method of data collection offers insights into my private thoughts, 

feelings and perceptions as the author. Diary research has been explored within 

health and nursing research where patients actively share their experiences 

with others, helping to further knowledge and understandings of what it is to live 

with a range of health issues connected to mental health, addiction or living with 

terminal illness. Thus, diaries and journals can be a vital social research tool.  

 

In addition, as Smith et al (2013) suggest, diaries and journals are ideal for the 

creation of individual narratives which complements autoethnography’s aim of  

encouraging researchers in sharing their own personal stories (Lapadat 2017). 

In this way autoethnography is conducive to a deep, expressive exploration of 

lived experience which not only situates me as the researcher within the 

research, but also creates space for self-introspection during the process of 

writing (Zundel 2013). This may also create a space for what Humphreys (2005: 

842) refers to as “interactive introspection”. By engaging in this activity, micro 

dialogues may be generated  between multiple selves where, as the author, I 

may struggle to make sense of my thoughts, feelings, and actions in the 

presence of others. For example, in the next chapter I will be articulating my 

conflicted dialogues with myself as I seek to make sense of my own values and 

meanings as they emerge during my lived experience of coaching. This process 

is critical for research that aims to explore how this first-hand lived experience 

of coaching may enable learning to emerge, particularly since meaning making 

is connected with learning, as pre-existing understandings are altered during 

the flow of events as depicted in figures 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 of the of the previous 

chapter.  This process of learning may also unfurl during writing since 

autoethnography interweaves the personal with the cultural in subtle and 

complex ways. Here the boundaries between self and other can become 

indistinct and blurry so that there is unresolved or shifting terrain. The 

relationship between self and other is no longer deemed as simple, 

straightforward or uncomplicated as it is a relationship in which the author may 
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be encountering difficult emotions and reacting against how others perceive 

them. Struggles may arise between the inner and outer worlds of the coachee, 

being articulated through inside-out and outside-in dialogues where the self 

feels vulnerable, uncertain, or insecure as their own voice becomes subsumed 

in amongst others. During these times the self may be imagining what others 

might say, and, may feel uncomfortable when imagining or encountering the 

judgement of others. As this process unfolds dissimilar and divergent aspects of 

self may be in conflict, including ‘I-for-myself’, ‘I-for-others’ and ‘others-for-me’ 

(Sullivan 2012) These struggles reveal how the other can be actively shaping 

the author and indicates that these dialogues enable multiple, complex 

perspectives to be heard thus making space for multivocality. This indicates that 

autoethnography provides the space for reflexive dialogues to emerge , where 

hearing the whispers and echoes of divergent voices can stimulate awareness, 

new meanings, and understandings of self (Goldspink and Engward 2018). 

Thus, it is evident that journal writing can be significant as a method both for the 

creation and collection of data. However, whilst there is research advocating the 

use of diaries for phenomenological research (Morell-Scott 2018), there 

appears to be little published research that draws upon IPA to date that makes 

use of diaries or journals. Therefore, whilst it is difficult to calibrate against other 

studies this approach is worth the risk as it is expressing novelty. 

 

4.2 The two strands of Autoethnography  

 

Whilst autoethnography is flexible in that there are different ways of 

approaching this (Richards 2019), currently there are two main 

autoethnographic strands or schools of thought. The first is analytic 

autoethnography which involves a willingness to undertake a theoretical 

analysis. This form of autoethnography also welcomes a commitment to 

complete member researcher status, where the researcher engages in dialogue 

with others, and has narrative visibility, whilst being reflexive during the writing 

process (Doloriert and Sambrook 2012, Andersen 2006). These aims are 

sympathetic to this research with its the emphasis on dialogue, however there is 
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also a variety of autoethnography that embraces interpretivist, evocative, and 

rich emotional complexity.  

 

Evocative autoethnography complements the idiographic character of the 

research in this thesis as it offers both an in depth understanding and may 

evoke a response from readers. The latter is critical for enhancing the 

plausibility and credibility of this research (O’Shea 2019). This evocative form of 

autoethnographic writing tends to be both deeply personal and written from the 

heart, and in some cases reveals upsetting, unsettling, and distressing life 

events. Examples include Vickers (2007) who constructs a powerful narrative of 

workplace bullying in which she describes how this experience altered her 

sense of self, changing her from an open and trusting individual into someone 

who was fearful, secretive and tormented. Wall (2008) discusses her personal 

experiences of international adoption whilst Richards (2019) writes about 

experiences of being an academic living with kidney disease, how this shapes 

her identity and generates a complex array of emotions.  And when it comes to 

coaching research James (2015) argues that autoethnography has enabled her 

to give voice to her vulnerabilities and struggles as a professional coach. 

Boncori and Smith (2019) discuss the difficult emotions of loss and grief when 

experiencing miscarriage, and, they argue that sharing these experiences 

through autoethnography with others can be a potent tool for learning. In 

addition, they articulate the challenges inherent in  expressing emotional fragility 

within contexts where this may be misinterpreted as a form of weakness. 

 

In this thesis the autoethnographic text that follows in chapter 4 can be 

understood as situated between these two forms, interweaving the dialogical 

approach of analytic autoethnography with the interpretivist aims of evocative 

autoethnography. Moreover, this approach can also be described as a hybrid, 

which reflects the characteristics of this thesis. Additionally, journal writing may 

be described as the raw material, or the clay from which this research is formed. 
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4.3 Using myself as an instrument of inquiry 

 

As Ellis and Bochner (2000) claim autoethnography encourages researchers to 

draw upon their own personal lived experiences, which indicates that there is a 

close relationship between the researcher and their research. Within an 

autoethnographic frame my position can be described as that of researcher-

and-researched (Doloriert and Sambrook 2012), where I am a visible actor, 

present and dwelling within the pages of this autoethnographic text. I 

acknowledge that my role as a researcher in this research is complex in that I 

am both dwelling within the research as the coachee who is encountering 

learning, whilst I am also outside of it during the analysis process (Goldspink 

and Engward 2018). However, this recognition articulates a reflexive position in 

that I am aware of the issues that being the researcher and a subject within the 

text may raise (Lapadat 2017). What is critical about adopting the position of 

researcher-and-researched is that for research that embraces a hybrid 

methodology, concepts and ideas are drawn from IPA and DiA. Therefore, the 

situated nature of my position in the text reflects the double-hermeneutic of IPA, 

and, by adopting the role of researcher-as-researched I am being sympathetic 

to DiA’s commitment to a socially complex subjectivity where the self is 

understood as being shaped in the presence others (Dennison 2019).  

 

The social nature of this research is articulated in this position as I acknowledge 

that I have a leading role in this research as the coachee, but that I am not the 

sole participant. I am both a researcher and a member of the social world, a 

coachee in the world of coaching that I am exploring. This conveys my active 

engagement in the community that I am researching (Anderson 2006) and is 

harmonious with phenomenological notions of dwelling.  The coach’s voice is 

also present within the autoethnographic text as indicated in the following 

chapter. Their voice is evident within reflection and inner speech, as well as 

being articulated through micro dialogues within the text. Within this interplay 

between self and others - the relationship between I and We is expressed. This 

reflects Vygotsky’s suggestion that the individual’s consciousness is a social 

milieu, populated by diverse selves and others (Wertsch 1985). The presence of 
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multiple selves suggests that the self is contingent and incomplete, it is only 

ever partially constituted (Vickers, 2007). 

 

This could also be understood as fertile ground for self-development and 

learning. Furthermore, as Tullis (2016: 249) suggests, writing can be 

understood as an “emergent method of inquiry”, where through the process of 

reflecting and recollecting awareness, insight and new interpretations may 

arise. It enables me to notice a range of sensations, feelings. and emotions, 

thus enhancing and enriching my awareness of self and how learning may be 

unfolding temporally. 

 

Please refer to figure 4.1 below which explores the dynamic relationship that is 

conveyed between Auto and Ethno, self and other, and between researcher and 

the phenomena being researched. Whilst this figure articulates a sense of 

distance or growing separation between the spheres of Auto and Ethno, in this 

research I argue that these are engaging in a lively dialogue with one another. 

Whilst the second position of researcher-is-researched may appear to be more 

attuned to research in which I am an active participant, it can also be interpreted 

as monological in that it give rise to an outside-in interaction with others that 

seeks to define and give them a shape, thus drowning out other voices. Similar 

concerns are articulated by Doloriert and Sambrook (2012) who suggest that 

the position of researcher-is-researched is one in which the researcher is the 

sole author or participant. This has ethical implications since the voice of the 

other is not heard. When it comes to the relationship between self and other, 

particularly for a method such as autoethnography which claims to be reflexive 

(Lapadat 2017), as well as responsible towards others this is problematic. 

Furthermore, this position can may be criticised as simply narcissistic and self-

indulgent naval gazing. 
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Fig 4.1 The dialogical relationship between Auto and Ethno (Doloriert and 

Sambrook 2009: 30). 

 

From Figure 4.1 above it is apparent that there is a dialogical element unfolding 

between self and other, and this could also be described as a polyphony due to 

the presence of many voices within the inner speech of the author. This 

suggests that an autoethnography may be conceptualised as a forum in which 

experiences are “processed and re-formed” (Boud 2001:11) when encountering 

the other.  

 

Additionally, the complex relations between self and others, where different 

aspects of selfhood are given shape and form can be given voice, for example 

I-for-myself, I-for-the-other and others-for-me, through which the author may 

become increasingly familiar with themselves, as they see themselves from the 

another’s perspective. It is unimportant where these dialogues are situated, 

whether these are expressed externally with another or internally within the 

author’s mind. This indicates that discrete notions of inner and outer speech, 

within this dialogical context cease to exist. Instead they are united and holistic 

within this dialogical space (Sullivan 2007). 

 

Further opportunities for dialogue can also arise between self and other, for 

instance between the author and reader, since writing can be imagined as 

creating a bridge that enables a sense of connection to emerge. Moreover, both 
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the author and the reader are engaged in a dialogue with the text itself as they 

seek to make sense and create new meanings. Therefore, not only are 

experiences being shared with the reader, but on encountering the words on the 

page, these may resonate with and affect the reader (Leavy 2015), contributing 

to their emotional crafting. 

 

4.4 Sampling method and sample size  

 

When it comes to research informed by IPA there is “no right answer to the 

question of sample size” (Smith et al 2013: 51). This is contingent upon a range 

of factors, for example the nature of the research itself, as well as how 

committed the researcher is to the demands of a case study. Other factors that 

influence sample size may include whether the researcher wishes to compare 

their case with others, and practical concerns including how easy it is to access 

to participants.  However, what is critical is that as a researcher I am collecting 

data pertaining to lived experience, and for that reason it can be argued that a 

smaller sample size is advantageous (Smith et al 2013).  Within this context 

autoethnography can be understood as a small sample in that it is a single case 

which can be justified through the production of data that is in depth, rich and 

compelling and sufficient (Noon 2018). Whilst a single case may not be 

generalizable or universal theories, it has value in that any conclusions can be 

transferable to other cases, as in this research design.  

 

Hence, for the first stage of this research I have been engaged in writing an 

autoethnography about my experiences of participating as a coachee in a series 

of one-to-one coaching conversations with a professional coach. My sample for 

this research is both small and purposive consisting of 2 or possibly 3 

participants. I have chosen this sample size as it consists of myself as a 

coachee, and one other – a professional coach, plus an additional or reserve 

coach just in case this relationship fell through. As I have been immersing 

myself within coaching conversations in order to encounter the phenomena of 

learning then this research can be described as a single case, and 
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subsequently this small sample size is complementary. It also reflects the 

argument posited by Smith et al (2013) that single or unique cases have power, 

since a great deal can be learned about an individual’s experiences and how 

they perceive and make meaning from these. However, being mindful of the 

possibility for sample bias I acknowledge that this research is not representative 

of all coaching conversations, nor does it aim to accurately depict a relationship 

between every coach and coachee. 

 

This sample does involve an element of convenience in that the practicalities of 

accessibility, distance and travel have been taken into consideration. This is not 

problematic, since convenience sampling can be used for research that is 

exploratory, such as that contained in this thesis. In addition, convenience 

sampling has credibility for research where findings are non-generalizable 

(Zikmund et al 2013).  Initially, in late 2014 and early 2015 I began to undertake 

internet searches to identify professional coaching companies and websites. I 

also contacted coaching organisations, for example  I searched the pages of the 

Coaching and Mentoring Network. Eventually I found several self-employed 

coaches and contacted them using their email addresses as suggested online. I 

communicated with a handful of coaches, via email correspondence initially, 

and even arranged meetings with one or two which fell through. After a couple 

of months, I met with a coach face to face to discuss the parameters of this 

research and what our respective expectations were. However, as this research 

is voluntary and unpaid this particular coach felt that she could not commit to 

the substantial length of time that this would demand of her. I had other 

communications with another coach, but she only wanted to do telephone 

coaching, so this was another dead end. Finally, after 3 months or so and just 

as I was beginning to feel a little desperate, I learned of a set of post graduate 

coaching courses that were being run at a nearby University. I found their 

website and the email address of the course leaders and decided to get in 

touch. At this point, as I had been unsuccessful in finding a professional coach 

as a participant I was thinking of the possibility of working with a fellow student, 

in a quid pro quo scenario which would be beneficial to both parties – as they 

would be able to develop their coaching skills whilst I benefitted from being 

coached. However, to my surprise the course leaders knew of a coaching 
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company in the vicinity who may be able to help me and put me in contact with 

their Managing Director. Fortuitously this individual was also a coach, and she 

had recently returned from maternity leave and was feeling a little rusty and that 

she needed to brush up on her coaching skills. Thus, she was willing to work 

with me pro bono, and so at last I had a willing participant. Around the same 

time, I also heard from the Head of Organisation at my institution and she also 

expressed interest in this research. Thus, I had two possible participants to 

choose from. On speaking with my then PhD supervisor, it was suggested that I 

work with both initially, to get a feel for this and for pragmatic reasons in case 

one of them chose to back out further along the line. If I only chose one coach 

to work with this may be problematic if they needed to end our relationship 

prematurely this would create difficulties and delays for the research. Therefore, 

whilst my initial design had been to engage in a series of one-to-one 

conversations with a single coach I decided to listen to this advice and began to 

work with both coaches, separately. In agreeing to undertake this research I 

had a preliminary, or an initial contractual meeting with each coach individually, 

meeting them at a place that was convenient to them. I met Isobel at her offices 

and Linda in the coffee area of her institution. During this meeting we were able 

to discuss the aims of this research, and what was involved and importantly we 

were able to get a feel or a sense for whether we would like to work together. 

Within coaching relationships, it is important to consider whether you have 

chemistry, whether you will be able to work together. These meetings served a 

dual purpose then, of negotiating terms, contemplating what the shape of these 

conversations might be and importantly discussing and obtaining informed 

consent.  If both parties were happy at the end of this, then we agreed to work 

together. Surprisingly, both coaches that I spoke to were happy to participate 

and so I began my fieldwork of participating in a series of coaching 

conversations with the aim of experiencing the phenomena of learning. 

 

4.5 Ethical concerns  

 

I have received full ethics approval from the University Ethics Panel, for the 

research carried out in both stage 1 and stage 2 of this thesis. The panel asked 
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various questions of significance for this research. In addition, as this research 

explores the dialogical nature of coaching conversations then I have also been 

enhanced the ethical qualities of this research by seeking feedback from 

supervisors and others, which has also added to the credibility of this research. 

 

4.5.1 Ethical issues associated with writing an autoethnography 

 

 

Within the context of autoethnography a key ethical concern surrounds the 

impact that analysis and publication of texts might have on others, especially 

others who may be present within the text. This is pertinent since as Chang 

(2016) points out autoethnographic texts often include the voices of others. 

Moreover, autoethnographies are not simply a personal account and this raises 

ethical issues (Tullis 2016). A key tenet or principle to keep in mind throughout 

the analysis and writing process seems to be “Do no harm to self and others” 

(Tullis 2016: 256). Within this context, deliberating upon the concepts of 

beneficence or non-maleficence have value since the notion of harm is highly 

complex and harm can be inflicted in subtle, sometimes less obvious ways. 

Within autoethnography, many potential harms are interwoven with the 

production and writing of the text itself. Moreover, as an autoethnographer I 

need to consider the various harms that could be done to self either of a 

personal or professional nature, which is interwoven with notions around auto-

ethics. The harms to self that can arise are connected to the personal and 

relational nature of this method. As already discussed in this chapter, 

autoethnographies can explore challenging events which are exposing and 

enhance the vulnerability of the researcher. This is not without risk, for example 

through waiving the right to anonymity, or dredging up past lived experiences 

with their attendant emotions. This can be a process that feels like “opening up 

one’s veins and bleeding” (Lapadat 2017: 594). Therefore, before committing a 

word to the page it is important to first consider the implications of doing so, and 

if a researcher is uncomfortable with this, then they may choose what to reveal 

and what to omit from the text. In addition, when writing about self, there may 

be others who are present in the text, for example those who are intimately 

related. Their feelings and whether they are happy to consent to having their 
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identify revealed in the text needs further thought. For example, in chapter 5 I 

discuss the conflicted emotions that I have felt when struggling to juggle 

research and family commitments. Thus, I have actively sought their consent 

before writing a single world. This is vital within the reflexive context of 

autoethnography (Lapadat 2017).   

 

Within this ethical frame, as stated in section 4.3 above, when writing my 

autoethnography I am adopting the position of researcher-and-researched. As 

this involves self and other there is a dual aspect to the ethical concerns 

encountered by an autoethnographer. This requires contemplating the harm 

that may befall self as situated within the text as well as thinking about ways to 

avoid doing harm to others. This dialogue is vital for research that embraces 

autoethnography as a method since this is an approach that has gained 

increasing respect for its ethical stance in how it portrays self and others 

(Lapadat 2017). Moreover, as Doloriert and Sambrook (2012) imply, the focus 

of the research itself also informs and shapes how much a researcher chooses 

to reveal about their own lives. Thus, there are many choices and decisions to 

make as the autoethnography proceeds.  

 

In seeking to avoid harm it may be beneficial to avoid publishing or disclosing 

details that engender feelings of discomfort in the researcher or participants, 

unless this is undertaken with their express consent (Lapadat 2017). These are 

issues that I am considering as I write my autoethnography. In this way, a 

researcher I am being reflexive about the relational and auto ethics issues 

inherent in my writing. Questions which may need to be weighed against the 

duty to this research in illuminating my questions include: how will reading these 

words affect myself, research participants and others? Could these words 

upset, embarrass or cause offence to those in the text? What action can I take 

to minimise these risks? Furthermore, as Medford (2006: 857) states a “good 

autoethnographic writer[]” does not write in a haphazard or mindless fashion 

and thinks about the consequences of committing words to paper. The way that 

these words are expressed has significance both for self and others as 

Richardson (2002) claims and need to be carefully thought out. Often as Badley 

(2019) states researchers fail to write humanely, being conditioned to write in a 

professional way instead. When writing an autoethnography, as a researcher I 
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have a responsibility for what I commit to paper, as I am ultimately accountable 

for the consequences. Therefore, it is vital that a researcher I give some thought 

prior to the text entering the public domain to the unpredictable and 

uncontrollable aspects that could emerge in the text’s afterlife. The 

autoethnography could be accessible to a wide range of individuals, some of 

whom may know the participants, and once the text is out in the world the 

damage is already done. Thus, there is a key ethical concern to do with the 

permanency of the text once it has been written, as what has been written 

cannot be unwritten. This relates to the “ethics of consequence” (Tullis 2016: 

257) which need to be reflected on as I engage in the process of writing.  

 

When wishing to avoid such harm it may be helpful to consider whether the use 

of pseudonyms could be beneficial. This is particularly germane within the 

relational context of autoethnography. This infers that trust and mutual 

understanding between participants and the researcher are paramount. Writing 

about others also implies intimacy and confidence and so it is imperative that 

informed consent is sought before initiating this process. Informed consent is 

essential as it ensures that research participants are fully aware of the 

implications of their role in the research and are empowered to make a 

voluntary, autonomous decision regarding whether they wish to be involved. 

Obtaining this type of consent is pivotal in avoiding deception which can be 

harmful to others.  

 

4.6 Data Analysis – My immersion in the text 

 

By encountering or dwelling with these feelings it is possible to begin the 

interpretative process of creating preliminary themes, in which meanings are 

sought that reside within the text.  It has been necessary to re-visit the text 

during this process as Biggerstaff and Thompson (2008) indicate. By doing so 

as a researcher I am increasing my awareness of recurrent words and phrases 

that may be are emerging. In addition, when re-visiting the text clusters of like 

concepts, words and phrases denoting specific meanings, or dissonances and 

disparities may be present, which can aid the analysis as it unfolds. As Smith et 

al (2013) suggest these have significance, particularly when they relate to the 

participant’s lived experience. During this stage as indicated earlier it is vital that 
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I stay attuned and responsive in order to hear these meanings. In addition, the 

language that participants use can have significance. Thus, taking note of the 

tone, repetition of phrases, pregnant pauses or moments of laughter has 

relevance for me as this analysis unfurls. Within this frame it is also important to 

be aware of metaphorical language as this interweaves the conceptual with the 

descriptive, which takes myself as the researcher closer to a participant’s 

meanings and understandings. Metaphors play a critical role in this research 

and are evident in chapter 7 and discussed in chapter 8. Therefore, it is also 

important for me as the researcher to stay as close to the data as possible and 

to respect the unique characteristics of the text. By adopting this stance, I am 

remaining open to meanings as they present themselves. Furthermore, being in 

close proximity with the text has merit in this research since it encourages 

empathy and understanding through stepping “into the recipients’ shoes” 

(Pietkiewicz and Smith 2012: 367).  

 

 

From this early stage of analysis, I have produced 39 emergent themes that are 

diverse and wide ranging, from the role of goal setting in coaching 

conversations to feelings of scepticism, to the use of pop culture references and 

metaphors to the role of reflexivity on the part of the coach. These themes 

convey the complexity that is inherent in coaching conversations, and the 

emotions that can be elicited in the coachee when experiencing this. A selection 

of these themes will be present in the following chapters. However, it may be 

helpful to refer to appendix C for a full appreciation of this stage of analysis. As 

the first stage of analysis can generate many themes, the second bureaucratic 

stage of IPA involves looking for similarities and differences with the aim of 

creating a relationship or seeking connections between disparate emerging 

themes (Smith et al 2013). The aim being to seek patterns and then subsume 

these related themes into larger superordinate or major theme categories.  The 

connecting themes that I am creating in this research can be seen in full in 

appendix C and examples include goals, ethical considerations, theoretical 

frameworks, coaching models, high expectations, the role of goals in my own 

life, the coach’s reflexivity, the relationship between coach and coachee, not 

knowing myself, and self-learning. Not knowing myself and self-learning 

perhaps articulating a sense of the unresolved or ambiguous qualities that can 
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be inherent in lived events (Boncori and Smith 2019). As I seek to recognise 

connections between themes I make the charismatic choice of retaining similar 

sounding themes such as the relationship between coach and coachee and the 

importance of the coaching relationship, even though to some it may seem 

sensible to abstract one of these. My choice not to abstract or unite these two 

themes under a single heading may be justified by their focus differing slightly. 

For instance, the former explores the dissonances that may arise in the 

relationship and the temporal qualities inherent in this relationship. And the 

latter explores the emotional qualities that reside within a coaching relationship 

including feelings of trust, empathy, and rapport. Whilst there may be some 

cross over between these themes there are also areas of dis-similarity which I 

thought were important to differentiate. The charismatic choices that I am 

making made during this bureaucratic stage of analysis are related to whether I 

feel the themes encapsulate and express my lived experience as I am 

interpreting it on re-engaging with the text. These choices are partly intuitive, 

but they also express the contextual. These are situated aspects which may 

have significance in crafting and giving a form to the interactions between coach 

and coachee. These reflect suggestions by Smith et al (2013) that it may be 

beneficial during analysis to look at the cultural, temporal or narrative themes 

which may emerge within individual texts. Within the context of coaching 

conversations, themes such as coaching models or goal setting could be 

imagined as cultural aspects, whilst not knowing, the relationship between 

coach and coachee and self-learning may be described as containing temporal 

and narrative qualities. Additionally, these charismatic choices are being 

shaped to some degree by my research questions, for example, how the 

aesthetic elements of goal setting, theoretical frames and models may craft a 

process of learning, and what role inner and outer speech may be playing here. 

Critically, for a design that blends concepts from dialogical methods with IPA, 

what these themes articulate are the key moments of lived experience that are 

voiced within the autoethnographic text. For example, moments of struggle or 

feelings of discomfort, even moments of surprise. 

 

Following the bureaucratic processes of IPA analysis, the final stage is to 

subsume themes. Whilst Braun and Clarke (2018) claim that superordinate 

themes are merely present as an ‘organising’ or bureaucratic framework, this 
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stage is vital since it is an interpretative, intuitive and sense making endeavour. 

In addition, subsumption is beneficial to research that draws from IPA, where 

abstracting themes can enable the emergence of patterns between pre-existing 

themes (Smith 2013). When engaged in this final step it is considered desirable 

to create around 3 or 4 superordinate themes (Hefferson and Gil Rodriguez 

2011). It is suggested that this displays an ability to competently reduce themes, 

whilst  demonstrating an in-depth engagement with the text. In seeking to 

develop these superordinate themes, I am choosing to abstract or remove a 

handful of initial themes that seem to echo or duplicate existing meanings. As 

examples of my charismatic choices, I decide to discard the theme labelled the 

coachee’s own learning since it seems repetitive as the meanings inherent in 

this theme are also articulated by the themes of not knowing myself and self-

learning. During this process, a pattern begins to emerge which generates three 

superordinate themes. These are external speech that encapsulates the 

following connecting themes : coaching dilemmas, goals, ethical considerations, 

professionalization, coaching and theoretical frameworks, and the dialogical 

relationship between self and society. These themes can be understood as 

providing an outside-in interaction (Sullivan 2012) in which there is less room or 

space to hear the voice of the coachee. Inner speech embraces the following 

connecting themes; how learning may have emerged through coaching, not 

knowing myself, soul struggles, self-learning and the coach’s learning process. 

Crucially, for this hybrid analysis, these themes may also convey a sense that 

the self is differentiable or not identical with itself, a concept that resides at the 

heart of this thesis. Moreover, these themes may be described as expressing 

an inside-out interchange in which there are many possibilities and critically, 

there is space for the other to be heard. Finally, the superordinate theme of a 

coach’s reflexivity can be imagined as preparing the ground and enabling a 

lively and unpredictable dialogue between external and inner speech to 

continue. This super-ordinate theme includes the relationship between coach 

and coachee, a sense of continuity and importance of the coaching relationship. 

Thus, within these superordinate themes are the contextual, temporal, cultural 

and narrative elements that are interwoven with the emotional shaping of self 

and other. 
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IPA’s idiographic commitment requires the researcher to explore a single text or 

case in depth before moving on to a different text or case (Pietkiewicz and 

Smith 2012). The aim of this approach to analysis is to thoroughly explore each 

individual case on its own terms so that the existential meanings of the 

participant can be heard (Dennison 2019). Within this idiographic context the 

autoethnography produced during my experiences as a coachee might be 

described as a single or individual case. However, these individual cases can 

be beneficial in furthering understandings as suggested previously in this 

chapter. Thus, initiating a dialogue with other texts seems advantageous, 

particularly to research that explores the aesthetic elements of coaching 

conversations.  In addition, by hearing the voices of others, an additional layer 

of dialogue can develop between self and others that may enrich this analysis. 

This is pertinent to a methodology that is also informed by DiA which is 

interested in exploring how selves may author themselves whilst also providing 

a space for a double-voiced interaction. By including interview transcripts there 

is also  a sense of intertextuality within this analysis, which can give rise to new 

and novel understandings, thus enriching the data.  Moreover, this 

complements the circular nature of IPA analysis. These others were 

professional coaches, and they shared their lived experience with me through 

the medium of interviews.  This second stage will be discussed in more detail in 

chapters six and seven.  

 

4.7 Problems encountered when doing this research  

 

During my period of fieldwork events did not always unfold straightforwardly. 

For instance, it could prove challenging for the coach to find the time to meet, 

and on 5 separate occasions in the summer of 2015, one meeting after another 

was cancelled. Therefore, I did not participate in as many coaching 

conversations as I had hoped, however I did manage to meet my minimum 

target. In addition, this led to a considerable period of time where I wasn’t 

experiencing any coaching conversations. This was problematic as it interrupted 

the flow of events. As I was dwelling outside the coaching space at these times, 

I engaged in reflection, introspection and inner speech where I sought to make 

sense of these events. I contemplated the words of the coach and I thought 

about the actions that I had undertaken on hearing these words. In this way, I 
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was still engaged in shaping self and engaging with the other, but from a 

distance. Thus, whilst these breaks were problematic, I was still engaging with 

coaching and possibly encountering learning even when the coach was 

physically absent.  

 

As indicated in the introduction to this chapter, unfortunately my relationship 

with Linda came to an unexpected and abrupt end. We regularly arranged a 

date to meet up, but these would be cancelled at the last minute, apparently 

due to work commitments. I experienced a gap of 5 months without seeing her, 

but I did made arrangements to talk again. However, at this point she left her 

place of employment and all contact ceased. I didn’t hear from her again. Thus, 

when it comes to the analysis in the following chapter what can be derived from 

these experiences with Linda may be limited. This is unfortunate, and much of 

my autoethnographic account has been developed from the coaching 

conversations that I engaged in with Isobel in Leeds. Fortuitously this has 

proved a rich source of meanings and has helped shape new questions and 

craft subsequent research.  

 

4.8 Conclusion 

 

In this chapter I have discussed autoethnography as the method chosen to help 

in answering the research questions presented at the beginning of this thesis 

and at the start of the previous methodology chapter. By making this specific 

choice I have been able to explore coaching conversations both from the inside, 

as a coachee situated within a series of one-to-one coaching conversations, 

whilst also hearing the voices of others. As autoethnography embraces 

reflexivity I welcomed the opportunity to interact with others, to listen to them 

and hear their voice. 

 

The next chapter contains the findings from this initial stage of research, 

expressed through an autoethnographic narrative. What emerges in the 

following chapter is a deeply personal analysis that is also interpretative in 

nature. Due to this personal element there is no correct way to interpret the 

words and phrases articulated by participants in this research. In addition, as I 

am situated within this text as an autoethnographic writer and subject, as 
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researcher-and-researched it is up to myself as a researcher to take reflexive 

responsibility for the ethical choices that I make and to be transparent in 

outlining the choices and decisions that I have made when interpreting the 

words of others (Goldspink and Engward 2018).  These may have 

consequences for self and others when this text is published and accessible to 

readers. Admittedly this dual role of researcher and participant adds a further 

layer of complexity since I am unable to “take away, who I am or how my 

experiences and assumptions shape my world view” (Goldspink and 

Engward,2018:.8). This is the clay that is moulded and crafted during coaching 

conversations and then in the analytic process.  
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Chapter Five: Findings - Analysis of Autoethnographic Field text 

 

5.1 Setting the Scene 

 

In this chapter I will be exploring my main research question regarding how first 

hand lived experience of participating as a coachee, in a series of coaching 

conversations enables learning to emerge, through a discussion of the findings 

that have arisen from the analysis of my autoethnographic field text. The 

narrative that unfolds in this chapter interweaves coaching experiences from my 

conversations with Isobel, a Gestalt practitioner and Linda, an advocate of 

Neuro-Linguistic Programming. In addition, as this analysis draws upon 

dialogical notions rather than revealing an abstract truth, this autoethnography 

is giving voice to my Pravda, or my unique truth in action as both lived and 

experienced during these coaching conversations (Bakhtin 1991; Manchorov 

2016). 

 

I wrote this autoethnography during 2015, and so there has been a break 

between my experiences conveyed by this text and writing this chapter. This 

was unexpected as my supervisor at the time left for a new post and 

unfortunately the team that replaced him did not work out. Thus, I spent a 

period of 9 months in 2017 waiting for a new team to be put in place. As I am 

writing this chapter in 2019 this analysis is being carried out retrospectively. 

This temporal distance is not without its challenges as my current self seeks to 

make sense of my earlier self and her struggles to develop insight and 

awareness of self. To help in this process I have spent a few weeks immersing 

myself in this autoethnography to help to re-acquaint myself and become 

familiar with the text. This has been vital as a central aim in this analysis has 

been to connect emotionally with this text and to the voices therein. A key part 

of this process has involved being open and receptive to the words on the page 

and waiting for this to respond or speak to me. As this chapter has been written 

retrospectively, it can be argued that this reflects my temporality and historicity 
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as both the coachee written about and the author of the text (Goldspink and 

Engward 2018).  

 

As this text is the product of revisiting former lived events then it can be 

described as an act of sensemaking, which as Weick (1995) claims often 

engenders a feeling of surprise. This rings bells with me as writing this chapter 

today involves a dynamic interplay between these elements. It is fair to suggest 

that what follows is the product of sensemaking on my part, since this process 

involves looking back at previous experiences and events in order to create 

meanings that seem plausible (Weick 1995). This process can be imagined as 

providing structure or a framework to the intangible and unknown. This is also a 

social process engaged in by self and other during the continuous flow of lived 

experience, for example, a series of conversations between coach and coachee 

as articulated in this text.  

 

As this is a retrospective analysis, I reflexively acknowledge that memory can 

act as “both a friend and a foe” (Chang 2007:5), particularly since it can be 

selective and fallible. Thus, memory has the capacity for omitting significant 

events whilst embellishing others. This has the potential to distort feelings and 

understandings, which I need to be mindful of as I proceed, since memory crafts 

this retelling of lived experience. Having recognised this, what follows may not 

be a complete or accurate record or re-telling of events, and, may be better 

understood as an interpretation shaped to some degree by the passage of time. 

However, this understanding may complement research that is situated within 

an interpretative phenomenological frame, since being exists against the 

backdrop of time (Heidegger 1962). In addition, time becomes visible, making 

an appearance through the ways that it crafts and sculpts my understandings 

and meanings (Steinby and Klapuri 2013). My experiences which are described 

in this chapter are both embodied and temporally situated. Therefore, I suggest 

that this autoethnography can be understood as a specific genre or chronotope 

which conveys my situatedness during these coaching conversations. This is 

cogent since as Bemong et al (2010:4) claim, “narrative texts are not only 

composed of a sequence of diagetic events and speech acts, but also – and 
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perhaps even primarily – of the construction of a particular [..] world or 

chronotope”. And within this chapter the chronotope can be understood as the 

main analytic device that provides shape and coherence to this 

autoethnography as it is unfolding.  

 

Describing the account that follows as such is complementary to a thesis that is 

shaped by dialogical notions, since chronotopes, as conceived by Bakhtin 

(1981) reside within this specific frame. To assist the reader, chronotopes refer 

to the concept of ‘time space’ which exist in an interdependent relationship 

(Bakhtin 1981). Chronotopes be imagined as aesthetic, literary signs or 

instruments that indicate how an individual’s thoughts, feelings, actions and 

ways of being reside within and are shaped by their context that dwells in a 

particular time and space. In addition, the meanings that are formed during lived 

experience are contingent upon this temporal context in which they reside, and 

can be multiplicit, fragmented, tentative and uncertain (Smith, Flowers and 

Larkin 2009). Therefore, as Holquist (2010:10) suggests chronotopes are “the 

clock and the map” that shape lived experience. However, unlike clock time, 

chronotopes are characterized by a nonlinearity of time, where the boundaries 

between the past and present are constantly breached and eroded (Cresswell 

and Sullivan 2018). This is evident in the analysis of my autoethnography, and, 

implies that more than one chronotope may be articulated in this text. I am 

writing this analysis in the present whilst looking back in retrospect over the 

events in this chapter, which Cresswell and Sullivan (2018) refer to as 

backshadowing. Thus, there is an intermingling of distinct and dissimilar times 

and spaces in this chapter which help give shape and form to this narrative as it 

unfolds.  

 

In writing this analysis of my autoethnography I aim to be reflexive, and as part 

of this attempt, I acknowledge that my position as a researcher involves me 

being both inside and outside of this text, as I am the coachee, the instrument of 

my own inquiry and I am a researcher (Goldspink and Engward 2018). Within 

this reflexive understanding the other is actively embraced, and there are many 

others here, whether that be Isobel or Linda or myself in relation to these 
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others. Interestingly, re-visiting this text has produced new insights and has 

creating an ongoing sense of self-awareness. This analysis seems to convey a 

complex and uncertain picture, which begins to be revealed in the following 

paragraphs. And as suggested earlier this chapter starts with exploring the 

ways in which external speech shaped this process,  in particular, keeping it 

real or the desire for a genuine and authentic experience. External speech 

seems to be a good location to start from since this provides the framework that 

shapes these coaching conversations. In addition, these structures interact with 

and help craft human agency, especially that the coachee. This research is 

making a novel contribution to our understandings of the ways that first-hand 

lived experience of being coached might enable learning within coaching 

conversations to emerge through the dynamic and dialogical interactions 

between inner and outer speech. Autoethnography has enabled me to notice 

these interactions and to acknowledge a range of complex emotions that have 

emerged as a result.  

 

The chapter that follows is structured around related superordinate themes. 

These refer to speech genres which label external speech and internal speech 

respectively. Within this context, external speech encapsulates themes 

associated with how the coach’s speech may craft a coachee’s learning, 

alongside the wider culture that coaching conversations reside in. This group of 

themes includes several critical and aesthetic elements which play a role in 

crafting conversations. These include goals, ethical considerations, and 

coaching and theoretical frameworks. In addition, the dialogical relationship 

between self and society is subsumed into this grouping. The second 

superordinate theme, inner speech focuses upon the coachee, encompassing 

personal dilemmas, for instance, not knowing myself and soul struggles. Finally, 

the third and final superordinate theme is called the coach’s reflexivity, and I 

imagine this as being situated between external and inner speech so that it 

creates a bridge between these, enabling a fruitful dialogue to unfurl. The ways 

in which the spoken words of both parties interact with one another is prescient, 

and I imagine how these continue to shape the conversation and possibly the 

phenomena of learning  
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This analysis is shaped by the superordinate themes discussed in the previous 

chapter, which are external speech, the coach’s reflexivity and inner speech 

respectively. Within this structure, the analysis in this chapter explores the 

multifarious and complex processes that can unfold during coaching 

conversations, and so I have chosen to include passages or vignettes from the 

field text which represent and shed light on these processes at different points 

in time. These vignettes open a window onto my experiences as a coachee in 

2015 and enable the reader to see the process by which learning may have 

unfurled during this fieldwork. For example, a handful of extracts and quotations 

discuss my feelings connected to goal setting and explore these. Others 

explores the particular goal that the coach and I have been discussing, work life 

balance and why this may have had relevance or been important to me. I hope 

that by writing this authoethnography I will be able to show the dynamic, 

intricate and often subtle ways that these critical and aesthetic elements may 

craft and shape a process of learning. I also hope that this text as it unfolds will 

reveal the key moments and epiphanies that I experienced which are a key 

element or characteristic of autoethnography that enrich self-understanding and 

self-awareness (Chang 2007).These may also be a pivotal aspect of  this 

learning process. 

 

5.2 Superordinate theme one: External Speech 

 

 

5.2.1 ‘Keeping it real’ – an attempt at authenticity  

 

I write in my journal, after my first conversation in March 2015 with Linda that: 

 “..we are trying to be ‘genuine’ and ‘authentic’ (whatever these words 

mean, [..] they seem to be important concepts for the coaches I am working 

with)” (Field text 2015:308). 

 

This is an interesting statement for me as I re-encounter it whilst writing this 

chapter. And I acknowledge reading this that I could sound a little contradictory, 
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as during my initial visits to discuss what this research entailed with interested 

parties, I did indicate that I wished these conversations to be as real as 

possible. However, perhaps this was too simplistic a use of language, as what I 

meant to convey was that the coach should simply behave in a way with me 

that was no different to how they would with any other coachee of coaching. 

Thus, they shouldn’t see this as role playing or as a pretence simply because I 

was doing this as part of a PhD. Therefore, I was wishing to engage in a sincere 

interaction with a coach, in order to give this process a chance of success.  

 

Thus during our first meeting, often referred to as a ‘chemistry meeting’ - where 

a coach and coachee get a sense of the other and whether they think they will 

be able to work together,  Isobel and I spent some time discussing what the 

topic might be that I wished to explore as a coachee. Initially I had no idea, as 

my mind was full to overflowing with ideas connected with my research and 

research questions. Particularly with notions around collaborative or 

improvisational dialogue (Sawyer 2003). In retrospect, I do not think that I gave 

this aspect of coaching enough consideration. I had been so keen to actively 

engage with the phenomena I wished to research that I had not stopped to 

consider what we might talk about! However, I remember that on the journey 

back from this chemistry meeting that I did spend some time thinking about this, 

and I had plenty of it. There had been an accident on the route home and the 

traffic had been re-routed and I was in a huge tailback.  I decided to explore the 

notion of work life balance, as I heard this phrase being bandied about and I 

was intrigued, particularly since there is a lively debate surrounding this. For 

instance, Clutterbuck (2020: xvii) claims that “[a]chieving balance is the single 

most complex challenge for people in 21st Century developed societies.” 

However, this notion may simply represent the growing influence of therapeutic 

ideas within organizations and society, where it is also assumed that individuals 

are both obsessed and oppressed by their working lives. These are perceived 

as a threat in that work becomes all consuming, devouring personal and family 

life (Ecclestone and Hayes 2019).   
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It is clear from the above that the meaning of work life balance may be quite 

complex, and as Kalliath and Brough (2008) indicate there are a multiplicity of 

meanings connected with this notion. For instance, this is also interwoven with 

individual expectations around work and family life, with their desire to feel 

satisfied and fulfilled, as well as a need to feel in control or avoid conflict.  Thus, 

work life balance is also interwoven with personal existential concerns about the 

purpose, value and meaning of life. If I am honest, I chose this topic, partially at 

least out of a strong desire for privacy. A coach is a stranger and considering 

how much would I feel comfortable sharing or revealing about myself with them  

had significance. In addition, whilst I was not in paid employment at the time of 

doing this research, I chose work life balance for practical reasons, as I felt it 

might be useful for a busy PhD student and that I may pick up some clues or 

tips that could be helpful in my future life, when I would be working. Additionally, 

at the time I was using work-life balance instrumentally, as a tool to help in 

gathering data that would enable me to progress through this doctoral process. 

 

At this point I did not feel as if I had any specific problem in my life or pressing 

issue around work life balance that needed resolving. I alighted on the concept 

as I thought it could be interesting to talk about and it may give me some life 

tips that would come in handy. In hindsight this seems a little naïve, but then I 

was inexperienced and had no idea of what would be expected of me as a 

coachee. I didn’t anticipate that an exploration of ways to achieve this notion of 

balance would involve questions around my past lived experiences, for instance 

my childhood or what may have shaped my values in the present. Clearly, I was 

greener than the leaves on a tree.  

 

As this narrative account has developed, at times I have struggled with the 

demands of autoethnography. I am not sure that this form of writing has always 

felt comfortable for me. In many ways I have been outside of my comfort zone. 

However, as O’Shea (2019:39) attests what I write in this chapter and what “my 

vignettes reveal” is intrinsically interwoven with my lived truth, and, arises 

through the uniqueness of my experience as Being-as-event (Bakhtin 1991; 

Manchorov 2016). At times I have wondered if I am cut out for autoethnography, 
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and perhaps my struggles are a cautionary tale for an inexperienced 

researcher? As this is a reflective and introspective endeavour, I have also 

been contemplating whether I have been foolish to adopt this approach, being 

an individual who is not always comfortable baring her soul. The experiences 

that I have to draw on for this text seem pretty ordinary, unexceptional and 

pretty mundane, but I cannot write if there is nothing to tell. The account that 

follows aims to be an evocative autoethnography, so I will endeavour to explore 

myself further as befitting this approach, as I really do wish to do this form of 

writing the justice it deserves. At the very least this narrative offers coherence 

and consistency, with one or two epiphanies occurring along the way, which I 

hope help answer my research questions and which may also strike a chord 

with the reader. These moments of epiphany are interwoven with echoes or 

whispers which you may also hear. I am continuing to hear these as I write this 

today in the present moment, which may reflect my historicity and the temporal 

nature of this lived experience (Goldspink and Engward 2018). 

 

If I hadn’t been researching coaching for a PhD I think it is highly unlikely that I 

would ever have sought out the services of a coach, as this is an activity I would 

probably consider new age, left field and perhaps a little self -indulgent. As a 

person I tend to be self-contained in that I seek my own counsel and am self-

reliant, I don’t tend to seek out advice from others. I like to be independent in 

many ways. This may be due to my being an only child, as I learned early on 

that others could be busy or elsewhere, and I became used to relying upon 

myself for occupation or entertainment.  In addition, I learned to keep my own 

counsel. Leaping forward in time, prior to this PhD I had never heard of 

coaching or knew anything about it. No-one in my social circle had encountered 

coaching, was familiar with coaching or would have considered being coached. 

This wasn’t part of my world. I encountered this word for the first time when 

attending my interview to be accepted onto the PhD programme. I had written a 

research proposal around creativity and innovation, and coaching was a 

suggestion made by a prospective supervisor. As I felt under a certain amount 

of pressure to please and was keen to obtain this place I agreed to consider 

coaching further. Looking back, this may have been yet another moment of 

naivety where I showed how green I was! I certainly underestimated the 
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demands of writing a PhD about something that I knew very little about. 

However, when it came to researching coaching, I could provide a fresh 

perspective, and being a person who has a sense of curiosity about what she 

does not know, I had a strong desire to experience this first-hand in order to 

develop a deeper understanding. 

 

“coaches [..] seem [to be] nonplussed by the idea of simply talking freely 

without defining a fixed and agreed topic”. (Autoethnographic field text 

2015:302).  

 

The excerpt above was written in March 2015 on the way home after my first 

coaching session with Isobel and seems to be a reflection on my lived 

experience talking with coaches at  this time. It is interesting from my current 

vantage point, as at the time of writing this I seem to be experiencing a sense of 

surprise at this perceived reaction from the coach to what I understand to be a 

more informal approach. Perhaps this statement says more about me than 

about any coach that I may have encountered, as I think that I would have been 

happier in some ways, and more comfortable with a more flexible approach. 

These words may simply reflect my own personal preference, and perhaps 

even bias at the time. Whilst I claim that I entered these conversations with an 

open mind, admittedly thoughts around the collaborative, and emergent 

properties of such conversations may have affected my judgement. My 

conceptualisation of what I would encounter in the coaching process had been 

shaped by these notions along with others that describe conversational speech 

in terms of improvisation or spontaneity (Sawyer 2003) which is both responsive 

and “dialogically structured” (Shotter 2008:39). Therefore, I visualised coaching 

as a process that involves both parties cooperating and collaborating to 

negotiate and shape the context in which they were speaking. In addition, the 

primary focus of my research was on how my first-hand lived experienced as a 

coachee might be conducive to learning, and my conceptualisation of learning 

as a phenomenon was that this is a continuous and unbounded, featuring flux 

and impermanence. My assumption was that coaching conversations would be 

freewheeling and fluidic rather than structured.  Thus, the concept of a goal 

seemed to contradict this understanding as it implies stasis, permanency and 
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rigidity.  I was also sceptical goals as I considered them to be reductive and 

mechanistic. 

 

However, the emphasis on a particular topic to discuss could be interwoven 

both with the focus on future change and with the concept of goal setting which 

seem to give shape to the coaching narrative around goals (Clutterbuck and 

Spence 2017). This was discussed earlier in chapter two of this thesis.  In 

hindsight, it may have been beneficial to slow down and consider what help I 

needed and whether the topic I chose really was what I needed help with.  

 

I discussed how goal setting activities could be described as monological in 

section 2.8 of the literature review, in that they are imposed or stamped on the 

conversation from the outside, by the coach rather than the coachee. Looking 

back at this experience I don’t think that Isobel intended to act in this way, she 

was simply following a process that she was familiar with, and I don’t recall 

feeling a lack of choice or autonomy. My concern or feelings of discomfort were 

related to the risks involved in fixing a specific topic too quickly or prematurely. 

These concerns arose from my research, and, understanding in 2015. For 

instance, the process of goal setting gives a form to the conversations which 

carve a specific path for learning. I felt that this fails to recognise the 

multifaceted and complex nature of lived experience, limiting and restricting 

exploration of other pathways that could have significance for the coachee 

within the context of their life (Clutterbuck and Spence 2017). These concerns, 

along with my presuppositions and pre-existing beliefs surrounding the value of 

talk and conversation probably got enmeshed, therefore, the way that the coach 

would focus on goals was curious to me, and if I am honest, somewhat 

counterintuitive. Reflecting on this, I remember that at the time of writing I was 

concerned about the ethical implications for the other of placing so much 

emphasis upon a specific path or goal. So rather than thinking about how this 

was impacting me, in my mind I conceived of another, and wondered if this 

approach would lead to a coachee feeling anxious or under pressure that they 

should know beforehand what they needed help with specifically then and there. 

This may be expressing a concern around the coach’s answerability in that they 

are actively shaping the coachee and so are responsible for their actions and 

consequences. It may also be articulating my moral sense at the time where I 
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was concerned about how words and deeds have the potential to affect others 

at any time, and not just simply myself in the present moment, which is 

reminiscent of Bakhtin’s (1991) claims about the nature of being in the world. 

This may say something about me, and about my concern for the other 

generally in life, as I tend to put others before me, sometimes at the expense of 

my own wellbeing.  

 

From my own lived experience, I have found that life is not always as simple as 

this goal setting activity implies, so I felt that in some cases individuals may 

benefit from a more flexible approach with additional time to discuss, explore, 

recognise and give voice to their needs. These aesthetic qualities of a coaching 

relationship may also nurture a sense of mutual understanding or connection 

(De Haan and Gannon 2017; De Haan et al  2011). For instance, within this 

aesthetic, relational context, it may be advantageous for the coach to spend 

some time listening and becoming attuned to the coachee, hearing their voice 

ripe with its attendant values and meanings. In this way a topic or goal to work 

towards becomes relevant to the context of the coachee’s life, which is 

appropriate, meaningful and purposeful can be crafted. Moreover, by rushing 

ahead and inadvertently creating a goal that lacks meaning for the coachee or 

is inappropriate may lead to dissatisfaction or disengagement from the process 

or even create further ethical issues, for example, encouraging behaviours that 

involve risk or harm to others (Clutterbuck and Spence 2017). Thus, the way 

that the coach engages with the temporal qualities inherent within coaching 

conversations is critical, especially if a coachee is struggling initially to 

recognise and identify what it was they need help with. In addition, providing 

such time and space enables the coach and coachee to increase their 

familiarity with one another, and to identify aspirations as Jinks and Dexter 

(2012) suggest. Thus, recognising the importance of time in this process could 

be fundamental to the success of a coaching relationship that intends towards 

the facilitation of learning (De Haan and Gannon 2017).  

 

A common assumption within the coaching literature is that the coachee has 

their own resources which enable them to find their own solutions, as indicated 

by section 2.2. of the literature review chapter. Within this context, the coachee 
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is described as having autonomy and ownership of their learning experience 

(Stelter 2019; Passmore 2016, Pelham 2016, Maltbia, Marsick and Ghosh 

2014; Kempster and Iszatt-White 2013, Van Nieuwerburgh 2012 and Stelter 

2009). However, as there may be occasions when a coachee genuinely doesn’t 

know, hasn’t a clue about what to do next, and may be struggling, seeking to 

establish a goal becomes secondary since this may emerge over time as the 

coach and coachee set out on this voyage of discovery together. This may 

sound a little amorphous and vague but being willing to encounter this unknown 

terrain may have value as it can lead to a greater sense of purpose, as both 

parties to explore new avenues and create new meanings together (Pelham 

2016).  As you continue to read this account, I think you as the reader will 

recognise that struggle has had a role to play in the coaching conversations I 

experienced.  As I write this today, I do wonder whether it would have been 

useful for me to spend some time experiencing the unfamiliar rather than 

rushing towards or pouncing on the concept of work life balance. However, I 

don’t know, I am not certain. 

 

With respect to myself ‘back in the day’, in 2015, I don’t know why I was so 

concerned about how this experience may affect an imaginary other instead of 

simply focus on how this was affecting me. I do recall that as I began to explore 

myself, I found this challenging, and I was a bit like an artist starting at a blank 

canvas or an author paralysed with writer’s block. I just sat there staring at the 

empty page in front of me and had no idea where to begin. It was simply not the 

case that I could just reach inside myself and pull out reasons for the way I act, 

or easily locate any past experiences, values or meanings that may be of use. I 

really had to struggle as it was like staring into a vast dark well, there was no 

illumination. Writing an autoethnography was not proving a simple or 

straightforward process for me. This is ironic as I have long been an advocate 

of writing about first-hand, lived, subjective experience and for those who know 

me this may raise an eyebrow, and yet when it comes to writing about myself in 

this way, I find that I am struggling. Perhaps this explains my imaginary other, 

as stepping outside of or distancing myself to some extent was easier. 
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Encountering coaching for the first time challenged many of my pre-existing 

ideas. This may have unsettled me, however, as I was committed to 

experiencing life as a coachee as sincerely as I could, I was committed to and 

engaged with the structures inherent in this activity. Thus, I set about 

considering my goal. My first session with Isobel began with her asking me what 

I would like to get from our session, before moving on to consider ways to refine 

my goal of crafting a work life balance. It is surprising to me that there is such 

emphasis placed on this goal focus. Considering this in the present as I am 

writing this account, I realise that my scepticism around goals could be a little 

unfair, as this approach may be helpful in providing structure for our 

conversations, preventing these from meandering down unhelpful avenues. In 

hindsight, perhaps I could have tried to imagine what it was like to be in Isobel’s 

shoes, and, try to see why she felt this was a beneficial way to proceed. From 

her perspective this may have been ethical, being mindful that a coachee’s time 

is precious and not wishing to waste this. In addition, she may have felt that this 

was both motivating and beneficial in helping me as the coachee in liberating 

myself from any limitations that I may have imposed on myself. And considering 

these limitations we begin conversing about what role goals may have played in 

my life over time. 

 

5.2.2 The role of goals in my own life 

 

“I am not consciously aware of being goal-driven, but to some extent I 

must be or else why would I behave in the way that I have described?”. 

(Autoethnographic field text 2015: 303) 

 

 “As events have unfurled in my life, I have become an individual who 

likes to be productive and to accomplish targets that I set myself. In order to do 

so I have become quite self-disciplined and focussed.  I am not sure that I was 

always this way, I don’t think I was when I was younger, certainly not as a 

teenager as I hated homework and would do anything to avoid it! So something 

has changed in me over time”. (Autoethnographic field text 2015:303). 
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These vignettes were also written in March 2015 during my first coaching 

conversation with Isobel and are revealing to me as I write this today in that 

these words seem to suggest that my sense of self at the time was not fixed but 

was mutable and ever changing. As I engage with these words I am wondering 

if this is still the case in this present moment and whether I will ever know 

myself. These vignettes may also imply that different lived experiences nurtured 

aspects of self in unexpected ways. Intriguingly, as am I writing this chapter, I 

am noticing that there is an element of surprise emerging as I re-engage with 

my field text as well as a sense of uncertainty. In addition, there is movement 

and change occurring in my understandings as I write. This might suggest an 

ongoing feeling of becoming or that time itself is a key character in this creative 

process of authorship, both of text and self. This may also echo an aesthetic 

concept – the chronotope (Sullivan 2012; Steinby and Klapuri 2013), in which 

my words as well as my awareness of their meanings are interwoven or crafted 

through space and time. In the spirit of autoethnography, the analysis that I am 

constructing here seems ripe with moments of realisation and the odd epiphany 

such as this. 

 

Whilst I am ambitious and have committed to many different interests and 

activities during my life, I have not stopped to consider whether I am an 

individual who embraces goal setting behaviours or who is particularly goal 

driven. As the reader continues to engage with the words that proceed below, 

they may feel a sense of irony at reading these comments. I am reminded of 

claims made earlier in this thesis that the self tends to be invisible or 

unrecognisable to itself (Sullivan 2012), as I have encountered this inability to 

know myself throughout this text. I admit that I have bags of enthusiasm, drive 

and determination, as well as self-discipline when working towards fulfilling 

personal ambitions, but from experience, I also acknowledge that life tends to 

be far from predictable. Therefore, I have found that any goals that I may 

choose to set for myself may not be realisable no matter how much I may wish 

to achieve them, as they are vulnerable to the unpredictability of events as they 

unfurl. Thus, any goals that I have set for myself have tended to change as I 

and circumstances have changed which indicates that goals are often unstable 

as suggested by Clutterbuck and Spence (2017) and referred to in the literature 

review. This also reflects comments by Whitmore, Kauffman and David (2016) 
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that a goal may need to be questioned and returned to as time and events 

unfold.  I accept that a goal can be useful as a coaching tool, since it helps to 

focus the coachee’s mind on what they want. A goal may also be motivating, as 

Haddock-Millar (2017) suggest however, in light of the unpredictability of life it 

may have been useful for both Isobel and I to acknowledge that my goal 

needed to be more nuanced or fuzzy, acknowledging the temporary aspects of 

this and its responsivity to change (Clutterbuck and Spence 2017). In 

contextualising the fluxing nature of lived experience, taking work-life balance 

as an example, at present my goal is to complete this PhD that I have been 

working on since 2014. I have deadlines to meet, and initially I had hoped to 

have this completed by October 2019,  I am now hoping to have this draft 

completed by January 2020. However, I currently live with ageing parents, and I 

need to consider how to balance their needs with my own. This is becoming 

more of an issue as my Mother is 76 and has complex health needs ranging 

from ongoing heart problems to degeneration of the spine. As she has heart 

problems, she takes betablockers after lunch and these tend to slow her heart 

down to below where it would be for a healthy adult. This can make her 

exceptionally slow and tired and unable to do as much as she might like, which 

can be frustrating for her as everyday life can be a struggle. Furthermore, she 

has recurrent back problems, and has been unable to bend or even walk 

without pain in the past few weeks. Therefore, over the summer as I have been 

trying to complete this thesis, I have found myself having to juggle these 

competing demands. I recognise that I need to concentrate on getting this 

writing done, but I also need to be there to support others. It is not easy 

knowing which should take precedence at times, and I can feel like I am being 

pulled in two directions now and then. However, I am resilient, and so this is 

also a challenge that I feel able to meet. Currently, post fieldwork, I am 

experiencing how ‘work’ and life fuse into one another, the boundaries tend to 

blur and become indistinct, and as I have articulated above, in my lived 

experience these are often ambiguous and ill defined. Life flows into work and 

vice versa, indicating that boundaries are often breached. Perhaps the concept 

of work life balance is problematic since it ignores these fluidic and dynamic 

interactions (Cohen, Duberley and Musson 2009).   
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During this initial conversation with Isobel it is possible that I was encountering 

feelings of self-doubt and guilt that I may be spending too much time of this 

project at the expense of others. In addition, I was also reflecting whether being 

so clearly focussed on one area of my life could be limiting in some way, as the 

snippet below suggests.  

 

“Does this narrow focus sometimes prevent me from seeing life from a 

different perspective? – Possibly! Is this impoverishing my life?” 

(Autoethnographic field text 2015:303). 

 

As part of exploring the role that goals may play in my life, Isobel asked me to 

imagine my life as two distinct balloons (please refer to autoethnographic field 

text in appendix C for a visualisation of this relationship). One balloon 

represents the sphere of work and the other balloon encompasses everything 

else. I recall engaging with this process and trying to visualise my life in this 

way. One balloon seemed to be much bigger than the other, but perhaps that is 

how it is for most people engrossed in writing a PhD. I am not sure that this has 

been deliberate or intentional on my part, as in many ways this is due to how 

my life has unfolded. However, back in 2015 I was trying to make sense of this 

disparity and part of this process involved introspecting and asking myself 

whether it was the demands of a PhD that were contributing to the size of my 

work balloon or whether this was indicating something more personal about me. 

As I continued to seek to make sense of this after this conversation with Isobel, 

I wrote in my journal that on the one hand: 

 

 “I do have a tendency to throw myself 110% into whatever activity I 

happen to be doing, I can be enthusiastic and passionate, and I often immerse 

myself in my latest venture often to the exclusion of everything else.” 

(Autoethnographic field text, 2015:304).  

 

This admission about myself is also given voice in the vignette below, during a 

subsequent conversation with Linda in March 2015.  
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“I tend to take on several projects at once, but then this is fed by my 

enthusiasm, as I have this kind of ‘nature’. The downside is that I tend to over 

do it and wear myself out! and so I need to be aware of this, I think”. I smile.  

Linda asks me “When did you became aware of this?” and I said “Around 

Christmas time”, (as I have been doing a LOT the year before, writing and re-

writing drafts, getting ready for transfer, writing a conference paper on a 

different topic and much more). Maybe I am a frustrated juggler? (joke). And I 

felt really dog-tired around this holiday and so I did some reflecting and thought 

that maybe I could do with taking a different approach?” (Autoethnographic field 

text 2015:308). 

 

It is evident that I have tried to make light of this with my comments above. This 

is also a tendency that I have at times, to use humour as a way of deflecting or 

steering a conversation away from difficult terrain. To be honest, at times in my 

life I may have inadvertently taken on too much or over-stretched myself. Whilst 

enthusiasm and passion can be strengths, I feel that sometimes in my life they 

may have been a double-edged sword in that they have encouraged me to 

undertake activities that have left little space for much else. However, I also 

acknowledge that this has been my choice and responsibility. Interestingly, as I 

am writing this chapter today, I do seem to be developing some insight and self-

awareness. This is a process which is both fraught and full of ambiguity, which 

is revealed below as I begin to look at my work life balance from a slightly 

different angle. Reading this today I seem to be disagreeing with myself when 

writing these words in early 2015, when I state that 

 

“I achieve what I set out to, and I may not do so if I wasn’t as focussed” 

(Autoethnographic field text 2015:304).  

 

When reading this today I feel that these words could be revealing in that they 

may point to my personal values in 2015 where I deemed achievement as 

important. At the time when I wrote these words, I was not finding it an easy 
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task in seeking understanding or awareness of self. or why I may have felt the 

way I did. It was a struggle where I kept encountering a feeling of absence, or a 

lack of clarity, possibly writer’s block again. For me this was a very ambiguous 

experience, not unsettling as such, just a sensation of vagueness, like being in 

a fog. I continue to introspect and question myself as I am writing this today.  

 

As I have divulged earlier, I do not live alone and so I have some restrictions as 

I have others to think about. How my choices and actions could be impacting on 

those around me matters, since the demands of my life may be impinging on 

someone who has quite complex health issues. Back in 2015, I began 

contemplating whether my focus on accomplishing this PhD could be impacting 

on others. In my life, I have tended to be single minded, focused and dedicated 

to whatever goal I may have set. Therefore, I was reflecting on these previous 

life experiences and asking myself whether it might be selfish to act in this way, 

particularly when it may be at the expense of others. During this initial coaching 

conversation, I am beginning a process of introspecting that is still ongoing. 

 

Unexpectedly, during our conversation Isobel suggests that an emphasis on 

goals and achievement might be linked to my sense of identity. And in the 

autoethnographic account I am intrigued by this and probably surprised, as this 

is not something I had considered. However, this avenue doesn’t appear to be 

explored any further at the time, or at least not in any way that I was aware of. 

This is surprising to me now, particularly when I reflect upon the roles that I play 

in life and how these may be interwoven with my sense of identity. As Cohen, 

Duberley and Musson (2009) attest, identity constantly shifts and changes 

depending on context. Over the course of my adult life I have adopted several 

roles including daughter, friend, support worker, student, artist, gardener and 

conservationist to name a few. It is fair to say that in seeking to know myself I 

have explored a variety of identities. These different identities reflect the social 

and relational context in which they formed, and, were given shape in the 

presence of others as Sullivan (2012) suggests. Within this social and relational 

context, I have been engaging in a complex process of self-authoring (Jones 

2009) which is continuous and ongoing.  
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Moreover, our identities are also being shaped by our communities, friends, 

family, and colleagues. Therefore, my understandings and attitudes towards 

goals could be the product of the social processes through which I continue to 

author self. Perhaps the desire to achieve is interwoven with Western 

philosophy that values rationalism, individual effort, persistence, self-discipline 

and self-control.  Within this context there is an emphasis on working harder 

and striving to achieve more, hence feelings of happiness or notions of success 

seem to be caught up in actions which are perceived to lead to success. This 

may reflect the culture in which I have grown up,  where, as individuals we are 

compelled towards target driven actions, one of which is to strive towards goals, 

achievement and success (Jinks and Dexter 2012). A danger with this way of 

life is that feelings of dissatisfaction, disappointment and even anger or 

resentment may emerge if a goal seems out of reach or cannot be achieved.  

 

If I were to explore my concept of identity further, I would suggest that this is still 

changing, largely due to life events, and that my identity could be more complex 

and multiplicit than perhaps Isobel’s comment suggests. I am a bit of a shape 

shifter, but a key aspect of this identity is that it has been crafted by my working- 

class roots, or what I have always understood to be such. These roots are 

diverse, for example whilst forebears worked doing any job that was available, 

they were quite varied. For instance, working as wool combers or sorters in the 

textile mills in and around Bradford, in warehouses, labouring on the docks in 

Goole or travelling the country following work as leather curriers before settling 

in Leeds. All of which was very different from my lived experience, being hard, 

physical, messy and low paid. I consider myself to be more fortunate as my 

efforts are in front of a laptop and mainly cerebral. Growing up I would be told 

tales of how money was often tight, and my Grandparents would recall their 

struggles, but over all my family were lively, warm hearted and generous 

people. This may have influenced their politics and explain why they tended to 

be quite outspoken, with a distinctive socialist outlook and way of seeing the 

world. Within this world view, there was no ambiguity, no grey areas, it was all 

very black and white. As well as being shaped by a strong sense of social 

justice and fairness, I now understand that this strength of belief was shaped by 
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their own lived experience of hardship, unemployment, and personal tragedy. 

From what I remember of family get togethers, passionate opinions would be 

aired, and there were clear divisions: the world was a case of them and us, and 

the other side was described as the enemy. This could be problematic at times, 

as friendships hinged upon whether this was a shared view . These narratives 

influenced me, unfurling during my childhood and teenage years in and around 

the 1980’s, a period in which there were huge upheavals in industry, 

employment and society.  

 

I was more fortunate than some of my forebears, I had more materially and 

grew up in a modest semi-detached home with my parents in an attractive 

suburb outside of the city. Working class people can sometimes be described 

as lacking cultural capital (Peddie 2020), or as oppressed or othered (Roediger 

2019), but my lived experience may suggest that it is much more complicated 

than these narratives convey. There are various events and happenings that 

shape identity. For instance, I was an only child and I tended to be sick with ear 

infections every five or six weeks from being very small until I grew out of this at 

around 11 or twelve, so as a child I spent a lot of time indoors and away from 

my friends. To entertain myself I eagerly took to the world of stories and words. 

These fired my imagination, transported me to other worlds and in many ways, 

this became my world. Whilst I may claim that I have working class roots, my 

class identity is not so clearly defined, as I had access to a world full of books 

and ideas, of cultural experiences and I did not feel deprived. For example, I 

had ballet lessons and guitar lessons and when I wanted to try new 

experiences, I hardly ever heard the word ‘no’. My parents were keen to indulge 

as well as support my latest interests. Therefore, my childhood experiences 

may also point to what others describe as being middle-class. My identity when 

I consider it is highly complex and not so easy to define, I don’t sense that I am 

easy to categorise. This is not uncommon as the social mobility that occurred 

between my Grandparents and parent’s generations along with increasing 

prosperity and educational opportunities led to greater choice and mobility 

(Peddie 2020). Thus, I am not alone in suggesting that I am not entirely working 

class nor am I middle class, I am a mixture or a combination of aspects of both. 
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When I was about 10 my Dad lost his job as his industry was privatised, so after 

20 years or so of being employed he was back looking for work. This was a 

seismic event in our lives, changing them for good. These were stressful and 

emotionally draining times for my parents and I, as Dad had been the main 

breadwinner. Unfortunately, he could not claim benefits due to a redundancy 

payment and so for us, for a while money was incredibly tight. This did put a 

large strain on homelife, relationships and over time Dad’s confidence, sense of 

self and mental wellbeing. Perhaps then, experiencing this and the feelings of 

insecurity that go with this, I fostered a drive to accomplish goals, to work hard 

and ‘succeed’. I may not have been aware of it at the time, but watching my 

parents struggle, and single-mindedly work and sacrifice for a future goal of a 

better life may have influenced me and shaped my values and how I perceive 

life.  

 

Moving forward to more recent events in my life, up until 2011 I was employed 

at a local FE college as a Greenhouse Manager and Horticultural Technician, 

which is really just fancy terminology for a gardener. I had no ambition at that 

point in my life to undertake a PhD. However, life can be unpredictable, and the 

banking crisis of 2008/9 led to changes, one of which was a shrinking budget at 

the college and a need to shed staff. I was one of those who chose to take 

redundancy in 2011, however, I was one of those whose job was under the axe, 

and so there was little if any alternative offered to me. I went to work one day, 

and by lunch time I was walking out of the door never to see my colleagues or 

workplace again. I had absolutely no idea what to do with my life at that point as 

I had spent nearly a decade in this role. I had no desire to change direction, and 

at that time I was in the last year of an Open Degree with the Open University, 

in science. I had been studying this since 2005 with the support and 

encouragement of my manager, and as 2012 would be my final year of study, it 

was agreed with family that I would concentrate on this. I did apply for jobs 

during this year, but I was largely unsuccessful, and, as I neared completion I 

thought why not apply for a Masters? Perhaps some would claim that I have 

absorbed middle class values along with the idea that knowledge and education 

have merit. However, I had other more pragmatic reasons for this choice. My 

role at the college had been part time and low paid and I simply decided to aim 
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higher. I did not want to be in that position again, I wanted to give myself more 

opportunities. Like a lot of people, I desired to be more affluent, as that would 

offer me more choice in life and hopefully, overtime I would feel more secure. I 

didn’t feel terribly secure in this post at the college, and, looking back I tended 

to stick with it as there weren’t that many options available to me. I also enjoyed 

the challenge of learning, and I wanted to see how far I could go with that. Now 

I wasn’t thinking at the time of doing a PhD, that is simply how things have 

worked out as life unfolded. A recurrent theme in my life is that it can be 

unpredictable, and that life can have other plans in store. 

 

5.2.3 Feeling unsettled at the perceived intrusive nature of this coaching 

experience  

 

The next vignette written after the first coaching conversation with Isobel 

articulates my discomfort at perceiving this process as intrusive. As I re-read 

this, in the spirit of reflexivity this sense may be due to my own feelings of 

comfort with respect to where boundaries between self and other may lie. Whilst 

I acknowledge that these boundaries between self and other can be shifting and 

mutable, in their moving I experienced there may be a sense of unease. 

Perhaps this is because I tend to be a private person and I would not 

necessarily wish to share personal details with a virtual stranger. I would not 

wish to for many reasons, not merely self-interested ones, but also out of a 

desire not to burden others with my problems.  

 

“I gave scant thought to how intrusive this process may be, or how I 

would feel if I had to discuss myself with another” (Autoethnographic fieldwork 

text 2015 :302). 

 

Before beginning to engage in these coaching conversations I had assumed 

that exploring the notion of work-life balance would avoid the need for soul-

searching or trespassing onto ground that I may have deemed to be private or 

of off limits. With hindsight I now recognise that this may have been a little naïve 
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as my experiences of being coached indicate that such trespassing is to be 

expected.  

 

It is interesting to me now to consider my reasons for choosing work life balance 

as  a topic to discuss. Other than using this instrumentally and thinking this 

might offer me some helpful life tips, what were my assumptions about this 

concept? Whilst I have indicated that I had a shallow understanding of this, and 

was intrigued by the concept, I do wonder what my assumptions were at the 

time. I also contemplate whether I may have had a tacit assumption that 

creating a sense of balance could engender feelings of happiness, satisfaction 

and fulfilment. Not that I felt a lack of these in my life, I was simply thinking 

about this in abstract terms yet again. Admittedly, looking back I do get a sense 

that I may have felt an absence of this balance at times, and that maybe that 

was damaging or detrimental to others rather than myself. Considering the 

words, I have already written here, my concerns were that my desire to 

complete a doctorate may be impacting on those close to me. I realise that I too 

may have believed that without this so-called ‘balance’, family life may be being 

negatively impacted, as authors including Kalliath and Brough (2008) claim. 

Whilst writing my autoethnography four years ago, I may have struggled to fully 

realise or articulate these feelings, as I struggled when writing this 

autoethnography. I did not find developing self-awareness to be easy or even a 

straightforward process, and this might be being expressed in these words:   

 

“With me, what you see is what you get…but I aren’t aware (consciously 

at least) that I have hidden depths or dark recesses that need to be brought into 

the light. I am fairly straightforward (or like to think that I am!)”. 

(Autoethnographic fieldwork text 2015:312). 

 

As I have sought to explore myself, I have frequently encountered a sense of 

mystery, possibly even otherness. Many times, I have drawn a blank, and I 

have not known what words to put on the page. This may seem counterintuitive, 

but during this expedition into myself this has seemed like unfamiliar and murky 

terrain. Perhaps this articulates what Sullivan (2012) conveys in stating that as 

individuals we often have little idea as to what we are doing. And feelings of 

uncertainty stalk this narrative, however I do sense an element of truth in these 
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words above, as in describing myself I would suggest that I am quite 

straightforward in the sense that what I present to the world is to a large extent 

who I am. Therefore, what you see with me as the excerpt above suggests is 

very much what you get. I suppose I mean that I avoid artifice, and deliberate 

evasion or dishonesty - or I believe that I do. However, I still don’t fully 

understand or know myself even as I am writing this narrative today. The 

vignette above is taken from a conversation in April 2015 in which Isobel wished 

to explore my values and meanings at a deeper level. In doing so she 

encouraged me to revisit any old traumas or upsetting lived events. Thus, in the 

following excerpt, during the same session Isobel states that: 

 

 “she often has clients who are having emotional issues, who have 

significant difficulties or traumas that they need to work through, and she then 

proceeded to say that she was happy to deal with these if I liked” 

(Autoethnographic fieldwork text 2015:312). 

 

These words took me by complete surprise, as they were totally unexpected. 

This is a key moment (Sullivan 2012) in this text, and an experience that I have 

thought about many times since. In Isobel’s defence, this was likely to have 

been voiced with good intentions, in order to help the other. However, there 

may also be a few assumptions here, which could be connected to Western’s 

(2012) concept of the wounded self, where the coachee is considered as being 

hurt or damaged in some way. What took me by surprise was that I didn’t see 

myself as having suffered significant emotional trauma or as having a need to 

heal. Thus, this seemed a world away from what I as a coachee needed at the 

time. When writing this today I still  do not feel that I need this kind of 

therapeutic intervention, in fact it is probably the last thing I would ever ask for. 

Intriguingly, at the time that these words were spoken my primary concerns 

were about the wisdom of encouraging a coachee to venture into potentially 

traumatic terrain. I felt this ay as my experience of coaching conversations up to 

then was they they tend to be time limited, and sometimes restricted to just a 

handful of sessions. In that moment I wondered whether a coach would be 

emotionally and professionally equipped to handle what Isobel referred to as 

significant difficulties or traumas. Would the exploration of such issues be 

harmful to both parties? Furthermore, how would this ethical dilemma shape a 
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coachee’s learning? My concerns in that moment were that this was potentially 

damaging, so I contemplated what would happen if the coach found herself out 

of her depth, and what the impact of this might be on the coachee. In particular, 

dredging up painful memories with their attendant emotion and bringing them 

into the present moment may create difficulties that might be hard to handle or 

resolve. Therefore, I felt uncomfortable or uneasy, and as I write this, I 

acknowledge that I was yet again stepping outside of myself and imagining how 

this would impact another. In that moment in the spring of 2015 as I was not 

unduly worried about myself, I indicated that I felt quite fortunate in many ways. 

This response is articulated in the vignette above, and in this passage below: 

 

 

“I don’t feel that I have any significant issues, certainly no traumas or 

hidden depths that need to be revealed. [..] I then proceed to say that “I feel that 

in many ways I am very fortunate… I tend not to feel sorry for myself or to 

wallow, I am level headed and resilient (as far as I know!, and I am not the sort 

of person to want to sit with a coach and cry into a tissue, and I have no reason 

to do so really)” (Autoethnographic fieldwork text 2015:312). 

 

Since writing these words it has been suggested that they could be interpreted 

as being defensive. However, this was not my intention, as at the time this was 

how I genuinely felt, and I still do feel that whilst my life is not problem free, in 

many ways I am quite fortunate. For instance, I have a family that are willing to 

be flexible enough and willing to make sacrifices in their lives so that I can 

accomplish what I want here – a PhD. I am very, very lucky in this respect. I am 

also fortunate that I have the time and the space to consider this option. 

Perhaps had my life unfurled in a different direction, had I not lost my job as a 

Technician at the college I worked for I would still be coasting along, doing 

something that did not always feel satisfying. It was to be honest more of a habit 

or a routine that I had just fallen into. Therefore, being a resilient individual who 

does not wallow or feel sorry for herself, my perception was that my life is ok, 

this is what I felt at the time during our conversation, and so this suggestion 

from Isobel was a little perplexing and out of place, as I had no reason to be 

crying into a box of tissues. I was honest enough to admit this.  
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I may have been intrigued too at this turn in our conversation since the coaching 

narrative often purports to be future focused and be concerned with the here-

and-now during conversations. And yet there we were, contemplating 

journeying into my past. This seemed a little contradictory to what I understood 

as a facilitative process for healthy or fully functioning people who are 

considered to be positive in outlook and high in life satisfaction as indicated by 

writers such as Proctor, Tweed and Morris (2016). Getting back to my concerns, 

these were primarily interwoven with ethics and concern for the other. To me 

this felt like a blurring of boundaries where we were stepping into therapeutic 

territory. I felt that coaching was the wrong context in which to do venture into 

this terrain. However, writing this today, after speaking to coaches I 

acknowledge that boundary issues such as these seem to be commonplace, as 

discussed further in the chapter to follow. Furthermore, upsetting and 

distressing life events do often find themselves in the room, irrespective of what 

topic may have been initially agreed upon. This may be a paradoxical dilemma 

that resides at the heart of coaching.  

 

Returning to the first coaching conversation, as I was committed to experiencing 

the phenomena of coaching like any other coachee then I felt it was important to 

listen to the coach and hear what she was saying, as well as be willing to follow 

her advice and do homework if suggested. Therefore,  at the end of our first 

session we discussed what this homework might be for the coming month. 

Initially we contemplated whether or not I might write a reflective journal to 

accompany this process, but as my goal was to achieve some kind of work life 

balance, we collectively agreed that this would be adding more work to my 

already inflated work balloon.  

 

5.2.4 Willingness to listen to the coach’s suggestions 

 

“We agreed that my ‘homework’ this month is to try to concentrate on my 

breath for just 5 minutes a day (as I suggested that whilst this seems to be a 

short time, it could be quite long to put into practice, to actually do!). I may also 
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experiment with when is the best time of day to do this and vary the location.” 

(Autoethnographic fieldwork text 2015:307). 

 

My willingness as a coachee to listen and act upon the words articulated by the 

coach during our coaching conversation was a key part of these experiences 

since I was interested in understanding how this may engender self-awareness 

and learning. The ‘homework’ mentioned in the extract above is from my first 

session with Isobel in March 2015 and is of interest to me now as I am writing 

this chapter. It is particularly so because reading this today reminds me of 

mindfulness practice. In mindfulness the individual is encouraged to focus on 

their breathing as this helps to focus the mind and allow it to settle (Goldstein 

2016). Mindfulness has more than one meaning, as it is derived from Buddhist 

teachings, but it can be understood as a form of meditative activity. This 

practice is considered beneficial in helping individuals become more attuned or 

aware of their mental activities and bodily sensations as they arise and are 

experienced in the here-and-now. The aims of mindfulness are many, 

depending on interpretation and range from developing insight and wisdom as 

indicated by Goldstein (2016) to enhancing wellbeing and enjoyment of life 

(NHS Moodzone 2019).  

 

What might be significant for this process of learning is that during this session 

Isobel was encouraging me to explore something which she thought could be 

helpful in initiating a work life balance. Rather than engaging in mental activity, 

Isobel was suggesting that I nurture an awareness of bodily sensations instead, 

and, explore how my body might be feeling in the present moment.  

 

Isobel would repeat that I needed to listen to my body many times throughout 

our sessions, which at the time I found both strange and a little amusing. I recall 

laughing about this with my then supervisor. When it comes to listening to my 

body, I am not sure that this is an action or behaviour that is necessarily 

encouraged or even thought of within the socio-cultural context in which I dwell. 
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When writing my autoethnography after our conversation I sought to make 

sense of this and wrote that: 

 

“..this may also be due to the culture that I have been brought up in, and 

which exists around me. I see a lot of images of body conscious people, with 

respect to notions of physical beauty, but I don’t hear people suggesting that 

anyone should listen to their body on a daily basis.” (Autoethnographic field text 

2015: 305). 

 

I think that at the time of penning these words I was struggling to make sense of 

my lack of familiarity with listening to my body. I am unconvinced of the passage 

above, I am not sure it offers much in the way of insight, but what I do feel on 

reading these today is uncertainty and not-knowing, which is a theme that re-

occurs throughout this text.  As this notion seemed unfamiliar, this might explain 

my scepticism. Re-visiting these words I intuit that there may have been some 

wisdom here, and if I am honest, I have thought of Isobel’s words often. This 

then can also be described as a key moment since this phrase has popped up 

many times in my headspace over the past 4 years. Thus, I am more aware of 

my body today then I may have been then. 

 

As agreed between Isobel and I, in the month before our next meeting I 

practiced breathing exercises for around 5 minutes a day. However, I did not 

follow through on my suggestions in the vignette at the start of this section, I did 

not vary the time of day that I experienced these exercises and I didn’t vary the 

location. I don’t recall why this could be, the irony could be that being busy I 

simply forgot! There may have been practical issues too in finding different 

locations or in availability at other times of day.  I began this homework by 

seeking as quiet a space in the home as I could, without distractions. I then sat, 

cross-legged on the floor, closed my eyes and tried to focus on regular in and 

out breaths. When engaged in this activity I became aware of sensations that I 

may not otherwise notice. For example, I could feel the weight of my hands as 

they rested on my knees, and strangely I became aware of the pressure of the 

floor beneath my feet. What is surprising to me is how I enjoyed the experience 

of just listening to the sounds of the world around me. As I have closed my eyes 
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there were patches of light and dark that danced behind my lids. My sense of 

hearing felt heightened, or it may be that I became more aware of this. I heard 

the wind blowing through the tree canopy outside, the leaves moving, birds 

calling to one another, traffic moving, even the sounds of the bin lorry attracted 

my attention. However, I am not sure this was the aim, as I was supposed to be 

calming my mind or emptying it, which was as this indicates, not that easy. I 

may not have been giving myself a mental work out, but my mind was far from 

empty or still. It seems that the contents of consciousness were simply 

replaced. Anyway, I decided to think about how each breath felt, whether the air 

felt warm or cool, and I became increasingly aware of how the process of 

breathing influenced the movement of my diaphragm and abdomen. I don’t 

know if I was reconnecting with my bodily self, but I was slowly learning to listen 

to this in a way that was alien to me before.  

 

I didn’t find this homework to be difficult, especially since as I practised this first 

thing in the morning when I was relaxed anyway, as the day had yet to unfold. 

However, I could be distracted or interrupted by sounds, or be movements 

going on around me, whether these be from other family members, a passing 

car or people on the street. Thus, my attempts at mindfulness were interesting 

as I could be hearing the wind stirring the leaves of the trees in the garden and 

then a voice or activity from inside the house or outside would seep into my 

mind, then I would try to ignore it and be back hearing the breeze again. So, for 

me, listening to my body has been a work in progress. I don’t know if this 

practice has led to changes in my perception or understandings, but 

immediately after sitting this way for a few minutes I did feel different in some 

way, although over time I think there could have been an effect. 

 

As well as these breathing exercises we agreed that I would seek out a 

relaxing, leisure activity to experience. After searching on the internet for 

classes that were available in my locale, I alighted on T’ai Chi.   

 

5.2.5 The coach as a guide or as a facilitator 
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As the autoethnography unfurled, the complexities surrounding our coaching 

relationship become more significant. I became aware of the critical role 

feelings of rapport, empathy and trust played. As a coachee I began to feel the 

significance of these as our conversations involved exploring personal terrain, 

including how my values and beliefs had been shaped by past lived experience. 

As section 5.2.3 above indicates, at times I could feel a little uncomfortable by 

these questions, and so feeling able to trust the other was vital.  However, 

during analysis this theme initially developed from my re-reading of my 

experiences with Linda, rather than Isobel. This may seem surprising, and a 

little unexpected. Thus, in this section I will be discussing my first encounter 

with Linda, a Neuro-linguistic practitioner. I recollect that in our first coaching 

conversation I encountered a sense of ambiguity as to whether Linda was 

enacting the role of guide or facilitator. I contemplated this as I felt as if I were 

being guided by Linda’s questioning at times, which was distinct from what I 

have encountered with Isobel previously. This is expressed in the excerpt from 

my initial conversation with Linda in March 2015 below. 

 

“Linda continues to question and guide me though this conversation (and 

yes, I feel that guide is the right word, as this is not a spontaneous, or 

unstructured conversation but seems to be ordered in some way)” 

(Autoethnographic field text 2015:308). 

 

When writing these words, it seems that I was struggling to get a feel for the 

way that the conversation was unfolding, and my focus at the time was on this  

process. It felt very different to my previous experiences with Isobel, with a 

definite structure to the flow. This began with Linda’s initial question of “What is 

your goal for these sessions?” . Yet again I was exploring this concept of a goal, 

and here is a similarity between my conversations with Isobel.  This seemed to 

echo some of the claims about coaching that I had read, particularly, that goal 

setting was a common technique (Clutterbuck and David 2016). This also 

reflects comments in the literature review chapter to this thesis. Therefore, I was 

embroiled in a process of identifying, shaping, moulding and clarifying my goal. 
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A process which seems to be a critical aesthetic element of how coaching may 

engender learning.  

 

I continued to marvel and be struck by the structured feel of our conversation. 

Linda had brought along a pre-existing list of questions that she went through 

methodically and systematically. On a personal note this was dispiriting, as 

there was little room explore alternative avenues. It also felt unresponsive, a 

little one-way, and monological instead of dialogical and relational. I 

acknowledge that this could have been unintentional on Linda’s part, and that 

she may not have been aware that this process elicited such feelings in myself 

as a coachee. Looking back, I am thinking that perhaps I could have articulated 

my feelings at this point to Linda. However, I would not have felt comfortable 

doing so as I was aware that Linda was doing this voluntarily, taking time out of 

a busy day to assist me. I wouldn’t wish to upset her or offend, and that would 

have been important to me the time.  

 

Whilst her approach may have been a good fit for some coachees, for me it felt 

a lot like being on a production line, or what it may be like to be a sausage in a 

sausage factory. There was no room for individual difference and variety. In 

hindsight I probably felt that this was restrictive, oppressive and I was therefore, 

much happier with the approach enacted by Isobel. As I felt this way, I began to 

develop aesthetic concerns around a one size fits all approach in coaching 

conversations, and these concerns began to blossom over time.  In retrospect I 

am surprised by this, as reading the comments I wrote earlier about my 

concerns as they arose during my conversations with Isobel, today I wonder 

why I responded this way to Linda’s coaching, and so my reaction to Linda 

seems to me now as somewhat counterintuitive. This may indicate how my 

sense of self is changing during the passage of time. Yet again time is playing a 

significant role in shaping this learning process. 
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5.2.6 My perceptions of taken for granted assumptions and a lack of 

reflexivity on the part of the coach  

 

As stated in the section above, I felt a little unhappy with how I was being 

coached during sessions with Linda. Perhaps this was unfair of me, as my 

assumptions about the nature of coaching were tinged by my prior experiences 

with Isobel. I wonder now whether these feelings would have been different had 

I only been seeing Linda. We continued to explore the goal of developing a 

work-life balance and at some stage in our first conversation together we began 

to discuss my thoughts about competition and whether I might be a competitive 

person. I was thrown into a sea of not knowing, and yet again I encountered a 

blackness or nothingness, rather than any feeling of certainty. I have not found 

it easy developing self-awareness it has been a struggle that I liken to grappling 

with the intangible and the unknown. This is voiced in the vignette overleaf. As I 

sought to make sense, I was unclear as to whether I may be competitive or not. 

In trying to shed some light on this I decided to share a memory from my past 

lived experience, from when I was at school.  As a child I was not particularly 

competitive and being an only child, I didn’t need to be. This then was alien to 

me, furthermore I was the sort of child how would want to help others, the one 

to share or let others take the limelight. I suppose that being competitive was 

not something that came naturally to me. The memory I shared then seemed 

the most obvious and it was to do with physical education or PE, which I loathed 

and dreaded. I hated it, as competing with others was unfamiliar, but also as a 

quiet and somewhat shy child this would have felt intimidating and therefore it 

was not my strong point. Subsequently I was never any good at games and 

could be given a hard time by other children who wanted to win. I tried to 

articulate this to Linda, sharing with her how I was never one of the ‘cool’ girls, 

and so when it came to team sports, I was usually one of the very last to be 

picked. Games and PE were to be avoided then at all costs. During this period 

in my life I was much happier engaging in individual imaginative pursuits like art 

and writing. I could never understand the importance of winning, since to me 

this also implied that someone had to lose out. I always felt for the loser or the 

underdog. I was puzzled by why winning mattered so much, and sport in 

particular, was unimportant in my life.  
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It is unclear to me if there was an exact time or a specific event in my life that 

changed this, or where I started to value competition more. In many ways I feel 

that I am happier not competing with others, as this is still not part of my comfort 

zone. So, no I don’t think I am working on a PhD because I am a competitive 

person. I may be a driven person, but my desire is to complete this process is 

not interwoven with a need to compete with or defeat others. What I can say is 

that I still prefer the world of books to any sporting activity. 

   

“We discuss the notion of competitiveness, but whilst I may be a little 

competitive (and I am not sure that I am, I just like to do the best that I can), I 

did say that “This is interesting, as whilst I could be competitive, I have never 

liked or been into activities such as sports because I did not like this aspect of 

them”  and I share some memories from my school days, especially the 

dreaded P.E. “I was never one of the sporty cool girls, and as I lacked any 

enthusiasm or willingness to participate, seeing as I hated and detested sport at 

this age..[pause],  I was generally one of the last to be picked for school teams”. 

This may also be one of the reasons why I loathed sport as during your teenage 

years it is not a great feeling being the last girl to be picked. I didn’t tell her that 

in my final year at school I actually opted out of games in a rather naughty way 

(I over-exaggerated ‘growing pains’ and so got a medical note excusing me, I 

actually went to see a Specialist, wore bandages and did a good job of avoiding 

P.E). So yes, sport and I are not the best of friends! I prefer to read a book. 

Anyway, as a result of sharing some of these memories, Linda suggests that I 

have developed “some limitations here”. (Autoethnographic field text 2015:308) 

 

As I shared these recollections with Linda, I felt that rather than empathising 

with me or seeking to imagine what this was like from my perspective that Linda 

made a value judgement. To be fair, I may not have articulated or responded to 

her question as clearly as I could have. I may have been a little flippant in my 

reply, maybe due to nerves, but I did not expect that this would lead to this 

suggestion. I was a little surprised. I did suggest that as a teenager I 

deliberately took advantage of a situation where initially I did have physical pain, 
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as this enabled me to to avoid P.E. I possibly over exaggerated or played on 

this to its full advantage at the time. As I was a 15 year old girl I would have 

thought this was smart at the time, rather than limiting, particularly since I was 

able to sit on the side lines during P.E, talk to others which would have seemed 

to be much more enjoyable and worthwhile then.  

 

I am still struggling to understand what limitations I may have developed, and, 

looking back it may have been wise to ask Linda why she thought this way, and 

then explore this further. When considering this in the present moment, I simply 

describe my aversion to team sports as a personal preference, akin to a 

preference for tea over coffee. It is simply an expression of difference or who I 

am, and whilst I may not spend my weekends playing football, rugby or netball I 

am not consciously aware that this has held me back in life, I certainly have no 

regrets about this. In Linda’s defence, her comment about perceived limitations 

may speak to the complexities and ambiguities which are inherent when 

seeking to understanding the other. This is a complex process, since both 

coach and coachee are perceiving the world through their own idiosyncratic 

representational system, that is shaped by a unique history and life trajectory 

(Roderique-Davies 2009). A key aesthetic element of coaching is the intangible 

nature of human relations, specifically how these may shape the way that two 

people may work together in a room. By not exploring why Linda felt I had 

developed limitations there was a missed opportunity. Perhaps this created a 

barrier between us, unintentionally, and an empathy gap began to grow for both 

of us. I don’t know if this led to misunderstanding, but it may have enabled a 

situation in which we didn’t’ fully appreciate or understand the worldview of the 

other. At the time as I was feeling surprised and also uncomfortable with her 

comments, I may not have been as reflexive as I could have been, and being a 

bit put out by her words I didn’t explore my own values, biases and taken for 

granted assumptions (Pelham 2016). Thus, there could have been difficulties in 

understanding and appreciating the worldview of the other. As I sit with this text 

in the present moment, I sense that Linda and I may have been struggling to 

understand and appreciate one another’s world view, however it was early 

days. 
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Finally, when reflecting on whether I may be a competitive person, as the 

vignette above indicates I would suggest that I like to do the best that I can, 

which may point to my being conscientious more than competitive. It is also 

possible that I experience a sense of pride, even satisfaction at doing 

something as well as I can. 

 

As we engage in this process further, Linda shared some of her theoretical 

ideas which may have been shaped to some degree by psychoanalytic notions 

as discussed in the next section. 

 

5.2.7 How a coach’s theoretical framework may shape a conversation  

 

‘“Our thoughts and feelings are influenced by our sub-conscious mind” 

(now this is interesting as both coaches seem to be influenced by ideas around 

this). I am a little sceptical of a sub-conscious, but that is a personal thing, I 

prefer to think there is just the brain and we simply don’t understand its 

complexity yet. So back to Linda who continues that “ when our subconscious 

mind is stimulated, thoughts (like dusty files left unopened for years) re-appear, 

however it is how we deal with these that matters, [pause], are they useful to 

us?”’(Autoethnographic field text 2015:309)  

 

When I re-engage with these words today, I am aware of how my fore-

structures have been shaping my conceptualisation of coaching. I was sceptical 

in March 2015 of Linda’s truth claims in respect to the sub-conscious, but I do 

acknowledge in this extract that this is a personal view. In writing this text I feel 

that there has been a sense of not knowing throughout, particularly in the lived 

moment of being coached, where I have been trying to make sense of the 

phenomena that I am experiencing. What I may have overlooked at the time of 

Linda speaking these words is her meaning. She was indicating that thoughts, 

memories and associated feelings can be brought to light which impact upon us 

in many ways, not always positively. Therefore, when immersed in these 

thoughts and sensations it is helpful to stop to consider ways of dealing or 

coping with these. I have no idea why, but I completely missed this in 2015. It is 

possible that I was too caught up in my own beliefs about her theoretical frame 
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to listen and hear the words she was speaking. Seeking self-knowledge can be 

an arduous process, one which is never simple and in which I feel as if I am 

struggling to find a light switch in a dark room.  

 

Significantly, in writing about my experiences in the spring of 2015 I had what 

could be understood as an epiphany, as through talking with Linda I came to 

realise that what I might benefit from was a re-orientation more than a balance 

per se. This is articulated in the following vignette. 

 

“The conversation continues, and I have the realisation that it isn’t so 

much a balance that I seek but a re-orientation. Where I learn to understand this 

differently, I say that  “I am hoping to see beyond the limits of my PhD studies I 

guess, possibly to explore new terrains as this may re-fresh me in some way”. 

Perhaps!.. what I wish in part is to calm my mind down, as it is a very busy 

place, full of ideas whizzing this way and that. So, what do I mean by ‘work-life 

balance?’. Is it a turning down of this, or a reduction in traffic now and then? 

Thus, I am wondering about exploring physical experiences, activities such as 

meditation or relaxation.”(Autoethnographic field text 2015:309). 

 

By re-orientation I am indicating that I would like to broaden my horizons or 

extend my focus beyond what I am engaging in in the present moment, and 

maybe consider avenues that I have not explored up until this point. Therefore, 

it might not be that I am seeking a sense of balance between what I refer to 

here as work and life, but an enrichment, and a change. What I am seeking 

then is to step out of the familiar and encounter new experiences. 

 

During these conversations I was encountering two quite distinct coaching 

methodologies, Gestalt and NLP. Therefore, during the passage of time I began 

to think about these approaches and how they made myself as the coachee 

feel. 
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5.2.8: Encountering differences in approaches  

 

“I did find Linda's first session to be stimulating and thought provoking, 

perhaps in ways that Isobel's are not. Linda practices NLP and she is very 

focused in her questions, maybe more structured?” (Autoethnographic field text 

2015:315). 

 

Interestingly, as I was continuing to reflect upon the differences in these two 

relationships in late April 2015, it seems that I may have found my first 

conversation with Linda to be a positive experience overall. This is intriguing to 

me now as I write this chapter, and I wonder how this is affecting the reader as 

they engage with these words. In section 5.2.7 of this narrative I seemed to be 

suggesting that there could have been some issue or misunderstanding 

between Linda and I that was not present in my relationship with Isobel. And 

yet, here it seems I am articulating a different truth. Looking back at this 

retrospectively this is surprising and unexpected. However, in earlier 

paragraphs I have stated that I am a private person and that I am not always 

comfortable divulging or confiding in strangers. Perhaps this explains my  

preference for Linda’s approach, as there was less opportunity for such 

explorations. In some ways, as a coachee that could have been a better fit. 

 

5.3 Superordinate theme two: The Coach’s reflexivity  

 

5.3.1 A Sense of Continuity  

 

 “I have been practising the breathing exercises which were suggested 

last month but I don’t think that Isobel remembers this, as she isn’t saying 

anything about it”. (Autoethnographic field text 2015:310). 

 

Following the coaching conversation with Linda in section 4.2.7 above, my next 

coaching conversation would be with Isobel in April 2015. What struck me at the 

time was how Isobel didn’t seem to recall what her suggestions were to me in 
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the month before. I sensed or intuited this as the conversation was initiated 

since Isobel didn’t ask me how the breathing exercises went. Thus, I felt a little 

disappointed or let down. Did this impact on our relationship? I don’t recall that it 

did, I think as usual that I kept these feelings to myself. When immersing myself 

in this text and analysing it, I didn’t consider the relational aspects of this, but 

connected this issue with the need for a sense of continuity between 

conversations. Whilst Isobel had forgotten about this element of the homework 

she had set, she did ask for feedback regarding my search for new 

experiences, particularly those to do with leisure. These are largely physical 

activities then, connected with the body and bodily sensations. This notion 

interweaves subtly throughout our conversations, perhaps privileging this over 

the mind. There is an irony here as during our conversations my mind was very 

active, especially when she would ask what values may have shaped my 

present behaviour. There was a lot of mental activity unfurling in the space 

between us. Whilst I noted Isobel’s emphasis on bodily feeling and my sense 

that this was articulating a duality in her use of language, which I found 

interesting I never voiced this.  This silence on my part may be indicative of the 

struggles that I was experiencing in that my self was struggling to relate to itself 

and to others (Sullivan 2007). For me, these struggles might have been around 

wishing to remain open and receptive to the process, whilst also wanting to 

avoid offence. In this relational view of myself, perhaps I am more conscious of 

how others could be perceiving me, suggesting that the position I-for-other is 

paramount in my mind. Writing this I sense this is also a key moment or an 

epiphany. When it comes to values this could be interwoven with my upbringing 

as what other people think is pivotal to one of my parent’s understanding of the 

world,  in particular. I recall as a child that none of us were able to talk on a bus 

journey in case anyone overheard or thought less of us. Social status or social 

approval seems to have been of significance.  And for me, whilst status is not 

something that I consider to be important, it is possible that I am conscious of 

what the others could be thinking of me, and this may have more significance 

than I have always acknowledged. 

 

I respond to Isobel’s questioning by saying that there is a T’ai Chi class that I 

have found not far from where I live. Significantly for me this is not a competitive 
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activity, it is not sport and it doesn’t look too energetic. It might be what I am 

looking for. Isobel then asks, ‘How do you feel about trying this new activity?’, 

and I replied by stating that  I felt fine about it, possibly a little nervous or 

apprehensive. This felt like a sincere response, as joining a group where I didn’t 

know anyone would make me a little nervous, but no more than most people, it 

certainly wouldn’t stop me. Anyway, Isobel picked up on this and then asked 

‘Why do you feel nervous about this?’ to which I replied ‘I will be a newcomer 

and so I will probably feel outside of my comfort zone, I will have no clue what I 

am doing and so I may feel a teensy bit self-conscious’. Well there was the 

chance I would make one or two mistakes, which I would be aware of, and so 

would feel foolish. Isobel followed this up with the question ‘Will this stop you 

from going to this class?’. It wouldn’t and so I said ‘No, whilst I may look a bit 

silly, I will definitely give it a go, after all it is normal to feel this way when 

experiencing what is unfamiliar’. (Autoethnographic fieldwork text (2015: 311). 

 

5.4 Superordinate theme three: Inner Speech 

 

5.4.1 Mind body dualism, listening to the body rather than the mind 

 

During our first coaching conversation in March 2015 Isobel made an 

observation that I would say ‘I think’ a lot, as indicated by the first vignette 

below. Similar comments were also expressed in our next session the following 

month, where Isobel stated that I seem to have a tendency to use words 

including ‘might’ or ‘perhaps’ which may indicate a feeling of tentativeness or 

uncertainty. Reflecting on these comments today, it could be that I articulate 

these words simply out of habit, and I am encountering a strong sense of irony 

as I write these as I realise that I am doing what Isobel claimed here in the 

present moment in 2019. However, when contemplating future events, it is hard 

to be certain, as the future is both unpredictable and unknown. I have often 

found in my life that I need to be flexible when it comes to creating future plans, 

or goals as often life has unfurled differently to how I may have imagined, as the 

narrative in this autoethnography reveals. Within this context, I don’t think it is 

the case that I have conceptualised my mind as being separate to my body, that 

would be to misunderstand my meaning at the time. It is curious to me that 
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Isobel may have been interpreting these utterances in this manner, however, 

but perhaps this was simply due to her training as a Gestalt practitioner. I 

cannot help but smile today when reading these words in the present moment 

as this language seems to reveal that there is a paradoxical aspect inherent in 

Isobel’s words that points to there being a duality of mind and body.  

 

  “Interestingly, during this conversation Isobel points out how much 

emphasis I place on ‘the mind’, (which I wasn’t aware of!), as well as the life of 

the mind. She tells me that I use the words ‘I think’ a lot (but is this significant or 

simply language use?). Isobel then suggests that I don’t appear to spend a lot 

of time referring to my body or listening to this”. (Autoethnographic fieldwork text 

2015:305). 

 

 “Isobel informs me that I rationalise a lot, and again that I use the term ‘I 

think’ a lot as well as saying ‘perhaps’, ‘might’ and ‘possibly’ quite frequently. 

Apparently, I don’t talk in a language of certainty”. (Autoethnographic fieldwork 

text 2016:313). 

 

Up until hearing these words I had not stopped to consider that I used this 

phrase as often as I did, nor that I rationalise in everyday life. I am not sure that 

the people who know me well and engage with me on a regular basis would 

necessarily agree! However, I may have a tendency to over think or over-

analyse my lived experience at times, and this is articulated in a subsequent 

entry in my journal from October 2015 in which I ask myself ‘am I overthinking 

this?’, so there may be an important point in what Isobel said in the comments 

above. Admittedly, as I reflect on these comments today I can state that 

listening to my body is not something I had actively engaged in prior to our 

interactions (and I probably would never have thought of doing so had it not 

been for these). Perhaps then this is another key moment in this narrative. 

Keeping an open mind, I was willing to explore this further, and I engaged in an 

activity with Isobel in which she encouraged me to make an initial attempt at 

hearing what my body was saying. Admittedly this felt strange and unfamiliar 

and I was slightly bamboozled by the novelty of this.  The following vignette 

from our earliest conversation in the spring of 2015 conveys a micro-dialogue in 
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text that articulates this initial exploration in which I attempt to become more in 

tune with my body. 

 

“Isobel asks “Is your heart beating fast or slow?”, and so I have to stop 

and think about this, which is not easy. I think it is beating at a normal 

pace…and so I say so. 

  “Are you comfortable?” I respond with a one word answer: “Yes”. The 

chair feels comfortable, I can’t feel any obvious physical discomfort. Ok, I am 

feeling a little conscious of myself here but other than that….  

Isobel asks me “Are there any areas of tension in your body?”, to which I 

say “Not that I am aware of”. I am being as honest as I feel I can possibly be. Is 

this disappointing to her though? What are her expectations? 

This process continues with Isobel asking me “How does your stomach 

feel right now?” and I have to say I am not too sure as I don’t regularly stop to 

consider how my stomach is feeling. This is definitely alien territory to me! I say 

“It feels fine” as I can sense nothing out of the ordinary…… 

 “How have your perceptions changed since you closed your eyes?”  

I reply with “Well..yes..sound seems to be louder or more acute, I am 

aware of the ticking of the clock, which I may not have been aware of before, 

and I can feel the cool metal of the chair arms against the flesh of my fingers 

and hands……I can feel the heaviness of the floor beneath my feet”. 

(Autoethnographic field text 2015:306). 

 

Becoming attuned to how different areas of my body may be feeling, for 

instance contemplating how my stomach may be feeling was puzzling at first to 

me. I encountered a sense of not knowing. In retrospect I find this surprising as 

it is clear to me now that I would know if my stomach was aching or in 

discomfort. Why I found this process so difficult at the time is curious to me as I 

write these words today. Re-reading this field text I sense that I found it easier 

to articulate how the world around me felt, more than my body. I could feel the 

coolness of the chair arms or how the floor felt below me, but I was unsure how 
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my stomach felt. I wonder why this was, but perhaps it was simply the newness 

of the situation.  As I dwell within these words today, I realise that I do consider 

my stomach quite regularly. I have a banana waiting to be consumed next to my 

laptop at eleven. Therefore, family often joke that I am a gannet, ie always 

hungry, I have a reputation for constantly munching - so clearly issues 

connected with this part of my body play a big role in my life! In that way I can 

suggest that I do listen to my body, but perhaps not in the way that Isobel was 

suggesting here.  

 

As this coaching conversation came to an end, we discussed my next steps and 

contemplated what actions I might take in the time before our next conversation 

in a month’s time. We agreed that I would try some breathing exercises, similar 

to those enacted in mindfulness practice for around 5 minutes a day.  

 

5.4.2 Soul struggles: struggling to know myself  

 

Throughout this chapter is a powerful sense of not-knowing, particularly when it 

comes to seeking self-awareness and knowing myself. This is also expressed in 

the following extract in which I reflect upon this lack of self-knowledge. 

However, what is critical about this fragment of text is the recognition that I am 

constantly changing as an individual, therefore it is hard to say for sure what my 

values are as they may alter in the passage of time and due to life events. 

 

“Being as honest as I can about myself (as far as I can know myself, I do 

seem to change a lot), I appear to be quite goal oriented and yes, ‘driven’, or 

determined, and maybe I don’t always pay sufficient attention to my body”. 

(Autoethnographic field text 2015:311). 

 

However, in April 2015 when I wrote the words in this vignette above I seem to 

be acknowledging that I may be goal oriented and driven to some extent and 

that at times my bodily wellbeing has taken a back seat and could have suffered 
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as a result. Whilst I have been focusing on the road ahead, I have not always 

paid enough attention to my physical wellbeing. Furthermore, as I claim in the 

excerpt below as this conversation continues, it is possible that I have simply 

taken my body for granted and expected it to keep on functioning as it always 

has. In many ways I may have been so caught up in doing and achieving that I 

have not heard my body, and I wouldn’t have done so even if it had been 

shouting and waving whilst holding up a ‘’help!’ sign. I indicate that this was not 

intentional or deliberate, but it would be beneficial if I could learn from this and 

find different ways of acting in the future. 

 

“I may take my body for granted. I don’t feel it is a case of deliberately 

ignoring it though. I suppose it is more that the body is always there and so 

maybe I don’t always notice it? Of course, being relatively young this may 

explain why I do take it for granted as mostly it still works ok!!!, fortunately I 

have yet to experience the old age aches and pains and associated limitations. 

Do we as people simply listen to our bodies more as a consequence of this?” 

(Autoethnographic field text 2015:311) 

 

5.4.3 Self learning 

 

During a break between coaching conversations in August of 2015 I took the 

opportunity to reflect and try to make sense of my experiences as a coachee 

and the process that I have been encountering, and I wrote the following:  

 

“ can I say that coaching is a learning process? I feel it is a process in 

which if a coachee is willing they can explore life from different perspectives. 

And significantly a lot of this exploration takes place outside of the time spent 

with the coach. In my case I have spent a great deal of time both reflecting upon 

and taking action in my own time. It has in many ways been an individual 

endeavour”. (Autoethnographic field text 2015:329).  
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These words may have significance for the way that learning develops within 

coaching conversations. This extract from the autoethnography may also be 

pivotal for this thesis, as it may help answer my main research question 

exploring how first-hand experience of being coached might enable learning to 

emerge. Re-reading these in the present moment I recall that during my time as 

a coachee I was ultimately responsible for and acknowledged ownership of my 

learning process. As we were exploring work-life balance I actively explored the 

potential of new activities including breathing exercises and T’ai Chi to 

experience how these would alter or shape this sense of balance. In addition, I 

engaged in a considerable amount of reflecting on my values, beliefs and 

identity outside of the coaching room, by myself.  

 

Interestingly, I was still seeking to understand how coaching may engender or 

facilitate learning in December of that year, as the vignette below attests: 

 

 “So, how does coaching facilitate learning? I would say that in my case 

this has been a process whereby I have had to think and reflect about myself, 

and where my values and beliefs about the world may come from” 

(Autoethnographic field text 2015:341).  

 

Thus, in many ways this process did feel as if it was primarily an individual 

endeavour, as it was driven by me. Had I been unwilling or reluctant to listen, 

respond and act on the words articulated by the coach then I do think that this 

learning process would have been diminished.  

 

5.4.5 Dawning awareness 

 

In just a few short months my understanding and awareness of coaching as a 

phenomenon in the world had increased substantially. This is reflected in my 

autoethnography as it developed in 2015. Towards the end of my time with 

Isobel I had another epiphany or a key moment. This happened spontaneously 

and grew out of the spoken words uttered by Isobel as we discussed my 

experiences of T’ai Chi, and, how my aim to improve my work life balance was 

going. In a previous session Isobel had asked me to visualise my life as two 
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distinct zones or balloons, one representing work and the other life. Therefore, I 

was surprised when during our final session together in early September that 

Isobel spoke the following words:  “Everything that we do is our 

life”(Autoethnographic field text 2015:332) as this felt contradictory to the 

dichotomous relationship implied by the two balloons that I had been asked to 

imagine at an earlier session. I also felt that this contradicted the concept of 

work life balance, which indicates that these are separate and distinct areas of 

lived experience. What Isobel had indicated is that these are holistically related. 

However, these words reflect what I was beginning to realise, that after my 

explorations and adventures with T’ai Chi and mindfulness that actually in many 

ways I felt completely fine, comfortable and happy with my life as it is. As I 

encounter these words today, I feel that this is an epiphany or a key moment, 

however it was one that developed slowly as these conversations and 

subsequent reflections unfurled. This subtle change is expressed in the 

following excerpt below from a conversation that had taken place earlier, in 

June 2015 with Isobel: 

 

“To begin with I saw my desire for hard work as a negative characteristic. 

However, I wonder whether being diligent, hardworking, conscientious, driven 

etc are not actually positive attributes? Thus, how I am understanding my work 

life balance may be changing and this could be attributed to learning?” 

(Autoethnographic field text 2015: 324).  

 

Initially, when I began to experience coaching as a coachee I had alighted on 

work life balance out of instrumental concerns, however, as my experiences of 

being a coachee continued, I began to contemplate whether there might be 

aspects of my life that needed some attention. It is possible that I got caught up 

with this notion of balance, which implies that an absence of this is negative. 

Therefore, I had wondered if my focus in life was too narrow, and I was 

concerned how this may be impacting on the life of those around me. I began to 

doubt myself and question whether my life had balance. This may be an 

unintended irony, as by thinking about work life balance I may have become too 

focussed or concerned about the ‘work’ aspects of my life, in a way that I may 

not have been before. This may reflect comments by Ecclestone and Hayes 

(2019) that trying to achieve this simply adds to life’s demands. However, by 
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engaging in these conversational interactions, along with their associated 

actions and reflections, my awareness was developing, shifting and changing to 

the extent that I became increasingly aware that the concerns that I voiced in 

our initial conversation in March 2015 were unfounded. This is articulated in 

these words taken from my journal in October, just 7 months later. 

 

“In March, when I began this fieldwork I felt that I needed something 

completely different to do, as a contrast to the mental workout that a PhD can 

be. However, as I have been exploring the possibilities here, I have begun to 

consider that maybe this is not so” (Autoethnographic field work text 2015:340). 

 

The extract above has significance as it conveys how my self-awareness has 

been blossoming, as a result of my participation in these conversations and my 

subsequent reflections upon them. Slowly through this process of exploring and 

examining what is important to me I have found a sense of peace, through 

which what I may have previously considered to be being negative attributes, 

for instance, drive and ambition are now re-imagined and re-interpreted as 

positive. Through these experiences I have begun to enrich my understandings 

of self. Crucially for a thesis that is seeking to understand the subtle and 

complex ways that coaching may engender learning, this is illuminating. 

 

Furthermore, I have begun to understand that this balance is not fixed but is 

subject to continual change and adjustment depending on events in life (Kalliath 

and Brough 2008). What is important is that I feel able to make choices, and to 

act accordingly. Thus, what matters is that I am content with life as I am 

experiencing and living it. I do tend to be enthusiastic, dedicated and committed 

to whatever project I am involved in, but I feel that this is ok, as for me this is 

who I have become.  

 

Finally, in September 2015 as these conversations were drawing to a close,  I 

spent some time contemplating what I may have been learning over these 

months with Isobel and Linda. In the extract I am expressing how I feel that I 

have been engaged in a process of self-discovery and exploration. And that my 

participation as a coachee in these coaching conversations has enabled me to 

explore myself in ways that I would not have had the opportunity to do before. 
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So whilst I suggested at the start of this chapter that I would not have chosen to 

be coached were it not for this research, and whilst I was not always 

comfortable or at ease, it did turn out to be an enriching experience. 

Furthermore, when it comes to answering my main research question of how 

first-hand lived experience of coaching enables learning to emerge, this extract 

suggests that it does so by facilitating this journey inwards into becoming 

familiar with self. This is a process that has involved a dynamic interaction 

between inner and outer speech, which could be described as a form of 

dialogical learning where the spoken words of the coach have helped to shape 

and craft my self-awareness and self-understanding. This reflects comments 

made in the literature review that outline the ways in which learning can emerge 

through encountering the words of others, implying that our inner life is never 

entirely our own (Shotter 2008). At times I found my experiences as a coachee 

challenging, but I chose to take a leap in the dark and step outside of my 

comfort zone, which ultimately has been conducive to change. 

 

“Footnote: After reflecting on this process and considering what I have 

learned. Well, from the coaching sessions I have explored myself in much more 

depth than I would otherwise. I may know myself a little better as a result. 

Maybe…what is interesting is the focus on the body, and, listening to the body. 

If there is one key piece of advice that I am taking away with me is that I need to 

listen to my body more! A great deal of this coaching has been around feeling, 

and considering bodily sensations….much more than on thinking…[..].I have 

seen changes..[..]..I intend to keep practising body scans and to explore 

mindfulness over the coming weeks and months, and hopefully to try to listen to 

my body. I may return to this account in 6 months’ time and update it with 

regards to what the longer term impact may or may not be of this period of self-

learning! “ (Autoethnographic field text 2016:334). 

 

5.5 Concluding remarks - How this process continues to shape my life 

today  

 

To conclude this chapter which discusses how my self has been crafted through 

space and time I thought it may be beneficial to elaborate upon how this 
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experience has shaped my life after these coaching conversations have come 

to an end.  Not long after these events I experienced my supervisor leaving for 

a new position elsewhere, and I transitioned to a new team. Unfortunately, this 

did not work out, I am not sure why, whether it was a case of clashing 

personalities or incommensurable paradigms, but our relationship broke down 

and I needed to seek a new team. This process took 9 months, which was for 

my family and I incredibly stressful and upsetting. Many people may question 

why something like this would have such a big impact on your life, but as this 

narrative may suggest, I had invested a lot both personally and financially in this 

PhD process, as I had a strong desire to improve my life choices after losing my 

job in 2011. Thus, in some ways it felt like a double blow, so emotionally this 

was a difficult period for me. Ironically, whilst I felt uncomfortable with the 

therapeutic turn that our conversations took in 2015, perhaps at this time in 

2016 I could have benefitted from this, as I came close to experiencing a 

damaged, wounded self (Western 2012). However, I clung on, even though at 

times I questioned the wisdom of this. At times life felt a bit bleak, but eventually 

I began working with my new team, and things got better. As I write these words 

today, I have made it to the final stages of writing up this thesis. Up until 

recently I have been spending considerable amounts of time and energy on this 

activity. I was happy with this however, as I do enjoy engaging with ideas and 

being creative. If I am honest this is almost like breathing for me and my life 

would be impoverished without such activities.  Whilst I did aim to have this final 

draft completed, I have had a slightly hiccup as 4 weeks ago Mum had an 

unexpected collapse, and I found her laid out on the floor unable to get up. 

Therefore, this PhD has until now taken a back seat, as I have had to care for 

her, doing everything from washing her hair to doing the shopping. Thus, it is 

fair to say that I do still struggle at times with juggling my desires and ambitions 

with my parents’ everyday needs and requirements, but I am managing to stay 

positive. I remember Isobel’s words that I need to listen to my body, and I do try 

to give my body the opportunity to speak, although probably not as often as I 

should. It isn’t easy as recently my body may have been telling me to sit down 

and rest, but then Mum will need me to take her upstairs or do something and 

so listening to my body is fine, but I can’t do this at the expense of another. Life, 

as I wrote to begin with, for me is never certain or predictable. I do still make 

space to meditate, however briefly this may be, every morning and after doing 
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this I feel refreshed and ready to begin the day. I still tend to push myself and 

prioritise what Isobel referred to as a life of the mind, I cannot seem to escape 

this. What has changed is that I acknowledge that I need to take breaks now 

and then and I do my best to delineate between the week and weekends, when 

circumstances allow. I spend time with family and engage in other activities. I do 

give my body a change then, at least for short periods of time. When it comes to 

physical activities, I dropped out of T’ai Chi as I didn’t feel the need to continue 

this, and I joined a book club instead. This may seem counterintuitive, but 

ultimately, I have found this an enriching experience. I have read books that I 

may not have chosen for myself, and  this has given me the opportunity to meet 

people from varied and diverse backgrounds outside of the University who I 

would never had met otherwise. Furthermore, this has led me onto new 

experiences including listening to visiting authors, attending poetry workshops 

and so much more. Recently I have decided to take a break from this book club 

after 4 years of attending and then taking on the role of organiser, as I felt I 

needed a change, and so I am currently exploring the world of amateur 

historians and family research. I still find time to meet up with former members 

though for a coffee and to ask how they are doing. Finally, in the last extract 

above I suggested that I may return to my autoethnography in 6 months’ time to 

ascertain what the longer-term benefits of this process might have been. I don’t 

recall doing so, as I think the events that I have written about in this conclusion 

took over. However, 5 years on from this now, I am able to claim that being a 

coachee has seemed to initiate changes that have been positive. I have been 

encouraged to leave my comfort zone, and this has given me the opportunity to 

meet new people with a range of perspectives that have enriched my own. 

Today I make a concerted effort to have more variety in my life, not to be as 

single-minded on any one interest as I might have once been, and this is 

perhaps what endures from the months in 2015 when I participated as a 

coachee in these coaching conversations.  

 

In many ways I am still experiencing a sense of surprise, as well as feelings of 

not knowing. I am still engaged in the process of questioning and seeking 

further insights into self, and I am continuing to introspect and engage in a 

dialogue with self and others. Thus, I acknowledge that my self continues to be 

crafted through this process and whilst it has changed and undoubtedly will 
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continue to do so as due to the fluxing nature of my lived experience in which 

meanings constantly shift and change (Pitard 2016). In addition, as this 

narrative suggests, this is a self that is enthusiastic, committed, determined and 

endlessly curious. I also recognize that this self often experiences uncertainty 

and not knowing, but it is willing to sit with this and be comfortable when 

experiencing the unfamiliar. As the dialogue between self and others continues 

to unfurl, this self remains malleable and open to being shaped by others, and 

this is a process that is ongoing. 

 

In the next chapter I will be outlining the methods used for the second stage of 

this research – interviewing professional coaches, with the intention of creating 

a lively dialogue between their voice and the one articulated in this text..   
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Chapter Six: Methods for Stage Two – A dialogue with others 

 

6.0 Introduction 

 

The previous chapters discussed methods and findings for the first stage of this 

research where I participated as a coachee in a series of one-to-one coaching 

conversations with a coach. As this research has been influenced by Bakhtin’s 

ideas around dialogue which welcome diverse and multiple perspectives, in this 

second stage of research I have actively sought to hear the words of others, in 

this case professional coaches. And I have done so by inviting them to engage 

in the interview process with me. By adding this new layer of research,  there 

will be a fruitful dialogue engaged in between the autoethnographic text and 

these interview transcripts that enriches understandings. Following on from this, 

this chapter will be describing my process for seeking participants, sampling 

methods, ethical concerns and will finally outline how this data will be analysed 

in the next chapter. To begin with I will be discussing the data collection 

method. 

 

 

6.1 Data Collection which aims to hear the voice of others within coaching 

conversations 

 

Following the analysis of my autoethnographic text written during fieldwork in 

2015, I have chosen to undertake subsequent research in 2018.  I have decided 

to do so as this will enable me to hear the voice of the other, in this case 

professional coaches which will enrich my data and understandings of how 

coaching conversations facilitate a coachee’s learning in new and novel ways. 

Furthermore, as this design is crafted from a hybridisation then it is happy to 

embrace different genres of data. This is advantageous as themes have 

emerged from this analysis which inform subsequent questions and research 

(Biggerstaff and Thompson 2008).  
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As talk and conversations in particular sit at the heart of this research I  feel it 

will be helpful to begin by talking to professional coaches in order to hear their 

voice in respect of the ways in which coaching may engender learning for a 

coachee. In addition, conversational interactions can be described as providing 

the cornerstone by which individuals interact with the other, and, as such are“ 

the very stuff of life” (Fontana 2002:16). Within this context, interviews seem 

befitting, as they allow for interaction between myself and participants which 

enables a dialogue to open up between self and other that is helpful in the 

collection of data that is rich, expressive and descriptive about the lived 

experiences of others (Smith et al 2013). This differs from other coaching 

studies that focus primarily on the lived experiences of the coach or coachee, 

for instance Sztuckinski (2002) or McCleland (2005) which looks at the 

experience of coaching from a single perspective, ie that of the executive coach 

or the individual being coached as indicated in the literature review in chapter 

two. What many authors seem to do is explore coaching through this myopic 

lens, which can be described as monological. My research differs in that aims to 

bring both perspectives together, to hear different voices and critically to 

encourage a dialogue between various perspectives. Thus, reflecting the 

dialogical qualities of this research.  

 

Additionally, interviewing complements this hybrid methodology since it is 

interested in the dynamics of self and other, in which the unique interpretations, 

meanings and understandings of both have value. Moreover, seeking to collect 

extra data is consistent with claims made earlier in this chapter that a single 

case can lead on to an exploration of subsequent cases or larger samples 

(Dennison, 2019; Morell-Scott 2018; Smith, Jarman and Osborn 1999). 

 

Interestingly, when it comes to doing IPA, the analysis of a single case can lead 

on to an exploration of subsequent cases. As a method for collecting data, 

interviews are complementary with the aims of autoethnography (Chang 2016). 

These have been adopted by evocative and analytic autoethnographers with 

the aim of exploring self in more depth, and importantly with the aim of building 

connection with others. Interviewing others may also enhance the credibility, 
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reliability, and the trustworthiness of an autoethnographic text (Chang 2016). 

Moreover, interviewing may be described as Being-as-event which is unfolding 

between “interacting consciousnesses” (Bakhtin 1986; Felch and Contino 

2001:163). In addition, interviewing as an event “facilitates the discussion of 

relevant topics” (Smith et al 2013: 58), which as Brinkmann and Kvale (2015) 

claim, enable an appreciation of the world when seen from another’s 

perspective or point of view.  

 

As this hybrid methodology has been shaped by the intermingling of concepts 

from DiA with IPA, then I have decided to adopt a semi-structured approach. 

This seems apt as it is a common method for gathering data within IPA 

research (Smith et al 2013). However, I have also chosen this method as it 

offers more flexibility than a structured interview as it will enable me to move 

away from the interview schedule when needed. The limitations of a structured 

approach are due to its rigid structure, which mean that it will be difficult to fully 

explore the lifeworld of the interviewee. From a dialogical perspective, it may 

also be monological, creating a conversation shaped by an outside-in 

authoritative voice defined by myself as the researcher. Thus, it risks failing to 

hear the voice of the interviewee (Sullivan 2012). The interviewee could be 

constrained or restricted to answering the questions on the schedule, and, 

might not feel able to diverge or articulate other aspects of their lived 

experience that may have significance to them.  By adopting a semi-structured 

method, as a researcher I am encouraged to be responsive and to explore 

unexpected avenues that may arise during the flow of conversational speech. 

This seems beneficial for research that is committed to understanding the lives 

of others (Brinkmann and Kvale 2015), since semi-structured interviews can 

encourage the expression of highly detailed and rich first-person accounts 

(Pietkiewicz and Smith 2012).   This is relevant for this research which “seeks to 

obtain descriptions of the interviewee’s lived world with respect to interpretation 

of the meaning of the described phenomena” Brinkmann and Kvale (2015: 31). 

 

In addition, as I am a fledgling, inexperienced researcher I feel that structure 

may be necessary, and a schedule will provide this and help set the scene for 
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the interview to unfold. Furthermore, a schedule creates a feeling of confidence, 

which is empowering in enabling the exploration of avenues that may be 

unexpected, whilst providing reassurance as there is a structure to return to. 

This is another reason for my choice of the semi-structured approach.  Whilst 

unstructured, in-depth interviews remain faithful to IPA’s inductive epistemology, 

and aid the interviewee in exploring their life world more fully, I feel that I am too 

inexperienced and lack the skill to undertake this successfully (Smith et al 

2013).  Thus, a semi-structured method seems like a good compromise since it 

allows the interview to veer of down a different course once it is unfolding 

temporally (Smith et al 2013). I will be able to follow them and go safely off 

piste, secure in the knowledge that I am able to find my way back (Smith and 

Osborn 2007).  This has significance for this research as I will be able to get a 

glimpse into the lifeworld of the interviewee and listen out for any struggles, 

dilemmas and any sensitive or sore spots as they arose (Sullivan 2012).  

 

By making space for the interviewee to take a detour I am encouraging the 

interviewee to feel confident in taking control and directing the course of the 

interview. Unlike with a structured approach that promotes monologue, this is 

dialogical as it engenders an inside-out interaction that is shaped by the voice of 

the other (Sullivan 2012). Thus, creating a space in which the interviewee is 

comfortable in sharing their experiences using their own choice of words (Smith 

et al 2013). As the other becomes emboldened to discuss their lived experience 

this may help in establishing rapport and empathy, vital ingredients for a 

successful interview and a fruitful dialogue (Smith et al 2013). Therefore, as the 

interviews progress, the interviewee’s comments, reflections and concerns will 

play a guiding role in crafting the interview.  In addition, by establishing this 

empathic environment I am seeking to create a space in which both researcher 

and interviewee are collaborating in shaping the conversation (Smith et al 

2013).  

 

Developing the interview schedule also offers space to reflect upon what 

questions to ask, and to consider how I might respond to the complexity and 

ambiguity that may present itself as I participate in these interviews. Creating an 
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interview schedule has also given me time to think and prepare prior to the 

event itself, which has value (Smith et al 2013). To see the interview schedule 

in full please refer to appendix A . 

 

The schedule that I have been constructing includes questions regarding the 

boundaries between coaching and other professions, whether the coach has 

experienced any dilemmas during their practice, what ethical issues they may 

have encountered, how they envisage their role as a coach, and how important 

they think feelings of rapport and trust are to the coaching relationship. Whilst 

Smith et al (2013) suggest that somewhere between six and ten questions may 

be sufficient, my schedule contains 26 questions, which seems quite long. 

However, I have decided not to cut these down as I feel that these questions 

may be relevant in helping explore my research questions further. They are vital 

in producing a deep engagement with the interviewee which will enable me to 

develop insights and understandings of the relationship between coaching and 

learning from the other’s perspective. In this way I will be gathering rich data 

about their lifeworld which would engender a deeper analysis (Smith et al, 

2013). Significantly, these questions are flexible, and I am aware that I may not 

need to ask them all, depending on how the unique characteristics of the 

interview itself. Within this context, some questions may act more like prompts 

or reminders to aid the interview process as it unfurls. Therefore, if the 

interviewee chooses to venture down a different path that is not a problem, as I 

am flexible and willing to follow the interviewee rather than stick limpet like to 

the rock of an interview schedule. Finally, as I am mindful that participants will 

be taking time out of their working day to talk with me, I consider that this form 

of interviewing, rather than an in-depth approach will be beneficial as it will be 

shorter and make fewer demands upon their time. In this way they may be more 

likely to volunteer as this will not seem like such a big commitment on their part 

(Smith et al 2013).  

 

The interview itself is structured around 5 large groups or clusters, that relate to 

key themes that have emerged out of my experiences as a coachee during 

fieldwork in 2015, and which I wish to explore further. These include questions 
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connected to the notion of boundaries both between coaching and other 

professions and within a coaching relationship itself. Other questions explore 

eclecticism within a coaching relationship, ie what models, theories and 

techniques a coach may draw upon as the conversation progressed. Further 

questions are interwoven with how to nurture coaching relationships, as well as 

the role and significance of coaching supervision. The last grouping relates to 

what participants might think about their role and whether they feel a sense of 

responsibility towards a coachee.  

 

At first glance these questions may seem counterintuitive for research that is 

interested in the ways that first-hand lived experience of being coached might 

enable learning within coaching conversations. However, drawing upon IPA, the 

aim of interviews is to address research questions from a “sideways” (Smith et 

al 2013: 58) direction, or a sideways glance as it is known within DiA. Therefore, 

this schedule reflects the characteristics that dwell within this hybrid 

methodology. Rather than approaching these questions head on, this schedule 

is designed with the intention of exploring aspects of coaching that surround or 

have a relationship with learning indirectly or tangentially, that shape learning in 

less obvious and subtle ways. I feel this may offer an interesting and different 

perspective. As these interviews are designed to enable conversation and 

exploration of aspects of coaching that would enrich my understanding in new 

and novel ways, questions are open ended so that  I am able to hear the 

participant’s voice rather than make assumptions or seek definitive answers 

(Smith et al 2013). Example questions include: During your time as a coach 

have you yourself experienced any dilemmas or ethical issues that you are 

happy to share with me here today? And how did you feel about this situation at 

the time? These were constructed to encourage the participant to engage in a 

narrative that was both descriptive and perhaps evaluative, and which might 

engender further reflection and insight. As I have been creating this schedule, I 

have sought to avoid leading questions or those which might close off avenues 

for discussion. What I want is to encourage the participants as much as 

possible into feeling able to be open and share their experiences with me. 
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6.2 Sample Size for interviews 

 

Following on from my time spent as a coachee in the field, as stated I have new 

research questions to explore that seek to understand coaching conversations 

from the other side of the interaction, from a coach’s perspective. Therefore, I 

have chosen to adopt a purposive sampling method and a sample that is 

adequate within the context of this phenomenological research. As sampling is 

a key concern when it comes to notions of quality and transparency (O’Reilly 

and Parker 2012), in this research the chosen sample size is between 5 and 15 

coaches, as I have decided that this will enable me to obtain data that is both in 

depth and sufficient in creating understandings of the phenomenon I am 

researching. After seeking willing recipients this sample size now consists of 6 

coaching professionals. However, when it comes to IPA research, as Hefferon 

and Gil-Rodriguez (2011) indicate, there are few indicators of what is deemed 

adequate for PhD research. They are clearer with respect to the sample size for 

a professional doctorate suggesting that this should be somewhere between 4 

and 10. Crucially as far as this research is concerned Smith et al (2013) indicate 

that there are no hard or fast rules for sample sizes when undertaking a PhD, 

as the size is intrinsically related to the nature of the research and dependent 

upon the research question. My sample is homogenous as the participants have 

self-labelled as ‘coaches’ irrespective of whether they situate their practice 

within an organizational, career or life context. And homogeneity is congruent 

with a design shaped in part by IPA (Larkin et al 2019). What this sample has in 

common is the process of coaching, since this is not dissimilar across these 

varied contexts. It is also homogenous in that the coaches are all female, white 

and often middle aged to older. However, this is incidental and not intentional. 

For many this is their second career after having worked in industry or other 

areas such as marriage guidance counselling or social work. On reflection, this 

sample size of 6 is practical as a sample size nearer to 15 would have been 

challenging to analyse using more than one analytic lens. In addition, as Smith 

et al (2013) acknowledge this could be problematic and perhaps overwhelming 

(Noon 2018) for a novice researcher. Therefore, as Hefferon and Gil-Rodriguez 

(2011) claim less can be more since a larger sample size risks diminishing the 

idiographic nature of this methodology. And, as Smith et al (2013: p.51) 
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suggest, it is the quality of the data and not the quantity that is vital as studies 

can “benefit from a concentrated focus on a small number of cases”.  Moreover, 

a smaller sample size facilitates a highly detailed and in-depth analysis of each 

text depth whilst avoiding the dangers and pitfalls of an analysis that is too 

broad and produces an insubstantial or superficial analysis. This also implies 

that this research is not generalizable since it is interested in the particular, and 

the unique interpretations and meanings that arise from individual lived 

experience. Furthermore, it can be argued that qualitative validity is not 

established by increasing the quantity of data as this risks repetition and loss of 

quality. Instead, as far as this research is concerned, validity is enhanced by the 

richness and quality of the data collected, whether the data is appropriate to the 

research in question and how it answers the research questions. In addition, 

theoretical congruence, epistemological coherence, relevance, plausibility, 

transferability, and, transparency all have significance (O’Reilly and Parker 

2012). 

 

6.3 Ethical concerns which may arise when interviewing others 

 

After obtaining ethical approval for the second stage of this research as 

indicated earlier in chapter four, I have been seeking willing participants for the 

interviewing process. I have posted a message on the professional social media 

site LinkedIn, on the EMCC’s (European Mentoring and Coaching Council) 

Yorkshire branch page. This has initiated a new conversation on the site, 

through which interested recipients are able to contact me, in the first instance 

by responding to my post. We then establish private contact on LinkedIn so that 

we can message one another about when and where to meet to be interviewed. 

During this process I also send an interview guide, information sheet and 

consent form to the interested parties for their consideration before they decide 

to opt in, and they are offered a month to read these, consider the implications 

and then contact me if they wish to continue. For a copy of the information 

sheet and consent form please see appendix A. In the interests of informed 

consent, the interview guide includes some sample questions and indicates how 

long I anticipate that the interview will take. I also explicitly state that these 
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interviews will be audio recorded. The information sheet sets the scene for the 

interview and outlined what this research is about, and that it has been informed 

by my previous fieldwork in 2015. This sheet also explains how their data will be 

handled and offers participants the opportunity to read their transcript if they 

request this before I began to transcribe it. This is essential since the 

participants have ownership of this data, as it is their property (King et al 2018). 

By inviting participants to read their transcripts I am also engaging in a process 

of member checking (Forber-Pratt 2015). This has enabled participants to read, 

reflect and comment on their text and raise any concerns regarding their 

portrayal and make comments and offer suggestions about how their words 

have been interpreted. This reflects some of the concerns articulated in the 

previous paragraphs. In addition, the information sheet articulated that the 

participant has had the right to freely withdraw from this process at any time, 

even as the interview was unfolding if they wished. As this research is crafted 

within a dialogical frame then in the interests of the other, I felt it necessary to 

emphasise choice, and that there would be no harm or penalties faced by the 

participant if they wanted to withdraw (King et al 2018). In seeking recipients, 

notions of transparency have been uppermost in my mind.  

 

Moreover, as consent is not finite but is ongoing I have also offered recipients 

the opportunity to come along to a debriefing session where they will be able to 

ask questions about their data, and learn more about how this is being used 

and how the research is developing. I should state here that only one of the 

participants has wished to meet up for a debriefing session, and I have sent out 

written feedback to the others and waited to hear a response. Thus, I have tried 

to create space for a continuing conversation with participants so that they feel 

able to express any comments or concerns. This can be understood as 

facilitating the member checking process.  

 

During this research it is important to consider the privacy and anonymity of 

research participants. Therefore, I have chosen to adopt pseudonyms for the 

participants in this research, with the intention of enhancing confidentiality and 

trust. Whilst I acknowledge that some participants may be happy to have their 

private details out in the public domain,  I decide that the use of pseudonyms 
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may reduce the potential for harm, due to considerations regarding the possible 

afterlife of this text as discussed in the passages above. Once I have completed 

and published this research, I shall lack any control over who may have access 

to this in the future, and what the impact of this might be on others. There could 

be unintended consequences for participants, and therefore I feel protecting 

their identity is important. I acknowledge however that there may be limitations 

when it comes to anonymity, as a participant’s words can reveal their identity to 

others even when using a pseudonym (King et al 2018), and this might be a 

grey area within the current ethical guidelines. Within an interview context the 

participants are sharing what may be deeply personal thoughts and feelings that 

are interwoven with their experiences with others. Thus, they may be leaving 

themselves open and vulnerable, perhaps in ways that they are not aware of in 

that moment. As a researcher it is important to be mindful of this. In addition, 

this may point to the value of member checking and ensuring that participants 

are happy with what is being written and published in their name. I am also 

explicit in stating that post interview if the participants has second thoughts or 

feels uncomfortable in any way then there is a seven-day cooling off period in 

which they can reconsider their participation. 

 

6.3 My process of conducting interviews with participants 

 

When conducting these interviews my main intention is to put the interviewees 

at ease. This is important in creating a sense of trust, empathy and rapport, 

which are vital ingredients for a successful interview (Smith et al 2013). As I 

have already been engaging in a brief conversation with recipients on LinkedIn, 

a sense of familiarity has already been established. During this process I have 

offered participants a choice between a Skype interview or being interviewed 

face to face at a venue of their choosing. By offering the recipients the choice of 

venue I hope to enhance their sense of ease and comfort and promote feelings 

of trust. I have begun my interviews by thanking the participant for making time 

to come and talk to me, I have made small talk ie about their journey or the 

weather etc, asking them if they would like a coffee with the intention of creating 

a relaxed, informal atmosphere.  I then proceed to inform them that I am using 

pseudonyms and ask them if they have any preferences, ie a favourite or 
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preferred name that they would like me to use. Once this has been decided and 

they feel ready to begin we start the process of interviewing.  

 

Out of the 6 participants, I have interviewed 3 over Skype and these 

interviewees include Cymbaline, Crystal and Shelagh. Another 3 participants 

have interviewed face to face, over coffee in a location of their choice. 

Admittedly there have be some draw backs to these venues, such as 

unintended and unavoidable background noise from other diners and from food 

preparation etc, but as these are surroundings chosen by the interviewees, I am 

happy to carry out the interviews in these circumstances. Initially these 

interviews have followed the interview schedule but as the interviews unfold, I 

have been able to adopt a more flexible approach where I listen and am open to 

the other. In this way, if the participant ventures down an unexpected avenue, I 

can veer away from the schedule temporarily and see where this new line of 

questioning leads.  

 

The Skype interviews are recorded using Amolto call recorder, and the face to 

face interviews are recorded using an Amazon Fire tablet and a mobile phone 

as a backup just in case of any mishaps. These interviews last for 

approximately 60 minutes each, and once the interviews are finished, I ask 

each of the interviewees if they would like a copy of their initial transcript. All of 

the participants have said yes, so I have informed them of the length of time it 

will take me to transcribe these, ie approximately 7 days. The aim is to keep 

participants informed and give them some idea of when to expect an email with 

their transcription  attached. This time scale also offers me enough time to listen 

to and type up each transcript, as these are quite long and as I have 6 hours of 

interviews to transcribe this is a time-consuming process. All the participants 

have wished to have a copy of their transcript, and I am suggesting that they 

take time to read this, possibly up to a month and that they should feel free to 

respond with any comments. A couple of the recipients – Crystal and Shelagh 

have commented in response to their transcripts, but there have been no 

suggestions of amending these, and so I have left the transcripts unchanged. 

 

6.4 My process of analysis for the interview transcripts 
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When using a hybrid methodology that is situated within a pluralist paradigm, 

different methods can be applied concurrently or sequentially (Madilll et al 

2018). In doing this analysis I am finding that a sequential approach is both 

practical and suitable to the needs of this research. I am also remaining faithful 

to IPA’s commitment to engage with individual accounts on their own terms.  

Thus, I begin by immersing myself in these interview transcripts to become both 

familiar and open to the meanings of others as they present themselves. By 

doing this I am able to get a feel for the text, and intuitively move towards the 

creation of initial notes which can help in crafting and moulding the subsequent 

development of charismatic, emerging themes. This process is situated 

temporally within a week or so of reading and re-reading the text. Once this is 

completed, I move on to transcribing and subsequently analyse each text in 

turn. The first interview transcript that I engage with is that which emerged 

during interaction with Cymbaline.  In analysing this text, I follow the same 

bureaucratic elements and procedures as I encounter during analysis of the 

autoethnographic text. During my engagement with Cymbaline’s transcript and 

hearing her words, around 40 provisional ideas for themes are found residing in 

the text, and from this initial stage of analysis a plethora of themes speak to me. 

At this early stage in the analysis these are wide ranging, covering notions of 

boundaries between coaching and other professions that seem connected with 

the concept of healthy, functioning and normal human beings. There are also 

coaching struggles expressed that are interwoven with Cymbaline’s concerns 

as to whether she is the ‘right’ person to do the job. Table 6.4 below contains a 

brief summary of the initial concepts that have taken shape at this stage of 

analysis and which help to inform and shape subsequent steps in analysing this 

text. It should be noted that this process has been repeated for each 

participant’s transcript.  
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Table 6.4 Preliminary notes from my initial reading of Cymbaline’s 

interview transcript.  

 

  

Initial notes from reading 

transcript 

Extract from text 

Time as a boundary “..the work I do is very much future 

focused, it’s about the here-and-now, 

its about the way we’re going into the 

future” 

Coaching struggles and confusion 

whilst focus is on the future there is 

still exploration of context ie beliefs 

values etc 

“..so I work a lot around beliefs, 

functions, and values and erm..and 

we’re influenced by people in our 

lives” 

The deep end - a coach’s struggles 

with feeling unqualified or 

inexperienced in dealing with? 

Feeling out of their depth 

 “..am I doing the right thing about all 

of this?” 

 

Goal setting, how do goals differ 

from outcomes 

 

 

“..having goals to me sounds very 

transactional.. but for me I work on 

outcomes” 

 

Creating a relationship through 

seeking common ground and sharing 

the self via life stories 

 

 “err,,I think for me it has to be 

relevant and erm..and it has to 

be..um..something that would be 

insightful” 

 

 

Creating a space in which the client 

feels empathy, trust, safety etc 

“..its about bringing emotions and 

bringing erm..how people are feeling 

cos sometimes our feeling effects 

our thinking.. Because our thinking 

effects our feeling then…erm in my 
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coaching, so that’s not just about 

what’s - what’s been said but all the, 

all the non verbals, pitch, tone, voice 

and posture, erm all the other things 

as well…” 

 

Coaching models, techniques, 

theoretical frameworks 

“looking from an existential approach 

to helping the client’s clarify and 

consider their meanings and values, 

to relationships…helping  clients 

think about their own lives..cognitive 

behavioural approach … or thinking 

you know ‘how can I help the 

coachee become fully aware and 

turn that awareness into action?’ and 

what needs to be changed here and 

how..erm I might use something that 

is transactional you know or you 

might use ego states for difficult 

relationships or communication 

issues, or you might be 

psychologically minded…” 

The role of reflection during coaching 

practice 

“I will do a lot of mind mapping and in 

my coaching reflective book that I 

have erm…that’s when I’m thinking 

‘so how did that go? well ok that 

didn’t work out so I am trying to work 

out what I can do differently, erm 

was that the right approach?” 

 

 

During a second reading I have reduced the number of initial ideas to 20 

through the process of abstracting what seem to be repetitive themes or themes 

which are not helpful to producing understandings relating to my research 
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questions. The remaining concepts help to give form to the emerging themes. 

These themes included the role of time as a boundary, coaching struggles and 

confusion, goal setting, inner speech and micro dialogues, creating a 

relationship through seeking common ground and sharing the self via life 

stories, creating a space in which the client feels empathy, trust, safety etc, 

coaching models and techniques, and the role of reflection during coaching 

practice.  

 

I have been immersing myself in each transcript, reading it several times in 

order to get a feel for its character, and then I tentatively produce emerging 

themes for each script.  I repeat this initial step in the IPA analysis before 

setting this text aside and moving on to another. During this process I am taking 

a break after reading a transcript for a few days in order to return to the next 

text with fresh eyes. By making this choice I feel that I am in a better position to  

engage with each recipient’s unique meanings and understandings without 

tainting these with concepts drawn from other scripts (Smith et al 2013). These 

emergent themes for each individual transcript can be found in appendix C.  

 

Once this initial stage is completed for all transcripts, I then begin to seek out 

connecting themes. As I have a group of transcripts, instead of looking for 

connecting themes in each individual transcript, I chose to seek out connecting 

themes for the group in entirety. These include reliance upon coaching theories 

and models, the place of goals in coaching practice, sharing the self, coaching 

dilemmas, the role that time plays, the voice of the other, not knowing, the role 

of reflection, personal boundaries and relationship building. A comprehensive 

list can be found in appendix C. Critically, I have chosen this approach as 

producing connecting themes and superordinate themes for each script 

individually would lead to far too many themes to handle for an analysis which 

aims to go deep rather than wide. My concern is that as a novice I could easily 

be overwhelmed and that this would be harmful to the quality of this research.  
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I then move on to the final stage of IPA analysis where I begin to subsume 

these connecting themes into larger superordinate themes, again mirroring the 

bureaucratic steps that I followed when analysing the autoethnography. These 

superordinate themes can be found in a summary table in appendix C.  The 

superordinate themes are almost identical to those that emerged during 

analysis of the autoethnographic text, being expressed as external speech and 

inner speech. The third and final theme differing slightly from the previous 

analysis as the coach is referred to in artistic terms as a craftsman or sculptor. 

This has led to the creation of an artistic metaphor that is discussed in more 

depth in the following chapters. To provide a flavour of the subsumed themes 

within external speech they include reliance upon coaching models and 

theories, the place of goals in coaching practice, and coaching dilemmas. This 

superordinate theme can be understood as encompassing elements from the 

socio-cultural context in which coaching is situated. Residing within the 

superordinate theme of inner speech are the voice of the other in the coach’s 

thoughts and speech, not knowing, and the role of reflection. This grouping can 

be described as articulating the struggles that may unfold within the coach as 

they encounter the words of the other, as well as how the socio-cultural context 

in which these conversations unfold shapes this process. Finally, the coach as 

craftsperson or sculptor encapsulates the coach’s comments around personal 

boundaries and relationship building. In many ways this can be imagined as 

creating an artistic space in which the distinct qualities of external and inner 

speech can intersect and help give the conversations themselves a unique 

shape and form. 

 

This stage of analysis can be described as enabling “deeper dialogical 

connections at the interpersonal level” (Glozer et al 2018: 9), through which 

moments of significance can be articulated. In order to explore these moments 

in more depth, I am adopting a dialogical lens, drawing upon ideas from DiA. 

These are helpful in enabling me to enrich this data by looking at it from a 

different perspective. For example, in exploring how during the interviews the 

coach’s words and actions may have been shaped by hearing the voice of 

others, or in identifying dilemmas and struggles experienced by the coach when 

engaged in micro-dialogues with other aspects of selfhood for instance I-for-
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other or other-for-me (Sullivan 2012). Such key moments have value to this 

research since they can reveal shifts that occur in a coach’s understanding, as 

well as recognising personal epiphanies, reflections and the emergence of 

shared meanings. In addition, this final stage of analysis is enriching this data 

by identifying metaphors such as those uttered by Shelagh in chapter 5 of 

holding something up to the light in order to understand it as articulated in 

extract 5, or her description of coaching as being akin to cycling with a child and 

helping them avoid potholes in extract 30. This additional lens also helps bring 

different genres into focus, for instance the suggestion of romanticism or 

pragmatism. This stage of analysis is present in table 7.1 in chapter 7.    

 

6.5 Conclusion 

 

In this chapter I have discussed the methods used in stage 2 of this research. 

The method that I have chosen for this stage is that of semi-structured 

interviewing, which allows me the confidence and security as a ‘rookie’ 

researcher, to benefit from a flexible and malleable structure. This is vital when  

seeking to hear the voice of others, which in this case are professional coaches.  

I feel that this is important to listen to these voices too as relying upon an 

autoethnography alone may create a sense of authoring the other, which is 

authoritative and creating a relationship that is monological or one-sided - 

shaped and crafted by my voice alone.  

 

Therefore, in the next chapter I will be discussing the analysis of the interview 

transcripts, and hopefully this will enable a fruitful dialogue to unfold between 

the autoethnographic field text in chapter 5 and these transcripts that will both 

enrich, as well as craft and shape the chapters to come. 
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Chapter Seven: Findings - Initiating a dialogue between self and other 

through an analysis of  interview transcripts 

 

7.1 Introduction  

 

In this chapter I will be continuing to analyse these field texts and build upon the 

themes that emerged in the previous chapter. Whilst the previous chapter 

discussed analysis of my autoethnographic text, this chapter will be considering 

analysis of interview transcripts which grew from conversing with professional 

coaches who were the participants in this research. A key aim in this chapter is 

to create a dialogue with chapter five which helps to address my research 

questions. This dialogue can be seen unfolding through the articulation of 

superordinate themes including external speech and inner speech which are 

present in both chapters and link these together. However, unlike in the 

previous chapter where the third superordinate theme was referred to as the 

coach’s reflexivity, in this chapter this is re-imagined as the coach as 

craftsperson/sculptor. I have opted to make this change as the former acted as 

a bridge between inner and external speech, being expressed through the 

coach’s management of taken for granted assumptions, and their flexibility in 

approach. A key part of this role is nurturing and developing the relationship 

with the coachee, and in many ways this reflects what the coach as 

craftsperson/sculptor is doing when defining personal boundaries or creating a 

safe space for the coachee (Please refer to appendix C for further details).   

 

This chapter builds upon the previous chapter, in particular,  the way that 

different genres of coaching express their own unique chronotopes which shape 

a coachee’s learning. For example, this chapter discusses chronotopes that use 

the language of travel, pragmatism and romanticism as articulated in the 

various extracts from participant’s transcripts. Bakhtin (1981:288) describes 

genres as specific forms of language that “knit together with an intentional aim”, 

for instance in providing specific understandings or world views, as in the 

examples Bakhtin (1981) provides of the penny dreadful or journalistic texts. 

Within coaching conversations, genres are given voice through the words and 

utterances of both coach and coachee, and, can be understood as articulating 
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different styles of communicating and acting that are both situated and socially 

shared (Markovά and Novaes 2020). Genres usually encompass accepted 

ways of communicating that are the result of accumulated social knowledge, 

however they are also capable of change as new understandings arise.  

 

As this research is shaped by a hybrid methodology that draws upon ideas 

adopted from IPA, as a researcher I have been able to adopt the strategies that 

work for me in this specific research. IPA in particular,  is interested in the 

patterns that can emerge during analysis, and therefore the concept of 

numeration as a means of measuring or gauging the significance of various 

themes can sometimes be beneficial (Smith et al 2009). However, as a 

qualitative researcher this felt counter-intuitive to me, and as I engaged with the 

text during analysis, a different more fluid approach seemed apt. Furthermore, 

IPA is a flexible approach which indicates that numeration does not need to be 

over-emphasized, as it depends upon the context and needs of the research 

(Smith et al 2009). Additionally, the summary table on pages 585-587 in 

appendix C reveals that all participants have contributed to each of the 

superordinate themes mentioned above. The initial master table from which this 

summary table is drawn is quite substantial, being comprised of 41 pages in 

length. Thus, I have placed this in appendix C for the reader to refer to if they 

wish. Moreover, as the sample size is small at just 6 interviewees, I felt it was 

not necessary to create a table outlining recurrent themes. Therefore, I followed 

the suggestion by Smith et al (2009) that such an approach applies to larger 

sample sizes, for example, groups in order to enhance the relevance and 

validity of the research findings.  Whilst I may not have engaged in this process, 

in the final summary table in appendix C I have added the names of the 

participants that relate to each theme presented with the aim of assisting the 

reader in making sense of the relevance and appropriateness of these themes 

to this research.  

 

As indicated above and as outlined in the methodology chapter, I have been 

analysing these transcripts using a hybridised version of Interpretative 

Phenomenological Analysis, which is intermingled with Dialogical Methods. This 

approach is beneficial to developing new understandings, particularly as a key 
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principle inherent in the latter is that of non-identity (Sullivan 2012). This stems 

from Bakhtin’s claim that “nothing is in itself” (Holquist 2003:40), but exists in a 

complex, interconnected relationship with others. This affinity for others leads to 

the endless creation and interchange of meanings. As nothing exists in of itself 

this also implies that the self is not definite or fixed but is malleable and plastic. 

Thus, it can be shaped and moulded both in conversation with alternate aspects 

of selfhood and during interactions with others. Significantly, these others can 

be heard internally as well as externally. The different aspects or positions of 

the self which feature in this chapter included I-for-myself, I-for-other and other-

for-me. This understanding of the complexity of selfhood has enabled the 

generation of new insights and understandings which enrich this research, 

allowing multiple perspective to be heard.  

 

Whilst IPA and Dialogical Analysis are considered as having unique 

epistemologies, as alluded to in the data analysis chapter, both methodologies 

are interested in the embodied lived experience of individuals. This implies that 

these methodologies are complementary and capable of cross-fertilization. 

Moreover, such diversity or plurality is advantageous to this research, as it may 

help explore the fluidity and ambiguity of the boundary between self and other 

as it moves and shifts with time.  

  

By adopting this hybrid approach, as this chapter will show I am able to answer  

research questions which examine what the relationship could be between inner 

and outer speech and whether coaching conversations can be understood as 

engendering dialogical learning. As this chapter unfolds it will also be 

addressing how aesthetic elements such as goals, models and theoretical 

frameworks shape learning, and what role could boundary issues and ethical 

issues play in crafting the conversation and ultimately learning.  

 

The superordinate themes of inner and external speech can be imagined as 

speech genres that are engaged in a creative and ongoing dialogue with one 

another that is shaped to some extent by the coach as craftsperson/sculptor. 
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This is a dynamic process, full of life, movement and mutability, perhaps a little 

bit like dance. This indicates that the boundaries between inner and external 

speech are not fixed but are fluid, permeable, and capable of change.   

 

As there is an interplay between utterances, micro dialogues and inner speech 

this chapter will begin by looking at the superordinate theme of inner speech in 

more depth before moving on to the superordinate themes of external speech 

and the coach as craftsperson/sculptor. As this chapter unfolds, I will be 

interweaving extracts from interview transcripts that aid in exploring each theme 

in turn. This chapter will also be exploring similarities and recurrences and 

looking for interconnections between these transcripts, in addition it will indicate 

where there are areas of divergence.  

 

Finally, as this interpretative analysis unfurls during this chapter, an artistic 

metaphor is being developed. This seems appropriate for research that 

explores a relationship between two individuals in which the utterances of both 

parties are giving “form to the other” (Sullivan 2007:111). This is a process in 

which a coach as an artist or sculptor is actively engaged in shaping and 

moulding the other. Moreover, this can be understood as an artistic endeavour 

in which the coach is emotionally shaping the coachee  (Sullivan 2012). 

However, this artistic and creative endeavour is not simply  a one-way process 

since it is dialogical where the coachee may also be crafting and sculpting the 

coach’s emotions. Thus, how the coach as artist feels, responds and proceeds 

are all given form through hearing the words of the other. As this relationship 

unfolds between coach and coachee, a work of art, is being created.  Within this 

aesthetic coaching context, the work of art can be understood as the learning 

process that is unfolding between coachee and coachee. The work of art is 

given shape in a highly dynamic relationship in which both coach and coachee 

are actively changing. This is explored in more depth in section 5.4 of this 

chapter. 
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I acknowledge that there is some fluidity that exists between these 

superordinate themes, so that the boundaries are not fixed. For example, the 

theme the coach’s attributes which reside within external speech could also be 

situated within the superordinate theme of craftsperson/sculptor. In the next 

section this chapter will begin with an exploration of the superordinate theme of 

inner speech, which will be followed by the superordinate theme external 

speech and finally the coach as craftsperson/sculptor.  

 

7.2 Inner Speech 

 

Within the interview transcripts many themes appear which are interwoven with 

the coach’s inner speech, as this is a space in which a participants’ thoughts 

and feelings are taking shape as the coach seeks to make sense of unfolding 

events. Thus, inner speech may be understood as a significant aesthetic 

element that is worth exploring in order to seek richer understandings of how 

coaching may engender learning.  

 

7.2.1 Sitting with uncomfortable or difficult emotions 

 

To enable this exploration, an extract is discussed below that is taken from 

Lizzie’s interview transcript. Lizzie - a Life and Career Development Coach, 

describes herself primarily as a catalyst (Allen 2019) for others. In this role 

Lizzie aims to work collaboratively with the coachee in exploring issues around 

growing and flourishing. This extract relates to the connecting theme referred to 

as the voice of the other in the coach’s thoughts and speech which features in 

the final summary table in appendix C, since the voice of the other, in this case 

the coachee is articulated in the coach’s speech. 

 

1.  “..erm..so that was just about being patient, and he said ‘yes I’m very 

impatient’, and I said ‘I’ve noticed!’.. and he said ‘I did sort of think I 

did get cross’, he said ‘not with you but I got frustrated with myself’, 
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he said ‘but my..I sort of thought that you know what you’re doing’..” 

(Script summary table 2018:523). 

 

In this excerpt above Lizzie is sharing an experience in which there was a 

sense of struggle unfolding between the coach and coachee. This struggle may 

have arisen due to a difference in expectations surrounding the nature of this 

relationship. The coachee was eager to make progress by finding an imminent 

solution so that he would know how to proceed, whilst Lizzie was trying to slow 

this process down by encouraging him to pay attention to his feelings in the 

present moment. This may indicate the presence of a romantic chronotope 

which is discussed later in this chapter, where values  are shaped during the 

flux and flow of lived experience, and new meanings are nurtured when the 

individual is fully immersed and in touch with themselves and what is happening 

in the present moment. Within this understanding, time is experienced as 

holistic, and not as mechanistic or reducible to discrete parts (Bergson 2005). In 

addition, within this frame it is assumed that there is an interpenetration or 

interaction between the present and former events within consciousness which 

may give rise to new forms of understanding. However, as this thesis has 

already indicated in section 2.3.1 of the literature review, the coaching narrative 

suggests that this is a future-focused endeavour where the coach transports the 

individual from their present situation in space and time to their desired 

destination (Garvey, Stokes and Megginson 2018; Cox et al 2014; Bennett and 

Bush 2013, van Nieuwerburgh 2012). This is also indicated by the travel 

chronotope discussed later in this chapter. Thus, this emphasis upon sitting with 

or being fully immersed in the present is ironic since it implies the Bergsonian 

notion of duration in which there is no space, hence no movement through it, 

only time (Bergson 2005). Instead of considering how they are going to get to 

their future destination, and working to accomplish this incrementally in a time 

limited and linear fashion as models such as GROW imply (Clutterbuck and 

Spence, 2017; David, Clutterbuck and Megginson 2016), being present requires 

the coachee to simply be in order to encounter their feelings in the here and 

now as they continue to interpenetrate one another. 
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Thus, as this conversation unfolded, Lizzie suggested to the coachee that no 

matter how uncomfortable he was with the emotions he was encountering, he 

had to sit or “just stay with it” (Lizzie’s interview transcript 2018:524) as she 

considered that to ignore these would be tantamount to running away. This can 

be considered as a conversational move through which Lizzie is hoping to 

promote new awareness in the coachee. 

 

Not only was there a struggle unfolding between coach and coachee, but there 

was an additional struggle, or a dilemma being experienced by Lizzie. This was 

connected in part with her concerns about whether she was helping the 

coachee. However, Lizzie also states in her interview that what is important for 

her is “being able to hold your ground” (Lizzie’s interview transcript 2018:398), 

which conjures up images of conflict and the need to prevent the other from 

transgressing onto what is perceived as Lizzie’s territory. Lizzie followed this 

statement up with the acknowledgement and assertion that “yes, that’s what I’m 

doing and if you don’t like it – bye!” (Ibid:398).  Thus, whilst Lizzie had claimed 

previously, in her transcript that an equal partnership was critical, these words 

may be indicating otherwise. They seem to be issuing a challenge or an 

ultimatum to the other, irrespective of whether she gave voice to this during 

coaching. In her practice, this utterance suggests that she is unyielding when it 

comes to her conviction that exploring emotions matters, irrespective of whether 

the coachee is comfortable or not. This may indicate how ethical dilemmas are 

capable of shaping and affecting learning. Within a dialogical understanding, 

this could be an example of an outside-in communication where Lizzie may be 

trying to author the other whilst attempting to give them a specific form (Sullivan 

2012). In this process the coachee is taking on the form of other-for-me, being 

interpreted as a possible combatant or adversary to be overcome.  

 

What might also be significant about this extract is that it describes how 

struggles can be multiple, in that the coachee is also acknowledging a complex 

range of emotions. During this conversation, the coachee experiences being 

impatient, angry and frustrated as he seeks to make sense of the ambiguities 

inherent in this conversation. This complexity is also enriched by the apologetic, 
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embarrassed and even remorseful genre of the coachee’s quoted words. There 

seems to be a sense of relief here in his words, which informs his comment that 

he did sort of know what Lizzie was doing in this conversation.  His words may 

also indicate that he trusts Lizzie in encouraging him to explore these 

uncomfortable emotions. However, there is some uncertainty in his comments, 

almost as if he is not sure of his own voice in this conversation. Perhaps this 

reflects his awareness of his relationship to the other, and how they are giving 

him form. What these few words also indicate is that coaching conversations 

can generate ambiguity and an intense range of emotions. 

 

In contrast to Lizzie’s words, genre and tone diverge and develop further in the 

following extract derived from Crystal’s transcript. Crystal describes herself as 

being an Executive coach and coaching supervisor, and, has a background in 

counselling which may help inform her professional practice. In this excerpt she 

describes how hearing the words of the other can both affect and emotionally 

shape her (Sullivan, 2012):  

 

2.  “..I’ve said to the client “you know listening to this story makes me 

feel angry”  “And I’m wondering if that has resonance for you”..“you 

say that you are not angry but actually just listening to you, I’m getting 

angry!” (Script summary table 2018:494). 

 

This extract reveals how the coach can also experience powerful feelings during 

coaching conversations, and that rather than ignoring, emotions can be 

understood as having the potential to shape the conversation as it unfolds (Cox 

2017). And it does so by creating a framework or “structure of feeling” (Shotter 

2008:3) that encourages a unique emotive response from the coachee. In this 

conceptualisation, the conversation can be understood as a living, dynamic 

form that is constantly being shaped and re-shaped by both parties. In this 

snippet Crystal is articulating that hearing the words of the other has affected 

her and generated an emotional response, and she acknowledges this. Her aim 

is to enable further expression and exploration of these as indicated when she 

asks whether the words the coachee has spoken are engendering similar or 
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identical emotions for them. In addition, Crystal is hoping to nurture a sense of 

awareness and understanding in the coachee. And similarly, to the passage 

from Lizzie’s transcript above, through this process Crystal is shaping and 

crafting the other. However, in Crystal’s case this shaping and crafting is less 

combative and welcomes hearing the coachee’s voice.  In this way, this extract 

could be described as “inside-out” in that the coachee is given the space to 

speak and to respond to the coach (Sullivan 2012:47). Through this process a 

connection between coach and coachee is being created, where Crystal directs 

the conversation towards building empathic understanding. 

 

This sense of connection and reciprocity is also conveyed by Cymbaline who 

states that in seeking a response from the coachee she will say: 

 

3. “ ..if-if-if someone is feeling sad and is you know going through 

something that’s really painful erm [pause, thinking] and that’s 

affecting me then and…I will definitely er feed that back cos at the 

end of the day I’m a human being..with another human being..” 

(Script summary table 2018:525). 

 

What has become apparent when engaging with these extracts from the 

interview transcripts is how the relationship between the coach and recipient is 

constantly changing throughout the conversation. And a significant element of 

this process is connected to the coach’s I positions, and particularly the position 

I-for-myself, or the perceiving self (Sullivan 2007), that shapes how individuals 

relate to and make sense of one another. Therefore, how the coach is 

perceiving the other is pivotal in that this engenders specific emotions within 

them that play a role in the conversation. This indicates that coaching 

conversations are complex, sometimes involving a process of authoring the 

other, but also authoring self through an ongoing dialogue between different 

aspects of selfhood.  
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7.2.2 Dialogues with self 

 

This dialogical aspect which may indicate that coaching conversations nurture a 

form of dialogical learning, which is pertinent to this research. In addition, this 

dialogue is enhanced and given further form through the coachee also having  

“brought themselves into the room” (Shelagh’s transcript 2018:525). For 

example, a coachee could be encountering emotional tumult and turmoil, or 

emotions which are connected to other events in their lives may need to be 

articulated and shared (Cox 2017). This indicates that a coachee’s lived 

experience and the context of their lives  plays a significant role both in 

authoring self and in shaping how the conversation proceeds with the coach. 

Thus, coaching conversations and any learning that unfolds within these is 

inevitably entwined with emotion. Cymbaline’s transcript articulates this when 

she states that  

 

4. “ .. sometimes our feeling effects our thinking.. Because our thinking 

effects our feeling” (Cymbaline, Script summary table 2018:525). 

  

In this statement Cymbaline is describing the complex and dynamic dialogical 

interplay that unfolds between thought and feeling, and the fluid nature of these 

interactions. The boundary between thought and feeling is permeable and can 

be easily crossed. Thus, emotions can shape thought and this mental activity 

(Leontyev 1979) informs ways of acting in the world. Therefore, when seeking 

new or alternative ways of acting and doing, it can be beneficial for the coachee 

to both acknowledge and explore this relationship between their thoughts and 

feelings. However, this can be a process that is unfamiliar and engenders 

challenging emotions as expressed in the extract from Lizzie’s transcript 

mentioned in extract 1. This suggests that a coachee needs to feel that they are 

being supported through this experience by their coach. This is articulated in the 

following excerpt from Shelagh, a leadership coach: 
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5.  “and they are taking something out of themselves and having a 

really good look at it … outside of their heads, and so…um, really 

they are wanting someone to talk to.” (Shelagh, Script summary 

table 2018:525). 

 

Shelagh’s comment that the coachee is bringing something that previously 

resided internally into the external world is interesting. This statement implies 

that there are elements which belong to an interior world, and that these may 

need to be externalised perhaps through their utterance in order to seek 

understanding. This seems to indicate there is a dynamic interplay engaged in 

by inner and outer speech happening during coaching conversations.  When 

reading this extract, I am struck by the way it conjures rich visual imagery, for 

me this is metaphorical language that reminds me of someone, perhaps an 

artist in their studio holding an artwork up to the light in order to see it and 

understand it more clearly.  Moreover, as Sullivan (2012) indicates, by holding 

something up to the light the artwork can be manipulated, turned around, and 

looked at from different perspectives. And this may be a key moment for a 

coachee as it is enabling them to develop insight and awareness, perhaps even 

experiencing an epiphany connected to why they may be feeling and acting as 

they are. This process of externalising sensations could also be creative in that 

coach and coachee are engaged in a form of talking that is weaving a different 

reality for the coachee. 

 

As the coach and coachee continue to craft this new reality there can be further 

struggles emerging as they encounter a sense of uncertainty and the unknown. 

This is reminiscent of my own experiences of feeling uncertain which were 

articulated in the previous chapter, where I constantly found myself immersed in 

a profound sense of not knowing.  
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7.2.4 Uncertainty and not knowing 

 

This absence of certainty or knowing may be present in the words articulated by 

the coachee discussed earlier in relation to Lizzie’s comments in excerpt 1. It is 

also reflected in the words articulated below by Lulu, an organizational coach 

who works with individuals and teams: 

 

6. “.. sometimes I don’t know, I don’t know the answers, you know!, 

sometimes a client will come and you think “Hmmm..ok!”, and 

have to sit with it, so sometimes that can be beneficial as well 

because you can ask all sorts of silly questions because you don’t 

know!.”(Script summary table 2018:526). 

 

Thus, there is ambiguity and an element of not knowing or struggling to make 

sense for both parties, which is a connecting theme within this research. This is 

complimentary to my experiences as a coachee where I often felt like I didn’t 

know, or that there was a sense of absence, a blankness akin to a dark void as 

I sought to explore and understand my own lived experience in the previous 

chapter. Moreover, as Spinelli (2010) confirms, this feeling of not knowing or 

uncertainty is both an inevitable and inescapable aspect of lived experience.  

The implication is that the coachee encounters meanings which are partial, 

sometimes seemingly incoherent, and even inconsistent. Therefore, the aim of 

coaching conversations becomes the exploration of this uncertainty and the 

struggles and dilemmas with meaning that this can create.  

 

What seems interesting with respect to Lulu’s extract above is that she is 

suggesting that she needs to encounter the unknown by being with or sitting 

with this for some time as she seeks understanding. This reflects the existential 

attitude of staying with these feelings in order to fully explore them and consider 

how they may shape experience (Spinelli 2010). It is suggests being immersed 

in the present, as discussed earlier in this chapter with reference to Lizzie’s 

extract no.1. Perhaps this reflects tensions that reside at the heart of coaching 
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conversations between movement and change and being open and aware of 

what is happening in the now. These are tensions that also help to shape and 

craft the learning experience of a coachee. Encountering not knowing may also 

be creative, as indicated in the extract from Shelagh’s transcript above, in that 

Lulu is giving voice to questions that facilitate the outward expression of 

thoughts and feelings that dwell within the inner by the coachee. 

 

Struggles with not knowing are also articulated by Lizzie below. Here Lizzie is 

describing a situation in which she is grappling with something, but she is not 

sure what this is. Again, this is reminiscent of Shelagh’s metaphorical use of 

language, where the coach is looking at something, maybe turning it over in 

their hands so that they can look at it from several different angles. This is a 

process in which the coach is seeking to obtain further insight to establish what 

the issue could be that the coachee, her client is seeking her help with.  

 

7.  “[..]working out whether there’s you know…is it this? Is it that? 

erm..and I know I’ve become an intuitive person and so I sort of 

use that and will give them feedback on things that I have picked 

up..I think that’s it..” (Scriptsummary table 2018:527).  

 

7.2.5 Creativity and Intuition – The Romantic chronotope 

 

Lizzie describes herself as being intuitive which may suggest that there is 

another chronotope present in her language, that of Romanticism. This is a 

chronotope that creates a space that is shaped topographically by notions 

around the creative individual who resides at the heart of romanticism (Reed 

2014). This individual embraces the “active dynamic and imaginative self” 

(Berlin 2013:107) who strives through a process of creativity and intuition 

towards the infinite and the inexhaustible. This is a process which is engaged in 

throughout an individual’s life where, as phenomenon are experienced and 

explored, multiple possibilities emerge indicating that there is always more to be 

understood. This is the Romantic’s notion of depth, in which lived experience 
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contains an elusive sense of grasping and un-embraceability (Berlin 2013). 

Thus, individuals need to spend time encountering phenomena as well as being 

in touch with the intense feelings that reside within. Therefore, an exploration of 

the interior world is considered valuable, as it enables the creation of values. 

This romantic chronotope is sculpted from the philosophy of Fichte, Schlegel, 

Herder and Goethe and the accompanying poetry and literature of Blake, 

Shelley, Byron and Wordsworth. Romanticism emerged out of the 18th Century 

as a reaction to the rational Enlightenment values of the period and placed 

great value on the irrational and the intuitive (Erickson 2006; Berlin 1999). 

Moreover,  these words in the extract above suggest that the language that a 

coach uses are shaped by socio-cultural and historical elements. Lizzie like the 

other participants here resides in a specific social and historical specific that 

sculpts her understandings. This implies that the possibilities for thoughts and 

understandings are contingent upon the concepts and meanings that already 

exist in the language that we have at hand (Wittgenstein 1922). 

 

However, as Bochner (2016) claims there could also be a chasm between lived 

experience and language which imposes limits upon thought and expression. 

Additionally, as indicated in the previous chapter, coaching conversations can 

involve a sense of not knowing as well as feelings of unfamiliarity with the other. 

Within this context there is complexity, nuance, subtlety and maybe even an air 

of mystery. This may seem romantic, indicating that there may be a sense of 

ineffability, which James (2009) refers to within the context of the mystical. 

However, ineffability doesn’t have to remain in this transcendent realm, since it 

can also be present in this world, in everyday life, during experiences that can 

be hard to put into words, or adequately expressed to others. This could be 

what Lizzie is grasping at in her words above, and, indicates that are occasions 

as Cox (2013) elucidates in which there is a chasm that opens between lived 

experience and the language which is at hand to describe it. This is conveyed 

by Pinker (2008:276) who states that language is “notoriously poor” at 

articulating the complex subtleties of sensory experience. This suggests that 

there are limits or shortcomings inherent in language which fail to adequately 

communicate experience.  However, metaphorical language can be beneficial 

during these encounters since it “provides us with a way to eff the ineffable” 
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Pinker (2008:277). In her comments, Lizzie is drawing upon metaphor in trying 

to make sense of the mysterious other through describing a process in which 

she is attempting to tune in or become attuned to the other via what she refers 

to as intuition. Again, this seems to indicate the presence of a romantic 

chronotope, but equally it may also be indicative of the social and historical 

context in which Lizzie dwells. This chapter is rich in metaphorical language, for 

instance, as expressed by the chronotope itself, which refers to “the 

inseparability of space and time” (Bakhtin 1981: 84). 

 

When encountering a sense of not knowing detective work may be involved, in 

order to seek clarity as articulated by another participant, Tina. She suggests 

that the way that coachees talk about their lived experience, or their language 

use acts like clues which assist her in shedding light on the issue at hand.   

7.2.6 Reflection and the search for insight and awareness  

 

8. Tina: “[..] I think the way that people will talk about things gives 

me clues to where they are coming from?” (Script summary table, 

2018:535). 

 

As this process continues, reflection can be beneficial when seeking further 

understandings or insights. For Lulu, reflection is significant for multiple 

reasons, as her extract below suggests: 

 

9. “I do reflect after each coaching conversation in terms of what 

went well, erm what maybe were the challenges of that session 

erm and what might I do differently next time, erm I don’t always 

have a look at that before I go into the next session with them erm 

but I do try to think about also what I should do differently in terms 

of another coaching session with somebody else” (Script 

summary table, 2018:529).  
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For Lulu, reflection is interwoven with practice and with making sense of any 

challenges she may have encountered. This suggests that such introspective 

acts could be related to learning, especially developing insights gained from 

lived experience. This reflective process is one that she is engaging in both 

during and after conversing with a coachee, and what she gleans from this she 

then puts into practice. However, whilst Lulu acknowledges that reflection is 

important to her, she qualifies this comment with the statement below.  This 

excerpt is of interest as it speaks of another dilemma which Lulu seems to 

experience. This is connected to experiencing the reflective act itself, and, 

knowing whether she is engaging in what she perceives to be an adequate 

amount. This may indicate that there are tensions that dwell within coaching, for 

instance between the romantic desire to delve deeply into self (Berlin 2013) with 

more practical concerns around whether they could be too caught up in this. 

Thus, there is a sense of not knowing, of ambiguity and uncertainty present in 

these words. Such uncertainty has been discussed earlier in this chapter, and in  

chapter 5 featuring my autoethnography from 2015. Therefore, there may be a 

dialogue beginning to unfold between my autoethnography and these interview 

transcripts in which both coach and coachee are conveying a desire to make 

sense of events when faced with ambiguity and the unfamiliar. 

     

10. “in my practice as a coach it’s actually quite important I think that 

you can be doing too much of it or you can be doing too little as 

well, and trying to get the balance right is quite hard...” (Script 

summary table 2018:529). 

 

Similar sentiments are expressed by Cymbaline in her extract below, 

suggesting that she might struggle with feeling that she is too reflective. 

Perhaps Cymbaline is a little self-critical here, but what this seems to indicate is 

that whilst reflection can be a beneficial process in developing awareness, it can 

also be time-consuming and limiting in that as a coach Cymbaline needs to 

have faith and trust in her abilities when she is in the room with a coachee.  
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11.  “yeah..yeah..you can spend, for me I’m far too reflective.. far too 

reflective, and sometimes you can spend all your life reflecting..” 

(Script summary table 2018:531). 

 

There is also convergence between the words uttered by Lulu and those that 

appear in Cymbaline’s transcript as Cymbaline articulates that she finds 

reflection beneficial in terms of developing her abilities as a coach. Interestingly,  

she appears to be unique amongst the participants in that she will create mind 

maps as a means of making sense of recent coaching conversations. This 

suggestion of using mind mapping techniques seems to indicate the presence 

of another chronotope, that of Pragmatism which has been sculpted by the 

writings of James, Peirce and Dewey. Pragmatism describes an unbreakable 

connection between rational thought and purpose, which suggests that meaning 

resides in the impact that words and concepts have on interactions during lived 

experience. This indicates that the value of a concept or idea resides in the 

effect it has on our conduct and interactions in the world. Therefore, value 

becomes bound up with a sense of purpose which revolves around the 

fulfilment of aims (Hickman and Alexander 1998). Thus, as Bachkirova and 

Borrington (2019) claim pragmatism is about action. Within a coaching context, 

this implies that knowledge needs to be tested through lived experience, as 

described in the previous chapter where I was exploring new activities in the 

world and then discussing these with Isobel. When it comes to my main 

research question of how experiencing coaching conversations as a coachee 

enable learning to emerge, within this genre of coaching, it emerges through 

action. Moreover, as Bachkirova and Borrington (2019:17) state the aim of 

pragmatic coaching is to assist “the client in becoming ready to act.”  

 

7.2.7 Coaching and Pragmatism 

 

This chronotope may also be expressed in Lulu’s concerns around reflection 

voiced in the previous extract. The pragmatic chronotope creates a space in 

which the coachee’s problem or issue can be worked on rationally by using 

coaching models, including GROW for example, that tend to be solutions 
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focused and goal centric, as discussed in section 2.8 of chapter two. This 

indicates that this space is created through pragmatic language that shapes a 

coachee’s learning process by  focussing on tangible results or outcomes 

instead of creativity and intuition as indicated by the romantic chronotope 

discussed earlier in this chapter. Within this pragmatic frame ideas have value 

only in relation to what works well or is deemed as effective in a specific context 

(Crotty 2010). Cymbaline’s concerns over whether she is using the right 

approach reflect these pragmatic concerns. Thus, when asking how aesthetic 

elements such as goal setting, models and techniques craft learning, these 

words are revealing. Interestingly, whilst this chronotope seems quite distinct 

from the romantic one discussed in relation to Lizzie’s words in extract 7 above. 

However, perhaps there could be an interweaving or a dialogue that is unfolding 

between romanticism and pragmatism within these texts. This will be explored 

further as this chapter progresses and in the next chapter.  

 

Cymbaline states that she creates mind maps and engages in reflective writing 

as this creates a space in which she is able to engage in an inner dialogue with 

self. This may help to answer my research question regarding what the 

relationship might be between inner and outer speech, as Cymbaline is seeking 

to make sense of how useful or beneficial her external utterances were during a 

coaching conversation in inner speech. Thus, there is an interweaving of inner 

and outer speech which help give form to this reflective act. Moreover, as she 

continues to engage in this process of introspection, Cymbaline may be 

imagined as an artist or craftsperson who during this creative process can be 

imagined as holding something up to the light, turning it around and trying to 

see it from different perspectives. And she may be doing so to enhance the 

persuasiveness of her internal discourse (Sullivan 2007), thus producing a 

sense of authorship and meaning from her experiences as a coach. The 

suggestion that this is an artistic endeavour also appeals to the romantic notion 

of the creative individual.  Thus, there is a fusion emerging between pragmatic 

ideas around use and function and romantic notions inherent in this inner 

journey where Cymbaline is engaged in an inner dialogue with herself (Berlin 

2013). 
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12  “..but yeah, just having the ability to-to to really erm..reflect erm 

on coaching, to reflect on your approach and to think about what you 

could do differently, [..] usually at the end of coaching sessions I will do a 

lot of mind mapping and in my coaching reflective book that I have 

erm…that’s when I’m thinking ‘so how did that go? well ok that didn’t 

work out so I am trying to work out what I can do differently, erm was that 

the right approach? Or should I use that technique..And where in that 

moment did I use that? But I always come back, you know to ‘trust the 

process! Trust the process!.”. (Script summary table, 2018:531). 

 

Moreover, as Cymbaline is reflecting she may be considering how her words 

have been crafted by the other, and how as a coach she has been perceived by 

the other.  How the other may discern, appreciate and respond to her approach 

seems pivotal to Cymbaline’s extract. Thus, underlining the importance of I-for-

other, in that possibly future actions are being formed under the gaze of 

another.  From her comments above Cymbaline’s introspection is a lively and 

dynamic process. Her words above also indicate a sense of uncertainty and 

maybe insecurity, however, as she continues to introspect, she seems to find a 

greater sense of confidence and reassurance as articulated by her mantra of 

trusting this process.  

 

Cymbaline is not the only participant to find that writing beneficial, and this 

recurs in Lizzie, Crystal and Tina’s transcripts. Crystal states that she “do[es] 

write a bit in [her] notes [pause]..I suppose that’s where reflection occurs..yes 

that’s it” (Script summary table 2018:531). Whilst Lizzie finds value in reflecting 

between conversations as this can nurture further insights that may be 

conducive to her ongoing relationship with the other. Therefore, as she is writing 

Lizzie is engaging in an internal dialogue in which her selfhood can be 

expressed, possibly in diverse ways. For instance, as her words are being 

shaped and guided by her interactions with the other, then I-for-other and other-

for-me are being given voice (Sullivan 2012). And as she continues this 

introspective process, eventually her thoughts begin to fall into a pattern or 
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semblance of order, which might indicate that Lizzie is engaging in a creative 

process in which her life is akin to art, as this extract below suggests. 

 

13. Lizzie: “I do keep a journal some of the time and I will write down 

when I tend to find it helps me to write at the time…and to 

organise my thoughts again, and so I will write about things… yes 

I do like writing, writing down when something’s really significant 

or if something is significant to one of my clients or what might 

seem to be helpful erm in terms of the way things work erm.” 

(Script summary table 2018:530). 

 

7.2.8 Unfolding time and the temporality of values and meanings  

 

Furthermore, their writings also convey a temporal aspect, and this may 

suggest that writing is a form or type of tool that can manage these distinct 

chronotopes. And they do so by offering a creative, possibly artistic way of 

exploring different forms of acting and relating to others within a specific context 

in space and time (Steinby and Klapuri 2013). Again, this creates a dialogue 

with the previous chapter in which my autoethnography can be understood as 

articulating how values and meanings are situated in and shaped by spatial and 

temporal relationships, thus expressing the characteristics of a chronotope 

(Bemong et al 2010). And the role that time plays in sculpting and changing 

understandings is expressed in the extract from Tina’s transcript below: 

 

14.  “..so I don’t revisit the coaching notes until I’m just about to do 

the coaching session.. erm and then and that makes me think ok 

so, cos at the time I think, my-my reaction might be different from 

what it is after the you know after the event, after a few weeks 

have gone” (Script summary table 2018:531). 
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What this extract suggests is how as time unfolds, multiple interpretations and 

understandings can be formed that implies that for Tina at least, meanings are 

never fixed but fluidic and changing. However, in this analysis Tina is the only 

participant who seems aware of how time can change her responses and 

reactions and to utter these words. In addition, she is also mindful of the 

different interpretations that her client – the coachee may have, as these too 

may change during the flux of time and during changing events. This reflects 

comments made in the literature review that as events change, what seemed 

important for a coachee within a coaching conversation may also change, as 

indicated by Whitmore et al (2013). Thus, there is the need to constantly re-visit 

and re-evaluate what has relevance for the coachee. Tina’s words are also of 

interest here as she indicates that the process of reflection can be a joint 

endeavour, which is reminiscent of Stelter’s (2019) argument about the value of 

co-reflection. Rather than a one-way monological process in which the coach 

may be authoring the other, this is dialogical in that both parties are active 

participants in the ongoing process of reflection, as indicated by figure 2.3 in the 

literature review.  

 

15. Tina: “so there’s my reflection and then there’s their reflection and 

I just say ‘this is one of the things that you said, so what do you 

think about that now?’, and they might you know reflect on this or 

say nothing or say ‘oh right I’ve been overtaken by something 

else!’ [laughs] you know.or say ‘yeah I know you’re right.’”. (Script 

summary table 2018:531). 

  

Lizzie also indicates that she will be reflecting during the coaching conversation, 

particularly when hearing the words of the other as together with her inner 

speech she can experience insights which further her understandings of the 

coachee’s world. This is conveyed in her text below: 

 

16. “ it’s just as important the time between sessions...with my clients 

as the sessions themselves because sometimes, something will 

be significant..that manifests in the session and also it’s rather 
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like when you go into therapy or whatever you are actually very 

much more alert and aware and observing yourself, so reflection 

is very important and important to me as well because I get 

information from my clients, I get.. ..because I’m thinking ‘oh that’s 

interesting’..ah! That’s another way of looking at it…” (Script 

summary table 2018:530). 

 

Additionally, this paragraph is of interest as Lizzie is drawing parallels between 

this experience and that of therapy. And she describes this experience as one 

in which her senses and awareness are heightened. Lizzie’s comment that she 

is observing herself is reminiscent of earlier comments regarding coachee’s 

holding something up to the light, but in Lizzie’s case she is holding herself up 

whilst seeking insight and awareness. This is akin to making a piece of art that 

involves looking and finding different ways of seeing. Furthermore, as Lizzie has 

stated that for her reflection feels therapeutic, she could also be engaged in a 

process of emotional crafting and shaping of the self. 

 

Tina, who is a self-employed organizational coach also situates reflective 

experience within a therapeutic context, in her case counselling. Therefore, 

there could be some crossover or similarity between coaching and counselling 

interactions. 

 

Perhaps she is also indicating that coaching conversations embrace reflective 

acts, so that on hearing the words of the other this is initiated and helps sculpt 

and carve the subsequent conversation. Thus, similarly to Lizzie’s extract above 

there is an ongoing emotional shaping of one another as the conversation 

unfolds. 

 

17. Tina: “so I will reflect in the same way that that I would in some 

other counselling situation, which is..so that’s around ‘what I’m 

hearing is’ and you know about 4 seconds now, and this comes 

up  every time..’ erm you’ve said the same thing!’, so I think 
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there’s a, almost immediate reflecting” (Script summary table 

2018:531).  

 

However, not all participants agreed about the role that reflection can play 

within coaching conversations as they unfurl. A moment of divergence occurs 

here as both Lulu and Shelagh acknowledge that they don’t really do much 

reflecting during coaching conversations, and see this as belonging to a 

supervisory space where they are able to explore their experiences with another 

in more dept. In this way reflection becomes bounded or considered as residing 

externally to the coaching space. These comments could be contingent upon 

the personality and preferences of the coach. Individual preference is 

expressed in the next extract from Shelagh’s transcript: 

 

18.  “um..yes, yes so, I am not saying I do reflection but erm..most of 

what I am doing, I focus…I have been coaching 

for..um..[pause…counting]..7?..8?..9 or ten years now..erm..and I 

do a reasonable amount of coaching..erm..so..I’m not saying I do 

do reflecting but the less I do works…I do have a 

supervisor…erm…I don’t particularly reflect….” (Script summary 

table 2018:530). 

 

7.2.9 Mirror images and the chronotope of supervision 

 

For Lulu, within the context of supervision, reflection can be beneficial to her as 

it offers her time to consider her recent experiences. Thus, supervision can be 

described as a chronotope in which these events can be explored and the 

meanings that are attached to these examined in more depth. In her excerpt 

below Lulu indicates that she considers and reflects in the presence the other 

here how her spoken words may have been crafting the coachee and through 

this process is able to look again at these lived events from different 

perspectives. Again, this is reminiscent of comments made previously in this 

chapter. 
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19.   “..with somebody erm which is  part of my reflection really, erm 

thinking about what do I want to take to the supervisory session 

(and getting me to think about all kinds of things that I maybe 

haven’t thought about before, and so in that respect it’s helping 

you er keep your practice safe, it makes you stop and think you 

know… and you don’t think about you know by questioning ‘is this 

rubbish?’ or ‘that is giving far too much advice..’ but then also it 

makes you stop and think ‘was that what the person needed at 

that time..’so was it, did it need to be a directive session as 

opposed to a non-directive session?.... not necessarily in the 

session but afterwards...” (Script summary table 2018:529).  

 

As Lulu is exploring her coaching experiences with her supervisor this reflective 

endeavour could be understood as double-voiced in that both Lulu and 

supervisor are engaged in crafting and shaping her understandings (Sullivan 

2012). In addition, as this is double voiced then there are also two perspectives 

being discussed, indicating that there may be counter statements, 

contradictions and contrary viewpoints being expressed (Billig 1996). Examples 

of this are present in academic debates, politics and in the courts where 

opposing views are presented by the counsel for the defence and prosecution. 

Thus, differing perspectives are often voiced externally, and within the 

supervisory context are conveyed directly through the supervisors spoken 

worlds. However, these can also be present internally, as thoughts that dwell 

within inner speech can also have two sides. Returning to the example of the 

courts, this inner voice may seek to defend individual actions and offer 

mitigating circumstances, or it may seek to prosecute through raising questions 

of culpability and personal responsibility. The latter may be being articulated 

through the inner critic, who can be understood as an aspect of the self who 

generates self-criticism that stimulates feelings of uncertainty, self-doubt and 

anxiety in a different aspect of self (Smoliak and Strong 2018). Within this 

context, this could be connected to a coach’s perceptions of their individual 

competence, performance, and ability. The inner critic appears to converge with 

notions articulated by Tim Gallwey discussed in chapter two of this thesis 
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regarding different sides of the self. Interestingly, these selves that have the 

potential to hinder or inhibit the success of the tennis player. Perhaps the inner 

critic has a similar capacity to limit or even inflict harm on the coach’s 

perception of their self and their practice. 

 

These interactions between coach and supervisor are almost a mirror image of 

what seems to be happening between coach and coachee in that the supervisor 

is moulding and giving Lulu a specific form through this questioning of self and 

former ways of acting (Madilll et al 2018). It is possible that in these 

relationships the participants are developing a sense of self from these 

interactions with others. 

 

20.  “..erm it makes me erm it does make me reflect, so I know that I 

have to talk to my supervisor about this, and how did that go 

well…and will I get there? ‘So what are we going to talk about?’ 

Er so it does make me do my reflection, erm and it helps me be a 

better coach.. my supervisor is quite good at saying ‘ok, so what 

might have happened if you had asked this question?’ or ‘what 

did you explore around this?’ and I am thinking ‘well I didn’t and 

actually it probably would have been a good thing to do’,  ” (Lulu, 

Script summary table 2018:530). 

 

In Lulu’s extract above she claims that this process enables her to improve her 

coaching practice. Crucially, her supervisor offers her a fresh perspective and 

helps her to see her experience in a new light, which could be interpreted as a 

key moment, where the words of the other have significance for the hearer. 

Perhaps the supervisor is also providing creative inspiration and can be 

described as fulfilling the role of an artist’s muse as discussed in section 5.4 

below. 

 

Thus, it seems that reflection is a critical aesthetic element that is present within 

coaching conversations, as it offers space for both parties to explore various 
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sides of their selfhood, through which they are crafting both self and other. 

Furthermore, this is enabling learning, as insights and new understandings 

come into being.  

 

This section on internal speech was prompted by the question of what the 

relationship between inner and outer speech might be and in the next section I 

will be discussing the themes which have been subsumed into the 

superordinate theme of external speech. 

 

7.3 External Speech 

 

7.3.1 Reliance upon theories and models in coaching practice 

 

In chapter 4 I shared my lived experiences of being coached by a Gestalt 

practitioner and a coach who relied upon Neuro linguistic programming. These 

experiences generated new questions, specifically around the aesthetic 

elements of goals setting, models and theoretical frames and the ways in which 

these may craft the process of learning. These questions have shaped this 

research and what unfurls in the section below. Initially the following extracts 

explore the participants thoughts around their theories and models and what 

role these may play during coaching conversations. 

 

The quotation from Lulu’s transcript below states that she tends to draw upon 

diverse theories and methods during coaching conversations,  and she draws 

an analogy with a smorgasbord, the Swedish buffet in which there are multiple 

dishes available to choose from. This may indicate that there is multiplicity 

inherent within coaching conversations, which Lulu is happy to embrace as this 

offers her the flexibility to pick and choose from a variety of options on the 

menu. Her language becomes rich with visual imagery and metaphor as she 

articulates how she likes NLP for its concepts including a map of the world 

which leads her on to words that remind me of travelling and the association 
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mentioned in chapter one that coaching suggests transport or movement from 

one destination to another. This meaning is present in Lulu’s utterances which 

refers to positions which could be geographical as well as anchoring that 

implies seeking a destination. This reflects the root metaphor that is situated at 

the heart of coaching, as the meanings of this word imply, which describe a 

form of transport that moves people between one location and the next. The 

origins of the word coach reside within this context, and as indicated by Garvey, 

Stokes and Megginson (2018) who suggest initially referred to a tutor who 

coached or carried a student through their university exams, the tutor being 

described as the vehicle or conveyance of learning. And with all modes of 

transport this also implies a certain sense of speed and rapidity. This metaphor  

is reflected in the literature where the process of coaching is often characterized 

as a process that transports an individual from their current position to a 

different future destination (Garvey, Stokes and Megginson 2018;  Clutterbuck 

and Megginson 2017; Cox et al 2014).  This metaphor was briefly discussed in 

section 6.2 above, in relation to Lizzie’s words in extract 1 that denote a sense 

of irony in suggesting that a coachee immerse themselves in the present 

moment rather than on their transition to a future way of being. Furthermore, as 

well as being a metaphor, these words express aesthetic language, in particular 

that of the chronotope: the chronotope of travel which shapes much of the 

coaching narrative. For example, in Lai and Palmer (2019:144) who claim that 

coaching is a process that promotes change through a ”a future-focused 

dialogue between a facilitator (coach) and a participant (coachee).”  

 

What seems to be critical is that Lulu’s choice of technique will depend upon the 

needs of the coachee. This implies that rather than seeking to author the other, 

Lulu is willing to listen and hear their voice. In this way her choice of method or 

technique is influenced, given shape and form by the other through their 

responses and reactions. 

 

21.  “..erm..I wouldn’t say I consciously use gestalt apart from coming 

across it when I was doing my Masters, erm NLP I still use some 

elements of it..not religiously, er so map of the world and things 
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like that erm, and some of the other techniques maybe around 

positions and anchoring and things erm..but I wouldn’t say I am 

particularly an NLP-based coach, I tend to use a smorgasbord 

approach really, I just use bits that I like so they, they come out 

almost subconsciously cos I don’t think to use such and such 

here, it’s just ‘what’s gonna work here with this client?’. (Script 

summary table 2018:485). 

 

Lulu suggests that she is not necessarily aware of why she is alighting on 

specific ways of interacting with the coachee. However, her choices may 

suggest an intuitive or felt sense through which she is becoming attuned to the 

other. This suggests the presence of a chronotope of romanticism as described 

in Lizzies’s extract, number 7. Interestingly, this is contrasted with more 

technical or pragmatic language similarly to that articulated by Cymbaline in 

extract 11, as Lulu draws upon specific techniques derived from NLP, for 

instance anchoring or map of the world, and uses these instrumentally 

depending on the situation. In this extract from Lulu’s script it appears that there 

is a dialogical interplay unfurling between these chronotopes, which may seem 

inherently contradictory. However, what this dialogue also conveys is the 

complexity and ambiguity of the coaching process in which a coach is seeking 

to develop clearer understandings of the other. Again, this involves an 

encounter with the strange, the unfamiliar and more intangible aspects of 

human interaction. This also re-iterates the limits of language and that  

ineffability may be encountered when engaging with an unfamiliar other. 

 

7.3.2 Smorgasbords and eclecticism in coaching conversations 

 

The notion of a smorgasbord may be critical as this implies eclecticism and a 

willingness to be flexible. Such eclecticism indicates a more holistic approach 

where the coach feels comfortable in drawing creatively from a range of 

methods, tools and techniques (Esbjörn-Hargens and Sharma 2019). This can 

allow a space to emerge in which different ways of acting and therefore a 

multiplicity of meanings can be explored which is vital to the process of learning 
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(Cox 2017). This could be described as a key moment in her transcript,  since 

the problem with adherence to any specific coaching model could be that the 

coachee is simply seen as a passive object in need of change (Pelham 2016). 

Instead of conceiving of the coachee in this way, Lulu may be aware that as a 

coach she is both influencing and shaping the coachee. Thus the way that she 

responds to them is vital, and in this snippet she is indicating that her choices 

are being shaped not only by the interactions between her own inner and outer 

speech, but also the words that the coachee is speaking. Perhaps what Lulu is 

struggling to articulate is that there is a lively internal dialogue unfurling between 

herself and the coachee, in which the words of the other are becoming 

increasingly compelling (Sullivan 2007). In the following excerpt Lulu elaborates 

further: 

 

22. “..I just go with the flow I think, [..] I work with what they’ve got 

and follow up with stuff if I need to, but I don’t stick with I mean [..] 

everybody starts with GROW erm then there’s the three stage 

model that we did at Uni when I was doing the Masters and I 

bumped into others like SCORE and CLEAR and various others 

so there are bits of them I like and you know, but it’s you can’t in 

my opinion, you can’t go through a whole model sometimes in a 

session..” (Script summary table 2018:485). 

 

This extract is incisive in that it reveals how there is often a difference between 

theory and practice, since coaching conversations are inherently complex, 

expressing ambiguity and unpredictability. Interestingly, Lulu’s words also 

reflect the disparity between the dialogical notions of pravda, or truth as 

encountered through lived experience and istina that refers to abstract notions 

of this.  A conversation may take both parties to destinations that were not 

expected, and that don’t adhere to a fixed or rigid model. And this dissonance in 

also articulated the next extract: 

 

23.  “…you will be using processes, you will be using models, but 

[..]it’s being flexible...which is a skill that you need as well, being 
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flexible to go where the client needs to go..not where your 

processes want to go..” (Script summary table 2018:485). 

 

With respect to my research question that explores how aesthetic elements 

including models and theoretical frames craft or shape the learning process this 

is illuminating. In particular,  in relation to the direction of travel, what is striking 

about this paragraph is that Lulu is emphasising the primacy of the coachee’s 

needs and requirements. What Lulu may also be conveying here is her own 

mastery where she is drawing on her own lived experience and professional 

expertise as a coach in order to respond in a way that meets that both respects 

the coachee and meets their needs (Stokes and Merrick 2018).  

 

Within this understanding, the aspect of selfhood that is being expressed 

appears to be I-for-the-other in that Lulu’s spoken words are being shaped by 

the coachee, and her subsequent actions are influenced by them. This may 

indicate that as well as authoring the coachee, the coach can also be authored 

by the other. Moreover, this could intimate a parity between coach and 

coachee.  

 

7.3.3 Coaching conversations as an art form 

 

Moving onto a passage from Lizzie’s transcript, she claims that delicacy or the 

ability to finesse is vital, which is evocative language, and suggestive of an 

artistic process of making in which a tactile sense is necessary. Finessing may 

also describe an attitude or perspective as alluded to by Lizzie. Again, as in 

Lulu’s words above, this process implies romanticism in that it seems to involve 

an intuitive sense. However, these intuitions are shaped by being receptive to 

and hearing the words of the other. For Lizzie, certain forms of coaching, for 

example behavioural coaching are problematic, since for her they are like 

training. This is an interesting comment, and indicates that this may be too 

structured or formulaic for her. Moreover, she states that this isn’t sustainable, 

which may imply that for coaching conversations to have a lasting impact on the 
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life of the other it needs to be more flexible and malleable so that the coach and 

coachee can explore the ambiguities and intangible elements of this process 

together. Lizzie goes on to say that coaching conversations can feature 

struggles to find ways of dealing with things, which can be interpreted in more 

than one way, since this is a broad statement. These ‘things’ could include lived 

experience with its attendant meanings, which could also indicate the many 

emotions that a coachee might be encountering during the session itself.  

However, what may be critical is the exploration of these in order to generate 

new insights and awareness. This is reminiscent of earlier comments in this 

chapter, for example, the extracts from Lulu and Lizzie’s transcripts analysed in 

the previous superordinate theme of Inner Speech. Additionally, the process of 

dealing with ‘things’ could be analogous to the metaphor discussed in the earlier 

superordinate theme where an individual can be imagined as holding an item up 

to the light, turning it around and looking at it from different perspectives in order 

to make sense of it. However, for Lizzie rather than seeing the whole item at 

once and resolving this, her process involves smaller or incremental steps, 

maybe looking at facets or aspects of the object, through which the coachee 

may reach new understandings about themselves and others. 

 

24.  “I I don’t just work behaviourally....it tends to be attitudinal… yes 

and behavioural stuff, yes sometimes it’s really useful but it tends 

to be to finesse..something rather than to start things off so that’s 

where I don’t have a process because I don’t, it’s not, when you 

do behavioural coaching it’s a bit more like training...it’s also in 

my view not always sustainable… and it’s just teaching you how 

to do things… sometimes maybe it’s just a matter of alright, ok 

let’s just, let’s just work out a way of dealing with things, but like I 

say it’s a finessing rather than the whole thing..”(Script summary 

table 2018:486). 

 

There appears to be some similarity and convergence between Lizzie’s 

comments above and a statement articulated by Shelagh below. In this excerpt 

Shelagh suggests that whilst she may have an approach to coaching that she is 

comfortable with, she doesn’t have a single specific theoretical frame that she 
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will draw upon. Again, this resonates with the words uttered by Lulu in this 

section, who claims that she likes to be flexible and draw upon a diverse range 

of frames, depending on the coachee. Here again, the coach is being given 

form by the other, as I-for-other dynamically interacts with other-for-me. 

 

25.  “I don’t think I have articulated to myself a clear theoretical 

framework. Yes, yes, yes, sometimes..I mean I have um…an 

approach….[pause]…which I take with me when I am coaching” 

(Script summary table 2018:486).  

 

However, whilst Shelagh claims that she does not have a clear framework she 

does state that she is “operating on a person-centred kind of approach on the 

whole” (Shelagh’s Interview Transcript 2018:486), and that similarly to 

comments articulated by Lulu that she will draw from various theoretical frames 

and concepts. Thus, it appears that an eclectic approach may be beneficial 

when participating in coaching with another. 

 

26. “ I will sometimes bring in concepts from erm NLP.. and after that 

it would be MBTI, Myers Briggs. There may be lots that I am 

thinking about and I say to myself..and..er..I have input from 

myself which I am using alongside recognised techniques”  

(Script summary table 2018:486). 

 

Interestingly, Shelagh indicates that is making use of herself in these 

interactions, and this is a moment of convergence with Lizzie’s excerpt on page 

196 above, since these imply their personal attitudes, lived experiences and 

intuitions play a pivotal role in their choice of approach when engaging with the 

other.  

 

There is a sense of fluidity here which is indicated in Tina’s transcript where she 

articulates how she is a “much more go with the flow” (Tina, Script summary 
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table 2018:554) type of person when conversing with a coachee. These words 

converge with those uttered by Lulu in her extract on page 194 above, and 

points again to an inside-out dialogue as discussed previously in reference to 

Crystal’s extract number 2. This is also a dialogue that is rich with uncertainty 

and future potential where I-for-the-other is interacting with and shaped by the 

other-for-me. This reflects the assimilative nature of speech in which the 

coach’s utterances are ripe with the words of others which give shape and form 

to the coaching process (Bakhtin 1986).  

 

7.3.4 A creative tool box 

 

Cymbaline’s transcript also reflects a sense of growing consensus around a 

willingness to be flexible and embrace eclecticism as indicated in the following 

passage where she describes “thinking and rummaging through my tool box 

thinking ‘oh that..you know, which is the best one to pick out?” (Script summary 

table 2018:552). This is also articulating pragmatic language with reference to 

both a toolbox and suggestions of using these instrumentally. This is also 

metaphorical language, indicative of the creative processes of an artist or 

craftsperson. Part of this process involves the use of tools and implements that 

are beneficial or suitable for the task at hand, whether that be encouraging the 

exploration of a coachee’s personal values, of considering ways to enrich their 

self- awareness as conveyed in the utterance below: 

 

27. Cymbaline: “whether that be looking from an existential approach 

to helping the client’s clarify and consider their meanings and 

values, to relationships, erm and to helping  clients think about 

their own lives..erm ..and you know, looking at assumptions, 

values and beliefs that I may hold… to a more cognitive 

behavioural approach which might be you know thinking about 

you know helping clients have greater self-awareness and how 

their thought processes and how this might affect their behaviour 

and feeling, it might be working with gestalt or thinking you know 
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‘how can I help the coachee become fully aware and turn that 

awareness into action?’ and what needs to be changed here and 

how..erm I might use something that is transactional you know or 

you might use ego states for difficult relationships or 

communication issues, or you might be psychologically minded, 

so you know, what you can draw from working with resistance or 

transference or it might be something around you know life stage 

development… or you might be drawing from Jung - 

individualization, thinking that actually they’ve reached a stage 

now..” (Cymbaline, Script summary table 2018:487). 

 

This quote points to the ambiguous and uncertain aspects that present 

themselves in coaching conversations. Furthermore,  it may also hint at the 

coach’s aesthetic and artistic struggles as she seeks a tool that will help craft 

the coachee in a way that is beneficial to them in their search for new 

understandings. This emphasis on theoretical frames is explored in Table 7.1 

below, and, can be understood as related to an artist preparing their space in 

readiness and anticipation. What these various extracts from the participants in 

this section demonstrates is an awareness of the importance of a diverse range 

of implements or artists tools, and this could be described as a key moment in 

this analysis due to the significance of this way of crafting coaching 

conversations in the coachee’s interest. Again, this conveys pragmatic 

language where ideas are described as being tools that help in finding solutions 

to the problems or issues within the context experienced by the coachee (Tiles 

1988).  

 

There is a moment of divergence that occurs in Crystal’s transcript, as she 

states an individual preference for Transactional analysis, as this dwells within 

her previous lived experience as a Marriage Guidance Counsellor. What is 

striking to me in this excerpt below is how this frame shapes the way that 

Crystal is interpreting the language of others. For instance, Crystal describes 

the interactions between these coachees as one of parent and child. In addition, 

Crystal suggests that in other experiences a coachee perceives themselves to 

be a victim who is being mistreated by those around them. In this way Crystal is 
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crafting the coachee and giving them a specific form, reminiscent of an outside-

in authoritative narrative akin to that expressed by Lizzie on pages 171-172 

when exploring the previous superordinate theme of inner speech. This kind of 

discourse is monological in that other ways of seeing or understanding are 

excluded in favour of this single truth. 

 

28.  “I worked with a group, not a group of coaches particularly – but 

a group of teachers who were putting in a grievance against their 

headteacher…and…just talking about the language was “yes 

she’s a parent, she’s treating them all…all the teachers as 

children.. and they were resenting it, it was talking to that bit of 

the child erm…they..erm [pause] ..the drama triangle do you 

know that one?” Ok, so..persecutor, rescuer and victim… The 

coachee often plays the victim asking the coach to be their 

rescuer.. and this horrible organization that’s persecuting 

them..and playing that back or..whether that’s in their 

relationships with somebody at work or whatever it is that’s going 

on it’s quite..erm salutary sometimes you know they get “AAHHH, 

yes I see that!” and simple language ….people can relate to”  

(Script summary table 2018:487). 

 

However, what is striking in the passage above is Crystal’s claim that 

addressing the other in this way can generate insight and awareness in the 

other. Her comment that the coachee has an ah or a-ha! moment might refer to 

an epiphany which could be what Bakhtin (1981) refers to as a threshold 

moment. A moment in which a coachee may come to an understanding that 

leads to a life changing decision. Crystal’s language may also suggest that 

instead of being genuine and authentic coaching can at times have an element 

of drama or theatre, in which the coach and coachee may be acting out specific 

roles.  

 

7.3.5 The ways in which goals may craft a coaching conversation 
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In addition to exploring the ways in which theoretical frameworks and coaching 

models can craft and shape coaching conversations, as outlined above, another 

aesthetic element that infuses external speech is that of goal setting. The role of 

goals and goal setting is also discussed in the previous chapter where I 

analysed my autoethnographic field text. Thus, there may be some 

convergence between these texts. The significance of goal setting is also borne 

out in the extract from Shelagh’s transcript below who indicates that this is for 

her a potent or powerful tool that enables the coachee to focus or concentrate 

on the issue being spoken about: 

 

29. “Yes, that hadn’t, I hadn’t thought a lot about this, er,..I believe 

that this can be quite powerful..er…appropriate that I suppose I 

can use, relatively confidently as this resets or focuses on…I 

knew that the first time with her, how unusual it was, how helpful it 

was to think about, and focus on…I think that goals are often 

helpful….” (Script summary table 2018:490). 

  

Again, pragmatic language is being voiced that describes goal as giving shape 

and form to the conversation. In this context goals can help to clarify a situation,  

implying that these could be related to I-for-other as well as other-for-me. 

 

Intriguingly, in the next extract Shelagh adopts metaphorical language where 

she describes the process of setting goals as akin to one in which a cyclist 

avoiding potholes on the road whilst riding their bike. These potholes may be 

analogous with dilemmas or difficulties that a coachee may face as they 

progress through their coaching experience. Shelagh elaborates further in the 

extract below: 

 

30. “..yes.. and if you think about when you are cycling on a flat road 

with a little one then they look at you and then they start heading 

towards you…so..[pause]..um..that’s part of the way that I think 
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about goals and talk about it with people, that having a focus on 

where you want to get to can help you to achieve going on and 

that’s now a part of what I do….” (Script summary table 

2018:490). 

 

Moreover, Shelagh could be indicating that she sees herself as being a fellow 

rider on the road with her coachee, steering a course or creating a safe way 

ahead for the coachee. Interestingly, in this metaphor Shelagh describes the 

coachee as akin to a little one or a child, which might be conceived as a word 

with a loophole (Madill et al 2018) as it may have more than one meaning 

attached. For example, it implies that the coachee is looking to Shelagh as the 

adult carer or parent for support and guidance. This is similar language to that 

articulated by Crystal in her extract discussed above, so here is another 

moment of recurrence between the participants.  

 

31.  “so..[pause]..um..that’s part of the way that I think about goals 

and talk about it with people, that having a focus on where you 

want to get to can help you to achieve going on and that’s now a 

part of what I do…. and in essence I think that it is important to 

keep it in perspective, as a focus on goals is simply a tool… 

powerful tool” (Script summary table 2018:490). 

 

In the extract above, the suggestion that Shelagh may be enacting the role of 

adult or parent suggests a dialogue unfolding between I-for-other and other-for-

me, which is a relationship that is present throughout many of these extracts.  

 

In the passage above, Shelagh is describing goal setting as a tool, and this 

pragmatic concept is articulated a number of times in this analysis. However, it 

is a tool that could be used instrumentally, if it is deemed to be beneficial, 

otherwise it could be left on the workbench in favour of a more appropriate 

instrument. This instrumentality is expressed by Tina who claims that goals 

need to be flexible as they depend on the context and the needs of the 
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coachee. Again, the coach’s speech is conveying I-for-other, as Tina’s words 

are being given a form by her perceptions of the other. This is expressed in the 

following extract: 

 

32. “[..]I think for me I think about what’s important for the person I am 

coaching.. and..and some have responded really well…to goal 

setting..erm..but equally I-I-I’ve had clients where we’ve done 

something around goal setting as that appeared to be what was 

the right thing…but then by the next time something’s come up 

and that’s taken over their time erm,,and inevitably things keep 

getting pushed back further…..and I will re-visit but it’s you know 

it’s like if I’m not seeing them for a few weeks or a month, a lot 

can happen in that time…”(Script summary table 2018:491). 

 

There is even some scepticism or questioning of the value of goals by some 

participants, thus there is an element of divergence and different views 

emerging when it comes to the role that goals may have to play in coaching 

conversations. For example, Cymbaline states: 

 

33.  “..Erm..goal setting so…[pause] erm…I would say that I am not 

hung up on goals!..erm..and having goals to me sounds very 

transactional… and..erm..that’s..but for me I work on outcomes…. 

outcomes are not just about thinking they are also about feeling 

and being” (Cymbaline, Script summary table 2018:490).  

 

When it comes to the aesthetics of goal setting, coaches expressed diverging 

views, for instance Cymbaline’s words imply reticence about this activity. In her 

extract above she suggests that goals feel transactional, which is an interesting 

comment as it may indicate that for Cymbaline these are impersonal, possibly 

suggesting an exchange of goods rather than what can be an emotional 

interaction between two human beings in the world. This understanding is 

critical since emotions play a leading role in all our lives, but sometimes these 
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are overlooked in coaching research (Cox 2017). This may also suggest that 

Cymbaline has a more nuanced awareness of goals as discussed in the 

literature review, as well as an appreciation of the diverse ways in which a 

coachee may actively seek and pursue change. Within this context, goals can 

also be described as reductionist, and not appropriate in all situations and 

circumstances since they may fail to create of a sense of purpose and meaning 

which is vital since learning embraces the latter (Clutterbuck and Spence 2017; 

Jinks and Dexter 2012).  

 

Cymbaline’s concerns may also be interwoven with the other-for-me in relation 

to the ways in which her words have the potential to affect and nurture the 

emotional connection with the other. As Cox (2017) intimates, the emotional 

state of the coachee can be shaped by the choice of words as well as their 

intonation, and these help in giving the relationship a unique form. Cymbaline’s 

use of language is also interesting in that she prefers the term outcomes rather 

than goals. This concept may indicate the complexity of coaching interactions 

since outcomes, just like goals can be understood pragmatically, where their 

value is interwoven with efficacy and results (Crotty 2010). However, perhaps 

outcomes can also be described holistically as an offshoot or outgrowth of a 

more organic and fluid process. Moreover, as this is a fluid process, this is also 

creative in that it offers many possibilities and avenues to explore as the 

outcome is realised. The outcome itself may come into being through the 

emotional crafting of one another as the conversation unfolds. This emphasis 

on emotion could also imply the ongoing dialogue between romantic and 

pragmatic chronotopes, since emotion in a romantic sense is “[t]hat which 

appeals to us, wherein feeling is predominant” (Furst 1980: 8) which seems to 

be expressed in this passage that discusses the relationship between feeling 

and being. Similar notions are also articulated in Cymbaline’s earlier comments 

in extract 4 on page 179 above. 

 

7.3.6 Creating a feeling of being connected with the other 
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It is this process of crafting that seems to be significant more than a focus on 

goals per se.  Through this process of crafting the other a sense of connection 

and rapport is also being nurtured. This is also enabling for the coach who feels 

able to share their previous lived experience with the coachee. And as Bakhtin 

(1986) claims in the context of a live exchange these words are inviting a 

response. Therefore, the coach is encouraging the coachee to divulge aspects 

of their life that could help them in their struggle to make sense - a key aspect of 

any coaching process (Garvey 2011). This may also be imagined as engaging 

as akin to a form of social poetics (Shotter 2008) where a coach’s utterances 

may move or affect the coachee, leading to the creation of a bridge between 

themselves and the other. This is a bridge across which understandings can 

move and develop, and where each is encouraged to relate to the other within 

their mutual surroundings. This sense of building a mutual, dialogical space is  

articulated by Lizzie in the excerpt below who states that she will discuss 

situations from her own life with coachees as this can be conducive in fostering 

empathetic feelings: 

 

34. “.. I also do share things because I don’t, I hope we have an equal 

relationship where the client and I are both working on this 

together, and I don’t want them to feel that I am above them in 

any way and quite often just for the purposes of empathy I will 

feel able to say ‘yes I do know..I don’t know how you feel because 

I don’t know what it is like to be you, but I have been in a situation 

where that has happened to me, not quite the same.” (Lizzie, 

Script summary table 2018:492). 

 

Interestingly, her language use includes the use of a physical metaphor, in her 

words that she doesn’t want to be seen to be above the coachee. This conjures 

images of her floating above or over the coachee, similarly, to figures depicted 

in a Chagall painting. Metaphors recur in this chapter, perhaps because these 

draw upon lived experience (Pinker 2008). Whatever the reason this use of 

language is valuable since it offers insights into the understandings of the 

participants in this research. Considering these words uttered by Lizzie, what 

she may be inferring is that she wishes to create feelings of equity between her 
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and her client. In this way the coachee is not beneath her, but on a similar level. 

This points to Lizzie’s concerns that she is not perceived to be an expert or 

someone who may know the answers. Her desire for an equitable relationship is 

commendable and seems to contradict her extract from the section on inner 

speech on pages 172-3 above where she appeared to be actively seeking to 

give the other a very distinct form. This may hint at a change in her relationship 

between self and other over time, whereby she is no longer engaged in 

authoring the other or seeking to define them, so that the dialogue is 

transformed from one that is influenced by the outside, to one that is inside-out.  

 

Whilst sharing personal experience with the coachee could be an important 

aspect of this creative process, there may also be dilemmas associated with 

this, for instance with any assumptions that a coach may be making based upon 

past experience and on hearing the voices of others. This may be being 

expressed in the next quotation from Lulu’s transcript: 

 

35.  “..the first time we had the chemistry meeting, I was talking to her 

er and sharing that I understand it’s quite a stressful climate that 

you work in…and you know erm, your mental health is equally as 

important as your physical health and shared my own 

experiences of mental health difficulties, cos I’ve been off with 

erm depression yes and you know, just sharing that with her, that 

empathy and the fact that I work with Leeds ____ “ (Script 

summary table 2018:491).  

 

In this paragraph Lulu is expressing metaphorical language through her 

suggestion of a chemistry meeting in which both parties consider whether they 

might be a suitable match for one another. In addition, this language is romantic 

in that it seems to be describing an intuitive sensing of the emotional state of 

the other, and, feeling that perhaps the coachee is overwhelmed by her 

situation. As Bakhtin (1986) indicates, words that are spoken reside or dwell 

within a specific context. And prior to these words being spoken Lulu had heard 

from the organization that the coachee had experienced mental ill health in the 
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past. Therefore, Lulu is responding to the external speech of others, who could 

be described as providing the contours or outlines in which the conversations 

will take shape. Thus, the context in which these conversations will unfurl is 

already being authored by the organization and by Lulu herself. The words that 

are spoken above contain an element of addressivity and anticipate a particular 

response from the other. This may suggest that whilst Lulu is expressing 

empathy there is an element of an outside-in (Sullivan 2012) dialogue unfolding 

where the coachee may be being immersed in the coach’s way of seeing or 

understanding the situation.  A concern here might be whether the coachee has 

had a chance to speak and be heard prior to these shaping activities. Moreover, 

whilst Lulu is seeking to build a dialogical connection from which this 

relationship can grow, this could be an expression of a monological or one-way 

interaction. 

 

7.3.7 Metaphorical language relating to cracked and damaged pots 

 

Shelagh’s transcript indicates that this sharing may be contingent upon the 

unique characteristics of the coaching interaction and whether she deems this 

in the interests of the coachee. As her excerpt below indicates, coaching 

conversations are centred on the coachee and their individual needs. This 

suggests, as previously articulated that the participants in this research often 

describe a relationship where I-for-other, as well as other-for-me are being 

sculpted and carved in response to hearing the other. Thus, this artistic process 

is a mutual endeavour, it is not just the coach crafting the coachee, both are 

shaping one another.  

 

36.  “I haven’t got a strong view on..other than being mentally 

defective..of how much of myself I bring into this..cracked pots 

sometimes are really useful for people, as they talk a lot more and 

say ‘I know about that!’ you know?” And I don’t..and that is partly 

about, this isn’t about, it isn’t for me..” (Script summary table 

2018:493). 
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Metaphorical language is also present here where Shelagh refers to herself as 

a cracked pot, which she claims can be useful. This seems counterintuitive as a 

cracked pot may indicate that it is defective in some way, or not fit for purpose 

and has been discarded by the artist or thrown away. However, perhaps this 

could be understood differently, as an analogy for a vessel that has seen life, 

has been well used or lived in and can empathise with other damaged vessels, 

in this case other human beings. In addition, as well as leaking contents through 

the cracks, it may also be illuminating, letting light or insight through these 

cracks that leads to awareness.  

 

Furthermore, as Cymbaline implies in her passage below, sharing stories about 

self are beneficial if they provide some insights which could be beneficial for the 

coachee. This allusion to insight indicates that romantic language is present 

which is a recurrent theme throughout this chapter. Again, Cymbaline’s words 

point to her self-authoring in which a dynamic interplay between I-for-other and 

other-for-me unfolds in which the coachee is shaping her words and action. This 

might indicate that this crafting experience is double voiced where the coach is 

being shaped by the responses of the coachee, a phenomenon which seems to 

be present in several of the extracts already discussion. During this encounter 

Cymbaline is offering to share aspects of herself with the other that enrich their 

understandings and emotional crafting process further.  

 

37.  “But..it..its..its about you and a snippet of er..of..a..my own story 

which will then really give some insight into the client which will 

draw some insights or which..which sympathise, not that I’ve 

been there and done that but I have some empathy..” (Script 

summary table 2018:493).  

 

Moving on from Cymbaline’s extract, Tina also indicates that articulating her 

previous lived experience to a coachee is contingent upon both the context and 

unique circumstances that are unfolding in that moment. For instance, Tina 
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conveys that she “would err on the side of less rather than more, I think that 

there are a number of dilemmas with that, and partly it’s around their time and 

they are paying for it as well! [laughter]...and also is can be a bit distracting” 

(Tina’s transcript 2018:494). Again, there is a concern here for the other, and 

how her choice of words during the conversation may impact on the other. This 

suggests that in Tina’s coaching interactions there is space for a double-voiced 

dialogical encounter, in which she is not seeking to define the other, but instead 

allow the other to shape her. This is being articulated in her awareness that the 

coachee’s resources of time and money are previous and that she doesn’t want 

to waste these or be a distraction.  

 

In the micro-dialogue in Tina’s excerpt below she offers examples of 

circumstances in which she would feel happy to draw from her own experience. 

If a coachee is aware of and able to identify what they need help with, if they 

specific and ask for her guidance, then Tina will share this with them. This then 

is contingent on the ability that the coachee has to recognise and to know the 

challenges they are facing.  

 

Sharing lived experience for Tina appears to be a bounded entity. This could be 

critical, as it describes a situation in which experiences are shared as a direct 

response, being called out on hearing the words of the other (Shotter 1998). In 

this way, Tina is the addressee, and her words dwell within this unique chain of 

unfolding events. The words that Tina speaks in this instance are succinct and 

circumspect, as Tina is suggesting possibilities rather than outlining a single 

way for the coachee to proceed. What could also be interesting about this 

micro-dialogue is that these words contain a sense of ambiguity or a sideways 

nod or glance towards alternative meanings. These words may also contain a 

loophole (Madill et al 2018), in that her questioning may generate different 

possibilities that enable a multiplicity of meanings to arise. 

 

38. “..so if it is something where you know about ‘I want to manage 

this situation better’ or erm ‘you know we could really do with 
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engaging with more of X’ then I would probably be more likely to 

say ‘well have you thought of?...erm..and if they sort of say ‘oh I 

don’t think that would work!’ then I might say ‘well I do have 

experience of…. and so you might want to think of…but it’s 

always around being around something they say rather than 

being around something totally out of the blue” (Script summary 

table 2018:494). 

 

Finally, when it comes to Crystal’s transcript, she states that she prefers not to 

draw upon her past experiences for similar reasons to those outlined above, 

indicating recurrent themes in these texts. However, intriguingly, Crystal’s reply 

is soaked in influences derived from external speech, possibly hinting at the 

dynamic interplay between this and inner speech as she shares an example 

drawn from research. Here she is distancing herself and speaking of another – 

a medical doctor who has experienced the loss of her own child and shares this 

with patients with the intention of creating a sense of connection, understanding 

and empathy. What I find interesting here is the way that Crystal has side-

stepped this question, and, has drawn upon an imagined other. Perhaps this 

indicates that she is encountering a struggle, possibly feelings of discomfort 

here. 

 

39.  “..erm…very seldom but I do very occasionally.. [pause] people 

sometimes say it helps in terms of there was a woman who’d lost her 

own..erm sorry, this is a research idea, but a woman who had lost her 

own baby… and who was a Doctor in a Maternity Clinic and she said 

sometimes she would say “yes I do understand how it feels, it’s different 

for everybody but I lost my baby too..so..I can appreciate that it’s really 

hard for you..” or something like that but not…it’s still in the service of the 

client..” (Scriptsummary table 2018:493). 

 

7.4 The coach as craftsman/sculptor  
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The following extract is from Lizzie’s transcript where she discusses her feelings 

around personal boundaries. What is perhaps significant about her words is that 

Lizzie is the only participant to consider these, and, is therefore a divergent 

theme. 

 

40.  “erm..but I do have my own personal boundaries with clients..yes so 

I do have personal boundaries in that I tend not to have relationships 

outside the coaching relationship.. and various times it has come up 

where it might have been that I would maybe do some work with 

somebody else but I don’t do that because I think it is a conflict of 

interest..erm..I don’t have friendships..with clients..well I feel friendly 

towards them in the room.. and I am usually quite clear about when, 

when I’m available and when I’m not, I don’t do that much extra 

although I will do at times and I will take phone calls..and that’s part 

of my service and I wouldn’t have a sexual relationship with a client 

but no I wouldn’t do that..erm..[pause] well I suppose if it came up I 

would definitely stop coaching..and I would wait for two years, three 

years, a hundred years…I might have to..I don’t really know, as I 

say..”(Script summary table 2018:532). 

 

Inherent in Lizzie’s words is a dilemma, a sense of struggle and uncertainty as 

she tries to make sense of the boundaries that exist between herself and the 

other. Whilst she sounds sure of her boundaries around friendship, this changes 

when she explores what she might do if she found herself attracted to a 

coachee. Lizzie sounds as if she is unsure, as she continues to wrestle with 

this, which may point to a loophole emerging as she considers the various 

possibilities here with their attendant meanings. In addition, this may articulate 

the complexity of the many ways in which the coach and coachee grant one 

another form.  

 

7.4.1 A double voiced process where the coachee may craft and shape the 

coach 
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When it comes to building a relationship between coach and coachee Lulu’s 

words in the following passage echo the meaning implied in Crystal’s comment 

on the previous page regarding the Maternity Doctor. The aim being to create a 

sense of connection as Lizzie states in the following: “yes the connection, that’s 

the important thing”(Lizzie, script summary table 2018:589). Through a sense of 

connection mutual understanding may emerge that fosters rapport. However, 

with Lulu’s comments below it is the coachee who is giving voice to this rather 

than the coach.  This is an interesting reversal to extract 35 from Lulu’s 

transcript on page 210 above, as it is the coachee who is creating this sense of 

connection here. Thus, it is the coachee who is granting a shape and form to 

the coach, which may nod to the double-voiced aspects of these coaching 

conversations.  

 

41. Lulu: “..erm..but it’s a case of her words are usually ‘well I know you 

get it, you know, you know where I am coming from when I say I am 

frustrated, I’m torn because I’ve got the kids and doodah’, she 

doesn’t work Fridays and she’s had pressure to work more and all 

those sorts of things and I get all that cos I’ve you know, I’ve been 

there and done it. But not everybody wants that, some clients do 

and that’s almost the rapport built in some ways…” (Script summary 

table 2018:532). 

 

This double-voiced quality of coaching conversations can sometimes lead to 

challenges. For instance, during the process of seeking to build a sense of 

connection the space between a coach and coachee can be filled with a range 

of emotions. This may create a charged atmosphere in which a coach may 

encounter difficulties as conveyed by Lizzie’s extract below. In this she 

describes occasions where she may not warm to or even like the coachee. In 

some instances, she may feel that they are pressing her buttons and 

engendering negative emotions which may include exasperation, frustration, 

irritation or anger. Such conflicts may not be in common within dialogical 
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interactions where the self is struggling to make sense of or find their own voice 

in amongst the voices of others.  

 

The idiom, pushing someone’s buttons is also metaphorical, and, on reading 

these words remind me of a radio or cassette player where pressing a button 

will lead to a specific piece of music being played. For Lizzie, this may be 

likened to listening to music, but music that is jarring or unpleasant which on 

hearing elicits a significant emotional encounter. Again, her claim that is 

listening with all her senses may also be metaphorical in the sense that she is 

seeking to be attuned to the other. Interestingly, being attuned or tuned in to the 

other is also articulated by Cymbaline in her words “that’s not just about what’s - 

what’s been said but all the, all the non verbals, pitch, tone, voice and posture, 

erm all the other things as well in terms of creating the right environment” 

(Script summary table 2018:533). Thus, the coach is listening to more than the 

speech acts of others but is being responsive to the more subtle and nuanced 

aspects of a coachee’s communication. Lizzie claims that whilst she may be 

experiencing struggles, she will leave her communication channels open, which 

also points to the metaphor discussed above. Crucially, this acknowledgement 

that coaching conversations can elicit unpleasant or uncomfortable emotions for 

Lizzie. However, by remaining open to the other Lizzie is articulating how she 

tries to conquer or overcome these emotional struggles so that she is present 

for the other.  

 

42. Lizzie: “..listening with absolutely all of your senses.. and keeping 

the, just keeping the channels open..and that was part of I think, a 

very big part of my training, was not to jump to conclusions, not 

to..and this is where I was saying about liking someone or not liking 

somebody, because people do press your buttons…and so I might 

just have to make sure that I’m keeping those channels of 

communication open…” (Script summary table 2018:533). 

 

7.4.2 Being authentic 
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In Lizzie’s excerpt above she claims that it is vital not to go jumping to any 

conclusions about the coachee, as the other needs to be confident in 

articulating how they are feeling, and to be as Cymbaline states “their ‘authentic’ 

self” (Script summary table 2018:533). This concept of authenticity may be 

influenced by Maslow’s (1965) notion of self-actualization, discussed earlier in 

the literature review, and in my autoethnography in the previous chapter, as well 

as ideas connected to the celebrated self (Western 2013) whereby happiness is 

achieved through becoming attuned to your authentic self. However, 

Cymbaline’s words could also be described as romantic  with their desire for 

authenticity, through which a genuine, sincere or real self may be found by 

looking inwards that can be clearly expressed (Guignon 2004; Taylor 2012). 

Moreover, a further assumption is that this real self has been lost or forgotten 

through existence in the social world and that a fundamental aim of life is to 

rediscover this inner being. This can be achieved through developing self-

knowledge and awareness. Critically, this romantic conception stands in 

contrast with an understanding of self that experiences a continuous process of 

change. For Cymbaline, a coachee is enabled to express this self when there is 

a sense of openness and transparency. What interests me here is the notion of 

an authentic self, since the self is non-identical to itself which suggests that it is 

in a state of constant flux and change, as it continues to be crafted. Within this 

context a complex dynamic is being played out between inner and external 

speech where the self is engaging in dialogues that help shape emotional 

awareness and understanding. However, what this statement of Cymbaline’s 

might indicate is the significant role played by the coach in creating an 

environment in which the other feels enabled to talk about what can be deeply 

personal or difficult issues for them with another, to trust and feel understood.   

 

This environment is brought into being though the coach conveying that they 

are there for them. This is indicated in the extract from Crystal’s transcript 

below: 
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43.  “...…taking an attitude of “I’m here for you” rather than..[pause]..”I’m 

here to earn some money and help your organisation in 

whatever..and they’ve hired me to do it”..how do I make that clear 

from the start? I mean I say that..erm..and that whole thing of 

confidentiality and what are the..what are they…oh…what are the 

boundaries..erm I don’t actually say “your organization says they 

want you to leave with dignity” and “I’m here for you to find out what 

you want to do”. (Script summary table 2018:534). 

 

Crystal is making quite an important point, that whatever the organization may 

have claimed or whether this is a professional relationship, the coach is trying to 

situate the coachee at the heart of this process. Rather than being persuaded 

by the words of others, Crystal is questioning these and looking at them from a 

different angle. Through this process Crystal resists a “surplus of vision” 

(Sullivan 2012:51) from seeping into the conversation that can be both imposing 

and over-bearing, leading to an outside-in monologue that fails to hear the voice 

of the coachee. This is also a threshold moment for the coach as she is making 

a specific choice that will give shape and form to these unfolding conversations. 

A similar attitude of being there for the coachee expressed by Crystal above is 

conveyed by Tina in the following: 

 

44. “ I think that it’s something that you do you know in one way or 

another erm and that I think what links us is our common humanity 

erm..it’s you know it might sometimes be sort of ‘oh yeah?, really?’ 

and there are usually things that, that.. that-that link us that erm that 

you can talk about and that might be neutral kind of things but that 

create some sort of connection… [..] you know, who you have in 

front of you, that isn’t all of them, that’s just what you see and you 

have no idea what all the layers are behind that… erm and there is 

always something and that that you know if push comes to shove – 

it’s a person with a dilemma erm and there’s a way in which you can 

get them to talk about that and often I think the way that people will 

talk about things gives me clues to where they are coming from?” 

(Script summary table 2018:534). 
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In the passage above Tina is stating that connection emerges from shared or 

common humanity, since there are experiences that are shared or which link 

people together. This also resonates with Lulu’s extract on page 205 previously 

that articulates how similar lived experiences can help build the relationship 

between coach and coachee. However, Tina then talks about there being more 

to the other than what she may be seeing, so there are added layers of 

complexity. This has resonance with Cymbaline’s comments on pages 211-112 

where body language, tone and facial expressions are considered as equally 

critical aesthetic elements when this artistic process. 

 

7.4.3 A different view  

 

Finally, as an artist or sculptor the coach may need to look at the world through 

the eyes of the coachee, and as discussed in this chapter already this is not 

always easy to do. Sometimes a coachee will look at the world in a way that is 

surprising, unsettling and unfamiliar to the coach, as indicated by Lizzie in her 

comments about not always liking her coachee. However, as Tina suggests  “I 

can’t become that person but I can try to empathise and accept that we might 

be different” (Script summary table 2018:535). And accepting the uniqueness of 

the other may reside at the heart of this process, since enabling the other to 

develop new insights and awareness may emerge when the coach is able to 

understand them from their point of view. Rather than seeking to craft them in 

their own image, or author them, a coach as artist is engaged in a mutual 

process of emotionally shaping the other. 

 

An unexpected aspect that this analysis is the prevalence of metaphor in the 

language of the participants that I spoke with. As Pinker (2008) claims that 

knowledge and understanding is bounded by metaphorical language, this 

implies that there are limits to our expression and thus metaphors can be useful 

in bridging the gap or “adapting language to reality” (Pinker 2008:259). 

However, it could also be stated that this language use is shaping and crafting 
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understandings and rather than seeking to fit into existing reality is speaking a 

world into being. This metaphorical use of language is also interesting, since 

Shelagh draws upon the simile of a cracked pot to describe herself, whilst Lizzie 

feels within the context of a coaching relationship it is vital not be be seen to be 

above the coachee. A metaphor that seems particularly apt as far as this 

research is concerned as it could suggest the struggles of the artist as they 

continue to craft an art piece. Part of this process involving holding the work up 

to the light,  and, turning it around in their hands so that it can be viewed from 

different perspectives. This was uttered by Shelagh’s in her extract on page 158 

above when discussing the superordinate theme inner speech. In her 

comments Shelagh describes a process whereby the coachee is externalising 

what is within, taking or lifting this out so that it can be brought to the light and 

examined in more depth. Through this process the coachee could be engaged 

in a dialogue with self and others, internally and externally examining something 

whilst seeking to make the words of the other increasingly credible, convincing 

and persuasive (Sullivan 2007). Critically, this may help to answer my research 

questions surrounding the relationship between inner and outer speech. For 

instance, the words uttered by a coach may be ambiguous, ripe with multiple 

meanings, which on hearing point to other possible meanings and ways of 

acting. Interacting with these words and meanings is a dynamic and ongoing 

process in which the self is encountering the strange and unfamiliar whilst 

seeking to reach out or negotiate with the voice of the other in order to foster 

new understandings. In addition to my research question around inner and 

outer speech, this also indicates that coaching conversations nurture a 

dialogical form of learning. A form of learning that engenders threshold 

moments in which novel meanings are crafted and come into being. These 

threshold moments have significance for this research as it could be these 

moments that the coaching conversation intends to bring forth. These are 

moments of great potential but also uncertainty and doubt as a coachee stands 

at a crossroads between past understandings and ways of acting and future 

ways of being. Therefore, they have a choice to make that has the capacity to 

transform their lived experience.  
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As this chapter has been exploring the dialogical aspects that dwell within 

coaching conversations, it seems pertinent to seek to foster a dialogue between 

myself and others here. Therefore,  I am also suggesting a metaphor, one of 

crafting the self in which the coach can be understood as an artist and this will 

be explored in more depth in the section below.  

 

7.5 The artist metaphor 

 

This section introduces the artistic metaphor that has emerged from this 

research. This metaphor describes the space in which the artist is working, their 

studio. Before beginning to create an artwork, first the artist engages in 

preparing the space, laying out the tools and equipment that they will need to 

proceed. At this stage, the coach has to consider the health and safety 

implications, and whether the art room or studio a safe space for artistic 

expression. Once the space is prepared the process of creating the artwork, 

which in this metaphor can be imagined as being a ceramic piece, maybe a 

vase or a pot. The artist starts to give the pot a form (art piece), which is an 

ongoing emotional process. Aesthetic elements inherent in this process involve 

the coach in developing familiarity or a feel for their materials, in this case clay, 

for example whether it is lumpy and uneven, or soft and smooth. This is 

connected to the relationship that is developing between the coach and 

coachee, and the coach beginning to get a sense of the other. The relationship 

is being moulded similarly to how an artist is forming their artwork on the 

potter’s wheel. To enhance their understanding, the coach as artist needs to be 

able to intuit, as well as listening with various senses so that they can be 

responsive to the intangible and unpredictable elements that arise as the artist 

and clay interact with each other. The clay may be responding to the artists 

hands, but equally the artist is being shaped by the clay. This moulding process 

is dialogical, and it may even be thought of as a form of joint action as 

discussed in the literature review, which continues to alter and affect the other 

(Shotter 2008). It is through these interactions that the relationship between 

coach and coachee continues to take shape. To nurture this relationship the 

coach seeks to create space where the other feels safe and emboldened to 
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speak and be heard. Therefore, the coach as artist needs to be open and 

receptive to hearing the words of the coachee. As indicated in some of the 

extracts above the coachee may be shaping the other and engendering feelings 

of struggle or unease in the coach as part of this process. This is articulated by 

Lizzie on pages 171-172. There are times in the artist’s struggles that they may 

feel frustrated and exasperated or even dislike the artistic process. Thus, being 

an artist involves difficulty, conflict and challenge. However, there could be a 

mediating artefact here in the form of supervision as articulated by Lulu on 

pages 189-190 above, which may be understood as the artist’s muse who helps 

in reassuring and inspiring the artist’s creativity. This inspiration along with 

increasing familiarity may engender feelings of confidence. The artist becomes 

more adept when using the potter’s wheel, creating art that is richer and more 

complex, possibly with multiple meanings attached. This artistic endeavour is a 

temporal process in which new understandings, awareness and meanings take 

shape, which implies that this artistic process is one in which learning can 

unfurl. This metaphor is articulated in Table 7.1 below, which can be imagined 

as a summary table that helps to situate the extracts discussed throughout this 

chapter within this artistic metaphorical frame. Please be aware that this table 

contains a selection of these excerpts and is not intended to be comprehensive. 
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Table 7.1 Table to situate participant excerpts within this metaphorical 

artistic frame 

 

 

IPA analysis Dialogical Analysis Excerpt from interview 

transcripts 

Preparing the space: The 

artist’s tools and 

equipment  

 

I-for-other, I-for-myself, 

inside-out dialogue 

 

Tina excerpt no 44, p. 219. 

The flexibility of the artist – 

adopting an eclectic 

approach in response to 

needs of the recipient 

 

Key moment, word with a 

loophole 

Pragmatic chronotope 

 

Lulu excerpt no 21, p.196. 

Goals driven or process 

driven? 

 

I-for-other, other-for-me,  

Pragmatic chronotope 

Shelagh excerpt no 30, 

p.205. 

Drawing a line: The artist 

and recipient as bounded 

entities? 

I-for-other, other-for-me Lizzie excerpt no 40, p.215. 

Empathy, Trust, Intimacy Inside-out dialogue, 

double-voiced, I-for-other, 

other-for-me 

 

Crystal excerpt no 34, 

p.209.  

 

 

Sharing the self through 

narratives that sculpt and 

craft this relationship with 

the recipient (mediating 

artefact)   

I-for-myself, I-for-other,   Crystal excerpt no 39, 

p.214. 

The artist and recipient 

being 

I-for-other, other-for-me,  

Romantic Chronotope 

 Lizzie excerpt no 42, 

p.216. 
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responsive/receptive to 

one another 

 

Ways in which the 

recipient might shape the 

artist’s struggles 

I-for-myself, I-for-other,  

Double-voiced 

 

 Lulu excerpt no 41, p.216. 

 

 

Dilemmas encountered by 

the artist whilst interacting 

with the potter’s wheel  

 

I-for-other, other-for-me,  

 

 

 Lizzie excerpt no 1, p.174. 

Artist and recipient 

developing a ‘feel’ for the 

pot – and how the pot 

develops through this 

process 

Threshold moment, 

outside-in dialogue 

I-for-other, other-for-me 

Double-voiced 

 

Crystal excerpt no 43, 

p.218.  

Unexpected, difficult 

perceptions and feelings 

that may emerge (for artist 

and recipient) 

 

Other-for-me, outside-in 

discourse 

Lizzie excerpt no 1, p.174. 

 

Struggling to understand 

the recipient – seeing 

different perspectives – 

I-for-other, other-for-me,  

Double-voiced 

Romantic language 

(hidden depths) 

 

Tina excerpt no 44, p.219. 

 

The Artist’s Muse: 

Supervision as a process 

that can help inspire the 

artist’s creativity 

 

I-for-myself, I-for-other, 

other-for-me, threshold 

moment, Dialogue 

between pragmatic 

language and romantic 

language 

 

 

Lulu excerpt no 20, p.194.  
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7.6 Conclusion  

 

In conclusion, this chapter is describing a dynamic and ongoing process of 

emotional crafting in which both coach and coachee are actively engaged. 

Inherent in this process is a relationship between inner and external speech in 

which the words of self and other interact as part of a quest or search for 

meaning and understanding.  

 

This is an encounter that can be double-voiced, where the voice of the other 

can answer back and be heard. However, this analysis has shown that there is 

divergence here, as a coach can sometimes seek to author or shape the other. 

They may engage in a monological interaction, or outside-in discourse as 

described by Lizzie in the first section of this chapter. In her example the other 

experienced a range of emotions as he struggled to make sense and find his 

own voice in amongst the limits of this interaction. There are also words with a 

sidewards glance or which seep in from the external speech of the organization 

in which the coach is working for. This is articulated by Crystal when choosing 

to be there for the coachee rather than listening to the narrative offered by the 

coachee’s employers. Moreover, this could be described as a threshold moment 

in which the coaching conversation begins to take on a particular shape or form 

as imbued by Crystal. Other excerpts discussed in this chapter convey the 

double-voiced qualities of coaching conversations in which there is an attempt 

by the coach to reach out and understand the other, even struggle to see the 

world from their unfamiliar perspective. Such moments are ripe with possibilities 

and potential and could be understood as critical to this process of crafting the 

self through which learning may emerge. 

 

From the analysis of my field text in chapter 5 and these interview transcripts 

there is a sense that both coach and coachee are engaged in this process of 

learning, in which their awareness and understanding is transformed, which 

suggests that learning in this context is dialogical. A critical aspect of this seems 

to be interwoven with the idea of non-identity, where the different aspects of 

self, whether that be I-for-other or other-for-me are in constant contact with one 

another and continue to give one another form. This form is plastic and 
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malleable since the self is not static or fixed, which implies that it has the 

capacity for transformation. And such transformations happen when listening to 

and hearing the voice of the other, where their words both anticipate and 

engender a response (Bakhtin 1986). This seems particularly cogent for this 

research that explores the relationship between coaching and learning, where 

not only is the coachee being granted a form. Interestingly, a recurrent theme in 

this analysis has been connected to the ways in which the coachee may be 

cultivating the emotions of the coach, thereby shaping the coach as well as the 

conversation as it is evolving.  

 

What I sense from analysing both the field text in chapter 5 and these 

transcripts is a constant sense of surprise, and this has developed here from 

encountering the various metaphors inherent in the participant’s language use. 

Throughout this chapter there has been reference to romantic language and 

pragmatic language expressed in the form of chronotopes. These can be 

imagined as engaging in an ongoing dialogue which has given shape to this 

analysis. This dialogue interweaves the romantic notions of intuition, emotion 

and the authentic self with the pragmatic concepts of tools, anchors, goals and 

using these instrumentally. The participants’ language also discusses cracked 

pots, smorgasbords and potholes in the road that have been fascinating as well 

as illuminating. In addition, reading these metaphors has inspired my own 

suggestion– an aesthetic or artistic metaphor in which an artist can be 

understood as crafting a work of art. This resonates with Bakhtin’s suggestion 

that as individuals we can benefit from re-orienting ourselves within a “more 

complex artistic model of the world” (Bakhtin 1986:272). Finally, it is within this 

act of creation that dialogical learning transpires. This will be discussed in more 

depth in the following chapter. 
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Chapter Eight Discussion 

 

8.1 Introduction 

 

This research is interested in exploring coaching conversations, particularly the 

ways in which first-hand lived experience of engaging in coaching conversations 

as a coachee may enable learning to emerge. This thesis has been crafted from 

phenomenology since learning is described as emerging through participation in 

the life world. Thus two of the key concepts that have shaped this research 

throughout have been Heidegger’s concept of Dasein as expressed through 

dwelling or being-in-the-world (1962), along with Bakhtin’s (1993) ideas around 

the significance of everyday experience described in terms of Being-as-event, 

which as indicated in the introduction to this thesis can be understood as 

relating to truth as lived and experienced. Thus, by interweaving these 

concepts, emphasis is placed upon the experiential and phenomenological, and 

the complexity of interactions as they unfold between lived experience, thought 

and contemplation in order to deal with the gap in the literature that was 

identified in chapter two.  

 

This gap indicates that currently there is little if any research which explores 

how learning may unfurl within coaching conversations from the situated 

perspective of a coachee. Thus, there is a lack of understanding when it comes 

to understanding what could be unfolding live between coach and coachee and 

how this might inform a coachee’s learning (Fillery-Travis and Cox 2014). This 

has relevance since coaching can be understood as a learning process that is 

coachee-centred (Lai and Palmer 2019). Crucially, this research aims to shed 

light on this previously under-researched area in vivo or from the inside (Fillery-

Travis and Cox 2014). Whilst there is coaching research that is outcome based 

as indicated by Shoukry and Cox (2018) as well as research that is interested in 

how coaching might work, exploring this process to develop understandings of 

how it works tends to be overlooked (Athanasopolou and Dopson (2018). 

Therefore, the complexity of the coaching interaction articulated through 
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coaching conversations remains a dark, neglected area of academic research. 

For example, the various ways in which meanings are formed, or the role that 

emotions might play within this complex learning process have been ignored. 

Thus, there are as Correia et al (2016) indicate  many aspects of the coaching 

process remain unexplored. 

 

To date there is research that explores the ways in which the characteristics 

and behaviours of a coach give coaching conversations a specific form as 

indicated by McCleland (2005) in the literature review. There is also research 

that explores how the behaviour of a coachee may shape this interaction, along 

with studies that consider how coaching might lead to changes in self-

awareness, for example Kress (2008). Furthermore, there is research that is 

both experiential and phenomenological such as that posited by Rostron (2006) 

as discussed in the literature review that describes coaching as a process 

involving introspection and meaning making. However, there is an absence 

here in these different researches as they are monological, offering  just a 

single perspective and fail to hear the voice of the other. What is lacking is 

research that is dialogical, that seeks to hear the voices of coach and coachee 

and which address how both parties are actively engaged in shaping the 

coachee’s learning, as this thesis does. This approach has value as learning 

can be understood as being socially shared and developing through interactions 

with others in the life world, through the interplay of inner and outer speech as 

suggested in the literature review. Therefore, this research makes a novel 

contribution by generating fresh understandings based upon  my active 

participation as a coachee within a series of one-to-one coaching 

conversations.  

 

As this research explores the relationship between coaching and learning 

through a dialogical lens, it is looking at how the self is crafted, shaped and 

sculpted through active participation in coaching conversations. Therefore, this 

thesis elaborates on the ways in which the self is transformed when engaging 

with and encountering the other. Critically, in the introduction to this thesis it is 

suggested that the self is non identical or recognisable (Sullivan 2012) with 
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itself. This implies that instead of an essentialist conceptualisation of self, the 

self is not fixed or immutable but undergoes a continuous process of change 

over time. Thus, the self can be conceptualized as being a dialogical subject. 

 

Within this dialogical context, this research explores coaching conversations 

from the inside, where the self can be imagined as being constituted and re-

constituted in the presence of the coach, when hearing their words and 

responding to these. This is a process that involves a dynamic interplay 

between the inner landscape of the individual and the external world of others. 

Moreover, as this is an active dialogical process, it can be described as a form 

of life (Shotter 2008), that is spontaneous, unpredictable and as Bakhtin 

(1993:1) claims “once-occurrent”. In addition, this living form is anticipatory and 

capable of generating a range of expressions and responses both to itself and 

to others. In this generative context, introspection, and inner speech along with 

their attendant micro dialogues interact with and add vitality to the words of 

others, thus shaping subsequent speech acts. Thus, during this process, inner 

and outer speech are actively constituting and giving form to one another. This 

can be also be described as fluidic, transitory, and ongoing in that what 

happens in earlier conversations shapes subsequent speech as well as external 

activities. Previous experiences can flow into subsequent experiences, 

indicating that there is an inseparability or intertwining engendered between the 

past, present and future. This indicates that there is are temporal qualities 

inherent within coaching conversations that enrich this aesthetic endeavour 

which have a role to play in learning. And time can be understood 

metaphorically being expressed through the language of chronotopes (Bakhtin, 

1981) as indicated in chapters 5 and 7 respectively. For instance, in chapter 7  

different genres of coaching are expressed through the chronotopes of travel, 

romanticism and pragmatism with their distinct language and meanings. These 

are discussed further as this chapter develops. Crucially, this aesthetic 

language articulates how time and space can sculpt our understandings of 

reality, thus existence is crafted through a sense of chronology (Bemong et al 

2010). This implies that individuals are “intrinsically chronotopic” (Bakhtin 1981: 

85). In addition, within this understanding different forms of acting are situated, 
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contextualised, and inseparable from their surroundings (Steinby and Klapuri 

2013). 

 

In this chapter I will also be introducing my own aesthetic metaphor that 

describes coaching as an art, and, reproducing the cross-case analysis table 

from chapter 7 to aid the reader. This artistic metaphor draws upon the works of 

Gell (2013) in which the coach is conceptualised as an artist who creates the 

space and gives form to the coachee through their approach, choice of 

theoretical tools and the ways that these interact with the coachee’s inner and 

outer speech. As this metaphor is inspired by Gell (2013) then the coachee is 

referred to as a recipient. This is discussed in more depth as this chapter 

unfolds. 

 

As indicated above, this research is interested the dialogical qualities inherent in 

coaching conversations and how these may nurture learning. Thus, subsequent 

questions that this chapter seeks to address revolve around whether coaching 

conversations may engender dialogical learning, along with what role inner and 

outer speech could play in this process. As indicated in the literature review 

chapter, there are also aesthetic elements which inform coaching 

conversations. Exploring how the different elements, such as the models and 

theoretical frames that a coach may use can shape the conversation, or the role 

that goal setting might play as this unfolds has relevance. The final area that 

this thesis has been addressing is connected to the ways in which boundary 

issues or ethical dilemmas may affect learning as it unfolds.  

 

This chapter situates these findings within the larger context of the existing 

literature surrounding the relationship between coaching and learning. As this 

process unfolds the contribution that this research is making to current coaching 

knowledge will be described, defined, and explicitly stated. For instance, with 

respect to what the implications for coaching are as indicated by this research. 

In addition, this chapter will also be discussing how the findings from this 
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research help in creating new knowledge and understandings that both answer 

the research questions posited above.  

 

As the chapter develops it will be exploring whether there are any problems that 

arise from this research, for example whether more data would be beneficial, 

and discusses other ways of approaching this research. In addition, this chapter 

will be  outlining the next steps and avenues for future research. Within this 

context this chapter will offer suggestions for coaching and how this 

hybridisation methodology may benefit research in this area. Finally, as this 

research situates the coachee within an aesthetic dialogical frame, rather than 

describing them in terms of romanticism or pragmatism as indicated in the 

previous chapter, the coachee can be understood as a dialogical subject who 

has lived experiences. This notion will be explored further as this chapter 

unfolds. However, to begin with in the section to follow this chapter will discuss 

the overall findings from this research.  

 

8.2 Overall findings  

 

One of the key themes which has emerged from this analysis is that of not 

knowing. This has been encountered, experienced, and articulated by both the 

research participants in the previous chapter and I, as indicated by the 

autoethnographic analysis in chapter five. 

 

8.2.1 Struggling to know 

 

Not knowing is voiced by Lizzie in the preceding chapter where she states that 

she struggles to know what the problem or issue for the other might be. This 

indicates that there are times when a coach is experiencing feelings of 

uncertainty, and, may be as much in the dark as the coachee could be. This 

suggests, as Spinelli (2010) claims that uncertainty is a fundamental part of 

lived experience which we all share. In this context, the coach and coachee will 

never have complete knowledge, it will only ever be partial. Thus, any meanings 
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that form will be incomplete and capable of change. This has implications for 

coaching conversations as it implies that coaches need to be aware that any 

meanings or goal that is created are unlikely to be fixed and are at best 

indistinct or fuzzy as it is situated in the flow of events, as they can be 

questioned, challenged or even dissolved when situations and circumstances 

change (Clutterbuck and Spence 2017; Spinelli 2010). Thus, the aims of the 

conversation and any goals need re-visiting, and importantly they need a certain 

plasticity, malleability, and adaptability. This is voiced by Tina in extract 32 in 

the previous chapter where she describes how the goal that she may set with a 

coachee tends to change in the flow of time since a lot can happen in the life of 

the coachee between sessions. Thus, what seemed important may become 

less so as events arise. Moreover, as life is inevitably unpredictable, ambiguous 

and uncertain, struggles will also occur with respect to where the boundaries 

may lie between coach and coachee,as indicated by Lizzie in extract 42 where 

she is struggling with articulating where these boundaries might be between self 

and other, particularly when it comes to the transition from a professional to a 

sexual relationship as an example. Here she is unsure as to how she would 

proceed, whilst she acknowledges that this is something she would like to 

avoid, there is a sense of ambiguity here as she also admits that if she found 

herself in this situation she has no idea how she would manage this, and this 

indicates the presence of an unresolved dilemma.  

   

Uncertainty and not knowing are also present during supervision where a coach 

may be holding a mirror to themselves whilst exploring a range of questions that 

help them see this situation from various perspectives. This is indicated in 

Lulu’s comments in excerpt 19 when experiencing supervision, she is 

encouraged to consider the events that unfurled during coaching conversations 

from a multiplicity of viewpoints. In Lulu’s case this reflective process is a 

valuable experience in that it enables fresh insight and awareness that seem to 

restore her faith in her own abilities. The metaphor of turning something around 

or holding it up to the light in order to see it from a different perspective seems 

apt and suggests that within coaching there is an attempt to move away from 

feelings of uncertainty towards clarity and awareness. This process may also 

involve struggle or a grasping to know in what can feel like an encounter with 
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strange, unfamiliar, and intangible sensations. It is also an experience perhaps 

where ineffability could be encountered (James 2009). This can be experienced 

by both coach and coachee. For instance, there may be a feeling of ineffability 

encountered by the coachee as they seek to make sense of and articulate their 

lived experience to others. This reflects the “blooming, buzzing confusion” 

(Myers, 1986:84), that is inherent in the life world, where it can be difficult to 

know or make sense. This feeling of not knowing is unfolding temporally, which 

indicates the critical way in which time and space play a role in creating 

awareness and understanding. In addition, when struggling with the feelings of 

uncertainty and doubt that this creates, it can be beneficial to seek to become 

attuned to the words and meanings of the other as participants including 

Cymbaline suggest. This also involves being aware of non-verbal 

communication in addition to hearing spoken words. Body language, posture, 

pitch and tone of voice can also provide clues that a coach can use in coming to 

know the coachee. However, this process is not without challenge and even 

discomfort, and as participants have stated in the previous chapter, they may 

experience feelings of frustration when encountering the other as articulated by 

Lulu, or even dislike which they struggle to overcome.  

 

These struggles with not knowing may have a key role to play in shaping 

coaching conversations as well as in developing learning, as this is an 

encounter with something which is “not even defined or understood” Engeström 

(2001: 138).  Moreover, as Semetsky (2019) seems to imply a sense or feeling 

of absence can present itself during a learning process. This feeling of absence, 

blankness or nothingness may seem surprising, but it is intrinsically interwoven 

throughout my experiences as a coachee as articulated in the autoethnography 

and its subsequent analysis in chapter 5. This is expressed when I write how 

the process of seeking self-knowledge feels like an arduous process, and one 

that involves stumbling around for the light switch in a blacked-out room.  As I 

have looked inwards towards self, I have experienced an intense feeling akin to 

an absence which had led me to simply staring at the page in front of me, being 

incapable of articulating or committing any words. During my time as a coachee 

in 2015, when it came to an exploration of self, I often encountered a feeling of 

blankness, where the words would not flow easily onto the page. I describe this 

as writer’s block, which for me felt very unexpected as I don’t usually run out of 
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words to communicate directly, when conversing live in the moment with self or 

others. It has seemed that the more I have tried to delve into myself the more 

this self has alluded me and slipped from my grasp. When seeking awareness 

of what may be shaping my values, beliefs, and understandings I have often 

been faced with uncertainty and the unknown.  

 

The topic that I was exploring with Isobel and Linda was work life balance, 

where I was seeking to establish this in my own life. Initially, as chapter 5 

indicates I chose this for practical and instrumental reasons. I wished to protect 

myself from too much intrusion into my private sphere of life, and I felt that this 

topic was sufficiently innocuous. In addition, I thought that contemplating ways 

to create this balance may be helpful to me in life post PhD. I had not pondered 

work life balance very deeply and I did not anticipate the deep exploration of 

self that was to unfold. The narrative in chapter 5 is quite revealing in that it 

shows a growing realisation that this concept may have far more value and 

relevance to my life than I had predicted. Initially I described my life as being 

primarily ‘work’ driven in that I was concentrating on achieving my goal – a PhD. 

This took up a great deal of my time, as I dedicated myself to accomplishing this 

aim. Therefore, I felt at the time that I may benefit from learning to relax or 

simply switch off a bit more. However, what I now realise is that I was also 

squeezing out other people by concentrating as I was on this research. As I 

consider this today, I feel a range of conflicting emotions, particularly in relation 

to caring for Mum as I don’t always have the time that she needs to devote to 

her needs. However, as my autoethnography indicates, I did not express this to 

either Isobel or Linda during coaching conversations. As indicated in the 

previous chapter I tend to be a private person, and, this may be why I did not 

share these concerns. However, this is with the benefit of hindsight and at the 

time I appear to have been concentrating on finding ways to unwind.  

 

Therefore, in my conversations with Isobel I describe myself as a driven 

individual, as enthusiastic and conscientious. Unexpectedly, she made some 

comments here that reminded me of Cartesian mind and body duality, as she 

reflected upon the way that I used language, claiming that I had a tendency to 

focus more on ‘mind’ more than on ‘body’. This is expressed in Isobel’s extract 

from March 2015 in the previous chapter where she claims that I say ‘I think’ 
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quite frequently. Interestingly she also states that I avoid being definitive and 

use terms such as ‘perhaps’ and ‘might’ instead. This could reflect my own 

sense of uncertainty shaped through my lived experience, as up until 2015 I 

found that events didn’t always turn out as I plan, as indicated by redundancy in 

2011 and then returning to higher education. And this unpredictability of life 

events has continued, as subsequent difficulties with supervisors along with 

associated delays to this PhD attest. Thus, my experience is that life does not 

often go to plan as indicated in chapter 4, and thus I could have an aversion to 

words that oversimplify the complex and messiness of life and instead proclaim 

certainty. Furthermore, as Spinelli (2010) indicates, feelings of complete 

certainty about what we know about ourselves and our world can never be fully 

realized. Hence the meanings that we create are never finalized but always 

subject to change, and this is borne out by my lived experience and the analysis 

of my experiences in chapter 4. 

 

At this early stage in our interactions the conversations between Isobel and I 

took an unexpected turn, where I was contemplating my language use and 

becoming re-acquainted with my body and bodily sensations.  The dilemma that 

I was experiencing with respect to my Mum’s health needs, and my concerns 

about not always being there for family remained unexplored. Instead I found 

myself questioning why I may have been ignoring my body or simply taking it for 

granted. Whilst this was interesting, fun and valuable in many ways, as I 

learned to recognise that I needed as Isobel claimed ‘to listen to my body’, what 

chapter 5 also indicates is that Isobel and I both failed to spot what may have 

been the elephant in the room. Whilst I did reflect on the ways that a single 

minded focus on achieving this PhD could impoverishing my life in some way, 

and briefly stop to consider the effect that this might have on others as indicated 

in the autoethnography, it seems we never discussed this. Instead, Isobel and I 

spent a lot of time immersed in the present moment, exploring the richness and 

complexity of this and our attendant feelings and emotions. I was encouraged to 

explore any tension in my body and to acknowledge how my feet or stomach 

were feeling, as examples, as well as experimenting with mindfulness. As 

chapter 5 reveals, at times I seem to have been concerned that I may be letting 

Isobel down in some way or disappointing her with my responses, and I wonder 
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whether this informed this process. and whether I was being crafted into a 

shape by Isobel that would have benefitted from a little more time and artistry. 

 

Perhaps this focus on my bodily sensations was a distraction in some ways, as 

we failed to touch on how to manage study and caring in a way that might 

satisfy both my and my family’s needs. After being through this process of 

learning, what I am now aware of is the ongoing dilemma of how I to create 

more space for other people, and primarily how to balance the personal 

responsibility of caring for an older parent whilst also leaving sufficient time for 

my life and needs. However, it has been a slow awakening, and only recently 

post-coaching conversations that I have begun to question and to introspect at 

a much deeper level, grasping and struggling for some sense of illumination to 

dawn upon me. This also suggests that this process of learning involves an 

element of sensemaking in that my understandings have been shaped and 

crafted retrospectively (Du Toit 2014; Weick 1995). This has not been easy, 

and, has taken a substantial amount of time introspecting and reflecting on 

these conversations in inner speech, during micro-dialogues with self, which 

might imply that this is a form of dialogical learning. Additionally, it is through 

this process which involves some struggle that I have realised how this notion of 

balance has become increasingly of relevance for me in my life. This realisation 

has also arisen as events in my life have changed, again indicating the 

significant role that the unpredictable and the unexpected continue to play in my 

lived experience. Again, this indicates that sensemaking plays a role here since 

within this context, new meanings often arise through encountering the 

unexpected and unfamiliar as indicated in section 2.7 of the literature review.  

 

Recently, as chapter 5 attests, I have been struggling to finish this thesis as 

Mum’s health had deteriorated. I have found myself having to find ways to 

manage my time so that I can juggle the demands of a PhD with caring for her. 

Ironically, I have had less time to stop and listen to my body or for pursuits 

beyond the home, these have taken a back seat so that I can focus on meeting 

the demands of this PhD process and being there for Mum. I have felt tired and 

frustrated and it has been hugely challenging to do both at times. My narrative 
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then around work life balance, and this thesis show that any sense of balance is 

never really fixed, it too is subject to continuous change in the ceaseless flow of 

lived events. In addition, the very notion of balance could be inadequate as it 

can be thrown into question, and despite the best efforts any sense of achieving 

balance may be overtaken or subsumed by the unpredictability of lived events 

as my experience this year shows.  What this may also indicate for coaching is 

the need for accepting that dilemmas and struggles are a part of life and 

sometimes remain unresolved, and it is how to live with the acknowledgement 

of this that could be key. 

 

What can be inferred from these paragraphs is that the aesthetic element of 

goals can play a significant role in shaping coaching conversations and hence 

the learning experience of the coachee. For example, the pitfalls that emerge 

when seeking to establish a goal early in the coaching conversation as we 

seemed to do. When it comes to coaching, this implies that a coach may need 

to be more flexible in approach, maybe putting the familiar chronological steps 

that shape coaching conversations aside in order to fully explore with the 

coachee why they are wishing to discuss their chosen topic. As my 

autoethnography in appendix C shows, in our initial conversation, Isobel began 

by  asking me what I wanted to get from that session, and, following this we 

spent the next 90 minutes seeking to refine my goals. And each successive 

conversation seemed to follow this structure. In addition, what my experience of 

not knowing suggests for coaching is that there needs to be a recognition that 

truth is ambiguous and therefore feelings of uncertainty are ok, they are not 

uncommon and rather than reduce this to false dichotomies, ie mind and body 

as I experienced, acknowledge, embrace and explore these feelings with the 

coachee. Had Isobel and I spent less time seeking to define, delineate and 

refine goals and simply slowed down to discuss my life in an informal way we 

may have increased our joint awareness that dwelling at the heart of this 

concern were my struggles with caring for others as much as needing to enrich 

my life in other ways. As this goal setting activity was the kernel from which our 

conversations grew this is critical. Furthermore, in retrospect the goal we were 

focussing on was too simplistic, rigid, and concrete as Clutterbuck and Spence 

(2017) claim. My learning process could have benefitted from the creation of a 
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fuzzier and more nuanced goal, that recognised the ambiguity, messiness, 

complexity and sense of unknowability or incompleteness inherent in lived 

experience. Du Toit (2014) describes the black box of coaching process as 

involving dialogue, sensemaking and the construction of meaning, and perhaps 

not knowing is also a critical element that dwells in this space. Embracing 

unknowability may also be creative and offer greater possibilities and potential 

for learning which can craft further understandings. As my awareness has kept 

on blossoming in the years since these conversations in 2015  this indicates 

that learning which unfurls within coaching conversations could be just the 

beginning, as this thesis shows how my learning in particular is ongoing, 

continuing through the course of life.  

 

My struggles with not knowing also indicate that experiencing being coached 

can be demanding, and that in engaging with this process there can be both 

challenge and discomfort in that much that has been taken for granted or 

assumed is dragged out into the light and looked at from different perspectives. 

In chapter 7 I suggest that the participants are describing a metaphorical 

process in which aspects of self are being held up to the light and turned around 

in order to obtain understanding. I describe this in terms of an artist at work as 

they are crafting an art piece. Within this context the artist can be imagined as 

holding the evolving artwork up to the light, maybe turning it over in their hands, 

observing the shape, how the light may play on the surface, and how the texture 

feels as they move it around. This process of looking at a problem or issue from 

various angles is vital when considering what steps to take next and how to 

proceed in this creative act of making. This metaphor is indicated in Shelagh’s 

words in extract 5 previously. The act of giving voice to and externalising what 

has dwelled internally can be understood as a creative process, and one in 

which both coach and coachee are active in the construction of a new, different 

reality. This could be crucial to the development of learning, leading to the 

emergence of key moments through which the coachee may experience an 

epiphany, generating further insights, understandings and awareness of self.  
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This artistic metaphor is also alluded to in Shelagh’s description of herself as a 

cracked pot in extract 36, which she suggests that rather being damaged and 

unfit for use can actually have surprising benefits for helping others, since it 

could also be an analogy for a coach with life experience, who has taken 

knocks and understands that life is messy and complex rather than black and 

white or straightforward. This implies that a cracked pot may be able to 

recognise and empathise with other vessels that may have been damaged in 

the flux of life events. This metaphor will be explored further in section 8. 4 

below. 

 

8.3 Coaching and chronotopes  

 

Time has played a vital role in shaping my understandings, as indicated by the 

presence of distinct chronotopes in the analysis in chapter five, and the 

interweaving of the romantic, pragmatic and travel genres in chapter seven. 

This is also conveyed in the preceding paragraphs which show that against this 

temporal backdrop there can be strong sense of unfamiliarity or not knowing 

emerging during coaching conversations. In addition, when encountering 

feelings of not knowing or the seemingly intangible and ineffable, the use of 

metaphorical language can seem advantageous when struggling to articulate 

this sensibility to others. Thus, interwoven in this research are a range of 

metaphors, which I will be discussing in this chapter. The first of these 

metaphors has been discussed during the literature review in section 2.1.1 

where the word coaching is connected to transport, movement and travel as 

indicated by Garvey, Stokes and Megginson (2018) and Bennett and Bush 

(2013). This metaphor is initially thought to have been used in 1849 in relation 

to a tutor carrying a student through an examination as claimed by Garvey, 

Stokes and Megginson (2018). When it comes to coaching conversations the 

concept of transport can be understood to refer to movement that arises 

through changes that occur to meanings and understandings over time. 

Moreover, this is articulated through the future-focussed nature of coaching that 

helps to shape and give form to coaching conversations, for instance through 

goal setting activities (Clutterbuck and Spence 2017). As this transport 
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metaphor underpins much of the coaching narrative it can be understood as a 

key chronotopic genre which is  present in the analysis in the previous chapter, 

perhaps expressed most explicitly or directly in Lulu’s utterances in excerpt 22 

with her discussion of the NLP concept of a map of the world, which implies 

journeying to a specific location. She also mentions anchoring, which can be 

situated within this genre, and in the context of NLP could refer to the 

interactions between the inner and outer worlds of the coachee  discussed in 

the introductory chapter and how these shape perceptions and feelings 

(Grimley 2014). The term anchoring may also indicate arrival and dwelling 

within a specific place and time. 

 

In addition to this travel metaphor are metaphors connected to romantic 

language and pragmatic language. These recur throughout chapter 7 and again 

can also be  understood as chronotopes that define coaching genres which as 

chapter 7 show  can interact and interweave with one another, thus giving form 

to this text. These different genres contain language that conveys specific world 

views, for instance, romanticism emphasizes individual feeling and intuition, 

whilst pragmatism places emphasis on usefulness and successful outcomes. 

However, language is also ripe with contradictions, as Bakhtin (1981) claims, 

and reflects the rich social history and context in which it is situated. Thus, it can 

be described as heteroglot. This can lead to contradictions, for instance the 

different topographical layers of romanticism that relate to the concept of time 

and which encourage the coachee to become fully immersed in their feelings in 

the present moment. However, this creates a sense of irony as indicated in 

chapter 5, since coaching claims to be future focused. In addition, this creates a 

tension between the desire to establish goals and work towards a desired future 

with the need to sit with and experience emotions as they arise. These distinct 

genres also create a different sense of space, where intuition, imagination and 

creativity are embraced within the genre of romanticism, whilst a more rational 

space in which problems are solved by the use of models and techniques is 

engendered by pragmatism.  
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Examples of the ways in which these spaces are formed are found in chapters 5 

and 7 with the concept of chemistry meetings which can be interpreted as 

romantic language. Furthermore, the intention within this genre is to be genuine, 

authentic and sincere. Romanticism may be being expressed through 

introspective and reflective acts, since this genre encourages looking inwards in 

order to create self-knowledge, discover a true or real self and an authentic 

inner voice (Guignon 2004; Taylor 2012). This is articulated by Cymbaline and 

is present in Lizzie’s extract no. 42.  The assumption is that without giving 

expression to this real or authentic self the coachee will never be able to 

experience happiness (Guignon 2004). This romantic assumption is prevalent in 

Western culture, from self-help books to tv gurus, and to some extent can be 

dwelling within this research itself, in the research question, research 

philosophy and methodology. For instance, some may claim that the aesthetic 

Bakhtinian suggestion of emotional shaping which unfolds during interactions 

between self and other is tinged with romanticism, where meanings emerge 

when encountering the strange and unfamiliar (Reed 2014). However, unlike 

romanticism where emphasis is placed on the individual and individual 

subjectivity where the social world is considered as a place in which authentic 

selves are suppressed, Bakhtinian dialogues describe a world in which the self 

can only know itself through a relationship with the other. Rather than stifling 

self-expression and understanding, it is through interaction with others that the 

self is given a form. An authentic inner voice that might be heard during inner 

speech and could be present in microdialogues with the other.  Ironically, this 

inner search is articulated throughout my autoethnography, as this search for 

self-knowledge has been a pivotal aspect of my experiences as a coachee. 

Within the romantic genre, this inner search may involve an intuitive sense as 

conveyed in Lizzie’s utterances in extract 7, which she deems as being critical 

in seeking to understand the other.  

 

In contrast, the pragmatic genre is voiced by Cymbaline in her comments about 

reliance upon mind maps in extract 12. Within this context ideas have value due 

to their efficacy and are used instrumentally. Moreover, this pragmatic 

chronotope is expressed through the emphasis placed on goals and goal setting 

that is a key element that recurs throughout the autoethnography and in the 
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analysis of the interview transcripts. This is conveyed by Shelagh in extract 29, 

where she suggests that goals are a “powerful tool”. Interestingly, Cymbaline 

states that she doesn’t like the concept of a goal as this is transactional for her 

and she prefers to work on outcomes. However, the words goal and outcome 

can be used interchangeably (Clutterbuck and Megginson 2017), which implies 

that she too is being influenced by this pragmatic chronotope. 

 

The pragmatic chronotope may have shaped my own life experience too to 

some extent, and, is given voice when evaluating the role that goals have 

played over the course of my life. However, whilst I described myself as being 

focused, driven and self-motivated in the autoethnography I also acknowledged 

that the goals or aims that I have had in life tend to change in the flux of life 

events. This suggests that rather than conceptualising these as fixed or 

immutable, I tend to view these as flexible and contingent upon circumstances 

and the situated conditions in which they are formed. Moreover, as Clutterbuck 

and Megginson (2017: 169) state “[g]oals do not exist in abstract; they are part 

of a process of change”. My own lived experience has involved an ongoing 

process of change, growth and development. It could also be understood as a 

process that is adaptive and involving continuous evolution. This is being is 

articulated by Tina in her comments in extracts 17 and 32 which recount her 

experiences of situations in which she has spent time exploring goals with 

coachees, only for these to be side lined as coachees are caught up in and 

overtaken by subsequent events. What her experiences indicate is that life is 

full of unexpected and unpredictable happenings, and what is important to a 

coachee at one point in time may no longer be as events proceed. The 

implications of this for coaching are that fuzzy, indistinct goals may be beneficial 

to a coachee’s learning, particularly as events can change rapidly and alter a 

coachee’s understandings. These indistinct goals can then be modified and re-

shaped by the addition of micro-goals (Clutterbuck and Megginson 2017). 

However, what may be vital is a sense of flexibility and adaptability, as 

unpredictability and change are inherent in life and need to be acknowledged 

within the coaching narrative and coaching conversations. 
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8.4 An artistic metaphor  

 

As this chapter indicates, metaphor appears to play a significant role in shaping 

coaching conversations as they are unfolding. Therefore, this thesis offers a 

metaphor of its own, drawing from the anthropological works of Gell (1998). 

This describes the relationship between coach and coachee as a dialogical one 

situated within an artistic frame. This was discussed in the previous chapter and 

articulated in the cross-case analysis in Table 7.1 which is reproduced below 

with the intention of assisting the reader as they engage with the narrative as it 

unfolds in this chapter. 

 

Table 7.1 Table to situate participant excerpts within this metaphorical 

artistic frame 

 

 

IPA analysis Dialogical Analysis Excerpt from interview 

transcripts 

Preparing the space: The 

artist’s tools and 

equipment  

 

I-for-other, I-for-myself, 

inside-out dialogue 

 

Tina excerpt no 44, p. 218. 

The flexibility of the artist – 

adopting an eclectic 

approach in response to 

needs of the recipient 

 

Key moment, word with a 

loophole 

Pragmatic chronotope 

 

Lulu excerpt no 21, p.196. 

Goals driven or process 

driven? 

 

I-for-other, other-for-me,  

Pragmatic chronotope 

Shelagh excerpt no 30, 

p.205. 

Drawing a line: The artist 

and recipient as bounded 

entities? 

I-for-other, other-for-me Lizzie excerpt no 40, p.215. 
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Empathy, Trust, Intimacy Inside-out dialogue, 

double-voiced, I-for-other, 

other-for-me 

 

Crystal excerpt no 34, 

p.209.  

 

 

Sharing the self through 

narratives that sculpt and 

craft this relationship with 

the recipient (mediating 

artefact)   

I-for-myself, I-for-other,   Crystal excerpt no 39, 

p.214. 

The artist and recipient 

being 

responsive/receptive to 

one another 

 

I-for-other, other-for-me,  

Romantic Chronotope 

 Lizzie excerpt no 42, 

p.217. 

Ways in which the 

recipient might shape the 

artist’s struggles 

I-for-myself, I-for-other,  

Double-voiced 

 

 Lulu excerpt no 41, p.216. 

 

 

Dilemmas encountered by 

the artist whilst interacting 

with the potter’s wheel  

 

I-for-other, other-for-me,  

 

 

 Lizzie excerpt no 1, p.174. 

Artist and recipient 

developing a ‘feel’ for the 

pot – and how the pot 

develops through this 

process 

Threshold moment, 

outside-in dialogue 

I-for-other, other-for-me 

Double-voiced 

 

Crystal excerpt no 43, 

p.218.  

Unexpected, difficult 

perceptions and feelings 

that may emerge (for artist 

and recipient) 

 

Other-for-me, outside-in 

discourse 

Lizzie excerpt no 1, p.174. 

 

Struggling to understand 

the recipient – seeing 

different perspectives – 

I-for-other, other-for-me,  

Double-voiced 

Tina excerpt no 44, p.219. 
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Romantic language 

(hidden depths) 

 

The Artist’s Muse: 

Supervision as a process 

that can help inspire the 

artist’s creativity 

 

I-for-myself, I-for-other, 

other-for-me, threshold 

moment, Dialogue 

between pragmatic 

language and romantic 

language. 

 

Lulu excerpt no 20, p.194.  

 

 

 

Thus, as table 7.1 indicates, coaching can be understood as an art, and within 

this frame, the artistic process involves  “a process of feeling the different 

shapes and sounds of the idea[..] through life” (Sullivan 2012:3). Furthermore, 

through crafting ourselves during these social interactions we may also be living 

and being-in-the-world (Heidegger 1962) similarly to “a work of art” (Sullivan 

2012:3). Critically, as this thesis is addressing questions surrounding how 

learning may arise within coaching conversations, in particular how lived 

experience of being coached as a coachee might enable learning to emerge 

then this metaphor can be understood as describing the process of learning 

itself. Moreover, learning can be imagined in the form of an art piece that takes 

shape in the dialogical interactions between coach and coachee, as suggested 

in the table above. 

 

Within this aesthetic metaphorical frame, as the conversations develop the 

coach and coachee can also be understood as granting one another a unique 

form. In this way coaching conversations are a creative process. This is a 

process in which the coach can be described as an artist, perhaps a ceramicist 

who is engaged in producing a work of art or an artefact. Whilst this is 

metaphorical it describes the ways in which the coach is actively giving shape 

and form to coaching conversations through their spoken words and utterances. 

Furthermore, in sculpting this process, the coach as artist is approaching their 
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relationship with a coachee or recipient (Gell 1998)  in a specific way, for 

instance when deciding where their personal boundaries may lie, or what 

theoretical tools to apply. These actions both influence and, help to define the 

context in which learning may unfurl.  Therefore, the artist can be understood as 

playing a pivotal role in crafting the ongoing dialogue between external and 

internal speech, as it is through this interplay that the inner landscape of the 

recipient encounters the external speech of the other (Iordanou et al 2017). 

 

Whilst the artist may be vital to the creation of the artwork, instead of imagining 

this aesthetic process as being a private or personal pursuit in which the artist is 

an autonomous or independent being, it can instead be understood as an 

endeavour which is reliant upon those around them (Bakhtin 1981). This 

indicates that art is not an isolated act, but one that exists in the social world, 

which suggests that artists needs others to grow and develop their craft.  

Moreover, the coach can be imagined as a dialogical subject, capable of 

change and transformation in the presence of others. These dialogical qualities 

are discussed in the previous chapter, for example in Shelagh’s claim that the 

recipient brings themselves and the full complexity of both past and present 

lived experience into the coaching space. Thus, the recipient’s words and 

utterances have the potential to craft how the artist is feeling and sculpt the 

coaching conversation into new forms, as indicated by Crystal in extract no. 2 

and Cymbaline in excerpt 3.  In addition, after encountering the other their 

understandings may be transformed, which leads to subsequent introspection 

and reflection around what they could do differently in future. This reveals that 

coaching conversations can be double-voiced. Throughout the conversation the 

artist encounters challenges and dilemmas that can lead to new insight and 

awareness. This helps to answer my research question that considers extent to 

which coaching conversations can be understood as nurturing a form of 

dialogical learning.  

 

However, art also has agency, especially when in the presence of others. This 

suggests that the context in which this work is created can be critical (Layton 

2003).  This art piece continues to evolve in dialogue between the artist and 
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recipient. It is through the spoken interactions with others that art has its 

potency, and it is also speech and utterances which may be the “key to 

understanding the human psyche” (Engleström 2001: 134). And, as Tsoukas 

(2009) claims, concepts can encounter one another and be re-framed, leading 

to new understandings. Critically, the artist, art piece and recipient have agency 

and are actively engaged in shaping and transforming one another (Gell 2013).   

 

Artworks are not simply artefacts that can be described in terms of beauty or 

aesthetic merit but can be understood as potent mediating artefacts capable of 

affecting the recipient (Gell 1998). Therefore, during the process of making, 

when the artwork is offered to the recipient, they may respond emotionally to it 

in turn. As the recipients engages with the artefact, they may seek to become 

more familiar with it by turning it around in their hands as indicated in the 

aesthetic metaphor articulated by Shelagh in extract 5. This may help them to 

get a feel for this artwork, the recipient may reflect on the art piece and by 

interacting with it may change it in some way. This can be imagined as an 

ongoing process in which the artwork continues to be changed and crafted in 

the flux of time. In addition, through the act of making, not only are the artist and 

recipient engaged in transforming the art piece but are also giving a form to 

each other. Thus, this artistic endeavour is a collaborative endeavour, it is 

reciprocal and ongoing as the artwork is never complete or finalised since it is 

“a distributed extension of the agent” (Gell 1998:ix), who is continually 

constituted and re-constituted, and engaged in a continuous process of re-

shaping and re-crafting. 

 

The process of making of an art piece and the impact that the art piece has on 

others is interwoven with social processes (Gell 1998).  In addition, the socio-

cultural setting is also crafted through the activity and agency of those who are 

engaging with the mediating artefact (Engleström 2001). The previous chapters 

indicate the complex ways in which this artistic endeavour unfolds, where an 

individual’s inner world interacts with their surroundings during the dynamic 

interplay between inner and external speech. Coaching conversations can be 

understood as enabling a dialogue between these different voices, or as 
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Iordanou (et al 2017: x)  suggest they “connect [these] two contexts” . Dwelling 

within the context of inner speech are the recipients’ lived experience, 

perceptions, values, meanings and sense of self and identity, which encounter 

those around them, for example the artist and their philosophy, presuppositions, 

values and meanings.   

 

These contextual aspects of coaching were outlined in Figure 2.4 in the 

literature review in which the background upon which coaching unfurls is given 

shape by the social world in which is resides. Thus, learning can be described 

as a culturally mediated phenomenon, which implies that neither the artist nor 

recipient can transcend this socio-cultural context (Engleström 2001), since they 

are dwelling or situated immanently within this. Therefore, the recipient can be 

described as a dialogical subject. 

 

When encountering external speech, outside-in elements may be in tension with 

inside-out, creative elements, as unifying or centralizing language expressed in 

speech encounter the other. Such an encounter presents itself in chapter 7, in 

excerpt 1 where Lizzie appears to be authoritative and seeking to impose a 

definite shape upon them. In this extract Lizzie is expressing the importance of 

attending to feelings as they are arising, which is reminiscent of the romantic 

chronotope, with the aim of developing further self-knowledge and awareness. 

Thus, irrespective of how much discomfort this elicits in the other, the recipient 

is encouraged to stick or stay with this, since it is assumed that this will be 

beneficial to the recipient. During this encounter there is an adversarial sense of 

conflict emerging in which the coach is battling to control the situation. The 

recipient almost becomes an enemy combatant to be vanquished. This has the 

potential to be quite unpleasant for the recipient, especially since Lizzie’s 

attitude here was quite rigid and inflexible, possibly even monological in 

conveying a situation of take it or leave it. This could have put the recipient at 

risk, or at the very least at a disadvantage in which they may have felt 

subjugated and powerless.  This may be what is being voiced by the recipient 

when he states that he had realised what Lizzie was doing and that it was for 

his own good. Thus, there are also ethical concerns that dwell within this 
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research, particularly when it is claimed that coaching focuses on what is in the 

best interests of the recipient. Subsequent ethical concerns will be discussed in 

section 6.6 below. 

 

Thus, it is imperative that when engaging with a recipient that the artist 

continues to ask themselves reflexive questions, ie whether they need to adopt 

certain models, theories and techniques (Megginson and Clutterbuck 2009) or 

would the recipient benefit from a different, more nuanced or informal 

approach? This may involve artistic struggles, but as Engeström (2001:138) 

states, artists “must learn new forms of activity which are not yet there. They are 

literally learned as they are being created”. This is critical as in avoiding 

adoption of a mechanistic attitude that fails to acknowledge the uniqueness of 

the context in which the recipient dwells. It is also vital to see this situation as it 

unfolds through the recipient’s eyes (De Haan 2011). Without seeing the 

conversation from the recipient’s perspective, the artist is unable to recognise 

the ways in which their attitude might be shaping the other or acknowledge that 

they are granting them a specific form. Instead of seeking to author or define 

the conversation as it proceeds, listening, hearing and responding to the voice 

of the other to is vital. The conversation may be enriched by enabling the 

recipient simply to talk so that the issue they wish to consider emerges 

temporally and responsively through this aesthetic crafting process. 

 

This is a dynamic relationship which also articulates the complexity inherent in 

this learning process. What is significant for this thesis is that the artwork is 

constructed through the interactions between inner and outer speech as words 

are spoken between the artist and recipient. The artwork is formed and 

comprised of the many speech acts, utterances and micro dialogues that unfold 

between self and other. Therefore, the language of the artist is not unitary, 

monological or outside-in (Bakhtin 1981), it does not seek to author the other, 

but to enable their voice to be heard. In this way the interactions between self 

and other may be envisaged as akin to a life form that is expressed and 

embodied our bodily responses and relationship to others. These responses 

shape subsequent actions (Shotter1998) implying that the process of creating 
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art is unfinished and ongoing, being expressed in the struggles to change the 

self, and when seeking to make sense of ambiguous and ineffable lived 

experience.  

 

8.5 Problems and Limitations  

 

The strengths of this research are that it draws upon a hybrid methodology 

which have enabled a bridge to be created between language and the thinking 

subject as indicated in the methodology chapter. By doing so I have created 

coherent research that is meaningful since this methodology has interwoven the 

research questions, the extant literature and findings together (Tracy and 

Hinrichs 2017). In addition, this hybridised approach has enhanced the 

trustworthiness of this research by creating a complex subjectivity that reveals 

how meanings form during dialogue with others.  

 

As this research is phenomenological it values first-hand lived experience, 

which is why I have chosen autoethnography as a method, as it has enabled 

me to explore coaching conversations from an insider’s perspective and 

articulate these. The strengths of this approach are that they complement a 

phenomenological frame which is described as “a way of living” (Vagle 2016: 

xii). Thus, I felt compelled to explore the relationship between coaching and 

learning through living it myself in order to develop understandings of what I 

wished to research and subsequently write about.  

 

I am confident of these findings particularly since within a qualitative research 

frame there is no specific or “optimum sample size” (Sim et al 2018:619). The 

decisions that I made have been contingent upon context, the purpose of the 

research, its epistemological position, methodological deliberations, analytic 

concerns and practical issues. The latter have included considerations 

regarding access to participants, time commitment, and resources. Thus, just 

how much data is deemed to be appropriate is dependent upon the unique 

properties and characteristics of the research in question (Tracy and Hinrichs 
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2017). Furthermore, it can be problematic to determine sample size at the 

outset as research can be unpredictable, with unexpected and emergent 

properties (Sim et al 2018), as this thesis attests. Therefore, research benefits 

from an approach that adapts to events as they unfold.  For instance, when 

submitting this research for ethics approval I did not indicate a specific number 

of participants but suggested a suitable range,  between 5 and 15 individuals. 

This was fortuitous as access to participants did prove to be a limiting factor, as 

I had 6 individuals who were willing to take part and whose words dwell within 

this thesis. However, whilst this is a small sample size it can be justified since 

this is qualitative research where the richness of the data that is contained in 

these pages has both value and significance since this has led to the crafting of 

some meaningful claims (Tracy and Hinrichs 2017; Smith et al 2013).  

 

As this research that has been crafted from an intermingling of concepts from 

DiA and IPA, then a highly detailed analyses that conveys a depth of meaning 

relating to individual lived experience is considered adequate. Therefore, within 

this context the data in this thesis has reached saturation (Saunders et al 2018). 

Understandings of saturation depend upon methodological and contextual 

factors, and for research that is interested in deep explorations of meaning 

making, saturation can be understood as referring to  meaning saturation, 

instead of relating to theory and pre-existing categories and codes. To fully 

engage with the meanings that dwell in the text a small sample size is often 

more desirable as this allows the particular to be examined and scrutinised.  A 

larger sample size could be counter-productive and diminish the quality of the 

research. In addition, it is possible that meaning saturation could also be 

reached within individual texts as Saunders et al (2018) suggest. Moreover, as 

phenomenological research can be understood as an art (Vagle 2016) what is 

critical is that the data enriches the research. Thus, it is not the amount of data 

that is important but how this is interpreted and made sense of by the 

researcher (Emmel 2013).  

 

Indeed, the sample may be as small as a single, unique case (Dennison 2019), 

as this reflects the idiographic commitment of IPA in particular, that has 
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advantages as it can provide an in depth view of a particular phenomenon, as 

well as aiming to make sense of an individual’s understandings and relationship 

to their life world (Larkin et al 2018) . In many ways my autoethnographic field 

text can be described as a unique or single case. By exploring my research 

questions through the exploration and analysis of this unique case I have added 

to the sincerity and worthiness of this research by being honest and transparent 

about my lived experiences in the writing of this text. In addition, this has 

enabled me to question some of my taken for granted assumptions and 

presuppositions as well as those of participants (Tracy and Hinrichs 2017). 

During this process I have generated new and unexpected insights which have 

enriched my understandings and created new avenues for research and 

exploration. Whilst this research does not claim to be generalizable, creative 

dialogues may be initiated with other forms of research that will provide new 

opportunities and further understandings (Dennison 2019). 

 

However, a possible limitation with this research could be that the fieldwork 

from 2015 is told from my perspective alone in the autoethnographic account. 

Perhaps this could be criticised for being monological rather than dialogical, and 

this research may have been strengthened by hearing other voices through the 

inclusion of an account written by the artist herself. This may be a valid 

criticism, as this could be a shortcoming of this research, however at the time 

encouraging a dialogical, collaborative approach proved to be problematic as 

the artist felt that she did not have time to commit words to paper and was 

unwilling to undertake this activity. This did create a problem for me at the time, 

as I only had my account to analyse, impoverishing my research, which 

ultimately it led to further delays as this was one of the issues that led to 

disagreement and departure from my previous supervisory team. Thus, it may 

have been a mistake on my part that I didn’t have the confidence to seek to 

encourage her further. However, I chose to accept this limitation and be flexible 

and adaptable as a researcher in order to nurture the relationship and enable 

the research to proceed. Therefore, my research design has been structured to 

allow a certain plasticity depending on the needs of the research. 
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Autoethnography enables the relationship between self and others (Ngunjiri et 

al 2010), creating a dialogical space that encourages the expression of different 

I-positions and selves (Boje and Taylor 2009). This is beneficial for research 

that claims to explore the dialogical aspects of learning. Thus, I have sought to 

address these concerns by hearing the voices of others, for instance, listening 

to these within my inner speech that is present within the autoethnography. 

These have also been conveyed through micro dialogues and expressed in the 

utterances of others who may have been shaping and sculpting my self-

awareness and understandings. Through listening to this plurality of voices, I 

have enhanced the credibility and trustworthiness of these findings through a 

process of crystallization that offers multiple perspectives which are conducive 

to the creation of powerful, persuasive accounts (Larkin et al 2018; Tracy and 

Hinrichs 2017). This helps in the production of a narrative that is both 

convincing and coherent and which hopefully resonates with the reader (O’Shea 

2019).  

 

In order to hear a multiplicity of voices I have listened to the voices of 

professional coaches during the interview process so that I can understand the 

ways in which coaching may facilitate learning from their perspective. This is 

consistent with research influenced in part by IPA whereby exploration of a 

single case can lead to the examination of others in turn, which is particularly 

useful for research such as this interested in relational and intersubjective 

phenomena (Larkin et al 2018; Smith et al 2013). Whilst there have been 

criticisms surrounding assumptions regarding the reliability and validity of 

interview data since participants responses may be influenced by “social and 

conversational norms” (Schaefer and Alvesson 2020: 34), in this research this 

approach can be justified. Interviewing has credibility within the context of this 

research as it has enabled me to explore the concept of non-identity and how 

different I-positions might change in the presence of others. In addition, I have 

been able to consider the ways in which authoring might shape coaching 

conversations, as well as identify key moments in the text. I acknowledge that 

there are other ways of nurturing a dialogue are possible, for example, focus 

groups can also be used within an IPA frame (Tomkins and Eatough 2010). 

These may offer several advantages, for example, groups encourage social 
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interaction which may stimulate a lively, fruitful discussion where multiple 

perspectives are shared. These interactions may also be beneficial in 

generating responses that may not arise within an interview setting. However, 

after considering this option I decided against running focus groups due in part 

to IPA’s emphasis on interpreting individual experience and associated meaning 

making activities. I was particularly concerned about the dynamics in group and 

the interplay which may unfold between individuals and group (Tomkins and 

Eatough 2010). I thought that the group dynamic may be problematic as some 

participants may be more reticent or reserved than others, implying that their 

voice may be silenced. Inevitably this would be detrimental to the quality of the 

data, impoverishing it and possibly leading to distortions. As running a focus 

group may have these limitations where individual meanings became lost in 

amongst group data, I felt this would be unfair to individuals, group and this 

research. Moreover, as I am seeking to hear the voice of the other,  balancing 

the idiographic commitment to the particular,  whilst also paying attention to the 

group would be challenging, and fraught with difficulties for a novice researcher 

such as I. For example, when it comes to the double hermeneutic there would 

be an additional layer to consider – that of the participants trying to make sense 

of one another, and I lacked confidence in seeking to apply this additional layer 

at this stage in my career. Seeking to identify moments of recurrence or 

convergence as well as divergence could have been problematic (Miller and 

Minton 2016). Therefore, I considered a one-to-one conversation that unfolds 

within an interview setting to be more conducive as it would be private, informal 

and relaxed and for participants who might be more reticent than others this 

could be critical.  

 

Whilst there may be other ways of doing this research, for example interviewing 

recipients to hear their experiences, encouraging recipients to write 

autoethnographies or keep a diary I felt that using myself as the research 

subject would be beneficial. Autoethnography focuses upon self, implying that 

the researcher can be situated at the heart of the research (Ngunjiri 2010), 

which is ideally suited to the phenomenological nature of this research thus 

adding credibility and trustworthiness to these findings. One advantage of this 

approach is that I have had the opportunity to reflect and explore my own 
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thoughts and feelings as they arise, which has enabled a deep exploration of 

self which has nurtured a growing sense of self-awareness (Deitering et al 

2017). This has helped in answering my main research question. Furthermore, 

as this research is shaped from a hybrid methodology, then an additional 

strength of the autoethnographic field text in this thesis is that it expresses 

answerability which can be understood as fidelity or being faithful to expressing 

lived experience through my own voice. This implies that no-one else could 

write this or interpret these events in the same way (Boje and Taylor 2009). 

 

This design considers the ethical implications of asking others to write their own 

autoethnographies, since this requires a sense of openness, vulnerability, and a 

willingness to share deeply personal experiences with others. As I have found 

this is not always easy since writing about self is exposing, others may judge 

you and it can be a painful process when the writer “dwells in the dialectical 

space of agony and pleasure” (Bochner 2016: 197). Writing about experience 

may dredge up emotions that are then relived which could have implications for 

research participants. Therefore, whilst I have been willing to undertake this, I 

have questioned the ethics of expecting this from others out of concern for 

doing no harm. In addition, none of us own our stories (Tolich 2010) and once 

written there is no control once they are in print. Thus, to ask this of anyone else 

seemed fraught with risk, particularly as their stories could be read by those 

close to the participants, and so their account has the potential to do harm. The 

strength of using self as a research instrument is that I am helping participants 

to avoid this fraught terrain. 

 

A further criticism or concern might be raised over the retrospective nature of 

the analysis of this field text, since recollection is shaped by the context of the 

present, and so there is an interweaving or dialogue unfolding between the two. 

This implies that remembering is “an activity that is always under the influence 

of the present” (Bochner 2016: 198), and that how I interpret my experiences as 

a recipient today may differ from how I understood them when first encountered. 

Thus, rather than being an accurate or faithful telling and sharing events, my 

analysis may be re-shaping, moulding and transforming these experiences in 
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subtle and nuanced ways. However, retrospection has validity within 

autoethnography as indicated by Vickers (2007) and is a key quality inherent in 

learning as suggested by Du Toit (2014). 

 

As indicated in the stage 1 methods chapter 4, in section 4.3 I have 

acknowledged the central role that I have played in this research, thus I feel 

confident of these findings as they reflect my sincerity and honesty as a 

researcher as I have articulated my struggles and dilemmas. In addition, I have 

aided the transparency of this research through my introspection and 

engagement with inner speech in this autoethnography. Moreover, I have been 

open with the reader about my lived experience and how this may have shaped 

my values, meanings and understandings (Tracy and Hinrichs 2017). In 

addition,  I have shared my initial findings with participants during debriefing 

sessions and have listened to and obtained their feedback. However, there are 

authors are sceptical of member checking since they suggest that it may do little 

to improve research findings, this is a tried and tested method of enhancing 

both credibility and trustworthiness of qualitative research (Thomas 2017). 

Thus, I feel comfortable and able to share these findings with participants when 

they request them.   

 

8.6 Future recommendations 

 

There are often multiple layers present within a coaching conversation which 

indicates that whilst the initial focus could be a work based or organizational 

issue, that personal problems and difficulties also inform and shape the 

conversation. This is discussed by Tina in extract 44 in the previous chapter 

who states that often there is more to the recipient that what can be seen, 

hence there is usually something that will be brought into the light. It is vital that 

the artist is reflexive in deciding whether to explore these layers and how this 

might craft the conversation as this can raise ethical concerns. When it comes 

to future avenues, research into ethical issues which have arisen from this 

research may have merit, particularly around encouragement to explore what 

could be difficult, challenging, or traumatic issues in depth. This is critical in 
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doing no harm and for a profession that claims to put the recipient at the heart 

of what they do. De Haan (2011) implies that it is the recipient who does most of 

the work in transforming self, and that an artist simply helps them to locate and 

nurture their own strengths and abilities. However, this reduces the impact that 

hearing the words of the other can have on a recipient and ignores the 

significant emotional crafting that may be happening. Thus, within coaching 

conversations as an artist a coach needs to be flexible and aware that these 

should be “shaped in accordance with the [recipient’s] own agenda and 

readiness” (Stelter 2019: 3) and not by the artist’s desire to author the other 

through their preferences or fidelity to a pre-existing philosophy, expectations or 

agenda (Megginson and Clutterbuck 2010), no matter how well intentioned 

these might be. The recipient’s agenda is pivotal when it comes to the creation 

and establishment of goals, particularly at the start of a conversation since 

these have the capacity to shape and define the possibilities for self-

development and learning. As my autoethnographic text conveys, learning may 

be understood as a form of knowing in which new awareness is interwoven with 

ways of acting and being. As this process continues the goal could be 

constantly immersed in a state of flux and change which implies that it is 

detrimental to seek to fix or determine this (Fendt, 2013). 

 

Whilst an artist may be committed to a specific approach, the artist’s process, 

technique, or theoretical frame should take a back seat to concern for the 

recipient and their wellbeing during a coaching conversation. Furthermore, 

these pre-existing commitments can be damaging, especially if they encourage 

the exploration of deeply upsetting or unsettling issues, as this leads to the 

recipient reliving these events and encountering all their complex emotions, 

which could have implications for their health and wellbeing. This has 

significance as Haddock-Millar and Tom (2020:1) state that “we influence [the 

recipients] physical, mental and social well-being”. Thus, as De Haan (2011) 

claims it is better to avoid any actions or interventions that could be harmful to 

the other. An additional concern relates to whether the recipient feels under 

pressure to share experiences that they feel uncomfortable doing with the other, 

so there may be issues around consent as well to reflect upon. Within this 

context, the conversation can be described as ethically active” (Shotter 

1995:49). Therefore, as Correia et al (2016) indicate, the artist needs to be 
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mindful and take care when exploring the inner worlds of recipients, since 

coaching can be a short-term relationship, as it was for me in this research. It is 

not uncommon for coaching to unfurl with time and other practical restrictions 

that lead to a focus upon measurable outcomes, thus considering what the 

benefits for the recipient may be of dredging up difficult events from the past in 

this context is worth reflecting on. 

 

Additional avenues of research may emerge from exploring the potential of the 

hybrid methodology within coaching research. Table 7.1 above shows how this 

pluralist approach can provide additional understandings of the ways in which 

individuals seek to make sense of their lived experience. Thus, research that is 

situated and experiential can be enriched by a complex subjectivity in which the 

presence of key moments, inside-out dialogues, sore spots and words with a 

loophole can enrich understandings.   

 

Furthermore, as this research has sought to understand whether coaching 

conversations may engender dialogical learning then it might be interesting for 

future research to encourage the coach as artist to write an autoethnography so 

that their voice can be heard at the same time as that of the recipient. In this 

way both accounts can be analysed and compared with the aim of producing 

new understandings created from first-hand lived experience. However, this 

needs to take into consideration the ethical issues outlined in this chapter. In 

addition, individual case studies could be undertaken which aim to explore the 

“dynamic relationship between self and others” (Dennison 2019: 37), since it is 

through these interactions that the self continues to author itself whilst 

bestowing value and meaning to others. Another avenue could be to research 

coaching conversations from an ontological rather than epistemological 

perspective which is shaped by this hybrid methodology. What this means for 

coaching is that from an ontological perspective, the self is crafted during 

dialogical interactions with others, and takes shape through the words of others 

(Dennison 2019). Therefore, lived experience can be conceptualised as both 

aesthetic and dialogical which implies that artist and recipient can be 

understood as being dialogical subjects. This understanding has the capacity to 

re-craft coaching conversations. As this thesis has shown there is a dynamic 
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interplay between romantic and pragmatic genres within the language of 

coaching. What is needed are new ways of talking which create opportunities 

for articulating the complexity of lived experience, with its ineffable and 

intangible qualities. Enriching the coaching vocabulary will expand the limits of 

coaching language and our understandings (Bochner 2016). Conceptualising 

both parties as dialogical subjects can help in this endeavour, since they are no 

longer described in romantic or pragmatic terms as the analysis in chapters 5 

and 7 suggests but simply as individuals who are shaped by their experience 

with others in the world. 

 

Furthermore, understanding coaching as a process involving dialogical subjects 

may enhance reflexivity as it embraces double voiced or multiple and diverse 

perspectives. In a profession that situates the recipient at the centre of all it 

does, this offers new possibilities for acting. For instance, it encourages inside-

out over outside-in discourses, and challenges ideas that seek to author the 

other, including the use of models, theories and techniques that may promote 

inflexibility and which could be monological in seeking to control or define the 

conversation.  Recognising the dialogical nature of learning may be conducive 

to enabling coaching conversations in which the artist is happy to be taken to 

new and unexpected places by the other, is open to encountering the strange, 

unfamiliar and ineffable and who is not afraid to embrace uncertainty and not 

knowing. This is pertinent in a world which can be unstable, uncertain and 

unpredictable (Cavanagh 2016). 

 

8.7 Conclusion  

 

In conclusion, this thesis began with an articulation of my main research 

question: how does experiencing coaching conversations as a coachee enable 

learning to emerge? In addition, in the introductory chapter I outlined how this 

arose from my interest in the ways that speech can shape our understandings. 

The research contribution that this thesis seeks to make surrounds the ways in 

which the inner and outer worlds of the recipient dynamically interact, being 
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crafted through encountering the words of others, particularly those of the artist. 

This can be understood as uniting form with content and offering an embodied 

and holistic understanding of the process of learning within the context of 

coaching.  

 

Moreover, this research is novel in adopting a unique experiential 

phenomenology methodology that has enabled me as a researcher to obtain an 

insider’s perspective of coaching conversation as the recipient. As the literature 

review and discussion chapter attest, there is little coaching research that looks 

at these coaching experiences from this first-hand perspective and even less 

that seeks to address this through a dialogical lens. This approach has been 

beneficial in answering my research questions the relationship between 

coaching conversations and the facilitation of learning, which a key claim made 

about coaching in much of the literature. Subsequent questions that this thesis 

has sought are interwoven with the ways in which aesthetic elements such as 

goal setting or theoretical frames might shape learning, whether there is a 

relationship between inner and outer speech, whether coaching conversations 

may foster dialogical learning, and the role that ethical dilemmas might play in 

crafting learning.  

 

The approach outlined in this thesis also has merit since it enables a plethora of 

thoughts, feelings and sensations to be noticed as they emerge temporally, 

which sheds new light on the complex and nuanced ways that coaching 

conversations engender learning for the recipient. Critically, by participating in 

coaching conversations as a recipient, feelings of empathy for the other are 

encouraged, which has value for coaching practitioners, as the artist is offered 

the unique opportunity to enhance their understandings of the other through 

experiencing their lived world. This can be argued as being a significant 

contribution to coaching knowledge which has relevance for coaching 

practitioners and academics.  
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The preceding chapters have aimed towards shedding some light upon each of 

my research questions. For example, chapters 5 and 7 indicate that there is a 

complex relationship between inner outer speech expressed through the subtle 

interplay of spoken words and introspection. This is particularly evident in the 

autoethnography analysed in chapter 5. In the case of the recipient, this 

introspection may occur in the flow of conversation as it unfolds with the other, 

however it also unfolds temporally before and after each conversation. In my 

experiences as a recipient these moments of introspection have been as 

significant for learning to unfurl as the moments of conversation with the artist 

herself. This is also articulated in the autoethnography and its analysis in 

chapter 5, which explores my responses as the recipient and reactions to the 

voices of others, including that of the artist. Residing in the autoethnography is 

a complex and dynamic interplay between my voice and that of the artist where 

I have been engaging in a process that has enabled me to develop a sense or 

‘feel’ for the artwork that the artist and I were crafting. This implies that these 

introspective moments are dialogical, and that intersubjectivity not only unfurls 

between artist and recipient whilst in the room together, but also occurs outside 

of the room within the recipient’s inner speech. 

 

As a recipient I have struggled with was my own understandings as well as the 

value that I place on work-life balance. As indicated in the introduction and 

chapter 5, I chose this topic for instrumental reasons, mainly to enable this 

research to explore the intricacies of the relationship between coaching and 

learning. And as the previous chapter attests, whilst I chose work-life balance 

initially for these reasons, as life has unfurled subsequently, I have found I have 

continued to reflect and introspect on this concept, as it has increasing 

relevance for me as my caring role has deepened. This suggests that the 

sensemaking that du Toit (2014) refers to in the literature review is ongoing and 

that meaning making and learning that unfolds within coaching conversations 

doesn’t necessarily cease when the conversations finish, but continues to grow, 

develop and change in the flux of lived events. What this may also show is the 

significance of time and the role that this plays in crafting and shaping a 

recipient’s learning. 
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A key aspect of the learning process involves an exploration of personal values, 

meanings and beliefs. At times I have struggled with this process, as this thesis 

has revealed, for example, when encouraged to  examine former lived events. 

Reflecting upon who and what may have shaped my understandings over the 

course of time has been difficult, as I often encountered a sense of not knowing 

as discussed in chapter 5. There were times when I was struggling with 

uncertainty and a feeling of blankness or not knowing, which I refer to as 

writer’s block in the autoethnographic analysis. As meanings are partial and 

capable of change, it has been a slow and arduous experience seeking to 

develop awareness, and this is still ongoing. However, it was not only I as the 

recipient who encountered dilemmas and a profound sense of not knowing, but 

this has also been experienced by the artist as indicated in chapter 7. Thus, 

these are likely to be commonplace within coaching conversations. The 

implications for coaching as suggested in the discussion chapter previously are 

that the artist needs to acknowledge that ambiguity, uncertainty and struggling 

to know are key aesthetic and creative elements of coaching conversations 

which are critical for a recipient’s learning. Life can be confusing, it may feel 

strange or unfamiliar and such feelings need to be articulated, embraced and 

worked with jointly together as the conversation unfolds. In addition, within the 

artistic metaphor elicited in this thesis this is the equivalent of holding a piece of 

art up to the light in order to see it more clearly. Moreover, the truth of lived 

experience is ambiguous and open to interpretation, and so turning the art piece 

around and looking at this from a variety of perspectives can be beneficial in 

generating further insights and understandings. In doing so the conversation 

may seem to be meandering down routes that are unexpected, however, this 

process can’t be rushed as time and temporality play a significant role in 

learning as this thesis attests. Furthermore, as this chapter shows, life can be 

highly unpredictable, and dilemmas and struggles continue to arise, uncertainty 

remains, and as I write these words in the middle of a pandemic where 

uncertainty is rife, I am struck by their significance.  

 

The words that are spoken within the coaching space have the capacity to 

profoundly affect the recipient as indicated by Haddock-Millar and Tom (2020). 

Crafting the other requires the artist to be empathic, sensitive, and aware of the 
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possible implications that their words might have as they are actively shaping 

the other. These words help to craft a recipient’s learning, as they interact with 

their inner speech and transform their sense of self, relationships with others 

and ways of being in the world. The artist’s assumptions and presuppositions 

have the capacity to introduce an outside-in or monological aspect to the 

conversation, in which the artist, even unwittingly may be engaged in defining or 

authoring the other. Dialogue offers a different, freer route, where instead of 

seeking to author the recipient, they are encouraged in taking the lead in 

actively shaping both the conversation and the product of this: the artwork. In 

this way the recipient is authoring self, introducing an anti-authoritative, inside-

out or double-voiced element into the conversation. However, in order to do so 

the artist needs to feel confident in being open and receptive to hearing the 

voice of the other, as it is through this process that artist and recipient 

emotionally carve out a new transformative shape for one another (Sullivan 

2012). Furthermore, as indicated in chapters 5 and 7 new meanings will then 

emerge which lead to and “ever-deepening awareness of self” (Clutterbuck and 

Megginson 2017:181). These come into being when encountering the strange, 

the unknown and the unexpected that resides within the utterances of the other. 

 

Instead of over-reliance upon familiar, tried and tested methods, including as 

the coaching models alluded to in this thesis it could be beneficial to set these 

to one side when meeting the needs of the recipient, and to adopt a more 

malleable approach. A key aesthetic element inherent within coaching 

conversations that this thesis explores is goal setting, which this thesis has 

questioned as from a dialogical perspective goals could be an attempt at 

authoring the other, and, may limit the scope of the conversation. In addition, 

any goals which are discussed are likely to need revising and re-visiting over 

time, maybe even setting aside as circumstances change as implied in chapter 

7. Therefore, a goal is not necessarily resolved or fixed since it may become 

irrelevant, and, will need to be refined as situations in the recipients’ life change, 

and as their awareness and understanding begins to alter. Moreover, as 

Clutterbuck and Megginson (2017) suggest, a freer approach need not be 

purposeless, but can be liberating at it enables new ideas can be lived and 
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explored. This allows new possibilities to unfold that are creative, life-enhancing 

and which could be conducive to a greater sense of well-being. 

 

New possibilities may also be nurtured through finding new vocabularies and 

ways of speaking that articulate an understanding of the other. This also reflects 

comments made by Grant (2016) that what is said and the way in which these 

words are spoken has huge significance. Throughout chapters 5 and 7 

specifically, coaching language is suffused with concepts from romanticism and 

pragmatism.  These interweave throughout the text, and, can at times seem 

contradictory or ironic. For instance, whilst coaching is described as forward 

looking and future focussed, there is also encouragement to stay with and 

attend to emotions as they arise in the present moment. In addition, the 

pragmatic concept of tools and tool kits intermingles with the romantic language 

of creativity, insight and intuition.  

 

Additional novel, exciting avenues for future coaching research may be opened 

by adopting the hybrid phenomenological dialogical methodology outlined in this 

thesis. This is a new methodology which is beneficial in furthering our 

understandings of the complex relationship between coaching and learning 

(Fillery-Travis and Cox 2014). This methodology offers a new lens through 

which to explore the phenomena of coaching, as it acknowledges the 

complexity of language and recognises the different genres which may be 

present in text. The advantages of this approach are that it enables an in-depth 

analysis that interweaves interpretation of meaning with a complex subjectivity 

that acknowledges multivocality, the complex relationship between inner and 

outer speech and makes room for double-voiced discourse, key moments and 

micro-dialogues. This methodology also offers opportunities to research 

coaching conversations from an ontological perspective, where self continues to 

take shape and be crafted through hearing the words of others. This will help to 

shed additional light upon the subtle, nuanced and complex ways in which 

coaching conversations can affect how the self relates to itself and others and 

how it is transformed through this process. This might also contribute to 

psychological understandings of how coaching facilitates learning for both artist 
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and recipient - self and other (Correia et al 2016). Finally, the implication for 

coaching research is that lived experience is social, dialogical and aesthetic, 

thus the artist and recipient are dialogical subjects, and this has the potential to 

redefine coaching conversations. 
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Information Sheet for participants  September 2014 

 

 

 

 

Study Title: Coaching Conversations:  A process of 

becoming? 

This research is aimed at developing understanding of whether 

coaching conversations can promote learning. To help me explore this 

further I am looking for a willing research participant to act as a 

coach. This role will involve coaching me, as I will be exploring 

whether learning emerges through coaching conversations by being 

the research subject: the coachee. Thus in this research there are 

only 2 participants: the coach and the coachee. I have chosen to 

adopt this method as I am hoping that it will recreate a coaching 

relationship. In this way I hope to be able to stay true to the 

phenomena of coaching itself. Therefore, it is important during this 

research process that you act in the same manner towards me during 

coaching conversations as you would any other coachee. 

I have decided to research coaching as I am a PhD student at the 

School of Management, University of Bradford, and my research 

interests are situated within management learning. Currently there is 

growing interest in coaching within management literature, for 

example, there are papers discussing executive coaching, leadership 

coaching, whether coaching is a fad or a passing management 

fashion, how it may differ from other helping professions etc.  

Significantly, at present there is very little research regarding actual 

coaching conversations, and whether these constitute learning 

experiences. This is why I wish to undertake this research, and, 

hopefully to be able to make a small contribution to furthering our 

current knowledge of coaching. 

This research will involve participation in a series of coaching 

conversations which I envisage will take place over a period of 6 

months to 1 year. I am flexible and these conversations can be at a 

time that is convenient to you. 

In addition I will be audio recording these conversations to assist in 

producing a rich description of these events. I will also be keeping a 

journal in which I will be discussing my thoughts, feelings and 
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reflections from each successive conversation. This journal will be my 

primary research instrument, which I will draw upon when writing my 

thesis. I will not record anything that you are unhappy with, and, I 

recognise the need for confidentiality. I am willing to erase any 

details if necessary. 

If you are interested in participating in this project and if you have 

any questions you would like to ask me then please contact me. My 

details are as follows: 

Email address: mel.dennison@tiscali.co.uk 

Mobile number: 07717184550. 

When you are confident that you do wish to participate in this 

research then please fill in the attached written consent form and 

return to the above email address. Please remember that your 

participation is entirely voluntary. Even though you have given 

consent, you are free to withdraw this at any point during the 

research process. All you have to do is let me know that you no 

longer wish to continue, either face to face, by email or telephone 

and I will be happy for you to withdraw. 

Thanks for your interest in this research! 

Melissa Dennison, PhD student. 

 Ethics approval has been granted by the Chair of the Humanities, Social and 

Health Sciences Research Ethics Panel, the University of Bradford. 

 

 

mailto:mel.dennison@tiscali.co.uk
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Information Sheet for participants  January 2017 

 

Study Title: Crafting the self during coaching conversations 

This research has grown out of earlier fieldwork that I experienced in 2015. 

During this time I spent a period of 6 months working on a one-to-one basis with 

a professional coach, as a coachee. My aim at this time was to explore my main 

research question at that stage: How does participation in coaching 

conversations facilitate learning?  On returning to my studies after this period of 

fieldwork I found that I had many new questions that I wanted to answer. These 

interviews are to assist in seeking answers to these questions. 

I am researching coaching for this PhD as I am interested in ways of developing 

people, in particular how dialogical relationships may craft and shape individual 

selves. Currently there is growing interest in coaching within academia, with 

diverse papers discussing everything from executive coaching to leadership 

coaching, whether coaching is a fad or a passing fashion, how it may differ from 

other helping professions, issues with emergent industries etc.  However, 

significantly it seems, at present there is very little research which has been 

carried out from within actual coaching conversations, nor any that asks how 

these may constitute learning experiences. This is why I have been undertaking 

this research in the past few years, with the aim of making a small contribution 

to furthering coaching knowledge. 

At this present time, my research is exploring the dilemmas which you may 

have experienced as a coach during conversations with coachees, these could 

be around boundaries or ethical concerns. I am interested in how these might 

influence of shape the coaching conversation and thus a coachee’s learning.  

This research simply involves your participation in a single semi-structured 

interview. This should take up no more than a couple of hours of your time at 
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the most, at a time and a place which is convenient for you. I would prefer to do 

this interview face to face, however, if you are unable to commit to a face to 

face meeting then I will be happy to use Skype. At this point it is important to 

point out that I will be recording this interview, however, anything that you say is 

confidential and I will not use any of this data without your express consent. The 

data from this interview will be transcribed, analysed and used to inform my 

PhD thesis, as well as any subsequent, related publications. I am happy for you 

to read a copy of your initial data if you request it. In addition, during the write 

up stage I will be using pseudonyms in this research to protect your anonymity, 

so if you would like to be referred to by a particular name then please let me 

know what this might be. Anything that you discuss or disclose in this interview 

which is considered private or confidential to you will not be divulged to another 

party unless I get your express permission first.  

If you are interested in participating in this project and if you have any questions 

you would like to ask me then please contact me. My details are as follows: 

Email address: mdennis1@student.bradford.ac.uk 

Mobile number: 07717184550. 

When you have contacted me we can then arrange a convenient time to 

discuss this further, at a preliminary meeting. This initial meeting/discussion is 

your opportunity to ask me any questions that you may have about this 

research, what sorts of questions I will be asking and why, what informed 

consent means, and what you can expect from me as the researcher. This is 

your opportunity to discuss any concerns that you may have. Then I will ask if 

you to give verbal informed consent to participating as an interviewee (I will 

record this on an audio personal recording device). Please remember that 

your participation is entirely voluntary. Even after you have given 

consent, you are free to withdraw this at any stage right up to and during 

the interview itself.  If you wish to withdraw, all you have to do is let me know 

that you no longer wish to continue, either face to face, by email or telephone 

and I will be happy to remove you from this project, and I will destroy any data 

that you may have given me at this point. It is important to state that after the 

meeting, even if you have given your informed consent, you will have a 7 day 

cooling off period in case you change your mind. 

I am hoping to be able to offer participants a debriefing meeting at some stage 

in the future, so that you can ask questions as to how this research is going, 

and I can share with you what I have been doing with your data. 

Finally, if you have any concerns now or as this research progresses you can 

contact my supervisor, Dr Paul Sullivan, and his email address is: P. 

Sullivan@bradford.ac.uk. Alternatively you can telephone him on the following 

number: 01274 234789 and he will be happy to speak to you. 
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Thanks for your interest in this research!  Ethics approval has been granted by 

the Chair of the Humanities, Social and Health Sciences Research Ethics Panel 

at the University of Bradford on 23rd March 2015. 

Melissa Dennison, PhD student. 
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Written Consent Form 

Title of Project: Crafting the self in coaching conversations 

Name of Researcher: Melissa Dennison 

Please tick the 

boxes 

1. I confirm that I have read and considered the                                           

information sheet and interview guide dated 

January 2018................. ,and, I understand what is  

expected of me as a participant in this research. I have felt  

able to ask questions freely and have had these  

answered to my satisfaction by the researcher. 

 

2. I understand that my participation in this research  

is entirely voluntary and that I am free to withdraw  

my consent before, during and after the research interview.  

I also understand that I can withdraw this via email, telephone,  

or face to face – whichever is most convenient to me.   

 

3. I have been informed that I can request to see a copy of my                        

Interview transcript if I wish to.  

 

4. I understand that the interview will be recorded  

using an audio recording device, and that this data may be  

accessed by PhD supervisors and examiners, I give permission for  

these individuals to access this data. I acknowledge that  

this will be used to form part of a PhD thesis.  

 

5. I am happy to an agree to take part in this research  

project.                                

 

            

Participant name           Date                                    Signature 

 

Please note that Ethics approval for the amendments to this research has been granted by the 

Chair of the Humanities, Social and Health Sciences Research Ethics Panel at the University of 

Bradford on 25/01/18. 

  

http://internal.bradford.ac.uk/
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Consent Form 

 

  

 

Title of Project: Coaching Conversations: A Process of Becoming? 

            Name of Researcher: Melissa Dennison 

Please tick the 

boxes 

1.      I confirm that I have read and considered the                                           

information sheet.  I understand what is expected of me 

during this research. I have been able to discuss my concerns 

ask questions and have had these answered to my satisfaction 

 

2.      I understand that my participation in this research . 

is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at any time if I wish. 

I also understand the process by which I can withdraw. 

 

3.     The data that is collected during this research process will not 

    contain any information that is private or confidential, and this 

    journal can be seen at any time upon request. The people 

    to read this will include PhD supervisors and examiners. I understand 

    and give permission for these individuals to access this data. ** 

    please see footnote.  

 

4.     I agree to take part in this research project.                             

 

            

Participant name           Date                                    Signature 

 

Please sign and return to me, either in person or at this email address: 

mdennis1@student.bradford.ac.uk. Thanks! 

** Please note that this journal is simply a tool to enable me to produce a rich 

description of my experience of these coaching conversations. I will be writing my 

thoughts, feelings and reflections which emerge from each conversation. The aim is to 

produce an unfolding narrative which will help me to answer my research question 

around whether these conversations facilitate learning. And this journal will be the 

basis for developing my thesis. Ethics approval for the amendments to this research has been 

granted by the Chair of the Humanities, Social and Health Sciences Research Ethics Panel at the 

University of Bradford on 25/01/18. 

  

mailto:mdennis1@student.bradford.ac.uk
http://internal.bradford.ac.uk/
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PhD Research Project 

 

Hi 

 

I am a PhD student at the School of Management, University of Bradford and I 

am seeking volunteers who are willing to participate in my research project with 

me. I am interested in Human Resources and in particular, developing people. 

Thus, I am exploring the world of coaching and my research is around the 

question of whether coaching conversations can facilitate learning. 

As a result, I have designed a research project that requires me to participate in 

a series of coaching conversations, enacting the role of a coachee. So I am 

looking for anyone who coaches employees as part of their role to basically coach 

me. I am hoping that by actively experiencing coaching, instead of observing 

others who have been coached that I will be able to develop further 

understandings of how coaching relates to learning, as I may learn something 

myself! 

So, if you would like to make a contribution to driving knowledge of coaching 

further with myself then please get back to me, and I can provide you with further 

details. 

Many thanks for taking the time to read this email. 

 

Regards 

 

Melissa Dennison PhD Student 
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An Autoethnographic account of my experiences as a coachee during 

participation in a series of one-to-one conversations 

 

Setting the Scene 

This is an account of these events as they unfolded over time in 2015, written 

during my participation as a coachee in a series of coaching interactions with 

two professional coaches, whom I am referring to by their pseudonyms as 

Isobel and Linda ……. 

Coaching Session One  

Going into this first coaching session today, I didn’t know what was going to 

happen, it was all very uncertain, but I didn’t feel apprehensive, more, full of 

anticipation and a little excitement. Whilst I acknowledge that this research is 

not value free, I approached this ‘coaching experience’ with what I considered 

to be an open mind, (as far as is possible) and I was more than willing to give 

coaching a go.  

To be honest, since the initial contractual meeting that I had last month with 

Isobel, I have given what I was going to talk about in this session today very 

little if any thought. (As I reflect upon this now, I realise this was possibly an 

oversight, I sometimes get so carried away with my ideas that I don’t see 

beyond these!). I think that I have also been distracted by or focussed on other 

tasks and as I am enthusiastic, I have been throwing myself into various 

activities, such as writing abstracts for conferences, reading etc and not 

stopping to reflect upon how this process may unfurl. Anyhow, as I now admit to 

myself the folly of this approach, I have decided it was best to just to go for it: go 

experience this session and respond spontaneously in the moment!  

However, to my surprise and a large sense of relief, I have to say that my first 

experience as a coachee seems to have gone really well, it felt very informal 

and relaxed, with Isobel and I sat around a small round table in an office like 

basement meeting room. This meeting room was private, and featured nothing 

other than a table, chairs, decanter of water, glasses, paper and pen and a 

clock on the wall. This was a very quiet room (you could hear a pin drop) and a 

room that is also not overlooked by others. There is glass in the windows, but 
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this is frosted so no-one can see in. This room is in a the rather grand setting 

which also hires out rooms for special occasions such as weddings or 

conferences etc, and this is where the private coaching company that Isobel 

works for has their offices. I felt very comfortable and relaxed. Isobel sat 

opposite me to my left, slightly at an angle to me, about 2 or so feet away, so 

that she wasn’t facing me directly – which may feel intimidating. Her body 

language was friendly and informal. So, I was put at my ease, I felt very 

comfortable, which I imagine was the intention. I found that Isobel was very 

easy to talk with. 

The process started with Isobel asking me what I would like to get from today’s 

session. In addition, we explored what I want to get from these sessions overall, 

and we worked together towards ‘refining my goals’ through a discussion of 

what my topic for discussion in these interactions might be. I have been 

approaching various coaches to engage in this research with me over the last 

few months, and so I have obtained some experience of what a coach may 

expect, and so this has influenced my approach to this coaching encounter. 

Significantly, I have found through meeting one or two coaches that they seem 

to want a ‘genuine’ topic to discuss in order for this coaching to be as ‘authentic’ 

as possible (which is what I stated that I wanted from them during this 

research). It seems that they are nonplussed by the idea of simply talking freely 

without defining a fixed and agreed topic. And, as I feel slightly uncomfortable 

talking about myself or what can be considered personal matters with a virtual 

stranger, then I have opted for discussing the concept of ‘work-life balance’ as 

this seems to be fairly innocuous. I have also chosen this in light of recent 

considerations around the notion of auto-ethics and avoiding harming yourself 

during the research process. 

Initially, as I was caught up thinking about the possible relationship between 

coaching and learning, I gave scant thought to how intrusive this process may 

be, or how I would feel if I had to discuss myself with another. I was probably 

caught up with abstractions rather than imagining being coached and whether 

this was something that I would be happy undertaking. Largely this was due to 

my own ignorance regarding what the process of coaching involves. 
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However, having reflected upon it now, I think that exploring this idea of work-

life balance may be of use to me both now as a PhD student and in the future, 

so in this way this can be understood as a ‘genuine’ topic to discuss.  Why? 

Well, as a PhD student finding some kind of balance might be beneficial. 

As I consider this further, I feel that as I am currently spending a significant 

amount of my time each day being ‘in the zone’ and dedicating myself to 

achieving my goal of finishing this PhD. I think that I may benefit from 

developing my ability to relax or to switch off more. I tend to be a very dedicated 

person, I commit to whatever I do 110% and so I focus on this sometimes to the 

detriment of other things. By which I mean that I can fail to see that there are 

other activities that I could be engaging in. However, as I have been studying 

for a few years now, perhaps I simply need a bit more variety after much 

reading and writing? Am I hankering after new experiences? Perhaps. I am not 

consciously aware of being goal-driven, but to some extent I must be or else 

why would I behave in the way that I have described?..  All I can say for sure is 

that my life has unfolded in a particular way and it appears that at some point a 

PhD became important to me. As events have unfurled in my life, I have 

become an individual who likes to be productive and to accomplish targets that I 

set myself. In order to do so I have become quite self-disciplined and focussed.  

I am not sure that I was always this way, I don’t think I was when I was younger, 

certainly not as a teenager as I hated homework and would do anything to avoid 

it! So something has changed in me over time. 

Does this narrow focus sometimes prevent me from seeing life from a different 

perspective? – Possibly! Is this impoverishing my life?, Maybe more importantly 

– what is the effect on others - does it exclude them? Perhaps at some point 

had my life taken a different path then I would not be reflecting on this. 

However, this is pointless to consider, as my life is what it is now, and I have 

made the choices in life that I have. Isobel then suggests that a great deal of my 

identity is caught up in this process of study and research. Interesting….I had 

not thought of this at all.  She suggested that if I imagine my life as 2 balloons 

(one for work and one for life) then would they be equal or would one be larger 

than the other? Hmmmmm……ok, let’s try…… 
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‘ 

Work’ ie being a PhD student    ‘everything else’ ie life 

outside         of this process. 

*Or this is how I imagine this!!! 

 

From this activity it seems that I am conceptualising my life as comprised of two 

distinct areas, and that one of these takes precedence over the other. Is this 

good or bad? Is it simply that a PhD makes significant demands on a student’s 

time or is this indicative of something more personal about me? I accept that I 

do have a tendency to throw myself 110% into whatever activity I happen to be 

doing, I can be enthusiastic and passionate, and I often immerse myself in my 

latest venture often to the exclusion of everything else. To use a metaphor I 

sometimes act like a horse wearing blinkers, and thus I exclude a lot of other 

‘stuff’ (for want of a better word) in order to concentrate on what I feel is 

important.  Does this matter? I feel this has both positive and negative qualities, 

the latter being that I don’t always pay attention to the needs of those around 

me, nor to alternative ways of spending my time. (Both of these overlap, as by 

spending time doing this I am not spending it with family etc – does this make 

me feel guilty?, am I becoming aware of something that I wasn’t?). I tend to 

concentrate my energies on my projects. But then there is a positive in that I 

achieve what I set out to, and I may not do so if I wasn’t as focussed. Maybe I 

feel that I need to be more mindful of how my dedicated ‘work ethic’ impacts on 

others? Is it selfish to act in the way that I do?  
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I am hoping that by exploring some of the possible reasons why I act in the 

ways that I do that I may find a way of making more space or creating balance, 

and that I may then start to see possibilities for other ways of being. My desire 

seems to be to see if I can deflate the huge work balloon above, (or equilibrate 

this?), and maybe inflate the miniscule ‘everything else’ balloon. This is like an 

experiment in a way I suppose. I am intrigued by Isobel’s assertion that my 

identity is somehow caught up in all of this. If so, I am curious to see how this 

may change as I engage in these coaching encounters; this could be an 

interesting experience!!!.   

Following on from articulating how I perceive my life to be at the moment, Isobel 

and I then discuss the possible/potential ways that I might go about exploring 

‘work-life balance’. Interestingly, during this conversation Isobel points out how 

much emphasis I place on ‘the mind’, (which I wasn’t aware of!), as well as the 

life of the mind. She tells me that I use the words ‘I think’ a lot (but is this 

significant or simply language use?). Isobel then suggests that I don’t appear to 

spend a lot of time referring to my body or listening to this. Well, this is our first 

meeting so perhaps this is a bit previous? Could it simply be habit that I choose 

to use the words ‘I think’? Being in the world of academia ie as a PhD student 

thinking tends to be an activity that looms large!, and I am used to saying “I 

think”, or writing ‘I think’. Additionally, this may also be due to the culture that I 

have been brought up in, and which exists around me. I see a lot of images of 

body conscious people, with respect to notions of physical beauty, but I don’t 

hear people suggesting that anyone should listen to their body on a daily basis. 

Honestly, for me this may be a bit ‘New Age’ and what I may refer to as ‘hippy’. 

Maybe Isobel has a point then, as no, in my life ‘the mind’ may loom larger than 

‘the body’. And this is interesting as I don’t see myself as Cartesian! Anyway, as 

I listen to her words I wonder what Isobel’s assumptions are here regarding 

listening to my body, but I choose to say nothing.  

Leading on from here, Isobel suggests that I can explore listening to my body in 

the here and now, as I am sitting with her in the room, and so I tentatively 

agreed. Well, this is a phenomenological research project afterall! Admittedly I 

felt a little self-conscious and awkward, as this is not something you do is it with 

a stranger is it?, and, it is definitely not something I would do!. I am now out of 

my comfort zone. Placing my cup of tea on the floor I make myself comfortable 
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in the chair I am sitting in, and on Isobel’s advice I close my eyes. Isobel then 

proceeds to ask me a few questions regarding how I am feeling, and she 

speaks in a very soft and gentle tone of voice: 

This unfolds as follows: 

Isobel asks “Is your heart beating fast or slow?”, and so I have to stop and think 

about this, which is not easy. I think it is beating at a normal pace…and so I say 

so. 

 “Are you comfortable?” I respond with a one word answer: “Yes”. The chair 

feels comfortable, I can’t feel any obvious physical discomfort. Ok, I am feeling 

a little conscious of myself here but other than that….  

Isobel asks me “Are there any areas of tension in your body?”, to which I say 

“Not that I am aware of”. I am being as honest as I feel I can possibly be. Is this 

disappointing to her though? What are her expectations?  

This process continues with Isobel asking me “How does your stomach feel 

right now?” and I have to say I am not too sure as I don’t regularly stop to 

consider how my stomach is feeling. This is definitely alien territory to me! I say 

“It feels fine” as I can sense nothing out of the ordinary…… 

 “How have your perceptions changed since you closed your eyes?”  

I reply with “Well..yes..sound seem to be louder or more acute, I am aware of 

the ticking of the clock, which I may not have been aware of before, and I can 

feel the cool metal of the chair arms against the flesh of my fingers and 

hands……I can feel the heaviness of the floor beneath my feet”.  

This is curious to me, as prior to shutting my eyes and I was unaware of these 

sounds, and I did not seem to be aware of the metal arms of the chair. This may 

be unsurprising though, since blocking out visual stimuli may simply have 

heightened my other senses. However, as I am feeling self-conscious and not 

feel entirely relaxed doing this with a virtual stranger, this awareness soon 

vanishes, it probably lasts about a minute, maybe more, and then I open my 

eyes and it is over.  

Over this hour and a half, our conversation has flowed around different means 

of relaxation, and I have agreed to practice the technique that Isobel introduced 
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me to today, at home in the period until our next meeting. I am also willing to 

give ‘mindfulness’ a try as this focuses on the breath, and we both felt that this 

might be a simple way to begin to draw my attention away from my ‘life of the 

mind’ (as I shall refer to it here!) and towards bodily sensations instead. This 

amuses me as I have read a lot of Merleau-Ponty and his writings regarding 

knowing through the body. However, I can’t help but wonder whether there is a 

contradiction here, as the mind and body are not separate or distinct from one 

another, they are part of a single entity – in this case, me! Thus, surely to focus 

on the body to the exclusion of the mind is as ‘bad’ (inverted commas) as overly 

emphasising the mind? However, in the interests of this research I feel that it 

might be interesting to give this a go, and explore how this might affect or alter 

my ‘work life balance’. Therefore, we agreed that my ‘homework’ this month is 

to try to concentrate on my breath for just 5 minutes a day (as I suggested that 

whilst this seems to be a short time, it could be quite long to put into practice, to 

actually do!). I may also experiment with when is the best time of day to do this, 

and vary the location.  

I suggested that I could keep a journal of this process, and initially Isobel 

thought this was a good idea, until she realised that this might just add more 

work into this balance! Ha! Maybe I simply have a tendency to generate work 

for myself? Am I a productive/generative person? Or am I a masochist (joke) 

Isobel suggested that ‘I just Be’ and this is what I am attempting to do, ha! -------

--→ watch this space! 

Notes from my meetings with Linda – NLP coach practitioner 

Session One 

Prior to arriving today for my first NLP coaching experience I had absolutely no 

idea what would unfold, and, I tried to keep an open mind and have no 

expectations. We meet on the 4th floor of a University building, situated on the 

main campus, and sit in a room full of round tables. It is nice and peaceful, and 

there is good light. Linda sits facing me across the table, with a pen and a pad 

of paper….To begin with Linda explored what I might wish to get from these 

coaching conversations (which is a similar process to what I have experienced 

with Isobel in Leeds, so is this how coaching conversations/relationships begin, 

generally I wonder?). She asks me “What is your goal for these sessions?” I 
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state that I wish to “Improve my work/life balance”. I am sticking with this theme, 

even though I am currently working with two coaches as I think that exploring 

two different themes could be too complicated. It may also be interesting to see 

how their approach and suggestions differ.  

 

Linda continues to question and guide me though this conversation (and yes, I 

feel that guide is the right word, as this is not a spontaneous, or unstructured 

conversation but seems to be ordered in some way). She enables me to explore 

issues which may or may not exist surrounding why I feel that I may need to 

change my work-life balance. As we are trying to be ‘genuine’ and ‘authentic’) 

(whatever these words mean, but they seem to be important concepts for the 

coaches I am working with), then I continue  “For the past 2 or 3 years I have 

been dedicating my life to achieving ‘goals’ such as an MRes and currently this 

PhD.[pause].. and this is great, or I think so, as this is part of who I am, [pause] 

but at times I feel that I may be focussing too much on this aspect of my life and 

not paid sufficient attention to other areas”. I tend to be single-minded and so I 

block out other stimuli. Maybe sometimes, I push myself too hard and try to 

accomplish too much in too short a time?  

“I tend to take on several projects at once, but then this is fed by my 

enthusiasm, as I have this kind of ‘nature’. The downside is that I tend to over 

do it and wear myself out!..and so I need to be aware of this, I think”. I smile.  

Linda asks me “When did you became aware of this?” and I said “Around 

Christmas time”, (as I have been doing a LOT the year before, writing and re-

writing drafts, getting ready for transfer, writing a conference paper on a 

different topic and much more). Maybe I am a frustrated juggler? (joke). And I 

felt really dog-tired around this holiday and so I did some reflecting and thought 

that maybe I could do with taking a different approach?  

I could ask myself why I am so goal-oriented (and this is very interesting seeing 

that coaching too seems to be such!). We discuss the notion of 

competitiveness, but whilst I may be a little competitive (and I am not sure that I 

am, I just like to do the best that I can), I did say that “This is interesting, as 

whilst I could be competitive, I have never liked or been into actitivies such as 

sports because I did not like this aspect of them”  and I share some memories 
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from my school days, especially the dreaded P.E. “I was never one of the sporty 

cool girls, and as I lacked any enthusiasm or willingness to participate, seeing 

as I hated and detested sport at this age..[pause],  I was generally one of the 

last to be picked for school teams”. This may also be one of the reasons why I 

loathed sport as during your teenage years it is not a great feeling being the last 

girl to be picked. I didn’t tell her that in my final year at school I actually opted 

out of games in a rather naughty way (I over-exaggerated ‘growing pains’ and 

so got a medical note excusing me, I actually went to see a Specialist, wore 

bandages and did a good job of avoiding P.E). So yes, sport and I are not the 

best of friends! I prefer to read a book. Anyway as a result of sharing some of 

these memories, Linda suggests that I have developed “some limitations here”. 

As the conversation proceeds Linda says that “our thoughts and feelings are 

influenced by our sub-conscious mind” (now this is interesting as both coaches 

seem to be influenced by ideas around this). I am a little sceptical of a sub-

conscious, but that is a personal thing, I prefer to think there is just the brain 

and we simply don’t understand it’s complexity yet. So back to Linda who 

continues that “ when our subconscious mind is stimulated, thoughts (like dusty 

files left unopened for years) re-appear, however it is how we deal with these 

that matters, [pause], are they useful to us?”  For me this is all a bit 

questionable but I say nothing.  

The conversation continues and I have the realisation that it isn’t so much a 

balance that I seek but a re-orientation. Where I learn to understand this 

differently I say that  “I am hoping to see beyond the limits of my PhD studies I 

guess, possibly to explore new terrains as this may re-fresh me in some way”. 

Perhaps!.. what I wish in part is to calm my mind down, as it is a very busy 

place, full of ideas whizzing this way and that. So what do I mean by ‘work-life 

balance?’. Is it a turning down of this, or a reduction in traffic now and then? 

Thus I am wondering about exploring physical experiences, activities such as 

meditation or relaxation. 

Linda ‘”reminds me” (well, I hadn’t heard these words so this is not quite true, 

but these were her words) .”.of the words from Yoda in Star Wars”, which re to 

do with the difference between trying and doing: We all do. Hmmmm…..I am 

not sure what I think about quoting from characters from popular culture!!! One 

thing that struck me today was that I tend to see this PhD as being outside of 
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myself, like a race track with hurdles to jump I guess. However, I should 

remember that I am a coachee here and so I choose (to some extent) the 

course and can steer and navigate this how I wish. 

Reflecting upon my first NLP coaching session with Linda 

Since my first session I have been contemplating and reflecting upon this 

experience. In particular I have been thinking about Linda’s comments that it is I 

who am driving this PhD process. Now I am not entirely convinced of the 

veracity of this statement, as there is a particular structure that is erected that 

students negotiate their way through. It is not all down to me, it is a joint effort 

and relies upon others too, and University processes and procedures (ie the 

ethics panel etc). Now, this can be a source of frustration at times, and I may 

benefit from finding ways to deal with this.  

Session Two with Isobel 

Ok, so this process of engaging in coaching conversations is very interesting, 

as I never know beforehand what to expect, nor how this will unfold as the 90 

minutes tick by. I have been practising the breathing exercises which were 

suggested last month but I don’t think that Isobel remembers this, as she isn’t 

saying anything about it.  

We are in a different room this time, instead of being in the basement area we 

are on the top floor, sat around a large round table (which had been used for a 

previous meeting as evinced by left over drink can, pens and other detritus). 

This room is lovely and bright with a large window, photos on the wall, and a 

flipchart. However it resembles the former room in that it is nice and quiet, and 

slightly removed from the activities of others. Isobel and I sit next to one 

another, turning our chairs around so that we are facing one another.  

 

To begin with today, Isobel asks me to feedback to her regarding my 

adventures, or explorations regarding what leisure interests there might be out 

there in the world, ie what relaxation classes I could attend which focus on the 

body? Ie meditation/yoga classes. Since our last session I have been seeking 

possibilities where I can step beyond the familiar, into the unknown, or take a 

break from the world of ideas where I spend most of my time and explore less 
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intellectually demanding activities. I told her I had found a T’ai Chi class nearby 

that I was thinking could be a possibility for me. I also informed her that I had 

looked into both meditation classes and yoga, but that there were no secular 

meditation classes in my vicinity (or any meditation classes for that matter). I 

have discovered that there is a yoga class at the University -  a form called ‘Dru’ 

and to be honest I have no idea what this is. As this is for leisure or relaxation 

purposes then something which may be frantic or highly energetic seems 

counterintuitive and so I say that I think T’ai Chi may be the most suitable 

option, as when you see this on the tv it looks fairly simple! (famous last 

words!).  

Isobel then asks “How do you feel about trying this new activity?” and I respond 

by saying “Oh I feel fine about it, possibly a little nervous? A little apprehensive”, 

so Isobel asks “Why do you feel nervous about this?” and I suggest that “ I will 

be a newcomer and so I will probably feel outside of my comfort zone, I will 

have no clue what I am doing and so I may feel a teensy bit self-conscious” 

“Will this stop you from going to this class?” Isobel asks  

“No, whilst I may look a bit silly, I will definitely give it a go, afterall it is normal to 

feel this way when experiencing what is unfamiliar to you”.  

It is not unusual surely to feel a bit uneasy before starting something new?, but 

this isn’t a reason not to go. Thus I will at least go to one class and just see how 

it goes………..will it help me to listen to my body? (part of the quest at the 

moment!), will it help quieten or still my mind? Being as honest as I can about 

myself (as far as I can know myself, I do seem to change a lot), I appear to be 

quite goal oriented and yes, ‘driven’, or determined, and maybe I don’t always 

pay sufficient attention to my body, I sometimes ignore it completely I guess, as 

I push towards the finish line. I guess it is a case of not being aware that I am 

doing this, I may take my body for granted. I don’t feel it is case of deliberately 

ignoring it though. I suppose it is more that the body is always there and so 

maybe I don’t always notice it? Of course, being relatively young this may 

explain why I do take it for granted as mostly it still works ok!!!, fortunately I 

have yet to experience the old age aches and pains and associated limitations. 

Do we as people simply listen to our bodies more as a consequence of this?  
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Repeating the format of the former session Isobel asks me “What do you want 

both in terms of today’s session, and for future sessions?” This is a good 

question which I find hard to answer, as how do I know what I want of this 

immediate moment? But I try to answer. Well, the first question is 

straightforward enough and I reply that “I think it will be good to find more 

balance in my life, and that what I mean is that I want to change or alter my 

perspective… you know, how I see the world”. (Am I referring to values here?). 

Isobel asked me about my values, and for as long as I remember I have been 

goal oriented, I like to achieve, to push myself and explore the limits of what I 

can do. Why? Well as I do so, those limits seem to recede and recede…..Now I 

am not sure why I do this, but perhaps it is simply testing my abilities or 

capability? Is it simply a personal development kind of thing? Ego? Anyway the 

upshot can be that life becomes a bit narrow in some ways, and it is also quite 

disciplined too, as I make my way towards achieving my goal. The jury is out for 

me currently as to whether this is good/bad or neither! So my aim for today is to 

be less work/achievement oriented, and be more leisure and people oriented.  

We cover quite a lot of ground by the end of the session, from my apparent 

inability to stop and listen to my body to the search for leisure interests. Isobel 

used a metaphor that life is like a tree with many branches, and that we have 

now moved away from the trunk (work/life balance) to developing the branches, 

eg family, physical wellbeing, hobbies etc. This is an interesting metaphor, as I 

don’t usually visualise life in this way.  

Isobel then asked me if there is anything else I would like to get from today’s 

session, and surprises me with the comment that maybe “we are not going 

deep enough”. She informs me that she often has clients who are having 

emotional issues, who have significant difficulties or traumas that they need to 

work through, and she then proceeded to say that she was happy to deal with 

these if I liked. However, I replied “I don’t feel that I have any significant issues, 

certainly no traumas or hidden depths that need to be revealed. With me, what 

you see is what you get”. I could refer to the Yorkshire colloquialism that I tend 

to ‘call a spade a spade’…but I aren’t aware (consciously at least) that I have 

hidden depths or dark recesses even that need to be brought into the light I am 

fairly straightforward (or like to think that I am!). I then proceed to say that “I feel 

that in many ways I am very fortunate, when I hear the stories on the news I 
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become more convinced of this. I am lucky to be able to do a PhD and not have 

to go out to work, my basic needs are taken care of……it could all be so much 

worse!”  I tend not to feel sorry for myself or to wallow, I am level headed and 

resilient (as far as I know!, and I am not the sort of person to want to sit with a 

coach and cry into a tissue, and I have no reason to do so really).   

 

Interestingly, Isobel informs me that I rationalise a lot, and again, that I use the 

term “I think” a lot as well as saying “perhaps”, “might”, “may” and “possibly” 

quite frequently. Apparently, I don’t talk in a language of certainty. I respond 

“That could be due to my academic training over the past couple of years, as I 

have been encouraged to use language in particular ways, so maybe I just do 

this reflexively?” This way of speaking is like second nature to me. However, by 

using these terms I am leaving the door open to other possibilities aren’t I? and 

I am the first to admit that I do NOT know!!!  I didn’t say this though.  

Reflecting upon our last coaching conversation 

It is a couple of weeks since I met with Isobel and it is about 2 weeks until we 

have our next session. In the between time I am thinking this process over and 

contemplating how I feel about these coaching conversations, and considering 

what if any insights I have gathered. I have been practising the 5 minutes of 

concentrating on my breathing, which is a mindfulness exercise. I am not sure I 

am always successful at doing this as I find that there are distractions, ie 

sounds from outside or people talking etc. I may not be doing a whole 5 minutes 

…maybe 2? Is it working though? I don’t know if it works for long, but 

immediately after doing this I do feel more relaxed, and I have a sense of calm. 

I may even notice more about my surroundings, at least temporarily. 

On Isobel’s advice I have sought out various relaxation classes as this is my 

‘homework’, and for practical reasons, ie time, venue and cost I have chosen to 

participate in T’ai Chi lessons which take place on Friday mornings. Since our 

last session, I have participated in my first T’ai Chi lesson, which I found to be 

quite enjoyable if not a little strange. As this class is run during the daytime then 

I seem to be the only person under retirement age, not that this is a big deal. To 

begin with we do some very slow exercises whilst stood in a circle, listening to 

some Chinese music. These movements involve looking at my hand and 
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watching it move slowly away from me and then back, and we do this several 

times, each time trying to move the hand further and further away. Then we do 

this with the opposite hand. I pretend to move imaginary balls up and down my 

arm, from side to side and then I engage in a variety of stretching and balancing 

exercises.  It seems that what we do with one limb we repeat with the other. 

This mysterious activity is referred to as Chi kung and is an ancient Chinese 

form of exercise. After about 30 minutes or so we proceed onto T’ai Chi and I 

am completely mystified and lost, I just try not to look too ridiculous as I have no 

idea what the tutor means by ‘repulse the monkey’ or ‘part the horse’s mane’, 

so I look around and try to copy the others without bumping into anyone. At the 

end of the session we have a cup of unidentifiable ‘tea’ (more hot water and 

black bits in the bottom of the cup). I feel quite relaxed if I am honest, it was fun 

in a strange, unexpected way so I will go again. 

About T’ai Chi, or Taiji (if I were to be a purist), this translates to ‘Ultimate Fist’ 

according to the particular school I am in. (ridethetiger, 2016, 

http://www.ridethetiger.org/* add to reference list). However, there may be 

something that is lost in translation here as T’ai Chi is also philosophical and 

means so much more, possibly “the great ultimate” (ridethetiger, 2016). Ideas 

from Taiosm with it’s notion of harmony and balance, Ying and Yang influence 

T’ai Chi too. In discussions during the class I am informed that T’ai Chi is 

connected in some way to a flexible or elastic force – Peng, a form of internal 

power, not that I am sure what this means for me in this practice. At this point 

this is just an abstract idea for me. Basically I know very little (next to nothing) 

about T’ai Chi. It is like entering a different world, and even more confusingly it 

seems that there are many forms of T’ai Chi beyond the one I am encountering! 

The one that I am exploring is called “Wu Style”, and what I can say is that it 

feels very evocative; as moving to the rhythm of a piece of Chinese music I feel 

like I am engaging in some form of meditative practice. There are 8 people in 

the class and our joint movements do look quiet beautiful, like water flowing in a 

river.   

 

April 2015 - Reflections emerging during this research process to date 

 

http://www.ridethetiger.org/*
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At the time of writing this I have had 2 coaching conversations with Isobel and 1 

with Linda, so it is early days, but as this process is unfolding I am becoming 

aware of many aspects which are not conveyed in my journal, and which I wish 

to explore further. 

  

I seem to be more familiar or relaxed in some way with Isobel than Linda and 

we seem to have a greater rapport, and we engage in email exchanges (mostly 

to arrange sessions), but we talk a little about our lives and so I know that Isobel 

is about to launch a major project in Liverpool in June and I will be asking her 

about that no doubt, and she is willing to share her experience of how this goes 

with me. We are actually quite communicative with one another, for example I 

know that she is married and has a 2 year old son, I know about her 

experiences when starting University and other personal details, so we share 

quite a lot about ourselves in our conversations. (Does this suggest that the 

relationship between the coach and the coachee has an impact on learning?, or 

simply that coaching involves relationship?) One concern then is maintaining 

confidentiality here as I am privy to much personal data.  

  

As yet my relationship with Linda is different, as we communicate infrequently, 

or hardly at all. Lisa’s approach does not feel as personable, she seems to be 

more distant in some way.  However, Linda is the Head of Organisation 

Development within a large institution, so she is very busy and time is an issue 

for her. Isobel is also a Director of Projects and thus in senior management 

position. It is difficult to indicate precisely why these relationships feel so 

different, and perhaps this is down to imperceptible intangibles –  simply 

chemistry? 

  

I did find Linda's first session to be stimulating and thought provoking, perhaps 

in ways that Isobel's are not. Linda practices NLP and she is very focused in her 

questions, maybe more structured? And in her session she did suggest that I 

am the driver of this PhD process (and on many occasions I think I have 

thought that it was driving me, or the external procedures were to some extent), 

and so this comment stimulated a moment of reflection for me. Isobel utilises 

Gestalt and that seems to be more processual, fluidic, spontaneous and in the 

moment. 
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Finally, for today there are definite parallels between coaching and counselling, 

and I feel this very strongly. Particularly since Isobel expressed a concern in our 

last session that maybe we were not going deep enough, as she has clients 

who often are in tears as they explore traumatic events, she suggested she is 

willing to do this with me if I wish. I replied that I am unlikely to do so, as I don't 

feel that I have any traumatic events that I need to examine or bring to the 

surface. I don't feel that my life is any worse than other people's and I don't tend 

to feel sorry for myself or wonder why things happen to me. I am pretty resilient 

and emotionally balanced (most of the time!). Ok, I am human but I don't feel 

the need to offload on another person. In addition I do wonder about the ethics 

of this, as a coach is a coach and not a counsellor, what responsibility do they 

have for their advice? What can the impact be on vulnerable individuals?  

  

The second coaching session with Linda 

We meet on the 4th Floor again, but this time we are in a different room, a long 

thin room with tables running the length of the room. As this is not really 

conducive to conversing we decide to alter this arrangement so that we can sit 

facing one another in a more relaxed and informal way.  

Today’s session is an interesting progression from the first. To begin with Linda 

asks me for my reflections on the previous session, which is a difference 

between her and Isobel, as Linda keeps written notes. I say that my reflections 

surround “that as I am in the driving seat with respect to this PhD, my 

frustrations emerge when I encounter what I perceive to be unnecessary 

obstacles (and of course this is just my way of seeing the world, my 

perceptions)…[pause].. the wheels of academia can turn very slowly and this 

can be challenging at times”.  

Linda re-iterated the goal we discussed at the previous session (back to goals 

again…are these conversations a process of working towards a set goal?). This 

‘goal’ is that “I wish to expand my horizons and ‘step out of’ the world of 

academia for a bit”. Was this my goal? I feel it was to explore other activities as 

well as my ‘life of the mind’, not to step out of this world!!! She then asks me 

“What’s important about that for you?” And my response is that “I feel that it 

may be beneficial in some ways, say health wise, or for my ‘well being’, maybe 
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this will recharge my batteriesSo it is not that I wish to stop doing what matters 

to me, but that I want to find ways to assist in this venture. I have been studying 

without a break for 3 years and so I am telling myself to relax a bit more I think. 

It is time for a change. I guess that exploring other avenues seems attractive as 

it would to anyone who had concentrated so heavily on any one activity for this 

length of time. 

 

Linda then proceeds to ask me “are the benefits of achieving this?” I think about 

this and respond that “the activities that I usually engage in are those which are 

more about ideas and require mental activity..I have at times in my life been 

keen on botany, geology, astronomy, painting etc, and these are activities which 

require thinking…[pause].. I don’t tend to be drawn to activities which are purely 

physical or which aren’t about learning something new. Thus I feel it may be 

time for a change” .I then follow this up by saying that “I believe this will be 

positive for my wellbeing (again) and that it could be enjoyable, fun!!!”, I shall 

see. 

After discussing what Linda refers to as ‘value’ questions (why are they value 

questions?), she proceeds onto ‘the context’ and asks me more questions like 

“Who is involved?” and I suggest that “I am, and maybe others such as family, 

friends, and those who may be participating in whatever activity I choose”. 

Linda’s questions can challenge me at times, as I am not always sure of how to 

answer. Well, there isn’t a ‘right’ answer, and perhaps there isn’t an answer full 

stop? Other questions are “When do I want this change to occur?” which seems 

a bit odd to me, as do I need a specific date in my diary for these to take 

place?!?, anyway I reply with  “I guess when I start thinking about it, and that 

suggests now”.  

One of her questions was even more perplexing and rather surprising to me as 

it is “How will you know when you’ve got it? (What will you see, hear and feel?)”. 

What?!!! How can I answer? I cannot see the future so to state what I will see, 

hear or feel is ridiculous. In addition I don’t imagine that I will go to bed one 

night and get up the next day to find that hey presto! I have been transformed. 

Thus I reply that this “might be a slow and incremental process and most likely 

one that is ongoing”. I wonder what she thinks of this reply?  
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We agreed that I would try out a T’ai Chi class (ok, so to keep it simple I am 

taking the same approach here as with Isobel, but there are only so many 

classes I have the time and money to attend). I say why I am going to do this as 

“I think this is a very different environment and experience to that of a PhD 

student, as it involves being active in a group with others, so it is not as isolated 

and individualistic as research can be”. 

 

Overall it has been a good experience today. Linda seems to be a very 

organised person, and sits making copious notes. She doesn’t engage in 

dialogue as such, and doesn’t share personal details or life history as Isobel 

does. She sits and asks me pre-arranged questions and I simply answer. She 

provides me with a feedback sheet, which is actually the set of questions she 

asked me today, so they are standardized, one size fits all (and yes this did 

make me feel uncomfortable, as this is unreflexive). This form is about creating 

a “Well-formed outcome”, ie a goal. That is what we have been doing then 

today. We are engaging in refining and getting to what this goal might be, 

apparently. (* Please see the appendix ‘coaching artefacts’ for this feedback 

sheet). 

Having just returned from my second coaching conversation with Linda I am 

discovering that NLP appears to be more structured and focused, and perhaps 

more entitative than Gestalt?.  For instance, today we worked on constructing "a 

well formed outcome" and the language refers to 'objectives' One of her 

questions stumped me as she asked when I would know that I have achieved 

this outcome. Now, for a processual person this is hard to answer, as I simply 

do not know, the future is unwritten so I have no idea! However, I tried to 

answer, or at least offer a response by saying that I believe that I will be 

achieving this outcome over the next few months and probably beyond, as this 

is ongoing. So the language of this form of coaching, and its underlying 

assumptions are different to my understanding of the world. Should I then 

progress with this? Or should I concentrate on the Gestalt? Perhaps it is 

beneficial to explore both as they do seem to be oppositional or different in 

some fundamental ways. Is it worth considering a comparison?  
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I realise that some of these later thoughts contradict one or two I have made 

earlier! Both coaches are just very different people with differing approaches, so 

it is hard to say which is more conducive to learning as really this might be 

contingent upon the individual coachee. For me to indicate which I feel is more 

conducive may simply say more about me and my presuppositions! 

  

I have been considering Linda’s suggestion that it is I who am driving this 

process, and often it is when I am not that I feel the most frustrated. So my 

dealings with others are the concern. Or is it their dealings with me?  

 

After my recent coaching session with Linda I have been reflecting on this 

process. I feel that a problem with her approach last week is that she was 

simply reading off a pre-prepared sheet, with standardised questions. This left 

no room for flexibility or for the coachee, for individual differences, situational 

differences: CONTEXT!:  it was like being a square peg and being forced into a 

round hole. This probably is an easy, time saving method for the coach, but it is 

lazy and really, how effective or helpful is this for the coachee? One issue that I 

have encountered is that there is a lack of continuity from one session to 

another, for example, we had discussed exploring modes of physical relaxation 

in this session, at the first meeting, however Linda had not remembered this, 

and I had no idea that we would be engaging in constructing this so-called "well 

formed outcome”.  Was it well formed? I am not entirely convinced. I am set to 

meet Linda again tomorrow, and I do feel that Gestalt has some advantages as 

there are no pre-structured forms or questions, the questions that the coach 

asks emerge out of the conversation, in response to what is being said. It is 

relationally-responsive and I feel this is possibly better for the coachee, as they 

are being listened to and not pushed into a pre-defined box.  

 

A couple of days later…Ok, so Linda and I were scheduled to meet on Monday, 

but unfortunately there was a bad accident on the M62 and so she had to 

cancel, as she was stuck in traffic. Anyway, since our last meeting I have been 

reflecting, it is interesting that even though Linda and I have agreed that this is a 

non-directive coaching interaction, that her approach is so highly structured. It 

seems to me that this veers towards ‘directive’. For me, I am not sure this is a 

successful strategy, but maybe it works with others in different contexts? That 
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could be the problem, there is no consideration of the context – this is a 

standardised process, which is probably easier for her.  

 

 

 

Session three with Isobel  

Isobel and I are back downstairs again in the same room as that for session 

one. It is nice and quiet down here and fortunately for me it is adjacent to a tea 

and coffee machine and there are biscuits. Thus, before we began Isobel and I 

poured ourselves a cup and I decided to nibble on a biscuit.  

In this session we began again with my feeding back to Isobel what I have been 

doing since the last session. So there is some kind of structure appearing in 

these sessions, they follow a pattern.  I begin by telling Isobel about the various 

papers I am writing for a handful of conferences, and she is quite interested. I 

then proceed to attempt (badly) a demonstration of T’ai Chi to a curious and 

interested, if not slightly bemused looking Isobel. I know I look ridiculous, but 

this lightens the mood as this feels like a comedy demonstration, but it gets us 

in the mood for the rest of today’s session. 

The reason for my exploration of T’ai Chi is to find the metaphorical ‘ying’ for my 

‘yang’, to find the counterbalance to the small mountain of intellectual pursuits 

that I engage in. (If I need a ying for my yang!, am I simply a person who prefers 

intellectual activities?). Maybe as a result of this notion I find myself vascillating 

a little over continuing with this particular class. I am currently 50/50 over 

whether I should continue. Isobel enquires into why this may be and so I assert 

that this is because “there is so much to learn!”, implying that I may be worrying 

or feeling overwhelmed by learning something in addition to what I am currently 

doing. So I say that “I really do not want to take on too much, as I have enough 

really with my writing don’t I?” Or I feel that I have ‘enough on my plate’. Isobel 

asked me “How much is there to learn in T’ai Chi?”, and so I proceeded to say 

that “T’ai Chi is a form of martial art and so it is very precise, and it seems that 

there are a lot of steps to learn, which I didn’t realise before I set out to do this”. 

Amusingly, in some ways it is like learning to walk again, and according to our 
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T’ai Chi tutor Par, in the Western world people stand the wrong way, breathe 

the wrong way and need to unlearn this. Hmmmm…  

Isobel points out that I have a choice, I don’t need to pursue this any further 

than I am happy with, and she tries to encourage me by saying that I should 

“just turn up and throw some shapes!”. (Of course this is not really possible with 

T’ai Chi! As it is not about throwing any old shape), but I feel that she is trying to 

be positive. I consider her comments and reply “Perhaps, for me approaching 

any activity in this way is difficult, as I am more content doing things 

well..[pause]…it feels alien to me to be any other way.”  

Additionally, perhaps being the beginner in a class full of people who have been 

doing this for 2 years may make me feel a little uncomfortable. Maybe I feel a 

little awkward or self-conscious? I am used to doing quite well so this is out of 

my comfort zone. Isobel then probes my values around self and other, and asks 

“whether the judgement of others matters?”, and “where do I think my 

thoughts/feelings regarding this come from?”. I indicate that I am not terribly 

concerned about what others think, I don’t think I am any more concerned about 

this than most people are. I share some stories from my childhood with her, as 

Isobel does explore this territory. So I say that in my childhood there were 

people who were conscious of what they imagined others may feel and so 

“didn’t ‘want to be shown up’ “,  this was very important to them, possibly the 

most important thing. How others perceive them was essential I suppose to 

their sense of self, which is quite sad I think.  I continue that “I don’t feel this 

need, but perhaps it has shaped me in some ways.. I don’t know. For me, it may 

be that I derive more pleasure or a sense of satisfaction when I can do 

something without struggling?” I don’t consciously feel a pressure to succeed, 

or please others…... It is possible that it will be much easier to enjoy T’ai Chi 

when the movements are second nature and don’t require a lot of thought!  

Continuing my reflections outside of coaching 

Ok, since writing the above I have been to another T’ai Chi class. And whilst I 

may have been a bit apprehensive before, I found that I enjoyed it as it is very 

much about being in the moment, and to some extent there is a feeling of losing 

yourself. This is an interesting experience then, and definitely outside of my 

usual terrain. My leisure interests have a tendency to be intellectual or cerebral, 
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in that they include visits to art galleries and museums, watching documentaries 

or listening to visiting speakers. Anything that involves thought rather than 

physical action per se. So going to a class which focuses on physical movement 

over cerebral exercises is very different for me, quite novel. It may also be a 

little refreshing in some ways.  

 

As I am writing this I am thinking of Isobel and what she might say about my 

language use!. I don’t usually just do for the sake of doing, mmmmm….I am 

sure she would find this interesting and probably wish to explore this further.I 

stay in regular email contact with Isobel, and we are hoping to do an 

‘experiment’: drawing from mindfulness we shall be experiencing a ‘body scan’ 

at the next session. I am intrigued.  

Some more reflections upon our recent coaching interactions 

  

It is a couple of days since I met with Isobel in Leeds, and it was very 

interesting. Gestalt is much more processual and in the moment than my 

experience of NLP. Now whether this is simply Linda’s personal approach, I 

don't know. I cannot say whether all NLP practitioners are as directive. And this 

is ironic as Linda feels that she is being ‘non-directive’, thus I am a little curious 

to know what her approach to ‘directive’ coaching would be! Anyway, with 

Isobel, conversations are seemingly less structured, more fluidic and interactive, 

for example, Isobel will share stories from her own life to build up a rapport and 

feelings of trust, whilst Linda simply listens and writes notes. This is a big 

difference in approach! Isobel doesn't write any notes. So, Isobel will begin by 

asking me how things are going, what have I been doing since the last time? 

And I will feedback, and depending on my replies Isobel will construct particular 

questions, so this is very much client-led or client-centred. Perhaps the more 

directive approach is effective in some situations, and in some forms of 

coaching, ie for learning a specific skill, however, in other scenarios a more fluid 

approach may be more suitable. 

  

I discussed my tentativeness with respect to Tai Chi, and as Isobel is a Gestalt 

practitioner she will ask me about the values and beliefs I hold, why I think or 

feel the way I do, what could be shaping this etc. And this involves exploring my 
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past, family relationships and much more, and yes this is very close to therapy 

isn’t it? I believe that my concerns over this new activity are that it is taking yet 

another learning activity on, as doing a PhD is I feel sufficient for anyone! Thus, 

perhaps I am still seeking the ying to my yang? As yet I am uncertain.  

  

I am finding this exploration of the world of coaching to be intriguing, but I am 

becoming aware that this process is only as good as the coach, and sometimes 

their assumptions are flawed. Eg is it that I am seeking approval because I wish 

to perform Tai Chi as well as I can? Noooo! It is not because I care about what 

others think of me, it is simply that by knowing how to 'do' this activity it will 

simply be easier for me!. This will enable me to be fully present, possibly to 

experience the notion of 'flow' (Csizentimihalyi), to be in the moment and not 

thinking, like riding a bike or driving a car. These actions are much more 

enjoyable once you have mastered them, but the mastering takes practice, and 

realistically how much time and effort can I devote to that at present? So yes I 

could go “throw some shapes” as Isobel suggests, but this is to misunderstand 

what T’ai Chi is about, and is this as rewarding as being competent? Possibly 

not, or not for me. 

  

Isobel did share some interesting information with me, which is that executive 

coaching is becoming more developmental and less performance oriented. 

Thus there is a move away from psychotherapy towards adult learning theories, 

and I remember her discussing ‘360 degree coaching’, which I am unfamiliar 

with, but this is increasing in popularity apparently. She shared this with me due 

to the nature of this research into coaching conversations and learning. I found 

this quite fascinating, especially since I have read a number of adult learning 

theories which shaped this research. She also informed me that it is not enough 

for CEO's to be achievers, but that they must also be strategists and alchemists. 

The latter term struck me, and is something that I may like to explore further at 

a later date.  

 

June 2015  

I am meeting Isobel this week (hopefully, fingers crossed). I wonder if we will be 

doing “The Great Body Scan Experiment?”, will Isobel remember? She is very 
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busy as Director of Projects having developed a project in Liverpool with Health 

Workers. I feel that this is quite demanding emotionally for her, listening to the 

various stories during coaching these health workers. I am not sure I would 

want the responsibility of this and I would be concerned about the advice that I 

was giving, as realistically, as a coach you are in a position of authority: the 

coachee listens to what you are saying. And this has consequences doesn’t it? 

Because what if you tell them something that they act upon and this doesn’t turn 

out as expected? For me that would be a major concern. 

When it comes to my research questions, in particular how does coaching 

facilitate learning?, in my case I seem to be experiencing a specific type of 

:learning about ‘myself’ whereby I am encouraged to consider my values and 

identity, which I may not have thought about or been ‘aware’ of before (but then 

do these aspects ‘exist’ or only do so as we speak them into being. To begin 

with I saw my desire for hard work as a negative characteristic. However, I 

wonder whether being diligent, hardworking, conscientious, driven etc are not 

actually positive attributes? Thus how I am understanding my work life balance 

may be changing and this could be attributed to learning. Being coached is a 

fascinating if not challenging (and yes sometimes uncomfortable) experience. It 

does require me to be open and willing to share aspects of my life: coaching 

places the coachee in a more vulnerable or exposed position than they may 

wish. Isobel doesn’t obviously or overtly push or judge, but then I feel she is 

possibly more subtle in her methods than this…it is more about gently gently, 

sharing experiences and gaining trust in order for the coachee to relax and 

open up. We do have some laughter too, our sessions are punctuated with the 

odd lighter moment. 

Whilst it can be hard talking about self (unless you are a narcissist!), I feel that 

the intention is ‘good’, or that coaching is well meaning. Like many experiences 

in life, it is not perfect, there are some short comings, and room for 

improvement. Is this simply therapy by another name? It certainly has felt like it 

at times! Would an executive seek out a therapist or is coach a more 

acceptable/saleable label? I do have concerns about this aspect of coaching, ie 

that it seems to be therapeutic with the exploration of your values, childhood 

experiences and how these may make you feel. Hmmmm….At the end of this 
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process will I have learned anything?. This has certainly been an interesting 

experience and one that has left me with a lot of food for thought. 

 

In the past week or so it seems  that I have been encountering one or two 

hiccups or bumps in the road....Unfortunately Linda was unable to meet me due 

to an accident on the M62, then Isobel contacted me last minute - the day 

before we were due to meet again as her investors were calling and so she 

would not have time to see me, and as for this 'work-life balance' notion well my 

Tai Chi class was cancelled, and will not be running now until at least July.  I 

have thus been pondering this process. My data gathering is experiencing a 

mini hiatus, as I won't be seeing Isobel now until the end of July, and Linda in 

August I am now starting to think about winding this up too, possibly when I get 

to around September, as I feel I should have sufficient data then for my 

research question: To what extent does participation in coaching conversations 

facilitate learning?. Much of my ‘learning’ has been through reflection, and a 

great deal of this has been outside of the coaching sessions, thus it is not 

participating in the conversations alone which facilitates learning. I wonder if I 

will end up writing a completely different thesis! Ha! Less about conversational 

learning and more about reflection!?!   

  

I feel that with coaching as a coachee you are left for long periods of time with 

no support, mostly this is a self-help or self-learning exercise. With such large 

gaps between sessions the momentum is lost, and you feel a little bit like you 

are adrift at sea. Now, this may simply be unique to me, as I have to bear in 

mind that I have not been paying for this coaching. But, if other coachees go 

through similar experiences then this may be problematic, particularly if 

coaching is to become more like therapy or counselling: what are the ethical 

implications of leaving someone adrift like this if they are vulnerable? What if 

they rely on this process in some way? So there are issues of professional 

responsibility and a duty of care towards clients. 

  

As for the notion of 'work-life balance' (the topic of our conversations), well what 

is this anyway? Why delineate or define some activities as work and others 

'life'? Are they simply not both? I can say that from going through this 
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experience and following through on the coach’s advice to seek new activities 

that this has not been exactly successful, as I have been to a grand total of 3 

T’ai Chi classes in two-three months, due to the hall being used in school 

holidays, the tutor being unavailable and other issues. And this may show that 

life is more complex than the notion of planning and setting objectives suggests. 

Life is what happens whilst you make other plans etc. Thus I feel I may benefit 

from looking at this issue differently, or from another perspective. Why did I feel 

that I needed this 'balance'?, does this really matter? Is there another way I can 

find this balance? Does it really involve going to a class? I feel that this hiccup 

points to some of my criticisms of the NLP notion of a 'well formed outcome' 

with a specific, fixed date of achievement, as life doesn't seem to unfold like 

this, it is unpredictable. And this fixed idea suggests predictability and certainty, 

which is an anathema, (or maybe a particular way that we as humans 

understand our world, but might benefit from looking at it differently?).   

 

July reflections  

 

Ok, so today I was supposed to be meeting Isobel today. However, as I am not 

feeling very well today I decided not to go, I am listening to my body then! I do 

have one or two concerns perhaps which have emerged from  explorations of 

my 'sub conscious mind', particularly the concern that maybe we were not going 

deep enough at one point, as should this be a part of a coaching dialogue? Is 

this more in the realm of counselling?. Now, Isobel is experienced, and qualified 

to Masters level in coaching psychology, but not all coaches are qualified in this 

field, and so I wonder what if I did have issues? What if I were someone with a 

damaged or painful past? What harm could have befallen me as a result? Is it 

ethical to ask these questions? Shouldn't this be left to a qualified Psychologist?  

Is this is territory that may lie outside of coaching, or beyond its remit, as 

coaching is not therapy, (or is it?).  

 

As is evident from these reflections I am conflicted as to whether coaching 

could benefit from a closer relationship with psychology (and particularly further 

training), or whether this is something that coaching should avoid. This has 

been interesting as I now wonder about the significance of standards, and of 

professional standards in particular, codes of practice and codes of ethics, 
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qualifications and professional bodies. And I would never have considered any 

of this had I not participated as a coachee in a number of coaching 

conversations. Thus it is has been fruitful but in ways I could never have 

predicted. Prior to this fieldwork I took the position of 'what does it matter?', with 

respect to standardization,  and felt that there may be strengths to having 

variety and choice of coaching practices. Now I am questioning this, and not 

simply because of ethical concerns, but maybe also to do with the relevance or 

veracity of the different coaching methods I have experienced. Therefore, these 

are themes to develop as I write my thesis. 

 

Summer reflections  

  

I am currently contemplating this research process that I am experiencing. I am 

thinking about my initial research questions as I do so, as I feel I am possibly 

coming closer to being able to provide some answers to one or two of these. 

Particularly around dialogical learning, and, I have been wondering what I have 

been learning through this process, and if I have learn't anything at all! Ok, so I 

am learning about some aspects of coaching, and two types in particular: 

Gestalt and NLP. Now this is just a brief window into the world of coaching, this 

is not comprehensive but it is casting some light where there previously was 

shade for me. I feel that coaching is an interesting experience, for me it is 

largely relational: ie it is two people getting to know one another and sharing in 

talk. Thus coaching involves a lot of trust, and a certain level of intimacy, it is 

nothing if not an emotional experience. It is also a process that is full of 

surprises, as I have revealed aspects of myself that I wouldn't in other 

circumstances. However, this brings with it a significant responsibility, concerns 

about ethics and a need for reflexive practice. In the framework of Gestalt and 

NLP there is the assumption that there is an unconscious mind at work, 

however I am not sure that this is unconscious per se, but perhaps certain 

questions stimulate certain memories to be evoked or feelings to emerge? 

  

It is hard to know what I have learned, other than I don't really think that I need 

coaching!!! I am finding that I am a fairly level headed, stable sort, so maybe 

what I am learning is that this process may be of more use to those who feel 

that they have some kind of issue or problem? Perhaps, but then this suggests 
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that I am conceptualising coaching as being close to counselling, and in some 

ways at times it has felt this way. It has also felt very close to life coaching, or 

what I would understand as being life coaching, as we have explored my 

personal values, beliefs and life history. Thus it is an experience that is full of 

surprises for me.  

 

 

 

 

August 2015 

Well, since June there have been 5 successive occasions when these sessions 

have been cancelled, down to crashes on the M62, coaches having holidays, 

operations, other commitments such as their investors coming or servers being 

down. Since March I have only had 2 coaching sessions with Linda, which 

means that there have been several months now when I have received no 

coaching from her. Thus the intervening months have had an impact on the flow 

and continuity of these conversations. As a result any learning which may have 

unfurled has done so due to my reflecting upon this short association. However, 

having thought over these conversations in the past few months I am 

considering what I may have learned. I can’t say that I have learned anything in 

particular from working with Linda other than that I felt uncomfortable with her 

approach. Whilst she was perhaps more organised in some ways than Isobel, 

her method was rather fixed and I didn’t find her questions particularly helpful. I 

have come to realise that my relationship with Isobel is more effective, and that 

we work together quite well. I have learned from these interactions that I need 

to develop my listening skills, particularly when it comes to how my body is 

feeling right now in this moment. One of the classic Gestalt questions is “What 

are you aware of now?”, and Isobel uses this quite a lot. What am I aware of as 

I write these words is the feel of the keys on my finger tips. I am aware of the 

pressure of the chair that I am sitting on, as well as the ground beneath my 

feet…..(ok, so I still am not that great at this!, it seems that learning is ongoing!). 

I may benefit from being more attuned to the sensations that arise in my being 

(to avoid the word ‘body’), I think that this could be a useful life skill, especially 
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as life can make many demands, and sometimes I push myself when I would be 

wise not to. So this advice I do find helpful, and I think this is what I will take 

away from these coaching interactions.  

Isobel’s suggestions for achieving some kind of work/life balance are simple, 

requiring a little bit of space, hopefully some quiet and then I am able to practice 

the action that Isobel suggested in week one: simply closing my eyes and 

‘meditating’: focussing on the sounds, smells and physical sensations around 

me, and listening or being receptive to what my body may be telling me. This is 

not as easy as it may sound however, and I am not the best at this! Does this 

method work? Some of the time I would say yes, it does. I have put the 

guidance offered by the coaches into practice, for example, I have searched for 

and actively participated in a number of T’ai Chi classes, and this is definitely 

something outside of my normal lived experience. I have been willing to try new 

and novel activities as part of this research process. Currently I am exploring 

the practice of mindfulness…so can I say that coaching is a learning process? I 

feel it is a process in which if a coachee is willing they can explore life from 

different perspectives. And significantly a lot of this exploration takes place 

outside of the time spent with the coach. In my case I have spent a great deal of 

time both reflecting upon and taking action in my own time. It has in many ways 

been an individual endeavour.  

It seems that my relationship with Linda has been more of a challenge than that 

with Isobel, due to Linda’s work commitments, so she has had to cancel our 

meeting for August and there has been no mention of any other. However, this 

is also down to her attitude, as on one occasion when I asked if we could 

arrange a meeting she responded that she was “in a very senior management 

position” etc etc…. So yes, I have not found her to be as personable or as easy 

to get along with as Isobel. Linda and I have 2 future meetings arranged for 

September and October, but because I am doubting that these will happen 

based upon recent events, and as I have not been coached by her now for 

months (since May), I have lost the momentum. This amount of lost time has 

been too great to pick up the thread and continue. Thus I am wondering if I will 

have sufficient data without these meetings, since a lot of time has lapsed since 

our conversations. After much thought I have decided to call it a day with her. 

This has made me realise, however, that for coaching to be successful it needs 
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to keep up the momentum, it needs to be undertaken on a regular basis, for 

continuity, more like a flowing river rather than a dripping tap - it has to keep on 

going. Having 2 meetings and then nothing for months is not helpful to a 

coachee, nor is it supportive  

Session Four September – Final session with Isobel 

Ok, after a break of 3 months (due to cancellations, members of the board 

visiting Isobel, an operation, holidays, servers needing attention), we finally 

meet up today. It is an interesting session, and to begin with we engage in 

general conversation, ie “It is good to see you!, how have you been?” etc. Isobel 

told me that her coaching firm is expanding and that they are currently having 

building work done, re-decorating etc, so her mind is in a bit of a whirl. For 

today’s session we are located in her office (which is fairly spacious, has a pair 

of desks and two computers – one for hot desking), a fire place, a nice orchid 

and a landscape painting of a beach. In addition, there are cushions on a table 

and a window overlooking the rooftops of Leeds. This is not her permanent 

office however, as she is moving having been promoted to Managing Director. 

Thus there will be no more interruptions with ‘hot desking’ going on!  

I have my tablet with me as I had downloaded a ‘body scan’ from 

Taravandana’s Future Lives coaching website in preparation and anticipation of 

the impending experiment. Taravandana is a Buddhist convert and a colleague 

of Isobel’s, and recently Isobel underwent a training day with her to experience 

this body scan and other activities. So I take this opportunity to ask Isobel “What 

do you think about Mindfulness?” as well as “Have you thought of using this 

technique yourself?”. Isobel responds that “In my own life I don’t seem to be 

able to find the time to practice mindfulness”, which is interesting. Anyway, I 

don’t push this but ask her if she would use this in coaching others and she 

says that “I am not sure that I would use this in coaching other clients, as not all 

clients are as explorative, willing or into learning experiments as you” However, 

she does say that mindfulness may might help in daily life and she provides an 

example from her own life: being late for work and stuck in traffic - instead of 

getting stressed out and panicking or loosing your temper and shouting at those 

in front of you to “GET A MOVE ON!!!”, maybe just take a breath, think, be 

aware of your feelings, ie getting anxious or angry and instead simply call the 

office and say you will be late. And then if there is a queue at the petrol station 
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and you are running low etc etc….so Mindfulness may help in developing 

awareness skills, or what she refers to as ‘Emotional Intelligence’. I suggest that 

this could be of benefit to individuals within organisations as much as anyone 

else, as let’s face it, life can be demanding and there are often a dozen things 

that individuals need to/ are expected to be doing right then and there. Thus 

being ‘present’ and being aware of what or why you are thinking what you are 

could be a useful tool.  

Anyway, we then proceeded to try the body scan. I certainly felt relaxed! I could 

feel this wash over me and become more and more intense, so much so that 

when the body scan ended I did feel like I had almost been asleep! Doing the 

body scan is interesting, and I find it harder to practice than I would have 

thought. On the recording, Taravandana starts with the feet and directs us to  

“think about how your toes are feeling, and what sensations can you feel in your 

them?” She then proceeds to the top of the foot and asks about here, ie “how is 

the top of your foot feeling?” then the underside: “how does the underside, the 

sole of the foot feel?” and proceeds towards the ankles and the shins upwards 

in the same vein. Her voice is very calm and relaxed, unhurried and soothing. 

Thinking about how my shins feel is very strange, (as in an earlier session it 

seems that listening to my body is still ever so slightly strange to me). However I 

can feel my trousers against my legs so that is something. In places I can not 

feel anything, but with respect to my toes I do feel tingling sensations in them, 

the more I think or concentrate on them that is. Focusing in one the feelings and 

sensations from a specific area is curious to me as it leads to a decrease in 

awareness of other stimuli and it is oddly calming. I can feel my body relaxing. 

As I continue with the body scan I become aware of so much that I normally am 

not aware of at all. This reminds me of our first coaching session where I closed 

my eyes and heard the ticking of the clock and the cool steel against my hands 

and fingers. 

During this body scan experiment I am feeling the air against the outsides of my 

hands, I can feel the difference in temperature between the air that I breath in 

and that that I breath out. I feel tingling on my lips. Other areas require more 

imagination, like “how does your scalp feel?”, well it just feels like it normally 

does!, ie I am not aware of anything unusual.  So, it was both a familiar and a 

strange experience, but one that I will try to practice at home as I am curious to 
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know whether awareness can increase through this process. I am also intrigued 

by how this may change my understandings or way of being.  How aware can I 

become of my bodily sensations? So, ok this may seem a bit bonkers, but it is a 

great excuse for simply taking it easy for 30 mins and relaxing, and there is 

surely value in this? 

After we had both come back to ‘reality’ after this body scan we discussed how 

this had felt. Isobel asks me “what did you notice, and what did I feel during this 

experience?”. Thinking about this I say that “It felt a bit hard at times, as this is a 

very unfamiliar practice, for example I am not used to considering how my toes 

might be feeling”. Isobel smiles and say that “I felt the same, and when 

Taravandana asked us to think about what our tongues were feeling like this felt 

so strange!” We both laugh. Isobel says that she thought that was strange, as 

“unless I have an ulcer I am not usually aware of my tongue, I tend to take it for 

granted”. And I respond with “I agree, as this is what we seem to do, ie taking 

so much of our bodies for granted..erm…it seems that we become aware of it 

when we feel pain or discomfort and not at other times”. This could be a 

sweeping generalisation, I can only draw upon my experiences really.  

Isobel yawned…she has done that a lot today, more so after this body scan. 

Presently she is having to put in extra hours: working in the evenings etc, and 

she has a young son and other demands. So I suggest that maybe she too 

could do with doing a body scan more often, and that she may also benefit from 

listening to her body. It seems that many of us push ourselves – sometimes 

beyond our limits in the cause of work, career, success etc……cultural 

perhaps? Being human, we can only do so much. 

Isobel and I then move on to talking about how I am doing with my quest for 

‘work/life balance’ and interestingly, unlike the session earlier in the year where 

I had been asked to imagine my life as 2 balloons, Isobel said that “Everything 

that we do is our life”, and I don’t disagree, but I was surprised nonetheless. I 

discussed the dramas I have had with T’ai Chi, as several classes have been 

cancelled due to school holidays and the hall being shut etc. I enjoy these 

classes but the cancellations are a problem. I feel that I get somewhere with 

T’ai Chi and then with these hiatuses I lose track. I feel that I am closing this 

book and moving on. After much thought I said that I felt that I simply need to be 

heedful or recognise that I am not a Duracell bunny, so that now I delineate 
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when it is the weekend and do something else, no matter how painful this can 

be. Isobel picked up on this! She thought that using the word ‘painful’ was very 

interesting. So I responded that “I think I am a passionate/enthusiastic person 

and so I am often tempted to ‘do that little bit more…’, ie ‘just that 30 mins or 

just for 1 hour’”. However this can result in spending all day writing a paper 

instead! I suggest that “In many ways this is simply who I have become”, and I 

proceed to explain why I think this, ie simply as a result of my life and the way 

this has unfolded. I have become someone I may not have anticipated being 

when I was 18. If anyone had suggested to me then what I would be doing now 

I would never have believed them. So, we talk about this some more and came 

to a conclusion that ‘study’ is important to me, that I enjoy it, get a lot from it and 

so this is ok really. I say that “I need to remember that variety is a good thing 

though, that I may need a break now and then”, and that the problem for me is 

that I may only see whatever my pet project is at the moment. Am I a little 

obsessive? – focused may be a better choice of word! 

Finally, we round the session up and Isobel is a bit concerned that our 

conversations might be being unproductive as in her view there was “no goal 

being set”, and the conversations were a bit free flowing. This surprises me as I 

thought we were working towards a goal!. However, for me the free flowing 

nature of our interactions is not a problem, and I share my way of thinking: that 

goals suggest a finish line ahead and where we as human beings are 

concerned, well we are works in progress aren’t we? On reflection: Does 

actually having a specific goal matter? She thinks about this and says that “yes I 

can’t help but agree…maybe we will continue with this at some later stage?” 

Isobel feels that I don’t need any more coaching, and I say that I thought this 

may be the case and so I presented her with a box of Milk Tray. Fortunately she 

is very happy with these (I had no idea whether she liked chocolate or not). I 

say thanks for all your help, and we discuss what her thoughts may be on how 

to distinguish coaching from other helping professions. For her, coaching can 

be distinguished from therapy as the latter is backward looking, ie to the past, 

whereas coaching is present and future oriented. I may disagree, as surely the 

aim of therapy is to affect change in the present/future? I inform her that I was 

now thinking about exploring the significance of psychological training and 

qualifications for coaches in my thesis, and she suggests that I read the Riddler 
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Report of 2013, which concludes that psychology is essential for coaching. We 

discuss a few of my ideas for my thesis, and she asks for any feedback on her 

professional methods. Then we agree to meet up for a final session where I can 

find out what Isobel may have learned or found beneficial etc from these 

sessions. What did the coach think and feel? I await finding out…………………. 

Footnote: After reflecting on this process and considering what I have learned. 

Well, from the coaching sessions I have explored myself in much more depth 

than I would otherwise. I may know myself a little better as a result. 

Maybe…what is interesting is the focus on the body, and listening to the body. If 

there is one key piece of advice that I am taking away with me is that I need to 

listen to my body more! A great deal of this coaching has been around feeling, 

and considering bodily sensations….much more than on thinking. I have been 

encouraged to seek activities that are physical in nature and I have tried out T’ai 

Chi. My first piece of homework was to practice mindful breathing for 5 minutes 

a day, and I do try to do this daily now. So in this way I have seen changes. I 

have explored a body scan, and this was fun if not a little odd. I intend to keep 

practising body scans and to explore mindfulness over the coming weeks and 

months, and hopefully to try to listen to my body. I may return to this account in 

6 months’ time and update it with regards to what the longer term impact may or 

may not be of this period of self-learning!  What if any are the long term benefits 

of this coaching experience?  

September 2015 - Evaluating our experience: how Isobel found this 

process 

  

As this narrative has been focused upon my experiences I felt it was important 

to ask Isobel how she has found this process and whether she may have 

learned anything from this. Thus we met today and went for a coffee and a slice 

of cake at Pret a Manger. Isobel says that she “found these last few months to 

be a learning process, as I learn something from each client that I interact with”. 

With respect to our conversations she also says that “the experience was 

slightly different to some of my other experiences, as my clients are usually 

those who start with a business related concern, so their conversations tend to 

be more goal specific”. However, she informs me that as these conversations 

with other clients continue, they often develop and unfurl into other areas. As all 
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clients are human then often their concerns are connected in some way to who 

they might be – identity how they might communicate with others, how they 

perceive the world, their emotional states etc. Thus, it seems that Isobel 

regularly finds herself exploring avenues with clients that they may not have 

anticipated at the start of this process, which points to there being an element of 

the unknown or the unpredictable within coaching. In the conversations with me, 

Isobel said that “They felt very fluidic and I enjoyed that..I enjoyed your 

openness and willingness to try new activities, exploring mindfulness 

techniques was great as not all clients are like this”.  Thus I gave her 

opportunities to explore activities with me, which she didn’t usually get. She said 

that the feeling of togetherness or “of the coach and coachee being equals in 

this process is important”. Isobel doesn’t want to be seen as an expert, and she 

doesn’t describe herself as such, she desires to be a co-coachee (perhaps a 

facilitator?). And apparently I helped her to achieve this.  

 

Now this is different to what I may have learned from this process, as beyond 

the conversational nature of coaching, this fieldwork has raised many questions 

for me (admittedly most fall outside of this research). For instance, I have begun 

to think about ethical issues, doing no harm, the importance of psychological 

training, standardization and professional bodies. With respect to our 

conversations I seem to have learned that I need to be more in touch with my 

body. These conversations seem to explore ‘embodiment’ and perhaps this is 

something to discuss in this thesis? This is something that I did not expect 

coming into this, but this has been a key theme I think.   

 

One thing we both agreed on was the importance of the coach coachee 

relationship, as without a good relationship then coaching is unlikely to be 

successful. And this is an intangible as it could simply be due to chemistry, 

whether you connect with another or not. I found that I got along with Isobel, 

that we had a good rapport, whilst this wasn’t so easy with Linda. So I feel that 

this is indicative of the subtleties and nuanced nature of social interactions. And 

to feel relaxed, confident and safe in the coaching environment it is important to 

feel a connection with your coach. Coaching is highly interactional, so it requires 

trust and opening yourself up, which is not always easy.  
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We also agreed that coaching is a reflective process, as it is not just what is 

said in the conversational space but it is a process that involves thinking about 

this after the conversation has taken place; in the between times which also has 

an impact. I indicated that for me I had found that a significant amount of my 

learning had unfolded in these periods, ie outside of the actual conversation. 

And so we discussed the relationship that may exist between experience and 

reflection. Reflection is also important for the coach, and I also suggested that 

reflexivity may be too, especially when it comes to being mindful of the other, of 

the client’s needs, and of not pushing them beyond where they feel comfortable. 

However this is a balancing act, as you don’t want to be reinforcing behaviours 

either, so sometimes it may be necessary to challenge a coachee, and again 

this implies a certain level of competence or ability in the coach.  

 

I asked her how she would define coaching and her reply was very interesting 

as she said that you can label this as many things, as it can be team coaching, 

leadership coaching, or executive coaching etc, but she felt that this didn’t really 

matter as for her coaching is simply about change, it is a process or a way of 

encouraging change. I thought about this and I said I thought that was a good 

way of describing coaching.  However, as the conversation unfolded she also 

suggested that coaching is a type of tool and this emerged from a question I 

asked which was whether she thought coaching was a useful tool for 

leadership. As Isobel is a Managing Director she is regularly in a position where 

she is leading others, and yes for her coaching has become valuable, 

particularly with respect to understanding those around her, realising that their 

emotional state is important, etc. And she also revealed that she felt that this 

was one of her strengths as a manager. She cited one occasion where a 

colleague of hers was being challenging, coming into work in a confrontational 

mood, and so Isobel instead of rebuking her and telling her to stop, reflected 

upon why her colleague may be feeling this way, and so they had a discussion 

where it emerged that her colleague was having difficulties in her private life 

which were spilling over into her working life. Now once Isobel heard this she 

was in a position to respond, and empathised with her, however she also said 

that her colleague needed to take responsibility for her actions as they were 

having a negative effect on others around her. I can see therefore that in the 

workplace which is full of human beings with complex emotional needs, that 
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being able to recognise and respond to these needs may be of benefit when it 

comes to leadership.  

 

Coaching then seems to involve a form of linguistic practice - a way of speaking 

to others which may be beneficial in many situations, both inside and out of the 

working environment. It involves asking people how they feel, so this implies an 

interest or concern for others. Coaching also involves listening, hearing and 

trying to explore why people may be acting in the way there are. In this way I 

can suggest that coaching can be understood as dialogical, in that it requires a 

receptivity and a responsiveness towards others. Isobel stated that it is 

interesting how this coaching can transform perceptions, ways of being and 

relational skills in others. Coaching also involves encouraging others to increase 

their awareness of how their actions may be impacting on others, and to 

consider if there are ways to behaving differently. Coaching isn’t perfect, and of 

course it may not work for everyone. Changes occur if a person recognises that 

they wish to change, they need to have the desire to do so. And it is not a 

panacea, or cure all. And for some people it may not be appropriate.  

 

For Isobel, as she comes from a psychology background, then the mind is all 

important (and this is very interesting considering her comments about the body 

during these session), and she quoted Socrates and his famous statement that 

“The unexamined life is not worth living”, to which I responded that “Thoughts 

shape events”, which is a quote from the Dalai Lama. Isobel said that she 

believes that what goes on in the inside is connected to what goes on in the 

external world. I replied that yes I felt these were connected, (however for me 

there is not necessarily a distinct inside and a distinct outside, as these might 

simply be constructs or the result of language use. Coaching being a practice 

which encourages change, encourages changes in how we think, how we 

respond or react to the words and actions of others, it is a specific type of 

change: changing the mind, perhaps cultivating new pathways of 

understanding? The firm that Isobel is employed by runs post graduate courses 

in coaching psychology in conjunction with a local University, and so a 

psychological grounding matters to Isobel. After this experience I also agree. 

However, she also states that other methods can be beneficial, ie NLP, art and 

drama therapies etc.  
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I then asked Isobel how she saw the future of coaching unfolding, and she 

replied that she felt this was becoming more mainstream, as whilst it had begun 

as a practice with executives, it is not being practised with employees as well as 

in other more unusual settings, such as schools. She also felt that coaching 

would probably become more standardized, with a merging of professional 

bodies, recognised qualifications and codes of practice as it matured. In some 

ways there is a parallel with counselling and how this has developed into a 

profession over time. She recognises the importance of qualifications, as there 

are as she put it “many cowboys out there” and there are dangers here for the 

coachee, specifically if the coach is exploring territory that they are not 

sufficiently competent to do so, such as exploring childhood traumas or trying to 

analyse the coachee’s drawings to look for deeper meanings. Coaching is a skill 

set which needs to be honed and refined, as people are complex and so 

knowing how to respond to the coachee and to sense their needs takes 

practice. Isobel also indicated that she thought that more ideas from 

Neuroscience would be making their way into coaching, which I found quite 

intriguing, although how this will diffuse into practice is intriguing. During this 

conversation she also informed me that one of her colleagues is currently 

researching ‘Psycho-synthesis’, a concept I know nothing about, but which may 

be worth further exploration. There are obviously trends or fads and fashions 

within coaching practice, and the current one seems to be mindfulness……… 

perhaps it doesn’t matter if this is a fad or a trend, maybe what matters is 

whether it is helpful in some way to the coachee? 

 

Before we left Pret a Manger I asked Isobel is she encountered much 

scepticism over the notion of coaching. She said that yes she did, both 

professionally and in her private life, as some people view coaching in terms of 

‘tree hugging’ or being some New Agey hippie, woolly activity. Thus you can 

never convince everyone. And she said that when you are selling your services 

you need to use the language that your clientele can understand, ie suggest 

that coaching is linked to improving performance etc as to use terms drawn 

from psychology can lead to people running a thousand miles away from you! 

(Emergent theme: the coach’s language use) She also said that for those who 

are sceptical or who question coaching then perhaps you could encourage them 
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to actually try it and see how they feel afterwards. I thought that was an 

intriguing idea…I thanked Isobel for her time, and we are going to keep in 

touch, and I have suggested that she can ask me any questions that she wishes 

to, I will try to answer as best I can. In addition I will keep her posted with 

respect to how this research unfolds. 

 

Finally, I feel that coaches would benefit from taking their own advice now and 

then. Whilst Isobel has encouraged me to listen to my body I don’t feel she 

makes enough time to listen to hers, and on the last two occasions has been 

quite tired: yawning often. What with a young child and a demanding job I sense 

that Isobel is feeling slightly overwhelmed herself. I suggested to her that 

maybe she needs to recognise that there are only 24 hours in the day and that 

she can’t do everything. As she is having difficulty sleeping I also indicated that 

perhaps if her mind is overloaded to make a note of things to do and then she 

doesn’t have to pressure herself into trying to remember overnight. I shared my 

own experiences here (and I turning into a coach?), as I too have fallen into 

these patterns, taking too much on or trying to remember stuff when it is the 

wrong time to do so, and not resting. Yes, life can be difficult, hard, complicated 

and challenging and so sometimes people need to visit someone to offer 

advice, to listen, to encourage, to help us to work out what the matter could be. 

And thus we have coaching, and it is not as easy as it may appear, as it 

involves people, and it has its limits, but in some situations I think it also has its 

uses. 

 

October 2015 Update 

Sometime later this month I will be contacting Isobel again as we are hoping to 

meet up to discuss how this research is unfolding (so I need to remember to 

contact her at some point!). Anyway, I have decided to include this update as I 

have continued to act upon suggestions made by Isobel with respect to this 

notion of ‘work-life balance’, and so I have continued in my search for activities 

and groups to participate in. However, my earlier explorations of purely physical 

pursuits came to an abrupt halt with T’ai Chi class cancellations and the 

summer holidays. Maybe I could seek out other similar activities…but after 

reflecting upon my experiences of doing T’ai Chi I feel that perhaps I need to do 
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something that has more interaction with others, as we were all in our own little 

worlds during T’ai Chi. There is little talking. Ironically I also feel that I may need 

to pursue activities which engage the brain more than this did too. I still value 

Isobel’s advice regarding listening to my body, and this is what has stuck with 

me throughout this time. I also attempt mindfulness, I am not sure I am 

successful but I do try to meditate and focus on my breath etc.  

Looking back over the past few months this has been an interesting experience 

in my life, and definitely unique. I would never have had the opportunity to be 

coached if it were not for this research. Over these months my thoughts, 

feelings, assumptions etc have all been evolving and changing. In March, when 

I began this fieldwork I felt that I needed something completely different to do, 

as a contrast to the mental workout that a PhD can be. However, as I have 

been exploring the possibilities here I have begun to consider that maybe this is 

not so, and I have begun to seek alternatives. Do we ever know ourselves? I 

am not sure that I know or understand myself, especially as I seem to change 

on a regular basis. I sense that there are aspects of myself (traces?) which veer 

towards similar or familiar ground, and this quest to find an activity which also 

engages the mental faculties might be an expression of this. Is it simply a case 

of preference? Am I overthinking this? However, in my life I have undergone 

many ‘re-inventions’ from being a Legal Secretary to changing career to be a 

Playworker, then I began to explore the possibilities of becoming an artist, I took 

a detour into science, nature and conservation, working as a Gardener and now 

in my current form I am a Management Scholar, a PhD student. Thus who or 

what I am is a good question! A multiplicity???? No idea, as in all these different 

incarnations my sense of self or identity has changed, even to how I expressed 

this outwardly to others. I have distant (and cringeworthy) memories of walking 

around proudly in paint splattered boots (I can’t believe I did this now!!!!).  

Continuing with my life explorations, on Saturday I went to a book club meeting 

at the city’s library. I chose this activity as I enjoy reading, I do quite a lot 

afterall!,I love stories and have read since being a small child. I felt it would be 

fun to meet others with a similar interest, and chat over a coffee. Therefore, 

during the past month I have been reading The Guernsey Literary and Potato 

Peel Pie Society, in order to have this finished by the first meeting. I feel that the 

book club may have potential and I am willing to continue with this for another 
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couple of meetings to see how it goes. I feel it is necessary to write this down, 

with respect to my experiences as a coachee - whilst other people’s advice and 

suggestions can be helpful, it is limited isn’t it as life is much more complicated 

than this. I feel that this is important to remember, as coaching like any other 

helping profession has its limitations. I recollect Linda stating that ‘I am in the 

driving seat’ with respect to this PhD, but this also relies upon others, ie the 

availability and willingness of coaches to engage with this research, what my 

supervisors may have to say, etc. This is the case in other areas of life too, so it 

is a misnoma to imply that any one of us is in the driving seat or in control of our 

lives, because in many instances we are not.  

December 2015 Update 

Whilst the official coaching sessions may be over, Isobel and I are still in 

contact and we meet up for a coffee and a chat as it is coming up to Christmas. 

This then is a social meeting.  A lot has been happening in her life since we last 

spoke. The company that Isobel works for has been re-branded, re-named and 

re-launched two weeks ago, thus Isobel has been very busy presenting this to 

potential clients and meeting members of the board. And so we spoke about the 

challenges of being in her position, how she sometimes feels lonely, and how 

she prefers to please people which is not always possible as a leader. Thus, 

she too is now being coached to help in developing leadership skills. Thus, it 

seems that coaches sometimes also need assistance from other coaches (and 

this is interesting). But then we are all human and we all need support now and 

then. This is the one aspect of coaching that resonates with me and which I 

acknowledge has great value. It seems to be an intrinsic human need to desire 

emotional support from others. So, how does coaching facilitate learning? I 

would say that in my case this has been a process whereby I have had to think 

and reflect about myself, and where my values and beliefs about the world may 

come from. The relational aspect of this, the encouragement that I received 

from Isobel was a significant part of this. Thus, the relationship, the chemistry, 

feelings of trust etc between the coach and coachee has been pivotal. 

When I consider whether these sessions have had any impact on my life I can 

say that the encouragement to explore new activities has been positive overall. 

Whilst this has had one or two minor hiccups, such as trying out activities and 

then finding they are not what I am looking for; I am currently attending a book 
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club. And whilst I felt that I needed to engage with something that was more 

‘physical’ than ‘mental’, I am actually enjoying this. This is ironic, as I read for 

most of the day and then I engage with more texts for leisure purposes!!!! I have 

been attending this now for 3 months, I have read 3 novels and been to 3 

meetings. And I have met some interesting characters as a result. Beyond this I 

have also explored a poetry workshop…so watch this space! 

April 2016  

I met up with Isobel today (18th April) to catch up informally. We had a coffee 

and some lunch and we discussed how we were getting on since our last 

meeting. Isobel always asks how I am, and this is interesting as she revealed in 

our conversation that she often over empathizes with her clients/coachees, that 

she is so much in their shoes that she finds it hard to step back. Thus, I wonder 

if this is why she keeps in touch and takes an interest in how I am. I could be 

wrong, this could be a mis-interpretation of events. Isobel’s world is of interest 

to me, and recently she attended a Gestalt workshop. Being the MD and in a 

leadership role she feels that she has to ‘lead from the front’ and so she got 

stuck in, actively exploring self etc, however, afterwards she felt ‘completely 

wrung out’ like she had been in a ‘washing machine’. I responded that I thought 

she was brave exploring her self, values, beliefs etc, as this takes courage and 

it takes a lot to expose yourself in this way in front of others. However, she said 

that this had brought out so much for her, ie moments such as ‘so that is why I 

behave in such and such a way’, that she had to take some time to reflect, to be 

quiet and on her own. I sensed that she wasn’t entirely sure that this had been a 

good experience. And this made me think, as I remembered her suggesting that 

we explore personal issues at a deeper level…..and I wonder if all this 

exploration of self is always such a beneficial exercise. Is it sometimes better to 

leave things be? I don’t know, but I did reply that by engaging in this workshop 

she would be in a better position to see this from the coachee’s perspective.  

She asked me how I was doing, and I talked about my PhD studies, the fact that 

my supervisor has left, that he did so after suggesting that I was in a position to 

complete this year, and that I now have new supervisors who may see things 

differently. Thus for me this has gone a bit awry, and yes, his leaving has 

caused significant anxiety in my life. I said that I am working part time on a pilot 

project at the University seeking to hear the students’ voices (and how this may 
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or may not be working out as planned!). I also shared that I am still a member of 

a book club and that this is expanding. Ie I am going to a talk this weekend by 

an author who is discussing ‘the writing process’: most apt, all considered. In 

addition, I and some other book club members are hoping to go to the Day of 

Dance in Saltaire, which is a celebration of world dance and which raises 

money for Oxfam. Thus, I am paying attention to her suggestions last year re: 

work life balance and taking a break from my endless projects. I am always 

writing papers, abstracts, blogs oooh you name it. It is a wonder I don’t dream 

about it (and surprisingly I don’t seem to). 

 

 

We talked about how many people who come to coaching are aged between 

30-60 and are thinking ‘Is this it? Is this all there is?’. We joked as we ate lunch 

about mid life crises and people who run off with a partner 20 years their junior. 

Sometimes then coaching can revolve around life’s bigger decisions and the 

agonies of the human condition. I do wonder if this is a secular replacement for 

formal religion, as the concept of re-birth or resurrection does seem salient to 

some degree. Is this a 21st Century version? We also spoke about our culture 

and how it can make us feel disatissfied, how we are encouraged to be perfect 

in every conceivable way and how this is unrealistic. Social media is full of 

images of perfect lives and yet our lives are often far from this ideal. Thus, our 

talk was wide ranging. Whether coaching is a reflection of our times, of our 

materialistic, individualistic (narcissistic?) age is a moot point.   

Isobel was a bit stressed as she had a difficult morning, and not much sleep as 

she is also a mother of a young son. Managing both of these roles is not easy 

for her, and her mind is overloaded, she is constantly pressured and thinking 

about what next to do. Yes, we receive many messages in our culture, and the 

reality does not always live up to our expectations.  
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Cymbaline’s Interview Transcript  

Interview date: 20th February 2018 

 

Myself: “Well, firstly I’d like to thank you for taking the time the time to talk to 

me today..” 

Cymbaline: “You’re welcome!” 

Myself: “As this is a dialogue if you have any questions that you would like to 

ask me then please stop me at any time..feel free to do so” 

Cymbaline: “yep, yep ok!” 

Myself: “ok, when we’ve done I am more than happy for you to read a copy of 

your data if you request it..erm..it might take me a few days to type it up, so 

maybe next week if you want to ask for one then do so and I will send you one, 

so you can read it, and see what you think”. 

Cymbaline: “errrrrrm [thinking]..no I think I’m ok with that” 

Myself: “you’re ok with that, that’s fine then!” 

Cymbaline: “”I’m ok with that, I remember my days of doing research and my 

research coachees, and when I asked ‘Did you read it?’ and they said ‘Nah!’…. 

Myself: “[laughs]” 

Cymbaline: “[laughs]” 

Myself: “Well I just thought I should give you the opportunity…but its fine, its 

fine!” 

Cymbaline: “I was going to say that I would really like a copy of your thesis 

when you’re done and  

Myself: “Right, ok”  

Cymbaline: “And a link to that when you publish, that would be great thanks” 
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Myself: “It will be huge! Like 100,000 words, it will be a doorstop, [laughs] but I 

will be happy to send this when I eventually finish it [more laughter]” 

Cymbaline: “No, I mean when you do some or if you have done 

anything..erm..you know..whether you’ve written any and turned it into an article 

or anything like that” 

Myself: “yeah..sure” 

Cymbaline: “and I can make use of it” 

Myself: “yeah..I’m happy to send you those, and also I’ll be having a debriefing 

session..erm…I don’t know when that will be yet, but when it is I’ll let you know 

and you can come along and listen if you want and are interested to do so” 

Cymbaline: “Yeah! Yeah! That seems great!, as it’s great that you are 

researching into coaching and this field..and..erm..yeah, and I’m also taking up 

a position on the European Mentoring and Coaching Council and so I’ll be 

looking at knowledge exchange and so one of the things I’m really passionate 

about is er people sharing our concepts and knowledge so yeah that would be 

really useful and I am looking forward to inviting you to talk ” 

Myself: “Yeah I would be interested in doing that, that would be excellent!” 

Cymbaline: “Yes it would, when are you hoping to be done?” 

Myself: “[laughs]  well it could be the end of this year, that’s what I’m hoping for 

or very early next year” 

Cymbaline: “..[pause]..yeah?” 

Myself: “Have you lost me?.....” (thinking that silence is due to lost 

connection…..) 

Myself: “Have you lost me? Have you lost me?...can you hear me still?” (after a 

few moments of silence….) 

Cymbaline: “..Hallo?’…” 

Myself: “Hello….can you hear me ok?..have you lost me?” (seems that we are 

cut off so I re-try)… 

Myself: “Hello….can you hear me? [laughs]” 
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Cymbaline: “erm..yes I am not quite sure what happened..” 

Myself: “No I am not either, I think there must be a gremlin in the works…so 

where were we? We were talking about my thesis and when I hope to finish 

weren’t we?” 

Cymbaline: “Yes, yes, aha” 

Myself: “and that will be the end of this year or early next year [wild guesses, as 

I have no idea]…I don’t have a definite date yet..but that’s the aim” 

Cymbaline: “oh..yeah” 

Myself: “..so..um..before I ask any more questions..erm…pseudonyms…I will 

be changing people’s names in the thesis..so” 

Cymbaline: “ah-huh” 

Myself: “I was wondering if there’s anything that you would particularly like to 

be called?..any name that you really, really like? [laughs]” 

Cymbaline: “ah!..Oooooh blimey!!!, I can have a change of name!!..” 

Myself: “[laughs]” 

Cymbaline: “Oooh, Oooh..gosh..[pause]..I don’t knowwww….erm…[pause, 

thinking]..I’ve got no idea..erm…probably somebody from Shakespeare!!!...” 

Myself: “somebody from Shakespeare? I’ll write that down..” 

Cymbaline: “yes, something from Shakespeare..Cymbaline or 

Ophelia..orrr..er…yeah” 

Myself: “Ophelia? Ok! Or Cymbaline..this gives me lots to think about so I’ll 

think about that, and if you have any ideas over the next few days, if you think 

“Oh yes! I’d love to be called that!” then please feel free to let me know!” 

Mutual laughter.. 

Myself: “Ok then! So my first question is what are your initial thoughts and or 

feelings regarding where the boundaries between coaching and other 

professions, say like therapy might be?” 

Cymbaline: “um..[pause]..so for me err you know, coaching in terms of 

boundaries erm…[pause] in terms of clients that I work with ah..we..um..are 
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healthy, well functioning beings..erm..[laughs]..so I would..in terms of my own 

boundaries..” 

Myself: “yes”  

Cymbaline: “I don’t work with people who I think might have deep emotional 

issues and suffering from mental trauma, you know, or, 

or..childhood..um..what’s the word? Abuse/incidents?..but things which need 

much more of a therapeutic…Emergent theme 1: boundaries are connected 

to notions of healthy functioning beings.. 

Myself: “yeah” 

Cymbaline: “like counselling?..so I would then refer them on” 

Myself: “right”  

Cymbaline:  “erm..and..and..and…I did have one lady, erm..who I was working 

with and..erm..she was much..erm..she worked for the NHS and she..and she 

had…erm..I would say a difficult..erm..divorce from her husband..” 

Myself: “yes”  

Cymbaline: “And there were moments, and er we started erm coaching whilst 

all this was going on and she got to herself and in..in..in..such a, I wouldn’t say 

state but her own mental wellbeing..” 

Myself: “yes” 

Cymbaline: “was erm..compromised in terms of her functioning, in terms of her 

thoughts, she was always very tearful..erm…couldn’t really focus and took 

some time off work and obviously there wasn’t any point in..in..carrying on with 

the coaching conversations and she ended up seeing a counsellor”(Emergent 

theme 2: coaching as distinct from counselling) 

Myself: “oh dear”  

Cymbaline: “erm..for that and actually took some time off work and 

erm..um..before we picked that up again…and I didn’t pick that up with 

her..erm…and I’d moved on from the organization by then but that’s the only 

time I’ve had to, to have to think about, actually that’s not something I would like 

to venture into. And I am very clear with clients in terms of what the boundaries 
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are and what these are, you know..the work I do is very much future focused, 

it’s about the here-and-now, its about the way we’re going into the 

future”(Emergent theme 3: time as a boundary – coaching is about the here 

and now – it is future focused - chronotopes?) 

Myself: “yeah” 

Cymbaline: “I do sometimes delve into the past, erm..in terms of perhaps there 

might be incidents and situations that might trigger what’s happening now?” 

Myself: “Well that’s good, and an interesting answer, yes erm..I have known 

coaches who have wanted to delve into the past and it’s like, you know – where 

are the boundaries? And so that’s really interested me..erm..because as a 

coach are you qualified to deal with those issues, erm how do you deal with 

them when they arise? So your answers there were very interesting”  

Cymbaline: “So, so it might be something that you want and to draw on that 

example, a lot of her..her..um.. beliefs..and so I work a lot around beliefs, 

functions, and values and erm..and we’re influenced by people in our 

lives”(Emergent theme 4: coaching struggles – confusion – whilst focus is 

on the future there is still exploration of context ie beliefs values 

etc)….note to self: is it how we understand this exploration of the past, 

separating beliefs etc from traumatic issues? 

Myself: “yes, yes they are..yes” 

Cymbaline: “..and..and..and so a lot of that had some impact on the way she 

was behaving and stemmed from erm..her attitude and her feelings for her 

father”(Emergent theme 4: coaching struggles – confusion – is coaching 

really future focused?, Emergent theme 4b: exploration of client’s past 

and relationships with primary care givers). 

Myself: “yes” 

Cymbaline: “And so we had to touch upon that to coach and recognise and 

identify  that to be able to see that and that’s where that came from? Erm 

and..and how you know you have to value the opportunity to change that?” 
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Myself: “yes, I suppose though that..is it difficult then erm..touching upon 

something but knowing how far it is to go? Knowing when to stop and then pull 

it back to the present focus? ” 

Cymbaline: “erm..for me obviously, if..if..if the client is showing distress, 

anxiety..erm..[pause]..you know, in..in..in recalling those moments then I would 

stop that conversation and I would say erm..you know ‘do you want to go 

ahead?’ and I would question them and I would question myself as to whether I 

am the right person to be going ahead with this and delving into their 

situations?” 

Myself: “yes..yeah..yeah” 

Cymbaline: “ erm..so..I don’t, again that’s something I would have a chat with 

them about, and, be totally upfront and honest with the client..erm..that actually 

you know some of the things you are talking about that you really need a 

therapist…maybe one with psychotherapeutic aspects to it..more than what I 

could offer..but I’ve done a lot of psychotherapy and a lot of er psychology in my 

training..so I feel that in those, in those sort of healthy and functioning ‘normal’ 

in inverted commas..” 

Myself: “[laughs] yes”  

Cymbaline: “that I am able to do that, but I am able to know where the 

boundaries lie…” 

Myself: “yeah” 

Cymbaline: “and I wouldn’t go there” 

Myself: “yes, so ok then, moving on from those questions erm..in my earlier 

fieldwork experiences I was a coachee in a series of coaching conversations 

with a professional coach” 

Cymbaline: “A-ha” 

Myself: “and I found that the process of goal setting then seems to be a key 

aspect of coaching relationships, so I was wondering how important goal setting 

might be to your practice, to what your thoughts and feelings might be regarding 

that?” 
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Cymbaline: “Erm..goal setting so…[pause] erm…I would say that I am not 

hung up on goals!” 

Myself: “[laughs] yes” 

Cymbaline: “erm..and having goals to me sounds very transactional…” 

Myself: “yes” 

Cymbaline: “and I would probably..sometimes you have a client who just wants 

to let steam off and who just wants a listening ear” 

Myself: “yes..ok” 

Cymbaline: “and..erm..that’s..but for me I work on outcomes..” 

Myself: “Right, ok-doke, that’s interesting, so would you say then that being 

flexible and being adaptable is important in your professional practice, so you’re 

not rigid then and obsessed, like ‘we have to have a goal!’ at the start of every 

meeting, you’re more into listening to the client and seeing where that goes?”   

Cymbaline: “oh that’s why I did a masters in coaching and mentoring!” 

Myself: “yes..yes [laughs]” 

Cymbaline: “so..so..I would say that it’s what the client wants and if the client 

wants to let off steam and sometimes they need to do that because they can’t 

get past that and they need to let go” 

Myself: “yes” 

Cymbaline: “before they can move forwards and sometimes… I had one client 

and all he wanted to do was rant and rave for ten minutes 

Myself: “oh dear”  

Cymbaline: “and then he stopped and I started to want to move on and from 

that..erm…so for me its always about thinking about how close ..and  so 

outcomes are not just about thinking they are also about feeling and being”  

Myself: “so do you think it’s important then to be perceptive as a coach, and to 

know when, to know when to step in…because I guess if someone’s er like you 

say letting off steam – how long do you think a person should be allowed to do 

that before you start to intervene and maybe say something or try and steer the 
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conversation towards erm…a more…I don’t know…I suppose a more conducive 

path?..is that the right word?” 

Cymbaline: “Conducive? Conducive to whom?” 

Myself: “Well that’s it, conducive to whom – to the coachee, but it’s knowing 

that isn’t it? How…how do you know..I suppose what I’m asking there is a very 

difficult question isn’t it?” 

Cymbaline: “aha” 

Myself:  “is it about intuition and feeling? And sensing the other..so..” 

Cymbaline: “I-It it it’s just so..the client might be raving on for ten minutes and 

then I might say ‘Well actually we have got an hour’s time to go 

and..and..and..so we could continue to blast off and we can talk about these 

things and I can continue to listen if that’s what you want to do”. 

Myself: “yes, ok-doke..that’s a good answer..yes..my next question was going 

to be how do you envisage your role as a coach then, are you facilitative or 

more of an advice giver, but I would say from your answers that you talk more 

about facilitation than seeing this as directive and you know..instructive..” 

Cymbaline: “Oh my gosh…I wouldn’t…I wouldn’t use those words!” 

Myself: “no” 

Cymbaline:”That’s not a coach..my first…my first..kind of role is as a 

facilitator..” 

Myself: “yes” 

Cymbaline: “And that’s always my default position [laughter] ..so I see myself 

there as a facilitator, as a catalyst..” 

Myself: “yeah” 

Cymbaline: “erm..as..as somebody who erm..[pause]..who really 

facilitates..erm..the process..who holds that space..em..for the..for the 

client.erm [pause]..a very er..not directive but erm..can be directive if needs 

be?..So I think you need to be flexible..” 

Myself: “yes”  
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Cymbaline: “..and if there are times when you need to be that directive then 

you need to say it as it is..” 

Myself: “yes” 

Cymbaline: “erm..and there are times where I will say ‘Well actually I’m coming 

out of a coaching mode and into a mentoring mode” 

Myself: “Right”  

Cymbaline: “And I will physically enact taking my hat off, and I say to the client 

..I will say..do..doo.dum..I will ask their permission and I will say ‘This is what I 

am doing’ because sometimes we can go around the houses trying to get to..or 

trying to facilitate something when actually it is better to just tell the client..and 

then again that doesn’t happen very often…” 

Myself: “No…no” 

Cymbaline: “But you need..you need to know when that the right time is” 

Myself: “Ok, ok then, do you think there is a difference..this is just going 

off…this is just something that you’ve said there..er..erm..so this is not one of 

the questions I was going to ask…but do you think that coaching and mentoring 

then are different in some way?” 

Cymbaline: “[pause, thinking] I think coaching and mentoring use a lot of the 

same skills..” 

Myself: “yeah” 

Cymbaline: “and…and..and…they have a lot of similarities? I would see 

mentoring as more..or as somebody who has been there, done that and works 

in the field…has some knowledge..insider knowledge and skills sets?” 

Myself: “yes”  

Cymbaline: “and that could be passed on and be useful..and could steer and 

offer some guidance as opposed to coaching which is mostly about harnassing 

somebody else’s resources..” 

Myself: “yes” 

Cymbaline: “so it’s slightly different..” 
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Myself: “yeah, so that’s interesting as I read around coaching and mentoring 

and when I speak to coaches and mentors sometimes its like the labels are 

used interchangeably, sometimes some people who really are coaches call 

themselves mentors and I just find that interesting..you know the boundaries 

around these things and how fluid they are” 

Cymbaline: “yeah..its very, very um..[pause]..that’s the thing with coaching and 

mentoring, it’s just when you’re contracting you know..you know with a client its, 

its saying..so when I coach I am not a mentor, and you know with some people 

they never cross the line or boundary, and take me, I’ve done a lot of mentoring, 

I’ve been about..so you know it might be like an offer to people and not advice 

giving..erm..but if I think we are going around the houses now and actually let’s 

move on, and if that’s in the best interest of the client then I will do”. 

Myself: “Right so you draw from other skill sets that you have from other 

knowledge bodies or experiences..ok then, so that’s interesting..so..erm..my 

next questions then are about how to build a coaching relationship, so primarily 

my first question is erm…how would you as a coach establish trust, rapport and 

empathy..cos I guess those are very important [laughs] ?” 

Cymbaline:  “erm…[pause, thinking]..for me empathy is really getting to know 

people and treating people on a human level and sharing and finding some 

commonalities and erm…[pause], being very open, very honest and sometimes 

I do share my own life stories…” 

Myself: “yes” 

Cymbaline: “..with clients and I won’t say that I will share all of my life stories 

with them..” 

Myself: “no..no”  

Cymbaline: “..only if I think it is relevant and appropriate..erm..and do.. 

Myself: “I was going to ask you a question about that actually, a bit further 

down about whether you share stories from your own life and also about the 

boundaries there, about how much of yourself you feel comfortable sharing, you 

know is this..is there a limit..is there somewhere where you think ‘no that’s 

inappropriate’ so yes I was thinking about that, about sharing the self etc.”  
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Cymbaline: “err,,I think for me it has to be relevant and erm..and it has to 

be..um..something that would be insightful…” 

Myself: “yes” 

Cymbaline: “..to the client and erm..has to be short and succinct..its not about 

me! [laughs]” 

Myself: “yes [laughs]”  

Cymbaline: “But..it..its..its about you and a snippet of er..of..a..my own story 

which will then really give some insight into the client which will draw some 

insights,  

Myself: “yes” 

Cymbaline: “or which..which sympathise, not that I’ve been there and done that 

but I have some empathy..” 

Myself: “yes, empathy that’s it isn’t it? It’s the connection..trying to build that 

bridge..and I suppose enabling that person to talk and feel relaxed and maybe 

that its ok, you know, they’re not the only ones to experience that and its ok to 

talk about it? Yeah….I guess..common ground..OK, so my next question then 

is, leading on from here, what role do you think that emotions, and I suppose 

feelings of rapport and empathy might have in nurturing a coachee’s learning? 

How important is that environment then for learning to unfold? ” 

Cymbaline:  “ Sorry, can you repeat the question again?” 

Myself: “Ok, so you’ve created the environment where you’ve got rapport, 

empathy and trust, how important then do you think those feelings and that 

atmosphere is for the coachee and their learning?”   

Cymbaline: “So…a couple of things there, so some feelings and erm…are 

important in a relationship..erm…it’s not just about thinking on its own..” 

Myself: “No it’s not, no!” 

Cymbaline: “it’s about..its about bringing emotions and bringing erm..how 

people are feeling cos sometimes our feeling effects our thinking..” 

Myself: “yes…yes..yes”  
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Cymbaline: “Because our thinking effects our feeling” 

Myself: “yes, yes…I agree with that, yes..yeah” 

Cymbaline: “then…erm in my coaching, so that’s not just about what’s - what’s 

been said but all the, all the non verbals, pitch, tone, voice and posture, erm all 

the other things as well…” 

Myself: “yes..yeah..” 

Cymbaline: “..in terms of creating the right environment, I think the environment 

needs to be one, I-I work from a ‘I’m ok, you’re ok’ position..” 

Myself: “yes…” 

Cymbaline: “..erm, we are in a partnership together…” 

Myself: “yes..” 

Cymbaline: “I’m learning and developing cos what you are bringing to me is 

new…” 

Myself: “..that’s interesting that you say that, yes..” 

Cymbaline: “it’s it’s unique to you..” 

Myself: “yes..” 

Cymbaline: “..although the issue or the problem might be, you know, not 

unique but it might be the first time that you are experiencing or, it’s-it’s-it’s 

unique to you in-in-in that sense..erm..[pause] and..and..so again the-the 

environment erm..one that’s of trust, one that’s of openness and one that’s of 

transparency, one where the client is really able to be their ‘authentic’ self, to be 

and feel and say..who they are..without being made out to feel that they are 

being judged..” 

Myself: “yes..judged, yes.. [laughs] ok so that’s an interesting one, basically 

how you said about your learning..erm to share a bit of my experience now..” 

Cymbaline: “A-huh..” 

Myself: “..there was a coach that I spoke to a couple of years ago [laughs] and I 

asked whether she had learned anything.. from this experience of doing the 

fieldwork with me and had she learned anything too? And I just got this very pat 
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answer that ‘oh I always learn, you know from every experience I have’ but 

beyond that I couldn’t draw anything else out from her, and it’s almost as if, or I 

got the feeling that this is about you and your experience or learning as a 

coachee and it’s not really about me – there was that kind of thing, cos I would 

say as a coach when you are coaching, then there’s a lot of your own learning 

that’s going on and that’s just as important..” 

Cymbaline: “oh gosh, yes, so much, I mean that’s-that’s crucial – you learn 

about people, you learn about their lives, you learn about their working 

environment, you gain insights into their working practices, about their 

behaviours, about how you are currently processing what they say, how that’s 

affecting you as a coach and how you are responding to that..oh masses and 

masses..” 

Myself: “..so do you think that when you engage in this process..erm, I suppose 

this is a different line of questioning now but if you are sharing personal 

experiences or stories with people, if you ever have an experience where you 

might feel a little bit vulnerable or exposed when doing that? Cos like you say 

what the other person is saying is affecting you?, so have you ever felt any 

struggles or anything in that coaching conversation?” 

Cymbaline: “[pause, thinking]..erm if I feel anything, I-I kind of use it – erm the 

gestalt approach, I-I would really turn that awareness into something, so I would 

say ‘oh-oh I am-am-am, you know when you say that it is bringing out these 

feelings’ and I would ask permission to share that?” 

Myself: “..yes” 

Cymbaline: “yeah, so it’s partly..if-if-if someone is feeling sad and is you know 

going through something that’s really painful erm [pause, thinking] and that’s 

affecting me then and…I will definitely er feed that back cos at the end of the 

day I’m a human being..” 

Myself: “yes, yes, yes..” 

Cymbaline: “..with another human being..” 

Myself: “so that again is an interesting train of thought, I thought I would ask 

them from the training you’ve had, do you find that the theoretical frameworks or 
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coaching models that you use then are helpful for you in managing these 

struggles and dilemmas?”  

Cymbaline: “..erm [pause, thinking]..oh very much so, they-they underpin what 

I do, erm so I would say you know in terms of all my concepts er, and 

perspectives, erm yeah and what I gained from doing my Masters, whether that 

be looking from an existential approach to helping the client’s clarify and 

consider their meanings and values, to relationships, erm and to helping  clients 

think about their own lives..erm ..and you know, looking at assumptions, values 

and beliefs that I may hold…” 

Myself: “yes..” 

Cymbaline: “to a more cognitive behavioural approach which might be you 

know thinking about you know helping clients have greater self awareness and 

how their thought processes and how this might affect their behaviour and 

feeling, it might be working with gestalt or thinking you know ‘how can I help the 

coachee become fully laware and turn that awareness into action?’ and what 

needs to be changed here and how..erm I might use something that is 

transactional you know or you might use ego states for difficult relationships or 

communication issues, or you might be psychologically minded, so you know, 

what you can draw from working with resistance or transference or it might be 

something around you know life stage development…” 

Myself: “yes..” 

Cymbaline: “or you might be drawing from Jung - individualization, thinking that 

actually they’ve reached a stage now, I ‘ve worked with a lot of people in their 

you know 40’s, 50’s and ‘what’s the meaning of life?’..” 

Myself: “yes..yeah..” 

Cymbaline: “what’s it all about..erm you know working with emotional 

intelligence, psychologies..they are all things that-that’s going on in my head, so 

that when I present something I am thinking and rummaging through my tool 

box thinking ‘oh that..you know, which is the best one to pick out?’ 

Myself: “yes, there’s a lot going on isn’t there when you are communicating with 

a client, there’s an awful lot going on in your head, so then do you think then 

that reflexivity is also important then as a coach?” 
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Cymbaline: “oh very much so! Its-its-its it’s about having that-that ability to, to 

really and I think, I think that as a coach it’s important to go into a session with a 

very clear head and an empty head?” 

Myself: “yes..” 

Cymbaline: “so that you have the space then to draw upon, upon these 

different approaches and concepts that you are thinking about, you know, you 

know which-which-which tool or technique to use…” 

Myself: “yes..” 

Cymbaline: “..with this particular issue, and this particular client?...” 

Myself: “..ok then so if you need to go into a coaching session with a clear 

head..erm what, what do you usually do then before you go into a coaching 

session so that you are like you say erm clear headed, open minded etc, is 

there anything in particular [laughs] that you do to achieve this?”  

Cymbaline: “..so before I go into a coaching session I would erm..do some 

deep breathing and that kind of thing to get myself in..a in a nice state and if 

there is lots of clutter going on in my head I would probably write it down…” 

Myself: “right…” 

Cymbaline:  “..so I carry a little journal…a book..” 

Myself: “right..”  

Cymbaline: “..I will write it down..erm, I will physically visualise and say ‘that’s 

the end of that’ after it’s in there…..erm..I do meditation so I have headspace on 

my phone, so 3 minutes, erm..to clear my head..erm…if it’s a nice day like 

today I may pop my head out…” 

Myself: “[laughs] yes…” 

Cymbaline: “..and I will go for a little walk…and I find that really, really helpful” 

Myself: “yes…” 

Cymbaline: “erm, so yeah those are the things that I do for when I go meet a 

client so that I have a clear head space for when I talk to a client” 
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Myself: “that’s good..that’s really interesting, erm on a personal note I often go 

for walks as well to clear my head, I find that’s beneficial, and meditation yes! 

And mindfulness…definitely! [laughs]” 

Cymbaline: “yes well it’s only 3 minutes a day, as that’s all I can manage..” 

Myself: “yes its hard isn’t it? I don’t think I can do much more than that – I 

started with the aim of doing 5 minutes but I found it was incredibly hard – you 

know your mind starts wandering..so like you say just a few…so anyway, next 

question, I’ve just got a few left now, I won’t take up much more of your time, 

erm do you have any thoughts about coaching supervision? Have you ever felt 

like that might be helpful to your practice etc?” 

Cymbaline: “[pause, thinking] erm…Oh definitely! I think that coaching 

supervision erm…is really useful as a..a sounding board for your practice…” 

Myself: “yes..” 

Cymbaline: “erm…and really having someone there to-to share some of the 

things that might have arisen from your coaching…” 

Myself: “yes…” 

Cymbaline: “..erm..and certainly in the early days erm I’d say, well not the early 

days but it probably I would say from-from novice to experienced coach it really 

helped me to-to to, when you’re coaching you never know whether you are 

doing it ‘right’?” 

Myself: “yes..” 

Cymbaline: “and er, and er..people say ‘oh you get outcomes from your 

coaching’ and from client feedback and all that but you end up thinking ‘am I 

doing the right thing about all of this?” 

Myself: “yes and that’s a coaching struggle isn’t it in a way yeah…” 

Cymbaline: “..yeah and I think erm having a supervisor and being able to bring 

those issues erm.. was really, really helpful to me…” 

Myself: “yes..” 

Cymbaline:  “erm..and to say and to quality assure my work and to say ‘that’s 

the right way, that’s the right approach, what I’m doing is-is good work and the 
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right thing, and I think I used supervision less now as I feel…I think I’ve got to a 

maturity level where I don’t need, I don’t need to-to think ‘oh am I doing the right 

thing? Is that process working?” 

Myself: “yeah..” 

Cymbaline: “erm…but yeah, just having the ability to-to to really erm..reflect 

erm on coaching, to reflect on your approach and to think about what you could 

do differently, erm I do do as part of my stint doing my Masters some reflection 

and I do that with my sessions..” 

Myself: “yes, yes reflection is important isn’t it? It’s a key skill I would 

imagine?..” 

Cymbaline: “yeah so I do a lot of mind mapping, so usually at the end of 

coaching sessions I will do a lot of mind mapping and in my coaching reflective 

book that I have erm…that’s when I’m thinking ‘so how did that go? well ok that 

didn’t work out so I am trying to work out what I can do differently, erm was that 

the right approach? Or should I use that technique..And where in that moment 

did I use that? But I always come back, you know to ‘trust the process! Trust the 

process!..’ 

Myself: “yes..that’s it and trust yourself as well because I suppose you could 

torment yourself that way you know ‘did I do it right?’, oh you could just torment 

yourself so much there, but in a way what you’re describing is coaching 

yourself, you’re also going through some kind of coaching process if you like by 

doing all of that, don’t you think?” 

Cymbaline: “yeah..yeah..you can spend, for me I’m far too reflective..” 

Myself: “[laughs]” 

Cymbaline: “far too reflective, and sometimes you can spend all your life 

reflecting..” 

Myself: “[laughs] but I suppose it’s a strength! I did speak to one coach once 

and she was so sure about her process that she would have you learning ‘within 

ten minutes!’ , her model was so right and she didn’t tend to do reflecting like 

that so actually it’s a valuable erm attribute to have in many ways when you’re 

working with other people, it seems important…” 
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Cymbaline: “yeah” 

Myself: “yeah.. so that’s good and erm my last question then and this is to do 

with all these questions that we’ve been dealing with today, I suppose is..as a 

coach how strongly do you feel erm..I suppose how strongly is your..how 

strong, sorry is your sense of responsibility then towards a coachee?..how 

responsible do you feel then, like you say ‘oh did I do that right?’ ‘was that the 

right thing?’ Does that come from there, you know – a sense of that person who 

is going to go away acting upon your advice, how does that affect you or make 

you feel?” 

Cymbaline: “how much responsibility do I feel for a coachee?”  

Myself: “yes” 

Cymbaline:  “erm in one sense I don’t because it’s not.. their outcomes and 

what they do is up to them…” 

Myself: “yes..” 

Cymbaline: “..and so I can provide or facilitate, I can facilitate the process to 

help them…” 

Myself: “yes..” 

Cymbaline: “ but then it’s up to them…” 

Myself: “yes it is yes..” 

Cymbaline: “so then I might want to think about my processes and so-so if my 

coachee I find wasn’t really getting anything out of it, from my erm coaching 

approach…” 

Myself: “yes”  

Cymbaline: “then I would test that and-and explore that and try to find out why, 

it might be that they are not ready, it might be that coaching’s not the right thing 

for  them..erm..it might be that there’s lots of resistance there…” 

Myself: “yes..” 

Cymbaline: “and that they are not ready to go there yet, it might be that they 

cannot make the time commitment, erm so then I would sit with them and say 
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‘well there’s no point in committing time for both of us’ and to do that erm..so I 

would question, I would question my coaching processes to see if they aren’t 

working and also question the coachee as well…” 

Myself: “yes..yeah…that’s important isn’t  it?” 

Cymbaline: “in terms of their readiness and to their commitment…” 

Myself: “yes…” 

Cymbaline: “and so I would-I would I would look at those things but I wouldn’t 

say that I have a sense of responsibility, I have a sense of responsibility in 

terms of acting ethically, within my boundaries and I follow the EMCC 

guidelines.. 

Myself: “yes..yes..” 

Cymbaline: “on ethical conduct and that so, I share that with my coachees as 

well, that is just the way that I work and ..so yeah” 

Myself:  “..so it can be down to their limitations then yeah? That’s a difficult one 

to deal with isn’t it, erm trying to break down someone’s erm yeah limitations 

and restrictions, why, why, why they are not receptive or responsive, I suppose 

that’s a very difficult area to deal with…” 

Cymbaline: “yeah and I don’t, I don’t give advice, I put on my mentoring hat 

and and-and erm…you know steer them in a particular direction towards pieces 

of work..erm , when I say mentoring that’s what I mean ‘have you looked at this’ 

or ‘have you tried that’?..” 

Myself: “yes it’s more directive…” 

Cymbaline: “yeah…but I wouldnt tell them ‘that’s what  they need to be doing’” 

Myself: “no..no..no” 

Cymbaline: “that’s not within my role so…” 

Myself: “no..” 

Cymbaline: “its not my approach as a coach..its not directive and-and-and as 

part of my contracting, that’s that’s one thing there that whatever the coachee’s 

do they do that of their own  
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Myself: “yeah…” 

Cymbaline: “kind of free will?” 

Myself: “yes, yes I understand that, that’s a good answer yeah…that leaves me 

a lot to think about, so ok that was my last question, so erm is there anything 

you would like to ask me?..anything? [laughs]…” 

End of interview – we briefly discuss what methods I may be using to interpret 

my data, the merits of IPA as compared to DPA…. 
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Transcript of Interview with Lizzie on 13th April 2018  

 

Myself: “Thank you for coming today, that is very kind of you to do that, so this 

is a dialogue, and if at any point you would like to stop me and if you have any 

questions that you would like to ask then please do”  

Lizzie: “Ok”  

Myself: “or at the end if there is anything that you would like to ask then please 

do so…have you got any questions before we begin?”  

Lizzie: “No, I don’t think so”  

Myself: “Ok then..erm..so firstly I was wondering what your initial thoughts and 

feelings might be regarding the boundaries between coaching and other 

professions, say like therapy or counselling etc?”  

Lizzie: “I think it’s very difficult…”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “and it is very individual as its not regulated”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “and it does mean that people do their coaching in very different ways..”  

Myself: “yeah…yes”  

Lizzie: “erm..but I do have my own personal boundaries with clients but it’s 

much more flexible than a therapy one..”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “..in that I will..for example, go and collect a client from the bus stop and 

take her back again..”  

Myself: “[laughs] yes”  

Lizzie: “which a therapist, or certainly the ones I have known wouldn’t do”  

Myself: “no”  

Lizzie: “As they wouldn’t even go an open the door..”  

Brief interruption as the waitress brings Lizzie a coffee and I comment on how 

nice it looks….and I joke that I just gulped mine down beforehand due to the 

cold weather!  

Lizzie: “..yes so I do have personal boundaries in that I tend not to have 

relationships outside the coaching relationship”  

Myself: “yes…yeah”  
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Lizzie: “and various times it has come up where it might have been that I would 

maybe do some work with somebody else but I don’t do that because I think it is 

a conflict of interest..erm..I don’t have friendships..”  

Myself: “mm..yes”  

Lizzie: “with clients..well I feel friendly towards them in the room..”  

Myself: “mm..yeah..in that room yes”  

Lizzie: “yes, in the room or even outside, I smoke and erm one of my clients 

smokes and so we will go and have a smoke outside..”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “before she goes back..not always but sometimes…so I am quite happy 

to do that and do some chit chat..erm..[pause]..and I am usually quite clear 

about when, when I’m available and when I’m not, I don’t do that much extra 

although I will do at times and I will take phone calls..”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “and that’s part of my service and I wouldn’t have a sexual relationship 

with a client”  

Myself: “[laughs] no, no!...unless he looked like Brad Pitt or somebody (joking)”  

Mutual laughter  

Lizzie: “But no I wouldn’t do that..erm..[pause] well I suppose if it came up I 

would definitely stop coaching..”  

Myself: “yes..yes”  

Lizzie: “And I would wait for two years, three years, a hundred years…I might 

have to..I don’t really know, as I say..”  

Myself: “No, no that’s something..that’s an unknown isn’t it until you find 

yourself in that situation..I mean if George Clooney walked through the door..”  

Lizzie: “yes”  

Myself: “you might give in to temptation! [laughs] (joking)..yes, ok, so erm I was 

wondering if during your time as a coach then you have ever experienced any 

dilemmas or ethical issues that you might be willing to discuss?”  

Lizzie: “yes..quite often..erm, one of them was quite a long time ago and it was 

about erm finding a surrogate for her child..”  

Myself: “yes..yes..”  

Lizzie: “erm..abroad and she was..she had some very interesting plans which I 

knew was not legal, or thought was not legal erm and I was concerned not just 

about that as I didn’t want to condone it..”  
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Myself: “no, obviously not, no”  
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Lizzie: “but at the same time I didn’t want to condone it anyway because I didn’t 

feel that she was being realistic about having a baby to be honest..”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “she was more concerned about whether she was going to get her 

pension”  

Myself: “that is very…all over the place, yes”  

Lizzie: “yes, very all over the place, so and I went to talk to somebody – a 

supervisor about that erm..[pause, thinking] I’ve had dilemmas of of 

transference..”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “it’s politely called but I don’t agree with that you know, I think it’s just a 

nice fluffing of what happens and that has been a dilemma, but it’s fine we got 

over it and, and erm she’s still a client, she still comes back every now and 

then..other boundaries [thinking] errr….I don’t talk about myself unless..”  

Myself: “no”  

Lizzie: “it’s relevant”  

Myself: “right”  

Lizzie: “but occasionally, occasionally you can end up chatting a little bit”  

Myself: “yes, that’s interesting because I was going to ask you about.. how 

much of yourself you share and whether you use your own life stories and then 

obviously the boundaries around that – how much of yourself do you feel 

comfortable sharing?, how much should you share even?”  

Lizzie: “I think it depends again on your style..”  

Myself: “yes..yes”  

Lizzie: “I do tend to have a very personal style  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “because I want to establish a relationship with my clients”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “and they need to be able to trust me..”  

Myself: “yes.. they do yes”  

Lizzie: “I also do share things because I don’t, I hope we have an equal 

relationship where the client and I are both working on this together..”  

Myself: “yes..yes”  

Lizzie: “and I don’t want them to feel that I am above them in any way..”  

Myself: “yes, yes”  
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Lizzie: “and quite often just for the purposes of empathy I will feel able to say 

‘yes I do know..I don’t know how you feel because I don’t know what it is like to 

be you, but I have been in a situation where that has happened to me, not quite 

the same..I might go..I might give a bit of detail but not very much..”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “and I find that’s quite useful so there are clients..some of my clients 

know that I’ve..I’ve had problems in my life, not huge problems..”  

Myself: “yes..well we all have don’t we?”  

Lizzie: “yes, exactly..exactly..”  

Myself: “life throws challenges and is full of the unexpected..it’s not always 

easy..”  

Lizzie: “no, so I, I actually actively like them to feel that I’ve been through the 

mill and er being the age I am I suppose, I suppose that people assume that I 

have..”  

Myself: “ yes [laughs]”  

Lizzie: “and I wouldn’t want them to feel that I am sort of floating above them 

and that I have it all sorted..at all”  

Myself: “no, no do you think it’s beneficial then obviously to have life 

experience as a coach, that helps your practice?”  

Lizzie: “certainly the way I coach, yeah, definitely I would have found it very 

difficult to coach otherwise…I mean I would do it but I don’t coach from a 

formula or a..a..process particularly, although obviously there is a process, 

erm..and also I think about how I would be if I were looking for a coach..”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “and I would want someone with life experience and common sense..”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “because I think that’s a big part of it, common sense and down to 

earth..feet on the earth..”  

Myself: “and I suppose somebody who is open minded, receptive, I don’t 

know..if I was looking for a coach..that’s made me think: what would I be looking 

for?..yeah..somebody I suppose who understands..”  

Lizzie: “yes..”  

Myself: “and somebody I could relate to”  
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Lizzie: “and I would think being the age that I am, I shall be 64 tomorrow, er I 

would be looking for..well sometimes it is difficult to find somebody older than 

me..somebody with a..”  

Myself: “[laughs] well you never know! [more laughter]”  
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Lizzie: “no, you never know, there are people…erm..but I wouldn’t want to go to 

somebody a lot younger than me”  

Myself: “no, no..definitely as life has complex problems like the surrogacy one 

that you were talking about and that’s a big one to get into…a minefield..gosh if 

someone came to me with that I may feel a little bit overwhelmed and feel a bit 

lost at sea, I don’t know! [laughs]..”  

Lizzie: “well I just, I just wasn’t sure where I was legally”  

Myself: “no that’s it you know..yeah..what’s your responsibility?”  

Lizzie: “yes..erm..”  

Myself: “you wouldn’t want to encourage someone to break the law!”  

Lizzie: “no, exactly, exactly”  

Myself: “no!”  

Lizzie: “no, minor infractions..”  

Myself: “(joking) you could get banged up!”  

Lizzie: “and I don’t..yes..erm..[pause, thinking] I am trying to think of other 

dilemmas that I’ve had..”  

Myself: “mmm”  

Lizzie: “erm..[pause]..yes they kind of arise quite often..”  

Myself: “yes..hmmm..”  

Lizzie: “and again I’ve met somebody whose Father had erm abused when she 

was young and she had been instrumental in sending him to jail..”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “and he was getting out and she wanted me to go to her house, which I 

did..I did..and erm..just because she didn’t know what to do about it. She was 

terrified of him coming out..”  

Myself: “yes, yes”  

Lizzie: “so, we talked it through and came up with some sort of a solution that 

made her feel more safe and comfortable”  

Myself: “yes, yes”  

Lizzie: “and..yeah there are dilemmas all the time really..there are others like, 

like not actually liking the person”  

Myself: “Mm..that could be difficult..”  

Lizzie: “yes”  

Myself: “how do you manage that?”  
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Lizzie: “Well usually If I wait long enough and suspend judgement I get to like 

them anyway”  

Myself: “Mm..mm..”  

Lizzie: “there are very few clients that I’ve had that I haven’t liked very much 

erm and actually if that happens..there was once where it could have happened, 

I had somebody very upset obviously and very aggressive indeed and the first 

session usually squashes out all of that, and there was only one person where I 

had to say ‘I don’t think I can work with you erm I’ve had other dilemmas where 

I’ve had a client whose come for a career change and things have kept bumping 

up, I kept bumping up against this thing that I didn’t know what it was..I stopped 

the session and said that there’s something here that I don’t understand and it’s 

the same thing and it turned out that she was really severely bulimic and her 

whole life was centred around food,  

Myself: “Yes..yes”  

Lizzie: “..vomit.erm and I said that I can’t..that’s outside my remit”  

Myself: “yes..that requires mental health treatment, yeah”  

Lizzie: “But she said ‘well I want to carry on coming here because I can talk to 

you”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “we did that and I tried to help her find somewhere that she could go for 

a sort of rehab?, which was quite difficult as she was older than..they have the 

occasional rehab for teenagers..”  

Myself: “yeah, but there’s no service for older people?”  

Lizzie: “she was quite a lot older than them..erm.. that was not too bad because 

I , I’d set to her ‘look if I get to the point where I really don’t know what to do or 

anything then you really want to see somebody whose got..”  

Myself: “qualified? Yes…”  

Lizzie: “..expertise..but actually, she, it wasn’t really, she wasn’t looking for a 

deep..she was just trying to find a way of managing it…”  

Myself: “Mm..mm”  

Lizzie: “..and trying to find.. a way of finding someone who would help her”  

Myself: “yeah, yes..”  

Lizzie: “so, erm that could have been a dilemma and there have been other 

dilemmas like that where I have realised that my client has a bigger problem 
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than I can deal with, but quite often I will see somebody whose also seeing a 

therapist or other, other kind of ENDR (?)”  

Myself: “so if you do have a client like you were saying a few minutes ago who 

is upset and possibly aggressive, how do you deal with that in that particular 

moment?”  
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Lizzie: “Erm well I won’t take abuse so I will say ‘I am going to have to stop you 

there and have to ask you to stop and I do think we’ll have to stop this whole 

thing” and [pause] that’s about it and not take it personally”  

Myself: “yeah..”  

Lizzie: “..but then I don’t take it personally..”  

Myself: “no”  

Lizzie: “because I am there as a coach..”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “and actually it takes a while quite often because of resistance ..erm.. a 

client will be angry with me so I encourage them to say..”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “because they are going to think it anyway, or resentful or ‘you don’t get 

me’ or ..whatever”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “..happens..cos I am telling them something they don’t want to 

hear..erm..I always find that.. I think at first I found that really difficult…”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “and I wouldn’t do it..”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “but now I do and I do give them bad news and it does make them a 

little angry and people erm and one of my clients has said she gets really angry 

with me at times and I am pleased as it takes the smart out of it because I am 

not a smart person, I know its not personal and even if it were it would be quite 

interesting..”  

Myself: “yeah”  

Lizzie: “it’s just a matter of working out what’s going on and exploring it..”  

Myself: “is it a little bit like being a critical friend do you think in some ways?”  

Lizzie: “y-es, [pause, thinking], yes, I think it probably is..but..a critical friend 

erm.has a vested interest..”  

Myself: “mm..mm”  

Lizzie “and I don’t..”  

Myself: “yes..you don’t…”  

Lizzie: “so I can say, I can give out bad news and also because there is an 

expectation that I have to do that, then it makes it much more easy to do, and 

also it doesn’t cost me..”  
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Myself: “yes…that’s important”  

Lizzie: “and keep a tiny channel of listening open..”  

Myself: “ok then, so a number of my questions were about trust and rapport, 

and so I was thinking how as a coach do you establish an environment of trust 

and rapport?”  

Lizzie: “..well, I have the first session which is quite important, I mean I tend to 

work very informally, that’s the other thing..erm [pause, thinking] I will..I think 

being personal also I use my intuition and it’s taken quite a lot of work..”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “to be able to trust it without whizzing round in my head..”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “..working out whether there’s you know…is it this? Is it that?, erm..and I 

know I’ve become an intuitive person and so I sort of use that and will give them 

feedback on things that I have picked up..I think that’s it..also I suppose 

because of my age and because I’ve got quite a lot of stuff on my website..”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “and people do go look at it..”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “..which is interesting, so I obviously, I have some sort of gravitas from 

that?..”  

Myself: “that’s very good, [laughs]”  

Lizzie: “and from, yes!..and also because I’ve done you know, I have done 

other jobs..I’ve done jobs in the corporate world and stuff so I do..so I think its 

that..”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “that’s very, very useful, erm..”  

Myself: “..so how did you get into coaching then?”  

Lizzie: “..well I spent 20 years?..about 20 years writing and developing actually, 

erm..training of any and every kind…”  

Myself: “Right”  

Lizzie: “and I start, I had started doing quite a lot of management, I did pressure 

vessel specifications and stuff as well, but there was a lot of soft skills in 

management, I’d been with a company erm or an associate of a company who 

did a lot of management which started with um..TA, transactional analysis..”  

Myself: “yes..”  
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Lizzie: “so I was sort of used to doing that kind of thing, I got very fed up with 

doing that after a while , well actually I made myself quite ill as I worked very 

hard and  
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ridiculously hard, and when you’re working for the corporate world, they need it 

yesterday..”  

Myself: “yes..yes there’s no leeway..a deadline’s a deadline and that’s that”  

Lizzie: “yes, and so..I’m very respectful of them…”  

Myself: “yes..yes”  

Lizzie: “..so, erm what was the question?”  

I repeat the question…  

Lizzie: “so I changed direction..”  

Myself: “..yes..yes”  

Lizzie: “erm..and I’d been to a conference, I thought about coaching, I saw 

somebody on the telly doing it on BBC2 late at night and thought “Ooh! Eureka! 

I think I’d like to do that, because the thing with writing was with email (which 

didn’t exist when I first started), and all that kind of thing I didn’t have the 

contact with people..”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “and when you’re working on your own, actually you get quite isolated..”  

Myself: “yes..yes”  

Lizzie: “and bankrupt of ideas…”  

Myself: “Mm..mmm”  

Lizzie: “..so erm, I knew that was one of the things that I wanted not to do..and 

went to erm..a conference where an old client of mine had set up the Academy 

of Executive Coaching..”  

Myself: “yes, right, very good...”  

Lizzie: “and we saw each other and I said ‘I want to do this!’ and he said ‘come 

on then, you can do this if you write all the, all the training for it!’..  

Myself: “[laughs] he gave you a bit of work to do there!”  

Lizzie: “well yes because it was bloody expensive and I wouldn’t have been 

able to afford it..”  

Myself: “yes, right”  

Lizzie: “yes, so we kind of worked that out..and it felt like serendipity, I thought 

‘right ok’…”  

Myself: “it gave you an opportunity to be creative then, developing all that 

material I suppose?”  

Lizzie: “Yes, well I mean, all I was doing was documenting and putting it into 

training and self study and you know, coachees notes and stuff like that..”  
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Myself: “yes, yes..”  

Lizzie: “erm..and it changed constantly also so it was a hard gig but I knew that 

it was like that, I’m a very creative person, so um yeah that’s that’s how it 

started”  

Myself: “right”  

Lizzie: “but I did know that’s what I wanted to do..”  

Myself: “yeah..ok..so erm moving on from there on to some different questions 

then, these are going off at a different tangent really, erm I did some fieldwork in 

2015 and I was a coachee with a professional coach in a series of one-to-one 

conversations for about 6 months, and during that time erm I came to realise 

that there is this process in coaching around goal setting, as the coach was 

always stating how important it was to start the session with a goal, and at the 

start of the relationship itself we set a goal..so I was wondering then how 

important it is for your practice erm..this idea of goals and goal setting?”  

Lizzie: “erm..not always, partly because people will come presenting a problem 

to me to solve their problem..erm there is always…in coaching..we always work 

with a purpose in mind, I’m not one who likes setting goals, hard and fast goals, 

so I will always say ‘yes this is where we are going to..”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “..and we will review it quite often erm..but there are some clients who, 

who actually need support..”  

Myself: “yes..yes”  

Lizzie: “rather than a goal, and also I don’t do overaching steps to a goal, I will 

do next steps and maybe even the step after that in a fuzzy way, I think I work 

towards vision rather than a goal…”  

Myself: “yes..yeah”  

Lizzie: “so it’s er.. less of something absolutely clear..”  

Lizzie: “and sometimes it is..you know ‘I want to have got a new job in 6 months 

time’..”  

Myself: “yes..yes”  

Lizzie: “..fine and I will always ask at the beginning what goals they might have 

in mind and quite often I have to disabuse them of the fact that they are not 

going to be zero to hero in three seconds!”  

Myself: “[laughter]..yes..ok”  

Lizzie: “but its purpose…”  
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Myself: “yes, purpose, that’s interesting, that is interesting because I thought 

‘what happens if a person doesn’t know what their goal is at the start..is it too 

rigid to focus on, got to set a goal, got to set a goal?”  
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Lizzie: “yes, yes it is too rigid”  

Myself: “yes..yes”  

Lizzie: “..for me, so because I practice erm my practice is independent , what I’ll 

get is all sorts of things…”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “..all sorts of muddles and making decisions and whatever and I always 

keep, keep some sort of goal in mind but I don’t..I find it’s a bit..what can 

happen is that you come up with this perfect goal and you can spend a lot of 

time refining it…”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “without actually trying to get there..”  

Myself: “yes..exactly..”  

Lizzie: “..my question is always ‘right ok, so we’ve got where you want to be, 

what are you going to do now?  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “..and what are you going to do tomorrow?”  

Myself: “that’s a difficult question isn’t it?”  

Lizzie: “yes..well you just have to be practical..”  

Myself: “yes..so how do you get someone then to start thinking erm along those 

lines? I imagine it could be quite hard for a client to think about what they are 

going to do now..”  

Lizzie: “..yes..well I think it’s..there’s almost like a diagnosis process…”  

Myself: “yes..”  

Lizzie: “erm..and I will also always say ‘I am not, I am not a blank canvas’ I will 

make suggestions, I really don’t mind whether it’s the right or wrong kind of 

suggestion, but if its..if it resonates with you and if you think ‘yes that’s fine..”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “also if it makes you intuitively just go ‘God no!’ that’s just as good in 

terms..”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “of information..so [pause] that’s part of the process of working out what 

it is they want..”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “..and I will always say ‘it may be a while before you work out what it is 

that you are looking for’…”  
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Myself: “yes”  
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Lizzie: “..so, and I go from session to session you know saying ‘well perhaps in 

the next session’ and I always give them the opportunity to not come back..”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “if they don’t want to..but I will say ‘you know I think, I think we just need 

to talk a little bit more because I haven’t really got it yet, I don’t understand what 

it is, basically..”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “the prognosis..and often because I don’t often work with young people, 

I mean sometimes, but generally it’s older people and so it doesn’t tend to be 

one thing..”  

Myself: “..no, it is the interrelation of things..”  

Lizzie: “absolutely..”  

Myself: “running into one another..”  

Lizzie: “so you might start with one thing and then have a little goal and then 

sorting that particular thing out and most things kind of unravel anyway and the 

knot loosens then you can see a way through..”  

Myself: “well life isn’t compartmentalised is it, so work, personal relationships, 

every thing feeds into everything else or becomes something else, like you 

say..you might start at one place…”  

Lizzie: “absolutely, and quite often, I have discovered, for example..more with 

men than with women and more with corporate men more than corporate 

women that they think it’s just their job..”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “..and then you find that it’s not, it’s mainly grief..”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “..that they haven’t actually dealt with or something, and the nicest thing 

that anyone has said to me was after about six sessions, and he’d driven 200 

miles…”  

Myself: “Wow! [laughs] he really wanted to see you!”  

Lizzie: “..well, I think it was that he didn’t want anyone in his area to know that 

he was talking to a coach..”  

Myself: “yes, keeping it a secret, yes..yeah”  

Lizzie: “..he said he used to take the journey time and that was part of it, but he 

said ‘I’ve ended up somewhere that I would never, ever have thought I would 

have ended up and I am really glad and thank you for that”.  
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Myself: “well..that’s excellent!”  

Lizzie: “yeah”..  
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Myself: “Good..so do you think that some people it’s, I don’t know, is the name 

coach an alternative perhaps for a counsellor or a therapist in some cases?  

Lizzie: “yes in some cases..yes”  

Myself: “they might feel it is, I don’t know more socially acceptable to say ‘I’m 

seeing a coach?”..  

Lizzie: “yes, absolutely, because there is a stigma attached to counselling and 

therapy, that there is something wrong..”  

Myself: “yes..”  

Lizzie: “..and I think that there is a lot of that…”  

Myself: “yes, ok..so..I suppose when you talk about your clients and their age 

group, is there an average or I don’t know, is there more a particular sort of 

person that you see? Say somebody in middle life to older?…”  

Lizzie: “erm..well they’re sort of two groups of people that I have most of and 

that is people from erm about 30-40 and then 45-55, those two groups are 

mostly the people that I see, when it comes to career change that’s a slightly 

different thing..”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “and they can be any age..”  

Myself: “yes..yes..I suppose that people can get to mid life and think well is that 

it or is there more to life?”  

Lizzie: “yes there’s that and also when you work as something for many years 

you can get to a point where you are really fed up now and think ‘do I have to 

do 20 more years of this?, no it’s not what I want’.  

Myself: “no, no..”  

Lizzie: “and the other point is that they may have gone from uni to a job, and 

then they’ve got another job and kept on going up the ladder and at around 30 

they sometimes think ‘this isn’t what I wanted to do’..”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “and they start re-evaluating what career steps they could take…”  

Myself: “..yes I was thinking about that, about the age thing, it’s a very human 

experience isn’t it to think about is there something else or is there more to life..”  

Lizzie: “’and why have I been doing this?’”  

Myself: “yes..”  

Lizzie: “..because it’s been expected of them, because they’ve wanted to 

please their parents, because…  
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Myself: “because of society…yes, its how you’re brought up isn’t 

it..values?..interesting..ok, so going back to the goals question then, I 

suppose..I was  
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going to ask how important you think flexibility and adaptability are to 

professional practice? ”  

Lizzie: “Well for me..essential!”  

Myself: “essential [laughs]”  

Lizzie: “yes, essential [laughs]”  

Myself: “ok then, what personal attributes or skills, abilities, do you feel are 

valuable as a coach to engender that kind of flexibility?”  

Lizzie: “[pause..thinking] I think, coming back to intuition, empathy, erm keeping 

an open mind..”  

Myself: “mm…”  

Lizzie: “[pause]..I think those are the things..I do think you have to be adaptable 

because it is not my session..”  

Myself: “no..”  

Lizzie: “it’s my client’s session..”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “and erm…so I have to be quite bendy…”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “but not that bendy, I seem to be more flexible than I am..”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “So I won’t just go off in any direction…”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “I will bring them back and remind them of where we were going…”  

Myself: “yes, yeah..”  

Lizzie: “..now we seem to have run off somewhere, do you want to carry on 

doing that?”  

Myself: “yes, yes..”  

Lizzie: “erm..and I will like I say, if somebody’s angry or upset I am not bendy 

about that..”  

Myself: “no..[laughs]”  

Lizzie: “I will just let it happen, and explore it..”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “I will always look at it..”  
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Myself: “ok, so then I suppose, some of the attributes that you are talking about 

might be perception, and listening – active listening, then I imagine that’s 

important..”  

Lizzie: “yes, yes..”  

Lizzie: “..it is and that’s listening with absolutely all of your senses..”  

Myself: “yes, yes…”  

Lizzie: “and keeping the, just keeping the channels open..and that was part of I 

think, a very big part of my training, was not to jump to conclusions, not to..and 

this is where was saying about liking someone or not liking somebody, because 

people do press your buttons…”  

Myself: “yes…”  

Lizzie: “and so I might just have to make sure that I’m keeping those channels 

of communication open…”  

Myself: “..yes I imagine it can be difficult cos I mean you get all sorts of people”  

Lizzie: “yeah absolutely!”  

Myself: “..and you may think ‘what an idiot! Why did you do that?’”  

Lizzie: “or well..somebody who has very different values…”  

Myself: “yes, so that’s challenging”  

Lizzie: “yes it can be…”  

Myself: “yeah..yes”  

Lizzie: “..but then..nothing really..you know working as I did in corporate, I was 

always coming across people with completely different values from myself and 

its ok to deal with that..”  

Myself: “yes, yes..yes”  

Lizzie: “erm, yes”  

Myself: “ok, that’s interesting, thank you..erm do you see yourself then as a 

facilitator, or would coaching….well I suppose this is more facilitation for you? 

Or is it about advice giving?”  

Lizzie: “no”  

Myself: “no”  

Lizzie: “I will do, if somebody asks me for my opinion then I will give it…”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “..but, I don’t give advice, if I am thinking, well yes, sometimes I do give 

advice..but very rarely, I will give my opinion but I will make sure that they then 

don’t have to take it on board necessarily..”  
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Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “..and so it’s a talking point…”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “..I do see myself very much as a facilitator..”  

Myself: “yes..”  

Lizzie: “of somebody else’s thinking because as they talk they’re listening, I’m 

listening and they…as people talk they’re organising their thoughts in a way that 

they don’t, if it’s in your head it just goes zipping round and round…”  

Myself: “yes, it does, yes”  

Lizzie: “it just goes round and round, so you know just sometimes, just 

somebody else listening…”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “..and you’ve talked, even if somebody else doesn’t say anything at all is 

a useful experience, but yes a facilitator, very definitely”  

Myself: “yes, I was just thinking about that, some people see coaching as 

facilitative, non-directive, other people see it as, well some people veer more 

towards the advice giving don’t they? and the directive approach and that sort of 

practice…it depends on the argument around advice giving as mentoring, and 

coaching as facilitation…”  

Lizzie: “yes, yes and I think that you could say that, I mean it is very difficult and 

I’m thinking while you’re speaking, erm I have done..I have had organizational 

clients where I been taken on by the organization..”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “I haven’t had many of those for a while now erm..but that is a slightly 

different thing..”  

Myself: “yes..yeah”  

Lizzie: “..and often that’s to do with them coming to terms with the role and it’s 

very work oriented and then I think I would possibly give advice or I’ll give erm, 

we’ll discuss how I would deal with this problem or that problem or ‘well have 

you thought of this? Or have you thought of that?’ because of my background in 

writing management stuff, management consultancy I do a lot of the finance 

and actual training erm there are tools that you can help people with..”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “..particularly with say disciplining people or or not getting too friendly 

but at the same time being friendly and all that kind of thing…, so yes I do 
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sometimes give advice but it tends to be in a business sense rather than erm 

yes, so.. ”  

Myself: “it depends on the context?”  
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Lizzie: “it does very much depend on the context, if I feel and they feel that I 

have information that I can give expertise that’s fine, but then it is different for 

everybody..”  

Myself: “yes..”  

Lizzie: “so it doesn’t always help, so I would always if I were offering advice I 

would say ‘ah you don’t have to follow this advice’..”  

Myself: “no”  

Lizzie: “and I also think that there’s no, there’s no abc of anything, you have to 

adapt..any system, any process to yourself anyway…”  

Myself: “yes..yes…yes”  

Lizzie: “and that’s how I might be able to help…”  

Myself: “yes..there is more way to swing a cat I suppose..”  

Lizzie: “yes”  

Myself: “there’s no right or wrong often..that’s the difficulty of life..”  

Lizzie: “and yes they are very, very different…”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “but that’s the thing and that’s why I always start with the person, who 

the person is, because it’s no good saying to somebody who is, is er..manages 

say in a very erm [pause] hands on way to give information or advice about how 

to you know ‘keep your distance’ so you just kind of twitch it…”  

Myself: “yes..yes”  

Lizzie: “and maybe say ‘don’t be on Instagram’…”  

Myself: “yes…yes.it’s obvious things like that yes.”  

Lizzie: “yes..”  

Myself: “..and possibly more subtle and nuanced..”  

Lizzie: “..yes..”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “’don’t answer your phone after such and such a time…”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “..have another phone handy for your work..”  

Myself: “yes..I suppose it is like the thing in Parliament a few months ago 

where there was sexual harassment you know, where people were having 

dinner together and just having a business lunch and then you know the 

Defence Secretary lunges at you..and how do you deal with that!?”  

Lizzie: “yes..”  
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Myself: “yes, so there’s lots of things in life which are complicated..”  

Lizzie: “yes”  

Myself: “and go beyond the simple…”  

Lizzie: “yes”  

Myself: “..it’s dealing with complexity isn’t it?”  

Lizzie: “I think so yes..I think that’s the thing, and I have, I mean I think when I 

was younger I did feel that there was always a cause for one thing, but really I 

don’t think that anymore…”  

Myself: “no, often there isn’t..no [laughs]”..  

Lizzie: “..there are so many things, so many variables…”  

Myself: “yes..yeah I agree there, so on to my next questions, so we’ve been 

through the ones I was going to ask about empathy and rapport erm..so I guess 

I would ask about reflexivity and also reflection and whether those play a role in 

your practice?”  

Lizzie: “..they certainly do reflective/reflection definitely..because I think it’s just 

as important the time between sessions..”  

Myself: “yes..”  

Lizzie: “..with my clients as the sessions themselves because sometimes, 

something will be significant..”  

Myself: “yes..yes”  

Lizzie: “that manifests in the session and also it’s rather like when you go into 

therapy or whatever you are actually very much more alert and aware and 

observing yourself, so reflection is very important and important to me as well 

because I get information from my clients, I get..”  

Myself: “feedback?”  

Lizzie: “feedback..well feedback but also a situation arises with one of my 

clients and I sometimes have to think about it for myself..”  

Myself: “yes..”  

Lizzie: “..because I’m thinking ‘oh that’s interesting’…”  

Myself: “yes, yes..”  

Lizzie: “ah! That’s another way of looking at it…”  

Myself: “Mm..”  

Lizzie: “erm..so reflection and I am quite reflective anyway..”  

Myself: “yes..”  

Lizzie: “..and I like doing that, reflexivity as in using yourself?..”  
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Myself: “yes..”  

Lizzie: “..well I think that I do that anyway..”  

Myself: “Mm..mm..”  

Lizzie: “..because I think that the best and most creative place is when you are 

being able to give yourself a little bit and I do know that, and I mean I’ve had 

therapy on and off, 3 or 4 times erm and the best therapists are ones who are a 

little bit more open…”  

Myself: “yes..”  

Lizzie: “and the ones who are a little bit stern about that are a bit difficult to 

have a connection with…”  

Myself: “yes it is..”  

Lizzie: “it’s really hard to have the connection with them..” (37:45)  

Myself: “ yes it’s the connection..”  

Lizzie: “yes the connection, that’s the important thing and you don’t have 

connection, I mean I suppose it’s possible to do it..”  

Myself: “yes..but it’s hard isn’t it?”  

Lizzie: “well…I couldn’t do that but I know people do..”  

Myself: “yeah..yeah..”  

Lizzie: “will do, do things systematically..”  

Myself: “yes, yes”  

Lizzie: “..and erm they believe empirically  

Myself: “yes…  

Lizzie: “..” and I do not believe there is such a thing..”  

Myself: “no…no..some people have certain models don’t they?..”  

Lizzie: “yes..religiously…”  

Myself: “ and believe that you can learn or change within ten minutes from a 

standardised model”  

Lizzie: “and that brings me to the other thing that that I I don’t just work 

behaviourally..”  

Myself: “no…”  

Lizzie: “..it tends to be attitudinal…”  

Myself: “yes..yes..”  

Lizzie: “it’s to do with your insides…”  
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Myself: “yes..awareness?”  

Lizzie: “yes and behavioural stuff, yes sometimes it’s really useful but it tends to 

be to finesse..”  

Myself: “yes..”  

Lizzie: “..something rather than to start things off so that’s where I don’t have a 

process because I don’t, it’s not, when you do behavioural coaching it’s a bit 

more like training..”  

Myself: “yes…”  

Lizzie: “..it’s also in my view not always sustainable…”  

Myself: “no, I suppose you are looking at an external perhaps manifestation of 

something which might be from something internal..”  

Lizzie: “..and it’s just teaching you how to do things…”  

Myself: “..and it’s not necessarily resolving an issue?..”  

Lizzie: “..no, I would probably go towards that, sometimes maybe it’s just a 

matter of alright, ok let’s just, let’s just work out a way of dealing with things, but 

like I say it’s a finessing rather than the whole thing…”  

Myself: “ok, so back to the reflection/reflective question…do you keep a journal 

or anything?, do you find it beneficial to write down any experiences or..?”  

Lizzie: “ some of the time and I will write down when I tend to find it helps me to 

write at the time…”  

Myself: “..right..”  

Lizzie: “..and to organise me thoughts again, and so I will write about things 

erm..[pause, thinking] but mainly because I have a narrative memory I can 

usually remember things well enough, again I kind of integrate them into other 

bits..but yes I do like writing, writing down when something’s really significant or 

if something is significant to one of my clients or what might seem to be helpful 

erm in terms of the way things work erm..but yes, because I do write things 

down and then I don’t for a while, I do and then I don’t…”  

Myself: “So you write when you feel the need to? Yes! [laughs]..ok, so you 

mentioned at the start about supervision and I was going to ask erm what your 

thoughts/feelings are about supervision and whether you think that’s 

beneficial?”  

Lizzie: “..I think that it’s beneficial erm I think it’s also quite difficult to come 

by…”  

Myself: “yes…”  
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Lizzie: “so I actually do use a therapist, a psychotherapist as a 

supervisor..because I want somebody who knows more than I do…”  

Myself: “Mm..”  
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Lizzie: “..and who has more experience than I do, so somebody who is a 

therapist supervisor knows about the supervision process but also has possibly 

more depth of experience..”  

Myself: “yes…”  

Lizzie: “..without psychology..I did once have a very good supervisor…”  

Myself: “..yes..”  

Lizzie: “a good coach supervisor who was the one that I went to but she’s now 

retired so there’s, it’s not there, people come and go…”  

Myself: “yes..”  

Lizzie: “..I had thought about doing it actually myself..”  

Myself: “I was going to ask you that yeah…”  

Lizzie: “..I’d quite like to do that but it’s very difficult to find a course…”  

Myself: “right…”  

Lizzie: “these days..there’s online courses and that kind of..I’m just not 

interested in doing that, yeah ok you get the information but…”  

Myself: “..it’s not the same?..”  

Lizzie: “ the interacting is great and that’s partly why I want to do it, erm I know 

that there’s one at the Tavistock which I could do and that has a good 

reputation..”  

Myself: “yes…”  

Lizzie: “..and I do know someone who did their training at the Tavistock and it 

seemed quite good, erm but it’s 4000 quid? Before you’ve got the 

accommodation..”  

Myself: “[laughs] yes..yes.”  

Lizzie: “and I think ‘how many years have I got?..”  

Myself: “[more laughter]”  

Lizzie: “so I am still looking for a way of doing this…”  

Myself: “..do you need a course though as you seem to have a lot of 

experience?”  

Lizzie: “I do but I think it’s quite good to be able to just in terms of people 

feeling safe with me..”  

Myself: “yes, yeah”  

Lizzie: “..and also it is a difficult thing, I mean I have thought for that reason of 

doing a, doing a self-study course and that might be ok..”  
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Myself: “it’s always good to have somebody to interact with though isn’t it, it’s 

difficult by yourself?”  
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Lizzie: ..”it is and also one of the things that I found was I had actually written 

before I did the coaching course, I had written coaching courses and I had sort 

of sat in on things..and it wasn’t until I actually there within a triad with two 

people who were giving me feedback and then maybe somebody else giving 

me feedback that was intensely painful…”  

Myself: “oh dear!..”  

Lizzie: “and horrible!”  

Myself: “yes”  

Lizzie: “..but worth it!..”  

Myself: “yes..yeah”  

Lizzie: “..because here were things that were being said to me that I didn’t, I 

wasn’t aware of…”  

Myself: “Mm..mm”  

Lizzie: “..so I am much more interested in that, I like surprise..”  

Myself: “yes..”  

Lizzie: “..even if it’s a horrible one..”  

Myself: “[laughs]..ok, yes it is a bit like being a coachee [laughs], you get to see 

this from the point of view of the other…”  

Lizzie: “..yes, I mean that very intense observation from other people is so 

useful…”  

Myself: “..yes..”  

Lizzie: “..and you can have everything in your head and know exactly how you 

are going to do things I mean you can know how to play a piano, but until you 

sit down and actually play it you don’t understand…”  

Myself: “..no, no..”  

Lizzie: “..you can’t do it..”  

Myself: “..no, it’s the doing of it, yes…”  

Lizzie: “..yes it’s the doing..”  

Myself: “Mm..ok, so erm the other question I was thinking of…I’ve just got a 

couple left really..erm as a coach er I wonder whether sometimes you might feel 

a bit anxious or concerned about the advice that you give, or the suggestions…”  

Lizzie: “..yes..yeah..”  

Myself: “..do you feel responsible is that how you feel?”  

Lizzie: “..yes”..  
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Myself: “yes, and those kind of struggles and dilemmas that you might have as 

a coach, whether you’re doing a good job or helping that person?”  

Lizzie: “..yes, not so much now as I used to and [pause, thinking] but I do, I am 

aware,..”  

Myself: “yes..”  

Lizzie: “..recently I had someone who I knew that he was getting frustrated and 

impatient  

Myself: “Mm..mm..”  

Lizzie: “..because he wanted to run away and find an action, he wanted 

ACTION..a solution..”  

Myself: “yes…a solution..”  

Lizzie: “..and actually I had to say ‘really we’re just talking about now…’”  

Myself: “Mm..mm..”  

Lizzie: “..and I could feel his anxiety..”  

Myself: “..yes..”  

Lizzie: “..so it makes me think..”  

Myself: “..yes..”  

Lizzie: “….I mean, and I-I I would acknowledge it in the next session I said that 

I felt you getting quite anxious..”  

Myself: “..mm..mm..”  

Lizzie: “..and frustrated…”  

Myself: “..yes..”  

Lizzie: “..quite possibly that we weren’t moving ahead and he’d, he’d asked me 

for an action plan and I said no I would not do an action plan we’re staying, 

we’ve got to access your emotions…”  

Myself: “yes, yes, yes..”  

Lizzie: “..and sit with them I’m afraid and we need to talk about that first..”  

Myself: “yes.., I guess that would be the thing which was problematic for him..?”  

Lizzie: “..yes, he was very, and he said afterwards ‘yes I understood that you 

were patient with me’, and so I can do that now..”  

Myself: “yes..”  

Lizzie: “..because it’s rather like when people are aggressive or, or upset or 

something but that for me,  and say ‘yes, that’s what I’m doing and if you don’t 

like it – bye!’…”  
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Myself: “[laughs] yeah, I guess if someone’s anxious, I don’t know, is it because 

they fear..erm..the unfamiliar and the future’s unknown, so for some people that 

can be scary and so having a rigid structure gives them a sense of security? I 

don’t know..?”  

Lizzie: “..yes, I think a rigid structure does give people a sense of security..”  

Myself: “mm..mm..”  

Lizzie: “..erm in this case it was because he wanted to make progress…”  

Myself: “..yes..”  

Lizzie: “..he wanted to come and you know, know what he was doing…”  

Myself: “yeah…yes..”  

Lizzie: “..until the next session and I was saying ‘just stay with it! You have to 

stay with this horrible situation..”  

Myself: “..yes..”  

Lizzie: “..just so you know what’s going on in it and until you’ve done that 

anything you do is running away..”  

Myself: “..yes..”  

Lizzie: “..erm..so that was just about being patient, and he said ‘yes I’m very 

impatient’, and I said ‘I’ve noticed!’..”  

Myself: “[laughs]..”  

Lizzie: “..and he said ‘I did sort of think I did get cross’, he said ‘not with you but 

I got frustrated with myself’, he said ‘but my..I sort of thought that you know 

what you’re doing’..”  

Myself: “Mm..”  

Lizzie: “..but I didn’t think you did!’…”  

Myself: “..issues of trust…yeah..”  

Lizzie: “..yes..”  

Myself: “yeah..ok, so I think that’s about it for my questions so if there is 

anything you would like to ask me….”  

End of interview…Lizzie asks me a few questions about my research so 

far and we have a brief discussion. 
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Draft of Shelagh’s Transcript – Interview on 1/3/2018 (some of this was hard 

to decipher due to problems with poor recording quality..I cannot say it is 100% 

accurate). 

 

Shelagh: “Hello?...hello?” 

Myself: “Hi this is Melissa?” 

Shelagh: “Hello Melissa nice to meet you!” 

Myself: “Nice to meet you too…can you see me ok?” 

Shelagh: “I can yes, can you see me ok?” 

Myself: “I can’t see you at the moment [laughs] no!” 

Shelagh: “I’ve clicked the video on!” 

Myself: “[laughs] have you?, all I’ve got is a black screen but it’s ok if you want 

to proceed that way, as you can see me! [laughs again]” 

Shelagh: “erm..I don’t mind, I’m happy, but we can try to disconnect and try 

again?”  

Myself: “Ok, Ok, I’ll disconnect…..”  

Disconnect and re-dial…….[laughter] 

Shelagh: “…somebody who shall remain nameless had disconnected the 

camera! 

Myself: “[laughs] oh that explains it then [more laughter]…it’s nice to see you!” 

Shelagh: “Likewise, yes” 

Myself: “Before we begin I was wondering if there were any names that you 

might like..cos..erm in my text I am using pseudonyms, so I was wondering if 

there was anything you would like to be called…if you have any preferences?” 

Shelagh: “Yes, you can call me Shelagh” 

Myself: “Shelagh? Ok!” 

Shelagh: “Spelled the Irish way, S-h-e-l-a-g-h” 

Myself: “Ok, that’s fine! [pause] erm…now if you want a transcript of this, I’m 

happy to send it to you…” 

Shelagh: “Erm…no I don’t think I want a transcript, thankyou” 

Myself: “Ok, that’s fine, that’s fine, I just thought I should ask you know..I was 

going to say it might take a few days!” 

Shelagh: “I am always incoherent, and I think that would make me more 

consciously aware of that fact” 
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Myself: “[laughs] oh don’t worry about it [laughs], so first I’d like to thank you for 

taking the time to talk to me today..” 

Shelagh: “That’s alright!  

Myself: “As this is a dialogue if there is anything you would like to ask me at 

any point, then please feel free to do so, you can ask me anything, so..my first 

question would be: what are your initial thoughts and/or feelings regarding 

where the boundaries might lie..say between coaching and other 

professions..say like therapy?” 

Shelagh: “ugh!” 

Myself: “[laughs..a little knowingly] difficult question eh? [laughs some more]”.. 

Shelagh: “No, its fine to start off with, erm…I’m not a therapist..er..um..so I am 

um, you know I am a coach..” 

Myself: “Yes” 

Shelagh: “So you would hopefully have a very dim idea of where the 

boundaries lie” 

Myself: “Yes” 

Shelagh: “..and you would understand more fully..erm…my thought is that 

coaching is more future focused..” (Emergent theme 1: chronotopes and 

defining boundaries, coaching is future focused, therapy isn’t?) 

Myself: “Yes” 

Shelagh: “..so..coaching is not so much about looking into problems or what is 

going wrong..erm..erm., well, in coaching we may spend some time on that… 

but its more about practices to do with what we do now and thinking about what 

do we need to do to get there? (Emergent theme 1b: defining boundaries, 

coaching is not problem oriented, it is about the here and now rather than 

the past). 

Myself: “Right…that’s a good answer, yes” 

Shelagh: “Phew!” 

Myself: “[laughs]..so, ok I was going to ask during your time as a coach have 

you ever experienced any dilemmas or any issues that you might be happy to 

share with me today?, I don’t know…like you say cos there’s boundaries 

between coaching and therapy..have there ever been any occasions when 

you’ve had a client who’s perhaps…I don’t know…maybe they’ve needed 

therapy or …” 

Shelagh: “..I don’t know, I don’t know if this is the right example to give you..but 

there’s one that comes to mind..erm..I suppose..um,um,um..I’m an 

organizational coach which probably on the whole makes it easier..” 

Myself: “yep..” 
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Shelagh: “..to focus..erm, but some of the things I do with people 

sometimes..they do want to you know, go more into the personal kind of 

things…”(Emergent theme 2: chronotopes and the dilemma of focusing on 

future without taking context into account) 

Myself: “yes..” 

Shelagh: “so, particularly some clients don’t think about what they want to do 

next that often, they think about who they want to be and what is important to 

them, like in life…” 

Myself: “yes…”  

Shelagh: “um, I once found a client and that individual…basically he was 

saying that he was wondering whether or not he should stay with his wife…” 

Myself: “[laughs]…That’s a difficult one isn’t it?” 

Shelagh: “That..that..that…can blow you off track and into the kind of areas that 

I felt I wasn’t equipped to help him…” 

Myself: “[understanding]..yes…he’d have to sort that one out himself” 

Shelagh: “..or with the help of somebody else..not with an organizational 

coach!” (Emergent theme 3: coaching struggles – dealing with the 

unexpected or when personal issues impact on professional issues). 

Myself: “no…no,no it’s the wrong context, exactly….” 

Shelagh: “Yes…yeah..yeah..[pause]” 

Myself: “..so, ok then as an organisational coach..erm..do you use the 

language of goal setting? Would that be a key aspect of your coaching 

relationships and interactions?” 

Shelagh: “Yeah, I noticed this is one of the questions in your interview guide 

and what you seemed to be thinking about…erm…my coaching is 

organisational and executive coaching and ..um…what was the question..what 

was it?” 

Myself: “[laughs] The question is er, from my fieldwork experiences it seems 

that the process of goal setting is important..yeah…” 

Shelagh: “Yes, that hadn’t, I hadn’t thought a lot about this, er,..I believe that 

this can be quite powerful..er…appropriate tool that I suppose I can use, 

relatively confidently as this resets or focuses on…I knew that the first time with 

her, how unusual it was, how helpful it was to think about, and focus on…” 

(Emergent theme 4: the usefulness of goals/goals as a powerful tool). 

Myself: “Yes” 

Shelagh:   “erm..so it’s ok if I keep talking about it…” 

Myself: “Yes, it’s ok..it’s fine!” 
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Shelagh: “I think that goals are often helpful….” (Emergent theme 4b: goals 

can be helpful). 

Myself: “yes” 

Shelagh: “I never was completely…I’m less so now though, I’m..I think are 

times that…I think this might be useful…for people, particularly people who are 

lonely…more lonely than…” (Emergent theme 5: loneliness) 

Myself: “yes..yeah”.. 

Shelagh: “..and sometimes they might need to talk, and what they are getting 

out of coaching is what they decide they need” 

Myself: “yes, ok” 

Shelagh: “ you need to try and funnel all of your approaches and um..[pause] 

…philosophy..rather than goals, clearly..,(Emergent theme 4c: use goals 

flexibly in amongst other approaches) 

Myself: “Mm” 

Shelagh: “ I do think that another metaphor that I use quite a lot in coaching is 

about erm.. about avoiding potholes..” 

Myself: “yes” 

Shelagh: “So I..when I am going to get up and ride my bike again, I am not 

wobbling about out there..er..a friend of mine said that the important thing when 

riding a bike is not to look at the potholes but to look at the route around the 

potholes..” 

Myself: “yes..”  

Shelagh: “..yes.. and if think about when you are cycling on a flat road with a 

little one then they look at you and then they start heading towards 

you…so..[pause]..um..that’s part of the way that I think about goals and talk 

about it with people, that having a focus on where you want to get to can help 

you to achieve going on and that’s now a part of what I do..”(Emergent theme 

4d: goals are helpful for focusing on where you want to go, uses the 

metaphor of cycling around potholes..goals help to find the way?) 

Myself: “yes” 

Shelagh: “wherever possible I include in my coaching…that instead of focusing 

on the potholes.. 

Myself: “yes, yes I understand what you are saying, that’s an interesting 

metaphor..” 

Shelagh: “Hmm”  

Myself: “So do you think..erm..it’s important to be flexible and adaptable then in 

your professional practice..er with respect to goal setting?” 

Shelagh: “[pause] yes” 
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Myself: “yes” 

Shelagh: “and in essence I think that it is important to keep it in perspective, as 

a focus on goals is simply a tool… powerful tool”(Emergent theme 4: goals as 

a powerful tool – but keep it in perspective – not the only tool?) 

Myself: “..do you think then that there’s ever been a time in your coaching 

career then when you’ve approached something differently without that specific 

goal focus?...[laughs] that’s putting you on the spot isn’t it!?” 

Shelagh: “No…I am trying to think of an example of goals that I use.. of tools 

that I use..they are..things that I do…they might end up…I tend to use GROW, 

and if you think about the GROW model…”(Emergent theme 6: Coaching 

models and theoretical frameworks) 

Myself: “yes” 

Shelagh: “.quite often what you do is to explore the reality first…” 

Myself: “yes..yes”  

Shelagh: “I can spend a lot of time on Reality, whether it’s about time 

management or some other goal..and then spending time working on it and 

looking at it in different ways.. ” 

Myself: “yeah..”  

Shelagh: “Sometimes it helps to ask ‘what is this?’, to seek clarity and what not, 

and consider where you want to get to with it..”(Emergent theme 7: the 

coach’s inner speech) 

Myself: “yeah..yeah..ok” 

Shelagh: “I don’t always focus on goals..” 

Myself: “no, that’s it you see I was just wondering when you do focus on goals 

and when you don’t and how you would [pause] erm know whether to or not, I 

suppose..my next question then is what are the skills, attributes and abilities 

that you feel might be valuable as a coach..in being flexible I 

suppose..in..in…listening to clients?” 

Shelagh: “[Thinking]..I think the key thing there is the word ‘listening’..”  

Myself: “yes” 

Shelagh: “..so..what problem most matters about what I do with people when 

its working..erm..is about the experiencing that takes place in that..so I think 

there’s something about a quality in there..and how you know, you can almost 

feel...”(Emergent theme 8: listening…and associated feelings that may be 

generated from this in the coach) 

Myself: “yeah” 

Shelagh: “if you can feel something valuable then..like when people ask what 

that kind of feeling is..when you’ve created that between you, what you are 

doing.the two of you to create that..erm..so I think that kind of satisfies..don’t 
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push me to say what the feelings are that are generated exactly…”(Emergent 

theme 9: creating feelings between you – creating a coaching space?) 

Myself: “[laughter]..well I suppose it’s about relationship!” 

Shelagh: “yeah” 

Myself: “the intangibles, it’s how you create a relationship with empathy I 

suppose..rapport…trust..that’s a..a..difficult one..I wonder then what your ideas 

or views would be about that..how do you create that kind of atmosphere of 

trust etc?” 

Shelagh: “Well on a boring level I have a coaching agreement..” 

Myself: “yes” 

Shelagh: “which I bring up at our first meeting and I will talk about what’s in that 

and about confidentiality, I will be making eye contact with people….”  

Myself: “yeah” 

Shelagh: “..and checking out what they have any questions…I don’t think it 

happens then…” 

Myself: “[laughs]” 

Shelagh: “ I think it happens..it probably happens..[pause] erm..partly 

when..yeah..when what you’re, what you are playing back to somebody…” 

Myself: “yes” 

Shelagh: “will have the greatest impact on questions and challenge and 

erm…forces statements for them and me too to erm really chime with what is 

important to them, even if you give them a different perspective, they feel that 

you’ve really been there with them and picked up your commitment to 

them”(Emergent theme 10: creating a relationship through listening and 

playing back what the client has said). 

Myself: “yes, so do you think there’s any theoretical models or any particular 

techniques or tools that might be useful in doing that?” 

Shelagh: “Do you have any idea by what you mean by theoretical models or 

tools..in that respect?” 

Myself: “I suppose…would it be something like person-centred erm 

approaches..or would it be transactional analysis, or neuro-linguistic 

programming…you know..erm..that’s what I would call a theoretical 

model..gestalt etc..”  

Shelagh: “Ok..no I dabble inexpertly..no…I wouldn’t say that I dabble 

inexpertly..I suspect I might be operating on a person-centred kind of approach 

on the whole…”(Emergent theme 6: Coaching models and theoretical 

frameworks, Emergent theme 11: the two main discourses of coaching, 

the positive psychology and the psychodynamic…this is the former). 
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Myself: “[laughs] yeah…” 

Shelagh: “..but I will sometimes bring in concepts from erm NLP..” (Emergent 

theme 6) 

Myself: “yes” 

Shelagh: “erm..erm…[pause]..um..er…and other things and I don’t know if this 

is kind of erm one of those dilemma things, but I will work with people on them, I 

have sat back with them and I would acknowledge that “I am not changing!” 

(Emergent theme 7: the coach’s inner speech) 

Myself: “yes [laughter]” 

Shelagh: “and after that it would be MBTI, Myers Briggs..” (Emergent theme 6: 

coaching models and frameworks) 

Myself: “Right..yeah” 

Shelagh: “There may be lots that I am thinking about and I say to 

myself..and..er..I have input from myself which I am using alongside recognised 

techniques..and so er.. I am not trained to use it but I would call it open theory, 

and I would have a conversation about that..so going back to your question I 

don’t think I have articulated to myself a clear theoretical 

framework..”(Emergent theme 6b: coaching models and frameworks – 

blending or mixing: coaching as a Magpie?) 

Myself: “right..” 

Shelagh: “although I probably have got a number of underpinning principles 

which again I may not have repeated in my practice..” 

Myself: “right, ok…um..so I suppose then…it’s kind of thinking in duration then 

isn’t it…like now…like we’re communicating..I suppose it’s in that moment 

thinking about ‘oh it might be useful to use that or maybe I’ll draw from here and 

maybe it’s using…would it be using intuition do you think..erm or former 

experience as well?” 

Shelagh: “yes, yes, yes, sometimes..I mean I have um…an 

approach….[pause]…which I take with me when I am coaching” 

Myself: “right, ok” 

Shelagh: “Which I hope is informative, and as soon as I know…I will have to 

ignore these items whether its something along the lines of productivity,.. team 

management (which I do) erm..er..[pause] er..project management, and yeah 

partly spending some time deciding whether that will be helpful and what sort of 

view..sometimes erm [pause]..I give them a choice.. 

Myself: “yes” 

Shelagh: “..and it’s very important to give them this…so I will say that ‘you can 

do it this way or we can do it that way’…(Emergent theme 12: letting the 

client choose how to proceed) especially when it may be something 

like..um.’ok the other thing that I may be complaining about I can do it..’ this 
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may be part of my initial training course actually is erm..to be a third chair and 

then getting people to describe the situation they are in and if there are people 

that they may be having problems with then I act as a third chair and say how 

an impartial observer might feel”.(Emergent theme 13: using physical space 

as an aspect of the conversation – a third party observer). 

Myself: “that’s interesting..” 

Shelagh: “yeah..so something like that, which takes people out of their comfort 

zones..I will..I will be more…[coded?] about it, I will say that ‘we could do it this 

way and what do you think about it?’ (Emergent theme 7b: the coach’s inner 

speech – speaking to the other) or if I get them to do a story board which can 

be a bit boring” 

Myself: [laughter]..so you use physical space yeah? 

Shelagh: “yeah…yeah” 

Myself: “ok, so I suppose then..do you see your role as facilitative, or kind of 

like a guide…advice giver..how would you see that role?” 

Shelagh: “I think that’s one of the areas that I do less in my coaching practice, 

and one of the things where I do have boundaries as part of my practice I talk 

about what for me is the difference between coaching and 

mentoring..”(Emergent theme 14: boundary between coaching and 

mentoring – the latter understood as advice giving?) 

Myself: “yes” 

Shelagh: “..and the continuum of coaching.. what are its purest forms? 

(Emergent theme 15: the continuum of coaching – different forms…) 

basically…’can you tell me about your work?’ , erm…and you use approaches 

that help you to stick to and help you to work through to what you wanted..and 

then at the other end of the continuum I talk about organizations and different 

sectors and you’ve got work which in these areas… and then almost doing a 

download of that which you as the mentee can take away and review and use to 

consider where you want to be. (Emergent Emergent theme 6: coaching 

models and frameworks and Emergent theme: 15) 

 And I would say that I work more in the coaching part of that you see…” 

Myself: “yes” 

Shelagh: “but I don’t just stay at the far end on the whole, but, that that would 

be me keeping to the commitment between us and if they want me to go 

somewhere else then they can say..as it is more about me then it is about 

them..I feel…I feel sometimes that, you know, at the end of a session 

yesterday…(Emergent theme 15: the continuum of coaching – [coaching 

---------→mentoring]?) 

Myself: “yes..yes” 

Shelagh: “I can be conscious that I can get..because I have spoken to a lot of 

people…a mental image appears of how you can solve this in the 
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moment..and..um..[pause] I’m not always, I’m not comfortable about doing that 

as well..and so it’s about looking inwards towards myself..but I do think that it 

can be helpful, like what I did yesterday with that person which they found really 

helpful…”(Emergent theme 16: benefits of the use of the self in coaching – 

drawing upon past experience) 

Myself: “That’s good![laughter] ” 

Shelagh: “and then withholding some of that theory would you know, so.. it 

needs to be good and relevant…”..”(Emergent theme 6c: coaching models 

and frameworks – blending or mixing: coaching as a Magpie?) 

 

Myself: “ok, so would you say a reflective coach then..you know..do you reflect 

on your practice?..do you keep a journal or anything like that to think about 

these things?” 

Shelagh: “ A  journal….no..not much at the moment..erm..I have a..I do 

obviously when I am doing my training, and I do periodically when I am feeling 

guilty..” 

Myself: “[laughs], oh dear! Does that happen often?[laughs]” 

Shelagh: “um..yes, yes so, I am not saying I do reflection but erm..most of what 

I am doing, I focus…I have been coaching for..um..[pause…counting]..7?..8?..9 

or ten years now..erm..and I do a reasonable amount of coaching..erm..so..I’m 

not saying I do do reflecting but the less I do works…I do have a supervisor…” 

Myself: “Right” 

Shelagh: “erm…I don’t particularly reflect….and I thought that I needed a bit 

more in depth assistance” (Emergent theme 17: the role of reflection in 

coaching practice) 

Myself: “So, do you find that helpful then?..the supervision?” 

Shelagh: “[pause..thinking] I do…I do…painfully 

Myself: “[laughs]” 

Shelagh: “there are times when I’m grappling with things” 

Myself: “yes” 

Shelagh: “and then it’s helpful for me to talk openly with other people and to get 

ideas about how I can handle…and I don’t think it is weird at all…” (Emergent 

theme 18: the benefits of supervision, helps to talk and share ideas). 

Myself: “yes” 

Shelagh: “and when I read your research I thought oh that will be… helpful for 

me in being reflective whilst also helping you…” 

Myself: “Oh I am glad about that then!..I am hoping it’s helping! [laughs]” 

Shelagh: “yes, absolutely!, and I am enjoying this conversation…” 
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Myself: “yeah” 

Shelagh: “ and taking time out to reflect upon what I am doing and I am 

supportive of what you are trying to achieve..but I think its erm you know good 

to have conversations..because it’s a relatively lonely activity...its a bit isolated 

at times” (Emergent theme 19: the loneliness of being a coach – isolated 

activity). 

Myself: “yes..so do you tend to experience struggles then..coaching 

struggles..like what you say about this being such an isolated activity? ” 

Shelagh: “I don’t..I don’t erm [pause] no, I’m not but if I did, you know the bits 

that I have done..then I will, I have got my supervisor… I can have a chat with 

my supervisor…and I can dedicate that hour to thinking about what is needed, if 

I am needing any reassurance..”(Emergent theme 18b: the benefits of 

supervision – offers reassurance). 

Myself: “[laughs]” 

Shelagh: “[laughing] or any ideas about what I might need…” 

Myself: “yeah…yeah, so do you think that supervision then is a beneficial tool 

for coaches, would you recommend that to others?” 

Shelagh: “oh yes” 

Myself: “yeah…that’s good…yeah..so it’s positive?” 

Shelagh: “yeah, well.. with my background as I was a Social Worker and I used 

to work in Social Services so I suppose I would seek confirmation from 

others…basically in what I am doing and if that is ok..”(Emergent theme 16b:– 

how past life experience informs individual coaching practice) 

 

Myself: “Mm”  

Shelagh: “..and that is a positive thing..  

Myself: “yes” 

Shelagh: “and there is stuff that is brought to life and..because you are going to 

get quite close to the client…you need to know where you are going with it” 

(Emergent theme 18c: the benefits of supervision – can provide clarity 

about the coaching relationship) 

Myself: “yes…hmm, so I think that you need to negotiate the boundaries 

between self and other..I guess that could be difficult at times…negotiating 

that..erm…knowing how much of the self to share I suppose with another 

person? ” 

Shelagh: “yeah, so that..that links to what I was saying about mentoring..when I 

am doing more mentoring and obviously I am more there..” 

Myself: “yes” 
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Shelagh: “erm..and..[pause]..so I haven’t got a strong view on..other than being 

mentally defective..of how much of myself I bring into this..cracked pots 

sometimes are really useful for people, as they talk a lot more and say ‘I know 

about that!’ you know?” (Emergent theme 7c: the coach’s inner speech – 

speaking to the other – empathising/creating connection) 

Myself: “[laughs]” 

Shelagh: “And I don’t..and that is partly about, this isn’t about, it isn’t for me“ 

Myself: “yes” 

Shelagh: “..so bringing myself in and my intellect takes a back seat…I have got 

research and I am aware of things that have absolutely nothing to do with what 

you want to explore at this point in time..erm..[pause]..I sometimes how they 

make sense and, sometimes I use the pot hole one as a metaphor..or 

sometimes I might make comments if I think that they might be helpful …”( 

Emergent theme 16c: the use of the self in coaching – in the service of the 

client) 

Myself: “yeah, yes” 

Shelagh: “but I don’t usually do that..”  

Myself: “..no, no..can it help to build rapport and trust with somebody, can it 

help them to open up sometimes by sharing your own experiences do you 

think?” 

Shelagh: “..no.. I wouldn’t say it is often..that that happens..I find..erm..[pause] 

almost universally that they open up..” (Emergent theme 16c: the use of self 

ie sharing life experiences – not always necessary for coaching 

relationship) 

Myself: “yeah..[laughs], so you’ve never had any reticent clients then [more 

laughter]?” 

Shelagh: “..just one..and that was a person who I was coaching as a member 

of an organization and it was very difficult to do something about that though, as 

he was ….but, yeah..very occasionally it happens, as people have brought 

themselves into the room..erm [pause]  

Myself: “yeah” 

Shelagh: “ [erm] and they haven’t been sent there..at some point I don’t think 

that I’ve worked with people like that.. where that’s the case..then erm.. [pause] 

it’s looking like [pause] …some kind of (unclear on recording)…and that’s what 

it’s about with me” 

Myself: “yes” 

Shelagh: “and they are taking something out of themselves and having a really 

good look at it … 

Myself: “mm…” 
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Shelagh: “outside of their heads, and so…um, really they are wanting someone 

to talk to (Emergent theme 20: the client needs someone to talk to and 

listen to them – seeking understanding?) 

Myself: “ok that’s good answer, thank you..erm I’ve just got a couple left, erm, 

these are going off at a bit of a tangent, but I suppose..how strongly then do you 

feel, erm responsible I suppose for the advice or suggestions that you give to a 

coachee?” 

Shelagh: “[pause, thinking] um..[pause, more thinking] I know that this 

sometimes comes up but I can’t think of a recent example… erm..[pause, 

thinking], I think it’s partly why I was cautious about going more into the 

mentoring space…” 

Myself: “yeah”  

Shelagh: “then I am when I’m coaching, erm..[pause, thinking] but I suppose 

that I am quite careful, I think as a caveat if I do use that which is more, more 

advice giving kind of thing..I say, ah.. you know this might be helpful and you 

might want to use it in different ways .”(Emergent theme 21: feelings of 

discomfort when moving into mentoring space – this is seen as the advice 

giving role) 

Myself: “yes” 

Shelagh: “erm..and that means that they are the ones who have to 

.with……that you’re working with adults…  

Myself: “yes”  

Shelagh: “and guide them towards what they might want to do..” 

Myself: “yes, yes” 

Shelagh: “I’m not in, I’m not in a therapy situation..”(Emergent theme 22: 

coaching as distinct from therapy – a boundary) 

Myself: “no..no..there’s only so much you can do..”  

Shelagh: “I don’t intend to..” 

Myself: “So have you ever thought or felt, I don’t know..worried or anxious or 

anything like that, that maybe your coaching wasn’t being effective..that 

perhaps you were letting someone down in some way..you know, that kind of 

inner struggle, that perhaps some people have as coaches?..some people 

worry more than others!” 

Shelagh: “yeah…I mean not, certainly not all that often..” 

Myself: “Mm” 

Shelagh: “but there are times when [pause, thinking] within a sentence I can 

reveal myself, which takes me to one erm… gentleman yesterday where I was 

looking back at my notes from the first one.. and I felt resentment and so I got to 

a point where I couldn’t see the person..and that doesn’t often happen” 
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Myself: “no” 

Shelagh: “erm…and he said that he thought we might wrap up and well actually 

I thought that there are issues that need to come out and they didn’t..”. 

Myself: “[laughs]” 

Shelagh: “…there was no construction of it, which is often a part of what we are 

doing as a coach, helping people to construct a bit….and then it was getting 

nearly towards the.. the end of the session and I was asking what do you want 

to do and what are using this for? And I suppose that, some times I feel like I 

am not doing a good job and that all I am doing is exploring..” 

Myself: “[more laughter] yeah” 

Shelagh: “and they are making stuff up and you know it, and it kinda feels like 

all this exploring is just stuff that we are blood letting like “aaaah aaaaah!”.. out” 

(Emergent theme 23: the coach’s emotional state and reactions to the 

coaching conversation/relationship). 

Myself: “yes”  

Shelagh: “..it doesn’t do what coaching should” (Emergent theme 24: what 

should coaching ‘do’?) 

Myself: “exactly..yeah” 

Shelagh: “so, yeah, so it’s er.. I moved it onto more productive topics, or 

hopefully, that might be more useful, I kind of consciously thought “Mmm” erm, 

I..another example [pause]..there was one guy I coached who…almost brought 

me to the brink of insanity..who was in his seventies …now that might have 

some erm..external factors like we didn’t have a place other than cafes and due 

to English as his second language..” 

Myself: “Right” 

Shelagh: “and so sometimes it was a bit difficult to understand what he was 

saying, and that was a distraction. I do find it better to be able to find a private 

space” 

Myself: “yes” 

Shelagh: “and that tends to work out really well, but you know ..so I try…that’s 

one where I never felt.. [pause] that it kind of worked..in the way that I would 

have wanted”. 

Myself: “yes” 

Shelagh: “so yes I do sometimes (Emergent theme 23: the coach’s 

emotional state and reactions to the coaching conversation/relationship). 

 

Myself: “ok, well that’s the end of my questions for today, so do you have 

anything that you would like to ask me?” 
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Shelagh: “erm…nope, I used to go the University of Bradford, as that is where I 

did my social work training, so what do you think of the University?” 

Myself: “Yeah, it’s ok, it’s closed at the moment due to snow [laughs], so I don’t 

know when it’s opening again! [more laughter]” 

Shelagh: “erm..[pause] I don’t think I’ve got any questions, I really would 

welcome being involved with in what’s next…have there been many interviews 

already?” 

Myself: “..you’re the second!” 

Shelagh: “yeah, I thought I might be early in there!” 

Myself: “[laughs]” 

Shelagh: “have you had a reasonable response?” 

Myself: “erm..yeah..I’ve had about 5 which is reasonable, because I only need 

between 5 and 15 people and 15 will be going it a bit! That will be ambitious!! - 

so if I get to the golden number of 5 I’ll be happy! [laughs]..so yeah, I’ll keep you 

posted..erm..I’m going to have..erm…a debriefing session at some point to 

update people about how the research is progressing and if you have any 

questions, but I can keep in touch in between..if you want to read anything 

or..ask me any questions..I’m happy to Skype again…” 

Shelagh: “ok I mean I doubt in the the nicest possible way that there will be in 

the between times, but I do look forward to the debriefing and hearing about 

what you have done” 

Myself: “yes, yeah” 

Shelagh: “I’d welcome that” 

Myself: “sure…that’s excellent, thanks…I’m happy with that…ok its been lovely 

to talk to you, thank you” 

Shelagh: “yes me too” 

Myself: “I hope it’s been interesting for you 

Shelagh: “It has..it has been really interesting” 

Myself: “ok then, thankyou!  

Shelagh: “yes, take care bye bye” 

End of interview. 
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Lulu’s interview transcript 1st May 2018 

 

To begin with we have a general chat about a course that Lulu is helping 

establish around coaching supervision, we go to the diner and chat around how 

my life has unfurled to this point ie to becoming a PhD student, and about 

aversion to exams, etc… 

 

Myself: “Ok, so my first question is what are your initial thoughts and or/feelings 

regarding where the boundaries may lie between coaching, counselling, therapy 

and other similar professions?” 

Lulu: “..I don’t believe that there is a boundary between coaching and 

mentoring erm depending on where the client is, erm counselling, 

psychotherapy and all that sort of thing, there is I believe a distinct boundary 

erm, why do I believe that? I believe that because counselling and 

psychotherapy are very specialised. I’m not saying that coaching and mentoring 

aren’t specialised, but they’re specialised in a different way in terms of clinical 

aspects and the mental health aspects, whereas the coaching and mentoring 

will be focussing more on the whole person in a work and life context but not 

necessarily their mental health and wellbeing…” 

Myself: “yes…” 

Lulu: “..it comes into it if someone’s feeling a bit stressed and might need to 

see a counsellor, and there will come a tipping point where you will think that 

‘this person is in a place where I believe coaching and mentoring in its truest 

sense is mean’t to help them, but they maybe need to work with a counsellor or 

another person who can help them with that crisis or situation that they are 

encountering…” 

Myself: “yes..” 

Lulu: “..so maybe that’s the boundary, if someone is maybe in a crisis 

situation…” 

Myself: “..right, ok…” 

Lulu: “..and needs that help…” 

Myself: “yes..that’s a good answer!” 

Lulu: “erm..I was just thinking of a couple of incidences you know those…” 

Myself: “..yes it can be difficult to think of them…” 

Lulu: “well there’s the long time that’s elapsed…for example, last year, this 

gentleman I’ve been coaching and mentoring, whichever way you want to look 

at it, this gentleman has been known to me and spoke to me for many years 

and started off when he was very young as an acting manager or 

something..we both worked for the same corporate organization and after I left 

the organization we still kept on meeting erm and every so often we would 
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either just meet for a catch up or he’ll say ‘I’ve got this going on and can we 

meet?’ and last year he was in a very dark place as he had a lot of things going 

on in his life, he’d lost his best friend who’d passed away, he changed jobs in 

the organization because they were merging and he had a new manager erm 

and he had a really bad car accident…” 

Myself: “..Oh dear…” 

Lulu: “..which really affected him erm but I he-he contacted me and said the 

accident had happened some time before and I felt a little bit of empathy there 

because I had a really bad car accident many years ago as well and he knew 

that so, erm there was some shared understanding and experience that we 

could, we could work with erm so we met after that erm accident but then he, 

really as I say his friend passed away, job changes and it just hit him and he 

was very, very erm stressed, not stressed – depressed…” 

Myself: “..yes” 

Lulu: “..and he ended up walking out of work erm and he got in touch with me 

and said ‘can we talk?’, so we met and he was in a terrible state and I just said 

to him ‘I can help you as much as I can but I really think you need to see a 

counsellor.,,” 

Myself: “..yes..” 

Lulu: “..’because they can explore much more around your inner feelings 

around the accident and that sort of thing, and I think the time has come where 

you need to go and see somebody and that’s fine, we can still meet’ which we 

did erm but we were talking about different things to what he was probably 

exploring with the counsellor, as we were focussing on managing the work..” 

Myself: “..yes..” 

Lulu: “..also we went for a few walks and that sort of thing together whilst he 

was off, so it’s I think, its about knowing what your own boundaries are as 

well…” 

Myself: “..yes..” 

Lulu: “..and knowing that I could help him in one way, but I couldn’t help him in 

another…” 

Myself: “..yes..” 

Lulu: “..he was at what I would call a crisis point and he needed somebody to-

to provide that support which I don’t believe I am qualified to do…” 

Myself: “..yes..” 

Lulu: “..yeah?” 

Myself: “..yeah ok, so my next question then was.. it’s kind of related, during 

your time as a coach have you ever experienced any dilemmas or ethical issues 

that you are happy to share with me today?” 
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Lulu: “well that one’s an interesting, that one was not a dilemma or an ethical 

issue because I’m very clear on where my boundaries lie erm..but yes I have 

experienced er dilemmas shall we say and I’m not sure about the ethical side, 

so whether they are there or not, but erm working with someone where you feel 

that there’s not really any progress being made and whether they’ve come to 

the conclusion willingly or not, maybe they’re not really engaged with it erm and 

so it almost feels that it’s a waste of their time and a waste of resources..” 

Myself: “yes, that must be difficult, how do you deal with that?” 

Lulu: “..well I think it’s a case of talking to them so that you know, saying 

something to them like ‘how useful are you finding this?’, I always do this 

session end anyway ‘how useful has today’s session been?’ ‘what are you 

taking away from it?’ er ‘what are you going to do?’ erm so that I can see if 

theres..you know, they might think that there’s been some hard bits in the 

conversation, but it’s about checking with them, it’s you know checking out 

‘what are you taking away from our session?’ and at the outset at contracting I 

make it clear that we have something called a divorce clause..” 

Myself: “right…” 

Lulu: “..where if either of us don’t think it’s working or for whatever reason we 

can just walk away without any er come back or..” 

Myself: “..yes..” 

Lulu: “or erm..you know hard feelings or whatever it might be…” 

Myself: “[laughs]  

Lulu: “..so I would say to them ‘you know I think we have probably come to the 

end of our tenure as it were maybe someone else would be more appropriate to 

work with’ and not many times has that happened..” 

Myself: “..yes..” 

Lulu: “..but, that’s always a risk or a challenge erm, the other one which I am 

actually in at the moment erm is and it’s again..I’m not sure if it’s a dilemma but 

it is a challenge, and iethically it is very tough for me erm I’m coaching two 

senior managers in the same organization…” 

Myself: “..right..” 

Lulu: “..who are part of the same team..” 

Myself: “oh..” 

Lulu: “and now it goes against my principles and certainly when I am putting in 

a coaching contract for internal coaching and saying that …coaching a line, 

coaching someone and then their manager it is a conflict…” 

Myself: “..a conflict, yes…” 

Lulu: “erm, but this organization is a very small engineering company which is 

based in the north-east..” 
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Myself: “..right..” 

Lulu: “..erm..and its not possible from their perspective for them to pay two 

coaches and two lots of travel expenses..so I’m coaching both, so my challenge 

is holding the space because I see one in the morning and one in the afternoon, 

they don’t get on very well and so I hear all about their challenges…” 

Myself: “..yes…” 

Lulu: “..one in the morning, what’s going on with that other person and then I 

will go to the session in the afternoon and I hear contradictory information from 

the other person about the person that I see in the morning, so in terms of 

holding the space and not divulging anything that the person has said about the 

other person can be quite a challenge, because really what I want to say is, well 

really what I want to do is put them in a room and bang their heads together and 

say ‘grow up!’…” 

Myself: “[laughs] yes..” 

Lulu: “..to be a bit more diplomatic about how I am working with them and to try 

and help them come to their own realisation that maybe they could work in a 

different way with each other erm and that-that the reason for the coaching is 

that the boss is retiring in two years time and so has identified these two as 

being successors so, but there are some issues around that, which is why they 

are having coaching…” 

Myself: “..yes..” 

Lulu: “..erm..so probably when I go for my supervision I spend most of my time 

talking about that relationship…” 

Myself: “yeah..” 

Lulu: “..with my supervisor just making sure that I am acting professionally, that 

I am in line with everybody ethically and with all the work that I am doing..” 

Myself: “yes it must be hard, I suppose it is difficult remaining impartial and not 

letting what one person has said colour your judgement about the other…” 

Lulu: “..clear your mind..” 

Myself: “yes..” 

Lulu: “..so there is this person and it’s their map of the world, rather than being 

influenced by that person’s map of the world erm and just taking this person’s 

perceptions and thinking ‘how can I work with that and how can we get that?’ 

so..that’s if I am honest, that’s probably, the only other thing I can think of is erm 

people’s commitment to…” 

Myself: “..yes…” 

Lulu: “..coaching because you get set up and the client is quite enthusiastic and 

they, well they are not always, they erm you know they don’t always turn up or 

they’ve always got an excuse to get out of it or you know, that’s more of a 

challenge I think when you’re not meeting face to face so you’re doing it 
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virtually, you’re doing it via Skype so I was working with somebody in Woking 

and erm via Skype..” 

Myself: “..yes..” 

Lulu: “..we met for the first time face to face and we set it all up and they 

weren’t sort of thinking how they could get out of it, but the first session erm was 

a bit of coaching but also a bit of erm training I suppose in some ways to help 

the person and erm, they got quite a lot out of it but it’s one of those things 

where you are out of sight and out of mind and even though you’ve sent a 

couple of emails it can be a bit tricky trying to er, so that might be the only other 

dilemma really, its how do you keep people interested or is it because they want 

what they want and they then move on even though they are contracted for so 

many sessions? Erm I’m not sure, I’m not sure and one of the other things I 

think is when you’re asking for feedback how honest are people actually going 

to be?” 

Myself: “yes…yes…yes, yes they might choose to withhold..” 

Lulu: “yes in the here and now..when you say ‘how’s it going? ‘how are you 

getting on etc’ are they really going to say if they think that it’s rubbish ‘oh I think 

you’re rubbish’ erm I don’t know..” 

Myself: “..yes I suppose it’s difficult, perhaps that comes to some other 

questions I was going to ask later around erm establishing a relationship of 

trust, empathy and rapport and I guess it’s how important that is to coaching 

relationships and how you create that.. so that you get someone to talk, I don’t 

know…” 

Lulu: “..I think you can’t, you can’t really have a relationship in coaching you 

know if you don’t have trust erm but I think it is also time, particularly if they 

don’t know you erm I mean the gentleman I was talking about he has had a 

really bad time and trust is.. a big bank of trust because we’ve known one 

another a long time erm I’ve watched him get married, I’ve, you know, have his 

children so we got back a long time, so I think we’ve got that history erm and 

quite a strong relationship erm, the two that, the senior managers that I am 

coaching when I first started didn’t know me from Adam and were quite hostile 

to start with because they weren’t really sure what it was it was and did they 

need it? Erm so you go from that sort of scenario and me having to pull 

something out in terms of ‘what is the focus for this session’ to the last time I 

had with one, in fact the other one has come around very quickly, but the other 

one for the first time actually brought something and I thought “Hallelujah!”, you 

know after about 4 or 5 sessions you’ve got somewhere! [laughs] you know 

so…” 

Myself: “yes…” 

Lulu: “..that’s a sign of trust you know?” 

Myself: “yes…yes..” 

Lulu: “I would say that this person isn’t very trusting anyway cos they don’t trust 

their staff particularly, and he certainly doesn’t trust his colleague so I think 
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there is an issue around trust anyway, but actually bringing something that they 

can talk about which demonstrated some of their vulnerability was a 

breakthrough..” 

Myself: “that’s excellent..” 

Lulu: “..erm so yeah I mean I think it’s very important, I don’t think it works if 

you haven’t got it..” 

Myself: “..so how do you establish that then?” 

Lulu: “..well that’s quite an interesting conversation isn’t it?” 

Myself: “..it is and it’s like the million dollar question: ‘how do you establish erm 

a relationship with trust in it?, it’s a skill..” 

Lulu: “..there’s something about having something in common with that person, 

I think it’s about style, conversation style and how you relate to erm, it could be 

background, it could be just that you’re female and that you have been at a 

senior level and you’ve got kids, I’m just thinking about one of my current 

coachees who sought me out, but embarrassingly I didn’t know her, anyway I’d 

met her at a meeting apparently, and she’d approached our firm and said that 

she’d like to work with Linda as I’ve met her and I thought ‘I don’t even know 

who this person is!’, erm but she had come along to one of our team meetings 

and talked about marketing erm and she was working with a gentleman, who 

she felt didn’t get the pressures of being a senior executive, married with kids 

and a woman, [laughs] and so erm apparently I came across as a bit no-

nonsense and quite challenging and she thought ‘actually that’s what I need’, so 

we’ve been working together for two years now, again we only meet 

quarterly…” 

Myself: “yes..” 

Lulu: “..erm..but it’s a case of her words are usually ‘well I know you get it, you 

know, you know where I am coming from when I say I am frustrated, I’m torn 

because I’ve got the kids and doodah’, she doesn’t work Fridays and she’s had 

pressure to work more and all those sorts of things and I get all that cos I’ve you 

know, I’ve been there and done it. But not everybody wants that, some clients 

do and that’s almost the rapport built in some ways”. 

Myself: “..so then, life experience and also the coachee’s perceptions of you 

then and your life experience might be important in some way?” 

Lulu: “..yeah..” 

Myself: “..so do you think then that it’s important or it’s maybe beneficial in 

coaching then sometimes to share some of your life experiences or maybe 

some stories from your own life?” 

Lulu: “..well before I start a coaching relationship I always have a chemistry 

meeting and, so that’s a bit about building rapport, and working with me 

generally and that sort of thing erm..so I’ll always say you know what the 

purpose of the meeting is, set it up and then be quite open and say, you know, 

‘I’ll tell you a little bit about me, erm my history, how I came to do this job, and 
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that I’m married, I have a Son’ and all that sort of thing, so that they just get a bit 

of a feel for the type of person that you are as well as having just a general 

conversation, and talking about what the coaching is going to be about, you 

know, how it’s going to work…” 

Myself: “..so, I guess..well do you think as a coach that it’s important to have 

attributes like erm good listening skills, perception ..are there any others that I 

don’t know?, erm intuition?...”  

Lulu: “..I think you’ve gotta be a good listener, and intuition goes with the 

listening, you know to think about what they are really, really saying here?, to be 

able to think of and ask some insightful questions..[pause, thinking], you know 

what messages or what message are they giving? So, being able to challenge, 

not being frightened to challenge as well – ‘this could be a bit of a thorny subject 

but it sounds like we need to go there…’, erm so listening, questioning 

definitely, challenging, being a bit insightful erm..not afraid of silence, so that’s 

allowing your-your coachee to think erm, some-some people, depending on 

what they’re like, I’m a bit of a reflector so I’m, I’m I like to think, but if you’re a 

bit of an activist, because you’re being silent you might have a tendency to jump 

in with another question but always thinking about ‘are they thinking here?’, 

erm..’do I need to come and sort this out?’ or do I need to give them that 

space?’ erm being able to play back to them and summarise what you’ve 

heard…” 

Myself: “yeah..” 

Lulu: “..so, ‘what I’m hearing is’, and I need to think…’is that really what I’m 

mean or is that really what I’m saying?’ erm..[pause, thinking], I think you’ve 

gotta be patient as well cos you feel..and-and-and suspend judgement, because 

it’s not your world you um, you know you might think you’ve been there, seen it 

and done it and actually no you haven’t, you may have experienced something 

similar but you haven’t experienced what they’re experiencing, so whilst your 

experience might help to…erm in a way that you think ‘ok but try that..what else 

could you try?’ um..you shouldn’t think ‘well that one’s easy why aren’t you 

doing that? You know?” 

Myself: …”yeah..” 

Lulu: “….because it isn’t in their world, so suspending judgement around what 

they’re bringing and and-ah what they’re talking about, erm being open minded, 

cos sometimes you get something thrown at you and you think ‘Woa! Ok!’..” 

Myself: “..yes...as you meet people with different values..yeah..” 

Lulu: “..yeah-yeah exactly and erm so I think body language is quite important 

as well you’ve gotta sort of try to remain quite neutral rather than letting your 

face express things like ‘Oh my word! Where did that come from?!!?’ erm…and 

things like practical stuff like being quite organised erm and punctual and you 

know, commitment to it, so try not to be the one to move it..” 

Myself: “yes…” 
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Lulu: “..let them if they need to move let them do it, so make it quite sacrosanct 

for them erm it’s very much about putting yourself in their shoes and how oh it’s 

that old saying isn’t it? ‘treat others how you’d like to be treated yourself’..” 

Myself: “..yes…yes…” 

Lulu: “..erm a bit of that goes on erm…” 

Myself: “..so empathising..?” 

Lulu: “…yes..yeah, absolutely and empathising not sympathising..” 

Myself: “..yes..” 

Lulu: ”..so that obviously isn’t about ‘oh I know I’ve been there and seen it’, you 

haven’t as it were, so yeah empathy is quite, quite important..” 

Myself: “..yeah I was thinking about the life story thing, I was thinking this could 

be a double-edged sword then, sharing your life experiences…I guess I was 

thinking along..if you share your life experience unless you are open minded 

you may say ‘this is how you should do this, this is how I dealt with it’ so like you 

say it can be double-edged if it colours your judgement in how you are dealing 

with that client?” 

Lulu: “..yeah, I wouldn’t share my life story around their issues…” 

Myself: “..Mm..” 

Lulu: “..so I would share my life story about how have I come to be in this 

position, so I have experience as a coach, how I qualified as a coach, why I 

decided to be a coach, my corporate background and maybe discuss where I 

have worked and what I have done, what I do now, put it in my personal 

background, just to set the scene around the type of person I am, when I’m 

working with a client, if I was trying to bring my experience into coaching it 

wouldn’t be ‘oh in the past I’ve done this so this might work for you…’, it would 

be a case of, it would be questioning around ‘oh ok, what options have you tried 

so far?, ‘what other options could you try?’, ‘what have you thought about?’ 

‘have you thought about this?’, so you do bring some of yourself to it, you have 

to do, but sometimes I don’t know, I don’t know the answers, you know!, 

sometimes a client will come and you think “Hmmm..ok!”, and have to sit with it, 

so sometimes that can be beneficial as well because you can ask all sorts of 

silly questions because you don’t know!..” 

Myself: “..yes..” 

Lulu: “..because I don’t understand how that works and tell me a little bit more 

about…’let’s talk it through’, ‘how does that process work?’, or you know, ‘how 

does that all come together relationship wise?’,  

Myself: “..it’s a bit like being a detective!” 

Lulu: “..sometimes it is and that’s what I think you are trying to do, you are 

trying to give them a space to reflect, which a lot of times they don’t have erm 

and take time out of their busy day to I don’t know, have someone to act as a 

sounding board, or to have the opportunity to talk through things that they’re 
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thinking of doing or talking through challenges or any issues that they’ve had, 

you know, ‘did they do it the right way or could they do it differently?’, you know 

and that sort of thing, so…” 

Myself: “..coaching offers a space to discuss their dilemmas..?” 

Lulu: “yes..well it does, I mean, or it could just be having someone to celebrate 

your success with…” 

Myself: “..yes..yeah..” 

Lulu: “..you know I tried that and it really worked and to let other people know 

that they’ve tried to do something differently, so it’s that safe space that they 

have to-to come to and it goes without saying really that confidentiality and 

holding that for them erm, cos you do get asked ‘how’s it going?, and are you 

going to go meet with and talk to them afterwards?’ and what have you seen 

that they are doing differently?, and you know that sort of stuff so..” 

Myself: “..yeah I was going to ask you er..about reflection as well, you’ve 

mentioned that already and I was going to ask you what role that might play in 

your practice as a coach?..” 

Lulu: “..in my practice as a coach it’s actually quite important I think that you 

can be doing too much of it or you can be doing too little as well, and trying to 

get the balance right is quite hard…” 

Myself: “..yes..” 

Lulu: “..erm, I do reflect after each coaching conversation in terms of what went 

well, erm what maybe were the challenges of that session erm and what might I 

do differently next time, erm I don’t always have a look at that before I go into 

the next session with them erm but I do try to think about also what I should do 

differently in terms of another coaching session with somebody else, erm 

there’s some, erm I think as a reflection piece, which we mentioned when we 

were walking in, for me it’s that supervision conversation …” 

Myself: “..yes…yes..” 

Lulu: “..with somebody erm which is  part of my reflection really, erm thinking 

about what do I want to take to the supervisory session and getting me to think 

about all kinds of things that I maybe haven’t thought about before, and so in 

that respect it’s helping you er keep your practice safe, it makes you stop and 

think you know…” 

Myself: “..yes..” 

Lulu: “..’what have I done here?’, to act in a professional way, I don’t always 

look at things.erm...and look at the guidelines and think you know ‘Am I acting 

professionally?’ ‘has it been a quality experience?’ as I think that that’s 

important and ‘what am I learning from it, about myself?’..” 

Myself: “..yes I was going to ask that about reflection and the role it plays in 

your learning…” 
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Lulu: “ ..yeah, one is related to the other and you don’t think about you know by 

questioning ‘is this rubbish?’ or ‘that is giving far too much advice..’ but then 

also it makes you stop and think ‘was that what the person needed at that 

time?’… 

Myself: “..yes..yes…” 

Lulu: “..so was it, did it need to be a directive session as opposed to a non-

directive session?..” 

Myself: “yes, so you are asking yourself a lot of questions then?..” 

Lulu: “..yes, not necessarily in the session but afterwards..” 

Myself: “..yes, afterwards..” 

Lulu: “..in the session you need to be there, you need to be present for them…” 

Myself: “..so do you do any erm..writing, writing in a journal as part of your 

reflective process?” 

Lulu: “I do..I don’t always erm, I’m not very good at it, it depends if I am, if I’m 

away I tend to write, I do write, I do write up after, in fact if I’m doing two 

sessions I usually have a gap in between and I write things you know to get 

them out of my head before I start again and I’m not, I’m not religious, I don’t do 

it religiously erm but I do keep a you know, a journal, a learning book or 

whatever…” 

Myself: “..right, ok…” 

Lulu: “..erm it depends actually, and sometimes if I’m really busy I must be 

honest, I think ‘ok, I know how that goes’ and I don’t always bother to put it in 

there, but I do use it, I think probably when I’ve had a bit of a tough one and I 

think ‘something wasn’t right there’ and ‘what was it that wasn’t right here? I 

need to talk about it’. 

Myself: “..yeah..” 

Lulu: “..to myself really erm and also I tend to make the notes because rather 

than my journal they might be with the person whose inspired them and before I 

go to my supervision I will look as my supervisor will write to me a week before 

and say ‘right, what are we going to talk about this week?’ 

Myself: “..yes, yeah…” 

Lulu: “..I think just to get my head around it, so I’ll get the files out and have a 

look and think ‘oh right, actually that would be really useful…’ we tend to meet 

quarterly or something like that so I sleep a lot in between times and I have to 

remind me! [laughs]..” 

Myself: “..ok. so supervision is very important then for you?” 

Lulu: “..erm, yeah I think it is, well I’m keen to learn more about it as I’m 

working with this group {referring to supervision course in north east – in 

development}, from a personal practice point of view I think it serves several 

purposes, yeah it gives me that safe space to go and talk about the challenges I 
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might be having with my clients, or in my own practice, it keeps me safe er you 

know in terms of how I’m operating, erm it makes me erm it does make me 

reflect, so I know that I have to talk to my supervisor about this, and how did 

that go well…and will I get there? So what are we going to talk about? Er so it 

does make me do my reflection, erm and it helps me be a better coach because 

when we are talking about..erm my supervisor is quite good at saying ‘ok, so 

what might have happened if you had asked this question?’ or ‘what did you 

explore around this?’, and I am thinking ‘well I didn’t and actually it probably 

would have been a good thing to do’, and the last time we met it was very much 

about ‘so when are you going to have the next session?’ and ‘what can we do to 

bring that about?, he’s also very much into restoring in terms of a confidence 

point of view…” 

Myself: “..yes..” 

Lulu: “..you know, he’s very good cos I think when you’re working in the 

coaching world, sometimes you’re quite isolated?..” 

Myself: “..yes..” 

Lulu: “..so we were talking about this yesterday in terms of erm, most of us 

don’t work with others erm I do work with other facilitators but we don’t meet as 

often as we used to, we don’t share as much as we used to, so you are very 

isolated, so I think it’s important to have that in terms of celebrating success or, 

or looking at challenges, but also for me restoring my confidence, erm you know 

sometimes I think that I’m not really sure how that went or how that should have 

gone and also about [pause, thinking] I-I’m very I get taken in sometimes 

by..like yesterday where some of these events where for me there’s got to be 

good coaches, quality coaches there and I sit there thinking ‘oh gosh I’m 

inadequate! I’m not as good as they are!’ and my supervisor will always stop me 

and say ‘well what makes you think that?’” 

Myself: “..yes..” 

Lulu: “..and you know, and I will say ‘well I’m not using, I’m not you know, using 

specific models or I’m not bringing in theory’, and he went ‘that’s absolute 

rubbish! What you’re not doing is putting theory on the table as soon as the 

person has turned up…” 

Myself: “..yes…” 

Lulu: “..but you are, you will be using processes, you will be using models, but 

what you’ve got to think about is your experience level and it doesn’t need you 

to focus on ‘oh we’re at this stage now, or we’re at that stage ’, it’s being 

flexible…” 

Myself: “..yes..” 

Lulu: “..which is a skill that you need as well, being flexible to go where the 

client needs to go..” 

Myself: “…yes…” 

Lulu: “..not where your processes want to go..” 
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Myself: “..yes, I was going to ask about using models and if there were any 

theoretical frameworks or models, or tools and techniques that you use such as 

gestalt, nlp..there are loads of them out there! [laughs]”… 

Lulu: “..erm..I wouldn’t say I consciously use gestalt apart from coming across it 

when I was doing my Masters, erm NLP I still use some elements of it..not 

religiously, er so map of the world and things like that erm, and some of the 

other techniques maybe around positions and anchoring and things erm..but I 

wouldn’t say I am particularly an NLP-based coach, I tend to use a 

smorgasbord approach really, I just use bits that I like so they, they come out 

almost subconsciously cos I don’t think to use such and such here, it’s just 

‘what’s gonna work here with this client?’..” 

Myself: “..yes..” 

Lulu: “..erm..” 

Myself: “..so you are thinking in the moment then really aren’t you?” 

Lulu: “..well I do tend to I must be honest, my-my clients aren’t very good at 

adapting and telling me what they want to talk about or you and I, you know I 

contact them the week before and say we are due to meet next week, remind 

them, make sure it’s in their diary erm let me know if there’s anything specific 

that I might need to prepare but I never get anything back apart from Katie, 

whose one of the Lawyers I am working with, she said ‘I’m putting this down as 

part of the agenda so I don’t forget it!’ and it’s all in code something like..erm, I 

can’t remember what it said but it was obviously people’s initials , and I’m 

thinking ‘talking about that, is there anything ..’ I think I got two of them alright 

but the others I’ve got no idea, so I went back and wrote  ‘great , very cryptic, 

I’m sure it will make sense when we get together but you know…’ so erm they 

are not very good at coming back with stuff that erm makes you think ‘oh 

actually well, we could talk about something to do with that…’.I do follow up 

stuff erm you know if we talked about something and I think that might be 

helpful as erm a..Katie for example erm has problems planning and organising 

herself so it’s quite interesting and without making assumptions, the level that 

she is at and how intelligent she is, she’s qualified as a Barrister, so she’s not 

stupid..but she’s just not very organised, and erm her days are very, very busy 

and she’s got a lot to do all the time so I talk to her about erm planning and 

organising stuff and you know the…” 

Myself: “..prioritising?” 

Lulu: “.yeah!, prioritising and the urgent and important stuff, she’s never really 

had any of that so…that was like ‘oh! Ok, well…” 

Myself: “..how did she get through to becoming a Barrister if she wasn’t 

organised?” 

Lulu: “yeah…you know, there we go, so erm I sent her some stuff on that and 

she came back with a note saying ‘thank you, so I just go with the flow I think, 

whatever your clients bring I work with what they’ve got and follow up with stuff 

if I need to, but I don’t stick with I mean my..expose to different coaching 
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models is..everybody starts with GROW erm then there’s the three stage model 

that we did at Uni when I was doing the Masters and I bumped into others like 

SCORE and CLEAR and various others so there are bits of them I like and you 

know, but it’s you can’t in my opinion, you can’t go through a whole model 

sometimes in a session, because you might be erm in one session you might be 

only be looking at the G of Grow or the SCORE card process or the, so you 

know you might only touch on or have thought about the surfaces and maybe 

they are not sure….” 

Myself: “..yes.., you’ve got to give them space?” 

Lulu: “..yes, exactly!, so but you might get, you might have the-the erm the 

action might only be ‘right we are going to meet up again next time and by next 

time we will make our plans clearer..’ 

Myself: “yes, yeah…” 

Lulu: “..so, erm..” 

Myself: “..so time is an issue? Is that important to the process as well?.erm 

giving people time, letting them think...” 

Lulu: “..erm, yes I think, one of the things I always find interesting is when I set 

up a relationship, the standards which we work to mainly are ‘if it’s a purely a 

coaching relationship on it’s own and not being about leadership development 

or anything or the other things that we are doing then we would normally say 

that a coaching session is around 3 hours long …..and people who don’t know 

very much about it think that seems an awfully long time, and I say ‘well let’s 

see how we go because its in the diary and if we don’t need the time we don’t 

need the time, but if we need more time it will be difficult for you to maybe not 

go to the next meeting or something, so don’t leave halfway through ..’ and then 

we get to the first session and we’ve been talking etc etc and then I’ll say ‘right, 

we’ve got 40 minutes left or we’ve got half an hour left of time’ and they’ll say 

‘Really?!? that’s gone really quickly’ so and I think also you need to have a good 

amount of time to allow the person to really explore things…” 

Myself: “..yes..” 

Lulu: “..you know if they’re somebody whose like this ‘do-do-do-do-dodododo’ 

then you might need to bring them back a bit and say ‘ok let’s have a think 

about this then’..” 

Myself: “..yes..” 

Lulu: “..their normal style is active, but reversely if they are like me and a 

reflector you might have to say ‘right well what are you gonna do?’..” 

Myself: “..yes..” 

Lulu: “..you might need to give them a bit of a prod!”. 

Myself:  “yes..yeah”… 

Lulu: “you’ve got to keep moving so erm..yeah..” 
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Myself: “ok, yes, so I was thinking about this and one of my later questions or 

my final questions were around do you ever have any concerns, do you ever 

feel worried or anxious or you know, about what you are saying to a client about 

whether you are helping them or not, as I sense from you and what you’ve been 

saying that yes you might feel responsible or worry a little bit about..or that you 

have at some point?” 

Lulu: “erm..[pause, thinking] I’m not sure..I think that anxious and worried are 

quite strong words, I think I have professional concerns that they are getting 

something out of it erm so that you know they are paying me to do this erm so 

for me the individual will need to get have benefit from it and by the very nature 

I am hoping that as a result of that the benefits of this will also benefit the 

organization”. 

Myself: “..hmm..” 

Lulu: “..cos we started off usually with an organizational set..” 

Myself: “..yes..” 

Lulu: “..you know, things that they should be working on, they don’t always stay 

there because actually when it comes to the conversation that might not be the 

thing that’s important, as there’s stuff under there that influences that and so we 

might go off on a tangent, I think it’s about professional concerns really about 

quality and whether this is good enough for what they need and it’s making a 

difference in a way that they want it to make a difference, and-and sometimes 

it’s quite an interesting erm scenario really when you say at the end of it ‘so you 

think it’s not been a very good session’ or you know ‘I don’t know what this is 

for’ or my questioning’s been rubbish, whatever it might be that’s going through 

your head and you say to them ‘so what are you taking away from today?’ and 

‘how’s the session been?’ ‘it’s been really good, I’ve got some blah-blah-blah-

blah-blah-blah’ you think ‘actually, so ok, my map of the world must be different 

from your map of the world..’ and yeah I don’t as I said, will anybody say that 

this was rubbish or that they didn’t like it, I think you can get a sense if people 

aren’t, aren’t quite there or whatever, so I don’t, I think I don’t get anxious or-or 

worry about it, I’m professionally concerned…” 

Myself: “..yeah..yes..” 

Lulu: “..and I think about ‘ok, so what do I need to do differently next time if I 

don’t think this has gone very well this time?’  

Myself: “..’how can I help this person?’..” 

Lulu: “..yeah.., ‘what have I missed?’ or ‘what should I be doing?’ erm..and 

what my Lawyer lady whose lovely, another lady who works at the same 

organization but they don’t report to one another so it’s not a problem in that 

way and but she’s not been in a very good place mentally, erm at one of the 

sessions erm we meet in a public place as well which is a bit..and she just burst 

into tears and that was one of my ‘oh ok! ..” 

Myself: “..yes…that’s not that good in a public place is it?” 
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Lulu: “..but she and this is an interesting one because one of the erm going 

back to building rapport with a client , is when we set up that arrangement we 

already have been working with another lady..and the HR team said ‘we 

wondered if you would consider working with this other lady?’ erm a little bit of 

background to her – she’s had a lot of of stress and depression issues, she has 

mental health issues , very high flying, very clever erm but is very intense, and 

so to talk about sharing stories, and-and it was very clear, we were very clear 

about how this was going to be set up the first time we had the chemistry 

meeting, I was talking to her er and sharing that I understand it’s quite a 

stressful climate that you work in…” 

Myself: “..yes..” 

Lulu: “..and you know erm, your mental health is equally as important as your 

physical health and shared my own experiences of mental health difficulties, 

cos I’ve been off with erm depression…” 

Myself: “..yes..” 

Lulu: “..erm from work, erm and ..” 

Myself: “..mental health issues affect a lot of us don’t they?, it’s not 

uncommon…” 

Lulu: “..yes and you know, just sharing that with her, that empathy and the fact 

that I work with Leeds ____because that’s my way of giving back erm and that 

set the scene, so when we had that session where she just burst into tears, I 

know that she previously has had an attitude and she’s done CBT to help with 

that…” 

Myself: “..yes..” 

Lulu: “..so we talked about ‘do you think you need to go back to doing your 

CBT to get you back to where you need to be?’ and, but I didn’t feel there that, 

we didn’t go in, you know ‘I’ve just found out what the process is that’s causing 

the upset’..” 

Myself: “..yeah..” 

Lulu: “..again I can’t say ‘well I think it is this, and you know I think you need to 

see someone else about that’, but let’s see how this is it affecting you? and let’s 

see how we can bring the work side in…so I’ve forgotten where that’s come 

from, where did we get to?” 

Myself: “[laughs] what were we talking about? Oh! I was talking about whether 

you ever felt quite vulnerable, or worried or felt anxiety, or felt any professional 

concern..” 

Lulu: “.yes.. so I was concerned, there was a concern that she was ok..” 

Myself: “..yes..” 

Lulu: “..erm, so I actually checked in with her, we were set to meet on a Friday 

or a Monday, and it’s a Friday I think we met that day and that time, and I 

checked in with her the next week to say ‘are you ok?’..” 
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Myself: “..yes..” 

Lulu: “..erm so that’s a bit of my professional concern…” 

Myself: “..yes…” 

Lulu: “..and I just wanted to make sure that she was ok..” 

Myself: “.yes that’s good, yes…” 

Lulu: “.. erm rather than thinking you know ‘oh well I’ve got my money and I’ve 

walked away.…” 

Myself: “..yes, rather than being indifferent, yeah?” 

Lulu: “..yeah.. but it was very much checking that she was ok, over a couple of 

weeks really erm..” 

Myself: “..well coaching is about human relationships rather than anything else 

isn’t it?” 

Lulu: “..well., it is and I also say with my clients that you know, even though we 

meet however often we meet they can ring or email me at any time if they need 

to and she has phoned me a couple of times, so ‘oh this is what I am planning 

to do, and what do you think?’ or if she has wanted to talk something through, 

she’s quite, she is very clever erm..but her people skills sometimes can be a bit 

rusty…” 

Myself: “yes..yeah…” 

Lulu: “..and she’s very black and white, life isn’t black and white….” 

Myself: “..no…no..” 

Lulu: “..and so it’s been quite an interesting journey for her erm, yeah so it’s 

about checking in as part of my, again my professional concern is ‘are they ok?’ 

Myself: “yes..” 

Lulu: “..so if I think they are going through something that is a bit tough and like 

the gentleman who was having a tough time, I just drop them an email and say 

‘how’s it going?’ you know, ‘how did it go with such and such?’ and just to know, 

to let them know that I’m still thinking about them and they haven’t flown off my 

radar sort of thing..” 

Myself: “..so you are offering a kind of support then in a way?” 

Lulu: “…well, I-I-I-I’d just like them to think that they know I’m there if they need 

me..” 

Myself: “..yeah.yeah...” 

Lulu: “..but, I don’t want to, I say that, I say at the end of every session ‘don’t 

forget that we can speak in between times, you know where I am’, but in those 

situations where I think that they’re, that they really are going through a tough 

time or there is something significant that I know they’ve gone away to do, I just 
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think it’s nice to send them something that makes them realise that I haven’t 

forgotten and that I do know…” 

Myself: “..yeah, so they know that someone is concerned or cares, yes?…” 

Lulu: “..that makes you think ‘oh ok there’s someone looking out for me…” 

Myself: “..yeah…yes” 

Lulu: “or whatever..erm if they haven’t got anything then I won’t you know, send 

an email and say ‘how’s it going?’, but what I normally do is send them a 

reminder so that they can confirm the next meeting and say ‘how’s it going, or 

how did it go with such and such and or see you next week, blah-blah-

blah’..erm but yeah, so that checking in I think is for me, if they are going 

through a bit of something that’s a bit tough or they are having to gear up to…” 

Myself: “..it’s just a simple thing to do with respect isn’t it on that human level?” 

Lulu: “..it’s a lot about that relationship isn’t it and that rapport?..” 

Myself: “..yeah…yeah..” 

Lulu: “..and for me, showing that you are interested in what they are doing..” 

Myself: “..yeah, if you were just sat there and being stiff and they feel that you 

are not able to empathise or say anything then it would be a bit hard for them 

wouldn’t it, for that coachee, they may feel a bit apprehensive or intimidated and 

that wouldn’t help them really…” 

Lulu: “..no…well you want them to be relaxed ..” 

Myself: “yes..yes..” 

Lulu: “..and at their ease…yeah…” 

Myself: “..so is there a certain…maybe a giving of something of yourself like 

you say in coaching?” 

Lulu: “..yes..it is and its about in the session or whatever, it’s about being there 

and not being distracted by anything, you know..” 

Myself: “..yes..” 

Lulu: “..being just there for them and you’re almost like in a bubble, the bubble 

is not caring about what’s going on outside and being present and all that sort of 

thing..so yeah, being present in the moment for them..” 

Myself: “..so my final question is about goals and whether you use goal setting 

in your work, whether that is important to you? What you feel about goals 

really…” 

Lulu: “..I think that’s dependent in terms of what the coachee’s bringing erm do 

you mean if I use goals in my practice?..” 

Myself: “..well is this useful for you as a coach, I suppose when you’re with a 

coachee in session?” 
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Lulu: “..well it depends what you mean by a goal, yes I do in inverted commas, 

I do say what are we going to talk about and do with our time..” 

Myself: “..yes…yes” 

Lulu: “..’well what do you want to get out of today?’ and I’m not too hung up on 

what they’ve come with originally you know, how it might have been set up..” 

Myself: “..yes..” 

Lulu: “..I have that in the back of my mind so I know that the two that I’m 

coaching in the same organization, the desired outcomes, one of them is to do 

with whether they are fit for succession to the guy who is leaving, so I have that 

in the back of my mind and certainly with the favoured candidate, we-we spend 

quite a lot of time with the other candidate and we focus on making sure that he 

is you know the right candidate, the other one you know is not that bothered 

and doesn’t really want to do anything and so that’s fine, erm so we spend you 

know the overall goal for that person, they know what they want to achieve and 

but then we move onto the situation with the other person as well, so that’s a bit 

of a challenge, so I suppose it’s there in the back of my mind, ‘why was this set 

up in the first place?’” 

Myself: “..yes…yeah..” 

Lulu: “...but I don’t always [pause, thinking] even with the lawyer and the 

marketing person within the same organization, the thing that’s at the back of 

my mind, the marketing person who sought me out one of her challenges was 

about being confident..” 

Myself: “yes..” 

Lulu: “..erm and holding her own erm, so I’ve always got that in the back of my 

mind, I don’t always bring that out on the table and say ‘oh we’re mean’t to be 

talking about this…” 

Myself: “..no..no..” 

Lulu: “..I have that there thinking ‘well how confident is that going to sound’..” 

Myself: “..so you’re not rigid and say ‘so this is what we’ve got to do?..” 

Lulu: “..no, I don’t say ‘so we’ve got to talk about this, but my sense is that 

whatever they bring on the day is what’s important to them…” 

Myself: “…yeah..” 

Lulu: “..and that’s fine…” 

Myself: “..yes…” 

Lulu: “..and if its important to them at that time its likely to have an impact on 

the overall goal that you’re working to anyway, cos it’s, it’s at the front of my 

mind, if you brush it under the carpet, you could be undervaluing the coaching 

that you’re doing with them…” 

Myself: “..yes…yes…” 
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Lulu: “as that’s what they are wanting to talk about, then, so  I’ve not, I don’t 

think I’ve ever been focussed on goals, maybe – not rigidly, loosely, ‘what’s the 

overall goal for this session?’ but I don’t rigidly stick to it, I don’t see it as being 

like objectives you know, ‘the objectives for this session are, you’ve gotta do 

this or you’ve gotta do that…’, which is probably why I have debates with my 

colleagues around ‘what’s the difference between coaching and mentoring?’ 

erm….” 

Myself: “..yes..who knows? As people give different opinions to this one!” 

Lulu: “..you know we are of the opinion that it depends upon what the client 

wants at the time…” 

Myself: “..yes…yeah..” 

Lulu: “..and where you are on the coaching spectrum and you know sometimes 

it might be easiest just to tell ‘em because they haven’t got a clue and you think 

‘they are going to go off and do something really stupid!’ so you’re at the tell 

end, and at other times you’re right at the mentoring end, which is purely 

developmental, so I think you’ve got, if you’re got a few theories that you can 

reflect on and around that, so you should be able to do that..so for example, you 

get some people who I would never tell what to do, and you can have 

somebody whose sat there and are really, really, really stuck and you’re just 

gonna carry on asking them questions, ok, so they are gonna get really 

frustrated….” 

Myself: “..yes…yeah..” 

Lulu: “..and think ‘don’t keep asking me questions when I don’t know the 

answers!’., ‘I don’t know what I need to do!’, you know it’s not always the right 

thing to do”.. 

Myself: “..so sometimes you might need to make suggestions?” 

Lulu: “yeah…in my opinion erm it’s only, it is quite interesting, so erm when I 

was in the corporate world I headed up a people and leadership development 

partnership…” 

Myself: “..yeah..” 

Lulu: “..and so I had a bunch of facilitators and coaches who worked for me…” 

Myself: “..yes..yeah..” 

Lulu: “..and one of them em..a lady, I still remember her to this day, erm, a very 

good coach, very good facilitator, and a good manager actually as well, and she 

came to me and said ‘I’ve got this problem and I’m not quite sure what to do 

about it , don’t coach me, I really don’t know what to do erm I need you to, you 

know give me some solutions…” 

Myself: “yes..yeah..” 

Lulu: “..so can you help me out?’ Ironically I did coach her because I did say 

‘well what have you done so far? And what have you tried?’ because I needed 

to know this first of all, and but it’s not always the right thing to do…” 
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Myself: “…no..” 

Lulu: “..so if someone is really stuck why would you carry on asking them 

questions after and if you sense their frustrations? If you’re not wanting to say 

‘well you should do this’ as you never do anyway it could be well ‘ok, so what I 

tried to do previously or what I’ve heard other people tried is x, y and z’, and 

‘how would that work for you?’ so you begin narrowing down a little bit…” 

Myself: “..yes..” 

Lulu: “..going down a bit towards the tell..” 

Myself:..”..so you are giving them structure whilst being flexible?” 

Lulu: “..yes..so we have a little think around that, but not to just keep asking 

them questions…” 

Myself: “..if someone’s lost…yes…” 

Lulu: “..’what do you think you should do?’, as what are the odds of them 

knowing?.. 

Myself: “..so you get nowhere, just going round in a circle?..” 

Lulu: “..and certainly, certainly some of your clients or some of my clients 

anyway, they actually want you to to-to come up with some ideas because they 

can’t think of ideas, they say, so my, the lady that sought me out sometimes 

she’ll say ‘look, I know you will have done this before, so what have you tried, 

what have you done before?’ and so we will talk about that and I will say ‘but 

that might not work for you, you might have to change it a bit ’, but you’ve got 

some clients who want some advice and you can’t always do it because you 

haven’t got that experience, you can’t, so there is a bit about anecdotally taking 

experience from others in the conversations that you’ve had and put it in your 

talking, so ok, ‘this might be a solution’, cos that’s what you’re doing, you’re 

learning I suppose yourself from others…” 

Myself: “..yes..” 

Lulu: “..and their experiences, so that when something happens you can 

maybe play that back…” 

Myself: “..yeah…” 

Lulu: “..to another person..” 

Myself: “..yeah you’re developing as well…” 

Lulu: “..yeah, yeah, yeah, I think that you’re always as a coach, you’re always 

learning , you’re always trying to get better anyway..” 

Myself: “..yes…” 

Lulu: “…I am…” 

Myself: “[laughs] it’s an ongoing process!” 

Lulu: “..an ongoing process, a work in progress!”. 
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Myself: “yes…well we’re all that aren’t we? Yes, ok then so I think that’s the last 

of my questions….” 

End of interview…We then talk about a few other things ie ontology and 

epistemology, research and knowledge gaps, the course that Lulu is writing a 

module for, what we are doing next etc…….. 
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Tina’s draft interview transcript 20th April 2018 

 

Myself: “Firstly, thank you for taking the time to meet me today, it is very kind of 

you to do that..” 

Tina: “My pleasure..” 

Myself: “erm..this is a dialogue so if at any point you would like to stop me you 

know and ask me a question..and if there are any questions that you would like 

to ask me at the end then please do so.” 

Tina: “yes ok…” 

Myself: “My first question then…., I was wondering what your initial thoughts 

and/or feelings might be erm regarding the boundaries between coaching and 

other professions, say counselling, therapy and teaching etc?” 

Tina: “ I work with organizations, and this erm tends to be about-about solving 

problems in the present moment, erm.. more than counselling or therapy…..so 

that is possibly a boundary for me?...er, I-I worked with a manager in adult 

services and he had been recently bereaved due to the loss of a parent, and he 

was also having additional responsibilities added to his workload, so we 

explored that, but I am not a counsellor…however [laughs] his main problem 

was his PA you know?….and-and he didn’t know how to deal with this, and so 

my question was ‘what are you going to do to resolve this?” 

Myself: Ok, so I was wondering whether there have been any ethical issues or 

any dilemmas that you have experienced in your coaching that you may be 

willing to share with me today?” 

Tina: “erm [pause]…I always see clients in terms of members of staff at the 

organization I work with, rather than someone I have met both personally and 

professionally and have a particular view of then it’s..it’s.. an eye opener literally 

[laughter]..you know in the same way, you know..this chap already had a busy 

role in adult social care – a figurehead job, suffering bereavement and he was 

given an additional role running children’s services…” 

Myself: “yes” 

Tina: “..and I thought ‘hmmmm...I know he is a safe pair of hands…but..” 

Myself: “..there is an issue of insensivity there?, maybe?..” 

Tina: “yes!..[laughs], erm another, you know, one of the other situations it was 

um [pause, thinking] it was less like..I think, I think in this case the people at the 

head of this organization had very high expectations…” 

Myself: “yes…” 

Tina: “..and were themselves erm..you know ’24-7 on it’…” 

Myself: “Mm..ok… and they expect everyone else to be..?” 

Tina: “yeah..yeah..” 
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Myself: “yes..”  

Tina: “erm…and I think that as they were women this is how they got where 

they were…” 

Myself: “Mm..” 

Tina: ‘..as well and so I think that there are one or two issues going on there 

really…” 

Myself: “Mm..” 

Tina: “erm,,but then some of the, some of the decisions made at the top would 

then not necessarily sit that well with the managers..erm and that, and I do 

know that that was the territory where there were occasions where I thought ‘I 

wish I didn’t know that’ [laughter]” 

Myself: “yes..that puts you in a bit of a position?..” 

Tina: “yes, yes it does, but not to the extent that I sort of, I-I-I have never felt 

that this is something I can’t handle, I may have thought that ‘this isn’t 

something that I would do’…it may be unethical but it isn’t unlawful and they are 

not doing anything wrong legally or whatever…’I probably wouldn’t manage staff 

in that way’, not sure  that would be my best way of getting ..the ultimate out of 

a leadership team for me..” 

Myself: “Right..” 

Tina: “you know, in such cases there were a number of [pause] issues…you 

know, in one of them, the woman I am coaching she knew that I was a close 

friend of the Chief Exec..” 

Myself: “hmm…” 

Tina: “but she felt.. able to talk to me [laughter]  whereas I think with the other 

one he just felt that ‘oh it’s just somebody you meet professionally…” 

Myself: “..yeah..” 

Tina: “..and he was…” 

Myself: “yes..” 

Tina: “..but..erm..they obviously didn’t..you know they trusted what we’d said 

about confidentiality and what have you so that was good and without [pause 

thinking] I suppose, without that they wouldn’t have opened up for me as they 

needed to, because the other thing around that is that no-one’s operating in a 

bubble..” 

Myself: “no… 

Tina: “..they have to face the consequences of what the Chief Exec has said…” 

Myself: “yes.. 

Tina: “..and they need to think about what they are going to do in the next 

hour…” 
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Myself: “yes..yes..” 

Tina: “erm..and…trying not to replicate that behaviour [laughter] don’t you 

know, don’t go and dump on them from a great height..” 

Myself: “[laughs]” 

Tina: “erm..but then sort of you know..yeah, I think that those are the main, the 

main sort of things really [pause thinking] and maybe sort of..there’s another 

one which was, not quite sure how long ago that was….[pause, 

thinking..struggling]…” 

Myself: “..have you ever had any personal dilemmas, erm any situations that 

you’ve found yourself in that have had an affect on you perhaps emotionally?” 

Tina: “err [pause, thinking]..I don’t think so..I think the main thing for me is that 

[pause]..one of the things I love about coaching is having exposure to or access 

to lots of you know, different people who work in..” 

Myself: “yes” 

Tina: “..different areas, and-and not letting my interests fly away with me 

[laughs]..” 

Myself: “[laughs]” 

Tina: “..I don’t need to know absolutely everything about everyone but you 

know…” 

Myself: “[more laughter]” 

Tina: “quite often I get you know, quite erm ‘gosh oh yes that’s really 

interesting!’” 

Myself: “you are a curious sort of person then?” 

Tina: “Yes..yes..I mean there was only one situation where I was working with a 

very, very small charitable organisation, erm..in one and a half days with 8 

members of staff…I was coaching them and a full time member of staff, and he 

had, he had plans for housing, and they were good plans, but, erm the second 

in command had gone off erm for a career break erm, now interestingly I didn’t 

think she would come back, and she didn’t but you know at the time I didn’t 

know that, but in the meantime the sort of systematization we were talking 

about like working more closely together..so he was working on you know, 

structures and all those sorts of things, which I can’t remember the woman’s 

name, but thought that when she comes back she will do this and…” 

Myself: “yes…yes…” 

Tina:  “..and I said ‘but she’s not actually doing that at the moment..’ [laughter]” 

Myself: “[laughs]” 

Tina: “and your board may have something to say about it… you know I 

suspect it’s not something you could just slot somebody in to, because it’s 

interesting as it was a mental health charity..” 
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Myself: “yes…” 

Tina: “erm..you know..they knew all about discrimination in organizations in 

different ways..” 

Myself: “yes…” 

Tina: “but actually you can’t just create a job for someone…” 

Myself: “yes..” 

Tina: “..you’ve, you are accountable and you need to be able to demonstrate 

that you know at least you’ve advertised it in different job sites erm…and 

neutralised it [laughter]” 

Myself: “yes….” 

Tina: “you know that’s another thing I said ‘have you talked to her about these 

things? And why she has gone off?’, there was something..he wasn’t seeing, it 

was something like when he said ‘that’s her passion’ and I said ‘well it wasn’t 

quite clearly! [laughter]” 

Myself: “[laughs]” 

Tina: “and after six months or whatever it was, you know she hadn’t come back 

so…but I think that, but I suppose that you know that if I thought that anything 

was  unlawful…” 

Myself: “hmmm…mm” 

Tina: “then I would always say…” 

Myself: “yes..yes” (got to 06:08) 

Tina: “..you know, ‘think about that one!’ .. 

Myself: “yes..yeah”.. 

Tina: “..because you’re on dodgy ground!” 

Myself: “yes..so I was wondering how you might resolve ethical issues or 

dilemmas in your coaching?” 

Tina: “Mmm.. 

Myself: “or how you might go about resolving dilemmas if you came across it?” 

Tina: “yes..[pause, thinking]..I would probably want to explore it deeply as much 

as anything to check that I’ve understood..” 

Myself: “Mm” 

Tina: “..erm..what their you know what they propose…because I mean when I 

was coaching a couple of these dilemmas came up..half and half voluntary and 

public sector and along the way there were a couple of private sectors, so and I 

was just recently in the public sector and I have worked in the voluntary sector, 

so I kind of tend to know erm about those sorts of things and what is ok and 

what’s not and er, [pause, thinking], and reflecting on it that there have been 
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times where I’ve red flagged it erm..what I’ll do, what I do in those situations is 

to deal with it a bit more just to see that I’ve understood it, and interestingly, I 

mean I will do – it’s not Columbo is it? It’s someone else who said ‘Now just so 

we understand thi..’..” 

Mutual laughter… 

Tina: “..explain that to me again or whatever it is erm..and then I will sort of ask 

questions…” 

Myself: “..probing questions?” 

Tina: “Yes..yeah, so um er, you know, ‘and how does that fit within the structure 

and procedures within your organization?’ and quite often they don’t know..” 

Myself: “[laughs] they’ve not read these?” 

Tina: “..not read..no erm so you know..” 

Myself: “[laughs] so you point them in that direction and say ‘well read these!’ 

[laughs]..” 

Tina: “erm yeah, and often asking the question ‘you know if these plans 

proceed then that is something you have to think about and consider the 

possibilities are on offer as well’..because often places do have different er 

policies, well you know..I don’t like the idea of zero hours contracts…” 

Myself: “no..” 

Tina: “but unfortunately that’s not unlawful! [laughs], it might be unethical but its 

not unlawful..” 

Myself: “..yes that’s it isn’t it? What’s legal and what’s unethical…” 

Tina: “Yes, Mmm..” 

Myself: “and what’s moral can differ..” 

Tina: “yeah..and if I was to talk to someone who says ‘well you know we’ve got 

a lot of people on our books, but not many of them get work, it’s like that’s up to 

them”. 

Myself: “yes…”  

Tina: “..really and it happened a bit with one of the organizations with 

um..er..they did erm..they did long term placements for erm learning disabled 

adults, so in effect it was a bit like you’ve adopted a child where you went and 

lived with families but you weren’t involved, but within-within the whole service 

there were times, there were times when some of those were much shorter 

term..” 

Myself: “Mm..” 

Tina: “..so they had a lot of people on their books, erm some of whom you know 

they had to..they would have to do things like attend training, and you know, 

having health and safety checks or whatever and so until they got someone you 
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know, they wouldn’t get paid anyway, and you know, there’s probably no way 

around that, but it’s not unethical, and whatever way you look at it is’t not 

illegal…” 

Myself: “..no..” 

Tina: “erm..so..” 

Myself: “yeah, so issues like that?” 

Tina: “Hmm” 

Myself: “Ok..so moving on then erm, I don’t know if I put this into my blurb to 

you, but I was a coachee myself in a series of one-to-one coaching 

conversations..” 

Tina: “..oh alright, ok..” 

Myself: “..for my fieldwork in 2015, so I participated as a coachee and during 

that time erm I found that a lot of coaches [corrects myself]..or the coaching that 

I had was very much goal oriented, so at the start you’ve got a specific goal that 

you are working towards and then every session you start with a goal for today 

and I was just wondering how important the idea of goal setting might be for you 

in your practice?” 

Tina: “..hm..they are not that important to be honest..” 

Mutual laughter…. 

Myself: “..well there you go, that was a short question!” 

Tina: “I think for me I think about what’s important for the person I am 

coaching..” 

Myself: “Mm..” 

Tina: “..and..and some have responded really well…” 

Myself: “yes…” 

Tina: “to goal setting..erm..but equally I-I-I’ve had clients where we’ve done 

something around goal setting as that appeared to be what was the right 

thing…but then by the next time something’s come up and that’s taken over 

their time…” 

Myself: “Hmm..yes..” 

Tina: “erm,,and inevitably things keep getting pushed back further…” 

Myself: “yes…” 

Tina: “..and I will re-visit but it’s you know. it’s like if I’m not seeing them for a 

few weeks or a month, a lot can happen in that time…” 

Myself: “..yes…” 

Tina: “and it feels for me, it feels like it’s about me if I keep saying ‘you need to 

set a goal!’”… 
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Mutual laughter… 

Tina: “…things have moved on, we’ve lost our funding!!!” 

More laughter… 

Tina: “..and that is a reality for so many..erm..particularly some of the 

charities…I did, I did quite a bit of work with the charities and things moved on 

to such an extent that you know, often they would sort of say erm….’I know I 

was going to do this! But actually…..” 

Myself: “it worked out differently yes…” 

Tina: “my time was spent doing something else….and I would say ‘ you weren’t 

doing it for me so that’s ok!.. 

Myself: “yes, yes…” 

Tina: ..”cos there’s always that ‘gotta please the coach!”, and they don’t have to 

please me at all” 

Myself: “..so do you think it’s important to be flexible and adaptable in your 

professional practice as a coach?” 

Tina: “oh definitely!  

Myself: “yes…” 

Tina: “I think that’s one of the key things as a coach, it should never feel 

scripted, it should never feel as though. I’ve.. it should never feel as though 

before I’ve even gone there that I’ve got an idea of what success looks like, it 

has to be what’s right for the person…” 

Myself: “yes…” 

Tina: “..and nearly every time, I mean every time I would, I would refresh myself 

erm and think ‘what have we talked about?, and because I was doing my 

qualifications…” 

Myself: “yes, yes…” 

Tina: “in communicative services…well and erm, while I was working, I would 

think to myself..ok ‘right now at some point I do need to say…’ you know, this 

one chap in adult services, I would ask ‘how’s it going with the PA then?..” 

Myself: “[laughs] yes” 

Mutual laughter… 

Myself: “yes, did you resolve the issue?[laughs]” 

Tina: “..yeah..erm, but you know whatever the circumstances you know, there 

were other fires to put out really, erm and, and sometimes that was about 

meaningful dialogue and less about looking out for other people but what’s 

going to help you, because you’ve got meeting the board tomorrow or you’ve 

got this group coming next week and how are you going to manage that?” 
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Myself: “Mm…” 

Tina:  “I suppose one of the dilemmas that [pause, thinking].. I don’t think I 

thought about it so much at the time but it did feel more like ‘that’s what a good 

manager should have been doing’.. 

Myself: “yes…” 

Mutual laughter 

Tina: “..It kinda felt like there were, there were assumptions in so many 

organizations, once you go to that level ‘really you don’t need managing do 

you?’ and I think that’s an insult as I think that managing is a really positive 

process..” 

Myself: “yes, yes it is…” 

Tina: “..and erm it didn’t, it felt like the-the people in those positions, however 

good they were, however comfortable they were in their position they were 

reluctant to do what they felt might be erm weaknesses, they had you know, 

one of them said ‘I don’t think I’m goint to take anything away from this 

meeting..” 

Mutual laughter 

Myself: “how do you deal with that if people are erm reticent to maybe explore 

their weaknesses, erm their own personal weaknesses, if it’s necessary how to 

you get them to open up and explore that?” 

Tina: “..well they would open up to me…” 

Myself: “..yes..” 

Tina: “..but they were reluctant to say anything to their managers, so, so on-on, 

so that was an issue for me, erm in terms of the conversation erm and they 

would sort of like, it’s almost like they said ‘they dump it on us’ and I would say 

‘ok, let’s look at some issues…” 

Myself: “..how do you deal with it, yeah?” 

Tina: “yes, so what’s your solution to dealing with this? And if you take on one 

case study that you know you can be open about with me, and so what are the 

options available to you?...” 

Myself: “yes…” 

Tina: “erm but you know it is very practical…” 

Myself: “..so what do you think then are the strengths, erm the skills?/abilities, 

characteristics that are needed then to coach in-in what you’re doing?” 

Tina: “mm..” 

Myself: “mm..as you say you need to be flexible and adaptable so what do you 

think are the attributes that you need, so that you can deal with that in a 

constantly changing situation?” 
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Tina: “[pause, thinking] I think that this are quite difficult questions cos quite 

often you ask a good question and so it takes me a long time to answer them…” 

Both laugh. 

Tina: “erm…I think as well, it’s different in retrospect but [pause] I think some of 

it is being [pause] sensitive as you don’t know them very well, you’ve only seen 

them in a coaching situation, but to be able to just to be able to pick up on 

things like their demeanour and I don’t, I don’t know that that’s something that 

we do consciously at all…” 

Myself: “no, no…” 

Tina: “..but I know for me, that if I look back, then I will be able to say ‘oh yes 

that was the day when…’ that was the day that..and everyone was like, and I 

can draw on that and…so I think there’s an element of intuition going on erm..I 

think being, I think being prepared for the unexpected…” 

Myself: “..yes..” 

Tina: “..erm…[pause, thinking] you almost get…always reminding yourself 

about ‘you know what’s happened so far?’ erm and what I would do is I would 

go right back to what brought somebody to coaching in the first place…” 

Myself: “yeah…” 

Tina: “..and what rumbles along…” 

Both laugh 

Myself: “yes…what’s there in the background?” 

Tina: “..yeah, and then sort of think about ‘so you know, is that always going to 

be there?’ And there’s always something going on, you know and trying to work 

out you know at the time..and that goes back to what I said about ‘it’s not about 

me, its not about me its about you, and at the start we’re going to do this and 

where are you?, it has to be about what’s right for them’.. 

Myself: ‘yes…’ 

Tina: “..but erm I think that one of the key skills is being here [pause] and 

persistent, yes persistent when you have to be [pause] to establish what, what 

you are going to try and achieve with your questioning..” 

Myself: “right..” 

Tina: “..I think that is actually quite important, cos I would usually ask questions 

like you know ‘how are things’ erm and there’s always so much comes up that 

you can’t cover..” 

Myself: “yes…” 

Tina: “..and then being able to on the basis of your overall relationship to 

consider what their priorities are, what their long term goals are, and it’s like we 

say ‘how are we going to use this time today?’ ..otherwise it’s, it’s too easy for 

them just to, you know you start off the conversation and it sort of runs off…” 
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Myself: “yes..yeah..it kind of meanders?” 

Tina: “yes, yeah and you might get to somewhere like that, but if I was to look 

back at that later I would think ‘but you never did think about X!’… 

Myself: “no, no that’s it isn’t it?, bringing people back and to focus?” 

Tina: “yes, and so ‘we need to take a look at this, and I know you’ve got that 

coming up but you’ve got this happening this week, so what’s the best use of 

today?,’ and then its about their choice…” 

Myself: “..yes”  

Tina: …”rather than ‘this seems like a setting a priority or ‘I’m buggered if I’m 

not going to get it this time!’  

Mutual laughter.. 

Myself: “..yeah..” 

Tina: “..because we have usually an hour, an hour and a half, you know and it’s 

not long is it?” 

Myself: “..no it isn’t..no, no” 

Tina: “erm..and then say ‘right ok, this is what we’ve got, we’re not going to get 

through all of it, what do you think you want to do?, you know…I think 

particularly as time went on and the coaching relationship went on…” 

Myself: “yeah..” 

Tina: “..they got a better idea of what we could accomplish in that time…” 

Myself: “yes..yes…” 

Tina: “and you know rather than me say ‘it’s two minutes until the end…Ooh 

and another thing!’…” 

Both laugh… 

Myself: “..so then…” 

Tina: “..the ability to think on your feet is quite important…” 

Myself: “..yeah I was thinking about that and maybe somebody, I don’t know – 

who likes surprise? 

Tina: “A-ha” 

Myself: “..somebody who is quite resilient, in some ways?..” 

Tina: “yeah..yeah…” 

Myself: “..maybe surprise…erm…not knowing what is going to happen that 

day?” 

Tina: “yes..” 

Myself: “as well as being able to cope with the unfamiliar and the unexpected?” 
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Tina: “I think the ability to  [pause, thinking] allow yourself off the hook..” 

Myself: “Mm..” 

Tina: “..in that you know as a coach, you don’t have the answers, and it is 

actually quite dangerous if you do…” 

Myself: “..yes…” 

Tina: “cos that’s what I would do, I don’t know what I would do if I were in that 

situation….I don’t know – I would walk probably! Laughs, or tell ‘em what I 

thought of ‘em? No! erm…” 

Myself: “[laughs]” 

Tina: “..but so yeah, and I think that, that’s the sort of thing – you know it’s what 

works for them and it’s so easy isn’t it to look at someone to say ‘yeah, they can 

always do this, and I don’t know why they don’t do that…’ erm but they are, they 

are where they are and they do what they do and it’s not what I do, so I think 

that’s all important, and always having, I would always recommend to the client 

to feel that, and to believe that this is time for them, and, and most people said 

that ‘you helped us’…” 

Both laugh.. 

Myself: “..so I suppose you see your role then, very much as a facilitator rather 

than you know ‘directive’, advice giving…” 

Tina: “yes.., you know I think that’s a…I think that’s a really good description, 

actually because my..the other thing I’ve done for most of my working life is 

training…” 

Myself: “Mm..” 

Tina: “erm..and I used to do that as much more as a facilitator…” 

Myself: “yes…” 

Tina: “rather than a trainor, and I don’t try to impart…I-I train adults who have 

life experience and they’re not needing to learn something that is totally new, 

they’re rediscovering things they’re perhaps not so aware of erm, so yeah I 

think-I think the more [pause], the more that you you do as coach in the 

workplace and you deal with some quite sensitive information, the more you are 

able to tap into what that individual, the coachee’s experiences and aspirations 

and strengths and all those kind of things, then the better the outcome is for 

them, cos some of them will propose things that I would never dream of, but 

that’s not because they are wrong it’s just that I would never do it that way….” 

Myself: “Mm…” 

Both laugh 

Myself: “yes, they’ve just got different values…” 

Tina: “..absolutely, yeah..” 
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Myself: “yeah…” 

Tina: “and they’ve got different ways of dealing with things, and they would take 

some risks that I wouldn’t, erm..and that’s cos they know themselves, erm…” 

Myself: “yeah..” 

Tina: “ I mean, you know, and often we talk about the you know the relative.., 

the reality, and you know, the risks and the benefits when you think about it that 

way…” 

Myself: “Mm..” 

Tina:  “and the decision is always theirs and sometimes the decisions leave me 

thinking ‘gosh, you know what on earth are they thinking?’ but I will never say 

that and often it will work!” 

Myself: “Mm..” 

Tina: “..you know, cos they would, you know it might be about having to talk to 

the board which can be quite difficult, I don’t know the board but they do, 

erm..and they manage that so, that’s that’s the trust, the trust that the coachee 

you know, is the best person to erm to-to describe the situation they’re facing, to 

know their own erm..their own working environment and their own challenges, 

and I would see my role as helping them to understand…” 

Myself: “yeah..” 

Tina: “..how that all fits together and how they can achieve what they want to 

achieve, you know, knowing full well that in lots of situations there are different 

ways to do that and it isn’t about what is right for me, so…” 

Myself: “..I guess you’ve got to be open minded and non-judgemental then..?” 

Tina: “..oh yes, definitely…”  

Myself: “..to be able listen to very different values and that, and not be shocked 

or…” 

Tina: “yes..” 

Myself: “or whatever but be able to go with that, yeah?” 

Tina: “yes..yes..” 

Myself: “..that must be difficult maybe?” 

Tina: “yes, I think, I think it is but erm some of the time its you know, oh so 

much of what I do and what drives me is around you know things to do with 

interviewing people…” 

Myself: “..yes..” 

Tina: “and communicating well and all those sorts of things..but real life 

involves you know some people whose values don’t match mine erm and that’s 

not with all my coachee’s I guess and not in a negative way…” 
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Myself: “yes..” 

Tina: “..but then they are dealing with people and they have to work out what’s 

right for them…” 

Myself: “yes..yes” 

Tina: “…within my you know, a lot of the work that I do at the minute is 

retraining and consultancy and it’s nearly all private sector…” 

Myself: “Mm..” 

Tina: “..and can be unethical you know and you know what? [laughs]..but it’s 

not unlawful and its about making a profit and that’s how they do it..” 

Myself: “yes..” 

Tina: “erm…it doesn’t make them bad people..” 

Myself: “..no.,” 

Tina: “..it just makes them different from me!, erm and I think that’s that quite a 

challenge..” 

Myself: “Mm..” 

Tina: “..as well, but I think-I think that being non-judgemental is really..it’s really 

important from every point of view, so even you know, someone, someone sort 

of says ’ well this is something I want to sort out’ and you do lots of work with 

them erm and they can be really quite dangerous…you know…one staff 

member I worked with, he himself kept coming up with what the, what the 

answer was…” 

Myself: “yes..” 

Tina: “..and in the end of this I had to say something and he walked..erm but I 

think that was about mental health issues…” 

Myself: “yes..” 

Tina: “..and you know he’d, he’d spent all his life looking after other people with 

their mental health and not himself…” 

Myself: “Mm..” 

Tina: “..so we did explore that a bit and I was shocked when he walked..” 

Myself: “..right..” 

Tina: “.. in lots of ways, and it was a shame, but maybe not for him you know?, I 

think the organization lost a lot but I think he is probably quite liberated now 

[laughs]” 

Myself: “..yes, ok then so, so thinking about erm coaching people with different 

values so how-how would the work environment, I suppose..these are questions 

around relationships and how would you erm establish a relationship of 
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empathy, trust, rapport..you know how do you go about that then as a coach 

with all these different people ? 

Tina: “[pause, thinking] I think that’s a really hard thing to describe…” 

Myself: “yes..I imagine it is..!, erm it is the intangibles..” 

Tina: “yes!..” 

Myself: “..I imagine that in the relationship it’s an important part to get someone 

to open up and talk to you, it’s how you get them to do that, yeah…?” 

Tina: “[pause, thinking] I feel that if you know in all, or nearly all areas of life, 

erm that the interaction that I’m involved in erm that I have a, I wouldn’t say – 

it’s not an urge..to find something that I’ve got in common, but I think that it’s 

something that you do you know in one way or another erm and that I think 

what links us is our common humanity…” 

Myself: “yes…” 

Tina: “erm..it’s you know it might sometimes be sort of ‘oh yeah?, really?’ and 

there are usually things that, that.. that-that link us that erm that you can talk 

about and that might be neutral kind of things but that create some sort of 

connection…” 

Myself: “yes…” 

Tina: “..without that being you know erm manufactured and this is the really 

important thing, erm I also think it’s really important not to overdo it…” 

Myself: “..no..” 

Tina: “you know, so I will talk until the cows come home like on the train 

yesterday, where me and this woman, and I don’t even know how we did it but 

we ended up talking about running!” 

Myself: “[laughs]” 

Tina: “and-and that’s not neutral it’s not connected with work erm and if 

someone else you know, there was someone on one of my training courses 

who said ‘you know I want to run a marathon” and I said “I ran my first one at 

56!”  

Mutual laughter… 

Tina: “and we kind of like, you know that didn’t, that wasn’t the basis of the 

training or anything but you could see that there’s like, you know, who you have 

in front of you, that isn’t all of them, that’s just what you see and you have no 

idea what all the layers are behind that…” 

Myself: “Mm, Mm..” 

Tina: “erm and there is always something and that that you know if push comes 

to shove – it’s a person with a dilemma erm and there’s a way in which you can 

get them to talk about that and often I think the way that people will talk about 

things gives me clues to where they are coming from?” 
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Myself: “Yes..yeah..” 

Tina: “..and then, so I can’t become that person but I can try to empathise and 

accept that we might be different but I don’t know and I can only see it from their 

point of view and that’s what I have to stick to..” 

Myself: “yeah..” 

Tina: “..erm I would you know in a, in a totally different context I would, I could 

probably see the other person’s point of view but I’m not coaching them! 

[laughter]..” 

Myself: “..do you ever, you know like you talk about discussing you know 

running on the train, do you ever in coaching then use stories or experiences 

from your own life, do you ever share any aspects of yourself and if so how 

much do you think you would be comfortable sharing or that you should say?” 

Tina: “..I think it’s er..I would err on the side of less rather than more, I think that 

there are a number of dilemmas with that, and partly it’s around their time and 

they are paying for it as well! [laughter]..” 

Myself: “yeah, so you are mindful of that?” 

Tina: “..and also is can be a bit distracting..” 

Myself: “yes…” 

Tina: “so if it is something where you know about ‘I want to manage this 

situation better’ or erm ‘you know we could really do with engaging with more of 

X’ then I would probably be more likely to say ‘well have you thought of?...” 

Myself: “yes..” 

Tina: “erm..and if they sort of say ‘oh I don’t think that would work!’ then I might 

say ‘well I do have experience of….”  

Myself: “yes…” 

Tina: “and so you might want to think of…but it’s always around being around 

something they say rather than being around something totally out of the blue, 

‘you know what – you ought to start running!’ [laughter]” 

Mutual laughter 

Tina: “..it will always make you feel better!..” 

More laughter… 

Myself: “I understand..yeah..ok, so is there any particular theoretical framework 

or coaching model that you might use then in your practice?” 

Tina: “oh gosh erm..” 

Myself: “..are you more of a go with the flow kind of person?” 

Tina: “..I’m much more go with the flow erm I obviously did learn all about 

models when I did my training…” 
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Myself: “mm..” 

Tina: “erm [pause, thinking] I can’t remember..there’s one that I use for 

coaching, erm I don’t know what the name is where you kind of have a-a 

goal…” 

Myself: “yes..” 

Tina: “..and a- and a scale of 1-10, so ‘where are you now?’..” 

Myself: “yes..” 

Tina: “erm..’what are the things that can help you?’ and ‘what might be in your 

way?’ 

Myself: “yes..yes..” 

Tina: “..erm..and what’s useful about that is that it’s theirs and if they haven’t 

brought it with them and that kind of thing well it’s not a problem..but if they 

have then if it’s appropriate then and there’s nothing else..we will look at where 

they are now and everything like that…” 

Myself: “..is it like the GROW model?”… 

Tina: “..yes, it could be GROW, yes!, I think it could be GROW, yeah..” 

Myself: “Goal, and reality, options and wrap up and there’s several different 

questions?” 

Tina: “..yes..” 

Myself: “yeah…” 

Tina: “..yeah and that the scaling I think, I think it’s really good, erm and often, 

so depending on where people say they are…” 

Myself: “yes..” 

Tina: “…then you know, its quite useful if they know what they want, to ask 

‘what will help you to get there?’ erm and then ‘is it only those values that 

you’ve identified that are stopping that happening and what else that maybe out 

of your control?’....? so I-I will often have these at the back of my mind and I 

don’t always physically get people to do this scaling, but they can make a 

judgement on whether this will be useful for them..” 

Myself: “..yes..” 

Tina: “..so it’s like one chap I can’t remember his name, he was very rigid and it 

was almost numeric and on a scale of 1 to 10!”.. 

Myself: “wow!”.. 

Tina: “..whereas someone else would be….” 

Myself: “..yeah so it might not work for everybody it depends on the client?” 

Tina: “yeah…” 
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Myself: “..yeah, yeah getting to know them and what they need.., ok so do you 

think then erm there’s a role maybe for reflection in your practice?” 

Tina: “..Mmm..I think there is and I think if it’s appropriate for me but also for the 

coachee as well, so I will reflect in the same way that that I would in some other 

counselling situation, which is..so that’s around ‘what I’m hearing is’ and you 

know about 4 seconds now, and this comes up  every time..’ erm you’ve said 

the same thing!’, so I think there’s a, almost immediate reflecting but then 

there’s also something which..so I don’t revisit the coaching notes until I’m just 

about to do the coaching session..” 

Myself: “..yes…” 

Tina: “..erm and then and that makes me think ok so, cos at the time I think, 

my-my reaction might be different from what it is after the you know after the 

event, after a few weeks have gone..and then I think about what this was like for 

them” 

Myself: “..yes..” 

Tina: “..so there’s my reflection and then there’s their reflection and I just say 

‘this is one of the things that you said, so what do you think about that now?’, 

and they might you know reflect on this or say nothing or say ‘oh right I’ve been 

overtaken by something else!’ [laughs] you know.or say ‘yeah I know you’re 

right..’.and that is..l mean the chap with his PA, it took forever for him to get the 

point of like identifying the problem!…..” 

Myself: “..poor guy!..” 

Tina: “..and you think ‘well she’s been foisted on him’ because they were re-

staffing and they didn’t want to lose that person if they could help it ” 

Myself: “..yeah…” 

Tina: “..you know, but she wasn’t trained and you know..she couldn’t..and when 

he said…he’d been off, this was after his parent had died from Alzheimer’s and 

he’d just come back from holiday and like you would you know say ‘how has 

your holiday been?’ and they would say ‘oh great!’ and erm he said ‘I couldn’t 

sleep!’ – he didn’t sleep the night before coming to work, and I thought ‘oh! Ok’, 

you know I imagine that working as head of child protection you know could be 

difficult and stressful, but he said ‘I know but she’s messed up my diary! 

[laughs]” 

Myself: “..oh dear, the poor guy!” 

Tina: “..I know!.. 

Myself: “..so do you keep a journal then, do you write? Do you find that helps 

you with reflection or do you not bother with anything like that?” 

Tina: “..erm, I don’t, I don’t so much, I will intend to, but for me particularly erm, 

retention is much more about erm not forgetting people, so I make minimal 

notes when I’m there and they are there when I need them, so I will say in a 

coaching session is it alright if I might make notes so that I don’t forget…” 
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Myself: “yeah, ok…” 

Tina: “..particularly as I’m getting older I might tend to forget [laughs] I can’t go 

back to a meeting and say ‘what did you say last time!?’ [laughs]” 

Myself: “[laughs] no!, ok so I’ve just got a few more questions, and one of them 

is what are your thoughts about coaching supervision?” 

Tina: “..erm I think that it is a jolly good idea erm it’s not something I do very 

much to be honest, erm I tend to do it quite informally, so there are a few other 

coaches I know who I think qualified around the same time I did but we weren’t 

on the same training for that, so we do that as a as-a quite informal thing really 

[pause, thinking]…” 

Myself: “..yeah..” 

Tina: “[pause, thinking]…yeah, it’s an interesting one, I think if there is 

something that you need then  you have to have it, if there’s something you 

think you’re not doing that you feel you should be doing…” 

Myself: “..yeah, you don’t necessarily need it?..” 

Tina: “..no…no” 

Myself: “..yeah, that’s fine isn’t it..” 

Tina: “yeah…yeah..” 

Myself: “.. I just wondered what did you think about it…” 

Tina: “..yeah..you know, I think it’s a, I do think it’s good practice erm but I 

haven’t, I haven’t felt the need…” 

Myself: “..right, ok that’s fine, so erm do you ever feel a sense of responsibility 

towards the coachee erm I guess do you ever worry or feel concerned about 

any suggestions or anything you might have said or anything that’s happened?, 

do you ever feel like you’re not helping or what your saying isn’t helping that 

coachee?.” 

Tina: “…erm..I wouldn’t think so no…” 

Myself: “..no..” 

Tina: “..and I think that would be , I suppose because what I, what I see my role 

as is helping them to work out what it is that they need to do rather than make 

suggestions really…” 

Myself: “..yes…yes..” 

Tina: “, so and when I do the you know the sort of a bit of a wrap up towards 

the end of the session, I always do the checking back, so there might be 

something that people will say near the start of the session which is important, 

but then it may depend upon what you talked about erm you know ‘how do you 

feel about that now?’  

Myself: “..yeah..yeah…” 
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Tina: “.. and erm and even you know a bit of a reminder about you know, ‘and 

what’s your first step?’ and what the focus is maybe and whether we are going 

to get to the second one!..” 

Mutual laughter 

Myself:  “..exactly yeah! ok, so I think that’s about it for my questions so is there 

anything you would like to ask me?”.. 

End of interview 

We then talk briefly about how all this helps me, and so I try to respond in a way 

that makes sense, and then we discuss how this experience is going for me, 

what I have enjoyed about this, what I might want to do after this PhD, how I am 

thinking about analysing this, that I will be holding a debriefing session, and 

what we are doing after…. 
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Emergent themes arising from interview transcripts 

 

Lulu 

 

• No boundary that separates coaching and mentoring 

• A perceived boundary between counselling, psychology and coaching 

o Semi-permeable due to the context of the coachee’s life 

• The voice of the other in the coach’s speech 

o Micro-dialogues 

• The limitations of coaching – not about mental health issues 

• Inner feelings – dealt with elsewhere since this is about work issues 

• Knowing where personal boundaries lie as a coach 

• Coaching dilemma – the limitations of coaching and the coach not feeling 

qualified to deal with mental health issues 

• Coaching dilemmas around whether the coach feels that progess is 

unfolding with the coachee, whether they are willing to be there, and are 

engaged with the process. 

o Dealing with this dilemma by asking questions to seek clarity and 

feedback from the coachee. 

• The coachee has the choice to end the relationship is they wish? 

• Coaching dilemmas – where more than one coachee is part of the same 

organization – issues of impartiality? 

• The limitations of the client’s organizational life sometimes mean that 

dilemmas are hard to avoid 

• Coaching struggle to ‘hold the space’ when coachees are in conflict – not 

letting this colour judgement is challenging 

• Struggling to remain open-minded, non judgemental 

• Benefits of supervision – enables the coach to discuss these struggles 

with another 

o Supervision helps reassure the coach that they are acting 

ethically and in a way that is professional 

• The importance of understanding the coachee from their 

perspective/understanding that this is “their map of the world” 

• Coach challenges around coachees who are not invested in the process, 

who don’t turn up 

• Not knowing – struggling to make sense of why a coachee is not 

interested in coaching 

• Are coachee’s always honest with their coach? 

• The importance of trust for relationships 

o Time is also vital for developing a relationship 

• Familiarity with the coachee -  ie a pre-existing relationship may be 

beneficial in initiating and establishing coaching conversations.  

• No hard and fast rules – depends on client 

• Sharing life history/story may be helpful for the coachee to get a feel for 

who the coach is 
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• Coaching attributes, ie listening, intuiting, insights, challenge and silence 

• Reflecting in the moment of conversation 

• Patience is vital, and being capable of accepting difference – of the other 

and their world views 

• Being resilient and open to the unexpected 

• Body language – keep a poker face 

• Be practically minded and manage self ie organized and punctual 

• Empathy – put yourself in their shoes 

• Avoids sharing life stories around issues to do with what the client is 

being coached on, as this process is about them, life stories might colour 

their judgement 

• Coaching as a reflective space 

• Coaching as a space to be heard 

• Coaching as a space to explore coaching dilemmas but also a space to 

share success and good news 

• Coaching dilemma/boundary issue – keeping it professional – this stays 

in the room 

• Coaching is not about giving advice or instructing 

• Expression of professional concern through keeping in touch with the 

client and asking if they are ok 

o Making self available out of hours 

o Checking-in with the client  

o Shows that there is someone out there who is looking out for them 

– they are not alone 

• Dwelling within the conversation, being there for the client in the moment, 

not being distracted 

• Uses goals to some extent ie loosely 

o Considers the overall goal for the coachee but this is at the back 

of the mind and not always the focus 

o Flexible in terms of goals, doesn’t adhere to them rigidly as the 

focus is on the client 

• Boundaries and dilemmas associated with whether coaching should be a 

practice that tells coachees what to do 

o Sometimes a coach may need to make a suggestion or gently 

nudge a client in a particular direction, ie if they are really 

struggling and do not know the answer to the questions the coach 

is asking 

• Concern over use of theory and models during practice 

• The voice of the other 

• Process oriented and valuing flexibility rather than rigid adherence to 

models or theories 

o Theories and models used in service to the client and not the 

coach 

o A Smorgasbord approach when it comes to models and theories, 

almost subconscious? 

• Microdialogues and the voice of the other in the coach’s speech 

• Standard models for coaching – GROW, SCORE and CLEAR 
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o Coaching conversations often unfurl in ways that don’t facilitate the use 

or adherence to an entire model, maybe just parts 

o The length of the coaching session needs sufficient time for the 

coachee to think, reflect and explore issues 

• Uncertain about feeling anxious or worried, more ‘professionally 

concerned’ 

• Going off at a tangent – not knowing, having to find out what the problem 

might be 

• Stuff under there – life experience? The subconscious? 

• A professional concern about being good enough, quality etc 

• Sharing stories to create feelings of empathy 

• Some clients expect the coach to offer suggestions to help them out, so 

advice giving may be contingent 

• A coach may not have a clue either – both may not know – both are 

learning. 

Cymbaline 

 

• Boundaries are connected to notions of health and functioning beings, 

‘normal’ clients 

• Coaching as distinct from counselling 

• Time as a boundary – coaching is about the here-and-now – it is future 

focused – chronotopes? 

• Coaching struggles – confusion – whilst focus is on the future there is still 

exploration of context, ie beliefs, values etc (CONTEXT) 

• Exploration of client’s past and relationship with primary care givers  

o The ‘deep end’ – a coach’s struggles to deal with 

emergent/unexpected situations that they  may feel unqualified or 

inexperienced in dealing with?  

o Feeling out of their depth – “Am I the right person to be doing 

this?” 

o Reluctance to deal with people who are not ‘healthy’ or 

‘functioning’ – this is a boundary between coaching and therapy 

• Goal setting – how do goals differ from outcomes? 

o Goal setting/outcomes – more about thinking, feeling and being 

• Letting off steam 

• Inner speech/microdialogues 

• Coach as facilitator 

• Blending ideas from both coaching narratives  

• The boundary between coaching and mentoring linked to non-directive v 

directive? 

• The coach’s struggles with whether a coach should be acting as a 

catalyst and a facilitator 

• Creating a relationship through seeking common ground and sharing the 

self via stories, creating empathy 

• Creating a space in which the client feels empathy, trust, safety etc 

• What the coach is learning 
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• Coaching models, techniques and theoretical frameworks 

• The coachee’s quest or search for meaning in life 

• The benefits of supervison – a space to share and to be heard? 

• Feeling insecure due to inexperience – supervision reassures 

o Feeling more assured with practice, not needing supervision 

o A space for reflection 

• The role of reflection during coaching practice 

• Responsibility towards the coachee 

o A Pontius Pilate moment? The onus is on the coachee – they are 

responsible for their own choices…. 

Crystal 

 

• Blurring the boundaries between coaching and counselling – ‘couching’ 

• The presence of the self in the coaching relationship and the role this 

might play 

• Micro dialogues – the voice of the other in the coach’s speech 

• How the coaching conversation can affect the coach emotionally – a 

possible dilemma? 

• Benefits of supervision 

o Isolation – someone to talk to 

o Someone to listen 

▪ Dumping complex emotional ‘stuff’ at supervisory session – 

therapeutic? 

o Offers reassurance 

o Restorative 

o Different angle  - ‘can’t see the wood for the trees!’ 

• Boundaries between coaching and therapy – are these less fluid? 

• Contextual issues – future focus or past and present (can it be holistic? – 

ie the context in which the coachee dwells too) 

• Goal setting and the role this might play in coaching conversations 

• The abilities/attributes that a coach might need 

• The role of the coach’s life experience in shaping the coaching 

relationship 

• Coaching as facilitative 

• Dilemmas around advice giving 

o Perceived advice giving on the part of the coachee 

• Trust, empathy and rapport (relationship building) 

• Microdialogues discussing own external speech 

• Theoretical models, methods and approaches that the coach refers to in 

their practice 

• Coach’s inner speech 

• The wounded self? 

• Worry/concern and anxiety ie ‘Am I doing it right?’ 

• Note keeping and space for reflection within coaching practice. 

Lizzie 
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• It is hard to place a boundary around coaching, but coaching might be 

more flexible than therapy? 

• Boundaries between coaching and therapy – a coach is able to act 

differently  

o Ie give a lift to a coachee 

• A coach’s personal boundaries –  

o not being friends with the coachee 

o not enagin in a sexual relationship with a coachee 

• Coaching dilemmas – dealing with the unexpected and sometimes 

challenging or unsettling coachee demands 

• Dilemmas of transference in coaching conversations 

• Sharing the self  

o Only if it is relevant to the coachee 

o This might depend on individual styles of coaching, and may be 

done to establish trust and an equal partnership 

• The coach’s inner speech 

• Empathy and connection – enables the coachee to feel that they are not 

the only one who has troubles in life 

• The benefits of discussing life experience with the coachee 

• The importance of common sense and being down to earth 

• How important is the coach’s age for the coachee to feel comfortable 

• Coaching dilemmas – concerns with the law  

• Dilemmas can be commonplace in coaching conversations 

• Coaching dilemmas – not liking or struggling to like the coachee 

• Boundary – needing to see someone other than a coach for mental 

health issues 

• Seeing a client who is also seeing a therapist – does this blur the 

boundaries? 

• The voice of the other in the coach’s inner speech 

• Boundaries between coaching and friendship allow the coach to break 

bad news 

• Creation of trust, rapport etc through an informal personal approach that 

uses intuition 

• How the coach’s life experience shapes their practice 

• Micro dialogue between the coach and other  

• Goals – working towards a purpose or a vision instead 

• The imagined voice of the other 

• Goals – coaching conversations are about purpose 

o Goals are too rigid or inflexible 

o May be fixated on perfecting goals, refining them rather than 

thinking about the process, ie about how to get there in small 

steps 

• Coaching involves diagnostics 

• Prognosis which may be a process of detection, of exploration, and 

seeking clarity 
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• The complexity of life makes it hard to know what the issue might be – 

fluidity between personal and professional 

• The coachee feeling that there may be stigma attached to the process 

o Stigma attached to counselling or therapy – is coaching more 

socially acceptable? 

• The coachee’s search for meaning – ie ‘is this all there is?’ 

o The expectations of society and others that have shaped the life of 

the coachee 

• The significance of intuition, empathy and being open minded for 

coaching conversations 

• Bendiness – being flexible to allow the coach to explore, but the ability to 

pull them back towards the subject 

• Listening with your bodily senses, being attuned to the other – is this 

unconscious communication? 

• Struggles and uncertainty around whether to give advice 

• Facilitation of others, helping them organise their own thoughts 

• Advice giving resides in a particular context or is bounded by whether the 

coaching is work related or personal 

• Even when contextualised advice is still contingent as life can be 

ambiguous and uncertain 

• Coaching is a process that deals with the complexity and messy nature 

of life – much is unknown and uncertain 

• The significance of reflection, between sessions and as a source of 

information 

• Sharing the self – giving a part of yourself creates a creative space and 

connection 

• Aversion to behavioural models, works with her insides – it is attitudinal 

• Coaching involves finessing rather than just teaching stuff 

• Supervision – beneficial but hard to find, uses a psychologist for this 

instead 

o A shortage of good supervisors 

o Supervision is an opportunity to hear feedback from others that 

might be uncomfortable but helps to grow as a coach – 

developmental 

• The coach’s struggles – feeling a sense of responsibility towards the 

coachee – that you may not be helping them 

• Sitting with and encountering emotions as they arise. 

Tina 

 

• The boundary between coaching and counselling/therapy may be due to 

context ie what you work with and the way you work 

• Ethical issues understood in terms of whether the relationship is personal 

or impersonal 

• Insensitivity in the workplace to the client’s lived experience 

• Senior management having high expectations or making heavy demands 

on staff, maybe due to their own experiences 
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• Tensions between senior management and middle management and the 

coach’s struggles – feeling uncomfortable in this situation 

• The coach’s inner speech 

• The coach’s struggles – thinking something may be unethical but that 

they have to accept the situation since it is not illegal 

• The coach’s struggles – issues with impartiality or possible conflict of 

interest 

• How the coachee perceives the relationship  

• The importance of confidentiality for the coachee to feel secure/safe in a 

coaching relationship 

• The coachee can be experiencing a lot of pressure in the workplace 

• The coachee being aware of the impact that ‘dumping from a great 

height’ can have on employees 

• The coach’s struggles with the  lack of understanding towards employees 

by senior management 

• No personal dilemmas 

• A positive about the role of being a coach is meeting diverse people 

• A boundary or dilemma around being overly enthusiastic – not going off 

at tangents  

• Coaching struggles – pointing out to the coachee or seeking to raise 

awareness of legal requirements 

• Seeking to stimulate awareness of the problem with the coachee 

• Microdialogue between coach and coachee 

• Not knowing – dealing with ambiguity within organizational life 

• The coach’s previous life experience – draws upon this to raise 

awareness of issues within organizations 

• Not knowing – seeks clarification by asking the coachee to repeat what 

they are suggesting as a course of action 

• The coach’s struggles – feeling uncomfortable about some of the 

practices of the organization that is employing them 

• The role that goals play in coaching – not necessarily important 

o What is more important is the coachee and their needs 

o Goals might work for some clients and not for others, 

o Organizational life is unpredictable – goals can be superseded 

o Might be too rigid due to fluidity in organizations 

o Coaching is not about the coach but the coachee and their needs 

• Coaching should not feel scripted nor that as a coach you know what 

success looks like 

• Inner speech as a location for reflection 

• Focussing on the client and helping them work out what will help them 

within pressurised environments 

• The coach’s previous life experience – and how this may colour their 

thinking 

• Assumptions that can be problematic in organizational life 

• The fears and anxieties of people at the top – reluctant to engage 

• Problems/tensions with communication and relationships in the 

workplace 
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• The focus is upon solutions and practicalities to help the coachee 

• Picking up on things, being sensitive through reading their body 

language, intonations, intuition – unconscious communication? 

• What is in the background? What is there all along? 

• Facilitative role 

• Diagnosis/sleuthing… 

• Persistence to get to the heart of the matter 

• Seeking clarity  

• Focus is on what is right for the client 

• Time as a factor in developing a coaching conversation 

• A coach needs to be able to think fast or reflexively during unfolding 

events 

• A coach needs to be resilient, emotionally open to surprise and not 

deterred by unfamiliar events 

• Kind to self 

• A coach is not an expert 

• Awareness of difference 

o A coach has different life experience to the coachee 

o A different perspective and that is ok 

o Coachee may seek a different solution 

o Be non-judgemental and open minded 

o The coachee has their own resources 

• Seeking to justify to self aspects of an organization which challenges 

coach’s values 

• Seeking connection through mutual interests 

• Supervision – a jolly good idea but not always necessary 

o Contingent upon whether you feel there is something pressing you 

need to talk about 

• Not feeling a sense of responsibility – the client’s choice 

o Lacks this feeling as clarity is sought at the end of the session  
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Working title: Crafting the self (inspired by Bakhtin and others) 

Basic concept: Dialogical relationship between inner and external speech (to 
add Vygotsky to the mix).So, we have two clusters, one relating to external 
speech, then there is a cluster relating to inner speech. The coach’s reflexivity 
may sit somewhere between both as this interacts with inner and external 
speech? 

** There are some themes which crossover between external speech, internal 
speech and the coach as craftsman/sculptor. * Some concepts or sub-themes 
reside within one or more connecting thematic groups. Text that is highlighted in 
yellow reveals key words or concepts that seem significant, Text that is 
highlighted in blue includes words or concepts that may form further 
superordinate themes. 

 
Connecting themes from analysis of interview transcripts 

 

External Speech superordinate themes: 

• Reliance upon theories and models in coaching practice 

o Smorgasbord – drawing from a wide range of theories and models 

o Coaching imagined as akin to a Magpie? 

o Mixing/blending or hybridising chronotopes, ie drawing from 

positive psychology and psychodynamic theories (person-centred 

and Jungian individuation as example)  

▪ Contextual – the mixing or hybridising of chronotopes 

might depend upon the particular coachee and their 

needs, and also the context in which the coaching takes 

place ie is it work based coaching or a personal issue? 

 

• The place of goals in coaching practice 

o Hammer – goals can be a powerful tool  

o Context – the use of goals can depend on the client and what their 

particular needs are, so keep this in perspective 

o Purpose and Vision may be more important than focusing on a 

specific goal which can be limiting 

o Outcomes as an alternative which focus on thoughts, feelings and 

being 

o Goals may be interpreted as too rigid and ‘distant’ 

o Not that important at all – unhelpful in fluid and rapidly changing 

organizational life 

 

• Sharing the self 

o Life stories – this might depend on individual styles of coaching, or 

these may be shared if this is felt to be in the interests of the client 

▪ This isn’t about the coach, it is about the coachee 
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▪ Might influence or colour the coachee’s judgement 

(double-edged sword) 

▪ Can create a sense of connection and having common 

ground that the coach and coachee both share 

• Can establish trust   

• Get a ‘feel’ for the coach 

•  ‘equal partnership’: reassures the coachee – they 

may feel that ‘the coach is just like me!’ or that the 

coach has had problems too – coach imperfections 

o Previous life experience – can be useful to share in certain 

circumstances 

▪ Within organizations if there are concerns over ethical 

issues, legal matters or following policy and procedure 

▪ However this is a double-edged sword since the coachee 

has different experiences and might seek a different 

answer. 

o Might affect the coach emotionally 

  

• Supervision 

o Provides a ‘safe space’ or a ‘listening ear’ since coaching 

can be a lonely and isolated pursuit  

▪ A space to be heard, to discuss dilemmas, anxieties 

and insecurities 

▪ Seeks reassurance, and is a confidence booster and 

restorative 

o Supervision offers a ‘reflective space’ 

o Is developmental – offers challenging feedback 

o Is a ‘jolly good idea!’ 

o Deemed to be beneficial at the start of a career – when a 

coach is inexperienced, but coach’s may not bother as much 

with this as they start to feel more experienced and 

comfortable in the role. 

o Hard to find – shortage of good supervisors 

 

• Boundaries between coaching and other professions 

o There is a perceived boundary between coaching, counselling and 

psychology possibly due to the latter being related with mental 

health issues  

▪ Boundaries interwoven with ideas around ‘normal, healthy 

and functioning’ individuals 

▪ Coaching is not problem-oriented 

o Couching – a blurring of the boundaries between counselling and 

coaching – here future and past and interwoven (mixing of 

chronotopes?) 

o Coaching tends to be ‘future focused’ and also concerned with 

‘the here and now’ and this is in comparison with therapy which is 

understood as being to do with the past. 

▪ Coaching might also be more flexible than therapy. 
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▪ Context – it may depend on who you work with and the way 

you work 

o Finessing this could be what coaching involves too 

o There may or may not be a boundary between mentoring and 

coaching – lack of consensus here 

▪ Coaching is not about advice giving and mentoring is 

understood in this light, however there is cross over here. 

o A possible coaching continuum? 

 

• Coaching dilemmas** 

o Boundary issues –  should a coach be acting as a catalyst and a 

facilitator or offering advice or telling the client what to do? 

▪ A coachee may have this expectation 

▪ A coachee really may not know how to proceed without 

being ‘told’ 

▪ Feeling uncomfortable when moving into the ‘mentoring 

space’ 

o  Confusion – focus may be on the future but still explores context 

(mixing/hybridization of chronotopes) 

o Conflicts of interest  

▪ Working with coachees in the same organization who are at 

odds with one another – how to ‘hold the space’ 

o Concerns about staying within the limits of the law 

o Thinking something may be unethical in the workplace but that the 

coach has to accept it since it is not illegal 

▪ Uncomfortable with some of the practices within the 

organization 

o Struggles with confidentiality 

o Being too enthusiastic 

o Dealing with the unexpected and challenging or unsettling client 

demands 

 

• A coach’s attributes** (please see the coach as craftsman/sculptor 

below) 

 

• Mid-life crises 

 

o ‘Is this all there is!?’ – the coachee’s search for meaning/feelings 

of dissatisfaction around 40’s and 50’s 

▪ Seeking a change of direction 

o Societal expectations  

o Parental expectations 

 

• How a coach’s life experiences may shape their practice 

o A coach’s past experience, ie career and also personal issues, ie 

struggles with mental health can be instrumental in shaping their 

current practice 
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▪ Former senior managers now working as organizational or 

leadership coach. 

▪ A trained Marriage Guidance Counsellor who now walks 

the line between coaching and counselling and uses TA in 

her practice. 

▪ Worked in the corporate world, training for 20 years and in 

mid life wanted a change of direction. 

▪ Experience of depression. 

▪ Worked as a Social Worker and values feedback from 

others as this was part of her former role. 

 

• The role that time plays 

o The length of a coaching session – need sufficient time for the 

coachee to be able to think, reflect and explore issues. 

o Coaching sessions are time limited so this may shape the 

questions such as ‘what do you want to talk about today?’ 

▪ Importance of not going off at tangents, or bringing 

coachee back to the topic. 

▪ Influences whether a model is used or not, as there may 

not be sufficient time to use in entirety. 

o Time is also vital for developing a relationship, it builds trust and 

increases familiarity 

o Reduces ‘not-knowing?’ 

o Related to concerns over whether progress is being made – as 

this is a time limited relationship? 

o Coaching is diagnostic and involves prognosis – suggests that 

time may be a factor. 

o Time may also be significant in other ways, for instance the 

emphasis on ‘future-focus’, whether coaching is about the here-

and-now, should it welcome context in terms of the past?, time 

appears in reflection, in being ‘present’….. 

 

• Stigma 

o Coaching may be a more socially acceptable label, as there may 

be stigma attached to seeing a counsellor or a therapist 

o Stigma connected with concepts around what is normal, healthy 

and functioning? (connected with boundary issues and definitions 

of coaching chronotope) 

• Diversity  

o A positive of coaching is the opportunity to meet diverse people. 

 

• Coaching as a space to be heard, a space to explore, a space to explore 

dilemmas and share success. 

 

Inner Speech superordinate themes: 

• The voice of the other in the coach’s thoughts and speech 
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o The voice of the coachee is expressed or articulated in the 

utterances of the interviewee (sometimes an imagined voice?) 

o Presence of microdialogues in their speech 

▪ Speaking to the other during the conversation with the 

interviewer 

• Inner feelings and their role in coaching  

o Dealt with elsewhere since the coaching focuses on work (this 

may be an assumption on the part of the coach!)  

o Transference can occur during coaching and this may produce 

some dilemmas 

o Sitting with uncomfortable emotions as they arise 

o Creating feelings between you, creating a coaching space 

o Allowing the coachee to ‘let off steam’ 

o The deep end – the coach may struggle to deal with emergent and 

unexpected feelings expressed by the coachee 

o The wounded self? – coachee as victim 

o A possible mixing or blurring of chronotopes? 

 

• Not knowing/struggling to make sense 

o There are many dilemmas that can be experienced in coaching 

o Coaching deals with the ‘unknown’ and seeking to make sense 

o A coach might ‘not have a clue’ either  

▪ Both the coach and coachee are learning during this 

process 

o Becoming a sleuth/detective – ‘getting to the heart of the matter’ 

o Coaching as diagnostic* 

o The coachee’s quest or search for meaning  

o Are coachees always honest with their coach? 

▪ How the coachee perceives this relationship 

o Ambiguity and uncertainty in life 

o Ambiguities in organizational life 

o Seeking to justify to self, aspects of organizational life that 

challenge personal values 

o Struggling to like the client 

o Struggles to raise awareness with coachee 

o Complexity and messiness 

o The deep end*- “Am I the right person to be dealing with this?” 

o Writing in a journal can help the coach to make sense  

o Confusion around the focus of coaching – future/past etc (mixing 

or blurring of chronotopes) 

 

• The role of reflection** 

o Coaching might be understood as creating a ‘reflective space’ 

▪ Reflection is an important element of the process, but the 

coach can struggle to ‘get the balance right’ 

• Reflection can occur during the coaching 

conversation, but there are struggles to stay 

‘present’ and dwell in the moment for the coachee 
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o Avoid becoming distracted by this 

• Reflection is significant between sessions and as a 

source of information 

• Note keeping and writing provide a space for 

reflection* 

o Reflection is a key component of learning 

o Reflection is also an aspect of supervision 

 

• A coach’s attributes** 

The coach as craftsman/sculptor superordinate themes: 

• Personal boundaries 

o It is important to know where these lie when coaching others 

▪ A coach shouldn’t engage in a friendship with a coachee 

• This enables the coach to give bad news to the 

coachee 

▪ A coach should avoid a sexual relationship with a coachee 

(at least whilst the coaching relationship is ongoing) 

 

• Relationship building 

o Creating a ‘safe space’ for the coachee 

o Trust, time and familiarity* 

o Understand the world from the coachee’s perspective – their ‘map 

of the world’ – be open to difference, open-minded, non-

judgemental 

o Put yourself in their shoes 

o Sharing stories 

o Patience, listening, intuiting, challenge and silence* 

o Common sense and being ‘down to earth’ 

o Rapport develops through an informal, personal style 

o Be attuned to the other, listen with your body – ‘picking up on 

things’ 

o Listening and playing back to the coachee 

o Seeking common ground and recognising common humanity 

 

• How a coach’s life experiences may shape their practice** (please see 

the section on external speech superordinate themes above) 

 

• A coach’s attributes**  

o Listening to vocal intonations and body language, intuiting, 

insightful, empathetic, able to offer challenge 

o Resilience, flexibility, bendiness, open to the unexpected 

o Poker-face, be mindful of own body language 

o Practically minded, organised and punctual 

o Express a ‘professional concern’ 

o Be open-minded, value and recognise difference 
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• Coaching dilemmas** (please see section on external speech 

superordinate themes above) 

 

• Seeing the world through the eyes of the coachee 

o An essential aspect of coaching  

o Facilitation and helps the other to organise their thoughts (and 

make sense?) 

▪ Letting the client choose how to proceed 

o Coaching is not about the coach but the coachee 

o Coaching should not feel scripted 

o The coach does not know what success might look like 

 

• Not knowing/struggling to make sense** (please see the above section 

on inner speech superordinate themes) 

 

• The role of reflection** (please see the above section on inner speech 

superordinate themes) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Interviewee 
Name 

Connecting theme 1: boundaries between coaching 
and other professions 
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Lulu No boundary that separates coaching and mentoring, 
however coaching is not about giving advice or 
instructing. There is a perceived boundary between 
counselling, psychology and coaching due to the former 
being more specialised, pertaining to clinical and mental 
health issues. This is the limitation of coaching. This 
boundary may be porous and permeable due to the 
context of the coachee’s life. The coachee’s life may 
diffuse across the boundary and enter the room. 

Lizzie Hard to place a boundary around coaching but coaching 
is more flexible than therapy, can give the client a lift etc. 
As life is complex then it can be hard to know what the 
issue is initially, and so there is fluidity or crossover 
between professional and personal issues. Coaching is 
about finessing rather than simply teaching stuff. 
However, advice giving may be dependent on context or 
is bounded by whether the coaching is work related or 
around a personal issue. 

Shelagh Coaching is future focused, therapy isn’t, coaching is not 
problem oriented but about the here and now. Coaching is 
distinct from therapy. There is also a boundary between 
coaching and mentoring – as the latter involves giving 
advice. The coaching continuum between different forms 
ie coaching -→ mentoring 

Cymbaline Boundaries are connected to notions of healthy 
functioning beings and ‘normal’ clients – this makes 
coaching as distinct from counselling. Time is also a 
boundary as coaching is future focused and about the 
here-and-now. Reluctance to deal with coachees who are 
not ‘healthy’ or ‘normal’. The boundary between coaching 
and mentoring could be to do with a non-directive 
approach for the former and a directive approach in the 
latter. However there is a contradiction in her text as there 
is still an exploration of coachee’s values and beliefs..and 
how they are shaped..which suggests that there is a role 
for the past here. 

Crystal The boundary between coaching and counselling could be 
blurred – ‘couching’. The context in which the coachee 
resides can be critical to understanding who they are now. 
Coaching might not be only ‘future focused’, there may be 
room for the past. The boundary between coaching and 
therapy may be less fluid than that for coaching and 
counselling. 

Tina The boundary between coaching and counselling/therapy 
may be due to context and what you work with, the way 
you work etc…focus on the future. The coachee has their 
own resources and knows what to do to seek their own 
solution? 

Initial thoughts 
regarding 
analysis 

Difference in opinion between interviewees – but the 
notion of coaching being ‘future-focused’ appears several 
times, suggesting that the element of time may have 
relevance – could coaching, counselling and therapy be 
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different chronotopes? Also, coaching is suggested to 
deal with people who have their own resources, are 
healthy, functioning or ‘normal’ people – and not about 
mental health issues, and so the boundary between 
therapy and coaching may be more tangible than the 
boundary between coaching and counselling ie ‘couching’ 
and the context of the coachee’s life, values and beliefs. 
The coachee’s past is there in the room, whether the 
coach likes this or not. Boundaries between coaching and 
mentoring – are considered to be related to advice giving 
and directive v non-directive approach, since coaching is 
not about advice giving or instructing. However, this might 
depend on the context and whether the coaching focuses 
upon a work related issue or a personal problem (could 
there be intermingling or cross over between 
chronotopes?). Coaching described as ‘finessing’ rather 
than ‘teaching’..Is there some kind of continuum here?  

Interviewee 
Name 

Connecting theme 2: the voice of the other in the 
coach’s thoughts and speech 

Lulu The coachee’s speech articulated in the utterances of the 
coach, microdialogues 

Lizzie The voice of the other in the coach’s speech, and the 
imagined voice of the coachee is articulated too 

Shelagh Speaking to the other during the conversation with the 
interviewer, doing so to empathise or as a form of creating 
connection with that other 

Cymbaline  

Crystal Microdialogues between coach and coachee in speech 

Tina Microdialogues between coach and coachee expressed 
during speech 

Initial thoughts 
regarding 
analysis 

The voice of the coachee and others is present in the 
words expressed by the coach…not sure as yet how 
relevant this may be….. 

Interviewee 
Name 

Connecting theme 3: Inner feelings and their role in 
coaching  

Lulu Inner feelings are dealt with elsewhere since this coaching 
context focuses on work – limitations are that coaching is 
not about mental health issues (some overlap with 
connecting theme 1). 

Lizzie There can be dilemmas of transference in coaching 
conversations, sitting with and encountering emotions as 
they arise no matter how uncomfortable these may be. 

Shelagh Creating feelings between you, creating a coaching 
space. Dealing with personal issues and how they impact 
on professional issues in the coaching space could be a 
coaching dilemma. 

Cymbaline Allowing coachee space to ‘let off steam’. Exploration of 
client’s past and relationship with primary care givers. The 
‘Deep End’ the coach may struggle to deal with emergent 
and unexpected feelings expressed by the coachee. 
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Crystal The wounded self – the coachee might be playing the role 
of victim whilst the coach is the rescuer? Who is the 
persecutor? 

Tina The focus is upon solutions and practical action to help 
the coachee within difficult working situations rather than 
exploring inner worlds or feelings. However the coach 
may pick up on things, what is there in the background or 
all along? (context?, chronotope mixing?) Senior 
managers may be anxious or fearful about engaging in 
coaching as they don’t wish to appear to fail. 

Initial thoughts 
regarding 
analysis 

Difference of opinion here, but this may be dependent 
upon the context in which these coaches work and who 
their clients are…for instance organizational coaching or 
career/life coaching, and possibly due to the background 
and training of the coach? Coaching continuum: 
Sitting with emotions, letting off steam ---------→ work 
based and practical solutions focus. Inner feelings take 
centre stage in some instances, take a back seat or are 
secondary in others (not absent entirely. As there is some 
ambiguity in the suggestions above then the expression of 
inner feelings and their role in coaching may be a 
dilemma for some coaches. Chronotope mixing? 

Interviewee 
name 

Connecting theme 4: Personal boundaries 

Lulu It is important to know where personal boundaries lie 
when coaching others 

Lizzie A coach’s personal boundaries need consideration ie a 
coach shouldn’t engage in a personal friendship or a 
sexual relationship with a coachee (or not until the 
professional coaching relationship is over) As coaching is 
not about friendship it allows the breaking of ‘bad news’ 
and giving honest feedback. 

Shelagh Not specifically or directly alluded to in text 

Cymbaline Not specifically or directly alluded to in text 

Crystal Not specifically or directly alluded to in text 

Tina Not specifically or directly alluded to in text 

Initial thoughts 
regarding 
analysis 

This is a concept that only two of the interviewees 
discussed explicitly in text. 

Interviewee 
name 

Connecting theme 5: Coaching dilemmas 

Lulu Links with connecting theme 1 above – the limitations of 
coaching, and the coach not feeling qualified to deal with 
mental health issues. Dilemmas around whether the 
coach feels that progress is being made with the coachee, 
how willing are they to be there? How engaged are they 
with the process? Dilemmas are also experienced around 
boundaries and whether coaching involves telling 
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coachees what to do, especially if the coachee is lost and 
does not know what to do. A coachee may also expect 
that a coach will offer suggestions and advice, so 
boundaries may be contingent. A potential conflict of 
interest when working with two employees at a single 
organization – both competing for the same job and 
disliking each other - struggle to hold the space and not 
let this colour judgement, remain open-minded. The 
limitations of the client’s organizational environment 
sometimes mean that dilemmas are hard to avoid. Not 
anxious or worried but does have ‘professional concerns’. 
Coaching can be a lonely and isolated practice. 

Lizzie Dealing with the unexpected and sometimes challenging 
or unsettling client demands. Dilemmas of transference in 
conversations. Concerns over breaking the law – knowing 
where to draw the line. Dilemmas can be commonplace in 
coaching conversations, eg not liking a coachee and 
struggling to find a way to like them, struggles and 
uncertainty around advice giving, feeling a sense of 
responsibility towards the coachee, ie ‘am I doing it right?’ 

Shelagh Dealing with the unexpected and when personal issues 
impact on professional issues (linked to connecting theme 
3, feeling uncomfortable when moving into the mentoring 
space (ie transgressing a perceived boundary), what 
should coaching do? The loneliness of being a coach – 
isolated profession. 

Cymbaline Confusion – focus may be on the future but still explores 
context (linked to theme 1 and 3 above). (note to self – is 
this an example of chronotopes mixing/hybridisation?)The 
deep end – being out of depth with emotions or issues 
that the coachee is sharing (links with themes 1 and 3 
above). Coaching struggles with whether a coach should 
be acting as a catalyst and facilitator so that the coachee 
is using their own resources, or whether they need to be 
more directive and tell the client what they need to do.  
Feeling insecure due to inexperience.  

Crystal A possible dilemma is how the coaching conversation 
may affect the coach emotionally (transference?), the 
isolation of being a coach, feeling lonely as a result, and 
the loneliness of the coachee. Worry/concern and anxiety 
ie ‘am I doing it right?’, feeling responsible for the 
coachee. 

Tina Thinking something may be unethical in the workplace but 
that the coach has to accept it since it isn’t illegal. Feeling 
uncomfortable with practices within the organization 
employing the coach. Issues with impartiality or a possible 
conflict of interest. Ethical struggles around confidentiality, 
the pressure and demands place on the coachee in their 
role and a lack of understanding about the impact of this 
from on high. Dilemmas around being too enthusiastic 
and focusing on job in hand. Struggles with making client 
aware that there may be ethical or legal implications of 
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their actions. Senior managers may experience fear and 
anxiety around failure and so be reluctant to engage in 
coaching  (links to connecting theme 3). 

Initial thoughts 
regarding 
analysis 

There are many coaching dilemmas – and these may 
differ depending on context. So these range from the 
emotional impact of coaching on the coach (what they are 
listening to?), insecurities around ‘Am I doing it right?’, 
whether they are being too enthusiastic, to feeling lonely 
or isolated as a coach, feeling uncomfortable 
transgressing perceived boundaries between different 
disciplines ie coaching and mentoring or coaching and 
counselling? (note to self -Is it necessary sometimes to 
put on another hat in order to help the coachee?, or if the 
coachee expects advice and guidance)  There is also 
confusion around whether coaching is merely future 
focused as previous lived experiences permeate and seep 
into the present (chronotope mixing/blurring?) Also there 
seem to be dilemmas around what may be unethical (or 
what the coach may think is unethical) in the workplace 
but as it is not illegal then having to accept this, eg zero 
hours contracts etc (not in this table but in text – see 
Tina’s script). Also there are issues around potential 
conflicts of interest and seeking to remain open minded 
and non judgemental in tricky situations, especially within 
organizations?. 

Interviewee 
name 

Connecting theme 6: Supervision 

Lulu Coaching can be a lonely pursuit (link to theme 5 above?). 
Supervision enables the coach to discuss their struggles 
and dilemmas with another, so that supervision creates a 
‘safe space’ for the coach to speak. It can also provide a 
‘reflective’ space for the coach. Supervision helps 
reassure the coach when they are feeling insecure that 
they are acting ethically and professionally. This boosts 
confidence and can be restorative.  

Lizzie Beneficial but hard to find – relies upon a psychotherapist 
to act as a supervisor – felt that a therapist may have 
more experience and psychological knowledge. 
Supervision provides an opportunity to hear feedback 
from others and helps the coach to grow – it is 
developmental. 

Shelagh Supervision can be beneficial in that it helps to talk and 
share ideas. Supervision offers reassurance, and clarity 
about the coaching relationship (possible link to theme 5 
above – loneliness and isolation?) 

Cymbaline Supervision provides a space to share and to be heard, 
supervision can be reassuring for coaches who feel 
inexperienced and unsure. Supervision can also be a 
space for reflection. 

Crystal Supervision is beneficial as it provides a listening ear, 
coaches can be isolated. 
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Tina Supervision described as a ‘jolly good idea’ (in text) but 
not something that is felt to always be necessary. This is 
contingent upon whether the coach feels that there is a 
pressing need that needs discussing. 

Initial thoughts 
regarding 
analysis 

Supervision is generally thought to be beneficial and a 
good idea, however it is not always easy to find and may 
be infrequent. Supervision can provide a ‘safe space’ 
where the coach feels able to speak, seek reassurance, 
and have someone who is listening to the coach, as this 
can be an isolated activity, and generate feelings of 
loneliness. Supervision is an opportunity to question and 
offers a ‘reflective’ space in which the coach can reflect on 
their practice, and through this process feel confident that 
they are acting professionally and ethically. However, it is 
also suggested that this is an activity that is more popular 
with inexperienced coaches and that once they are 
‘experienced’ they no longer feel the need for this (is this 
a possible dilemma?). 

Interviewee 
name 

Connecting theme 7:Seeing the world through the 
eyes of the coachee 

Lulu An essential aspect of coaching is the ability to see the 
world from the perspective/understanding of the 
coachee…recognising that it is their map of the world that 
matters. 

Lizzie Facilitation of others, helping them organise their 
thoughts. 

Shelagh Letting the client choose how to proceed. 

Cymbaline Coach as facilitator.  

Crystal Coaching described as facilitative – this is a defining 
characteristic. 

Tina What is important is the coachee and their needs 
(facilitative?). Coaching is not about the coach but about 
the coachee. Coaching should not feel scripted, nor that 
the coach knows what success looks like – it is about the 
client. Focus on the client and help them work out what 
will help them within pressurised working environments. 
This is about what is right for the coachee (person-
centred?), so a coach is not an expert – they don’t have 
all the answers..  

Initial thoughts 
on analysis 

Only one interviewee refers to a coachee’s map of the 
world, and there is little discussing this theme overall, 
other than statements that coaching is facilitative. 
However, as such this involves seeing the world through 
the coachee’s eyes as coaching is described as being 
about the coachee and their needs, rather than the 
coach’s, so this process involves letting the client take the 
lead, and encouraging them to choose their own course of 
action. 

Interviewee 
name 

Connecting theme 8: Not knowing – struggling to 
make sense  
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Lulu Struggles around why a coachee doesn’t appear to be 
interested in the coaching process. Are coachees always 
honest with their coach about how they feel about being 
coached? (link with connecting theme 5 above). Writing 
reflections in a journal can be helpful in dealing with 
struggles and in seeking to make sense of them. Also the 
coachee may go off at a tangent – and so this process is 
about not knowing, or having to find out/make sense of 
what the problem might be. Significantly, a coach may not 
have a clue either – both coach and coachee may not 
know – both are engaged in learning. 

Lizzie Dilemmas can be commonplace in coaching 
conversations (link to connecting theme 5). Struggling to 
like the client (again linked to theme 5). Even when 
contextualised, advice is still contingent as life can be 
ambiguous and uncertain, advice if offered is framed as a 
choice that the coachee can either act upon or not, rather 
than instruction. Coaching is a process that deals with 
complexity and the messy nature of life – much is 
uncertain and unknown. This complexity makes it hard to 
know initially what the issue could be, as there is fluidity 
and permeable boundaries between the personal and 
professional. Coaching as diagnostic, involving prognosis 
which may be similar to a process of detection. 
Encouraging the client to sit with and encounter emotions 
as they arise (link to theme 3). 

Shelagh Using physical space as an aspect in the struggle to make 
sense – ie a third chair. Coaching offers the coachee a 
space in which someone will talk with them and listen to 
them as they seek understanding. The coach’s emotional 
state and reactions to the coaching 
conversation/relationship (links to connecting themes 3, 
4,5 and 6?) 

Cymbaline The coachee’s quest or search for meaning in life. 
Coaching struggles associated with confusion around the 
focus of coaching – is this purely future-focused or is 
there space for context, exploration of values, beliefs etc 
(link to connecting theme 5). Feeling out of their depth – 
“Am I the right person to be dealing with this?” ie exploring 
relationships with primary care givers – dealing with 
emergent/unexpected topics, reactions, situations that 
they are unsure of. The deep end – struggles with acting 
as a catalyst or being more directive in order to make 
sense (links to connecting theme 5). 

Crystal Contextual issues – future focus or past, present and 
future focused – ie a more holistic approach? The context 
in which a coachee dwells might be critical to 
understanding who they are now – vital in seeking to 
make sense for both parties. (links with connecting theme 
1). 

Tina How the coachee perceives the relationship, dealing with 
ambiguity within organizational life, seeking clarification by 
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asking the coachee to repeat what they are suggesting as 
a course of action. Struggling to raise the coachee’s 
awareness of ethical and legal issues (links to connecting 
theme 5) Picking up on things – being sensitive through 
reading body language and vocal intonations. The coach 
as sleuth/detective. Being persistent to get to the heart of 
the matter. Dealing with the ambiguity of organizational 
life, seeking to clarify or give shape to the conversation, 
seeking to justify to self aspects of an organization which 
challenge coach’s values.  

Initial thoughts 
regarding 
analysis 

Coaching can feel like being a sleuth/detective (since the 
coachee might not know what the problem is initially, the 
personal and professional may interminge – the client 
may seemingly go off at a tangent)…a coach might even 
be similar to a medical practitioner: seeking to make a 
diagnosis/prognosis…seeking to get ‘to the heart of the 
matter’ – In addition a coach may be as clueless as the 
coachee, neither may know or have the answers – both 
are learning through this process. Life can be uncertain, 
ambiguous and messy and coaching deals with this, so 
the struggles for meaning may be many, and context 
dependent, ie from seeking to create ethical awareness in 
the workplace and dealing with the ambiguity of 
organizational life to struggles dealing with unexpected 
avenues that the coachee may be going down, whether 
coaching should stick to focusing on future change or 
should it explore past life experience?, to concerns over 
whether the coachee is interested in the process or not, 
and will they be honest about this with the coach? 
Keeping a journal may be helpful in exploring these 
struggles in more depth and in the quest to make sense. 

Interviewee 
name 

Connecting theme 9: Relationship building 

Lulu Trust is important for a coaching relationship, time is also 
vital for developing this. Familiarity – a pre-existing 
relationship may be beneficial for initiating and 
establishing coaching conversations. Give the coachee 
the opportunity to end the relationship when they wish. 
Understand the coachee and see the world from their 
perspective (links with connecting theme 7) – be open to 
difference. Empathy is important – put yourself in their 
shoes, but it is empathy not sympathy (links to connecting 
theme 10 below – but slightly contradictory). Also sharing 
stories to create feelings of empathy. Listening, intuiting, 
insights, challenge and silence. Patience matters and 
being capable of accepting difference – of the other and 
their world views. 

Lizzie Empathy and connection enable the coachee to feel that 
they are not the only one who has troubles in life. 
Common sense and being down to earth are important for 
the coachee. The coach’s age may also have relevance. 
Creation of rapport and trust through an informal, personal 
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approach featuring intuition. Being open-minded is also 
vital, seek to like the coachee – see this from their 
perspective (links to connecting theme 5). Listening with 
your bodily senses, being attuned to the other (maybe 
even unconscious communication?) Offer the coachee the 
opportunity to not come back, if they wish. 

Shelagh Listening and associated feelings that may be generated 
from this – creating feelings in the coaching space – 
shared feelings? (linked to connecting theme 3). Creating 
a relationship through listening and playing back what the 
client has said. 

Cymbaline Creating a relationship through seeking common ground 
and sharing the self via discussing life history to create 
empathy. Coaching aims to create a space in which the 
client feels empathy, trust and safety. 

Crystal Relationship building and the importance of trust, empathy 
and rapport. 

Tina Picking up on things – being sensitive through reading the 
coachee’s body language and intonations. (links to 
connecting themes 5 and 8). Seek to connect with the 
client through their common humanity as this is the thing 
that links us. Seek connection through discussing 
interests or experiences in common. Be open minded and 
non -judgemental, awareness of difference – a coach has 
different life experience to the coachee, a different 
perspective and that is ok – appreciate that the coachee 
may seek a different solution to the coach.  

Initial thoughts 
regarding 
analysis 

Relationship building activities are deemed vital, and 
these range from listening and being sensitive to body 
language, speech, silences, to being aware of difference, 
being non-judgemental and understanding that this is the 
coachee’s map of the world, so they may say and do 
things that surprise or shock. Coaches seek to establish 
trust, empathy (not sympathy) and rapport in different 
ways – the interviewees suggest a search for their 
common humanity, and this may be useful if the coach 
takes a dislike to the coachee. Time may be an essential 
ingredient – especially where trust is concerned. Common 
sense and being ‘down to earth’ are also attributes that 
may be beneficial here, as is a coach’s age and stage of 
life (why?). Being open with the coachee, and letting them 
know that as the coach you are not perfect, that you too 
have made mistakes etc….. 

Interviewee 
name 

Connecting theme 10: Sharing the self 

Lulu Familiarity with the coachee – ie a pre-existing 
relationship may be beneficial in initiating and establishing 
coaching conversations (links with connecting theme 9 
above) (there is a shared self here).  Shared/similar life 
experiences may reassure the coachee ie “they will 
understand, they have been through this…or the coach is 
like me”…Sharing life history/story may be helpful for the 
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coachee to get a feel for who the coach is. Stories are 
shared only if this is in the best interest of the client, and 
to create feelings of empathy. Avoids sharing life stories 
around issues to do with what the client is being coached 
on, as this process is about them, and the coach’s life 
stories might colour the coachee’s judgement. 

Lizzie Sharing the self – only if this is relevant to the client, it 
may depend on individual styles of coaching, and may be 
done to establish trust and an equal partnership (links to 
connecting theme 9 above).Giving part of yourself may 
create a ‘creative space’ for coaching as it leads to 
connection between self and the other. So there is 
connection through this process.  

Shelagh There are benefits to using the self in coaching – 
particularly the use of past experience, however this is 
only ever done in the service of the client. 

Cymbaline Relationships can be created through seeking common 
ground and sharing the self through stories. This can also 
stimulate feelings of empathy. However such personal 
stories are only shared if this is felt to be in the interests of 
the client. 

Crystal The presence of the self in the coaching relationship and 
the role this might play in the process – (link with how 
coaching may affect the coach emotionally?) 

Tina A coach may draw upon previous life experience to raise 
awareness of issues in organizations with coachee. The 
coach’s previous life experience could also colour their 
thinking in the moment, so this may be a double edged 
sword. Needs to recognise that the coachee has had 
different life experiences (links with connecting theme 9 
above) 

Initial thoughts 
regarding 
analysis 

The coachee may feel more reassured and confident in 
the coach if they think that the coach has had similar life 
experiences to them. In addition, the realisation that the 
coach is not an expert, that they too have problems may 
be useful. However, sharing personal experiences and life 
stories with coachees is only done if it is felt to be in the 
best interests of the client, and to seek common ground, 
encourage a connection, and nurture the relationship. 
Sharing lived experience with a coachee may be 
problematic in some instances as it could influence their 
choices and decisions. 

Interviewee 
name 

Connecting theme 11: The role of reflection 

Lulu Reflection can be useful during the conversation. 
Coaching might be understood as creating a reflective 
space, reflecting is an important element of the process, 
but the coach can struggle sometimes to get the balance 
right, reflection also plays a role during supervision, and 
supervision may offer the coach a reflective space, as it 
can help with safe practice (links with connecting theme 6) 
. In addition the coach may reflect post conversation. 
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Coaching may provide a reflective space for coach and 
coachee, and reflection is a key component of learning. 
However, it is important to be ‘present’ for the coachee 
during the conversation, to dwell within the conversation 
and be there for the client in that moment. 

Lizzie Reflection is significant between sessions and as a source 
of information. 

Shelagh Reflection plays a role in coaching practice. 

Cymbaline Reflection plays a role during coaching practice and is an 
aspect of supervision. 

Crystal Note keeping and writing offer a space for reflection for 
the coach. 

Tina Inner speech can be a location for reflection to unfold. 

Initial thoughts 
on analysis 

Reflection is a key part of coaching, and coaching might 
be understood as creating a ‘reflective space’ in which the 
coach and coachee participate – and where learning 
takes place. However the coach needs to stay present for 
the coachee and avoid being distracted by this, thus there 
is a balance to be struck and this can be a struggle. 
Reflection is also important during supervision, in between 
sessions, and unfolds in writing and inner speech. 

Interviewee 
name 

Connecting theme 12: A coach’s attributes 

Lulu The ability to listen, intuit, offer insights, challenge and be 
open to silence (links to connecting theme 9), patience is 
important, acceptance of difference and opposing world 
views. The coach needs to be resilient and open to the 
unexpected, and be mindful of their body language – keep 
a poker face. Be practically minded and manage self, be 
organised and punctual. Express a ‘professional concern’ 
for coachees, ie offering a quality service and checking-in 
with coachees  by keeping in touch and asking if they are 
ok, showing that they are not alone: that there is someone 
out there who is looking out for them, and, making self 
available out of hours. Being flexible. 

Lizzie A coach needs ‘bendiness’ in order to be flexible to allow 
the client to explore but also the ability to pull them back 
to the subject. A coach needs to listen with their bodily 
senses, be attuned to the other (links with connecting 
theme 9).  A coach also needs to intuit, empathise and be 
open minded during coaching conversations (links with 
connecting theme 9). 

Shelagh Listening is an important ability in order to play back to the 
coachee. 

Cymbaline No directly linked themes present in initial analysis of text. 

Crystal No directly linked themes present in initial analysis of text. 

Tina A coach needs to be resilient emotionally, open to 
surprise,and not deterred by unfamiliar or unexpected 
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events. A coach needs to be able to think fast and 
reflexively during unfolding events. In addition, be kind to 
self – don’t place yourself as the coach on a hook – the 
coach is not responsible. Be aware that coaches are not 
experts. Have an awareness of difference and be 
accepting of opposing world views. Be non-judgemental 
and open-minded (links to connecting theme 9) 

Initial thoughts 
regarding 
analysis 

There are various attributes mentioned by interviewees 
from the ability to listen to being bendy, flexible and 
emotionally resilient. As coachees have different lived 
experiences, values and beliefs then it is important to be 
open minded, non-judgemental, open to surprise and 
accepting of difference. Expressing a ‘professional 
concern’ through checking in and asking if the coachee is 
ok, being available to them outside office hours might also 
be beneficial. In addition, recognise that the coach is not 
an expert, and so kindness to self is also a key attribute. 

Interviewee 
name 

Connecting theme 13: The place of goals in coaching 
practice 

Lulu  Goals are used loosely and to some extent, ie in terms of 
asking ‘what do you want to talk about today?’, considers 
the overall goal for the coachee but this is then retained at 
the back of the coach’s mind – it is not always the focus of 
the conversation. Flexibility is important, so goals are not 
adhered to rigidly, the focus is on the coachee. Process 
oriented. 

Lizzie Coaching is more about working towards a purpose or a 
vision rather than a specific goal. Coaching conversations 
are about purpose.  Goals are interpreted as being too 
rigid and inflexible, also problematic for the coachee as 
they can be too fixated on perfecting the goal and refining 
these rather than thinking about the process, ie about how 
to get there in small incremental steps. 

Shelagh Goals can be useful as they are a powerful tool, 
(hammer?) but this needs to be kept in perspective since 
they are not the only tool. Goals then are helpful, but need 
to be used flexibly amongst other approaches. They are 
helpful for focussing on where you want to go, and this 
can be understood metaphorically as cycling around 
potholes – goals help to find the way. 

Cymbaline Goal setting – prefers to see coaching in terms of 
outcomes rather than goals. Outcomes are described as 
being about thinking, feelings and being. Thus they focus 
on the moment and not just on something in the future 
that the coachee wishes to achieve, (ie a distant goal?) 

Crystal Goal setting and the role that this may play in coaching 
conversations. 

Tina Goals are not thought to be necessarily important for 
coaching, as what is more important is the coachee and 
their needs. Goals might work for some clients whilst not 
working for others, particularly within a busy organization 
where something else may supersede the set goal the last 
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time the coach and coachee met. Goal setting can be too 
rigid due to the fluidity and rate of change within 
organizational life, so they are not always helpful to the 
coachee. Also coaching is not about the coach but the 
coachee and their needs, so the focus is on what will help 
the coachee within a pressurised role in a busy 
environment. The focus is upon solutions and 
practicalities (links with connecting theme 3). 

Initial thoughts 
regarding 
analysis 

There are differing views regarding the use of goals, they 
might be a useful tool in some instances, helping clients to 
get to where they want to be, so they are beneficial for  
some clients (CONTEXT), however they should not be 
used rigidly, or adhered to all the time - there needs to be 
flexibility around their use, and coaching may concentrate 
more on outcomes, solutions or purpose and overall 
vision, rather than a goal (as this may be seen as too 
distant and distracting the client from working out what 
they need to do right now). 

Interviewee 
name 

Connecting theme 14: Reliance upon theories and 
models in coaching practice 

Lulu Concern over use of theory or models during practice. 
Theories and models are used in the service of the client 
– as coaching is about them and not the coach, takes a 
smorgasbord, using the standard models of coaching 
such as GROW, SCORE and CLEAR. Coaching 
conversations often unfurl in ways that don’t facilitate the 
use or adherence to an entire model, and in a coaching 
session there may not be sufficient time for the coachee 
to think, reflect and explore issues. Stuff could be under 
there – life experiences? The subconscious? (mixing of 
positive psychology and psychodynamic concepts? - 
CHRONOTOPES) 

Lizzie An aversion to the use of behavioural models in particular, 
works with her insides as a coach and sees this as 
attitudinal. Coaching involves a process of finessing (links 
with connecting theme 1).  

Shelagh Coaching models and theoretical frameworks – uses 
GROW, a person-centred approach, sometimes NLP 
(behaviourist?), Myers Briggs, or draws upon several 
blending or mixing of ideas, what is important is that ‘it 
needs to be good and relevant’ (in text)…draws from 
positive psychology and psychodynamic theories?. (note 
to self: Coaching taking a magpie approach?hybridising 
/blending/blurring chronotopes?) 

Cymbaline Blending ideas from different theoretical frameworks – 
positive psychology and psychodynamic theories, ie 
person-centred theories and ideas around exploring 
contextual issues ie previous life experiences such as 
difficult relationship with Father (links to connecting theme 
1, 3 and 5). Used Jungian theories of Individualization. 

Crystal Theoretical models, methods and approaches that the 
coach refers to in their practice, ie Transactional Analysis. 
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Tina Prefers to go with the flow rather than use particular 
theories or models, however she may use GROW or 
OSKAR as the scaling questions can be useful with some 
clients, eg ‘what will help you to get there?’ and ‘is it only 
those values that you’ve identified which are stopping that 
happening?’ (in text). Again dependent on client and their 
needs. 

Initial ideas 
regarding 
analysis 

Theories and models are drawn upon in the service of the 
client, so again this is CONTEXTUAL in that it depends on 
the individual client and individual situation. As coaching 
sessions are time limited there are practicalities – 
sometimes there is not enough time to work through and 
entire model. There is a tendency not to stick to any one 
theory or model religiously, but to take a Magpie, pick n 
mix or Smorgasbord approach – so whatever seems most 
appropriate at the time. There might be some mixing of 
concepts from positive psychology, in particular the 
person-centred approach and ideas drawn from 
psychodynamic theories, ie what else is in the room – 
persona history etc – intermingling of chronotopes – 
hybrid?.  

Interviewee 
name 

Connecting theme 15: mid life crises 

Lulu No connecting themes 

Lizzie ‘Is this all there is?’ the coachee’s search for meaning in 
life/dissatisfaction with where they are now (mostly people 
in mid life), the expectations of society and others may 
have shaped the life of the coachee and their choices, ie 
pleasing parents and meeting their expectations, eg going 
to uni, getting a professional job etc. 

Shelagh No connecting themes 

Cymbaline The coachee’s quest or search for meaning in life, ie 
coachees in their 40’s and 50’s asking the question 
“What’s the meaning of life?” (in text). 

Crystal No connecting themes 

Tina No connecting themes 

Interviewee 
name 

Connecting theme 16: how a coach’s life experiences 
may shape their practice 

Lulu No connecting theme.  
Came from working in senior management and this is 
reflected in her practice as an organizational coach, also 
some clients contact her as they are in similar roles and 
have been working mothers. Also had experience with 
depression. 

Lizzie How a coaches life experiences shape their practice – 
worked in the corporate world and trained others, spent 
20 years writing and developing these materials. Due to 
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struggles with demands and pressure she changed 
direction in mid life. 

Shelagh Benefits of drawing upon past experiences as a coach. 
Worked in social services as a Social Worker and so 
values confirmation from others, needs to know she is 
doing is ok. Not clear how this shapes her practice per se, 
other than she values supervision for this confirmation. 
Maybe in her manner? Ie in her language use ‘inexpertly 
dabbling’ etc? (in text) 

Cymbaline No connecting theme. No mention of what she did 
previously or how this may shape her practice. 

Crystal The role of the coach’s life experience in shaping the 
coaching relationship. Walks the boundary between 
coaching and counselling more than others perhaps. Is a 
trained supervisor so this influences her practice. Trained 
as a Marriage Guidance Counsellor, and relies upon 
Transactional Analysis a lot..ie what else is in the room 
(CONTEXT). 

Tina Draws upon her previous life experience to raise 
awareness of issues such as legal requirements, policy 
and procedures -Worked in the public sector and for 
charities in senior management, so draws upon this in her 
coaching.  

Initial thoughts 
regarding 
analysis 

The life history of the coach, and what they did 
professionally prior to becoming a coach seems to play a 
role in shaping their practice, and what sort of coaching 
they do, ie the frameworks and models etc that they draw 
upon. CONTEXT – it isn’t only the coachee who brings 
this into the room, it also shapes the coach’s practice to 
some extent. 

Interviewee 
name 

Connecting theme 17: the role that time plays… 

Lulu The length of a coaching session – need sufficient time for 
coachee to be able to think, reflect and explore issues. 
Time may shape the session ie in questions such as ‘what 
do you want to talk about today?’ May influence whether 
models are used or not – there isn’t always time to go 
through an entire model in a session. Whether progress is 
occurring. Time is also vital for developing a relationship. 

Lizzie Coaching as diagnostics and prognosis? – this suggests 
that time may play a role (links to connecting theme 8). 

Shelagh No connecting themes. 

Cymbaline No connecting themes. 

Crystal No connecting themes. 

Tina Not going off at tangents (due to time limits?). Time as a 
factor in developing a coaching conversation – increasing 
familiarity and reducing ‘not knowing’? 
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Initial thoughts 
regarding 
analysis 

Time can be a factor in coaching, for instance the 
sessions are time limited and this may influence questions 
such as ‘what would you like to do in today’s session’, 
time is also a factor in developing a relationship, and in 
seeking to know. (note to self – time is also present 
throughout this research, ie in the boundaries between 
coaching and other professions, whether coaching is 
future focused or not, the role of reflecting, being ‘present’ 
etc..so it appears in many guises in this analysis) 

Interviewee 
name 

Distinct or unusual themes emerging 
 

Lulu No hard and fast rules in coaching – depends on the 
client, coaching as a space to be heard, a space to 
explore, and a space to explore dilemmas but also a 
space to share success and good news. 

Lizzie The coachee may feel that there is stigma attached to this 
process…stigma attached to the terms ‘counselling’ or 
‘therapy’ so ‘coaching’ may be more socially acceptable.  

Tina A positive of working as a coach is that this role enables 
her to meet diverse people. 
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Summary table Superordinate themes from initial analysis of interview  

transcripts – featuring associated quotes from interview scripts. 

Superordinate 
themes 

Related quotes from the interview scripts 

External speech  

Reliance upon 
theories and models 
in coaching practice 
 

Lulu: “..erm..I wouldn’t say I consciously use 
gestalt apart from coming across it when I was 
doing my Masters, erm NLP I still use some 
elements of it..not religiously, er so map of the 
world and things like that erm, and some of the 
other techniques maybe around positions and 
anchoring and things erm..but I wouldn’t say I 
am particularly an NLP-based coach, I tend to 
use a smorgasbord approach really, I just use 
bits that I like so they, they come out almost 
subconsciously cos I don’t think to use such 
and such here, it’s just ‘what’s gonna work here 
with this client?’. 
 
Lulu: “..I just go with the flow I think, whatever 
your clients bring I work with what they’ve got 
and follow up with stuff if I need to, but I don’t 
stick with I mean my..expose to different 
coaching models is..everybody starts with 
GROW erm then there’s the three stage model 
that we did at Uni when I was doing the Masters 
and I bumped into others like SCORE and 
CLEAR and various others so there are bits of 
them I like and you know, but it’s you can’t in my 
opinion, you can’t go through a whole model 
sometimes in a session..” 
 
Lulu: “…you will be using processes, you will be 
using models, but what you’ve got to think about 
is your experience level and it doesn’t need you 
to focus on ‘oh we’re at this stage now, or we’re 
at that stage ’, it’s being flexible...which is a skill 
that you need as well, being flexible to go where 
the client needs to go..not where your processes 
want to go..” 
 
Lizzie: “well…I couldn’t do that but I know 
people do..will do, do things systematically..and 
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erm they believe empirically and I do not believe 
there is such a thing…and that brings me to the 
other thing that that I I don’t just work 
behaviourally....it tends to be attitudinal… yes 
and behavioural stuff, yes sometimes it’s really 
useful but it tends to be to finesse..something 
rather than to start things off so that’s where I 
don’t have a process because I don’t, it’s not, 
when you do behavioural coaching it’s a bit 
more like training...it’s also in my view not 
always sustainable… and it’s just teaching you 
how to do things… sometimes maybe it’s just a 
matter of alright, ok let’s just, let’s just work out 
a way of dealing with things, but like I say it’s a 
finessing rather than the whole thing..” 
 
Shelagh: “..Ok..no I dabble inexpertly..no…I 
wouldn’t say that I dabble inexpertly..I suspect I 
might be operating on a person-centred kind of 
approach on the whole… but I will sometimes 
bring in concepts from erm NLP.. and after that it 
would be MBTI, Myers Briggs. There may be lots 
that I am thinking about and I say to 
myself..and..er..I have input from myself which I 
am using alongside recognised techniques..and 
so er.. I am not trained to use it but I would call it 
open theory, and I would have a conversation 
about that..so going back to your question I 
don’t think I have articulated to myself a clear 
theoretical framework. yes, yes, yes, 
sometimes..I mean I have um…an 
approach….[pause]…which I take with me when 
I am coaching” 
Which I hope is informative, and as soon as I 
know…I will have to ignore these items whether 
its something along the lines of productivity,.. 
team management (which I do) erm..er..[pause] 
er..project management, and yeah partly 
spending some time deciding whether that will 
be helpful and what sort of view..sometimes erm 
[pause]..I give them a choice..and it’s very 
important to give them this…so I will say that 
‘you can do it this way or we can do it that way’.”  
 
Shelagh: “and then withholding some of that 
theory would you know, so.. it needs to be good 
and relevant…”  
 
Cymbaline: “erm [pause, thinking]..oh very much 
so, they-they underpin what I do, erm so I would 
say you know in terms of all my concepts er, and 
perspectives, erm yeah and what I gained from 
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doing my Masters, whether that be looking from 
an existential approach to helping the client’s 
clarify and consider their meanings and values, 
to relationships, erm and to helping  clients think 
about their own lives..erm ..and you know, 
looking at assumptions, values and beliefs that I 
may hold… to a more cognitive behavioural 
approach which might be you know thinking 
about you know helping clients have greater self 
awareness and how their thought processes and 
how this might affect their behaviour and feeling, 
it might be working with gestalt or thinking you 
know ‘how can I help the coachee become fully 
aware and turn that awareness into action?’ and 
what needs to be changed here and how..erm I 
might use something that is transactional you 
know or you might use ego states for difficult 
relationships or communication issues, or you 
might be psychologically minded, so you know, 
what you can draw from working with resistance 
or transference or it might be something around 
you know life stage development… or you might 
be drawing from Jung - individualization, 
thinking that actually they’ve reached a stage 
now,.. erm you know working with emotional 
intelligence, psychologies..they are all things 
that-that’s going on in my head, so that when I 
present something I am thinking and rummaging 
through my tool box thinking ‘oh that..you know, 
which is the best one to pick out?’   
 
Crystal: “[pause – thinking] yes…TA’s the 
one…sorry Transactional Analysis.. erm…which 
I most often use…I come back to most often 
some NLP stuff, erm I trained as erm a Marriage 
Guidance Counsellor..years back..and some of 
the [pause] theoretical frameworks that we were 
taught there..yeah…those sorts of stuff. Well, it 
often expresses things in very simple 
language…So the parent and child, er..I worked 
with a group, not a group of coaches particularly 
– but a group of teachers who were putting in a 
grievance against their headteacher…and…just 
talking about the language was “yes she’s a 
parent, she’s treating them all…all the teachers 
as children.. and they were resenting it, it was 
talking to that bit of the child erm…they..erm 
[pause] ..the drama triangle do you know that 
one?” Ok, so..persecutor, rescuer and victim… 
The coachee often plays the victim asking the 
coach to be their rescuer.. and this horrible 
organization that’s persecuting them..and 
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playing that back or..whether that’s in their 
relationships with somebody at work or 
whatever it is that’s going on it’s quite..erm 
salutary sometimes you know they get “AAHHH, 
yes I see that!” (have an epiphany?) and simple 
language ….people can relate to”   
 
Tina: “I’m much more go with the flow erm I 
obviously did learn all about models when I did 
my training…erm [pause, thinking] I can’t 
remember..there’s one that I use for coaching, 
erm I don’t know what the name is where you 
kind of have a-a goal…”and a- and a scale of 1-
10, so ‘where are you now?’..”erm..’what are the 
things that can help you?’ and ‘what might be in 
your way?’erm..and what’s useful about that is 
that it’s theirs and if they haven’t brought it with 
them and that kind of thing well it’s not a 
problem..but if they have then if it’s appropriate 
then and there’s nothing else..we will look at 
where they are now and everything like that…”it 
could be GROW, yes!, I think it could be GROW, 
yeah..”.yeah and that the scaling I think, I think 
it’s really good, erm and often, so depending on 
where people say they are…then you know, its 
quite useful if they know what they want, to ask 
‘what will help you to get there?’ erm and then 
‘is it only those values that you’ve identified that 
are stopping that happening and what else that 
maybe out of your control?’....? so I-I will often 
have these at the back of my mind and I don’t 
always physically get people to do this scaling, 
but they can make a judgement on whether this 
will be useful for them..” … 
 

The place of goals in 
coaching practice 

 

Lulu: “..well it depends what you mean by a goal, 
yes I do in inverted commas, I do say what are 
we going to talk about and do with our time..’well 
what do you want to get out of today?’ and I’m 
not too hung up on what they’ve come with 
originally you know, how it might have been set 
up.. I have that in the back of my mind ….erm so 
we spend you know the overall goal for that 
person, they know what they want to achieve 
and but then we move onto the situation with the 
other person as well, so that’s a bit of a 
challenge, so I suppose it’s there in the back of 
my mind, ‘why was this set up in the first 
place?....I have that there thinking ‘well how 
confident is that going to sound’..I don’t say ‘so 
we’ve got to talk about this, but my sense is that 
whatever they bring on the day is what’s 
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important to them...and if its important to them 
at that time its likely to have an impact on the 
overall goal that you’re working to anyway, cos 
it’s, it’s at the front of my mind, if you brush it 
under the carpet, you could be undervaluing the 
coaching that you’re doing with themas that’s 
what they are wanting to talk about, then, so  I’ve 
not, I don’t think I’ve ever been focussed on 
goals, maybe – not rigidly, loosely, ‘what’s the 
overall goal for this session?’ but I don’t rigidly 
stick to it, I don’t see it as being like objectives 
you know, ‘the objectives for this session are, 
you’ve gotta do this or you’ve gotta do that… 
you know we are of the opinion that it depends 
upon what the client wants at the time.” 
 
Lulu: “..you know, things that they should be 
working on, they don’t always stay there 
because actually when it comes to the 
conversation that might not be the thing that’s 
important, as there’s stuff under there that 
influences that and so we might go off on a 
tangent..” 
 
Lizzie: “erm..not always, partly because people 
will come presenting a problem to me to solve 
their problem..erm there is always…in 
coaching..we always work with a purpose in 
mind, I’m not one who likes setting goals, hard 
and fast goals, so I will always say ‘yes this is 
where we are going to..and we will review it quite 
often erm..but there are some clients who, who 
actually need support..rather than a goal, and 
also I don’t do overaching steps to a goal, I will 
do next steps and maybe even the step after that 
in a fuzzy way, I think I work towards vision 
rather than a goal… and sometimes it is..you 
know ‘I want to have got a new job in 6 months 
time’..fine and I will always ask at the beginning 
what goals they might have in mind and quite 
often I have to disabuse them of the fact that 
they are not going to be zero to hero in three 
seconds!..but its purpose.. yes, yes it is too rigid 
for me, so because I practice erm my practice is 
independent , what I’ll get is all sorts of 
things…all sorts of muddles and making 
decisions and whatever and I always keep, keep 
some sort of goal in mind but I don’t..I find it’s a 
bit..what can happen is that you come up with 
this perfect goal and you can spend a lot of time 
refining it…without actually trying to get 
there..my question is always ‘right ok, so we’ve 
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got where you want to be, what are you going to 
do now?”  
 
Lizzie: “so you might start with one thing and 
then have a little goal and then sorting that 
particular thing out and most things kind of 
unravel anyway and the knot loosens then you 
can see a way through..” 
 
Shelagh: “Yes, that hadn’t, I hadn’t thought a lot 
about this, er,..I believe that this can be quite 
powerful..er…appropriate tool that I suppose I 
can use, relatively confidently as this resets or 
focuses on…I knew that the first time with her, 
how unusual it was, how helpful it was to think 
about, and focus on…I think that goals are often 
helpful…. you need to try and funnel all of your 
approaches and um..[pause] 
…philosophy..rather than goals, clearly…..yes.. 
and if think about when you are cycling on a flat 
road with a little one then they look at you and 
then they start heading towards 
you…so..[pause]..um..that’s part of the way that I 
think about goals and talk about it with people, 
that having a focus on where you want to get to 
can help you to achieve going on and that’s now 
a part of what I do…. and in essence I think that 
it is important to keep it in perspective, as a 
focus on goals is simply a tool… powerful tool 
No…I am trying to think of an example of goals 
that I use.. of tools that I use..they are..things 
that I do…they might end up…I tend to use 
GROW, and if you think about the GROW 
model…… I don’t always focus on goals..” 
 
Cymbaline: “..Erm..goal setting so…[pause] 
erm…I would say that I am not hung up on 
goals!..erm..and having goals to me sounds very 
transactional… and..erm..that’s..but for me I 
work on outcomes…. outcomes are not just 
about thinking they are also about feeling and 
being” 
 
Crystal: “erm..have you read the Dave 
Megginson book “Beyond Goals?”..and they 
would say ..that he used to tell a story about a 
Chief Exec and the Chief of er…health 
organisation and when you went in the Chief 
Exec would say “Don’t talk to me about goals 
and targets, we’ve got 46 of them..they would 
have conversations for..an hour..to an hour and 
a half or two hours about all sorts of things..the 
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state of the world..golf… erm..growing trees, 
anything, and then at the end of it the Chief Exec 
would say “Ok, now we know what to do about 
this..this and this and give a list of actions that 
he decided ..because part of his brain was 
thinking about one thing and that um triggered 
nothing..in goal form..and so…sometimes I think 
the goal of sessions are to work out what the 
goal is!”  
 
Tina: “hm..they are not that important to be 
honest I think for me I think about what’s 
important for the person I am coaching.. 
and..and some have responded really well…to 
goal setting..erm..but equally I-I-I’ve had clients 
where we’ve done something around goal 
setting as that appeared to be what was the right 
thing…but then by the next time something’s 
come up and that’s taken over their time 
erm,,and inevitably things keep getting pushed 
back further…“..and I will re-visit but it’s you 
know. it’s like if I’m not seeing them for a few 
weeks or a month, a lot can happen in that 
time…”and it feels for me, it feels like it’s about 
me I keep saying ‘you need to set a goal!’”… 
Mutual laughter……things have moved on, we’ve 
lost our funding!!!.. my time was spent doing 
something else”….and I would say ‘ you weren’t 
doing it for me so that’s ok!.. cos there’s always 
that ‘gotta please the coach!” 
 

Sharing the self 
 

Lulu: “..which really affected him erm but I he-he 
contacted me and said the accident had 
happened some time before and I felt a little bit 
of empathy there because I had a really bad car 
accident many years ago as well and he knew 
that so, erm there was some shared 
understanding and experience that we could, we 
could work with..” 
 
Lulu: “..and the HR team said ‘we wondered if 
you would consider working with this other 
lady?’ erm a little bit of background to her – 
she’s had a lot of of stress and depression 
issues, she has mental health issues , very high 
flying, very clever erm but is very intense, and 
so to talk about sharing stories, and-and it was 
very clear, we were very clear about how this 
was going to be set up the first time we had the 
chemistry meeting, I was talking to her er and 
sharing that I understand it’s quite a stressful 
climate that you work in…” 
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and you know erm, your mental health is equally 
as important as your physical health and shared 
my own experiences of mental health difficulties, 
cos I’ve been off with erm depression yes and 
you know, just sharing that with her, that 
empathy and the fact that I work with Leeds ____ 
“ 
 
Lulu: “..well before I start a coaching 
relationship I always have a chemistry meeting 
and, so I’ll always say you know what the 
purpose of the meeting is, set it up and then be 
quite open and say, you know, ‘I’ll tell you a little 
bit about me, erm my history, how I came to do 
this job, and that I’m married, I have a Son’ and 
all that sort of thing, so that they just get a bit of 
a feel for the type of person that you are as well 
as having just a general conversation, …” 
 
Lulu: “..yeah, I wouldn’t share my life story 
around their issues…” 
so I would share my life story about how have I 
come to be in this position, so I have experience 
as a coach, how I qualified as a coach, why I 
decided to be a coach, my corporate background 
and maybe discuss where I have worked and 
what I have done, what I do now, put it in my 
personal background, just to set the scene 
around the type of person I am, when I’m 
working with a client, if I was trying to bring my 
experience into coaching it wouldn’t be ‘oh in 
the past I’ve done this so this might work for 
you…’, it would be a case of, it would be 
questioning around ‘oh ok, what options have 
you tried so far?, ‘what other options could you 
try?’, ‘what have you thought about?’ ‘have you 
thought about this?’, so you do bring some of 
yourself to it, you have to do..” 
 
Lizzie: “.I don’t talk about myself unless.. it’s 
relevant  
but occasionally, occasionally you can end up 
chatting a little bit I think it depends again on 
your style..I do tend to have a very personal 
style because I want to establish a relationship 
with my clients and they need to be able to trust 
me..I also do share things because I don’t, I hope 
we have an equal relationship where the client 
and I are both working on this together.. and I 
don’t want them to feel that I am above them in 
any way...and quite often just for the purposes of 
empathy I will feel able to say ‘yes I do know..I 
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don’t know how you feel because I don’t know 
what it is like to be you, but I have been in a 
situation where that has happened to me, not 
quite the same..I might go..I might give a bit of 
detail but not very much..and I find that’s quite 
useful so there are clients..some of my clients 
know that I’ve..I’ve had problems in my life, not 
huge problems..” 
 
Shelagh: “I can be conscious that I can 
get..because I have spoken to a lot of people…a 
mental image appears of how you can solve this 
in the moment..and..um..[pause] I’m not always, 
I’m not comfortable about doing that as well..and 
so it’s about looking inwards towards 
myself..but I do think that it can be helpful” 
 
Shelagh: “yeah, so that..that links to what I was 
saying about mentoring..when I am doing more 
mentoring and obviously I am more 
there..erm..and..[pause]..so I haven’t got a 
strong view on..other than being mentally 
defective..of how much of myself I bring into 
this..cracked pots sometimes are really useful 
for people, as they talk a lot more and say ‘I 
know about that!’ you know?”  
And I don’t..and that is partly about, this isn’t 
about, it isn’t for me 
..so bringing myself in and my intellect takes a 
back seat” 
 
Cymbaline: “with clients and I won’t say that I 
will share all of my life stories with them..only if I 
think it is relevant and appropriate..erm..and 
do..err,,I think for me it has to be relevant and 
erm..and it has to be..um..something that would 
be insightful to the client and erm..has to be 
short and succinct..its not about me! [laughs].. 
But..it..its..its about you and a snippet of 
er..of..a..my own story which will then really give 
some insight into the client which will draw 
some insights or which..which sympathise, not 
that I’ve been there and done that but I have 
some empathy..”  
 
Crystal: “..erm…very seldom but I do very 
occasionally..I mean I did some research around 
this and erm…[pause] people sometimes say it 
helps in terms of there was a woman who’d lost 
her own..erm sorry, this is a research idea, but a 
woman who had lost her own baby… and who 
was a Doctor in a Maternity Clinic and she said 
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sometimes she would say “yes I do understand 
how it feels, it’s different for everybody but I lost 
my baby too..so..I can appreciate that it’s really 
hard for you..” or something like that but 
not…it’s still in the service of the client.. so, I 
can think of times for example, where I’ve 
thought I’ve said to the client “you know 
listening to this story makes me feel angry”  
“And I’m wondering if that has resonance for 
you”..“you say that you are not angry but 
actually just listening to you, I’m getting angry!” 
so again it’s using yourself in..in the service of 
the other” 
 
Tina: ““..I think it’s er..I would err on the side of 
less rather than more, I think that there are a 
number of dilemmas with that, and partly it’s 
around their time and they are paying for it as 
well! [laughter]...and also is can be a bit 
distracting..so if it is something where you know 
about ‘I want to manage this situation better’ or 
erm ‘you know we could really do with engaging 
with more of X’ then I would probably be more 
likely to say ‘well have you thought 
of?...erm..and if they sort of say ‘oh I don’t think 
that would work!’ then I might say ‘well I do have 
experience of…. and so you might want to think 
of…but it’s always around being around 
something they say rather than being around 
something totally out of the blue, ‘you know 
what – you ought to start running!’ [laughter]”  
 

Supervision 
 

Lulu: “..erm..so probably when I go for my 
supervision I spend most of my time talking 
about that relationship 
with my supervisor just making sure that I am 
acting professionally, that I am in line with 
everybody ethically and with all the work that I 
am doing..” 
 
Lulu: “..with somebody erm which is  part of my 
reflection really, erm thinking about what do I 
want to take to the supervisory session and 
getting me to think about all kinds of things that 
I maybe haven’t thought about before, and so in 
that respect it’s helping you er keep your 
practice safe, it makes you stop and think you 
know….’what have I done here?’, to act in a 
professional way, I don’t always look at 
things.erm...and look at the guidelines and think 
you know ‘Am I acting professionally?’ ‘has it 
been a quality experience?’” 
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Lulu: “..erm, yeah I think it is, well I’m keen to 
learn more about it as I’m working with this 
group {referring to supervision course in north 
east – in development}, from a personal practice 
point of view I think it serves several purposes, 
yeah it gives me that safe space to go and talk 
about the challenges I might be having with my 
clients, or in my own practice, it keeps me safe 
er you know in terms of how I’m operating, erm it 
makes me erm it does make me reflect, so I 
know that I have to talk to my supervisor about 
this, and how did that go well…and will I get 
there? ‘So what are we going to talk about?’ Er 
so it does make me do my reflection, erm and it 
helps me be a better coach because when we are 
talking about..erm my supervisor is quite good 
at saying ‘ok, so what might have happened if 
you had asked this question?’ or ‘what did you 
explore around this?’ and I am thinking ‘well I 
didn’t and actually it probably would have been a 
good thing to do’, and the last time we met it was 
very much about ‘so when are you going to have 
the next session?’ and ‘what can we do to bring 
that about?, he’s also very much into restoring 
in terms of a confidence point of view…” 
 
Lulu: “..you know, he’s very good cos I think 
when you’re working in the coaching world, 
sometimes you’re quite isolated?.. 
so I think it’s important to have that in terms of 
celebrating success or, or looking at challenges, 
but also for me restoring my confidence, ?..”( 
erm you know sometimes I think that I’m not 
really sure how that went or how that should 
have gone and also about [pause, thinking] I-I’m 
very I get taken in sometimes by..like yesterday 
where some of these events where for me 
there’s got to be good coaches, quality coaches 
there and I sit there thinking ‘oh gosh I’m 
inadequate! I’m not as good as they are!’ and my 
supervisor will always stop me and say ‘well 
what makes you think that?’” 
 
Lizzie: “..I think that it’s beneficial erm I think it’s 
also quite difficult to come by…” so I actually do 
use a therapist, a psychotherapist as a 
supervisor..because I want somebody who 
knows more than I do… and who has more 
experience than I do, so somebody who is a 
therapist supervisor knows about the 
supervision process but also has possibly more 
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depth of experience..without psychology..I did 
once have a very good supervisor…” a good 
coach supervisor who was the one that I went to 
but she’s now retired so there’s, it’s not there, 
people come and go…”  
 
Shelagh: “I don’t..I don’t erm [pause] no, I’m not 
but if I did, you know the bits that I have 
done..then I will, I have got my supervisor… I 
can have a chat with my supervisor…and I can 
dedicate that hour to thinking about what is 
needed, if I am needing any reassurance 
[laughing] or any ideas about what I might 
need…yeah, well.. with my background as I was 
a Social Worker and I used to work in Social 
Services so I suppose I would seek confirmation 
from others…basically in what I am doing and if 
that is ok and that is a positive thing.. and there 
is stuff that is brought to life and..because you 
are going to get quite close to the client…you 
need to know where you are going with it” 
 
Cymbaline: “..Oh definitely! I think that coaching 
supervision erm…is really useful as a..a 
sounding board for your practice…” 
erm…and really having someone there to-to 
share some of the things that might have arisen 
from your coaching…erm..and certainly in the 
early days erm I’d say, well not the early days 
but it probably I would say from-from novice to 
experienced coach it really helped me to-to to, 
when you’re coaching you never know whether 
you are doing it ‘right’?. and from client 
feedback and all that but you end up thinking 
‘am I doing the right thing about all of this? yeah 
and I think erm having a supervisor and being 
able to bring those issues erm.. was really, really 
helpful to me…erm..and to say and to quality 
assure my work and to say ‘that’s the right way, 
that’s the right approach, what I’m doing is-is 
good work and the right thing, and I think I used 
supervision less now as I feel…I think I’ve got to 
a maturity level where I don’t needI don’t need 
to-to think ‘oh am I doing the right thing? Is that 
process working?” 
 
Crystal: “It did bring up bereavement stuff for 
me which as I say I took it to supervision..and I 
dumped my stuff there where the supervisor 
took it I don’t know, but you know” 
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Crystal: “I think it’s crucial..Er..[pause] well we 
had a session on Tuesday…now what did my 
friend say? She gave a lovely quote, something 
about..so yeah…’who is looking out for 
me?..while looking after everybody else as a 
coach.. ..so the usual things you know, the 
restorative, formative, and erm..what the other 
one is….errrrr (thinking) [pause]….can’t 
remember..there is another ‘if’ 
(?)..erm…..(thinking)…so having somewhere to 
take your stuff..but just looking at things from a 
different angle..then also the whole thing 
of..er..maybe take a whole systems 
approach..you know when you are deep into 
something, er..you don’t necessarily ‘see the 
wood for the trees’” 
 
Crystal: “..and that is what coaches say, that 
loneliness..” 
 
Tina: “..erm I think that it is a jolly good idea erm 
it’s not something I do very much to be honest, 
erm I tend to do it quite informally, so there are a 
few other coaches I know who I think qualified 
around the same time I did but we weren’t on the 
same training for that, so we do that as a as-a 
quite informal thing really [pause, thinking] 
“[pause, thinking]…yeah, it’s an interesting one, 
I think if there is something that you need then  
you have to have it, if there’s something you 
think you’re not doing that you feel you should 
be doing… yeah..you know, I think it’s a, I do 
think it’s good practice erm but I haven’t, I 
haven’t felt the need…”  

 

Boundaries between 
coaching and other 
professions 

 

Lizzie: “I think it’s very difficult…and it is very 
individual as its not regulated and it does mean 
that people do their coaching in very different 
ways..its much more flexible than a therapy one 
in that I will..for example, go and collect a client 
from the bus stop and take her back again.. 
which a therapist, or certainly the ones I have 
known wouldn’t do..as they wouldn’t even go an 
open the door..” 
 
Lizzie: “I will do, if somebody asks me for my 
opinion then I will give it…but, I don’t give 
advice, if I am thinking, well yes, sometimes I do 
give advice..but very rarely, I will give my 
opinion but I will make sure that they then don’t 
have to take it on board necessarily.. I mean it is 
very difficult and I’m thinking while you’re 
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speaking, erm I have done..I have had 
organizational clients where I been taken on by 
the organization.. and often that’s to do with 
them coming to terms with the role and it’s very 
work oriented and then I think I would possibly 
give advice or I’ll give erm, we’ll discuss how I 
would deal with this problem or that problem or 
‘well have you thought of this?..there are tools 
that you can help people with….particularly with 
say disciplining people or or not getting too 
friendly but at the same time being friendly and 
all that kind of thing…, so yes I do sometimes 
give advice but it tends to be in a business 
sense rather than erm yes, so.. it does very 
much depend on the context, if I feel and they 
feel that I have information that I can give 
expertise that’s fine, but then it is different for 
everybody ..I always start with the person, who 
the person is, because it’s no good saying to 
somebody who is, is er..manages say in a very 
erm [pause] hands on way to give information or 
advice about how to you know ‘keep your 
distance’ so you just kind of twitch it…”  
 
Lulu: “..I don’t believe that there is a boundary 
between coaching and mentoring erm depending 
on where the client is, erm counselling, 
psychotherapy and all that sort of thing, there is 
I believe a distinct boundary erm, why do I 
believe that? I believe that because counselling 
and psychotherapy are very specialised. I’m not 
saying that coaching and mentoring aren’t 
specialised, but they’re specialised in a different 
way in terms of clinical aspects and the mental 
health aspects, whereas the coaching and 
mentoring will be focussing more on the whole 
person in a work and life context but not 
necessarily their mental health and wellbeing...it 
comes into it if someone’s feeling a bit stressed 
and might need to see a counsellor, and there 
will come a tipping point where you will think 
that ‘this person is in a place where I believe 
coaching and mentoring in its truest sense is 
meant to help them, but they maybe need to 
work with a counsellor or another person who 
can help them with that crisis or situation that 
they are encountering..so maybe that’s the 
boundary, if someone is maybe in a crisis 
situation?” 
 
Lulu…”last year, this gentleman I’ve been 
coaching and mentoring, whichever way you 
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want to look at it, this gentleman has been 
known to me and spoke to me for many years 
..we both worked for the same corporate 
organization and after I left the 
organization..every so often we would either just 
meet for a catch up or he’ll say ‘I’ve got this 
going on and can we meet?’ and last year he 
was in a very dark place as he had a lot of things 
going on in his life, he’d lost his best friend 
who’d passed away, he changed jobs in the 
organization because they were merging and he 
had a new manager erm and he had a really bad 
car accident “..which really affected him erm but 
I he-he contacted me and said the accident had 
happened some time before and I felt a little bit 
of empathy there because I had a really bad car 
accident many years ago as well and he knew 
that so, erm there was some shared 
understanding and experience that we could, we 
could work with..” 
 
Lulu: “..and one of them em..a lady, I still 
remember her to this day, erm, a very good 
coach, very good facilitator, and a good manager 
actually as well, and she came to me and said 
‘I’ve got this problem and I’m not quite sure what 
to do about it , don’t coach me, I really don’t 
know what to do erm I need you to, you know 
give me some solutions… so can you help me 
out?’ ..if someone is really stuck why would you 
carry on asking them questions after and if you 
sense their frustrations? ..going down a bit 
towards the tell..so you are giving them 
structure whilst being flexible? if someone’s 
lost…yes…so you get nowhere, just going round 
in a circle?.. and certainly, certainly some of 
your clients or some of my clients anyway, they 
actually want you to to-to come up with some 
ideas because they can’t think of ideas, they say, 
so my, the lady that sought me out sometimes 
she’ll say ‘look, I know you will have done this 
before, so what have you tried, what have you 
done before?’ and so we will talk about that and I 
will say ‘but that might not work for you, you 
might have to change it a bit’..” 
 
Shelagh: “..No, its fine to start off with, erm…I’m 
not a therapist..er..um..so I am um, you know I 
am a coach..So you would hopefully have a very 
dim idea of where the boundaries lie.. 
and you would understand more 
fully..erm…my.thought is that coaching is more 
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future focused..so..coaching is not so much 
about looking into problems or what is going 
wrong..erm..erm., well, in coaching we may 
spend some time on that… but its more about 
practices to do with what we do now and 
thinking about what do we need to do to get 
there?” 
 
Shelagh: “..I think that’s one of the areas that I 
do less in my coaching practice, and one of the 
things where I do have boundaries as part of my 
practice I talk about what for me is the difference 
between coaching and mentoring and the 
continuum of coaching.. what are its purest 
forms? basically…’can you tell me about your 
work?’ , erm…and you use approaches that help 
you to stick to and help you to work through to 
what you wanted..and then at the other end of 
the continuum I talk about organizations and 
different sectors and you’ve got work which in 
these areas… and then almost doing a download 
of that which you as the mentee can take away 
and review and use to consider where you want 
to be.” 
 
Shelagh: “I’m not in, I’m not in a therapy 
situation..I don’t intend to..” 
 
Cymbaline: “..um..[pause]..so for me err you 
know, coaching in terms of boundaries 
erm…[pause] in terms of clients that I work with 
ah..we..um..are healthy, well functioning 
beings..erm..[laughs]..so I would..in terms of my 
own boundaries..I don’t work with people who I 
think might have deep emotional issues and 
suffering from mental trauma, you know, or, 
or..childhood..um..what’s the word? 
Abuse/incidents?..but things which need much 
more of a therapeutic… like counselling?..so I 
would then refer them on” 
 
Cymbaline: “And I am very clear with clients in 
terms of what the boundaries are and what these 
are, you know..the work I do is very much future 
focused, it’s about the here-and-now, its about 
the way we’re going into the future” 
 
Cymbaline: “my first..kind of role is as a 
facilitator..And that’s always my default position 
[laughter] ..so I see myself there as a facilitator, 
as a catalyst..erm..as..as somebody who 
erm..[pause]..who really facilitates..erm..the 
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process..who holds that space..em..for the..for 
the client.erm [pause]..a very er..not directive but 
erm..can be directive if needs be?..So I think you 
need to be flexible..” 
 
Cymbaline: “[pause, thinking] I think coaching 
and mentoring use a lot of the same 
skills..and…and..and…they have a lot of 
similarities? I would see mentoring as more..or 
as somebody who has been there, done that and 
works in the field…has some knowledge..insider 
knowledge and skills sets?” and that could be 
passed on and be useful..and could steer and 
offer some guidance as opposed to coaching 
which is mostly about harnassing somebody 
else’s resources..” 
 
Cymbaline: “yeah..its very, very 
um..[pause]..that’s the thing with coaching and 
mentoring, it’s just when you’re contracting you 
know..you know with a client its, its saying..so 
when I coach I am not a mentor, and you know 
with some people they never cross the line or 
boundary, and take me, I’ve done a lot of 
mentoring, I’ve been about..so you know it might 
be like an offer to people and not advice 
giving..erm..but if I think we are going around 
the houses now and actually let’s move on, and 
if that’s in the best interest of the client then I 
will do”. 
 
Cymbaline: “..yeah and I don’t, I don’t give 
advice, I put on my mentoring hat and and-and 
erm…you know steer them in a particular 
direction towards pieces of work..erm , when I 
say mentoring that’s what I mean ‘have you 
looked at this’ or ‘have you tried 
that’?..yeah…but I wouldnt tell them ‘that’s what  
they need to be doing’” 
 
Crystal: “Erm..I have some thoughts rather than 
feelings..oh I don’t know, the two shade into 
each other..erm.[pause]..because as I trained as 
a counsellor initially..and..er..therefore I think I 
operate..at..a., because of that I think I operate 
more in a space between counselling and 
coaching, you know there is a term that some 
academics are using called ‘couching’..Er..I 
guess it’s called the whole person coaching 
although I would hate to use the term life 
coaching..erm and I always use the term 
leadership coaching or management 
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coaching..erm..[pause]..I am conscious that I will 
walk the boundary more than maybe other 
people feel comfortable in doing..” 
 
Crystal:  “I think that between coaching and 
therapy there is a clearer boundary..for me..a) 
there’s mental health issues..er..and actually that 
again is erm..a boundary I walked down 
wondering whether one of the clients really has 
mental health issues..I supervised somebody 
who had that as an issue [pause]..who was 
actually..erm…identifying themselves as 
somebody with mental health issues..well we all 
have mental health issues from time to time, but, 
erm medically designated as  
having mental health issues and we had 
a..a..supervisory discussion about whether that 
mean’t that he could..er..benefit from 
coaching?.. And it depends what the mental 
health issue is….what you’re coaching about, 
whether it’s something where they are taking 
medicine for the mental health issue and that 
affects their ability to….benefit from 
coaching..all of that sort of stuff” 
 
Crystal: “ .. but it’s a..um..standard answer to 
say it’s future..that coaching is future focussed, 
because they are thinking (I think) of the sort of 
therapy which is about talking about your 
childhood…  

to say that coaching is future-focussed all the 
time is a wee bit erm..[pause, struggling to find 
words]..[laughs]..because you get information 
from the client, you may not follow it up but the 
fact that what the client is a strong Catholic and 
has been brought up in the Catholic tradition, 
actually has a lot of guilt and understanding 
about the world that comes from the Catholic 
perspective.. .sometimes it’s quite useful to play 
back “so where did you get that message from 
that say’s you’ve got to do it this way?”…that is 
actually going into the past.” 
 
Crystal: “er…much more facilitative..Ahem I’m 
conscious that sometimes a coachee has said 
“Well you said to..and I think ‘Did I say 
that?’…Erm…so they think I give 
advice…erm..sometimes I think it comes in 
information form..if I know something to be true 
information then it would be silly of me not to 
give the information pretending that I didn’t 
know..and I would hope that I would offer it in a 
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way that was…”here is a piece of information, - 
you might want to check it out.”. .it’s not about 
saying what I think you should do”. 
 
Tina: “I work with organizations, and this erm 
tends to be about-about solving problems in the 
present moment, erm.. more than counselling or 
therapy…..so that is possibly a boundary for 
me?” 
 
Tina: “I always see clients in terms of members 
of staff at the organization I work with, rather 
than someone I have met both personally and 
professionally and have a particular view of then 
it’s..it’s.. an eye opener literally [laughter]..you 
know in the same way, you know..this chap 
already had a busy role in adult social care – a 
figurehead job, suffering bereavement and he 
was given an additional role running children’s 
services…” 
 
Tina: “and in the end of this I had to say 
something and he walked..erm but I think that 
was about mental health issues…..and you know 
he’d, he’d spent all his life looking after other 
people with their mental health and not 
himself…..so we did explore that a bit and I was 
shocked when he walked... in lots of ways, and it 
was a shame, but maybe not for him you know?, 
I think the organization lost a lot but I think he is 
probably quite liberated now [laughs]” 
 
 

Coaching dilemmas Lulu: “..but you’ve got some clients who want 
some advice and you can’t always do it because 
you haven’t got that experience, you can’t, so 
there is a bit about anecdotally taking 
experience from others in the conversations that 
you’ve had and put it in your talking, so ok, ‘this 
might be a solution’, cos that’s what you’re 
doing, you’re learning I suppose yourself from 
others and their experiences, so that when 
something happens you can maybe play that 
back…to another person..”yeah, yeah, yeah, I 
think that you’re always as a coach, you’re 
always learning, you’re always trying to get 
better anyway..” 
 
Lulu: “..and knowing that I could help him in one 
way, but I couldn’t help him in another….he was 
at what I would call a crisis point and he needed 
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somebody to-to provide that support which I 
don’t believe I am qualified to do…” 
Lulu: “..but yes I have experienced er dilemmas 
shall we say and I’m not sure about the ethical 
side, so whether they are there or not, but erm 
working with someone where you feel that 
there’s not really any progress being made and 
whether they’ve come to the conclusion willingly 
or not, maybe they’re not really engaged with it 
erm and so it almost feels that it’s a waste of 
their time and a waste of resources..” 
 
Lulu: “I’m not sure if it’s a dilemma but it is a 
challenge, and ethically it is very tough for me 
erm I’m coaching two senior managers in the 
same organization….who are part of the same 
team and now it goes against my principles and 
certainly when I am putting in a coaching 
contract for internal coaching and saying that 
…coaching a line, coaching someone and then 
their manager it is a conflict… “erm, but this 
organization is a very small engineering 
company which is based in the north-
east..erm..and its not possible from their 
perspective for them to pay two coaches and 
two lots of travel expenses.. so I’m coaching 
both, so my challenge is holding the space 
because I see one in the morning and one in the 
afternoon, they don’t get on very well and so I 
hear all about their challenges…..one in the 
morning, what’s going on with that other person 
and then I will go to the session in the afternoon 
and I hear contradictory information from the 
other person about the person that I see in the 
morning, so in terms of holding the space and 
not divulging anything that the person has said 
about the other person can be quite a challenge, 
(because really what I want to say is, well really 
what I want to do is put them in a room and bang 
their heads together and say ‘grow up!’…” 
 
Lulu: “..you know I tried that and it really worked 
and to let other people know that they’ve tried to 
do something differently, so it’s that safe space 
that they have to-to come to..and it goes without 
saying really that confidentiality and holding that 
for them erm, cos you do get asked ‘how’s it 
going?, and are you going to go meet with and 
talk to them afterwards?’ and what have you 
seen that they are doing differently?, and you 
know that sort of stuff so..” 
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Lulu: “but it’s one of those things where you are 
out of sight and out of mind and even though 
you’ve sent a couple of emails it can be a bit 
tricky trying to er, so that might be the only other 
dilemma really, its how do you keep people 
interested or is it because they want what they 
want and they then move on even though they 
are contracted for so many sessions? Erm I’m 
not sure, I’m not sure and one of the other things 
I think is when you’re asking for feedback how 
honest are people actually going to be?” 
 
Lulu: “..the only other thing I can think of is erm 
people’s commitment to…coaching because you 
get set up and the client is quite enthusiastic 
and they, well they are not always, they erm you 
know they don’t always turn up or they’ve 
always got an excuse to get out of it or you 
know, that’s more of a challenge I think when 
you’re not meeting face to face so you’re doing it 
virtually, you’re doing it via Skype so I was 
working with somebody in Woking and erm via 
Skype.” 
 

Lizzie:  “I do see myself very much as a 
facilitator.. 
of somebody else’s thinking because as they 
talk they’re listening, I’m listening and they…as 
people talk they’re organising their thoughts in a 
way that they don’t, if it’s in your head it just 
goes zipping round and round…” 
 
Lizzie: “I’ve had dilemmas of of transference.. it’s 
politely called but I don’t agree with that you 
know, I think it’s just a nice fluffing of what 
happens and that has been a dilemma..” 
 
Lizzie: “well I just, I just wasn’t sure where I was 
legally”  

 
Lizzie: “erm..[pause]..yes they kind of arise quite 
often.. 
and again..I’ve met somebody whose Father had 
erm abused when she was young and she had 
been instrumental in sending him to jail..and he 
was getting out and she wanted me to go to her 
house, which I did..I did..and erm..just because she 
didn’t know what to do about it. She was terrified 
of him coming out”  
 

Lizzie: “so, erm that could have been a dilemma 
and there have been other dilemmas like that 
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where I have realised that my client has a bigger 
problem than I can deal with, but quite often I 
will see somebody whose also seeing a therapist 
or other” 
 

 Lizzie: “and..yeah there are dilemmas all the 
time really..there are others like, like not actually 
liking the person” 
 
Shelagh: “..I don’t know, I don’t know if this is 
the right example to give you..but there’s one 
that comes to mind..erm..I 
suppose..um,um,um..I’m an organizational 
coach which probably on the whole makes it 
easier..to focus..erm, but some of the things I do 
with people sometimes..they do want to you 
know, go more into the personal kind of things… 
um, I once found had a client and that 
individual…basically he was saying that he was 
wondering whether or not he should stay with 
his wife…That..that..that…can blow you off track 
and into the kind of areas that I felt I wasn’t 
equipped to help him…or with the help of 
somebody else..not with an organizational 
coach!”..” 
 
Shelagh: “..I think it’s partly why I was cautious 
about going more into the mentoring 
space…”then I am when I’m coaching, 
erm..[pause, thinking] but I suppose that I am 
quite careful, I think as a caveat if I do use that 
which is more, more advice giving kind of 
thing..I say, ah.. you know this might be helpful 
and you might want to use it in different ways”. 
 
Shelagh: “yeah…I mean not, certainly not all that 
often..but there are times when [pause, thinking] 
within a sentence I can reveal myself, which 
takes me to one erm… gentleman yesterday 
where I was looking back at my notes from the 
first one.. and I felt resentment and so I got to a 
point where I couldn’t see the person..and that 
doesn’t often happen.. there was no 
construction of it, which is often a part of what 
we are doing as a coach, helping people to 
construct a bit….and then it was getting nearly 
towards the.. the end of the session and I was 
asking what do you want to do and what are 
using this for? And I suppose that, some times I 
feel like I am not doing a good job and that all I 
am doing is exploring..and they are making stuff 
up and you know it, and it kinda feels like all this 
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exploring is just stuff that we are blood letting 
like “aaaah aaaaah!”.. out.. it doesn’t do what 
coaching should..so, yeah, so it’s er.. I moved it 
onto more productive topics, or hopefully, that 
might be more useful, I kind of consciously 
thought “Mmm” erm, I..another example 
[pause]..there was one guy I coached 
who…almost brought me to the brink of 
insanity..who was in his seventies …now that 
might have some erm..external factors like we 
didn’t have a place other than cafes and due to 
English as his second language.. and that tends 
to work out really well, but you know ..so I 
try…that’s one where I never felt.. [pause] that it 
kind of worked..in the way that I would have 
wanted”.” 
 
Cymbaline: “erm..and..and..and…I did have one 
lady, erm..who I was working with and..erm..she 
was much..erm..she worked for the NHS and 
she..and she had…erm..I would say a 
difficult..erm..divorce from her husband..nd 
there were moments, and er we started erm 
coaching whilst all this was going on and she 
got to herself and in..in..in..such a, I wouldn’t say 
state but her own mental wellbeing..was 
erm..compromised in terms of her functioning, in 
terms of her thoughts, she was always very 
tearful..erm…couldn’t really focus and took 
some time off work and obviously there wasn’t 
any point in..in..carrying on with the coaching 
conversations and she ended up seeing a 
counsellor.. erm..for that and actually took some 
time off work and erm..um..before we picked that 
up again…and I didn’t pick that up with 
her..erm…and I’d moved on from the 
organization by then but that’s the only time I’ve 
had to, to have to think about, actually that’s not 
something I would like to venture into” 
 
Cymbaline: “I do sometimes delve into the past, 
erm..in terms of perhaps there might be 
incidents and situations that might trigger 
what’s happening now? So, so it might be 
something that you want and to draw on that 
example, a lot of her..her..um.. beliefs..and so I 
work a lot around beliefs, functions, and values 
and erm..and we’re influenced by people in our 
lives..and..and..and so a lot of that had some 
impact on the way she was behaving and 
stemmed from erm..her attitude and her feelings 
for her father”..And so we had to touch upon 
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that to coach and recognise and identify  that to 
be able to see that and that’s where that came 
from? Erm and..and how you know you have to 
value the opportunity to change that?... erm..for 
me obviously, if..if..if the client is showing 
distress, anxiety..erm..[pause]..you know, 
in..in..in recalling those moments then I would 
stop that conversation and I would say erm..you 
know ‘do you want to go ahead?’ and I would 
question them and I would question myself as to 
whether I am the right person to be going ahead 
with this and delving into their situations?. 
erm..so..I don’t, again that’s something I would 
have a chat with them about, and, be totally 
upfront and honest with the client..erm..that 
actually you know some of the things you are 
talking about that you really need a 
therapist…maybe one with psychotherapeutic 
aspects to it..more than what I could offer..but 
I’ve done a lot of psychotherapy and a lot of er 
psychology in my training..so I feel that in those, 
in those sort of healthy and functioning ‘normal’ 
in inverted commas..that I am able to do that, but 
I am able to know where the boundaries lie…” 
 
Cymbaline: “..and if there are times when you 
need to be that directive then you need to say it 
as it is..erm..and there are times where I will say 
‘Well actually I’m coming out of a coaching 
mode and into a mentoring mode..And I will 
physically enact taking my hat off, and I say to 
the client ..I will say..do..doo.dum..I will ask their 
permission and I will say ‘This is what I am 
doing’” 
 
Cymbaline: “because sometimes we can go 
around the houses trying to get to..or trying to 
facilitate something when actually it is better to 
just tell the client..and then again that doesn’t 
happen very often… But you need..you need to 
know when that the right time is” 
  

Cymbaline: “and so I would-I would I would look 
at those things but I wouldn’t say that I have a 
sense of responsibility, I have a sense of 
responsibility in terms of acting ethically, within 
my boundaries and I follow the EMCC 
guidelines..on ethical conduct and that so, I 
share that with my coachees as well, that is just 
the way that I work and ..so yeah.. I don’t, I don’t 
give advice, I put on my mentoring hat and and-
and erm…you know steer them in a particular 
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direction towards pieces of work..erm , when I 
say mentoring that’s what I mean ‘have you 
looked at this’ or ‘have you tried that’?..that’s 
not within my role so…”  
 
Cymbaline: “its not my approach as a coach..its 
not directive and-and-and as part of my 
contracting, that’s that’s one thing there that 
whatever the coachee’s do they do that of their 
own  kind of free will?” 
 
Crystal: “..one of the dilemmas I thought of was 
about was an example..was..a..very senior leader 
in an organisation..who…I was told had lost 
[his?] confidence, a HR person (always there in 
sports therapy?)..erm..and she lost her 
confidence in standing up and addressing large 
meetings..so..[pause]..and the HR person said 
“Have you got a counselling background?” and I 
said “yes” and I didn’t actually follow up with a 
question of why?.. But…after 10 or 15 minutes in 
the first session..er..the person..coachee says 
“Oh” and revealed that she had woke up one 
morning and found her partner dead in the bed 
next to her...and that..she was going through 
some “interesting behaviours”… 
subsequently..which were all to do with sudden 
bereavement and trauma..and I remember saying 
to her that she was taking me to the limits of my 
expertise..” 
 

Crystal: “Erm….So they think I give 
advice…erm…sometimes I think it comes in 
information form..if I know something to be true 
information then it would be silly of me not to 
give the information pretending that I didn’t 
know ..and I would hope that I would offer it in a 
way that was [pause] “here is a piece of 
information – you might want to check it out, 
erm as I understand it..you can get this tax form 
from such and such.. whatever it is 
[pause]..so..erm…it’s a bit daft to pretend that 
you don’t know something when you do..er…I 
will..also do things like..um..ok let’s imagine that 
they are stuck and I will say “let’s think of some 
options together..so I’ll think of one option and 
you think of one option and we’ll spend some 
time creating options..and ..ok then out of those 
options which is your favourite?...or what do you 
think of following those through?..so it’s not 
about saying what I think you should do.. ..but 
sometimes they’ll choose my options, 
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sometimes they’ll choose a completely different 
one” 
 
Crystal: “What..whether I’ve done it right or 
not?..” pause thinking] oh yeah…otherwise I 
would be smug and erm..totally contented so 
yes I do worry about it..and that’s part of what 
supervision does..its telling us that..erm..and or 
other alternative ways of thinking about it..erm..I 
can remember going through a whole phase of 
fretting about being too supportive and not 
enough challenging..erm..I can remember going 
through a whole phase of fretting about being 
too supportive and not enough challenging..so 
you know..erm..I started to check out different 
clients saying that I was erm..[pause] monitoring 
myself in terms of whether I was too much at 
either end of the spectrum and how did they find 
that?..erm..[pause] most of the time they would 
say I’m very like the supportive..erm [pause] but 
maybe they don’t like being challenged. Maybe 
some people don’t, maybe some people are 
more open to it than others yeah, [laughter]!, it’s 
knowing that isn’t it?” erm..well..I started being 
very selfish…and…experimenting myself I 
suppose..and er…resolving, I don’t, I don’t ever 
want to get to..a place where I’m not challenging 
myself…”   
 

Tina: “erm,,but then some of the, some of the 
decisions made at the top would then not 
necessarily sit that well with the managers..erm 
and that, and I do know that that was the 
territory where there were occasions where I 
thought ‘I wish I didn’t know that’ [laughterTina: 
“yes, yes it does, but not to the extent that I sort 
of, I-I-I have never felt that this is something I 
can’t handle, I may have thought that ‘this isn’t 
something that I would do’…it may be unethical 
but it isn’t unlawful and they are not doing 
anything wrong legally or whatever…’I probably 
wouldn’t manage staff in that way’, not sure  that 
would be my best way of getting ..the ultimate 
out of a leadership team for me..” 
 
Tina: “you know, in such cases there were a 
number of [pause] issues…you know, in one of 
them, the woman I am coaching she knew that I 
was a close friend of the Chief Exec..” 
 
Tina: but she felt.. able to talk to me [laughter]  
whereas I think with the other one he just felt 
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that ‘oh it’s just somebody you meet 
professionally…“..but..erm..they obviously 
didn’t..you know they trusted what we’d said 
about confidentiality and what have you so that 
was good and without [pause thinking] I 
suppose, without that they wouldn’t have 
opened up for me as they needed to, because 
the other thing around that is that no-one’s 
operating in a bubble they have to face the 
consequences of what the Chief Exec has said… 
and they need to think about what they are going 
to do in the next hour…” “erm..and…trying not 
to replicate that behaviour [laughter] don’t you 
know, don’t go and dump on them from a great 
height..” “erm..but then sort of you know..yeah, I 
think that those are the main, the main sort of 
things really [pause thinking] and maybe sort 
of..there’s another one which was, not quite sure 
how long ago that was….[pause, 
thinking..struggling]…” 
 
Tina: “err [pause, thinking]..I don’t think so..I 
think the main thing for me is that [pause]..one 
of the things I love about coaching is having 
exposure to or access to lots of you know, 
different people who work in different areas, 
and-and not letting my interests fly away with me 
[laughs]....I don’t need to know absolutely 
everything about everyone but you know…quite 
often I get you know, quite erm ‘gosh oh yes 
that’s really interesting!’ 
 
Tina: “and your board may have something to 
say about it… you know I suspect it’s not 
something you could just slot somebody in to, 
because it’s interesting as it was a mental health 
charity..erm..you know..they knew all about 
discrimination in organizations in different 
ways..but actually you can’t just create a job for 
someone, you’ve, you are accountable and you 
need to be able to demonstrate that you know at 
least you’ve advertised it in different job sites 
erm…and neutralised it [laughter].. and after six 
months or whatever it was, you know she hadn’t 
come back so…but I think that, but I suppose 
that you know that if I thought that anything was  
unlawful…then I would always say… you know, 
‘think about that one!...because you’re on dodgy 
ground!” 
 
Tina: “..erm yeah, and often asking the question 
‘you know if these plans proceed then that is 
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something you have to think about and consider 
the other possibilities that are on offer as 
well’..because often places do have different er 
policies” 
 
Tina: “I don’t like the idea of zero hours 
contracts… but unfortunately that’s not 
unlawful! [laughs], it might be unethical but its 
not unlawful..Yes, Mmm..yeah..and if I was to 
talk to someone who says ‘well you know we’ve 
got a lot of people on our books, but not many of 
them get work, it’s like that’s up to them”. ..really 
and it happened a bit with one of the 
organizations with um..er..they did erm..they did 
long term placements for erm learning disabled 
adults, so in effect it was a bit like you’ve 
adopted a child where you went and lived with 
families but you weren’t involved, but within-
within the whole service there were times, there 
were times when some of those were much 
shorter term..so they had a lot of people on their 
books, erm some of whom you know they had 
to..they would have to do things like attend 
training, and you know, having health and safety 
checks or whatever and so until they got 
someone you know, they wouldn’t get paid 
anyway, and you know, there’s probably no way 
around that, but it’s not unethical, and whatever 
way you look at it is’t not illegal…” 
 
Tina: “I suppose one of the dilemmas that 
[pause, thinking].. I don’t think I thought about it 
so much at the time but it did feel more like 
‘that’s what a good manager should have been 
doing’..  
 (Mutual laughter) It kinda felt like there were, 
there were assumptions in so many 
organizations, once you got to that top level 
‘really you don’t need managing do you?’ and I 
think that’s an insult as I think that managing is 
a really positive process 
and erm it didn’t, it felt like the-the people in 
those positions, however good they were, 
however comfortable they were in their position 
they were reluctant to do what they felt might be 
erm weaknesses, they had you know, one of 
them said ‘I don’t think I’m going to take 
anything away from this meeting.. but they were 
reluctant to say anything to their managers, so, 
so on-on, so that was an issue for me, erm in 
terms of the conversation erm and they would 
sort of like, it’s almost like they said ‘they dump 
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it on us’ and I would say ‘ok, let’s look at some 
issues…” 
 

A coach’s attributes Lulu: “..I think you’ve gotta be a good listener, 
and intuition goes with the listening, you know 
to think about what they are really, really saying 
here?, to be able to think of and ask some 
insightful questions..[pause, thinking], you know 
what messages or what message are they 
giving? So, being able to challenge, not being 
frightened to challenge as well – ‘this could be a 
bit of a thorny subject but it sounds like we need 
to go there…’, erm so listening, questioning 
definitely, challenging, being a bit insightful 
erm..not afraid of silence, so that’s allowing 
your-your coachee to think erm, some-some 
people, depending on what they’re like, I’m a bit 
of a reflector so I’m, I’m I like to think, but if 
you’re a bit of an activist, because you’re being 
silent you might have a tendency to jump in with 
another question but always thinking about ‘are 
they thinking here?’, erm..’do I need to come and 
sort this out?’ or do I need to give them that 
space?’ erm being able to play back to them and 
summarise what you’ve heard..so, ‘what I’m 
hearing is’, and I need to think…’is that really 
what I’m mean or is that really what I’m saying? 
erm..[pause, thinking], I think you’ve gotta be 
patient as well cos you feel..and-and-and 
suspend judgement, because it’s not your world 
you um, you know you might think you’ve been 
there, seen it and done it and actually no you 
haven’t, you may have experienced something 
similar but you haven’t experienced what they’re 
experiencing, so whilst your experience might 
help to…erm in a way that you think ‘ok but try 
that..what else could you try?’ um..you shouldn’t 
think ‘well that one’s easy why aren’t you doing 
that? You know?….because it isn’t in their 
world, so suspending judgement around what 
they’re bringing and and-ah what they’re talking 
about, erm being open minded, cos sometimes 
you get something thrown at you and you think 
‘Woa! Ok!’….and erm so I think body language is 
quite important as well you’ve gotta sort of try to 
remain quite neutral rather than letting your face 
express things like ‘Oh my word! Where did that 
come from?!!?.. erm…and things like practical 
stuff like being quite organised erm and 
punctual and you know, commitment to it, so try 
not to be the one to move it.. “..let them if they 
need to move let them do it, so make it quite 
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sacrosanct for them erm it’s very much about 
putting yourself in their shoes and how oh it’s 
that old saying isn’t it? ‘treat others how you’d 
like to be treated yourself’..erm a bit of that goes 
on erm…yes..yeah, absolutely and empathising 
not sympathising..so that obviously it isn’t about 
‘oh I know I’ve been there and seen it’, you 
haven’t as it were, so yeah empathy is quite, 
quite important..” 
 
Lizzie: “..well, I have the first session which is 
quite important, I mean I tend to work very 
informally, that’s the other thing..erm [pause, 
thinking] I will..I think being personal also I use 
my intuition and it’s taken quite a lot of work..” 
 
Lizzie: “[pause..thinking] I think, coming back to 
intuition, empathy, erm keeping an open 
mind..]..I think those are the things..I do think 
you have to be adaptable because it is not my 
session.. it’s my client’s session and erm…so I 
have to be quite bendy…but not that bendy, I 
seem to be more flexible than I am..so I won’t 
just go off in any direction… erm..and I will like I 
say, if somebody’s angry or upset I am not 
bendy about that..I will just let it happen, and 
explore it..I will always look at it..”  
 
Shelagh: “[Thinking]..I think the key thing there 
is the word ‘listening’..” 
 
Cymbaline: “So I think you need to be flexible..” 
 
Cymbaline: “.erm…[pause, thinking]..for me 
empathy is really getting to know people and 
treating people on a human level and sharing 
and finding some commonalities and 
erm…[pause], being very open, very honest and 
sometimes I do share my own life stories…”. 
 
Cymbaline: “Its-its-its it’s about having that-that 
ability to, to really and I think, I think that as a 
coach it’s important to go into a session with a 
very clear head and an empty head?”.. so that 
you have the space then to draw upon, upon 
these different approaches and concepts that 
you are thinking about, you know, you know 
which-which-which tool or technique to use… 
with this particular issue, and this particular 
client?...” 
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Crystal: “erm..those sorts of..a duty of care, the 
ability to move somebody sufficiently..to hear 
metaphors..to play them back..all of those 
things”. 
 
Tina: “I think that’s one of the key things as a 
coach, it should never feel scripted, it should 
never feel as though.. I’ve.. it should never feel 
as though before I’ve even gone there that I’ve 
got an idea of what success looks like, it has to 
be what’s right for the person..and nearly every 
time, I mean every time I would, I would refresh 
myself erm and think ‘what have we talked 
about?, 
 
Tina: “I think as well, it’s different in retrospect 
but [pause] I think some of it is being [pause] 
sensitive as you don’t know them very well, 
you’ve only seen them in a coaching situation, 
but to be able to just to be able to pick up on 
things like their demeanour and I don’t, I don’t 
know that that’s something that we do 
consciously at all but I know for me, that if I look 
back, then I will be able to say ‘oh yes that was 
the day when…’ that was the day that..and 
everyone was like, and I can draw on that 
and…so I think there’s an element of intuition 
going on erm..I think being, I think being 
prepared for the unexpected..” 
 
Tina: “but erm I think that one of the key skills is 
being here [pause] and persistence, yes 
persistent when you have to be [pause] to 
establish what, what you are going to try and 
achieve with your questioning..I think that is 
actually quite important, cos I would usually ask 
questions like you know ‘how are things?’ erm 
and there’s always so much comes up that you 
can’t cover..” 
 
Tina: “the ability to think on your feet is quite 
important..I think the ability to  [pause, thinking] 
allow yourself off the hook..in that you know as a 
coach, you don’t have the answers, and it is 
actually quite dangerous if you do cos that’s 
what I would do, I don’t know what I would do if I 
were in that situation….I don’t know – I would 
walk probably! Laughs, or tell ‘em what I thought 
of ‘em? No! erm…” 
 
Tina: “as well, but I think-I think that being non-
judgemental is really..it’s really important from 
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every point of view, so even you know, 
someone, someone sort of says ’ well this is 
something I want to sort out’ and you do lots of 
work with them erm and they can be really quite 
dangerous…you know…one staff member I 
worked with, he himself kept coming up with 
what the, what the answer was…” 

Mid-life crises Lizzie: “erm..well they’re sort of two groups of 
people that I have most of and that is people 
from erm about 30-40 and then 45-55, those two 
groups are mostly the people that I see, when it 
comes to career change that’s a slightly different 
thing.. and they can be any age..also when you 
work as something for many years you can get 
to a point where you are really fed up now and 
think ‘do I have to do 20 more years of this?, no 
it’s not what I want..and the other point is that 
they may have gone from uni to a job, and then 
they’ve got another job and kept on going up the 
ladder and at around 30 they sometimes think 
‘this isn’t what I wanted to do’.. and they start re-
evaluating what career steps they could take… 
and why have I been doing this?’..because it’s 
been expected of them, because they’ve wanted 
to please their parents…”  
 
Cymbaline: “I ‘ve worked with a lot of people in 
their you know 40’s, 50’s and ‘what’s the 
meaning of life?.. what’s it all about..’..” 
 
 

How a coach’s life 
experiences may 
shape their practice 

 

Lulu: “there’s something about having 
something in common with that person, I think 
it’s about style, conversation style and how you 
relate to erm, it could be background, it could be 
just that you’re female and that you have been at 
a senior level and you’ve got kids, I’m just 
thinking about one of my current coachees who 
sought me out, but embarrassingly I didn’t know 
her, anyway I’d met her at a meeting apparently, 
and she’d approached our firm and said that 
she’d like to work with Linda as I’ve met her and 
I thought ‘I don’t even know who this person is!’, 
erm but she had come along to one of our team 
meetings and talked about marketing erm and 
she was working with a gentleman, who she felt 
didn’t get the pressures of being a senior 
executive, married with kids and a woman, 
[laughs] and so erm apparently I came across as 
a bit no-nonsense and quite challenging and she 
thought ‘actually that’s what I need’, so we’ve 
been working together for two years now, again 
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we only meet quarterly..erm..but it’s a case of 
her words are usually ‘well I know you get it, you 
know, you know where I am coming from when I 
say I am frustrated, I’m torn because I’ve got the 
kids and doodah’, …she doesn’t work Fridays 
and she’s had pressure to work more and all 
those sorts of things and I get all that cos I’ve 
you know, I’ve been there and done it ” 
 
Lizzie: “and from, yes!..and also because I’ve 
done you know, I have done other jobs..I’ve done 
jobs in the corporate world and stuff so I do..so I 
think its that..I spent 20 years?..about 20 years 
writing and developing actually, erm..training of 
any and every kind… and I start, I had started 
doing quite a lot of management, I did pressure 
vessel specifications and stuff as well, but there 
was a lot of soft skills in management, I’d been 
with a company erm or an associate of a 
company who did a lot of management which 
started with um..TA, transactional analysis.. so I 
was sort of used to doing that kind of thing, I got 
very fed up with doing that after a while , well 
actually I made myself quite ill as I worked very 
hard and ridiculously hard, and when you’re 
working for the corporate world, they need it 
yesterday..yes, and so..I’m very respectful of 
them.. so I changed direction..”   
 
Lizzie: “and quite often just for the purposes of 
empathy I will feel able to say ‘yes I do know..I 
don’t know how you feel because I don’t know 
what it is like to be you, but I have been in a 
situation where that has happened to me, not 
quite the same..I might go..I might give a bit of 
detail but not very much..and I find that’s quite 
useful so there are clients..some of my clients 
know that I’ve..I’ve had problems in my life, not 
huge problems..”  
so I, I actually actively like them to feel that I’ve 
been through the mill and er being the age I am I 
suppose, I suppose that people assume that I 
have..and I wouldn’t want them to feel that I am 
sort of floating above them and that I have it all 
sorted..at all” 
 
Shelagh: “..well.. with my background as I was a 
Social Worker and I used to work in Social 
Services so I suppose I would seek confirmation 
from others…basically in what I am doing and if 
that is ok and that is a positive thing.. and there 
is stuff that is brought to life and..because you 
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are going to get quite close to the client…you 
need to know where you are going with it” 
 
Crystal: “..because as I trained as a counsellor 
initially..  
because of previous experience I have..that’s 
what I think you bring to coaching, apart from 
one’s qualifications, is that life experience and 
understanding and people buying you.. in your 
totality as it were..” 
 
Crystal: “..No, I’m thinking about 
it…[pause]..erm..well I do think that 
qualifications are important, but what category 
that comes under..I also think that you can have 
as many qualifications as you like..but..erm the 
individual brings themselves with their 
experience, so the ability to…ask questions..(I’m 
sorry, I’m just marking someone’s level 
7..er..ILM, and it just feels like I am regurgitating 
some of the things that you say in 
assignments)..erm..those sorts of...and some of 
that is innate..because, well their life experience 
and their material, their values..all of that you 
have developed as an individual” 
 
Tina: “..because my..the other thing I’ve done for 
most of my working life is training…“erm..and I 
used to do that as much more as a facilitator… 
“rather than a trainer, and I don’t try to impart…I-
I train adults who have life experience and 
they’re not needing to learn something that is 
totally new, they’re rediscovering things they’re 
perhaps not so aware of erm, so yeah I think-I 
think the more [pause], the more that you you do 
as coach in the workplace and you deal with 
some quite sensitive information, the more you 
are able to tap into what that individual, the 
coachee’s experiences and aspirations and 
strengths and all those kind of things, then the 
better the outcome is for them, cos some of 
them will propose things that I would never 
dream of, but that’s not because they are wrong 
it’s just that I would never do it that way..” 

The role that time 
plays 

 

Lulu: “..erm, yes I think, one of the things I 
always find interesting is when I set up a 
relationship, the standards which we work to 
mainly are ‘if it’s purely a coaching relationship 
on it’s own and not being about leadership 
development or anything or the other things that 
we are doing then we would normally say that a 
coaching session is around 3 hours long …..and 
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people who don’t know very much about it think 
that seems an awfully long time, and I say ‘well 
let’s see how we go because it’s in the diary and 
if we don’t need the time we don’t need the time, 
but if we need more time it will be difficult for 
you to maybe not go to the next meeting or 
something, so don’t leave halfway through ..’ 
and then we get to the first session and we’ve 
been talking etc etc and then I’ll say ‘right, we’ve 
got 40 minutes left or we’ve got half an hour left 
of time’ and they’ll say ‘Really?!? that’s gone 
really quickly’ so and I think also you need to 
have a good amount of time to allow the person 
to really explore things…” 
 
Lulu: “..you can’t really have a relationship in 
coaching you know if you don’t have trust erm 
but I think it is also time, particularly if they don’t 
know you erm I mean the gentleman I was 
talking about he has had a really bad time and 
trust is.. a big bank of trust because we’ve 
known one another a long time erm I’ve watched 
him get married, I’ve, you know, have his 
children so we got back a long time, so I think 
we’ve got that history erm and quite a strong 
relationship erm, the two that, the senior 
managers that I am coaching when I first started 
didn’t know me from Adam and were quite 
hostile to start with because they weren’t really 
sure what it was and did they need it? Erm so 
you go from that sort of scenario and me having 
to pull something out in terms of ‘what is the 
focus for this session’ to the last time I had with 
one, in fact the other one has come around very 
quickly, but the other one for the first time 
actually brought something and I thought 
“Hallelujah!”, you know after about 4 or 5 
sessions you’ve got somewhere! [laughs] you 
know so…” 
 
Cymbaline: “ you know..the work I do is very 
much future focused, it’s about the here-and-
now, its about the way we’re going into the 
future I do sometimes delve into the past, erm..in 
terms of perhaps there might be incidents and 
situations that might trigger what’s happening 
now?” 
 
Crystal: “..but it’s a..um..standard answer to say 
it’s future..that coaching is future focussed, 
because they are thinking (I think) of the sort of 
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therapy which is about talking about your 
childhood…  

to say that coaching is future-focussed all the 
time is a wee bit erm..[pause, struggling to find 
words]..[laughs]..because you get information 
from the client, you may not follow it up but the 
fact that what the client is a strong Catholic and 
has been brought up in the Catholic tradition, 
actually has a lot of guilt and understanding 
about the world that comes from the Catholic 
perspective.. “. 
 
Tina: “yes, and so ‘we need to take a look at this, 
and I know you’ve got that coming up but you’ve 
got this happening this week, so what’s the best 
use of today?,’ and then its about their choice 
rather than ‘this seems like a setting a priority or 
‘I’m buggered if I’m not going to get it this time!’ 
because we have usually an hour, an hour and a 
half, you know and it’s not long is it?” 
 
Tina: “..erm..and then say ‘right ok, this is what 
we’ve got, we’re not going to get through all of it, 
what do you think you want to do?, you know…I 
think particularly as time went on and the 
coaching relationship went on…they got a better 
idea of what we could accomplish in that 
time…and you know rather than me say ‘it’s two 
minutes until the end…Ooh and another 
thing!’… 
 

Stigma Lizzie: “..absolutely, because there is a stigma 
attached to counselling and therapy, that there is 
something wrong....and I think that there is a lot 
of that…” 

Diversity Lulu: “..so there is this person and it’s their map 
of the world” 
 
Lulu: “..suspend judgement, because it’s not 
your world you um, you know you might think 
you’ve been there, seen it and done it and 
actually no you haven’t, you may have 
experienced something similar but you haven’t 
experienced what they’re experiencing, so whilst 
your experience might help to…erm in a way that 
you think ‘ok but try that..what else could you 
try?’ um..you shouldn’t think ‘well that one’s 
easy why aren’t you doing that? You know?” 
 
Lulu: “….because it isn’t in their world, so 
suspending judgement around what they’re 
bringing and and-ah what they’re talking about, 
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erm being open minded, cos sometimes you get 
something thrown at you and you think ‘Woa! 
Ok!’..so I think body language is quite important 
as well you’ve gotta sort of try to remain quite 
neutral rather than letting your face express 
things like ‘Oh my word! Where did that come 
from?!!?’” 
 
Lizzie: “..well..somebody who has very different 
values…but then..nothing really..you know 
working as I did in corporate, I was always 
coming across people with completely different 
values from myself and its ok to deal with that..” 
 
Tina: “but so yeah, and I think that, that’s the 
sort of thing – you know it’s what works for them 
and it’s so easy isn’t it to look at someone to say 
‘yeah, they can always do this, and I don’t know 
why they don’t do that…’ erm but they are, they 
are where they are and they do what they do and 
it’s not what I do, so I think that’s all important” 
 
Tina: “..and they’ve got different ways of dealing 
with things, and they would take some risks that 
I wouldn’t, erm..and that’s cos they know 
themselves, erm…I mean, you know, and often 
we talk about the you know the relative.., the 
reality, and you know, the risks and the benefits 
when you think about it that way…and the 
decision is always theirs and sometimes the 
decisions leave me thinking ‘gosh, you know 
what on earth are they thinking?’ but I will never 
say that and often it will work! you know, cos 
they would, you know it might be about having 
to talk to the board which can be quite difficult, I 
don’t know the board but they do, erm..and they 
manage that so, that’s that’s the trust, the trust 
that the coachee you know, is the best person to 
erm to-to describe the situation they’re facing, to 
know their own erm..their own working 
environment and their own challenges.. how that 
all fits together and how they can achieve what 
they want to achieve, you know, knowing full 
well that in lots of situations there are different 
ways to do that and it isn’t about what is right for 
me, so…. but real life involves you know some 
people whose values don’t match mine erm and 
that’s not with all my coachee’s I guess and not 
in a negative way…. within my you know, a lot of 
the work that I do at the minute is retraining and 
consultancy and it’s nearly all private 
sector…and can be unethical you know and you 
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know what? [laughs]..but it’s not unlawful and 
its about making a profit and that’s how they do 
it..erm…it doesn’t make them bad people...it just 
makes them different from me!, erm and I think 
that’s that quite a challenge” 
 
Tina: “ cos some of them will propose things 
that I would never dream of, but that’s not 
because they are wrong it’s just that I would 
never do it that way..” 
 

Coaching as a space 
to be heard 

Lulu: ..”have someone to act as a sounding 
board” 
 
Shelagh: “..and so…um, really they are wanting 
someone to talk to..” 
 
Cymbaline: “..who just wants a listening ear” 
 
Crystal: “..and it is one of the things we offer you 
know, so if I coach a Chief Exec which er…a 
couple of Chief Execs both say that there isn’t 
anybody else that I can talk to about these 
things..” 

Inner speech   

The voice of the 
other in the coach’s 
thoughts and speech 
 

Lulu: Katie, whose one of the Lawyers I am 
working with, she said ‘I’m putting this down as 
part of the agenda so I don’t forget it!’ and it’s all 
in code something like..erm, I can’t remember 
what it said but it was obviously people’s initials 
, and I’m thinking ‘talking about that, is there 
anything ..’ I think I got two of them alright but 
the others I’ve got no idea, so I went back and 
wrote  ‘great , very cryptic, I’m sure it will make 
sense when we get together but you know…’ so 
erm they are not very good at coming back with 
stuff that erm makes you think ‘oh actually well, 
we could talk about something to do with that…” 
 
Lizzie: “because they are going to think it 
anyway, or resentful or ‘you don’t get me’ or 
..whatever” 
 
Lizzie: “and we saw each other and I said ‘I want 
to do this!’ and he said ‘come on then, you can 
do this if you write all the, all the training for it!’..  
 

Lizzie: “..he said he used to take the journey 
time and that was part of it, but he said ‘I’ve 
ended up somewhere that I would never, ever 
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have thought I would have ended up and I am 
really glad and thank you for that”.  
 
Lizzie: “..yes, he was very, and he said 
afterwards ‘yes I understood that you were 
patient with me’, and so I can do that now..”  
 
Lizzie: “..erm..so that was just about being 
patient, and he said ‘yes I’m very impatient’, and 
I said ‘I’ve noticed!’.. and he said ‘I did sort of 
think I did get cross’, he said ‘not with you but I 
got frustrated with myself’, he said ‘but my..I sort 
of thought that you know what you’re doing’..”  
 
Crystal: “and..erm somebody else or another 
organisation that you may be interested in and 
she said “No! I’m not interested I want to work 
with you!” 
 
Crystal: “..I’ve said to the client “you know 
listening to this story makes me feel angry”  
“And I’m wondering if that has resonance for 
you”..“you say that you are not angry but 
actually just listening to you, I’m getting angry!” 
 

Crystal: “by the organization..again…I was 
thinking of one where the HR person.. I said 
“you mean you want to get rid of this person?” 
and she said “yeah ..well..we want her to leave 
with dignity..” 
 
Tina: “but she felt.. able to talk to me [laughter]  
whereas I think with the other one he just felt 
that ‘oh it’s just somebody you meet 
professionally…” 
 
Tina: you know that’s another thing I said ‘have 
you talked to her about these things? And why 
she has gone off?’, there was something..he 
wasn’t seeing, it was something like when he 
said ‘that’s her passion’ and I said ‘well it wasn’t 
quite clearly! [laughter]” 
 
Tina: “my time was spent doing something 
else”….and I would say ‘ you weren’t doing it for 
me so that’s ok!.. cos there’s always that ‘gotta 
please the coach!”, and they don’t have to 
please me at all” 
 
Tina: “I just say ‘this is one of the things that 
you said, so what do you think about that now?’, 
and they might you know reflect on this or say 
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nothing or say ‘oh right I’ve been overtaken by 
something else!’ [laughs] you know.or say ‘yeah 
I know you’re right..’” 
 
Tina: ““..you know, but she wasn’t trained and 
you know..she couldn’t..and when he said…he’d 
been off, this was after his parent had died from 
Alzheimer’s and he’d just come back from 
holiday and like you would you know say ‘how 
has your holiday been?’ and they would say ‘oh 
great!’ and erm he said ‘I couldn’t sleep!’ – he 
didn’t sleep the night before coming to work, 
and I thought ‘oh! Ok’, you know I imagine that 
working as head of child protection you know 
could be difficult and stressful, but he said ‘I 
know but she’s messed up my diary! [laughs]” 

Inner feelings and 
their role in coaching  

Lulu: “because they can explore much more 
around your inner feelings around the accident 
and that sort of thing, and I think the time has 
come where you need to go and see somebody 
and that’s fine, we can still meet’ which we did 
erm but we were talking about different things to 
what he was probably exploring with the 
counsellor, as we were focussing on managing 
the work” 
 
Lulu: “..I think you’ve gotta be a good listener, 
and intuition goes with the listening, you know 
to think about what they are really, really saying 
here?, to be able to think of and ask some 
insightful questions..[pause, thinking], you know 
what messages or what message are they 
giving? 
 
Lulu: “..so, ‘what I’m hearing is’, and I need to 
think…’is that really what I’m mean or is that 
really what I’m saying?’ 
 
Lizzie: “….I mean, and I-I I would acknowledge it 
in the next session I said that I felt you getting 
quite anxious..and frustrated…quite possibly 
that we weren’t moving ahead and he’d, he’d 
asked me for an action plan and I said no I would 
not do an action plan we’re staying, we’ve got to 
access your emotions…and sit with them I’m 
afraid and we need to talk about that first.. he 
wanted to come and you know, know what he 
was doing…”until the next session and I was 
saying ‘! You have to stay with this horrible 
situation..just so you know what’s going on in it 
and until you’ve done that anything you do is 
running away..” 
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Shelagh: “..is about the experiencing that takes 
place in that..so I think there’s something about 
a quality in there..and how you know, you can 
almost feel..if you can feel something valuable 
then..like when people ask what that kind of 
feeling is..when you’ve created that between 
you, what you are doing.the two of you to create 
that..erm..so I think that kind of satisfies..” 
 
Shelagh: “I can be conscious that I can 
get..because I have spoken to a lot of people…a 
mental image appears of how you can solve this 
in the moment..and..um..[pause] I’m not always, 
I’m not comfortable about doing that as well..and 
so it’s about looking inwards towards 
myself..but I do think that it can be helpful” 
 
Shelagh: “just one..and that was a person who I 
was coaching as a member of an organization 
and it was very difficult to do something about 
that though, as he was ….but, yeah..very 
occasionally it happens, as people have brought 
themselves into the room..erm [pause]” 
 
Shelagh: “and they are taking something out of 
themselves and having a really good look at it … 
outside of their heads, and so…um, really they 
are wanting someone to talk to..” 
 
Cymbaline: “it’s about..its about bringing 
emotions and bringing erm..how people are 
feeling cos sometimes our feeling effects our 
thinking.. Because our thinking effects our 
feeling” 
 
Cymbaline: “gestalt approach, I-I would really 
turn that awareness into something, so I would 
say ‘oh-oh I am-am-am, you know when you say 
that it is bringing out these feelings’ and I would 
ask permission to share that?.. yeah, so it’s 
partly..if-if-if someone is feeling sad and is you 
know going through something that’s really 
painful erm [pause, thinking] and that’s affecting 
me then and…I will definitely er feed that back 
cos at the end of the day I’m a human being..with 
another human being..” 
 
Crystal: “It did bring up bereavement stuff for me 
which as I say I took it to supervision..and I 
dumped my stuff there where the supervisor 
took it I don’t know, but you know” 
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Tina: “the more you are able to tap into what that 
individual, the coachee’s experiences and 
aspirations and strengths and all those kind of 
things, then the better the outcome is for them” 
 

Not 
knowing/struggling 
to make sense 

Lulu: “..but sometimes I don’t know, I don’t know 
the answers, you know!, sometimes a client will 
come and you think “Hmmm..ok!”, and have to 
sit with it, so sometimes that can be beneficial 
as well because you can ask all sorts of silly 
questions because you don’t know!.” 
 
Lulu: “..because I don’t understand how that 
works and tell me a little bit more about…’let’s 
talk it through’, ‘how does that process work?’, 
or you know, ‘how does that all come together 
relationship wise?’, …you are trying to give them 
a space to reflect which a lot of times they don’t 
have erm and take time out of their busy day to I 
don’t know, have someone to act as a sounding 
board, or to have the opportunity to talk through 
things that they’re thinking of doing or talking 
through challenges or any issues that they’ve 
had, you know, ‘did they do it the right way or 
could they do it differently?’, you know and that 
sort of thing, so…” 
  

Lizzie: “and I also think that there’s no, there’s 
no abc of anything, you have to adapt..any 
system, any process to yourself anyway…and 
that’s how I might be able to help…..I think that’s 
the thing,…. I mean I think when I was younger I 
did feel that there was always a cause for one 
thing, but really I don’t think that 
anymore…there are so many things, so many 
variables…” 
 
Lizzie: “..for me, so because I practice erm my 
practice is independent , what I’ll get is all sorts 
of things…..all sorts of muddles” 
 
Lizzie: “I’ve had other dilemmas where I’ve had a 
client whose come for a career change and 
things have kept bumping up, I kept bumping up 
against this thing that I didn’t know what it was..I 
stopped the session and said that there’s 
something here that I don’t understand and it’s 
the same thing and it turned out that she was 
really severely bulimic and her whole life was 
centred around food..vomit..”  
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Lizzie: “..working out whether there’s you 
know…is it this? Is it that?, erm..and I know I’ve 
become an intuitive person and so I sort of use 
that and will give them feedback on things that I 
have picked up..I think that’s it..” 
 
Lizzie: “..and you can have everything in your 
head and know exactly how you are going to do 
things I mean you can know how to play a piano, 
but until you sit down and actually play it you 
don’t understand….yes it’s the doing..” 
 
Lizzie: “..yes..well I think it’s..there’s almost like 
a diagnosis process…erm..and I will also always 
say ‘I am not, I am not a blank canvas’ I will 
make suggestions, I really don’t mind whether 
it’s the right or wrong kind of suggestion, but if 
its..if it resonates with you and if you think ‘yes 
that’s fine..also if it makes you intuitively just go 
‘God no!’ that’s just as good in terms.. of 
information..so [pause] that’s part of the process 
of working out what it is they want.. and I will 
always say ‘it may be a while before you work 
out what it is that you are looking for’… so you 
might start with one thing and then have a little 
goal and then sorting that particular thing out 
and most things kind of unravel anyway and the 
knot loosens then you can see a way 
through..absolutely, and quite often, I have 
discovered, for example..more with men than 
with women and more with corporate men more 
than corporate women that they think it’s just 
their job. ..and then you find that it’s not, it’s 
mainly grief..that they haven’t actually dealt with 
or something,.” 
 
Shelagh: “erm… and I thought that I needed a bit 
more in depth assistance there are times when 
I’m grappling with thingsand then it’s helpful for 
me to talk openly with other people and to get 
ideas about how I can handle..” 
 
Cymbaline: “so then I might want to think about 
my processes and so-so if my coachee I find 
wasn’t really getting anything out of it, from my 
erm coaching approach… then I would test that 
and-and explore that and try to find out why, it 
might be that they are not ready, it might be that 
coaching’s not the right thing for  them..erm..it 
might be that there’s lots of resistance there… 
and that they are not ready to go there yet, it 
might be that they cannot make the time 
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commitment, erm so then I would sit with them 
and say well there’s no point in committing time 
for both of us’ and to do that erm..so I would 
question, I would question my coaching 
processes to see if they aren’t working and also 
question the coachee as well” 
 
Crystal: “..and actually in counselling terms she 
just wanted to be ‘held’ while she worked 
through what was going on with her..” 
 
Tina: “yes..[pause, thinking]..I would probably 
want to explore it deeply as much as anything to 
check that I’ve understood.erm..what their you 
know what they propose because I mean when I 
was coaching a couple of these dilemmas came 
up..half and half voluntary and public sector and 
along the way there were a couple of private 
sectors, so and I was just recently in the public 
sector and I have worked in the voluntary sector, 
so I kind of tend to know erm about those sorts 
of things and what is ok and what’s not and er, 
[pause, thinking], and reflecting on it that there 
have been times where I’ve red flagged it 
erm..what I’ll do, what I do in those situations is 
to deal with it a bit more just to see that I’ve 
understood it, and interestingly, I mean I will do 
– it’s not Columbo is it? It’s someone else who 
said ‘Now just so we understand this..’.. explain 
that to me again or whatever it is erm..and then I 
will sort of ask questions…Yes..yeah, so um er, 
you know, ‘and how does that fit within the 
structure and procedures within your 
organization?’ and quite often they don’t know.. 
erm yeah, and often asking the question ‘you 
know if these plans proceed then that is 
something you have to think about and consider 
the other possibilities that are on offer as well’ 
because often places do have different er 
policies,” 
 
Tina: “well and erm, while I was working, I would 
think to myself..ok ‘right now at some point I do 
need to say…’ you know, this one chap in adult 
services, I would ask ‘how’s it going with the PA 
then?..Mutual laughter…yeah..erm, but you 
know whatever the circumstances you know, 
there were other fires to put out really, erm and, 
and sometimes that was about meaningful 
dialogue and less about looking out for other 
people but what’s going to help you, because 
you’ve got meeting the board tomorrow or 
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you’ve got this group coming next week and 
how are you going to manage that?” 
 
Tina: “..erm…[pause, thinking] you almost 
get…always reminding yourself about ‘you know 
what’s happened so far?’ erm and what I would 
do is I would go right back to what brought 
somebody to coaching in the first place...and 
what rumbles along..yeah, and then sort of think 
about ‘so you know, is that always going to be 
there?’ And there’s always something going on, 
you know and trying to work out you know at the 
time..and that goes back to what I said about ‘it’s 
not about me, its not about me its about you, 
and at the start we’re going to do this and where 
are you?, it has to be about what’s right for 
them’..”  

The role of reflection Lulu: “..in my practice as a coach it’s actually 
quite important I think that you can be doing too 
much of it or you can be doing too little as well, 
and trying to get the balance right is quite 
hard...erm, I do reflect after each coaching 
conversation in terms of what went well, erm 
what maybe were the challenges of that session 
erm and what might I do differently next time, 
erm I don’t always have a look at that before I go 
into the next session with them erm but I do try 
to think about also what I should do differently in 
terms of another coaching session with 
somebody else, erm there’s some, erm I think as 
a reflection piece, which we mentioned when we 
were walking in, for me it’s that supervision 
conversation ..with somebody erm which is  part 
of my reflection really, erm thinking about what 
do I want to take to the supervisory session (and 
getting me to think about all kinds of things that 
I maybe haven’t thought about before, and so in 
that respect it’s helping you er keep your 
practice safe, it makes you stop and think you 
know… and you don’t think about yoso u know 
by questioning ‘is this rubbish?’ or ‘that is 
giving far too much advice..’ but then also it 
makes you stop and think ‘was that what the 
person needed at that time..’so was it, did it need 
to be a directive session as opposed to a non-
directive session?.... not necessarily in the 
session but afterwards...in the session you need 
to be there, you need to be present for them…” 
 
Lulu: “..sometimes it is and that’s what I think 
you are trying to do, you are trying to give them 
a space to reflect” 
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Lulu: “so I know that I have to talk to my 
supervisor about this, and how did that go 
well…and will I get there? ‘So what are we going 
to talk about?’ Er so it does make me do my 
reflection, erm and it helps me be a better coach 
because when we are talking about..erm my 
supervisor is quite good at saying ‘ok, so what 
might have happened if you had asked this 
question?’ or ‘what did you explore around 
this?’and I am thinking ‘well I didn’t and actually 
it probably would have been a good thing to do’, 
and the last time we met it was very much about 
‘so when are you going to have the next 
session?’ and ‘what can we do to bring that 
about?, he’s also very much into restoring in 
terms of a confidence point of view…” 
 
Lizzie: “..they certainly do reflective/reflection 
definitely..because I think it’s just as important 
the time between sessions...with my clients as 
the sessions themselves because sometimes, 
something will be significant..that manifests in 
the session and also it’s rather like when you go 
into therapy or whatever you are actually very 
much more alert and aware and observing 
yourself, so reflection is very important and 
important to me as well because I get 
information from my clients, I get.. ..because I’m 
thinking ‘oh that’s interesting’..ah! That’s 
another way of looking at it…erm..so reflection 
and I am quite reflective anyway..”  
 
Lizzie: “I do keep a journal some of the time and 
I will write down when I tend to find it helps me 
to write at the time…and to organise me 
thoughts again, and so I will write about things 
erm..[pause, thinking] but mainly because I have 
a narrative memory I can usually remember 
things well enough, again I kind of integrate 
them into other bits..but yes I do like writing, 
writing down when something’s really significant 
or if something is significant to one of my clients 
or what might seem to be helpful erm in terms of 
the way things work erm..but yes, because I do 
write things down and then I don’t for a while, I 
do and then I don’t…”  
 
Shelagh: “um..yes, yes so, I am not saying I do 
reflection but erm..most of what I am doing, I 
focus…I have been coaching 
for..um..[pause…counting]..7?..8?..9 or ten years 
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now..erm..and I do a reasonable amount of 
coaching..erm..so..I’m not saying I do do 
reflecting but the less I do works…I do have a 
supervisor…erm…I don’t particularly 
reflect….and I thought that I needed a bit more in 
depth assistance” 
 
Cymbaline: “..but yeah, just having the ability to-
to to really erm..reflect erm on coaching, to 
reflect on your approach and to think about what 
you could do differently, erm I do do as part of 
my stint doing my Masters some reflection and I 
do that with my sessions yeah so I do a lot of 
mind mapping, so usually at the end of coaching 
sessions I will do a lot of mind mapping and in 
my coaching reflective book that I have 
erm…that’s when I’m thinking ‘so how did that 
go? well ok that didn’t work out so I am trying to 
work out what I can do differently, erm was that 
the right approach? Or should I use that 
technique..And where in that moment did I use 
that? But I always come back, you know to ‘trust 
the process! Trust the process!.”. 
 
Cymbaline: “yeah..yeah..you can spend, for me 
I’m far too reflective.. far too reflective, and 
sometimes you can spend all your life 
reflecting..” 
 
Crystal: “do write a bit in my notes [pause]..I 
suppose that’s where reflection occurs..yes 
that’s it” 
 
Tina: “Mmm..I think there is and I think if it’s 
appropriate for me but also for the coachee as 
well, so I will reflect in the same way that that I 
would in some other counselling situation, 
which is..so that’s around ‘what I’m hearing is’ 
and you know about 4 seconds now, and this 
comes up  every time..’ erm you’ve said the 
same thing!’, so I think there’s a, almost 
immediate reflecting but then there’s also 
something which..so I don’t revisit the coaching 
notes until I’m just about to do the coaching 
session.. erm and then and that makes me think 
ok so, cos at the time I think, my-my reaction 
might be different from what it is after the you 
know after the event, after a few weeks have 
gone..and then I think about what this was like 
for them..so there’s my reflection and then 
there’s their reflection and I just say ‘this is one 
of the things that you said, so what do you think 
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about that now?’, and they might you know 
reflect on this or say nothing or say ‘oh right I’ve 
been overtaken by something else!’ [laughs] you 
know.or say ‘yeah I know you’re right..’.and that 
is..l mean the chap with his PA, it took forever 
for him to get the point of like identifying the 
problem!…..” 
 
 

The coach as 
craftsman/sculptor 
superordinate themes: 
 

 

Personal boundaries  
Lizzie: “erm..but I do have my own personal 
boundaries with clients..yes so I do have 
personal boundaries in that I tend not to have 
relationships outside the coaching relationship.. 
and various times it has come up where it might 
have been that I would maybe do some work 
with somebody else but I don’t do that because I 
think it is a conflict of interest..erm..I don’t have 
friendships..with clients..well I feel friendly 
towards them in the room.. and I am usually 
quite clear about when, when I’m available and 
when I’m not, I don’t do that much extra 
although I will do at times and I will take phone 
calls..and that’s part of my service and I wouldn’t 
have a sexual relationship with a client but no I 
wouldn’t do that..erm..[pause] well I suppose if it 
came up I would definitely stop coaching..and I 
would wait for two years, three years, a hundred 
years…I might have to..I don’t really know, as I 
say..” 
 

Relationship building Lulu: “..erm..but it’s a case of her words are 
usually ‘well I know you get it, you know, you 
know where I am coming from when I say I am 
frustrated, I’m torn because I’ve got the kids and 
doodah’, she doesn’t work Fridays and she’s 
had pressure to work more and all those sorts of 
things and I get all that cos I’ve you know, I’ve 
been there and done it. But not everybody wants 
that, some clients do and that’s almost the 
rapport built in some ways…” 
 
Lulu: “.well before I start a coaching relationship 
I always have a chemistry meeting and, so that’s 
a bit about building rapport, and working with 
me generally and that sort of thing erm..so I’ll 
always say you know what the purpose of the 
meeting is, set it up and then be quite open and 
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say, you know, ‘I’ll tell you a little bit about me, 
erm my history, how I came to do this job, and 
that I’m married, I have a Son’ and all that sort of 
thing, so that they just get a bit of a feel for the 
type of person that you are as well as having just 
a general conversation, and talking about what 
the coaching is going to be about, you know, 
how it’s going to work…” 
 
Lizzie: “yes the connection, that’s the important 
thing and you don’t have connection, I mean I 
suppose it’s possible to do it..” 
 
Lizzie: “..listening with absolutely all of your 
senses..”  
and keeping the, just keeping the channels 
open..and that was part of I think, a very big part 
of my training, was not to jump to conclusions, 
not to..and this is where was saying about liking 
someone or not liking somebody, because 
people do press your buttons…and so I might 
just have to make sure that I’m keeping those 
channels of communication open…” 
 
Lizzie: .”.well I feel friendly towards them in the 
room..yes, in the room or even outside, I smoke 
and erm one of my clients smokes and so we will 
go and have a smoke outside.. “so I am quite 
happy to do that and do some chit 
chat..erm..[pause]..and I am usually quite clear 
about when, when I’m available and when I’m 
not, I don’t do that much extra although I will do 
at times and I will take phone calls..” 
 
Cymbaline: “then…erm in my coaching, so that’s 
not just about what’s - what’s been said but all 
the, all the non verbals, pitch, tone, voice and 
posture, erm all the other things as well in terms 
of creating the right environment, I think the 
environment needs to be one, I-I work from a ‘I’m 
ok, you’re ok’ position.. erm, we are in a 
partnership together ..“I’m learning and 
developing cos what you are bringing to me is 
new… so again the-the environment erm..one 
that’s of trust, one that’s of openness and one 
that’s of transparency, one where the client is 
really able to be their ‘authentic’ self, to be and 
feel and say..who they are..without being made 
out to feel that they are being judged..” 
 
Crystal: “..thinking] tst…hmm..I think it is partly 
that..because you know you’re going to have to 
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work harder on some people who’ve been 
sent..by the organization..again…I was thinking 
of one where the HR person.. I said “you mean 
you want to get rid of this person?” and she said 
“yeah ..well..we want her to leave with dignity.. 
So taking on the coaching knowing that, I 
ignored..um..about whether she left with dignity 
of not erm..and I suppose that no…yeah..if 
someone doesn’t trust you..and or you don’t 
trust the client then that probably becomes 
apparent in the first session yes, its part of the 
job to build that rapport.. Well I 
suppose..erm…you’re making me think…but 
erm…taking an attitude of “I’m here for you” 
rather than..[pause]..”I’m here to earn some 
money and help your organisation in 
whatever..and they’ve hired me to do it”..how do 
I make that clear from the start? I mean I say 
that..erm..and that whole thing of confidentiality 
and what are the..what are they…oh…what are 
the boundaries..erm I don’t actually say “your 
organization says they want you to leave with 
dignity” and “I’m here for you to find out what 
you want to do”. 
 
Tina:“[pause, thinking] I feel that if you know in 
all, or nearly all areas of life, erm that the 
interaction that I’m involved in erm that I have a, 
I wouldn’t say – it’s not an urge..to find 
something that I’ve got in common, but I think 
that it’s something that you do you know in one 
way or another erm and that I think what links us 
is our common humanity erm..it’s you know it 
might sometimes be sort of ‘oh yeah?, really?’ 
and there are usually things that, that.. that-that 
link us that erm that you can talk about and that 
might be neutral kind of things but that create 
some sort of connection… without that being 
you know erm manufactured and this is the 
really important thing, erm I also think it’s really 
important not to overdo it…you know, so I will 
talk until the cows come home like on the train 
yesterday, where me and this woman, and I don’t 
even know how we did it but we ended up talking 
about running!..and-and that’s not neutral it’s 
not connected with work erm and if someone 
else you know, there was someone on one of my 
training courses who said ‘you know I want to 
run a marathon” and I said “I ran my first one at 
56!... and we kind of like, you know that didn’t, 
that wasn’t the basis of the training or anything 
but you could see that there’s like, you know, 
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who you have in front of you, that isn’t all of 
them, that’s just what you see and you have no 
idea what all the layers are behind that… erm 
and there is always something and that that you 
know if push comes to shove – it’s a person with 
a dilemma erm and there’s a way in which you 
can get them to talk about that and often I think 
the way that people will talk about things gives 
me clues to where they are coming from?”  
  
 

Seeing the world 
through the eyes of 
the coachee 

Lizzie: “..well..somebody who has very different 
values…but then..nothing really..you know 
working as I did in corporate, I was always 
coming across people with completely different 
values from myself and its ok to deal with that..” 
 
Lizzie: “Well usually If I wait long enough and 
suspend judgement I get to like them anyway” 
 
Tina: “and then, so I can’t become that person 
but I can try to empathise and accept that we 
might be different but I don’t know and I can only 
see it from their point of view and that’s what I 
have to stick to.. erm I would you know in a, in a 
totally different context I would, I could probably 
see the other person’s point of view but I’m not 
coaching them! .” 
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A summary table relating to chapter 5 of superordinate themes: inner 

speech, external speech and the coach as craftsperson/sculptor adapted 

from the master script summary table  

 

Superordinate theme: Inner Speech Participants 

Connecting themes 
 
 
 

 

The voice of the other in the coach’s thoughts 
and speech 
 
 
 

Lulu  
 
Lizzie  
 
Crystal. 
 
Tina 
  

Inner feelings and their role in coaching Lulu  
 
Lizzie 
 
Shelagh  
 
Cymbaline  
 
Crystal  
 
Tina 
. 

Not knowing/ struggling to make sense Lulu 
 
Lizzie  
 
Shelagh  
 
Cymbaline  
 
Tina 
. 

The role of reflection Lulu  
 
Lizzie  
 
Shelagh  
 
Cymbaline  
 
Tina 
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Superordinate theme: External Speech  

Connecting themes  

Reliance upon theories and models in 
coaching practice 

Lulu  
 
Lizzie 
 
Shelagh 
 
Cymbaline  
 
Crystal  
 
Tina  

The place of goals in coaching practice Lulu  
 
Lizzie  
 
Shelagh  
 
Cymbaline  
 
Crystal  
 
Tina  
 

A coach’s attributes Lulu  
 
Lizzie  
 
Shelagh  
 
Cymbaline. 
 
Crystal  
 
Tina  

Sharing the self 
 
 

Lulu  
 
Lizzie  
 
Shelagh  
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Cymbaline  
 
Crystal  
 
Tina  
 

Coaching dilemmas Lulu  
 
Lizzie  
 
Shelagh  
 
Cymbaline  
 
Crystal  
 
Tina  
 

Superordinate theme: the coach as 
craftsperson/sculptor 

 

Connecting themes  

Personal boundaries Lizzie  

Relationship building Lulu  
 
Lizzie  
 
Cymbaline  
 
Crystal  
 
Tina  

Seeing the world through the eyes of the 
coachee 

Lizzie  
 
Tina  
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